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I. On the Kourishment prodjiced to the Plant ly lis Leaves.

By Mrs. Agnes Ibbetson.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—A shall now continue the account begiui in my last let-

ter, tendinc^ to prove the different manner which nature jjursues

in distributing the nourishment the vegetable world requires in

four different ways; viz. by a common root, by the agency of a

bulb, by the cuticle of leaves, and by a sort of pump inserted

into another plant. I have shown in evergreen'^, in jirs, and in

water plants, that no nourishment whatever is by them taken
in by any other vehicle than the root, though some points and
hairs may assist them in receiving those various juices that pro-
duce the l)ark mixture, and supply the oil to humectate and lu-

bricate the spiral wire.

In trees, shrubs, herbaceous, annuals, aiid all those of the kind
which prove luxuriant plants, 1 have given examples of those

fed bv the root and atmosphere ; where the size of the plant,

the quantity of their leaves, and the consequent evaporation

and exliaustion are such, that they must require all the nutriment

that can be bestowed ly both. Here the root not only does its

office thoroughly , but the leaves also, expanded and stimulated

by light, are constantly receiving nourishment from the bounteous
dews, as well as a variety of liquids and gases from the hairs and
retorts : yet so admirably is the exterior managed to guard them
from the too copious evaporation, that every single leaf is co-
vered by many skins, two or three of wliich being impervious

to water, allow air alone to exude. Thus all that passes out
from the leaves is converted into oxygen for the benefit of man
and animals, and only assimies its watery form when it escapes

confinement. This circumstance alone might prove to those

Vol. 45. No. 201. Jaw. 1815. A 2 who



4 Oji the Nourishment produced to the Vlant by its Leaves.

who cannot or will not take the trouble to make use of their

eyes, that all vegetables must be co\eied \^ith an mperviom
skin; since without this no such quantilv of oxygen gas could

be retained within the cuticle ; and without this protection most

leaves would evaporate ail their moisture in one sirigle liot day.

In the grassy leaves of early spring flowers, I gave an e>:am};le

of those leaves which are wholly supported and fed by their in-

terior matter laid up for them in their bulbous roots, and re-

quiring from the time of being taken cut of the ground neither

earth, water, or rain, (at least very litile of the latter,) till after

flowering they are replaced in the earth to receive and form the

seeds and flowers of the vext year; as bulbs will not continue

bearing or forming seed or flower except they are replaced in

the earth- to renew the seeds ; while the rock plants, wliolly dif-

fejjent, are fed by the cuticles of their leaves alone, and deprived

of most of the impervious ones which in all other plants shut out

moisture ; tliese receive rain and dew from a variety of pores

with which the excrescences on their leaves are filled, and which

form nourishment enough even to sustain very large plants.

Having now given a sketch of the jjreceding letter, I shall turn

to the subject of the present; whicli v\';ll describe the manner in

which sand plants are fed ; also hov\' the parasite tribe receive

their nourishme7!f : nor shall I leave out those Ipaves which flower

in the leaf, as most admirably drawing the line between those

parts requisite to form the fl.ov.cr, or these adapted to the leaf

only. I shall then give the description of the cuticle of wet

plants, and finish by detailing the changes operated on plants

from soil and situation, moisture and dryness, wilh a few other

matters appertaining to the subject.

The real sand jilant very frecjuently possesses a black, dry, and

shrivelled root, which sends up but little nourishment except at

its first shooting : when it is ,an annual, it is often discovered

with its root half decayed, as if having conveyed tlie seeds to

this their proj)er destination, at the sunnnit of the plant : the

root was no longer wanted, hut to yield that trifling degree of

sap required to support the stem; all its other juices and nourish-

ment proceeding from the cuticle of the leaf.

The leaves of sand plants have three cuticles above and two

below; two of each being impervious to water or any liquid.

The ])abulum, scarcely thicker than the bark jjiices, is filled with

a glutinous matter, which however hardens as the age of the

leaves increases. But of all the vegetable tribe no plants possess

so many hairs as the sand plants : sometimes they are laid hori-

zontally in layers both above and heloiv the lea; t y, as at Plate 1,

fig. 1. the chenopodhim olidum ; sometimes .standing perpen-

dicularly as in the turnip leaf, fig. 2, but in that case it has air

ways
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On ike Nourisknienl produced to the Plant ly its Leaves. 5

ways a shiniiig cuticle above the impervious one, into which

points or pockets are so contrived as to receive the moisture

from the ahnosphere : see fig. '3, 4. !t is a shining net very fre-

quently taken for perspiration, indeed it is continually filling with

water, but instead of ^U'lng it out it is faking it in. The
quantity of v.-ater or different liquids received by means of the

cuticles of this species of sand plant is excessive; but they not

only diaw nourishment from the hairs and the cuticle, but the

side of each leaf is a reservoir for accumulating nutriment round

the plant: see fig. 5, 6. In the turnip they are a sort of retort,

filling and emptying into the vegetable every three or four hours;

fig. 6,full; empfj/ 7- I often find them all empty, on generally

one side of the leaf at a time ; and these when thus situatedi

]-lainlv show how the hait.* axe formed: see fig. 8, 9. The
glazed matter with which they are made, appears to me ex-

actly to resemble the impervious skin (so often mentioned) at

the exterior of eackfuce cf the lenf. The texture is the same,

and it is also exactly like the shining skin which forms the cuti-

cle of the sand plant 1 have just described ; which, whether full

or empty, makes so shining and brilliant an appearance in the

microscope, that without taking it off it cannot be ascertained

whether it is full or not of moiUure ; but the hairs, as soon as

they empty themselves into the plant, grow as flat as their valves

will let them. When vacant, they often draw up like a cork-

screw, if thev have many valves ; but if only two, one at each

end, thev hauij like a wet ra^ till refilled. I liave found this

species of gauze both striped and spotted, and in some plants it

is so thick as wholly to disguise the cjiour of the liquid it con-

tains. But u-herever seen, and m whatever plant found, it is the

same matter, \\\\h. trifling variations, always impervious to water,

and, though so verv slight, capable of bearing even detonation—
which I have often seen tu'o licpiids, on meeting, produce in the

retort while under my eve. These innumerable hairs are the

principal marks of a sand plant.

To give a perfect idea of the means used in nourishing a pa-

rasite plant, I need only describe the method by which innume-

rable loads of small muscles fasten themselves so forcibly on the

rocks upon our coast. The muscle has a broad round part,

hollow in the viiddle ; the shell is laid on the rock with a ge-

latinous matter whicli fills up all the interstices of its scollop

except the middle cavity, which is full of air: this ihe fish either

exhausts or draws inward for its own use and support, thus

leaving a vacuum, which fastens dowii the shell \WQ\e. powerfully

than any glutinous liquid could do. In the same manner is the

pump of the parasite plant composed ; it has a hroad piece which

is held down by means of a vacuum, managed on the nurse plant

:

A 3 but



G On the Nourishinent produced to the Plant ly its Leaves.

but besides tliis it has a hollow pointed vessel or instrument which
only fills up the very centre of the middle, the rest betweer^

the centre and broad piece remaining a perfect vacuum. This

point runs deep into the supporting plant, drawing from it a per-

petual stream ; and thus possessing itself of all the nutriment re-

quired, while tlie vacimm surrounding it is perpetually main-
tained by the superior force of the larger vegetable. I have ex-

amined the pointed pait inserted into the mother plant (see

fig. 9) at different degrees of depth ; and in the dodder tribe it is

so very clear that its insertion is most easilv to be perceived, though

entering far into t!'»j plant, especially if the furze is young and
tender. This description v.-!!l, I fear, ap'pear raiher obscure ; but

the drawings, see fig. y, [) and 10, will I hope elucidate it.

There are a great variety among the parasite plants : some, like

the ivy, are halfJed by the root, half by the nurse plant to which

they cling. Some, like the orobanche, fix their root on the vurse

plant that is to feed it. But though it seems to draw all its

nourishment from the plant to which it adheres : yet much of

its support is gained from the earth, on which its large and
spreading roots repose : it has many fixed appendages groiving

from the root, wliich appear to me to play the office of a sponge,

and suck up much moisture, which it undoubtedly yields to the

plant, since all the vessels of commimication with the real root

appear. But there is a peculiar circumstance belonging to this

plant which should not be overlooked : it possesses such a
quantity of ta?min, that my hands were absolutely dyed for a

long time after dissecting it. I am well assured that the quan-

tity of tannin is not alwavs proved by the excess or depth of the

colouring matter, and that there may be much of tlie latter,

with little oj' the former, as in the alder : but I believe when it

hjixed and difficult to eradicate, and that it has a glazed ap-

pearance, the quantity of tcumin always predominates. The
orobancttes (especially in a sandy soil) grow in such quantities,

and their roots are so iarge, that to collect them might be

no bad speculation, since there is often a pound of root to each

small plant.

The dodder tribe presents another variation of the ])arasite.

It soon loses its root, and depends on the joint aid of the nurse

plant and atmosphere ; its pump is nearly the same as that in

the ivy, but it is only a small piece of the stem tliat draws mois-
ture from the atmosphere. The flower itself, however, never
closes after it has once oj)ened, and constantly exposes its most
curious pointed nectary (it should seem) for this purpose, since

it is always loaded with diminutive specks of water on the

projecting points. Thus there are various meaus of nourishment
made use of by nature in this species of plants: some gain from

the

I



On the Nourishment produced to the Plcoit ly its Leaves. 7

the root and nurse plafit, some from tlie atmosphere and nurse

plant. There are however others, that, not satisfied with draw-

ing from the exterior or bark of the tree, dive deep i?ito it, and,

running a large vessel from one pump to anotiier, lay asort ofclaim

on the wood, that must be highly prejudicial to their nurse. Of
this kind is the viscum, and many West India climbers ; which

will often bind the wood as cruelly within, as the ivy does at the

exterior of the plant. There is Ijesides a peculiarity belonging

to most parasite plants that deserves notice^ they will often

show, by some change of form, how much support they gain or

lose from their nurse. Thus the i\'y alters its leaves the moment
the pumps are no longer suspended on the side of the tree, be-

cause then the greatest quantity of food comes from the root,

and the juices of that part are no longer balanced by those which

it received from its pumps. The orobanche draws much from

the atmosphere the last few weeks of its existence : the taller,

therefore, it grows, the more unlike itself it often becomes ; and
I found three last year, whose upper leaves were almost her-

laceous, and had lost all that stringy woven appearance the

oroLanches are so famous for. But the most curious alteration

I ever experienced in a parasite plant was that produced in an

ophrys nidus avis, which had fixed its principal roots on the roots

of a birch, and was covered some inches above the ground with

dead leaves, to which its quantity of small sponges adhered. It

exceeds the orobnnches \w these apj)endages, but they are always

above the ground, instead of under ; but they were not as in that

plant looiiC, one side adhered to birch and oiie to oak leaves,

and each side of the plant not only differed in colour, but the

scaly sheath was of a different texture. I was never so happy as

to find the plant but once, and I hope next year to be more
fortunate.

All the pumps of the parasite plants proceed from and aYe

formed in the wood onlv, and maybe traced directly to it; there-

fore the juices are evidently drawn in to supply the place of sap:

another convincing proof that the sap runs only in the wood.

But when its pumps proceed as far as the wood to acquire its

juioes from the nurse plant, then indeed it does very great

damage, and this is alwavs the case in the viscums ; it then soon

spreads the rot through the body of its supporter. As to the

formation of the leaves of the parasite plant, this generally de-

pends on the circumstance, whether the leaves do or do not re-

ceive moistureyrom the atmosphere. If they do not, as in the

ivy, their leaves are then formed like the evergreen ; if they do,

they are formed like the sheaths of the orobanche.

I must now mention a species of plants which I did not at

A 4 first



8 On the Nourishment produced to the Plant ly its Leaves.

first consider, but which, from the extraordinary difference of the

formation of their leaves, well deserves a place here. I have

long before shown, that plants flowering in the leaf teach more

than any other vegetable I am acquainted with, as drawing an

exact division between those ingredumis wanted to Jorm the

fioiuer, and those merely required Jbr the leaf only. It was

the thorough study of these plants that first taught me the com-

plete distinction between them, which has been of more use to

me than almost any dissection I coxdd name, as drawing a very

exact and precise line never infringed by nature, and enabling

me to avoid that confusion perpetually to be observed in many

authors in describing the flower and the leaf. The leaf alone,

as I have shown before, is formed of much lark; a very trifling

degree of wood 5 a pabulum composed of the bark juices
j
quan-

tities of spiral wire; and much of that impervious skin ofen de-

scribed, and which prevents the leafs too great evaporation

:

but when the flower is to be placed within it, then the line of

life is added, a great deal more wood, and tlie pabulnm de-

creased ; and in its place the flowers and seeds fill uj) the in-

terior : see fig. 12. This sort of leaf is altiays slider and harder,

as having such a quantity of wood to convey the sap to the

flower; and it proves this to be its purpose, by the manner in

which the sap vessels lie. In the xylophylla (which flowers in

the contour of the leaf) all the sap vessels run from the midrib

to the edge, with an open mouth at the bud. In the ruscus

(which flowers in the middle of the leaf) the sap vessels, after

running in the shape of a heart, arrange themselves in the centre

and stop at the middle point, while in the fern (where the leaf

flowers in the direction of the spires) the sap passes on to the

line of the flower, and there stops. This description may ap-

pear trifling; but a minute knowledge of the formation of every

part of the vegetable, clear and without confusion, can alone

enable us to profit by every accidentalfact nature presents us

with, and to which perpetual watching makes me a witness.

I have seen so much confusion arise from endeavouring to ac-

count forfacts without this acquirement, that I shall never but

rejoice that it wa-s the very first object of my search ; nor can I

ever think it can be too minutely exact, or too perfect, since

I am convinced that that knowledge can alone serve as a foun-

dation fur the more useful stndies of gardening and agriculture.

It is the first step of tlie ladder. I cannot leave this species of

plant without mentioning how completely they prove that sub-

ject 1 have fco ranch at heart, that " all vegetables form the heart

or essence of the seed in the root.'' In the fern in particular,

the seeds are to be traced not only all up the stamy but through

the
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tlie inhlnh of the lenf, iu a manner too plain to be denied: before

the flower has nt all appeared at the exterior of the leaf, it mav
be seen under the skin in knots, and down the midrib of each

leaf; and if that is divided, they may be taken, and, if placed in

the microscope, show the seeds and baskets. It is still more
evident in the xylcplujlla.

I now turn to the cuticle of water plants. I showed in a for-

mer letter, that there are two, sorts of water plants, those which
lie on the surface, and those which rest below it : sometimes

they are joined in the .'ame plant, as in the water iihes. It is

the latter sort which rise each day to the top of the water to

fill themselves with air, nor could thev carry on their interior

mechanism but for this resource. The water raimnculus and
many of the potamogttom, if watched, will be seen, though often

loaded and twined together into a real weight, to rise by de-

grees with a sort of undulatory motion, till the whole has ap-

peared for a few seconds above t'.e surface of the water. I have

taken them in the very act of rising-, and found them aln;ostvoid

of air : but when, after giving them a little time, I have allowed

the part to rise, and sink again, and then taken them quickly

from the water, I have always f;)uud ti^.eai loaded with air,

one large bubble being constantly attached to each bud, and
absolutely necessary to its existence ; for, if taken away by pres-

sure, the bud directly decays. I have long been convinced that

air is as indispensable to vegetable as to animal life. All the trials

that have been made to oblige plants to grow in an exhausted

receiver prove this, but do not try the experiment half so well

as pressing those bubbles of air cut of water plants, because the

vacuum is not to be maintained perfect enough or sufficiently

long for a plant to shoot. But hi order to be assured whether

the buds could live under water if each was robbed of its bubble

of air, I took some ramniadu^ aqiiaticus to grow ki a deep tub;

then seized a piece about an inch or two ; and after pressing

away the bubble, I tied it at each end, so that the air could not

return ; {>ut the bubble would not leave the bud without breaking

the skin v.-hich contained the air, so completely was it linked to

that which it was to support. I replaced the })iece directly in

water, l)ut the buds were dead and the line of life black in less

than an hour. It is inconceivable how soon a fresh-water plant

dies, if taken from its element
;
quite as quickly as a fish, and

decays much sooner, for it grows putrid almost directly. May
it not be the same thing that kills it, which kills tlie fish ? viz.

the want of inward air to sustain the excessive weight of the

outv.-ard atmosphere. There is undoubtctily a very strong simi-

litude in tlieir interior formation. But 'what brings on that

immediate decomposition ? There is certainly a very curious

fact
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fact respecting the putridity of one part of a yegetable, well

worth the attention of a ^ood chemist. When a plant is gathered

or cut down, the Hne of Hfe rarely lives a few hours, but the

gatherer of the leaf grows black sooner, and even precedes it in

decomposition. Behold that of the French bean, or phaseokis vul-

garis ; the acacia
;
plane tree : indeed any leaf whose gatherer

is large enough to show it well, and it will be found to begin its

decomposition almost within the hour. I used to fancy it was

the quantity of oil taken in by the hairs to lubricate the spiral

wire ; but it has so much resemblance to the general decay of

the water plant, that I think I must be mistaken; a fresh-water

plant soon decays in salt water, and a sea-weed soon decom-
poses in fresh water. We know that a fish carries down a large

bladder of air to support it, and so does the fresh-water plant

;

but there must be some very curious reason for its decomposing

so quickly. I have read (but I cannot recollect my author)

that the fresh-water plants at the side of the rivers in Africa lie

down like the sea-weed, and recover again when the rainy sea-

son restores the waters: I think it must be a mistake, for then

they must be wholly free from all interior vessels, as are the salt-

water plants.

I shall now endeavour to show the curious changes produced

on the cuticle of leaves, l^y the excess of hicmidity or dryness.

When a semi-water plant loses the rill or ditch that susto.inhd its

rjioisture, I have before shown that its air-vessels by degrees

contract till they scarce deserve the name, gaining also addi-

tional quantities of hairs on their leaves, to make them some
little amends for the moisture their root used to dispense. Thus
they continue to grow like land plants, as long as the ditch re-

mains dry that used to feed them.

Viewing a (juantity oi circcea lusilanica, I observed that those

which grew in or near the stream had (as usual) their stems and

leaves full of air vessels, and that they were almost wholly free

from hairs ; but on examining some higher up the bank, they

were not only entirely free from air-vessels but had also quanti-

ties of hairs to supply them with water, and at the summit of the

bank their upper cuticle was crippled with points. Now this is

a sort of succedanoum I have so frequently discovered, when
dissecting plants^ that I believe it is the common resource of

nature either in very dry or very rvet weather. I have often

on these occasions (when wet weather has long prevailed) taken

up roots, and found them (esj)ecially in herbaceous plants) partly

covered at the exterior with a thin layer of air vessels, as if to

protect them from the too great humidity of the ground ; and
when, f)n the contrary, nature has been opj)ressod with a super-

abundance of dry weather, I have found the roots e(|ually covered

with
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with Iiairs of innumerable sorts ; both nearly a temporary ex-

pedient.

Thus far Nature assists ; but I have in vain sought for some

cure, some indication of change, to remedy to a plant the altera-

iio7: of soil. I cannot find that she adopts any plan to enable

a sand plant to endure a clay, or a chalk plant to support a

sandy soil. These are therefore far more fatal transformations

to vegetable life, than any humidity or dryness can produce.

I have repeatedly traced disorders (which appeared to me to

arise entirely from that source) that afterwards tainted the very

means of life in a plant. But how bountiful has Nature been

to us in this respect ! leaving however to our own industry the

care of culling each different species, and adapting it to the

right soil. There is scarcely a plant necessary to the food of

man or beast, that has not so great a variety in its species, as to

enable the industrious groiver to choose that which best suits his

own ground. Corn of every kind, vetches, clover';, grasses, have

all their different sorts properly fitting the soil from which they

first came, and in which they originally and spontaneously grew.

Thus there is a clay clover, and a sand clover, a chalk clover,

one suited to a poor land, and one that grows well in rich land

onlv ; one that will not support moisture, and one that grows

only in wet land ; one that prefers hills, and one that can only

do well in valleys; one that likes the sun, and one that avoids

it. Nature has been equally bountiful in most other plants pe-

culiarly adapted to agriculture ; and in wheats also, of the many
I have tried in different soils, I have found them remarkably

well answering this plan, and regularly attaching themselves to

that sort of ground from which each came, and especially be-

longed : and, in wheats it is of the utmost consequence to dis-

cover those which suit the soil, and, having found two or three,

change only from one to the other when the alteration of seed

becomes necessary. Custom is of astonishing use in plants; and

though the ground, for an excellent reason, should not continue

too long receiving one plant, yet it alwavs grows better for be-

ing accustomed to the soil. What is meant by growing sick of

the ground, is, that it exhausts after a time that peculiar juice

which is necessarv to the plant ; but give it a season or two
cessation, and it will alwajs grow better for being used to its

situation.

I have been showing how much plants, especially leaves, gain

by the atmosphere. Let me now revert to the use it is of to

the ground itself, v.-hich it may truly be said to manure, and, be-

ing done by nature, has a much greater effect than any dressing

we can bestow on it. Much has been said lately against the ex-

travagance and bad husbandry offallows: surely this is not just.

The
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The ground must be manured by some means. No earth has as

much 5Q^/ and oi/ as is required for a proper cultivation j this

must be added.— It is hardly possible to conceive the gain of a

ivinter falloiv, if the ground is well opened to receive it ; but

then it must hefree from weeds, that they may not rob the soil

of that benefit it would otherwise receive ; and it should be

turned over frequently, that the salt am\ juices by lying too long

above mav 7iot evaporate. Poor earths require even more than

rich ones ; as wanting it more, it has a greater effect.

Dr. Dickson, in his most excellent book on Agriculture, ad-

vances a pro])osition which I must (though with all humility) dis-

sent from. Hesavs, "the red clover affords a large produce of

leaf and blossom, on which account the land is kept in a m9re

perfect state of closeness and shade." This I do not deny; but

I do the inference drawn from it, when he adds, " it has there-

fore much more influence in ameliorating and improving the

soil, and affords a better pre|)aration for wheat crops." What
is it amehorates the soil? the being shaded from the atmosphere)

This is so exactly the contrary, that that very circumstance makes

it a more exhausting crop : if shading from the atmosphere would

be sufP.cient to better the ground, then a fallow must impoverish

it. The earth, the water, and the atmosphere bestow on each

alternately nearly the same juices, but the atmosphere is the

richest source of gain. If we cover the earth with a vegetable

which receives all these bounteous dews, the plants alone profit

by it, and the soil possesses not itself of any part. I think

the idea must have arisen from some sand plant, such as the

turnip ; and the farmer finding that the ground was always bet-

ter, rather than worse, for the crop {though heavy), and not

knowing the difi'erence that exists in the quantum of nourish-

ment some plants receive frojn their leaves, concluded that every

plant that equally shaded the ground must liave the same effect.

Now it is a sand plant alone that can do this, taking so little

from the root, and of course from the soil. If it has very large

leaves, it collects so great a quantity of juices from the atmo-
sphere, so much more than is sufficient to form the pabuhmi of

the leaves, and the bark juices, that, running down into the stem,

it enters the root, and proljably dispenses to the earth that super-

ahundance (A nutriment it could not contain ivithin. But this

is far from being the case in other vegetables ; for all herbaceous

plan'ts, (which take more than two-thirds of their support from

the root,) if they have large leaves, exhaust a ground greatly.

Thus rape and hemp can never precede corn or any white crop
;

beciuse they take still more from the ground ; whereas there

cannot be a better preparation for wheat than turnips. But I

turn again to a fallow, or receiving that from the atmosphere
into
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into the ground, tlie cuticle of the sand plants would take ; nor

is it the least iuij}or'iiint gain in a fallow, that 7n7ich less dnr:g

is necessary, since vattire herself manures the soil. Galley is

of opinion thg,t dunging, nakedfallows is better dispensed with,

and has often in tolerable loams made the crop to fail. This is

almost the oulv instance I have been able to collect where too

much manure has been deemed a defect. Sinclair gives also

an example where potatoes were placed, drilled between three

rows of fallow ; and though the former was dunged much more
than the latter, tliere was infinitely more wheat in the naked

J'allnir. A winter fallov.' is an excellent thing in light ground,

eaid as a preparation for spring wheat ; but it will not do with

clays, wliich require a thorough drying and pulverizing, before

they can profit by the falling juices, which would only render

the eaith more hard and compact. A summer one is therefore

more proper for this soil.

The idea of letting a crop of any kind grow, in order after-

wards to plough it in, and benefit by what it has received from
the atmosphere, and' the rich juices it may possess, is (if I may
himibiy oifer my opinion) the Avorst way of enriching the ground
I ever heard of. The crop is lost; the juices, being quite fresh,

are not in a proper state (too crude) for being turned into tha

ground with any good effect, and v>hat it received from the at-

mosphere has already been absorbed up into the plant. Would
nor the same time laid doivn in a naked Jallow do ten times

the service ?

I have now endeavoured to bei>in to ai^uly som.e of those

studies that have employed so many years of my life, to that

occupation I am so very desirous oi henefithig: I meanfarming,
I have tried here to shovv' how necessary it is a farmer should

be well acquainted with the nature of his ground, the soil and
subsoil of hjs e-itatc, and with the various jjlants he cultivates.

They are but few i-fi number ; still he should know whether they

are dry or moist plants, that he may not reverse their'situations

;

that he may also know whetlier tlie plant is a sand, rock, her-

baceous, or parasite planty that he may deal out his manure ac-

cordingly ; nor give it in quantities to that plant which wants
but little, but dress it in proportion to the quantum of juices it

receives from the earth, and place it in its proper position for

accepting those of the heavens ; turning it also to the aspect it

best likes. It is particularly of conse(]uence in wheat, that we
may not, by trying it in every soil, and thus growing it frequently

in improper ground, load it with disorders that spread far and
wide, and will at last make the seed degenerate to half its size,

and destroy the very life of tlie plant. But that farmers, after a
thorough trial, may keep to the few species that suit their own

soil,
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soil, nor be continually changing from caj^iice, or the hopes of

greater gain ; for, if any thing can make a poor ground yield as

much return of profit as a rich soil, it is the puciing in those

plants that are natural to it ; and, by manuring, raise them to

the greatest degree of perfection they are capable of in this

country ; and as we have every opportunity of exchanging with

each other, it can little signify what individual vegetables we
grow, provided they are excellent of their kind. Does it not

agree with reason, tliat the plant must grow best in that soil from
which it originally issued, if with that it receives those juices

that will enrich it, which it requires, and which nature (as if to sti-

mulate us to industry) has alone refused it ? And when it is con-

sidered what m.oney is exhausted in making plants grow in un-
natural and improper ground, instead of searching for and put-

ting in the plants suitable to the soil, the farmer will surely

be convinced that he will save half the expense in manure and
seed, by acting as I venture to advise*.

To prove how completely the plant is made for the soil, how
it is made to accommodate itself to it, I shall give in viy next a few

examples of the sand and boggy plant, the $a7id and herba-

ceous plant, comparing their roots, and the manner with which
they support the defects and weight of each peculiar earth ;

liow completeh the radicle and side roots point out those plants

that are so nurtured by the earth, and how different are those

which receive their support from the leaves ; how in clay and
chalks, the verv cuticle of the roots is formed to bear the putrid

water often found under the surface, and which is in general more
disagreeable to plants than any other defect.

I must now mention a circumstance which I forgot -to notioe

in mv last letter, when descrlbinjr the astonishinij manner in

wliich bulbs will remain without earth, water, or air, while they

fiower and seed. But on looking back to my book of observa-

tion-, I find that on trying, they would never either flower or

seed the second year vrithout being placed for a time tji the

earth, when their seeds immediately formed, and their flowers

began to swell ; and I had marked it as another proof that the

seeds proceeded y?"07» the root—if fresh evidence is required to

substantiate a fact, to those whose eyes cannot view so small an

object.

I am, sir, your obliged servant,

Slierwood, near Newton AgInES IbbetSON.
St. Cures,

* Whoever may wi-!i to see tlie contlnuntion of t!ie agricultural part of

tills letter, may jirobably find it with the name of the plant fitted to each

soif, in the liath Agricultural Review.

De-
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Description of l/ie Drmvlnfr.

Plate I. %. 1, 1, 1, -3 3, dilFeient sand plants, showing how
they appear when a breadth of the leaf is cut.

Fig. 2, being the upright hairs, while the figure Is show the

horizontal ones.

Fig. 3, shows the sort of borders that covers each face of the

leaf and is often seen with the upright hairs.

Fig. 5, is a leaf which is too small in proportion, but is de-

signed to show that one side of the leaf is generally filled and
emptied at a time, as here represented, only that to show them
well the hairs are drawn too large.

Fig. 6 and /, the hairs showing full and empty.

Fig. 8, an upright hair, various figures of this sort.

]n Parasite Plants.

Fig. 9, the maimer in which the pumps are formed: some have

three or four points in one case ; some have only one ; but they

have all the loose part a, a, which falls over the point, and glues

itself to the plant it is designed to live on :—a piece of the ivy,

fig. 10.

Fig. 12, a breadth of the leaf as cut from the xylophylla plant.

II. On the Rules for Algebraic Multiplication. By Sir

II. C. Englefield, Bart. F.R.A. and L.S.

To Mr. TiUoch.

Sir,— JL HE following had been several years ago composed, but
it is only a i^w months since the approbation it received from
some friends well quail lied to appretiate it induced me to send
it to you for publication, if you should judge it worthy. Since
it was written I have seen the work of Maria Agnesi," the cele-
brated female professor of mathematics at Bologna. She has
in the part relative to subtraction made use of a reasoning si-

milar to that adopted by me ; but she has not extended it to

multiplication. A friend pointed out to me the work of Mr.
Woodhouse, entitled Principles of Analytical Calculation.

In this excellent work, peculiarly valuable for the clearness
and precision with which it is written, I found with great plea-
sure that the mode of treating the subject of multiplication was
in effect similar to my own, though expressed \\\i\\ more con-
ciseness, and perhaps not so evident to mere beginners. I there-
fore have still thought that what I now send you may be of
use to that class of readers, and in that hope transmit it to
you. I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,
Tilney Street, Nov. 1, 1814. H. C. EngLE/IEID.
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Numbers are abstract representations of quantity, and have no
particular meaning till applied to some object. Thus 10 may
mean ten feet, ten apples, ten pulsations, ten distances of the

sun from the earth ; but they liave one clear and distinct idea

attached to them, that the unit, whatever it be, is taken ten

times. Every sum is therefore in fact a multi})le of unity ; and
in common multiplication, the multiplicand being considered as

unity, the primary and fundamental idea is the same as in the

simplest figure or figures written dov/n.

- But in pure symbolic algebra the abstract is carried much
further; for the letters are not only, as in nuntbers, general signs

of quantities, but do not even represent anv definite numbers of

unities; aud therefore are rather receipts or directions for the

performance of operations, than real operations themselves: just

as a man who has written a perfect receipt for making a pud-
ding cannot be said to have made a pudding, but told liow that

pudding has been or may be made.

a+ b only means, tha; when instead of those letters some de-

finite quantities are used, they are to be added together, not that

they are now incorjjorated ; and to call this by the name of ad-

dition, seems an abuse of terms, or rather a confusion of defini-

tions. In like manner a— b means that b, being less than a, is

to be taken from it when by the substitution of some real quan-

tity this can be done. And this is so true, that, if improper or

dissimilar quantities are used, the expression remaining the

same, absolute nonsense ensues.

If, for example, a be supposed to represent ten shillings, and

I seven milef<, it is obvious that nothing but absolute nonsense

is talked when we speak of a— b.

In what has been culled geometrical multiplication, the abs-

traction, though very analogous to that of algebraic notation,

is not however precisely the same. In this a superficies is

considered, having its four angles right angles, and its sides the

tv/o given lines which are thus considered as multiplied by, or

drawn into, each otlier ; and the results of this operation are ri-

gorously true, and may be as logically reasoned on when the

values of them are inexpressible by numbers, or are incommen-

surable, as when they are commensurable. The properties, for

example, of the area formed by the side of a square and its

diagonal may be investigated, though no numbers can express

them. In this respect the a!)straction is very similar to that of

pure algebraic symbols, which maybe supi)oscd to represent any

quantities of the same kind, whether expressible by numbers or

not. In another point of view the abstraction of geometrical

investigation is very similar to algebraic. The figure drawn is not

the
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the real representation of that under consideration in the mind:

it is oniv a sort of assistance to the mental process. Tiie lines

though crooked, the angles though not right angles in the figure

drawn, represent straight lines and right angles, to the reasoner
;

and still further, the hgure which he thus contemplates has no
determinate magnitude to his mind, and indeed cannot have

any: for, if it had, the deductions would not be universal, but

particular. It would, I believe, be of great advantage to the

young student to consider these matters attentively on his first

outset, as manv false ideas would be thereby prevented from

entering his mind.

Perhaps too much has been said on this even for a learner :—
to proceed to the common rules of what is called algel)raic mul-
tiplication.

1st. -f X +is 4- plus, a X h evidently means that a is to be taken

1} times, a -|- h x c, that the sum of a and h is to be taken c

times: but as a and h cannot in this state be really added to-

gether, we can only say that when they can, a is to be taken

€ times, and h is to be taken c times, and the mode of writing

this direction shortly is ca + cb.

2d. That + x — is minus, admits of an equally clear de-

monstration or rather explanation. We must first remember
that no quantity simply considered can be — minus. It must
be compared with some other quantity either greater than itself

or of an opposite direction. In the common operations of al-

gebra it is only used in the former sense, and a— h merely

means that h being less than a, it is when it can be done, to be
subtracted from a: a— h therefore really nieans the difference

between a and h: if then a— h is to be multiplied by c, liaving

first taken a, c times, we have evidently done too much, for that

would be the product of a only, taken c times ; what then is to

be subtracted from ca in order to have a true result ? evidently

b taken c times, c /•, and the direction vill he, multiply a by c,

and from the product take the multiple of h by c. That is in

the short-hand of algebra ca— cb: nor can this operation be

announced in this mode of directing our operations in any other

than this circuitous way ; but in practice the operator would
certainly go a shorter way to work, and having first subtracted

I from a, would multiply the remainder by c.

3dly. — X — produces +

.

This most perplexiag rule to every clear-headed student, and
which has been rendered OTily more obscure bv every attempt I

have yet met with to expkiin it, (for demonstrations I caunot

call them) may be etjually explained by following one <\-'p

further the :i.>ove train of icasoninfi:. If a— I h to be nvlfi-

. Vol. 45. No. 201. Ji?/?. 1815. ^ B plied
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plied by c—d, or taken c—d times, the evident meaning is, thaf

the diffeiei.ce of a and Ij is to be multiplied bv the difference of

c and d. Now we have betoie hjjown thut it' a-/', be taken

c times, the direction for this ojjeration is ca— ib. But at pre-

sent we are to have a less result, as the multiplier c is dimi-

nished by d. Something more therefore is to be taken from c a,

than in case 2. Now as we can only operate on the symbols

separately, we will now take from ca, di^, and the expression will

be ca— cb— da. lUit it is obvious that we have now taken

aA\"ay too much from ca, for da is the wliole quantity a taken

d times ; whereas the (juantity we ought to have taken away
was only a lessened by /', d. times. It is therefore obvious that

having in the expression ca— cb—da, lessened ca too much by
db, or be taken d times, we must add to that expression dty

and the true direction will be ca— cb— da + bd: and as these

symbols are of no particular meaning the rule must be univer-

sal, and must extend to multinomials as Well as binomials, for in

all cases the reasoning is precisely the same.

This may also be demonstrated geometrically with great

care.

G
D,

E H

A C B

Let the line AB= a, BC= b, AD= c and DE= d. Then will

AC be z=a— b, and EA= c— (/, Complete the parallelogram

ABDF and draw CG and EH through C and E parallel with

DA and AB.
Then the rectangle AF vyiH represent ca, the rectangle CF,

cbj the rectangle EF, doj th« rectangle GH db, and the rectangle

CE,
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CE, the result arising from multiplyinj^ n— h by c—d. Now in

the formula ca-~cb— da-\-clh we are directed iirst to take from

AF ; CF, and then EF, but the rectangle GH being common to

both CF and EF, h-as been already taken away when we took

awav CF, and as in tiie algebraical formula this cannot be told,

we take awav the whole rectangle EF, and then add the rect-

angle GH, which if it had been taken out of the rectangle CE
would evidentlv have left the result of the operation too small.

III. Ntw Oilnines of Chemical Philosophij.

By Ez. Walker, Esq. of Lynn, No folk.

[Coiitiimed from vdI. xliv. p. 441.]

JL HE composition of the atmosphere is still but imperfectly un-

derstood. It is said that it consists of 21 per cent, of oxygen

gas and 70 of nitrogen ; but it is well known that hydrogen and

carburetteil hvdrogen gases arise from various species of vege-

table and animal decay and putrefaction, and in great abundance

from marshes and stagnant ])ools of water, especially in hot

weather. Consequently those gases would soon contaminate

the atmosphere to such a degree, as would render a country un-

inhabitable, were it not for the natural means by which those

gases are decomposed and returned to the earth. Hence it i.s

probable that the upper parts of the atmosphere generally con-

tain a large portion of those gases.

The air upon the tops of mountains is much colder than in

the valle\s, because hydrogen gas, being much lighter than at-

mospheric air, rises in great abundance into the higher regions ;

but oxygen gas cannot ascend so high, in consequence of its

being many times heavier than the other.

Hence, the temperature of the air in the higher regions can-

not be e(iual to its temperature upon the surface of the earth

wheic those gases are in a more condensed state*.
*' In every case of combustion there must be present a com-

bustible and a supporter ;" nor can the temperature of a body

be increased without these two elements be united.

To illustrate this position by experiment ; Let two pieces of

dry wood be smartly rubbed ti)gether, and an increase of tem-
perature will be generated long before combustion takes place f.

Cousequentlv combustion and increase of ttmperature are effects

of the same cause.

* Phil, Mag. vol. xliii. p. 103. f Ibid- p. 103.

B 2 But
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But this theory does not rest merely upon the hydrogen gas,

which rises from the surface of the earth into the atmosphere,

to supply it with one of the elements of combustion ; for it has

lately been proved that nitrogen is a compound of oxygen and
hydrogen.

Decompositioii of Azotie Gas or Nitrogen.

Since the departure of Professor Berzeiius from England, he

has written to a chemical friend in London, announcing that he

has succeeded in decomposing nitrogen, which he has reason to

suppose, from his analysis, to be composed of about 45 parts of

a new species of inflammable gas, and about 55 of oxygen*.
And Mr. Mires, a young chemist in London, has proved, by a

series of very ingenious experiments, that azote is a compound of

oxygen and hydrogen, nearly in the proportion of those an-

nounced by Professor Berzeiius f.

Now let it be supposed that 100 parts of atmospheric air^ are

composed, by weight, of 21 parts of oxygen gas, and

79 of azotic gas.

100

And if the azote be composed of 45 per cent, of Hydrogen

and 55 per cent, of oxygen, then 79 parts of azote contains

35*55 of hydrogen, and
43*45 of oxygen.

~7'9-00

For, as 100 : 79 : : 45 : 35*55 hydrogen.

And, as 100 : 79 : : 55 : 43*45 oxygen.

Consequently if the hydrogen gas contained in the nitrogen

be taken into the account, 100 parts of atmospheric air con-

tains 64*45 of oxygen = 21+43*45, and,

35*55 of hydrogen.

ioo*oot.

Whence it appears that the atmosphere always contains the

two elements of combustion, and these being acted upon by

the influence of the sun, the temperature of the air is increased §

;

and as his influence increases or decreases, the temperature of

bodies, in which these elements are united, varies accordingly.

Hence we may infer that all the variations of temperature

* Momlily Mas;, vol. xxxv. p. 571. t Annals of Pliil. vol. iii. p. 364.

{ (Jirtaiinor pr()|ioMed tlic liyjjothcbis that atinosplieric air is a com-
pound of oxyi^en 'anil liydnj'^cn, and that nitroi^eii gas obtained (Voni it by

tfic iibual methods, l)(! s'.ippo.sid to be tormod liy a portion of the oxygen

btinj; alibtractw.!, and the icmainiiig (juantity entering into combination

with hydiogcn. § Phil. Ma;^. vol. xliv. p. 351.

which
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which take place between the equator and the poles, the burning
keat of tlie torrid zone, and the intense cold of the frigid, ori-

ginate from one universal cause.

Lynn, Jan. 11, 1815. Ez. WaLKER.
[To l)e continued.]

IV. On the Star Polaris. By Gavin Lowe, Esq.

To Mr. TUloch.

Sir,— X HE annexed table contains the precession, abberation,

nutation and solar variation, both in right ascension and declina-

tion of Polaris, for the year 1815. It has been computed with

great care, and will serve with sufficient accuracy to the year 1 820.

The mean right ascension and declination of that star from

1815 to 1820, appear, from the best observations, to be as fol-

lows :

H. M. S.

Jan. 1, 1815, mean ^^ 55 50-22 Decl. 88
1816, ....

1817, ....

1818,

1819, ....

1820, ....

The general rule for finding the correction^ that are to be ap-

plied to the mean right ascension and declination of the star,

is, to enter the table v/ith the sun's longitude, which is given for

every day in the year in the Nautical Almanac, and take out the

precession and aberration in the 2d and 4th columns of the

table. In like manner with the longitude of the moon's node,

had from the same Almanac, take out in columns 3 and 5 the

nutation. Apply these corrections respectively to the star's

mean right ascension and declination, and the apparent right

ascension and declination are obtained.

Although the table gives the corrections only for every 10^ of

the sun's longitude or moon's node, it is easy to make propor-

tion, and find them for each degree.

I am, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

Islington, Dec. 29, 1814. Gavin LoWE.

H.
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A Table of the Prece^smi, Aherralion and Nutation of Polari^f

for the Year the 1813, Loth in Right Ascension and Declina-

tion.

i
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V. On the comlined Action of Water and Charcoal in oxidizing

Melaii. By Thomas Gill, Esq,

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—A FACT stated by Dr. William Henry in the last Num-
ber of Thompson's Annals, of the oxiding of a metal (cast iron)

by the combined action of charcoal and steam j brings to my
mind a similar effect which occurred to our ingenious acquaint-

ance Mr.T. T. Hawkins, several years since; uho, in employing

powdered charcoal ])iaced between two perforated leaden plates,

for the purpose of tillering water, found the water had become

considerablv impregnated with lead, which led him to take the

filtre to pieces, when it appeared that the joint action of the wa-

ter and charcoal had converted much of the lead into a white

oxide, which interspersed with the charcoal, occupied the en-

tire space between tlie piates, and therefore he was under the

necessity of laving them aside, and substituting others in their

places not liable to that defect ; by which nieaus he perfectly

attained his object, that of employing charcoal as a filtering

medium, for which, owing to its great porosity, it is admirably

adapted. I am, with much respect, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

No. V/.i, St James's Street, ThoMAS GiLL.
Luu'.lnn, J:ui. 10, ISIT),

VI. ylccoiait of a M/// 0/ I'rariolvtes fAerolUcs) near jigen.

% M. Dk Saint Amans*.

v_/n the 5th of September IRl-J, a few minutes before mid-dav,
the wind being northerly, and the sky perfectly serene, a violent

detonation was heard in the communes of Montpezat, Temple,
Castehnoron, and Montclar, situated iu the first, second, and
fourth arro/nr/s^f'mens o? the dej^artinent of the Lotaud Garonne.
This unusual detonation was i!n:ne(ii:itely followed bv three or

four others at an interval of half a second successively ; and
finally, by a rolling noise at first resembling a discliarge of mus-
ketry, afterwards the rolling of carriages, and finally, that of a
large building filling down. These detonations, which took
place towards the centre of the de])artment, were heard with
more or less intensity within a circle of several leagues. Thus
at Agen, four leagues off, th.ey were sufficiently strong to

* Annates de Lhiinic, tome xcii. p. Q5. Oct. 1814.

B 4 alarm
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alarm some persons, ar.d the concussion of the air was such as

to shake tlie doors and windo'>\s of certain houses ; while at Fa)'-

mirol, two leagues to the eastward of Agen, tliese eifects were

less sensible ; and at Mezin. St. Macaire, Easas, and Condon,
situated five or six kilometres from the focus of the explosion,

it was heard in a very indistinct manner.
At the end of this phaenomenon, which, considering the state

of the atmosphere, could not be occasioned by any storm, we
were led to expect a fall of these meteoric stones, which has al-

ways been preceded by similar detonations. V.'e soon learned,

in fact, that this fall, accompanied by a kind of lightning, had

taken place in the communes above named. From the written

and verbal reports which have reached us, the number and vo-

lume of these stones appears to have been cor;sideral)ie. Some
were sent to the prefect who has communicated them to the mi-

nister of the interior: others were distributed among the curious

in various jjarts of France, v.hile many were picked up \>\ the

peasants and venerated as reliques. Two are mentioned as weighing

eighteen pounds each. It seems tiiat they were not lomid v/arm

at the moment of their fall : the heaviest were sunk into a com-
pact soil to the depth of eight or nine inches, and one of them

rebounded three or four feet from the ground, it is r.dded, that

these stones fell obliquely, making an angle of from 6.) to 70 de-

grees v.ith the horizontal line ; finally, that th«y diverged in

their fall, affecting various directions in the different communes
- where they fell. Like all those which have come from similar

meteors, they appeared to be fragments of more considerable

masses, and are perfectly homogeneous. All the specimens of

these stones which I saw, present no character to the eye which

can make them bo distinguished from those which I have hi-

therto had occasion to examine, or which I have in my cabinet

:

they merely seemed to be more friable and more porous than

the latter. I have remarked in some fragments globulous bodies,

similar to those which Mr. Howard found in a great quantity in

the uranolites of Benares, and which are composed, according

to him, of abundance of silex with a little oxide of iron. We
observed also in the interior of those stones, that the pyrites which

they contain arc .souietimes cry tallized in a group. All ot them

arc covered externally with a black crust of the thickness of a

quarter of a line nearly, which announces the action of fire, as

we sec in all the stones of the same kind. Tv.h) of our corre-

spondents inform us that one of them exhibits singular im-

pressions at the surface, but it is necessary to verify this.

In fact, of all the peculiarities which the phaenomenon pre-

sented, the most remarkable is the very simultaneous appear-

ance
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ance of a small cloud, which seems to have accompanied the

Bieteor, and even to have preceded it a few seconds. This small

white cloud, grayish in the centre, appeared to move with the

greatest rapidity over the district where the meteor fell. In

other parts, and particularly from the spot where I observed it,

it '^eomed stationary before the explosion. It has been generally

admitted that this small cloud had a roundish form. Scarcely

was it perceived in the communes where the uranolites fell, when

the ex!)losion, accompanied by lightning, was heard. At the

very instant the cloud appeared to be divided into three or four

parts v.hich were rapidlv precipitated towards the ground, leaving

beiiiud them irizations of a blueish colour and the point of

whicli was red. From the position which I occupied, it was seen

directlv in the north, inclining a little to the north-west. It seemed

thru to i)e immoveable; but at the moment of the detonation it

seemed to advance verv rapidly towards the south, forming two

points which were jirolonged in the skv, and which the peasants

unanimouslv compared to long cords. After this sudden move-

ment, the ^mall clouds which had attained nearly my zenith,

considerably diminished, stopped, became immoveable, and ended

by being insensibly dissolved at the same place. It cannot be

doubted, I think, that the instantaneous appearance of this cloud

insulated in a sky absolutely deprived of all vapour, is not con-

nected with the meteor. It has been observed imder the same
forms, nearly in every place where the detonation was heard,

and its immoveabilitv, notwithstanding the strong wind which
then blew, proves that it must have'been verv higli in the air.

We cannot, I think, refrain from regarding it as the produce of

the gases emanated from the stonev mass which, when heated

by the friction which it underwent in traversing the atmosphere,

allowed them to escape under the form of a condensed vapour.

The r:cbulous appearance which resulted must have given rise to

several optical illusions on the part of the spectators, who before

the explosion had no interest in observing it. To those who were
close to the place where it fell, it seemed to move with a great

rapidity: to those who were like myself, four or live leagues

towards the south it appeared stationary. In advancing di-

rectly opposite to the latter, it must in fact have appeared to

them without motion, until the explosion made it assume another

form, and until, as it approached their zenith, thcv must have

perceived its progressive motion. This cloud mu>i therefore have

been the result of the gases developed in the bosom of the mass,

which must have in the first place formed around a spherule of

vapours, and v/hich being more and more rarefied, as the mass
approached tlie surface of the earth, must ha\e caused its ex-

plosioi:. To
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To concl'.ide : this explosion mtjst have been effected!, aw I

have already said, in a high region of the atmosphere, since the

wind had not reached the small cloud, and since the fragments

of the maiss were dispersed, diverging over four communes in a
radius of five gi'eat quarters of a league. If similar clouds have

not ahvays been remarked simultaneously with meteors of this

kind, since thev have been observed with cave, this has arisen

from rev/ of those meteors having been seen in such a serene sky,

and other clouds nni-^t have been confounded with the peculiar

cloud which accompanies them.

Here let me direct tlie attention of my reader for a moment
to tile term r/6'/o//7<?, which is commonlv given to meteoric stones.

This denomination does not seem to be the best Avhich may be

emploved. In fact, it is far from certain that these stones are

formed in the air or with air. The elevation of the nit^teor

which produces them having been observetl to be at least tliirty

leagues from the surface of the ground, proves that they have

nothing in common with the fluid which supports life on the

surface of our globe. The name of urarwhjle has long appearcvi

to me to be l)ettcr suited to bodies wiiose origin is unknown to

us, but whic!i tend towards the earth through that boundlev«!8

.space in wiiich the stars move, and which is unanimously called

tlie h.eavens. The term therefore which is formed of the Greek

words ovouvlc and x/5crj, deserves the preference to aerolite, a«

being more delinito. Some writers have even adopted the term

nrinirUle, since the jKiblication of a Memoir which I read to thft

Society of Agriculture, Arts and Sciences of Agen, in ISOS.

VIT. Cnlcuhilions of the Ldcrvah and Beats cf the Sounds

yielded by variom Gases in the corrected Experiments of
Messrs. F. KiiiBV, ayid A. ]MERRr(K, recorded in Mr. Ni-:

cholsOxN's JourHuL By Mr. John Fauey, Sen.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—In your xxxviith volume, page 3, you did me the favour

to insert some extracts and particulars, of an interesting series

of experiments, i)y Messrs. F^Kirhj and Jrnold Merrick, of

rircncester, extracted from Mr. Nicholson's Journal, on the dif-

k'Tfeni pitches or degrees of sound, yielded by the same organ-

pipe, when successively blown i)v eight different kinds of gases,

in a suitable apparatus. Since that period these gentlemen have

repeated their experinicnts with an improved apparatus for pro-

ducing the sound;*, and with additioncd care ; having also ex-

tended
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tended the number of their gaseous bodies (or mixtures of such-

to seventeen) without however adopting in these repetitions, the

hints which I gave at page 5, for determining the pitch in

future experiment, ly the Ideals made between the gaseous sound

and those of other pipes, previously and carefully tuned to fixed

Diatonic Notes, near enough to them, in cacit case, and blown

constantly bv atmospheric air, in the s;ime manner as the stan-

dard C pipe in their experiments was blown.

I recommended tiiis course to Messrs. K. and M. in order to

avoid the great uncertainty, which practical tuners- have found,

in unisons even upon sounding bodies of the same kind, as

strings and strings, pipes and pipes, &c. and much more so in

tuning strings from pipes, or lice versa, &;c. It is for enabling

future Experimenters to resort to this more accurate method

than the monochord, that woidd doubtless remove, or much
lessen, the very considerable disagreements that still existy

between the repetitions of these gentlemen's experiments, and

betweeai their average results, on the present and former occa-

sion, that I now trouble you with, an extract of their general re-

sults (from Mr. Nicholson's Journal, vol. xxxiii. p. 171) iu the

two first cohnnns of the following Table ; only reversing the or-

der^ that I might place the most acute sounds towards tlie

top, as the notes are placed on the music stave.

The third column sliovvs the intervals in my notation reckoned

each way from atmospheric air ; the fourth column shows the

excess or defect of these, compared with the nearest Note on

the Rev. Henry Liston's Euharnro/iic Organ (which remains

yet on view at IVIessrs. Flight and Robson's); the method of tun-

ing which Notes by means of perject concords only, I have fully

explained in your xxxviith volume, p. 275, and xxxixth volume,

p. 374 and 421. And the 6th and last column shows, the

Beats in one second of time, and v/hether Jlat or sharp, tliat

these mean results (as indicated by the monochord lengths in

column 2) would make with Mr. Liston's Notes in the preceding

column, respectively, when Tenor-cHf C is yielded by the stan-

dard experiment pipe, blown by common atmospheric air, and
excites just 240 complete vibrations therein, in one second of

time.

Table
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VIII. Biographical Memoranda respecting Edward Hussey
DelavaLj Esq. F.R.S.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — XAS vou have occasionally given place in your valu-

able Magazine, to some accounts of men of genius and real

merit, permit me through the same medium to pay a tribute of

respect to the memory of the late Edward Hussey Delaval, Esq.

of Parliament Place, Westminster, who died on the 14th of

August last, aged 85 years, and was buried in Westminster

Abbey.

This gentleman was of a very ancient and noble family, and
' the onlv surviving brother of the late John Hussey Lord Delaval,

which title is now extinct.

Edward Hussey Delaval was Master of Arts and Fellow of

Pembroke Hall, Cambridge ; an excellent classical scholar, and
well conversant in most languages both ancient and modern.
Chemistry and experimental philosophy were his favourite

pursuits. He was a great judge of music and the polite arts;

and the completest set of musical glasses ever produced in Eng-
land, were made under his direction many years ago, and com-
municated bv iiim to Dr. Franklin.

On the 2Sth of June, 1764, he published an Account of the

Effects of Lightning in St. Bride's Church, Fleet-street, which
happened on the ISth of that month. It was addressed to

B. Wilson, Esq, F.R.S. with explanatory plates, and was read

at the Royal Society, of which Mr. Delaval had been elected a
Member -in December 1759.

On June 7, 1/69, by desire of the Dean and Chapter of St,

Paul's, a Rojiort was delivered to the Royal Society from

"W. Watson, B. Franklin, B. Vv'ilson, and E. Delaval, on the

means of securing St. Paul's Church from Lightning 3 and mea-
sures were in consequence taken for that purpose.

On the 22d of March 1/72, St. Paul's Church was struck

with lightning, it was examined by Mr. Delaval about a week
afterwards, and the effect stated to the Royal Society.

Soon after this period a difference of opinion arose amongst
the ])hilosophers who had paid attention to electricity relative

«o the choice of pointed or blunt conductors for the safety of

public buildings; and on February 20, 1773, Mr. Dflaval in a

letter to Mr. Wilson, publi-hed his observations on tlie subject,

and gave the preference to the use of blunt conductors ; stating,

that the intent of conductors is to guard the building from dan-
ger rather than to solicit it ; and adding the following remark

on
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on the subject. " But altliough our condacLors are inadequate

to so great a povver as that which is necessary to exhaust clouds

of an immense size, yet tliey may be applied with great proba-

bility of success to carry off with safety as much lightning as

may at any given time be contained in the metallic parts of a

building, provided a complete communication be formed be-

tween them and suflicicntly large conductors."

Impressed with a high opinion of Sir Isaac Newton's disco-

veries in optics, and by a close attention to those experiments

which Sir Isaac Newtdn made, and has detailed in his Book of

Optics. Mr. Delaval showed by a series of experiments, and
minute observations that Sir Isaac Newton's doctrine is equally

applicable to permanently coloured bodies ; and on .January 24,

1765, a Letter addressed by Mr. Delaval to the Earl of Morton,

President of the Royal Society, was read tliere, containing Ex-
periments and Observations on the Agreement between the

specific Gravities of the several metals, and their Colours when
united to Glass, as well as those of their other Preparations.

This paper is published in the fifty-fifth volume of the Royal

Society's Transactions, and for it Mr. Delaval was honoured with

their gold medal.

In 1775, Mr. Delaval and Mr. B. Wilson vv^re engaged in a

Series of Experiments relative to phosphoric and the prismatic

Colours they are found to exhibit in the Dark. The account

was published by Mr. Wilson, who stated that the experiments

were made in Mr. Delaval's house on the side of the Thames at

Westminster.

In 1777, Mr. Delaval published in quarto. An experimental

In([uiry into the Cause of the Changes in opaque and coloured

Bodies, with an historical Preface relative to the parts of philo-

sophv therein examined, and to the several arts and manufactures

dejjendant on them.

On the IDth of May 17S4, Mr. Delaval produced his experi-

mental Inquiry into the Cause of the permanent Colours of

opacjue Bodies, which was presented and read at the Literary and
Philosojjhical Society of Manchester, and honoured with their

gold medal. It is published in the second volume of the second

edition of their Memoirs.

In testimony of the great merit of Mr. Delaval's discoveries

and observations, I adduce the approbation tliey have generally

experienced an)ongst men of science, and which is evidenced by

their having been translated into most of the European lan-

guages. I beg leave to quote the following instance, transcribed

from the Nouvcaux Memoirts de VyJcademie Royal des Sciences

el Belles Lei Iresj noted by M, Le Profetseur de Castellon, re-

specting
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spectiug Mr.Delaval's ^* Recherchcs expeiiinentales sur le Cau.s*

des Changeiiieiits de Couleur dans les Corps opaques naturclla-

ment Coloree.s." Le Professeur Casteiion thus observes, " C'est

done a Texp-'rience qu'il faut recourir si Toa veut connoitre ley-

causes des phc'nomenes de physique. C'est le nu'thode dont

Bacon a si bien trace la theorie et dont Galileo et Newton oiit

si bien montre la praticjue. C'est le methode que M. Delaval,

Menibre de la Societe Roval de Londres, et mon confrere vt,

cet egard, a exacteinent suivie dans le ?Jjmoire qu'il m'a fait

I'honneur de m'adresser afin que je preseuiasse a cette illusti*

assembk'e. Je le crois digue de son attention, et je vais 1«

cbmmettre a son jugement ; j'ajouterai seuleujent que j'ai

repete avec le succ(^s le plus heureux plusieurs exp^-riences con-

tinues dans cet e'crit."

Mr. Delaval's company was much courted by persons of genius;

and besides the other gentlemen whose names have been already

mentioned, he was intimate with Dr. Lenis, Dr. Ingeuhou^e,

Mr. Magellan, Mr. Kirwan, Mr. Cavallo, and most of the men
of science of his tinie ; though he visited little, his house was
always open to men of abilities. He was ever ready to give

intbrmation and elucidate it by facts in their presence, and ia

the accuracy of his experiments no man was his superior. No
arts were made use of by him to trumpet forth his publications,

but they were left to stand or fall by the test of experiment.

The Royal Societies of Upsal and Gottingen, the Institute of

BologUB, and the Literary and Philosophical Society of Man-
€hester, unsolicited iurolled liim amongst their members.

It may be necessary to note that Dr. Bancroft, in his publica-

tions intitled, Experimental Rcserches concerning the Philosophy

of Colours, has diifered greatlv in opinion with> Sir Isaac New-
ton, and Mr. Delaval. Dr. Bancroft, in page 27, of the iirit

edition of his work, makes the following remark, after long cri-

ticisms on Mr. Delaval's publications. " I also think it may be

deemed a matter of excuse and consolation that he has only

erred with Newton." It seems extraordinary after this asser-

tion, that Dr. Bancroft, in his late publication, in two volumes,

octavo, has so puzzled the subject, tliat in the iMonthlY Review
enlarged, for SejJtember last, it appears that the Reviewers have

eoncluded that Sir Isaac Newton and Mr. Delaval differed iu

opinion. This is not the first time that Dr. Bancroft has been

unfortunate in his explanations, as may be seen ia Dr. Robert

Jackson's Letters to the Commissioners of Military Inquirv,

page 5, where Dr. Jackson, in his Answer, saith ;
" He (Dr,

Bancroft) has attacked my writings, and in doing this he has

so mixed and garbled my words, so perplexed and perveited my
meaning
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meaning on different occasions, that without reference to my
own text, I should scarcely know myself what I mean.

If Mr. Delaval had lived, I think he would have made precisely

the same observation on Dr. Bancroft's attack upon his Treatise

(>n Colours. I am of opinion, that if Dr. Bancroft would in a

future edition of his work, give a detail of many important im-

provements made within the last thirty years or more in the

practice of dying and printing, which seem to have escaped his

notice, or of which he has not yet acquired a knowledge, he

would render more service to the public than by his theories.

As Dr. Bancroft in his publications has commented very freely

on the Theories and Opinions of Sir Humphry Davy, Sir Isaac

Newton, Mr. Delaval, and many other English and foreign

philosophers, I hope my present observations will not be deemed

any seeming incivility towards him, but be considered as the

frank effusion of a zeal for truth, an earnest wish to benefit the

public, and a justice due tp Mr. Delaval.

To enter into minute accounts of Mr. Delaval's experiments

and theory would trespass too far upon your useful pages ; but

it is certain that whoever will attentively peruse Mr. Delaval'*

publications above mentioned, will find a series of very correct ex-

periments, and a fund of most valuable information on the sub-

jects they treat upon, and be pleased with the modesty and

candour with which they are related.

An uninterrupted intimacy of forty years which I enjoyed

with Mr. Delaval, continued to furnish me till his decease, con-

stantly with fresh proofs of his strength of mind and great abi-

lities. The various brilliant artificial gems made by Mr. De-
laval, the curious samples of his mode of abstracting the fluor

from glass, which remain in the family, and the neat Gothic house

in Parliament Place, in which he resided till his death, the in-

terior of which is elegantly formed of artificial stone under his

immediate direction, in order to be perfectly sccme from fire,

will long remain durable testimonies of his knowledge as a che-

mist, and of his taste as a gentleman.

I remain, with much respect and esteem,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

John Street, Adclplii, CfIARLES TaYLOR.
.f;i:iiiary 5, IHla.

IX. A Copy
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IX. A Copy of the Experiments made at the Royal Olserva-

tory, Greenwich, by Mr. Firminger, Astronomical yhsistant

to the late Rsv. Dr. Maskelyne, by the Request and under

ike Inspection of the late Sir Geo .ge Shuckburgh Evelyn,
Bart, ivitk a view to establish a Standard oJlTeight and Mea-
sure, by determining the Length ofthe Seconds Pendulum'^-

.

TliisCoiiiniM

sliows the Po-
sition of ihe

two Hands up-

on tiicii-respec-

tive Circles.
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f^hnrt Pendulum continued.
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Second Series
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hours each ; after which the clock was moved back again, ex-
actly to its former place, and another series was tried with the

long pendulum of tinee hours : after this series was completed,

the clock and maintaining power were both taken away, and a

series of vibrations were observed with the simple pendulum as

it hung from the clamp, and it was found that in 61 minutes of

sideral time, the pendulum made 25G0'24 vibrations. After

this series of the long pendulum one of the simple vibratio'ns of

the short pendulum was tried, for which purpose the point of

suspen'^ion was lowered GO inches ; and in 32 sideral minutes it

made 2708 vibrations, also in 72 sideral minutes as tried again

it made 6094 vibrations, but the last number being a little doubt-

ful, another trial was made, and in 62 minutes were made 5 248
vibrations : a trial of the long pendulum was then repeated,

which in 65 sideral mnimtes made 2728 simple vibrations.

After these trials were finished, a series oi experiments were

made by changing tlie quantity of maintaining power, and also

by altering the height of the adjusting balkto the pendulum, as

will be seen by an in'5])ection of the columns. It is necessary

that before each trial the adjusting ball should be so situated

that the beater should vibrate in the same time as the pendu-
lum ; but I am not aware that this was strictly attended to in the

above series ; indeed, I believe the freight was not so proportioned

as to give an accurate result in this respect, as I remem.ber Sir

George intended to repeat the series at some future period : but

his death put a stop to all further research. The clock is now in

the hands of the Hon. C. Jenkinson, in consequence of his mar-
riage with the daughter of the late Sir George, and I have no
doubt he would l>e happy to give to anv gentleman or society of

gentlemen, who may be desirous of prosecuting these valuable

experiments, bv which the length of the seconds penduhnn
might be determined to almost any degree of exactness. A series

of such experiments made in different latitudes would determine

better than any other means the figure of the earth ; the clock

will admit of considerable improvemejit, and proportional aiwl

invariable impulse may be ea.sily given to each length of pen-

dulum ; also various lengths might be tried, besides these se-

lected by Sir George, and given above.

X. On the Phcenomena of Electricity . By J. Murray, E^q.

Lecturer on Chemistry.

To Mr. Tilloch,

SlR, — OoME of my experin^ents are recorded in the pages of

your Journal, which go far to establish the existence of a. cnrretit

and
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nnd couitiercurrent as exhibited by the discharge of an electric

sphere. In reverting to these phoenomena, I would be under-

stood as referring particularly to the wires deposited upon cards

with infervefiif)<j patches (f tinfoil, and the opposing balls ol-

scured with China ink. I have now the pleasure to adduce an

additional illustration on the same side. In this experiment I

employed t!v3 electrical forceps with its insulated stand, de-

scribed in a late number of your Journal, a very good sub-

stitute for an universal discharger. Here one of the joints of

the instrument was attached to the outside of the charged elec-

tric, and the other connected with the insulated discharger.

A ball made of the pith of elder (about half an inch diameter)

was placed in opposition, in contact with each end of the pla-

tina wires, the distance between the points varying from two to

four inches and an half; wlien the discharge was made the balls

were^ propelled in opposite directions, and when modified, they

exchanned sides.

The jjropulsion of a pith ball introduced in evidence of a cur-

rent from the char-ed to the opposite side is thus proved to be

inconclusive. If we except the divergence and convergence of

radii from opposing electricities, tlie inclination of the fiame of a

candle is the only experiment which can give the least colour to

the theory of a maximum and minimum electricity. As to the

unipotarity fas it is called) of the flame from this source, it is

a well soundinu; word, but void of meaning, considered with

regard to the view it is meant to establish ; for it can, if I ap-

prehend aright, receive a fairer and -more philosophical elucida-

tion from considering the phaenomena displayed in tlie Voltaic

circle, viewed in connexion with the recent experiments of Mr.
Brande. Here it mav be said, that the liame generating car-

bonic acid gas, ought to be attracted by the charged surface

(pos.) ; whereas it is the reverse—my opinion is decidedly

against this view. So long as it is, Jlavie, it is merely carbon in

the net ofJJssolrin^ in oxygen, for such is its constitution. It

is not of an acid nature, but carhonous oxide, for carbonic acid

' gas is uninflamrnable, though charcoal and carbonic oxide (a

gaseous body) be combustible. It becomes not carbonic acid

gas until ejected beyond the sphere ^ffame, when being sub-

jected to Q. firther exposure relative to atmospheiic air, it be-

comes acid by abstracting a?« additional portion of oxygenous
gas.

Light and electrical phaenomena appear analogous: both are

material. I know that this has been denied to the first of these,

but the momentum of light as proved by the experiment of

Mr. Mitchell, in that projected against a delicate plane of cop-

per^ from a reflecting speculum, strongly supports the opinion ;

C 4 and
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and is not the action of light on the photometer a proof of the
same kind ? My friend Cape! Lofft, Esq. judiciously remarks, in

his correspondence with nie, If light were not material, ^but the
undulation of an elastic medium, then the smal'est aperture ad-
mitting light into a darkened room, should illuminate the whole
apartment equal with the greatest, as a spark ignites any quan-
tity of gunpowder however long the train. That electrical phae-

nom:ena arc produced by a material agent, appears beyond a
question, from the exhibition of its effects on our sense?.

'

If the

taste is operated upon, it is singularly affected. A snapping noise

and loud explosion are communicated to the ear. Light and
colours, and its effects on masses of matter are the circumstances
embraced by the ort^ (J'vi.s:on;—owv feeling i.s sen-^ible of its

power. In the spark drawn from an insulated conductor, the

aura electrica from acuminated rods, and the shock from ac-

cumulated electricity ; and it is impossible to mistake its pe-
culiar odour. There is an experiment which, I think, confirms

this statement ; connect the external coatings of tv/o jars, and by
forming a communication between the insi<i? linings, a charge
may be transferred at a single contact from a jar charged in the

usual vvay to another, and the density in each will be as the

ratio of the capacity. Those substances which become pho-
sphorescent by solar light, are precisely these which are similarly

illuminated hy electricity; for thii assurance, I am indebted to

the pohte communication of Mr. Skrimshire, of Wisbeach : an
opportunity of repeating his experiments has not occurred to

me. The circle of prism.atic rings, afforded bv the electric dis-

charge directed against a polished metallic plate from a pohit

;

and the concentric coloured ?ones exhibited by decomposing
electric light, by means of the prism, are appearances allied to

the supposition of the identity. A view of their corresponding
chemical effects will come in hereafter.

Light moves with a velocity wliich is truly great, reaching the

orb inhabited by us, a distance from the sun of 95 millions of

miles, in less than eight minutes of time. The velocity of the

agency -
'"

electricity harmonizes wiih that of light. The vast •

circuil : ;. tvsed by it in the experiments of Dr. "Watson, was
perfornxd quick as the lapse of thought. Caloric is, on the

contrary, slow in its movement, and silver, the best conductor
among the metals, proves its tardy progress, rnd sound itself in

its propagation by th>e clastic shells of air pcrcurs space, only at

the rate of 11 42 feet in a second of time.

Light is sent off from the sun's disc in right lines, the
boundaries of shadows and its phsenomcnon when intercepted,

evidence this. The parallelism of solar and electric light is a

striking circumstance of their analogy.

If
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If you will grant me permission, I shall continue my obser-

vations, and now only remark generally, that I believe the phge-

nomena of electricity are produced by one agent susceptible of

undergoing iwo distinct modifications^ the one directly opposed

to the oilier, each possessing different relations to matter^from
the other.

I am, with much respect, sir.

Your obliged obedient servant,

V\'itham, Essex, J. MuRRAY.
Januaiv 16, 1815.

XI. Letter from M. Ampere to Count Berthollet, on the

Determination of the Proportions in loiiick Bodies are com-
bined, according to the respective IVumber and Arrangement

of the Molecules (f which their integrant Molecules are

composed-''.

\ ou have been lo;ig since informed that the important disco-

very of M. Gay Lussac, on the simple proportions observed be-

tweey the volumes of a compounded gas, and those of the com-
ponent gases, gave rise to the idea of a tlieory v/hich explains

not only the facts discovered by this eminent chemist, and tha

analogous facts observed since, but which may also be applier]

to the determination of the proportions cf a gre:it number of

other ccmpovmds, which in ordinary circumstances do not affect

the gaseous state.

The memoir in which I enter upon this theory in detail, is

nearly finished ; but as occupations of another description do not

admit of my finishing it novv', I hasten to comply with your wish
of giving an abstract.

Consequences deduced from the theory of universal attraction

considered as the cause of coliesion, and the facility with v»'hich

the light traverses transparent bodies, have led natural philoso-

phers to think that the latter molecules of bodies were held by
,the attractive and repulsive forces which are peculiar to them,
at distances as it were innnitely great relative to the dimensions
of those molecules.

Hence their forms, with which no direct observation can
make us acquainted, have no more any influence on the phaeno-
mena presented by the bodies which are composed of them, and
we must seek for the explanation of these phaenomena in the
manner in which these molecules arrange themselves with respect

to each other, in order to form what I call a particle. Accord-
ing to this notion we ought to consider a particle as the assem-

* Annates de CIdmic, torn. xc. p. 43.

blage
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blage of a determiaate number of molec-a!cs in a determinate si-

tuation, containing among tliem a spnce incomparably greater

than the volume of molecules ; and in order that this space may
have three dimensions comparable between each others a particle

must consist of at least four molecules. In order to express the

respective situation of the molecules in a particle, we must con-

ceive by the centres of gravity of these molecules to which we
may suppose them reduced, planes situated so as to^eave on one
and the same side all the molecules which arc !)eyond each

plane. Supposing that any molecule is not contained in the space

comprized between these ])lanes, this space w^ill be a pclyliedron,

of which each molecule \\'\\\ occupv a sum.mit, and it will be

sufficient to name this polvlicdron, in order to ex])ress the re-

spective situation of the molecules of which a particle is com-
posed. I shall give to this polyhedron the name of representa-

tive form of the particle.

Crystallized bodies being formed 1)y the regular juxtaposition

of particles, meeiuuiical division will therein indicate planes pa-

rallel to the faces of this polyhedron ; but it will be able to in-

dicate others resuh.ing from the various laws of decrement : be-

sides, there is nothing to hinder the latter from being frequcntlv

\nore easily obtained than a part of the former ; and hence me-
chanical division may rather furnish conjectures, and Conjectures

cnlv, for the determination of the representative forms. There

is another way of ascertaining these forms :
?". e. to deteruiine

by the relation of the component parts of a bf)dy, the number of

molecules in each particle of this body. For tliis purpose I set

out on the supposition that in tlie case where bodies jiass to the

state of gas, their particles alone are separated and removed

from each other bv the expansive force of caloric to distances

much greater than those which the forces of affinity and cohe-

sion have an appreciable action, so that those distances depend

only on the temperature and ))ressure which the gas supports,

and at ec[ual pressures and cfji^d temperatures, the particles of

all the gases simple or com])ound, are placed at the same di-

stance from each other. The number of particles is on this

supposition in ])roportion to the volume of the gases*. What-
ever may be the theoretical reasons which seem to support it, it

can only be considered as an hypothesis ; but on comparing the

consequences which necessarily result with the phaenomena, or

the- properties which we observe ; if it agrees with all the

known results of experience, if we deduce consequences which

are confirmed .by ulterior CAperiments, it may accjuire a de-

* I have learned since the clriivviiig up of my papc r, iliat^I. Avogrado
lias made this last idra tlie iiroiiiuhvorli of an iiKjuii-y into the proportions

of ibc elcnicntb m chemical combuiatioub.

grce
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gree of prob.'ibllity which will approach to what we call in

physics certa'iiil//. Supposing it to he admitted, it will be suflB-

cicnt to know the volumes in the state of gas of a compound
bodv and of its com{)oiients, in order to know how a particle of

the compomided body contains particles or portions of a particle

of the two components. Nitrous gas, containing for instance

the half of its volume in oxygen and tlie half in azote, it follows

that a particle of nitrous gfis is formed by tlie union of half a

particle of oxygen and half a particle of azote ; the gas formed

by the combination of chlore and of the oxide of carbon, con-

taining volumes of these two gases v\'!rich are ecjual to its own,,

one of its particles is formed by the junction of a particle of

chlore, and a particle of oxide of carl^on ; water in vapour con-

taining, according to the fine experiments of M. Gay Lussac, an
equal volume of hydrogen, and the half of its volume in oxygen,

one of its particles will be composed of an eiitire particle of

hydrogen, and the half of a jjarticlc of oxygen : for the same reason

"a particle of the gaseous oxide of azote will contain an entire

particle of azote, and the iialf of a particle of oxygen : finallv, a
volume of ammoniacal gas Hieing composed of a half volume of

azote, and a volume and a half of hydrogen, a particle of this

gas will or-ntain the half of a particle of azote, and a parti<»le

and a half of hydrogen.

If we admit as the most simple supposition, (a supposition

which appears to me suiiiciently justified by the harmonv of the

consequences v/hicli I have deduced from it, with the phseno-

mena) tiiat the particles of oxygen, of azote, and of hvdrogen
are composed of four molecules; we shall conclude, that those

of the nitrous gas are also compounded of four molecules, two
of oxygen and two of azote ; those of the gaseous oxide of azote

of six molecules, four of azote and two of oxygen ; those of the

vapour of water of six molecules, . four of hydrogen and two of
oxygen ; and those of ammoniacal gas of eight moleciilesj six

of hydrogen, and two of azote.

The sup]7v)sition that the particles of chlore are also compounded
of four molecules, cannot agree witii the phaenomena presented

by this gas in its various coml)inations : we are necessarily led

to account for these phEenomena, to admit eight molecules in

each of its particles, and to supj)ose either that these molecules
are of tlie same nature, or that the particles of chlore contain
four molecules of oxygen, and. four molecules of an unknown
combustible body.

The first hypothesis simplifies so much the explanations which
are about to follow, that it would be a sufficient reason to use it

for that purpose alone, even if we did not regard it as the most
probable. [To be continued.

j

XII. Ob-
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!KII. Olservatlovs on a new System nf Phrenology, or the Ana-
tomy and Physiology of the Brain, ofDrs.GALL and Spurz-
HEIM.

X KERB are tivo fundamenta! errors into which people endowed
with diiferent proportions of certain mental faculties commonly
fall, v/henever they consider any new doctrine— 1st, that of be-

lieving it before they have examined the evidence in its favour
;

and, secondly, that of condemning it anterior to i'.westigation.

These two states of mind are equally injurious to the advance-

ment of science : they are opposed to each other, Init are equally

hnrtfiil to the jjrogress of truth—^just as the rage for novelty, as

well at tlie outcry against innovation, are both prejudical to real

improvement. Nev/ discoveries too suffer from a variety of other

reasoiis—the jealousy of tlie selfish and covetous, who envy their

contemporaries the merit of invention, and the l)igotry of igno-

raiit persons, who imagine that some mischief will arise to their

favourite creeds, as well as the great mass of imbecility and ig-

norance which pervades mankind, are stumbling blocks in the

path of science, which nothing- l)ut steadiness and perseverance

will overcome. There is, too, another and a very rational mo-
tive for persons to fee! at first a prejudice agaist a new science,

namely, that there have been such a number of impostors in the

world from time to time, and the pu])lic have been so often

duped bv pretenders to philosophy, that cautiousness in admit-

ting any thing new seems the natural and necessary conse-

quence. This latter consideration operated powerfully on my-
se'ii when first I heard of the discoveries of Gall and ISpurzheim

respecting the functions of the organs of the brain ; but I v,'as

determined to investigate for myself the facts whereon the ap-

parently new and peculiar notions entertained by those anato-

mists were founded.

During mv studies of comparative anatomy, and while dis-

sectins: different animals u^hen a boy, I was much struck with

the generic forms of the crania of animals, and ha\'e often felt

.surprised tliat among the many boasted comparative anatomists

whose volumes fill our shelves, none had made out any relation

between the brain and the character of animals : they described

minutely enonirh th.c number of vertebr;e—they named with

predion the bones of limbs—they measured the nitcstines to

feet and inches: others counted the articulations on the backs of

insects, the rings of the caterpillar, and the legs of the scolo-

peiidrK ; but no one made accin-ate researches into the most

important of organs. The diihcully attending these investiga-

tions of the brain, the laziness of individuals, and, above all,

that execrable plan of yielding to authority, whereby people

cease
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cease to inquire into that which some great name had pom-
pously (leclured to be unattainable, are the reasons why this in-

terestino: science had not l)een more successfullv studied before

the present day. These ideas frequently passed in my m.ind,

but I was unacquainted with any mode of invc'-tigating minutely

the brain and nerves. Constant presentime:;t, however^ that

in them would be (bund the material principles of our actions

and character, prepared me, as it were, for the reception of the

facts which came in a loose sort of form from Germany several

years ago. I had always considered too, that the nature of man
was never properly studied, and that a host of prejudices had
deterred philosophers from the task. There were several

other facts v.hich occurred to me, by wliich I anticipated, some-

thing like what Dr. Gall afterwards promulgated. These sub-

jects became additionally interesting from a curious observation

I had made, namely, that the exercise of particular faculties

violently and continuedly appeared to produce sensations in parti-

cular parts of the head. The violent action into which any or-

gan may lie called, frequently produces, I am persuaded, a sen-

sation in the part, as Dr. Spurzheim has recently shown in his

lecture on the physiognomical expression of the organs of the

mind, and which is a very interesting fact, as it tends to

establish the locality of action of the different parts of the brain.

From these circumstances, and from many curious facts 1 no-

ticed in diseases, I was then just in a state to be interested by
the discoveries of Gail ; and the n)eeting with his learned col-

league in London, and hearing so many of my own crude notions

detailed in the scientiiic manner in which they were treated

©f by Spurzheim, constituted by far the most interesting period

©f my life.

I had scarcely begun the investigation of the anatomical part

of their system, when I exclaimed. All I have hitherto known
ef the anatomy of the brain and nerves is mere child's play

;

and the demonstrations of it given in our schools is merely dwel-

ling on a blank in the science, and reminding us of the futility

ofijiquiry!

As I consider this science not merely w-ith reference to the in-

terest it must excite as a means of knowing the principles of the

diversiftcaiion of the humrai character, l)ut also with regard

to the important influence which a general knowledge of it,

should it be proved true by time, will have on society, I shaH
proceed to point out the u eiul results of it uiid.^r the several

heads, as an encouragement ro persons to puisue a;.,i «'onvince

themselves of the truth of statements \^hich the vuigar hastily

consider as the chimerical effusions of theoretical fancy, as one
of the ephemeral manias of cur days. During the inquiry we

Silail,
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shall, I think, remove many oljjoctions against the loading doc-

trines of the fsy.stem which popnlar prejudice and misconception

have imagined to exist; and shall see that it is a most heautifui

and perfect system of anthropology.

Analomy and Physiology.

Although on a superficial inquiry, many people may doubt of

the physiology of the organs or the general results of the -.ystem ;

vet the anatomical discoveries into the structure of tlie brain

and nervous system are matter of absolute demonstration, and

Avil! remain a memorial of the industry and perseverance of Dr.

Gall and Spurzheim, before whom the anatomy of these organs

was wholly unknown. By means of these discoveries we now
see the great consistency of Nature in all her productions

throughout the creation. Animals endowed with similar facul-

ties have corresponding parts of the brain. Indeed till now
comparative anatomy has been a very confused and imperfect

science : jirobably in future a more ])hiiosophical arrangement will

be made of animals founded on the particular structure of the

brain of each class, order, genus, and species.

Of the Plurality and Place of Organs.

The division of the parts of the brain into different organs of

the faculties of the mind, and their local arrangement, is strictly

philosophical, though the facts on which it is founded were dis-

covered by accident, from time to time. The propensities are-

all at the lower and back part of the brain and cerebellum. The
sentiments at the upper part of tlie brain, and the knowing and
reflecting faculties constituting the intellectual part of our minds,

are placed in front. All the organs have been discovered by

observing that where a person had this or that part of the head

rao-st developed, the same person had j)articular faculties in a

high degree ; the particular faculty always corresponding with

the organ. It was by such accidents that the local develop-

ment as connected with particular functions was found out.

But though we have this j)ositive jiroof of the necessity of the

development of the parts to the special faculty assigned to

them
;
yet we have not the same proof of local action. Analogy,

and the physiognomical expression of the feelings constitute,

I tiiink, the greatest proof we can obtain of this fact. To those

wiio dispute the locality of the organs, it may be asked. Have
wot j)eoj)le ill all ages considered the brain as the organ of the

mind ? Is it not, therefore, more rational to regard it as an

assemblage of different organs corresponding to the different

manifestations of the mind, than to suppose one simple organ

perfoiming such various functions ?

If
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It seems indeed surprising to me that the brain was not re-

garded ill this light, even before observation had pointed out the

particular seats of the organs.

Of the Philosophical Tendency of the Physiology of the Organs.

It may be of use to advert to the metaphysical results of the

recent investigations into the physiology of the organs of animal

life, with a view to lead to that comprehensive system of the

philosophy of the mind, which is the legitimate deduction from

premises which an examination of these functions has established.

It tends to show,

I. The nature and limits of the influence of external impres-

sions in the production of our ideas; which result, Ist^ from the

reaction of the organs in consequence of external impressions,

adapted by nature to them, constituting perception :—or, 2dly,

from the inherent or internal activity of the organs, acting by
themselves without external impressions, or from some internal

stimulus, constituting variously, as modified by mutual influences,

and by the nature of the internal action of the original concep-
tions of particular genius ; which are as it were revelations of

sciences and arts from the great size and activity of particular

organs. This consideration also explains visions and dreams,
which are the consequence of the internal activity. Indeed a

very curious history of the varieties of dreams and other internal

affections, might be made from considering what organs are ac-
tive in different cases, and by noticing the effect produced to-

wards waking, when the organs of the reflecting powers begin to

act.

II. Wes^efrom the physiology of the organs the nature of true

and false percej^tions. True ideas or perceptions result from
the conformity of the action of the organs to the nature of the

impressions from without, to which tliey are adapted. Memo-
ry,—a repetition of actions originally excited by external things.

Imagination,—new combinations produced by the influence of a
distinct and separate faculty on other organs. Genius, or original

composition,—the great internal activity of an organ ; this is

influenced more or less by the organ of ideality, &c. And,
lastly, we see that false ideas or impressions must be-referred to

irregular or disordered action of the organs ; which disordered
health and misguided education may excite on an organization
erroneous in the proj)ortionate development of the different

organs. This leads to the consideration of the different mental
derangements hereafter to be spoken of.

III. The physiology of the organs shows where certain meta-
physical philosophers were right and where wrong in certain opi-
nions

J
explains the relation between the Berkleian philosophy,

which
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which denies external matter ; and the materialism of Priestley.

In other words we hereby see where was the defect of consider-

ation in the disciples of Kant, who were divided about objective

and subjective reality. Long before I became acquainted with

craniology, these subjects engaged much of my attention, and

I felt convinced that a radical difference in the conformation of

the mind must be the cause why certain people only regarded the

objectivity and others only the subjectivity : and vvhy others saw

clearly the reality was the result of the reaction of tbe impressions

of the object on the subject. I know persons who are defective

in the organ of Individuality, who, when tliey are ill of nervous

aifections, have told me that they felt as if the external world did

not exist, but that all ideas were entirely withiii themselves. All

tliese tilings however must now be superficially treated of as va-

rieties of insanity, as connected with particular organization and

established natural influences.—I mention these facts in a hasty

and imperfect manner ; they will become the subjects of future

consideration of persons more qualified.

Of Insanity.

In Dr. Spurzheim's recent excellent work, he has said, ad-

verting to the treatment of lunatics and the places of their con-

hnement, that they may more peopcrly be called mad houses

than houses for madmen. The treatment of insane peri-ons is

certainlv at present very defective and often disgusting to huma-
nity. The discoveries of Gall and Spurzheim seem really to

promise some amelioration of their medical treatment. Thev
constitute the only scientific source of knov.ledge about the va-

rieties of these interesting kinds of diseases.

Of Education.

The application of the physiology of the lirain to the educa-

tion of vouth, consists in the cultivation of the intellect, and in

the regulation of the moral character ; and is founded on the

proof we have already obtained from experience, that we can

ascertain from the external form of the head the piincipal and

basis of education ; namely, the relative development of the

different material conditions of the faculties.

I. With regard to the intellect.—Education consists in exer-

cising the faculties. Phrenology, by pointing out the strongest

faculties of individuals, will assist us in choosing professions for

youth suitable to the genius of the individual ; and teach us, 1st,

to cultivate those faculties in the exercise whereof he is likely to

become eminent ; or, 2dly, to give additional excitement to

those which, though naturally weak, may be roused into com-
parative exertion by the excitements offered by education.

II. With
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II. With regard to the moral character.—In education we
shall be enal)led by phrenology to see where, from a preponde-

rance of some particular faculty, there is greater necessity of a

counteraction by excitement of antagonist faculties. We learn

also how the superior sentiments ought to control the lower pro-

pensities, and how the organs of the will should in all cases be

exercised early, to gi^e thein the greatest range of power over the

propensities. We learn also another important branch of edu-

cation in observing, that to strengthen and render liabitual any

good feeling, as benevolence for instance, we must not only in-

culcate it but must expose the child to objects of charity, and

enhance it by setting before him instances of mercy. Thu?
phrenology comprises the sentiment the wise have held in all ages,

of the poverty of })recept when compared with example, as an

incentive to moral excellence.

Of Piwishment.

Phrenology Vv^ill lead to important considerations regarding

criminal punishment
;

particularly in houses of correction. It

will enable us to distinguish, not only between those who have

naturally strong evil propensities, from those whom distress or

other contingences may have hurried on to crime ; but will

point out the particular nature of many evil propensities to be cor-

rected. It is hoped that the learned authors of this system will

more fullv develop, in some future publication, its particular ap-

plication to punition.

Co?icIuswn.

Having shown some of tlie particular useful purposes of the

study of the anatomy and physiology of the organs of the mind,

I may observe, in conclusion, that while, from the most accurate

and continued examination of the subject, I feel fully convinced

that the conclusions are legitimate deductions from demonstrable

facts, and ought for that reason alone to be vStudied and applied,,

whatever might be their supposed tendency ; I am nevertheless

convinced that the objections raised against the deductions, by
persons who fancy they will be injurious to the religion and morals

of mankind, are wholly unfounded, and are the result of a very

superficial examination of the subject; and that, on the contrary,

it is the wild metaphysical dogmas of the modern schools against

which the shafts of this accurate scrutiny iiito the nature and
functions of mind are most successfully levelled. That, in short,

the moral results of the system constitute a scientific explanation,

and therefore jcufirmation of doctrines yi'hicli common sense has

ajways hiclined to, which religions have inculcated, and which the

popular and proverbial philosophy of the common people have

Vol. 45. No. 201. /a7i. 1815. D expressed
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expressed on many occasions more clearly than the pcrijlcxecJ

jargon of the schools.

St, BaitholoiiK w's n.)=jjit;il, T. FORSTKR.
2rcli .Fail. 181.J.

P. S.— I have onntted cnterinio^ into the particular proofs of

the doctrine, as tliis would be trc-^ua-^sing on Dr. Spurzliciui's

lectures, which every candid intjuircr should attend hiuiself be-
fore he makes up.his niindcm thi'-- su!)ject. Even if the doctrine

were faLe, the.-e lectures contain sui^icient interestinaj matter to

repay the trouble of attending them. 1 have onlv to apoloii;ize

for these very hasty and imperfect observation?;, which the time
allotted for a periodical publication will not allow me to revise,

and to which I should not afiix mv name, had not several persons
carelessly ascribed many unsigned letters on this subject from
artists and medical and other persons^ on it«; particular bearings,

to its authors tlicmselves, and have thus accused them of an
anonymous encomium of their own discoveries. I publish them
only to invite students to examine the facl^ for them'^elves, and
verify their truth or falscliood i)v their own investisaticns.

XIII. Dr. SpuRziiJiiM's dtmonslrat'we Course of Lechires on

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim's Physiognomonkal System,

[C'laitimicd rrnm vol. xliv. p. 370.J

XT
Lecture 10. ilAViNO finished the knowing: oi" perceivino"

faculties which are common to all animals, Dr. S. proceeded
to the rellectiny- faculties; philosophers call the latter reason,
and the fornier understanding. Animals have imderstandin"-
and some reason. Examples of dogs ; one mentioned in the
French translation of Locke's Essavs, where a dog that was se-
cluded by others from the lire, went out and barked so as to at-
tract the attention of all the rest, and immediately returned and
then took posses-^ion of the best place near the fne. Other in-
stances of reasoning in animals were also mentioned, furnishing
unecpiivocal proofs that animals reason, but in an inferior degree.
Man is more than an animal. Men use facts ; one states a fact,

and is satisfied; anothicr adduces a similarity or analogy, and
convinces all who hear him. Men of fact have the lower part
of the forehead prominent over the eyebro^vs ; men of analogy and
parable have a kind of inverted pyramid at the top front of the
forehead

;
popular preachers have this part developed, parables

and similes being the best means of conveying knowledge to the
vulgar, and was adopted by Christ.

This
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This faculty compares, it is the XXXth configuration or organ

of €ompans(m. Animals have it in a certain degree; it is ne-

cessary for reasoning to compare, and men love comparisons.

If the Ujiper part of the forehead be prominent, or an elevated

ridge traverse it horizontally, it is what Gall called the organ of

nietaphy.sics ; hut all men are more or Ic^s metaphysicians. The
lateral prominences Dr. 8. considers as indicating the relation

between cause and effect ; while the centre elevation compares,

the side ones reflect on causes and effects. Metaphysicians go too

far, they ]netend to know God whom it is impossible for man to

know; they take virtues onlv for causes. It is injurious to the

progress of science to iiujuire into causes instead of observing

facts. This is the XXXIst organ ofcausality ; it appears in every

artist, and mechanic, &c. all excellence in any art or calling is

indicated by this organ; Drvden, Milton, Shakespeare, Locke,
late Mr. Pitt, Sec. had it. Philosophical minds have individuality,

facts and analogy or relation between cause and effect ; i. e.

knov.ing, comparing and examining the cause : these are con-
fined to the centre ; it is not necessary to have the whole fore-

head prominent ; the mere front is sufficient. Instance of a
shepherd with highly developed rellecting faculties.

XXXil. Organ of /<','/; it is situated in the lateral parts,

which must be prominent over the eyes, as appears on Sterne'.s

temples. What is wit ? it is very difficult to define ; maiiy

writers have vainly atte*ipted to give the definition in words ; wit

and humour are only different degrees of the same faculty. Wits
liave a peculiar mode of comjjaring ; wit is often false, yet it .^

stimulates to laughter.

XXXIII. ()rgu7i of imilatlon ; it was discovered by Gall on
examining the head of a plaver who had a deep furrow on the

top of his foreiiead. Instance of a deaf boy, who imitated or

mimicked the manner of all the patients brought to the hospital

in Vienna where he was. Bust of Shakespeare having this organ,

that of benevolence and adjoining parts high ; it is useful to

artists, sculptors, &e. it gives them the power of producing ex-

pression. Sculptors ought also to have the organs of construc-

tion and imitation. Children do much by imitation, and the

majoritv of men live all their lives !)y imitating others, instead

of refieetiiig for themselves.— Having finished the defini-

tion and demonstration of the organs. Dr. S. observed that of

jjotne he had spoken piisitivcly, of others only as probable, and
of some again as very likely. The entire system is founded on
facts and experience

;
prove the facts false and it is annihilated.

Dr. S. has added three organs to the number proposed by Dr.

Gall, and made them thirty-three. Philosophers proceed one

way, naturalists anotlier ; the latter infjuirej on seeing any new
D 2

'

subject.
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subject, To wliat order, geiniSj species or variety does it belong ?

He, in like manner, begins by inquiring bo'.v many organs arc

indicated by the miiid ? It is necessary to multiply organs till all

the primitive faculties are explained. The applications of tliese

faculties are indefinite. There are thirty-three organs ; and as

the letters of the alphabet are sufficient to indicate sounds and

form wordsj so arc thev to signify the facidties. The propen-

sities influence the character ; sentiments also influence the rea-

soning faculties. Man is a determinate being ; education is not

capable of u)akii:g the character, and teachers all know this.

Animals likewise have a determinate nature ; the faculties are

innate ;
" he who has an eye can see ; it is given to him," ac-

cording to the Scriptures. God has done for man what he did

for other animals, given him instinct, however he may be too

proud to allow it. Education, indeed, is nevertheless necessary to

put the faculties in action. That genius is born, is a trite truth
;

education never creates, it only cultivates and directs the faculties.

Ail faculties and mora! feelings depend on organization. The
orffan of language is a transverse convolution of the brain verv

distinct from the anterior lobes. Every faculty has a peculiar

organization. No feeling is learned by the undcrstandi'.ig. Un-
derstanding and order may exist v.ithout good feelings ; others

without great genius have good feelings ; hence the reason why
men appear weak in some particular and not in others. Some
persons reason better and feel more when sleeping than when
awake ; this fact is explained by tlie circumstance of some fa-

cultv acting with more energy when alone than when all tlie

others are engaged. For instance, we retire to quietude to

reflect ; we adopt some means or other to aid us in every un-

dertaking. Hence, animal magneti*;n. We do not yet know
th.e vital )iower, nor the extent of the inilucnce of mind on mat-

ter. All nature is regular. Animal magnetizers are ignorant

of nature ; they pretend to great knowledge, but have never dis-

covered any thing ; they knew nothing new. But every one has

his gift.

hect. 11. The organs of all the faculties arc situated to-

gether in subservience to their mutual influence ; thus, the re-

flecting faculties arc together ; the knowing ones together

;

and the pro})cnsitics, ^c. in like manner. The organs of know-
ing and reflecting arc in the fore ])art of the head ; those of the

propensities and sentiments in the upper and posterior part.

The faculties peculiar to man occupy a very small space ; those

counnon to man and animals nuich larger, and some faculties

are more important than others. It is very dilHcult to find pro-

per terms 3 those of afl\:ction, jjussion, memor}", &c. are not

facts.
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facts, tliey are only names of modes of the primitive faculties.

In like manner quietness, temperance, &:c. only mean the different

degrees of activity in the faculty. Passion is the highest degree of

activity of any faculty; a man devoted to music, painting, ivc. is

passionately fojid of those arts ; and so of all otliers. Pleasure or

the state of being pleased does not indicate the faculty or the

activity of the faculty ; it is therefore only a mode of activity.

A religious man is pleased with religion, occ. a faculty unoccupied

is displeased ; hence men are displeased \\tth every thing vshich

does not engage their faculties, or, in the familiar phrase, for

which they have no taste. No faculty peculiar to man can be

angry; anger is only a mode of action, an affection of combative-

ness ; anxiety, sorrow, &c. belong to cautiousness, and com-
passion to benevolence

;
jealousy arises from covetiveness and

self-love, from amativeness if relating to women, or from appro-

bation if disappointed in praise; envv is jealousv uniiifluenced

by benevolence ; shame is a compound atlection arising from

self-love and approbation. Attention is different in different

animals ; every creature has its peculiar attention to some things.

If faculty is active, then there is attention which only indicates

activity. We cannot command attention to any thing at all

times ; there is no faculty of attention, but an attention to every

faculty. Perception is the knowledge of an object carried to the

brain, reflection reproducing this perception is memory: one

remembers names, another forms, a third numbers, iScc. there

being different kinds of memory according to the particular in-

dividual. Men who reflect remember better than those wiio do
not ; this is occasioned by the mutual influence of tliC faculties.

Perception is tiie first degree of activity, memory or remembrance
the second ; difference between memory and remembrance, we
remember a fact without having memory susiicient to repeat ail

the circumstances ; many peisons Femember having learned a

song, but cannot repeat it ; others know the name of any person

or thing, yet cannot mention it, but they recollect some circum-
stance which jjroves their knowledge of the fact ; remembrance
belongs to the faculty of individuality ; memory to the percep-

tion only. Imagination belongs to the third or highest de-

gree of activity ; there are only three degrees of activity, al-

though Gall made four in each orgsTi. Internal propensities in

man are instinct in brutes. Judgement is found in the highest

and lowest degree of activity ; a good judgement often exists

without a good memory, and vice versa ; hence it is a mode of

activity. The relation between the knowing faculties and ex-
ternal objects is judgement; every intellectual faculty has a
judgement ; but because the reflecting faculties are more active,

we call him who judges correctly^ a person of good judgement.

D 3'
Hatred
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Hatred is a disagreeable affoction of all the faculties ; revenge is

the activity of the vindictive passions, of coiiibativeiiess without

benevolence, the presence of all the bad and absence of all the

good propensities.

Lect. 12. Tho"e wlio wish to study this system, to know the

development of tbe organs, must consider every dimension ; look

at the forehead if high or broad, then in profile, and di aw lines

from the ear to the eyes, top of the forehead and crown and

oc£iput ; next divide the head into three divisions, which are

called the upper, middle, and lower regions.—Diversity in the

development of the fecl!n<i;s common to men and to animals

according as there are diverse characters among men. Some of

the five senses are more indispensable than others ; men can bear

being told that thev are destitute of one talent or another, but

none can patiently bear to be called stupid. There are three

kinds of facullies with respect to their action*, or rarher three

kinds of action ; one assists men and animals, another is auxiliary

to those faculties, and the third or superior directs the whole.

Throughout nature all the superior laws govern tbe inierior

;

hence the animal part of man, i.t. all tbe faculties connnon to men
and brutes, should be governed by those faculties peculiar to

man only.—Examiriation of human liberty and moral g(;od and
evil. "All faculties are given;" this is the language of Scrip-

ture : but, Does this truth lead to fatalism ? St. Angustin and

the Christian fathers all contend for it, and deny that it has any

tendency to diminish nian's responsibility for his acticms, or to

make him a machine :
" Every tu'.e according to his talent ;" all

things are given, the feelings and intellects are given at creation;

if this be called fatahsm, the fact is admitted ; but it is not an

irresistible fate ; neither feelings nor intellects are obliged to

act ; muscular power is not compelled to act, it is not necessarily

obliged to produce muscular motion ; hence we find it admits

of liberty, Ijut what kind of liberty ? not liberty without motives

;

there is no such thing as absolute liberty, but a liberty to act as

feeling directs, a liberty ly motives, and not withoul motives

;

which would be irrational. Every faculty is pleased with ac-

tion although not absolutely free ; hence the precepts of religion

are apjilie(l to tbe motive; because faculties are given they are

not therefore impelled to act. Pleasure is not freedom: when a

dog declines to follow a hare, he then acts free ; in proportion

as the understanding is active men are free, the more mider-

standing tbe more freedom. Yet, having understanding is not

freedom, it is only having greater power of choosing among mo-
tives. Men who have the greatest number of motives are the

irecbt 3 but, Whence arc the motives ? From the propensities

and
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snd the feelings. Aninuils are free, but mati has moral liberty.

Free from the inferior feelings you are the slave of the superior

ones, as observed bv St. Van\. No religion makes man answer-

able for his inclinations but for iiis actions ; fi-elings are not ex-

cited bv the will—we may desire to be very pious, very benevo-

lent, Sec. but cannot create such feelings in ourselves by means

of our will. The insUuments on which t!ie feelings act render

man resj>ousible ; heiice, as liberty or freedom connnenees, so

does moK-.l good or evil. Plivsical and moral evil exist, but

whence the origin of evil ? No tenable tlicory of this problem

has yet been produced ; it is not from two creators, it is not from

freedcin,—this cajuiot be the cause, as there is nothing in na-

ture bad : evil is not a jrub'^tance, it is not the name of any

thing, but the bad use of a faculty. Neither is there any bad

faculty, yet evil exists Animals do the same things as men, yet

they are not called evil. Sin exists in man as the animal predo-

minates over the human. Man is inclined to evil as the animal

organs are much greater than the human ones; hence evil exists,

hss existed, and will exist. It is the human or higher faculties

onlv, vvhich give laws ; the virtues are conmianded, the vices

prohibited; " tliou slialt love the Lord;" " thou shalt not kill;"

one commands the highei? faculties, the other prohibits the infe-

rior ones ; hence, we sometimes do by the lm]Hdse of the inferior

feelings what we do not like, and v,-hat i'- condcnmed by the su-

perior ones. Man sometimes does witlunit law h-^cause the ani-

mal is small in him, his mind -is his law; hence we see that vir-

tue is po-sible ; but it is now impossible to tbolish law, and

therefore it is not'to ]>e abolished but hilfilled, till men be born

again, till tlie reign of love arrive', as they are now in general

more governed by tlie animal than the l>unian faculties. Who is

entitled to give laws ? he who has the siiperior fecHngs in the

highest degree. Vv'iiat is the aim of our faculties ? many of them
are given for our preservation and that of soci«.'ty ; neither is our

aim all selfishness, as many modern philosojdiers, j)articulariy

Helvetius, pretend. Others attribute all to Christian charity : tliis

is no less untenal)le ; some again reduce ail our actions to faith.

These are merely individual and not general opinion'^. No ac-

tions are good bv faith; tlicre are several motives for our actions;

men in general act from tb.eir feelings, very few by their will or

understandiu"-. All our iud'i:ements of men are the result of

moral feeling.s aiid not of tlie will ; it is the feeling which dis-

.

poses m^en to religion, as the greatest intellect is not necessarily

the mojvt devout. Hence it may l*e determined wliether this

doctrine of pliysiognomv be dangerous to morality and religion in

general, or whether it does not furnish new and convincing proots

of both being niilural to man. We also see that it elucidates

D 4 the
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the meaning of many parts of the Christian revelation, the sense

of wliich was nearly lost or very inacle(iuateiv coinprehelitled.

Leci. VS. With respect to the mutual influence of the fa-

culties, the difference between the organs and the conditions

under which they act must be considered. There are four con-
eiderations relative to mutual influence ; first, every faculty in

every individual is modified, not only in different individuals but
also in the same individual ; in like manner different parts of
different animals are modified in the five senses, and also in the

faculties of the mind ; habitivenes, constructivencss, destructive-

ness, &c. are modified in all animals ; some birds construct their

nests according to circumstances ; others have their singing

powers modified and different from those of the same species ;

some tastes are peculiar; various idiosyncrasies, &:c. The same
diversity takes place in the mind. Some comprehend or under-
stand matters when the facts are duly arranged ; in others the

faculties tliemselves are modified. Two mothers having equal

affection for their children, but one having more destructiveness

and less benevolence than the other, will treat them very differ-

ently. Maternal love never acts alone ; if a Uiother shows a par-

tiality for one child, it is not that she has no affection for the

others, but because this favourite is the most congenial, the most
similar to her own disposition. Here size is not sufficient to

determine the actions ; destructiveness however prominent is

modified by benevolence, justice, veneration, &c. in various de-

grees. Self-love is not in itself bad ; in the man who esteems

justice, feels benevolence and veneration, it is very good as it

respects oidy those qualities either in self or others; but self-love

without benevolence, the forehead low and little faith, venera-

tion, or justice, is very bad. We may thus discover whether jus-

tice be predominant or feeble in legislators, ^'eneration alone

without energy produces credulity and superstition, one who will

worship any thing that is offered to him. When veneration is

prominent and the posterior parts of the head projecting, it pro-

duces more than piety, it malces an inquisitor, (the Professor

exhibited a real portrait of one,) who will uuuder his fellovv' men
for tlie glory of God ! A true Christian minister has the fore-

head very large, posterior very small. The iiitellectual faculties

are also modified ; tlius, among nmsicians one has a genius fci*

poetical or ideal, martial, philosophical, or tender music. An
author or writer with covetiveness is a plagiarist ; without bene-
volence forms a satirist, with benevolence it is not satirical.

The faculty of language never acts alone ; it belongs firstto na-
ti(jns and then to individuals of a nation. One nation has more
feeling and peculiar ideas than another. Individuality is the first

developed faculty 3 nouns and verbs are the first words used by
childrenJ
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cliildren, and Home Tookc rcdtices all words to tliese two classes.

The French !aii;;uage has no analogy, no comparison, no classi-

fication ; Frenchmen's organ ol' individuality is most developed ;

t1iey always begin a discourse with the fact, and never with th6

cause: they say tiiis or tliat happened without ever saying because

it was so or so ; there is no connection or chain of analogy and

causation in their discourses or minds. All the faculties act in

conjunction and not alone. This appears even in their abuses.

He who has covetiveness with veneration never steals in a church,

never commits sacrilege ; no, he observes, " it is not good to

steal in a church ;" another who has covetiveness with benevo-

lence says, " it does harm to no one," and steals there. We
may also distinguish the chief of a baiuiitti by his pride and firm-

ness, which he must possess in a high degree. But no faculty

can be judged alone. It is extremely difficult to judge ; all men
hitherto judge others according to their own associations ; in

fact they judge themselves in others. Even God is made, accord-

ing to their own feelings, a warrior or a jieace-maker. I'his ap-

pears even in the Scriptures ; St. Peter's God is fear, St. John's

love. But we must henceforward judge men by the predominance

or remissness of the superior faculties, whether the faculties pe-

culiar to the animal or those peculiar to the man have the as-

cendency. Kence we have a measure, a standard of judging.

Faculties may be excited by circumstaiices, and some are taught

music as atrade,andnotbviimate genius: yet Handel would have

composed had none existed before him, and Zerah Colburn cal-

culates by some process not yet taught by men. I'lie world or

sphere of action is in relation to the quantity of active faculties j

he who has most active faculties has the greatest world. Indul-

gence must be extended to all persons for their contrariety of

opinions ; they cannot h.elp it. The doctrine of association of

ideas has occasioned manv erroneous conclusions. As evil is not

a substance but an action, so Hkewisean association takes place,

but it is not a thing ; one propensity excites another, one senti-

ment another, and one intellectual faculty another ; seeing an
object excites the faculty of language

;
places excite the organ

of space, &:c. Hence the basis of all mnemonics. Colour is aKvays
present to Frenchmen.—Characters :—a modest man has benevo-
lence, cautiousness, and little self-love ; a candid one, all the su-

perior feelings, and a roundish outline; a serious, grave uith firm-

ness ; a " touchy character" has much self-love and approba-
tion ; one who never bows, self-love, destructiveness, firmness

;

<me who never pardons, vindictiveness, distrustfulness, &-c. In
all languages there are more names for bad than good characters

in men.—Sympathy and antipathy; every faculty desires to be
satisfied, and so far as it is satisfied we like or dislike others.

Some
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Some faculties are social, some antisocial; tl>e former are human,
tlie latter brutal. The seifish vvil] not go ^vith the selfish, nor

the j)roud with the proiul ; no proud man likes pride, and hence

the oriftiii of antipatin*. The credulous, modest, or circumspect,

never love the selfi^ii, extravagant, &;e. Similarity or congenia-

lity is the basis of friendship. Tlie more faculties a man has the

Riore happy he is ; but if these faculties cannot be gratified,

then he is in tlie same proportion miserable.

Lect. 14. The Piofe^sor now proceeded to unfold the second

part of his svstem, the external expression of the activitv of the

faculties. This has been callpd physiognom.y, pathognorav, mi-
mickry, &;c. Dr. S. denominates it pathoguomy or natural lan-

guage. \\'heuever any faculty is active it manifests itself by

external signs, called pathognomical. Lavater admitted to the

number of 30 signs, every one of which formed a kind of ex-

ception to the others ; but the laws of nature are certain and

have no exceptions. Physiognomy is a very ancient study ; So-

lomon's Prover])s contain examples of it. Pathogpomy or natu-

ral language manifests tlie internal activity of the faculties. Here

the Professor took a retrospect of the princij)les lie had advanced,

described the coimection between the spinal marrow and the

brain, and that the latter acts on the body by means of the

nerves. The five senses are influenced by or act on the external

world. Whenever any propensity is active the necessary means
also enter into action, the five senses and voluntary motion ;

hence mimickry or patlmgnomy gives the proper attitude. Na-
ture always adopts the best and easiest mode, without any re-

flection ; it is perfectly instinctive —Examples of false attitudes

given to their statues by the ancients. Throughout all nature

the faculty is conformable to the action and the action to the fa-

culty, and the motion or gesture is always in direction with the

peculiar organ or faculty in action, whether it be seated upwards^

downwards, or on the side. Attachment or friendship manifests

itself bv inclining the body and shaking hands, &c. ; combative-

ness instinctively puts itself in an attitude of defence, contracting

the forward muscles, drawing in the arms, &rc. ; destructivencj^s

when in action both in men and animals, opens the hands and-

claws like grasping, shakes the head, &c. ; a man having se-

cretiveness wishes to conceal himself, knocks gently at the door,

walks on tiptoe, speaks low, and when departing contracts him-

self; cautiousness looks and listens on all sides, pauses, looks,

and listens again ; in approbation all is slight, delicate, atten-

tive ; but self-love is stiff, reserved, careless, unbending, and the

reverse of approbation ; the reflecting faculties withdraw from

the external world, shut the eyes, become still, &;c. When <lif-

ferent faculties arc in action, all similar parts are also active.

It
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It is very difficult to make two diflfercnt motions at the same

time. No one can restrain the external manifestations of his'

internal feeiings ; a general concordance with the feeling; like-

wise takes place in the voice, hands, &:c. and voluntary motion.

—

Examples of deceit : wlien a person assures another of his friend-

ship with a voice and tone not in concord, the voice indicates

the feelings ; approbation is insinuating, self-love indifferent.

—

The different manifestations are also modii'ien hy the ditterent .si-

tuation of the organs ; adhesiveness or attachment inciinea the

head and to one side, as a moth.er to her cliikl ; seli-love hold>

the head up and backwards, in reading is erect, with difficult*-

bows the head, and then it is only a nod ; the humble man bows

lowly, your very humiyie servant ; ajjprobution or vanity turns and

smiles on both sides looking for attention; firmness stands up
steady ; veneration turns the eyes and hands upwards and for-

"wards, this caimot be explained by the tradition of God being

above us, for he is every where ; neither bv our position, for every

twelve hours we are anti!30t!es to ourselves, but by tiie syu}pathetic

iiifluence of the act and the organ at the top of th.c head ; it is the

faculty which gives tlie internal impulse. In the reflecting facul-

ties whenever we are puzzled to recollect a name or circumstance,

we immedialeJv rub our eyes, v, ithin which is the organ of memory,
and never the top of the liead ; wlien a man cannot comprehend
a thing he strikes his forehead exclaiming, " how stupid I am T*

Travellers put their finger on the organ of space. \\ hen an ar-

tist looks at a facade he first considers the order and symmetrj',

then the construction, and immediately turns his head from side

to side, as this organ is on both sides. Sterne is represented witli

his finger on the organ of wit. The essential character is similar

in all countries, and is onlv modified bv nationality. Characters

however are not to be pronounced from the action of one faculty

at one moment. Mimickryor pathognomy may be permanent or

transitory. Pathognomy is natural language, pantomime is arti-

ficial ; thus washing the hands to indicate innocence or freedoni

from guilt is pantomimic, it is a thing previou-ilv agreed on and is

artificial ; wiiereas pathognomy is natural and involuntary. Artist*

attend to grace and neglect truth. The study of physiognomy is

difficult, as there are many signs and those compound to l)e im-
derstood ; they are less mnnerous than the tern.s in botany and the

species of ))lants. Neither is it so difficult when reduced to rule

as now attentpted. Physiognomy is accused of cruelty to indivi-

duals of adverse configurations ; but natural truth can never be
injurious or unjust. Ke who knows man best is more indulgent

than he who knows him least. The deaf an.d dumb have the same
affections as others, and understand their characters as well. Ex-
press anger or pride, and the deaf or dumb will instantly feel and

understand
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imclerstand it. Actors and artists shoi'.ld knew tliis, to make the

imitation of wiiat is desired.—Expressions of agreeable and dis-

agreeable; we inspire an agreeable smell, we expire a disagree-

able one, and so with all other senses and faculties. All disagree-

able things contract the body. Yes or ho. The former inclines

the body forward, the latter reclines back and shakes it off.

lyfct 15. The important subject of education now engaged

the Professor's attention. The nature of man is deterrtiinate.

—

He mav reduce all knowledge to two ideas; external circum-

stances and education. Savage or wild nien are said to be ignorant

because they have received no education, but it is because they

are deficient in natural faculties. The vv'ild boy of Avignon is

still ignorant and silly. Idiots sometimes wander into the woods

and become like savages feeding on vegetables, ozc. It is want

of talent and not education that occasions this state. But, edii-

cation is extremely important, although it is given. Are we ail

of the same species ? Caribs and Negroes are dilTerent, yet in

them all the organs of the brain are iound^ and therefore they

cannot be a different species. In future, the nervous system

must be the basis of all classification ; the nerves we find similar,

and accordingly some Negroes are mathematicians, Sec. and con-

sequently not of a different species.—Ail men in general similar;

then how shall we perfect man ? Nature is the same now as in

ancient times ; we can neither take away nor give a faculty; we-

can only cultivate one and suppress another, and by this means

not onlv individuals but whole nations maybe so far perfected.

—

It must be admitted that very little success has hitherto attended

cur efforts in education, notwithstanding what has been written

on the subject. The knowledge of man is still very backward,

and consequently so is education ; the cause is obvious ; we have

pursued an erroneous method. We must begin where we now
end. How do we improve the species of animals ? by innate-

ness. It has long been deemed desirable to belong to certain fami-

lies where there are no hereditary diseases. If there be heredi-

tary diseases then there uuist be hereditary organization, and

therefore innateness. In improving plants we consider the seed
;

sow it in the same soil iind nature furnishes genuses, one plant

is very fine, another is indifftrent ; we preserve the seed of the

good and reject that of the bad. Ingrafted trees are used to im-

prove the quality of the fruit; yet they ultimately degenerate and

die, as the stock is unsound on which the graft was placed. To
improve wool, we begin by improving the breed and blood of the

sheep, and not by changing their food ; here we begin with birth

and rnce ; we should do the same with man. The ancients were

attentive to this in their marriages. Moses speaks of sons of

God and daughters of men ; Aristotle and Plato observe it.

—

>

There
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There is, indeed, great difficulty in establishing other modes of

education, owing to external circumstances. Nevertheless we
must ex})ect the same effects, while the same causes exist.

Education is commonly but not correctly divided into physical

and moral : we divide it into, first, whatever contributes to greater

energy ; and, secondly, v.hatever contributes to the direction of

the faculties. The first is effected ])y innateness, by family or

lineage; the second is physical education, commonly so called.

All that contributes to improve the body, perfects the de\'elop-

ments of the mind (not mind itself); all external circumstances

regulated according to the real nature of man. Food is very

important, as in feeding cows we perceive a great difi'erence in

their milk ; the fiCsh of sheep fed on mountainous districts is

better than that fed in valleys ; now. Why may not similar ef-

fects of food take place on the nervous system ? This is properly

what is called temperament, which gives energy. Climate may
also have its effects. \Ve find tlie fruits of warm climates are

more savourv than those of England, where they are cultivated

in hothouses which they cannot bear in warmer climates. One
climate may suit the development of one faculty better than an-

other ; certain meats may have the same effects on the nerves,

and tliere is no reason v»hy food sliould not be classed according

to its effects, or be found to produce certain effects, the same as

drugs are classed accoKdin.g to their effects on the different parts

ofthebodyin the diseased state, as stomachics, diuretics, emme-
nagogues, &c. There is, however, some difficulty in fixing this

point ; our knowledge is defective
;

yet external circumstances

are essential, as contributing mediately to improve the energy of

the mind.

The third condition is exercise; what is it ? putting in action.

The propensities and sentiments are never taught in schools, but
only exercise of the intellectual faculties. Yet if you continually

speak of music to a student, and at the same time withhold all

ijistruments from him, you v.ill never make liim a musician.

Speak to a boy of hunger, but till you withliold from him food,

he will never understand you
;
give him little food, and he will

feel it. Benevolence is more common an)ong the poor than the

rich, because the latter have this feeling less excited; thev have
less opportimity of knowing and feeling misery. Bad company
exercises the faculties and inferior propensities. Veneration is

not taught in a gambling-house. Example is ever more impor-
tant than all the precepts of education. You cannot exercise all

the faculties at the same time. Some faculties are late, others

early developed ; some last during life, others diminish with
age. When some men grow old, they grow more virtuous as

they suppose ; but it is only when their sins have left them ; vir-

, . : tue
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tiie consists in governing the propensities or faculties when the\'

are most active, and not when thev become dormant. Children

soon develop benevolence, approbation, cautiousness, indivi-

dualitv, combativeness, and even destructiveness. Veneration

is generally later of benig developed ; but bonie one faculty oc-

casionallv appears at an earlv period. There are other condi-

tions, such as the mutual influence of the faculties, as a mean
of inducing their greater activity ; the faculties may act from

t.'xternal impulse, but much oftener from the mutual influence of

the parts. Does exercise hicrease the dimensions ? It is possible

and proiiable, as we know it improves agility. ^\ e occasionally

«ee heads which we regret had not been exercised in youth.

The basis of all moral actions is submitting the animal to the

hmnan faculties; man governs, the animal executes. Men ne-

ver act without motives, which are generally very different. If

actions cannot be produced by love, and the higher faculties,

then the animal ones must be called in to their aid. Will con-

sists of the faculties of individuality, perceiving and comparing j

hence a reflecting man has more will, as he anticipates things,

and is therefore not the slave of motives. His feelings furnish

the motives, but his will has the direction of them, although not

of his feelings. If in a vouth benevolence be developed, use this

lacultv and not veneration, as exercise cannot take place before

the organs be developed ; if approbation, you may exercise and

modulate, but cannot extirpate it. Teachers and parents often

put children in circumstances to exercise approbation at the

Tcry moment when they are speaking against it. Direct, but

seek not to destroy the inferior faculties. If mature persons are

to be taught, use their most (levelo])ed sentiments ; if benevo-

lence use it, if veneration, religion, &:c. to enable them always

to direct and govern the animal faculties, keeping them subor-

dinate to those of the man. There are a few individuals who may
be called elect ; naturally it is very difficult for them to do much
e^nl, as thev have all the human faculties, and very few of the

aitimal ones ; such persons are, as St. Paul says, the slaves of

righteousness, they are a law to themselves, and are elect.

Children often have great combats between the animal and the

man ; and even where the animal prevails, yet noble actions

sometimes appear. .Some children can never be prevented from

crimes; but the great majority adopt the habits of their fathers,

and follow their own customs. Take care of those in whom the

animal is ascendant, le^t they enter into similar con^pany, where

those propensities will be exercised and augmented instead of

being oppressed. Not every one is fit for every thing; this fact

is much neglected. Some persons are forced into the learned

pVofe-ssions when they prefer the mechanic arts. But all the

faculties
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fkciikies should be exercised even for the lowest mechanic, as he
who reflects will always be a better tradesman than he who acts

by imitation and habit; all men should be taught to think. Pro-
fessions should be studied

;
peculiar judgement depends on ]yt-

cidiar organs, but a philosophical judgemeiit does not. Edu-
cation on these principles would diminish crimes, but not make
men angels ; for this they must be born again. In the actual

state of man it is impossible to prevent errors entirely. Here
the Professor exhibited six skulls of Germans, six of Frenchmen,
and six casts of Egyptian mummies, Caribs and Calmucs, all of
which were dissimilar ; hence the impossibility of determining
national character from such skulls ; nor has Dr. S. ever seen six

ekulls of one nation in any of the cabinets of those naturalists

who pretend that the native country of any subject may be dis-

covered by the hgure of the skull. In general, however, there
is a national configuration.

[To be continued.]

M,
XIV. Notices respcctirig New Books.

.R. Thomas Foiister, a most indefatigable and successful cul-

tivator of the natural sciences, has just given another proof of hiJi.

zeal to extend natural knowledge and benefit Society, by publish-

ing a neat Edition of a Greek Poem, The Diosemeia of Aratus ;

illustrated with mimerous Notes, collected from various Authors,

ancient and modern, respecting meteorology, atmospheric phae-

nomena, and their corresponding effects on several animr.'s, birc't^^

Sec. Those who have read this ingeniou=! writer's olaboriite

" Observations on tlie Brumal Retreat of tlie Swallow'' may
form some conception of the nndtifarious notes with winch he
has illustrated the Greek text of Aratus.

The same Gentleman has in the press, and will publish in a
few days, An enlarged Edition of his Re;;earches about Atpjo^
spheric Phcenomcna. Having noticed in the pictures of even
some of the most celebrated landscape painters, a great error

frequently in the arrangements of the clouds, he will subjoin in

the new Edition, some rough copper-vlate enrravings of the
different modifications of clouds, illu.trative of the electrical

theory of their formation and changra.

In the press, and will be published early in February, " Jjh-
sertations and Letters, by Don Joseph Rodriguez, the Chevalier

Delairibre^ Dr. Thomas Thomson, Dr, Olinthus Gregory,, and
Qther<?;

;
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others ; teuding either to impugn or to defend the Tvigoi;.om9-

trical Siutey of England and Wales, carrying on by Colonel
Mudge and Captain Colby ; collected, with Notes and Observa-
tions, including an Exposure of the Misrejiresentations and Con-
tradierions of Dr. Thomson^" by Dr. Gregory, of the Royal
Military Academy.

;
Mr. Robertson Buchanan, Civil Engineer, Glasgov/, is pre-

paring for publication "A Treatise on the Building, or Hydrau-
lic Architecture, of Water-V/heels, containing detailed Descripr

tions of their component Parts, aiid Descriptions of a great va-
riety of Water-Wheels, with practical Observations, and, in some
ca.ses, particular Specifications for the Direction of Workmen,
and the Calculation of Estimates. Illustrated with Plates."

This Work is intended more particularly for the Use of IMill-

wi"ights, and Students of mechanical Drawing.
To which will be added, A Treatise on 5lachinery for pro-

pelling Vessels, more especially as it relates to tliose termed
Steam Boats. Fully illustrated by Plates. -<

The same G;mtleman is also preparing for publication '*^An

E'-say on the Q^conorny of Fuel, more especially as it relates to

Heating and Drving by means of Steam." la three Parts.

1. On the Effects of Heat, tlie Means of Measuring it, the

comparative Quajitity of Heat produced by different Kinds of

Fuel, Gas Light, 5cc.

2. On Heating Mills, Dwelling-houses, and public Buildings.

3. On Drying and Heating by Steam.

Illustrated with two Plates. V/ith Additions, containing the

most recent Discoveries and Improvements.

The following interesting works are nearly ready for publication :

'* Travels in Europe and Africa, by Col. Keatinge." This

work will be illustrated with numerous Engravings of Antiqui-

ties, Scenery and Costume, from Drawings taken on the Spot.
" A Supplement to the Memoirs of the Life, Writings, Dis-

courses, and Professional Woiks of Sir Joshua Reynolds." By
James Northcote, Esq. 4to.

*' Private Education, or The Studies of young Ladies consi-

dered." By Elizabeth Appleton, late Governess in the Family

of the Earl of Leven and Melville.

The second and concluding volume of Professor Lichtensteiu's

Travels in Soutli Afiica.

XV. Pro^
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XV. Proceedings of Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Jan. 12. X HE President in the chair.—The condnsion was read

of Mr.Travers's elaborate and ingenious paper on the mechanism

of the eve, and the means by which this organ obtains distinct

vision of obiects at different distances. In conchiding, he took

a summary view of the principal hypotheses formed to explain

this phsenomenon, such as the muscles of the eye, the ciliary

processes, and the supposed nmscles of the lens itself, by which

it was capable of receiving- distinct images of objects at different

distances. All these opinions Mr. T. showed were totally in-

compatible with the facts demonstrated by anatomy ; he also

proved that the supposed influence of the will over the muscles

of the eve, impelling them to contract or dilate at pleasure,

can have no better foundation, as the mechanical action of

liglit on the eye produced this effect without any regard and

often even in direct opposition to the will, and is attended with

a painful sensation in the eye : besides, this supposition assigns

two causes for one effect, which is unphilosophical as well as

contrary to physical experience. Mr. T. then described the

anatomical structure of the eye, observed the muscular aj)pear-

ance of the iris (Berzelius in his Animal Chemistry considered

this organ as muscular), inferred that there is a sphincter mus-

cle, and that this muscle produces an external pressure on the

lens, which alters its shape, and thus effects distinct vision by

adjusting the pupil to different foci. The contraction or dilata-

tion he considered as being always in proportion to the ijuantity

of light reflected from external objects, and not according to

the will of the observer. The crystalline lens, being more fluid

in youth than in old age, sufTiciently accounts for the diversity

of vision in those stages of human life. As the nearer objects

are to the eye, the more they reflect light on it, and hence the

painful sensation is occasioned by continued looking in this si-

tuation.

Jan. 19. A letter from Dr. Brewster to the President was read,

containing an account of some more experiments, by this inde-

fatigable philosopher, on the effects of compressing animal sub-

stances which depolarize light. The principal exjieriment was
on calf's foot jelly cut into a columnar form and compressed

between two plates of glass : at first no depolarization of light

took place ; but after the jelly had remained ten days between

the glasses, and acquired a consistency almost approaching that

of caoutchouc, the edges evinced the commencement of depola-

rization; and when the whole mass had attained a uniform den-

Vol. 45. No. 201. Jfw. 1S15. E sitv.
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sity, the depolarization was complete, and the jelly had ac-

quired the property of depolarizing liglit in every direction, like

other objects before operated on by the author.

A letter from Dr. Storer was read, describing the nature and
circumstance's of a spring of fresh water discovered in the har-

bour of Bridlington, Yorkshire, a few years ago, wben boring

in order to ascertain the practicability of making some improve-

ments in the harbour. The tide here flows to the height of

fourteen feet, and the boring was commenced near the low-

v.-ater mark ; the soil is a stiff blue clay, and when the auger

had passed through about twenty-eight feet, it struck on a very

hard rock, and the operation was discontinued. At first there

was no appearance of water ; but after a few hours fine fresh

water began to rise, and rose so ra])idly that it flowed over the

vside of the works raised for the experiment. As Bridlington

was not well supplied with water, a tube was inserted in the

l)ore, the parts around it covered over, and the conveyance

made for the water to run into reservoirs when the tide flowed.

This spring has now continued to flow with the tide some years,

and supply the town with good fresh water ; when the tkle ebbs

it ceases to flow, and as the tide risci so does the water in the

spring. In summer many of the wells in the neighbourhood are

dry, but this remains permanent. When great floods occur in

consequence of the rains at the end of autumn, the water of

this well rises higher ; which is the only change that it experi-

ences. The explanation of this aj^pearancc offered by Mr.
Mihie, the architect of the works, is, that the whole bay ex-

tending to a consideral)le distance is covered with the same stra-

tum of blue clay which ultimately terminates in the sea on the

rock which runs under the spring, and that the rise or flow of

the water in the well is occasioned by the superior gravity and

pressure of the tide, acting like as the two arms of a syphon

charged with two fluids of different specific gravities. Dr.

StorcT a<hnity this explanation as generally satisfactory ; but ob-

j>erves that, according to this theory, the well instead of flowing

higher during floods should not rise so high, as there must be a

greater quantity of fresh to resist the action of the salt water.

The Doctor's objection seems founded on the notion that the

increased quantity of fresh water should also increase its spe-

cific gravity ; but it is the volume only which is increased, and

hence an increased flow from the well.

.hui.26. Part of a paper by Mr. Cooke was read, proposing

some methods of improving marine charts, and facihtating their

general use. It also contained some suggestions for taking-

angles from light-houses with the pole star, and coasting at

night, &;c. many of which neccssitv had long ago anticipated.

He
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He proposes that charts sliould he varnished, but did not state

tlie kind of varni'.»h that would bear rolhng and unrolling re-

peatedly.

Signor Zamboni presented to the Society an instrument of his

own con^truction, bein^ an attcmj)t to exhibit a perpetual mo-
tion. The principle on which it acts has been known in this

country several vears. It merely consists of two of De Luc's

electrical columns or galvanic piles, placed perpendicularly at

the distance of about six inches, and each glass tube is sur-

mounted with a brass bail : between these pillars a steel needle is

placed to move on an axis; the longer arm of this needle touches

the upper end or ])all of each pile, and receives from it a suffi-

cient repellent force to drive it to the adjacent ball, and vice

versa : in this manner the motion is continued. No apparatus

to measure time has yet been connected with this simple mo-
tion, which is protected from the atmosphere by a glass frame.

XVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM M. VAN MONS TO MR. TILLOCH*.

Sir,—^' \ oil are probably acquainted v.ith the new discove-

ries made at Milan, by Messrs. Moscati and Maury, relative to

the sun, its diurnal or rotatory motion, its volcanos, &:c. I

send you a translation of the report puI)Hshed on this head ; I

also send you a note to what I have said on the metallo-fluores,

and another on my new theory, which is that of caloric consi-

dered as a constituent part of all bodies containing oxygen, dis-

placed in the combinations and displacing itself in the decombi-
^nations. Afterv.ards I admit hydrogen reduced into its gas into

all the combustible bodies, and into the metals, and sub-satu-

rated in all l)odies which can, in their quality of bases, contract

comlnnations. Hydrogen gas is a simple body ; oxygen gas is

composed of equal parts of oxygen and of caloric : the primi-

tive material of the globe, and without doubt the substance of

the other planets, also consists of equal parts of oxygen and hy-
drogen, without the least quantity of caloric, which would break
this relation : water is oxygen gas displaced in the ratio of —
from its caloric by two of hydrogen, and there result in this

way 15 parts of oxygen, 13 of caloric, and 2 of hydrogen. The

* Much valuable scientific information from various parts of Europe
*vill be found in this communicatioii ; and we are happy to be able to state,

that .M. Van Moiis h;is promised to continue his correspondence. The
furtiier nnucria! s alluded to in the present letter havi; not yet come to hand.

Edit.

E 2 metah
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metals compose the jJ^riinitive matter of the globe, with more or

less hydrogen, and still without the least portion of caloric. The
acidifiable combustibles are dry acids and hydrogen; the salifiable

combustibles, or metallo-fluores, are an acid and the metals; the

acidifiable burners {cotnluiruiis) are dry acids and oxygen; the

common acids are dry acid* and water ; and the dry acids them-
selves are peculiar combustibles in which the hydrogen is satu-

rated by at least double the quantity of oxygen that it is in

water ; which may combine with all th.e other bodies, but which
cannot be put out of combination. All the other bodies are coni-

poimded of the latter. Water is decomposable by luminous ca-

loric only ; and when it oxidates bodies, it puts itself in the place

of the e(;uivalent of its contents in hydrogen, in the same way
as, when hydrogen reduces bodies, it puts itself in the place of

the water. I embrace tlie whole domain of chemistry in this

manner : Will you have the goodness to submit my ideas to the

penetration of men of science in your country ?

" iM. Dobereiner, of Jena, not having found any soda which

contained iodine, sought for this substance in sea water ; where

he foun.d it. The ivtaclUe powder is iodate hyperoxygenated by

ammonia, as detoitnting oil is muriate hyperoxygenated with the

same alkali. The iodate of ammonia m;iy be formed by simple

oxygenation, whereas the muriate of ammonia requires to be

hyperoxygenated

.

" You Avill be soon made acquainted with an experiment in

which muriate of ammonia, obtained by the combination of its

gaseous elements, deposited all the water from its acid, taking up

in its stead muriate of mercury and oxydule. This fact is deci-

sive for the existence of oxygen in chlorine, and triumphant for

Mr. Murray.
" You will also find that the Prussia acid gas, and water and

alcohol impregnated with this gas, kill in the most insignificant

doses, and in three minutes, without convulsions, and as if a pro-

found sleep had come on.
'•'

I have ascertained that the essential oils which are distilled

with alcohol or ether, cannot be again conqiletely separated from

tliosc licjuids, but retain at least the third of their weight ; whe-
ther we attempt their precipitation by water, or try to make them
float to the surface in the cold way.

'* We have at Bruxclk^s a pile of Zamboni, which I have de-

scribed in my French translation of Davy's Chemistry. It con-

sists of disks of the diameter of a guinea, which are inclosed

with pressure in two glass tubes of the form of columns. The
substance of the disks is gilt pa))er sprinkled with native oxide

of manganese, a vertical needle half a foot long, which is sas-

peudcd ab(Hit the sixth of its length towards the bottom, and
oscillates
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o^-illates between the two columns, striking at each half oscilla-

tion two bells with which the columns are surmounted. This

movement, which is not much different in point of rapidity from

the pendulum of a clock of the same length, has now exi Jed fur

seven months : it is a true perpetual motion arising from a phy-

sical impulse. The circtilation ascends this pile dry, and no

chemical composition exhau.sts it.

'^ There has been latelv found in the calcareous stone of Chi-

maii, wliich is a blue bituminous shell-stone, a living toad of

Mipernatural size. Has this animal been surj)rised in the forma-

tion of the stone, or has the stone generated it ? It is conceiv-

able that, bv exclusion from the air, vitality mighit be only sus-

pended, but then the substance of the stone must have nourish-

ed it to make it grow."

ACCOUNT OF SOME ELECTRICAL PPI.ILNOMENA

Recently conunun'icaled to the Ruyal Society of Edinhurgh.

In the year 1767, M- de Saussure, M. Pictet, and M.Jahil)ert

ascended to Mount Breven, which is situated nearly in the mid-

dle of the vallev of Chamovuii, and almost exactly opposite to

Mount Blanc. Their object was to take a general view of the

form and position of the glaciers Vvliicli descend from Mount
Blanc. When they reached the summit, M. Jalabert began to

take a drawing of the glaciers, M. Pictet was engaged in the

geographical part, and 'S\. de Saussure was preparing to make
his experiments on natural and artificial electricity. When ?vl.

Pictet was laving down upon his plan some particular mountains

bv means of a graphometer, he had occasion to a^-k tlie nauics

of them from the guides, and was therefore obliged to point out

the individual mountains with his finger. Every time that he

raised his hand for that purpose, he felt ut the extremity of his

fiuger a kind of tremulous and prickly sensation, similar to that

which is experienced upon presenting the finger to a globe of

glass highly electrified. M. Pictet soon perceived the origin of

this pliDenomenon. He ob?erved a stormy cloud in the middle re-

gion of ?\Iount Blanc, directly opposite to Mount Breven, and it

instantly occurred to bin*- that he had been affected with the

electricity of the cloud. He then requested ?\1M. de Saussure and
Jalabert to make the same experiment ; and as soon as they ex-

tended their hands, thev experienced the same sensation, which

they described as resembling a number of small electric sparks

;

but fearing that they might be seduced by their imagination, they

made their guides and their servants stretch out their hand, and
they felt the same sensation. The electricity of the atmosphere

Jiaving- now begun to increase, the sensation became stronger,

E 3 and
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and was even accompanied with a kind of whistling noise. M.
Jalabert, who had a gold band upon liis hat^ was alarmed with

a buzzing noise about his head ; and having taken otf his hat,

and piit it successively upon the heads of Pictet and Saussnre,

thev heard distinctly the same sound, and even obtained sparks

rem the golden button of the hat. T!ie thunder cloud had now
moved across the vallev, and was directly aljove their heads. The
thunder was loud, and the flashes of lightning so frequent, that

the travellers found it prudent to descend about twenty or thirty

yards, where no electricitv could be perceived. The guides,

however, were so much delighted with the experim«.i:ts, that it

was with great difficulty they were persuaded to abandon such a

dangerous amusement. A shower of rain soon afterwards fell,

and the storm ceased. The travellers re-ascended to the summit;

and although thev elevated an electrical kite, they were unable

to perceive any indications of electricity in the atmosphere.

Electrical ph?enomena, much similar to the above, were very

recentlv observed by a party of Englishmen, when they were

descending Mount -Etna during a storm of thunder and light-

ning. The following particulars were communicated by Mr.

GiUies, surgeon, who not only read an account of tlie pha?nomena

in a journal entitled Specchio della scien^aa a Giornnle Eiicyclo-

pedica de Sicilia, which was pubdishcd in Julv 1814, but received

an account of them from Mr. Tupper, one of the party, coin-

ciding in every respect with that nhich was given in the Sicilian

journal. On the 2d of June, Mr. Tupper and Mr. Lanfiar, ac-

cou;panied bv a guide, ascended Mount .^tna.—During their

descent, when at a little distance from the place called the

English House, in the regie dtstrta, they were overtaken by a

otorm of thunder and lightning, accompanied with a heavy fall

of snow ; and while running over an extensive field of snow,

they were struck by a flash of lightning, from which, however,

they experienced no serious injury. Mr. Tupper felt a painful

sensation in his back, whicli gradually ascended towards his

head, and occasioned a sensation as if his hair was moving,

an effect exactlv similar to that which is produced either when
1 person is electrified upon an insulated support, or when his

head is presented to a ])rime conductor of an electrifying ma-
chine. This sensation induced Mr. Tujjper to raise his hand to

his head, upon which he was surprised to hear a buzzing noise

proceeding from his finger. Upon raising and extending his

arm the noise still continued ; but upon moving his hand and

fingers in different directions, and with different degrees of ve-

locity, he found that he could produce, at plca'^urc, a great va-

riety of harmonic sounds, dillcring in their tone as well as in

their
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their intensity, and so loud as that they could be distinctly heard

at the distaiice of forty feet. The Sicilian guide witnessed these

phaenomena with extreme dismay ; and imagining that Mr.

Tupper produced the sounds in virtue of some supernatural

power, lie immediately began to cross himself, and invoked the

protection of his saint. His alarm, however, speedily subsided,

when, upon being desired to elevate his own arm, he found it as

musical as that of Mr. Tupper. Mr. Lanfiar, who was a little

behind the rest of the j^arty, now joined them, and found that

his fingers possessed a similar property. In the course of five

minutes, reckoning we presimie from the arrival of Mr. Lanfiar,

their fingers lost their acoustic property, the cloud having by

this time passed to a considerable distance. Mr. Tupper had re-

ceived an injury in his left shoulder joint by a fall from his horse;

but he never experienced any return of the ]iain after the copious

electrization which he received on Mount yEtna.

The preceding phsenomeiia admit of a ready explanation, upon
the simplest principles of electricity. As snow is a conductor

next in order to water, and very little inferior to it in its power of

transmitting electricity, it is quite obvious that the bodies of the

travellers were not overcharged with tlie electric fluid in conse-

quence of any difficulty which it experienced on passing into the

earth. Their fingers therefore acted like so many points in draw-

ing electricity from an atmosphere highly charged, just in the

same manner as when the hand or the head is presented to an

electrified prime conductor. The variety in the character, as

well as in the intensity, of the sounds which were produced at the

points of their fingers, arose from the different velocities of their

fingers, and may i)e readily imitated by any other species of sound.

The buzzing noise u hich M. Jalabert heard round his head had

a different origin, having been produced by the discharge of the

electric matter which had been accumulated in the gold band,

and which found a readier escape into the atmosphere by the

numerous j)oints of gold thread, than bv the iuiperfoct conduct-

ing povver of the hat which it encircled.

SOCIETY FOR PREVENTING ACCIDENTS IN COAL-MINES.

A society under the above denomination was established in

Sunderland in IS 13, which has for its objects to ascertain with

more precision than has hitherto been eifected, the causes of

those explosions which so frequently oi'cur in coal mines, pro-

ducing extensive and deplorable calamities; and the measures

which may be best calculated to prevent them.
The first Report of the Society was published a few weeks ago.

The Committee state with regret, "that hith.erto no suggestion

E 4 has
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remain twelve hours, and in seven days at latest the disease ap-

pears.

" Like most Indian nations, they make a free use of aphro-

disiacs, baths and mineral waters. They have springs saturated

with akim and iron, but the greater number contain sulphnr.

Their physicians are not able to analyse ttiem. Chemistry ;is

well as natural history is in its infancy in China. But the Chi-

nese have the good fortune to possess a species of mesmerism or

animal magnetism, as practised by certain sects of illuminati in

Germanv. The Chinese literati strive to put down this sect by

ridicule; but thev nevertheless find proselytes daily, to vviiat

thev are pleased to call the science nf scienaf.
'"' The Chinese are not acquainted with the making of bread,

for which they substitute boiled rice or maize : their wine is a

strong li([uor extracted from honey or fermented rice. They do

not drink either coffee or chocolate—they have delicious melons,

the species of which is unknown to us, some very delicate kinds

of small onions, and several delicious plants ; but they have no

olives, stravy-berries, goosel>erries, or potatoes.

" The diseases of stone and gravel are whollv unknown to the

Chinese—in consequence, as they tell us, of the great quantity

of tea which they drink *.

TANNIN.

M. Pelletier has published in the Annales de Chimic some ob-

servations with a view to show the imjierfect state of our know-
ledge of tliis sul)stance and its combinations with gallic acid.

The various kinds of tannin which have been successively pro-

duced from various processes, are diffcren.t in the greater part of

their properties : thev have nothing indeed in conmion, but

the property of several animal substances, and forming with

them insoluble combinations which are not susceptible of pu-

trefaction, and have also the power of precipitatiiig in a manner
nearly similar even metaUic solutions ; but they are different in

their taste, colour, solubility in water, &c. Pure tannin does

not exist : the properties which are attributed to it, and by which

it is characterized, belong to several combinations which vegetable

substances form. Why then, asks M. Pelletier, shall we continue

to consider this as a distinct princi])le?

Is it because it precipitates several metallic oxides from their

solution ? Almost all vegetable extracts have the same property,

* The ^rcat coiisinnption of ten in England is well known : iirc the iif-

fcctioiis aribiiig from iirinjiry osiiruli less frequent in that country? VVe

mav form some idea on tliis bulijcct \>y readini: the pajieis ol urandc.

Home, and Ilatchelt.— Awif bj/ the French Editors of l!a- AnnuUs de

ClUmie.

and
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and we know that these extracts are at least triple combinations

of acid, the colouiini^ substance, and of vegeto- animal matter,

because the precipitates which form the tannin matter in those

solutions are constantly coloured and sometimes very brilliant. But
if we reflect that gallic acid always accompanies tannin, and that

the colours of the precipitates furnished by the tanning matter,

and the metallic solutions, are the same with those manifested

by the addition of the gallic acid, and the same metallic solu-

tions ; may we not conclude with INI. Thenard, that the colour-

ing of these precipitates is owing to the gallic acid, from which

we can never entirely separate tannin? or is it the property

which tannin has of combining with animal matter and pre-

serving it from putridity ? A multiplicity of combinations of

vegetable matter also possess this property ; and without men-
tioning the astringent matter formed bv the action of mineral

acids on charcoal and several vegetable substances, or the ex-

periments of M. Chevreul on hematine (which acquired this

property) and who disbelieves the existence of tannin ? I shall

mention some facts to prove that gallic acid can combine with

several vegetable substances, and thus acquire the properties of

tannin. If we put a solution of pure gelatine in gallic acid, no

precipitate is formed : this acid does not produce any turbidness

in the gummy solutions, but thev cannot be resolved without im-

mediately becoming turbid in white flakes which are soon pre-

cipitated. Among tlie pharmaceutical extracts there is a great

number which do not contain the astringent principle, and
vv'hich form no precipitate in the solution of gelatine ; but by

the addition of gallic acid they acquire this property. The same
pha?nomenon does not take place with the otlier vegetable acids,

which on the contrary seem to oppose themselves to the preci-

pitation of gelatine.

We know that pure gallic acid forms no precipitate in a so-

hition of sulphate of iron at the maximum, but it there becomes
a beautiful deep-blue colour. Infusion of nut-galls produces, on
the contrary, a precipitate which is attributed to tannin; but gallic

acid of itself acquires the property of partly precipitating the

iron from this solution when it is combined with extractive

matter : most of the vegetable infusions unite with gaUic acid

and gelatine, the same cis the extractive substances, for which
we can assign no reason. The phaenomenon is very perceptible

with the cold infusion of saffron : the properties of these pre-

cipitates cannot be absolutely identicrd ; they mmt differ ac-

cordino; to the nature of the substances w'lich enter into each

combination: that formed by gum arable, gelatine and gaUie

acid is the only one which I have hitherto been able to examine:
it differs from the others by its extreme adherence to water, with

which
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which it a>5sumes an oleaginous form, and partly ])U'sbe.'i througli

the paper filter. This combination, it appears, may exist in diifereut

proportions, which I have not been able yet to determine ; ex-
cept that it does not putrefy: whereas in the others, a fetid

smell arises in a few days, and nmch later than if the gelatine

was pure. The combinations of the gallic acid with ^gelatine

and extractive matter unite less freely with water, and resemble

much the precipitates/ormed by the infusion of nut-galls in the

gelatinous solution.

A CAUTION TO CHEMISTS.

M. Scharinger, an eminent chemist of Vienna, died lately,

from the fatal effects of a chemical experiment. While ]jrei)aring

the prussic acid [acidum borassiciim) and the most powerful
poison known, he spilled a considerable quantity on his naked
arnij and died in a few hours in great agonies.

VERDIGRIS.

Seiior Orpila has found that great quantities of dry sugar taken
into the stomach of a patient who had recently swallowed ver-

digris, or eaten food prepared in untinned copper vessels, have
proved an immediate and ettectual antidote to the cupreous poi-

son. In cases where the jioison has remained so long in the

stomach as to produce inflammation, the usual remedies for the

latter must be conjoined with the sugar.

DETONATING OIL.

The original discovery of this substance, which has been
claimed by M. Dulong, and actually discovered by Davy, apj)cars

to belong to M. Van Mons of i3russels. This distinguished

chemist, whose discoveries have often been appropriated by
others, observed in 1793 the combination of ammonia with
oxygenated nnu-iatic acid. Nineteen years before the experi-

ments of Dulong or Davy, he announced his discovery to Greu,
in the following terms, dated Messidor, An 4 (179()) :

" 1 have
succeeded in com])ining ammonia with oxymuriatic acid without
any decomposition whatever of these two bodies. This new salt

detonates at a certain degree of heat, whether in the open air,

luider water, or. under other rujuids by which it is not decom-
posed"^'." The same facts were stated in Dandolo's Italian

translation of Van Mons's Chemical Philosophy, " II muriato
ossigenato d'ammoniaco si reduce a suoi principi e detona a con^-

' " l':; ist nicr <j»liiri;on (l;is ainmiak mit dcr oxii;cn!rton sal/sanre 7\i

vcrbinclcn ohiic dass dabey cine '/.crsetzmig dicscr sabstan/.en vorg«;s.',angea

naoi'c. Dieses iieiics zalz detoiiirt beg eincin gcwisscn urad de waerine,
hiiwolil ill IruvcT Iiil't als iiiitcr wasscV mid andyicii troprbnrt'ii llussiglveitcn

dip e& aiclit iciiuUcn." Ncua Journal dcr Vhi/aik. lid. 3, &, ^JO.

forza
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forza anclie sottoracqua, colki semplice imprcssione del calore."

Van Mous's Memoire, &c. to the Royal Academy of Sweden,

p. 224-0.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Robert Dickinson, Esq. of Great Queen Street, Middlesex,

for his improvements in the art of sadlery.—28 Nov. 1814.

—

fi months.

To Robert Dickinson, Esq. of Great Queen Street, Middle-
sex, for his improvements in the manufacture of barrels and other

packages made of iron or other metals.— 10 Dec.— (j months.

To Robert Salmon, of \Voburn, Bedfordshire, surveyor, for

his improved movemeiits and combinations of v/heels for work-
inj^ of cranes, mills, and all sorts of machinery, either portable

or fixed.— 10 Dec.—2 months.

To Edward Glover, of Penton Place, Walworth, surveyor,

for his apparatus for drawing or extracting bolts, nails, &;c.

and for various other useful purposes.— 10 Dec.— () months.

To Henry .mlius Winter, of Dover, Kent, confectioner, for

his method of giving effect to various operating processes.—

12 Dec.—6 n:ionths.

To Joseph C. Dyer, of Bolton, state of Massachusetts, now
residing at Gloucester Place, Camden Town, Middlesex, mer-
chant, who, in consequence of improvements bv himself, and of

a communication made to him by a foreigner residing abroad,

is in possession of certain additions to and improvements on
machinery, to be made and applied in manufacturing cards for

carding wool, cotton, silk, tow, and other fibrous materials of

the like description.— 1.5 Dec.—6 months.

To John Francis Wyatt, of Furnival's Inn, engineer, for his

new kind of bricks or blocks, one of which is particular!)' adapted
for the fronts of houses and other buildings, giving to them the

appearance of stone ; another is applica])le to a new method of

bonding brickwork ; also a new kind of blocks or slabs for paving
floors and facing or lining walls instead of ashler, which will

resemble marble or stone, and which may also be applied to

steps or stairs, and other parts of buildings.— 15 Dec.

—

2 montiis.

To William Everhard, Baron Von Doornick, of Sun Street,

Bishopsgate Street, London, fur his improvement in the manu-
facture of soap.—20 Dec.—G months.

To James Smith, of Newark upon Trent, Nottingham, ca-
binet maker, for his improved self-acting sash fastening.—20 Dec.—2 months.

To Robert Dickinson, Esq. of Great Queen Street, Middle-

.sex.
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sex, for certain improvements in implements applicable to the

Ships Nun Buoy and Bacon Buoy.—20 Dec.—6 months.

To John Vallance, jun. of Brighthchnston, Sussex, brewer,

for his apparatus and method of so constructing and sccurinr^

brewers' vats or store cai.ks, as to prevent the vats falling to

pieces, or even breaking, though every one of the hoops on it

should be broken in sunder, and consequently preventing any

beer from being lost ; and also for preventing the loss of anv beer,

even if a cock, or if all the cocks of the vat should be broken

off.—20 Dec.— 6 months.

To Frederick Koenig, of Castle Street, Finsbury Square, in

the countv of Middlesex, printer, for his invented certain further

improvements on his method of printing by means of machinery.

—24 Dec.— 18 months.

To Edward Jordan, of Norwich, engineer, and William Cooke,

of the .same place, machine maker, for their apparatus for the

detection of depredators, which they denominate The thieves'

alarm.—24th Dec.—6 months.

To John White, of New Compton Street, Soho, Middlesex,

for a mw and improved method of making candles.—27th Dec.

—2 months.

To Joseph Harris, of Shire Lane, in the liberty of the Rolls,

Middlesex,army accoutrement maker, for his improvements in ne-

cessaries or clothing used for the military in general.—4th Jan.

1813.—6 months.

To Christopher Dibl, of Brewer Street, Golden Square, for

his means of making a mastic cement or composition which he

denominates Dihi's Mastic.— 6th Jan.

—

\o months.

To John Cu'der, of Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

iron founder, for certain improvements aj)piicable to iire-places,

stoves, &c.—6th Jan.—6 months.

Meteorological Observations made at IVallhamsfow, in Essex,

from Decemler 1 to 18, 1814. Communicated by Thomas
FoRSTT^R, Esq.

Dec. 1.— Thermometer 42" and 30^ Barometer 29'44.

Clear and cloudless, and wind N.

Dec. 2.— Thermometer 38" and 32*'. Barometer 2980.

Snow lying on dung and wood, not on the ground, fallen in the

u'liihlpait. Gray day j very dark night. N.

"jjec. 3.—Thermometer 36" and 28°. Barometer 29-80.

Foggv. Grav day. N.

Dec. 4.
—'Thermometer 42'^ and 54". Barometer 29-40.

Heavy rain—sunshine. S.

Dec.
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40\

47".

S.W..

26\

Dec; 5.— Thermometer 42° and 32'.

Showers and wind. N.W.
D^t. 6.— Thermometer 38° and 32".

Fair day. N.W.
Dec. 7-— Thermometer 44^ and

Sleet ; showers—dark night. N.

Dec. S.— Tliorniometer 52^ and

Showers and high wind ; starhght.

Dsc. 9.—Thermometer 52^ and

Showers and wind. S.W—N.
Dec\ 10.—Thermometer 5P and 4S'\

White frost, showers and wind. N.
Dt'C. 11.—Thermometer 52° and 47".

Showery—very dark night. S.W.
Dec. 12.-^-Thermometer 57° and 54^.

Siiowers and wind—rainy; very dark. S.W.
Dec. 13.—Thermometer 57*^ and 42°.

Showers and sun—star-light night. S.W.
Dec. 14.—Thermometer 52^ and 59^.

Showers and wind—very stormv. S.W.
Dec. 15.—Thermometer 52° and 45°.

Clear and cold ; sleet; rain— starligiit. S.W
Dec. 16.—Thermometer 55° and 39°.

Stormy ; rain and hail—starlight. S.W.
Dec. 17'.—Tiierinometcr 56° and 53^.

Showers and sun— dark and wind. S.W.
Dec. IS.—Thermometer 51° and 49°.

Sun and wind—cloudy. S.W.

Waltlianistow,

December 10, 1814.

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

Barometer

29-30.

29-90.

30-00.

29-3 1.

29-30.

29-70.

29-39.

29-70.

29-68.

29-76.

29-50.

29-76.

30-00.

29-70.

8. D. D.

During the period comprehended in the above observations, a

remarkable changeableness characterized the weather ; the sud-

den vicissitude of frost and rain, cold and warmth ; all some-
times occurring within the twenty-four hours, afforded a striking

specimen of the changeableness of our climate.

Not having had an opportunity of dailv noting down the

weather mvself, I give instead the above journal, made by a re-

lation at Walthamstow, in Essex, about six miles N.E, of St.

Paul's.

Clapton,

Dec. 1
), 181-1. Thomas Forster.

METDORO-
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meteorological table,

By Mr. Gary, of the Strand,

For January 1815.
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XVII. Observations on the Geology of Nortliumlerland and

Durham: and Remarks on Mt-.Westgarth Forster's Sec-

tion of the Strata, with a Sketch of the physical Structure of
that Part of England,from the German Ocean to the Irish

Channel. By Robert Bakewell, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—i PROMISED to send you some observations on the

geology of the north-eastern part of England, which various cir-

cumstances have prevented me from performing, and the fol-

lowing account may now perhaps be considered superfluous

Dr. Thomson having recently published what he denominates

A geognostical Sketch of the Counties of Northumberland and

Durham. Such, however, is the imperfect state of our informa-

tion on various subjects of geological inquiry in our island, that

it cannot be deemed presumptuous in any one to suppose that

he may add something to what was before known ; and 1 trust

the present letter will not be construed into an attempt to

disparage or undervalue the observations of those who have pre-

ceded me:—nothing can be more remote from my intention.

In proportion to the increase of observers will be the probability

of attaining certainty in our conclusions. In a letter I received

from Dr. Watson, the venerable Bishop of LlandafF, on the pub-
Hcation of my Introduction to Geology in 1813, this sentiment

is so clearly stated, and is so applicable to the present subject,

that 1 shall be excused for transcribing it.

" The surface of the globe consists of three parts water and
but one of earth, yet the accurate delineation of the one part

would occupy the labours of all the philosophers in Europe for

fifty years. Nothing less than such a delineation can ascertain

the connections, interruptions, and mutual dependencies of the

several strata which compose its surface. Some are apt to in-

quire, WJiat is the use of such investigations ? I esteem these

men to be as simple in their notions as the academic youths,

who being puzzled in attempting to pass the Ass's bridge in

Euclid, ask. Where is the use of going over it ? For my own
part, I am so confident of the utility that would attend an accu-

rate knowledge of the stratification of this island, that I think

a work of this kind ought to be undertaken at the public ex-

pense. The beds and veins of metallic ores, and the beds of

coal, limestone, marble, slate, &c. are of such high importance
in the present state of society, that every encouragement should

be given to the discovering of them where they are not at present

known ; and nothing can more contribute to this end, than an
accurate knowledge of the manner in which the strata appear to

Vol. 45. No. 202. FeZ-. 1815. F the
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the day in mountainous countries. Analogy would then enable us

to discover them where they are not known at present."

I visited the coal districts of Northumberland and Durham in

tlie summer of 1813, and had frequent communications with
several of the most intelligent coal proprietors and agents, and
with gentlemen who were interested in geological inquirie.".

Much has been already done to elucidate the geology of part of

these districts by Mr. Westgarth Forster, whose section of the

strata taken in great part from actual admeasurement comprises

the coal diL>tricts on the eastern and middle parts, and the metalli-

ferous limestone districts on the west, an extent of fortv miles,

and an actual depth of nearly 1400 yards. This section, per-

haps the most important and extensive that has ever been made,
was taken by a person educated as a practical miner, who had
spent the early part of his life in that district; as such I consider

it particularly valuable. It was published in 1S09. I am a lit-

tle surprised it has escaped Dr. Thomson's notice when describ-

ing the geology of NorthiUmberland and Durham. If the present

paper have no other merit than that of making Mr. Forster's

section more generally known, it will render an acceptable ser-

vice to English geologists, and do some justice to a person

whose labours have not been sufficiently appretiated.

The mineralogical district to which the present observations

relate, is bounded by the river Tees and the Cleveland Mills on
t^e south, by the German Ocean on the east, bv the porph}TV and
amygdaloid of the Cheviot Hilis on the north, and by the mountain

of slate porphyry, gray-wacke, and sienite of Cumberland, on the

west. The general arrangement of the strata in Northumberland
and Durham is such as prevails on the eastern side of England,

as represented in the map prefixed to my Introduction to Geo-
logy, namely, the upper calcareous strata with magnesian lime-

stone on the east, the strata containing coal range through the

middle part, and the metalliferous limestone districts rise to the

west. The strata on this side of England generally dip towards

the east, and rise gradually towards the west or south-west, when
the descent becomes abrupt; which is also the case in Yorkshire,

Derbyshire, and the north part of Staffordshire. We may con-

sider this district as divided into three parts, consisting, 1st, of

calcareous strata with magnesian limestone ; 2dly, of the coal

strata; and 3dly, of the lower metalliferous strata.

The first, or magnesian limestone district, on the east, was not

described or measured bv Mr. W. Forster, as it contains neither

metallic ores nor coal*. It presents, however, many features

particularly interesting to the mineralogist, of which I shaH cn-

* This must be taken with some ljmitatj<wi, as we shall presently have

to observe.

deavour
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deavour to give a brief account from my own observations. It

may be proper to remark previously, that the strata in these

counties are freCjUently broken and deranged by numerous nearly

perpendicular walls or dvkes both of clay and Vv-hin-stone (basalt)

of vast extent; besides which, numerous blocks of whin-stone, of

a diiTerent kind from any which these dykes furnish, are scat-

tered over the surface of the country.
' The calcareous strata and magnesian lime, which for the sake

of conciseness I will denominate the Sunderland limestone, (be-

ing there most extensively quarried,) is lost on the south-east

under tlie alluvial ground of the river Tees, and cut off in that-

direction by the loftv range of the Cleveland Hills: but the same
formation makes its a})pearance on the south-western side of these

hills, and is continued through Yorkshire into Nottinghamshire

and Derbyshire and through the south-eastern counties. The
chalk and roestone, which are the upper series of these strata in

other situations, are stripped off, if they have ever covered the

magnesian limestone of Northumberland and Durham.
The Sunderland limestone formation extends alonq; the coast

north of the Tyne, but not in a continued line. The whole thick-

ness of this limestone has not been measured ; nor would it be

easy to acertain it, as some of the rocks are very indistinctly

stratified. I think it cannot be less than one hundred and fifty

yards. Two hills on the west of Sunderland, containino; nu-

luerous marine organic remains, I am inclined to consider as of

subsequent formation.

On the banks of the Wear, about two miles west of the Iron

Bridge, the lower beds of the Sunderland limestone are very ex-

tensively quarried to the depth of at least one hundred and thirty

feet from the surface : it is here most distinctly stratified, rising

in large tables and slabs well suited for building stone, being

compact and extremely durable. In one instance, and in one
only that I could hear of, have any organic remains been found
in the limestone of this quarry. The perfect impression of the

head and vertebras of a flat fish about seven inches in length, v/as

discovered in dividing a slab of this stone : one side of the im-
pression was presented to the Sunderland Museum ; the other
is in the possession of J. Goodchild, Esq. the proprietor of the

quarry. I am more inclined to believe that the rare occurrence
of organic remains in these rocks is to be attributed to some
process of nature by which they have been obliterated, than lo

conclude that they never were imbedded in them.
Near the quarry I have just mentioned, an attempt was lately

made by Mr. Goodchild to search for coal by boring througji

the limestone. It was attended with much expense, but witli

F 2 complete
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complete success. After perforating the whole of the subjacent

limestone rock, they bored through a lower bed, which Mr. G.

described to me as a dark-coloured argillaceous shale with oc-

casional hard stones which he considered as loose whinstones.

I have unfortunately mislaid the note respecting the absolute

depth of this bed given me by Mr. G., but 1 think it was not"

less than 130 yards, and the whole depth of the upper good

workable coal not less than 2tj0 yards. At a greater depth under

this was another valuable coal bed. I mention this fact, as it is

of some geological importance, and is, I believe, the only instance

in the district of coal having been actually found by boring through

the magnesian limestone. Some of the mining agents at Newcastle,

who were unacquainted with the above circumstance, gave me
their decided opinion that the coal cropped out, or was cut oft

by dykes, before it reached the limestone of Sunderland. It may
perhaps deserve future inquiry, whether this thick bed of shale

above mentioned be not a continuation of the aluminous schistus

from the Cleveland Hills on the south.

The limestone of Building Hill near Sunderland and at Fulwell

is particularly deserving notice, from the remarkable configura-

tions which it presents.

The beds at the former place are of considerable thickness : the

limestone is imperfectly crystalline, is of a yellowish-brown co-

lour, and yields a foetid smell when struck with a hammer, being

that species called by mineralogists swinestone. It contams

nearly the same proportion of magnesia as that of Breedon in

Leicestershire, first analysed by Mr. Tennant.

The limestone in some of the beds is divided into small cells

uniting with each other, and pretty regularly arranged : this has

received the appellation of honeycomb limestone, a name which

conveys a tolerably correct idea of its appearance. A superficial

observer might suppose from the form that this was the organic

remains of some species of madrepores ; but it is evidently the

result of a tendency to crystalline arrangement. This arrange-

ment has proceeded still further, and disposed distinct masses

of the honeycomb limestone to assume determinate forms in the

substance of the rock itself. The crystallization of some of

these masses appears to have diverged from a centre laterally,

until the radii were met by those of other diverging masses,

and both became compressed on the sides. The most striking

of these forms nearly resembles a papal mitre : they are from

six to nine inches in length or more, and may be detacheil from

the rock. Several of these mitre-shaped masses appear also to

have come in contact during their formation, and to be com-

pressed at the place of junction, the convexity of theone li;^viug

formed
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formed a concavity in the sides of the other. We must either

admit, with the late Mr. Gregory Watt, that a crystalline ar-

rangement of the particles can take place in solid bodies at the

common temperature of the earth, or that these rocks have been

softened by heat, or some other cause, subsequently to their for-

mation. Nor will even the latter opinion, I conceive, be very im-

probable; for on the elevated ground at a little distance to the

north-west of Building Hill, I observed immense blocks of

extremely hard and verv black basalt lyiiig on the surface of a

ploughed field. On inquiry, the men who were working in-

formed me that numerous blocks of the same kind were buried

under the soil, which impeded their operations in ploughing so

much, that, when they were too large to be removed, they were

obliged to break them bv blasting with gunpowder. I therefore

think it extremely probable, that an immense whin dyke has in-

tersected this formation of limestone. The quarry at Fulwell

is close by the turnpike road to Newcastle, and about two miles

from Sunderland. The limestone here presents little of the

honeycomb appearance of tliat at Building Hill ; but it is not

the less remarkable : it is covered bv a stratum of calcareous

marie, or rather sand ; some of the beds are also divided by the

same pulverulent marie or calcareous sand, in which are im-

bedded numerous detached spheres, spheroids, and also botry-

oidal and stalactitical masses of limetone : but the latter are at-

tached to the rock. The upper stratum of calcareous sand

also contains numerous balls and clusters of balls of a similar

kind, varying in size from that of a pea to ten or twelve inches

in diameter. That these balls are not water-worn is most evi-

dent: many ofthem have a crystalline diverging radiated structure^

others are cun'edlv lamellar. The most striking circumstance

attending these balls remains to be noticed : many of them ap-

pear to have come in contact at a certain stage of their forma-

tion : they present the appearance of two or more balls with a

segment cut from each, and closely united at the place of sec-

tion ; in other instances a number of balls appear to have pressed

laterally on each other and flattened the sides, thus forming

polyhedral prisms convex at their upper and lower extremities.

This singular conformation had not escaped the attention of

that sagacious young philosopher the late Mr. G. Watt. It is

indeed a fact analogous to what took place in the experiment

he made by melting seven cwt. of basalt, and suffering it to cool

slowly. A number of small globules formed in the mass, and en-

larged till they compressed each other into a prismatic shape.

The formation of these balls of limestone in the soft strata of

this rock would, I conceive, if properly attended to, throw some
F3 light

\
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light on the globular and columnar structure common to many
rock formations.

Nearer to Sunderland, below the garden of the rector)', there

is another remarkable quarry. If the limestone here once ex-

isted in continuous beds, it has been subsequently broken and
thrown into the utmost confusion ; large shapeless masses being

spiled together, and the intermediate spaces filled with calcareous

sand similar to that before mentioned at Fulwell.

The limestone of this district, though abounding in magnesia,

is sent in prodigious quantities to Scotland for agricultural use ;

Vt'hich offers a further confirmation of what I have stated before

in my Introduction to Geology, that magnesian limestone, so

•far from being prejudicial to land, is preferable to any other

where it is to be sent to a distance ; for the same quantity will

produce an equal effect to a larger quantity of the common
kind*.

, i The coal district of Northumberland and Durham is bounded
by the maguesian limestone, or by the sea, on the east, and by
the metalliferous limestone on the west. Dr. Thomson has di-

vided this district into two formations : the one he calls the

Newcastle coal formation ; and the other the independent coal

formation : but for this division there does not appear to me any
sufficient reason, nor would it be easy, or indeed possible, to se-

parate these formations by any well-defined characters; for the

former is only the upper series of strata to the latter. The circum-

stance of galena veins occasionally occurring in the low-er series

will not entitle it to be considered as a distinct formation, b}' any
one practically acquainted with the coal district of our island

^outh of the Tweed.
Wiien coal strata approach the metalliferous limestone, very

strong veins of galena will be found occasionally to penetrate the

coal, or to send up branches or strings of ore ; the more power-
ful veins generally rising the higiiest into the upper strata. Si-

milar instances might be cited in Derbyshire, Stafford.^hiie,

Lancasliire, and other parts of England. As the whole of this,

district has been mined, and the succession and thickness of the

strata ascertained, I shall proceed togive an account of Mr.Forster's

section, which includes, as before stated, a measurement of nearly

fourteen hundred yards. But as the earth has nowhere been per-

forated to that depth in any one situation, j)ersons not familiar

^.' * It is only necessary to use this lime more sparingly. Inattention ro

this circtunstaricc gave rise to the opinion of its prt judicial eftects on land.

1 was inturrueci by a fiuincr in Dcrbysliirc, tliat tliuugh no vti;ttation will

spring up for two years, where a heap of the burnt iiia!;no5ian iiinfstonc

lias been laid, after that time the place is always covered with an abun-
dant and vigorous crop of while tJOAcr.

witlj
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with such inquiries may find it difficult to conceive how this

measurement was effected. I shall therefore add an explanatory

sketch, which will, I trust, make the subject intelligible. By
extending the line east and west beyond Mr. Forster's . line of

section, it will cross the whole island in that parallel of latitude,

presenting a section of England which I believe will convey a to-

lerably correct idea of the geological arrangement of the rocks

and strata from the German ocean to the Irish sea. The ge-

neral dip of the strata on the eastern side of the island, as before

stated, is to the south-east: and of course each stratum rises to

the surface in the south-west, when not cut off by a fault.

The line LL is supposed to represent the level of the sea from

which the beds of magnesian limestone rise on the east marked
A. The coal formation commences at B, rising from under the

magnesian stone. A perforation at 1 will measure the thickness

of all the strata to the bed of coal marked a. By proceeding

further west, the bed a rises near the surface at station 2, where
;^nother pit may be supposed to sink to stratum l\ The depth

of this added to the former will give the thickness of the whole

strata from B to stratum h 2. Proceeding in a similar manner at

station 3, we obtain the thickness of all the strata as far as C and C,

on the west of the mountain at C. Here the strata making their

appearance may be measured on the surface, due allowance being

made for the angle of inclination. The section of Mr. F. be-

gins west of the magnesian limestone. The first bed is the clay

and soil on the surface, under which is a bed of hard siliceous

sandstone called provincially pos/, and at the depth of seventeen

fathoms the first thin seam of coal, under which the various

strata of slate clay or shale. Bituminous shale and variously

coloured sandstones succeed each other ; the most remarkable of

which are designated by their provincial names, and those of

minor importance by the letters a or s, to denote that thev are

principally argillaceous or siliceous. An inspection of the

plate will render any further explanation unnecessary, besides

that of the provincial names which are given below.

More tlian thirty beds or seams of coal succeed each other, which
are sufficiently well marked to be distinguished in different situ-

ations where they occur ; each bed of coal generally preserving its

own strata above and below it in its whole extent. It may be
observed that all the principal coal beds are comprised within ,

200 fathoms, or 4 JO yards, from the beginning of the section. ^
Though some few beds occur in the lower strata, they are of

inferior quality and generally not workable. In a similar man-
ner in the Yorkshire and Derbyshire coal fields, there are a few
thin scams of coal in the great mass of sandstone and shale which
lie under the principal coal beds, between them and the metal-

F 4 liferous
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liferous limestone. The most valuable coal beds are called the
High main coal and the Low main coal, which are six feet or
upwards in thickness on the Tyne ; but on the Wear, if they be
the same strata, their thickness is considerably less. Each stra-

tum of coal g-enerally, but not invariably, preserves nearly the
same degree of thickness throughout its whole extent : but there
are instances here, as well as in Staffordshire and Yorkshire, of a
bed of coal dividing into two parts, having different degrees
of inclination

; or, perhaps, to speak more correctly, two beds of
coal in descending meet and unite. The separating strata having
disappeared in such instances, the bed will be much thicker than
before the junction.

The other strata also vary in thickness in different parts of their

course, but the limestone strata are observed to be more uni-

formly regular than the rest. The very hard strata which are

obliged to be sunk through by blasting, are called whinstone by
the miners ; but these are not the proper whinstone, or basalt,

similar to that of the dykes. There is however one bed of

true whinstone of vast thickness called the great whinstone (sill)

or bed, which is found to vary from 16 to 60 vards in tkickness.

This bed lies far below the principal coal strata. It is considered

by Mr. Forster as the same which appears on the banks of the

river Tees, where it forms magnificent basaltic columns, some of

which are not less than 40 feet in height. It extends to the

mountain called Cross Fell, on one side of which, I am informed,

there is a deep nearly circular excavation called High Cup, sur-

rounded by lofty basaltic columns. An intelligent gentleman
well skilled in mineralog>', who has resided long in the county,

and paid particular attention to the subject, informed me that

he did not consider the great v\;hin sill as a regular stratum, but
as a wedge-shaped mass of basalt, probably formed by the ex-

pansion of basalt from one of the great basalt dykeswhich intersect

that district. The provincial word post signifies a very firm

siliceous sandstone, and is differently named according to

its colour, as gray post, white post, &c. Hazle is also a name
given to some kinds of siliceous sandstone. Coal shale and the

clay slate of Werner are called plate. Gray beds are series of thin

alternating strata of sihceous sandstone and shale. It would be

tedious to enumerate the provincial names of all the beds; it will

be sufficient to mark them by the letters S and o, to denote

their predominating characters, as siliceous or argillaceous

strata. In the rooms belonging to the Philosophicial and Li-

terary Society at Newcastle, sections of some of the principal

coal mines are kept, with series of mineral specimens of the dif-

ferent strata, and their provincial names affixed. It is deserving

notice, that in some of the ccal mines there are brine springs

containing
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containing about 5 per cent, of common salt. At Long Benton
in Northumberland, the proprietors have obtained by act of

parliament the exclusive privilege of extracting soda from the

brine, without the payment of the regular duties. Another spring

rises in part of the river Wear *
.

At the depth of about 300 yards below the lowest principal

beds of coal, the beds of metalliferous limestone commence, par-

ticularly what are provincially called the Little and the Great

limestones. There is a bed below these sometimes called the

Great limestone, or the Melmerby Scar limestone, which is much
thicker than the upper great limestone bed. The Little limestone

is the first of the metalhferous hmestones. Between this and the

first great limestone are strata of sandstone and plate, with two
«eams of sulphurous coal. The first great limestone is about

21 yards in thickness, and is the most productive of lead of anv
limestone on the Wear or Tees. About four yards of the upper

parts of this limestone in Northumberland are called the Tumbler
beds ; they contain entrochi and other organic remains. There
are in all not less than nineteen beds of limestone, of which the

most remarkable are called the Four fathom limestone ; the Five

yards limestone; the Three yards hmestone; Scar limestone

(five fathoms) ; Tyne bottom limestone, so called because the

river Tyne runs in this limestone nearly all the way from Tyne
^

head to Garrygall gate, a distance of about four miles. It is

stated by Mr. Foi*ster to be the lowest limestone of Alston Moor,
and the uppermost stratum at DuftonFell in Westmoreland: its

* The difference in the thickness of the upper coal beds on the rivers

Tyne and Wear may perhaps make i: doubtful whether they are the same
(according to Mr. Forster): " tiie first eight small seams and the high main
coal on the river Tyne are scarcely noticed im the river Wear. The next
below calleil the metal coal on Tyne, makes part of the five quarters coal

on Wear; then the next called the yard coal on Tyne forms the hiijh main
coal o« Wear six feet thick; then there is a small scam six inches thick,

from which we come to the Bentham seam on Tyne three feet three inches

thick, which forms the Maudlin seauj on the Wear four feet thick. The
next below is a coal called the six quarter coal on Tyne three feet six

inches thick, part of the low main coal on Wear. Underneath is a small

seam nine inches thick, from whence we come to the low main coal on
Tyne six feet six inches thick, which forms the Huiton seam on Wear
four feet three inclies thick. Irom tlience we find five seams, as will appear
by the section, when we come to the Hervey seam three feet thick on Tyne,
and to Wiokham stone coal on Tyne six feet thick. From thence to the

BrockwcU seam, which is little known on Tyne, is totally unknown on Wear,
and is the lowest seam discovered either on the river Wear or Tyne." In

a section so extensive as this taken by Mr Forster, over a country broken
and disturbed by numerous faults, it is possible that there may be some
uncertainty with respect to the identity of tiie strata in particular situa-

tions ; but the section may be regarded as a valuable approximation to

truth.

average
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average tliickness is about nine yards. Below this limestone tlie

great mass of Avhiustone in some parts makes its appearance :

the thickness is from sixteen to sixty yards.

The lowest great limestone called the Melmerby scar lime-

stone is by far the most considerable, being 42 yards in thick-

ness. It is so called from its occurrence at Melmerby scar (or

cliff) in Cumberland. This bed nearly equals in thickness the

vast beds of limestone in Derbyshire^ and Craven on the north-

west of Yorkshire. Sonie few beds of limestone, but of minor

importance, lie below the Melmerby scar limestone. The totaj

thickness of the strata between the latter and the red sandston^^

is about one hundred and twenty yards. The red sandsto/ie

called by the Germans the old red sandstone, or the first fljaetz

sandstone of Werner, I l)elieve, has no where been directly «unk
through, nor is its exact thickness known.

Mr. Forster's section comprises, as before stated, both the. coal

and the metalliferous limestone districts, closing with the red

sandstone. I have extended the horizontal sketch beyond the

schistose arid porphyritic mountains westward, whe/e we again

meet with thick beds of stratified sandstone and coal dipping

into the Irish sea.

It is foreign to the purpose of the present lettor to enlarge tlie

account of this side of the island. I shall only observe that

the rocks which comjiose the mountains nerj- the lakes are well

known to geologists to belong to that class which present few re-

gular features of stratification (and I might add, with few excep-

tions,) nor any regular order of succession.. The beds and tabular

masses where these mounta.ins are schisltose are very elevated, or

nearly vertical. Mr. Forster, whose observations appear to have

been principally confined to stratified parallel rocks intersected^

occasionally by perpendicular veins and dykes, describes the

whole mass of the Cumberland mountains cutting through the

stratified rocks, as an enormou'i dyke or vein of what he calls

blue rock. " The most remar'.cable dyke (he says) that we find

in the north of England, is the great blue rock at Keswick, which

in some places is ten or twelve miles wide, and may be traced

into Wales to the southward and into Scotland northward." Ex-
travagant as this description may at first appear, it coincides in

substance with the system of those geologists who suppose that

primary and transition mountains have been melted or softened by

bubterranean fire, and thrust through the superficial covering of

the globe. I should not have thought it necessary to quote a

description involved in the language of hypothesis ; but i con-

sider the opinions of practical men on any department of nature

with which they are familiar, as deserving some attention, whether

such opinions coincide with or oppose the fashionable theories

of cabinet philosophers. The
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The metallic veins which iiuersect the lower beds of tlrs

section are always most productive, as they pass throug'h

the limestone, and of the numerous beds of limestone that

called the Great limestone is by far the richest in ore. The
general direction of the principal veins is from east to west ; but
there are other veins which run from north to south, and inter-

sect the above nearly at right angles. These are called cross

courses. The first are called right runni??g veins. Tlie cross

courses sometimes produce ore at their junction with the north
and south veins, and at a little distance on each side of the latter.

A curious fact is stated by JMr. Forster, that most of the east and
west veins on Wear dale throv/ the strata on the north side or

cheek of the vein up, and the vein declines to the south ; but
most of the veins at Alston Moor and Allen Dale throw the

strata on the south side or cheek up, and the vein declines to tlie

north. The beds of rock in this mining field being composed
of different strata, calcareous, siliceous, and argillaceous ; it is

found that the nature of the rock affects the contents of the vein.

In the calcareous the ore is most abundant ; in the siliceous or

sandstone beds the veins are seldom very productive of ore, and
in the argillaceous strata, or plate, ore is scarcely ever found in

the vein. It is also to be noticed, that the vein in passing the dif-

ferent beds becomes mucii narrower in the hard silicecms strata,

and is sometimes nearly closed as it passes through them, but it

again becomes wider in the limestone and plate. The inclina-

tion (or what is called the hade) of the vein is the greatest in

passing through the soft strata, but in the hard strata above or

below it takes its former inclination again, so as i'requentlv to have

a kind of zigzag course as it descends. It is also particularly

deserving attention, that when the beds on one side of a vein are

thrown up, and rocks of a different kind face each other, so that one

j>ide of the vein will have a wall of limestone and the other ofsand-

stone or plate, the vein is seldom, if ever, so rich in ore as when
both walls are of the same kind of rock; on which account it is

fotmd that the most productive veins are those vviicre the rock oii

either side has but a small throw up, and of course the walls or

cheeks of the veins (as they are called) are formed of the same
stratum on both sides.

The almost invariable change in the quality or in the contents

of metallic veins, as they pass through different rocks, is, I con-

ceive, a demonstrative proof of the fallacy of Werner's theory,

which represents veins as open fissures filled with metallic solu-

tions from above, either by an aperture at the top or through

openings in the sides. Were veins filled in this manner, the qua-

lity of the rock could have little influence on the ore. Werner
quotes an instance at Kingsbergh in Norwav, as if it were unicpie,

of
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of the contents of the vein being richer as it passes some of the

beds than in others. It would not liave suited his theory to have

admitted more ; but the fact is, that so far from this being a rare

occurrence, it is almost a general law^, at least in England, where,

I believe, mining operations have been carried on to a far greater

extent and with more capital and skill than in any part of Ger-

many. The principal substances which fill the veins in this

mining district, besides galena or the sulphuret of lead, and
blende or the sulphuret of zinc, are quartz, fluor spar, calcareous

spar, iron pyrites, and pearl spar, a soft unctuous iron ochre

which stains the fingers, and sulphate of barytes. Carbonate of

barytes and carbonate of lead more rarely occur; copper pyrites

is found in some of the veins, but not in sufficient quantity to be

worked for that metal. Emerald green crystals of fluor spar

occur in some of these mines, more beautiful perhaps than any

that have elsewhere been met with. The carbonate of barytes is

principally found in large detached balls, which have a radiated

diverging structure. I have seen some of them not less than

ten inches in diameter.

Mr. Forster relates a striking change in the barytic spar as it

passes through different strata at Welhope in Northumberland.

The vein in the sandstone strata contains sulphate of barytes

(caulk); but when it enters the great limestone, the carbonate of

barytes becomes the matrix.

The cubic crystals of fluor are sometimes very large, and often

beautifully coated with minute brilliant rock crystals and with

pearl spar. T4ie phaenomenon of quartz formed on cubes of

fluor which have subsequently disappeared, is frequent in these

mines, and has been long well known to English mineralogists.

A similar phaenomenon is observed in the mines of Derbyshire,

where calamine is found formed on the metastatic crystals of car-

bonate of lime, commonly called the dog tooth spar ; the crystals

have been removed by some unknown process of nature. A si-

milar effect also sometimes takes place with cubic galena, and
the miners consider these operations as constantly going on ; to

use their expression, the " calamine is eatmg up the lead."

The mineral repositories in this district are the Rake vein

;

the Flat vein, which is a lateral expansion from the Rake vein

;

the Pipe vein, which is a flat vein compressed on its sides so as

to form a tubular cavity ; and the Accumulated vein, in which a

number of veins converge, and unite, forming a kind of cone,

filled with ore and veinstone. A more particular description of

these will be given elsewhere.

The whole district is intersected by numerous faults, or

dykes, which cut through and disturb the strata. Dyke in

the provincial language of North Britain signifies a tfa//; and
these
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these perpendicular fissures or rents being generally filied with

mineral matter harder than the rocks, it remains when the sur-

face is in part worn away, rising up like a wall. Some of the

dykes are of great extent, filled with whin-stone or basalt : but

I
there is one which extends from the sea, running in a south-west

direction, and has thrown down the strata on one side 180 yards:

this is more properly a fracture of the strata than a dyke, the

fissure being narrow and filled with clay. This fault passes near

the town of Newcastle. It may deserve notice, that little if any

appearance of the dislocation of the strata presents itself on the

surface. Mr. Farey was, I believe, the first who particularly

called the attention of geologists to the fact of the frequent dis-

appearance of a whole series of strata on one side of a fault ; in

this instance it is truly remarkable.

There is a very powerful whin-dyke extending across the

county of Northumberland from the sea in a direction westward

:

it rises to the surface, passing about four miles north of New-
castle, where it is extensively quarried, as well as in many other

parts of its course. It is to be regretted that the information

Dr. Thomson received respecting it was so erroneous, as it ap-

pears to have prevented him from examining it at Coaly Hill,

where he might have seen its eflP^ts on the coal strata as it

passes through them. Coaly Hill is not more than about four

miles from the town of Newcastle : it is not a hill of basalt, but is

composed of the regular strata which accompany coal. The
whin-dyke is worked along a line of several hundred yards

in length for materials to lay on the roads. The width of this

dyke I do not accurately recollect ; but there is a cart road

along it where it has been worked, and a considerable space

left between the road and the natural walls ou each side. I

am informed it becomes wider in the western part of its course.

As it intersects the strata perpendicularly, and is worked to the

depth of forty or fifty feet ; the excavation forms a deep trench,

on the sides of which the strata of sandstone and coal may be seen.

I examined the coal which had been in contact with the basalt,

it was charred, or reduced to a black powder. Wishing to obtain

some information, from the man who was working in the dj-ke,

respecting the general eifect produced by the contact of the

basalt with the coal, I requested my friend the Rev. W. Tur-
ner, of Newcastle, who was with me, to make the inquiry in the

common language of the miners, and in such a manner as

might not lead hiip to anticipate what were my own opinions.

To the question: What has the whin-dyke done to the coal?

The answer immediately was, ' She (meaning the dyke) has

burnt the coal wherever she has touched it.' This man had

worked at the quarries in the same dyke many years, and had

frequent
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frequent opportunities of seeing the whin-stone in contact v\-ith

-coal. Similar effects, I am informed, may be noticed in many
if not in all the coal ^nines of this district, where the whin-stone
immediately cuts through the coal. The whin-stone is inter-

sected by fissures, and divided into blocks and balls: in some
parts it graduates from basalt into an iron clay, which in one
situation I saw formed into groups of minute regular pentagonal
prisms : some of these 1 brqught away with me. I'he whin-
stone of this dyke contains numerous small cavities filled with
olivine; but in no specimens that I have seen from the dyke at

Coaly Hill are there any cavities filled with chalcedony. I am
therefore inclined to believe that the basalt laid on the road
which Dr. Thomson saw, was not from this place, as a great

variety of basalts and other stones are constantly brought from a
distance as ballast to Newcastle, and employed for the roads.

In some of these I have seen both chalcedony and zeolites.

There is a dyke filled with loose sandstone or rubble, which
crosses a considerable part of the coal field without any disturb-

Jince of the strata. This, I believe, has been a mere fissure filled

from above by materials washed into it. A similar dyke or

fissure occurs in the Bradford coal field near Manchester, of
which I have given an account in the second volume of the
Transactions of the Geological Society.

Thougli I have spoken of the east and west basalt dykes as ex-
tending from the sea westward, I believe it would be more cor-

rect to describe them as streams of basalt diverging from a cen-
tral focus in the mountains of Cumberland and Westmoreland
beyond the mountain called Cross Fell. The summits of some of
the mountains near Ulswater, particularly Svvarthfell, are covered
with basalt of a similar kind. On the western side of Northum-
berland the basalt rises in vast masses to the surface, and assumes
the columnar form. In a direction towards the same focus may
be traced the most considerable basalt dyke at present known in

England, extending through the county of Durham and the

north riding of Yorkshire to the sea between Whitby and Scar-
borough, of which a further account will be given in the second
edition of my Introduction to Geology, now in the press. It is

the same dyke which passes through the coal mines at Cockfield,

and has produced the remarkable effect of charring the coal, and
coating the under surface of the stratum above the coal with
crystals of sulphur described in Mr. Bailey's Survey of Durham.
The apparent agency of fire upon the coal extends to fifty yards
on each side of the dyke. The Burtreeford dyke runs nearly
north and south. These dykes, and the remarkable peculiarities

of the metallic veins on the western side of Northumberland and
Durham, offer a rich field to the labours of future geologists,

but
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but a transient or occasional visit will not suffice. A long resi-

dence in the district, and the free communication of numerous
intelligent observers, are necessary to a complete investigation;

on which account, the establishment of a Geological Society iu

that part of England would be particularly desirable. It is to be

regretted that many gentlemen fully competent to observe, and
to describe their observations, have been deterred from doing it

by the appearance of the Wernerian Geognosy. The introduction

of a new language, and of unfounded or undiscoverable distinc-

tive characters, together with the loftiness of tone and manner in

which these novelties were ushered to the world, terrified men of

plain understandings from continuing or from publishing their

own obser\-ations. Endeavouring, but in vain, to find iu nature

that regular conformity to the system of Werner, or, to use the

words of an acute geologist*, distressing then^sselves "because they

-eould not see what was invisible," they abandoned their labours

in despair.

It remains to describe more fully the sketch, fig. 1, which I

have drawn partly to explain the manner in which Mr. Forster's

section was taken, by measuring the sinkings in different mines

;

and also to show the general arrangement of the rocks and strata

beyond Mr. Forster's section. In a sketch of this kind extend-

ing more than one hundred miles, it was necessary to give the

elevation of the mountains on an enlarged scale. Had the same
horizontal and perpendicular proportions been retained, the

highest point could not be more than the 1 -20th of an inch

above the line LL, supposed to represent the level of the sea.

Notwithstanding the disparity on the scales of proportion, I trust

the present sketch will convey a tolerably correct idea of the

physical structure of this part of England, which is all I propose..

I may be allowed to add, that I hope it will be received with

some indulgence, being the first attempt that I am acquainted

with to give a geological sketch of the succession of rocks across

the island fi-om the Irish channel to the German ocean.

The magnesian limestone A, which covers the east side of Dur-
ham, does not extend far into Northumberland, but can be traced

in different situations along the coast ; it has probably been

washed away, as there are existing records of tlie great encroach-

ments of the sea. By proceeding from B westward, the different

strata rise to the surface till we come to the limestone district

C C. The strata still continue to rise in the same direction, but

are occasionally broken by dykes, one of which (the Burtreefcrd

dyke X) has throwii dovvU the strata on the west 160 yards.

The red sandstone D makes its appearance on descending the

•^ Dr. MacCullodi.

deep
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deep western declivities of the mountain limestone. We cross

it in proceeding to Penrith, a few miles beyond which we meet

with the mountains of slate, porphyry, gray wacke, hornstone,

&c. marked E, that surround Ullswater and Keswick. The
highest of these mountains, Sea-fell, is 3166 feet above the level

of the sea. The summit is hornstone schistus. Further west

we meet with siliceous sandstone marked F ; and lastly, the Cum-
berland coal strata bordering the Irish channel G.

The limits of the present letter will not allow me to enter in-

to the subject of the explosions in coal mines : but I think it

proper to add, that I perfectly agree with what Dr. Thomson
has said respecting the management of these mines, and the loo

great apathy shown by many of the proprietors to the waste of

human life which annually takes place. I was informed that in

two years six hundred persons were destroyed in the different

coal mines of Tyne and Wear. By one explosion ninety-two

persons were killed in the mines of Mr. Brandling in 1812; and

the very week before the first meeting of the Society for preventing

Accidents in Mines, twenty-three men and boys lost their lives

in a pit belonging to Sir Ralph Milbank. At the request of the

latter, and of" the Rev. Dr. Grey of Sunderland, I attended that

meeting. But I saw with regret, that the good intentions and

exertions of the gentlemen most active in its estabhshment were

viewed with jealousy by some of the coal agents and proprietors,

as interfering with the rights of private property and tending

to alarm the workmen. By the request of one proprietor the

rmmber of lives destroyed was erased from the resolutions, for

fear of giving offence. I took the liberty of obser\-ing '* that if

all had been done which circumstances permitted, to prevent

these fatal accidents, no one could be offended by a plain state-

ment of facts : and in order to meet the difficulty fairly, and in-

terest the public in promoting the object of the Society, it was

necessary that the nature and extent of the evil should be fully

made known." To render the mines secure would be attended

with additional exjjense and labour ; but the evil is of such mag-
nitude, that, if a remedy be not applied, it will claim the serious

attention of the Legislature.

I am, sir,

Yours, &c.

13, T;ivislock-,tieet, Bedford-square, RoBERT BaKEWELL.
Jan. 'Jr, 1315.
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XVII!. Olservatlons on Mr. Donovan's 'Reflections on the In-

adequacy of tileprincipal Hypotheses to accountfor the Phce-

iiomena of Electricity. By G. A. Deluc^ Esq. F.R.S.&c,

To Mr. Tliloch.

Sir,— 1. JL HIS paper of Mr. Donovan will, I hope^ be very

useful in settling the doctrine of electricity, against which he

finds the objections detailed in his paper, upon its true foun-

dation.

2. The doctrine of positive and negative electricities, first

published by Franklin, is true in itself; but by the manner in

^vhich he had expressed it it was involved in many difficulties

which he had not foreseen. I shall have occasion hereafter to

relate the opportunity which I hod, long after, to demonstrate

to him personally, by an experiment, what kind of influence the

air has in the propagation of the electric fluid.

3. Franklin's theory was first attacked bv Dr. Peart, who
pointed out some phaenomena of electric motions absohitely in-

consistent with his statement of his own system. I shall not

enter into that discussion, but point out directly the source of

an insurmountable difficulty in that theory, as it was first ex-

pressed l)y its author, which circumstance (as I shall successively

prove) has been the only cause of its rejection by Mr. Donovan.

The error was this : Dr. Franklin considered as the standard of

plus ^^\Am^nus, or middle point between them, a certain natural

quiiniity of electric matter belonging to all the bodies of the

earth ; he called neoative the bodies from which some part of

that quantity was abstracted, and positive those to which a new
quantity was added.

4. This error of Franklin has created all the just objections

of Mr. Donovan ; but from this circumstance I may judge that

the latter has not had the opportunity of knowing two works
which I have published, one in England in 1787, in two volumes,

under the title of Idees s7/r la Meleorologie: the other was
published at Paris in 1S04, also in two volumes, under the title

of Traitc eltmenlaire sur le Fluide electro-galvaniqne. In

both these works I have applied Volta's system to the motions

of Si pair of balls, which motions are the most immediate test

of electrical theories.

5. The essential and characteristic difference ofVolta's theory,

compared to that of Franklin, consists in the stajidard between

plus and minus. Volta has demonstrated that there is no otlier

standard, or middle point between these two opposite electric

states, than the actual electric state of the air, which possesses

Vol, 45. No. 202. Feb. 1815. G electric
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electric matter as well as the bodies which it embraces. But I

must first relate the opportunity which I have had to learn that

STi'stem from its author himself. Being at Paris in the year l?**^'-^?

I made that very interesting acquaintance, and M. Volta was so

good as to ex})lain to me conipletely his system. The same

vear he came to London, and d'u ected me in the construction of

a more extensive set of electrical instruments, with which 1 made
all the experiments related in th.e above mentioned works.

G, Tiie principle of Volta with respect to elcciric motions, be-

ing that they have for their true standard the acinul elcciric

state of the ambieiit air, it came into my mind to submit that

principle, as tlie foundation of the whole theory, to an experi-

mentuui crucis.

7. This experiment is related from p. 55 to 57 of the first

volume of the Traiie elnnenlaire stir le Fluide clecirico-

galvanique ; where I first mention, as an indispensable condi-

tion for the success of that experiment, that the air he very

dry; and I had the means, bv my hygrometer, to determine the

iiecessaiy degree of dryness, Avhich is about 43^ of my scale. As
these experiments require some time, a greater quantity of

aqueous vapour mixed with the air, dissipates too fast the elec-

tricfluid accumulated upon bodies, and transmits too fast some
electricfluid to those which have been rendered ncgatiee.

8. I made this series of experiments in two contiguous roonv?,

separated by a short passage and a door. In one of the rooms
I placed a very strong electric machine, by Avhich the air could

be modified without affecting that of the other room. I had a

pair oi pith balls with long conducting threads, suspended to a

brass cap at the extremity of a varnished glass rod, and thus

thoroughly insulated, as well as the ferrule to which the bails

were suspended. Before the electric machine was put in motion

in its room, the balls had no divergence in either of them.

9. In one of the experiments, I fixed a point at the extremity

of the prime conductor of the machine, the rubber being placed

in communication with the ground : a hani/nms brush appeared

at the point, indicating that the electric fluid escaped from it

and was commuuicated to the air of the room. Now, when I

brought the pa/r (j/T'rt^/y from the next room, where they did

i\ot diverge, they strongly diverged in the room of the machiiie;

and by the test of a rubbed stick of sealing-wax they were found

to diverge negatively, because the air had acquired some electric

fluid by the action of the positive point, and thus was made po-

sitive; but when the balls were brought back to the other room,
they ceased to diverge.

10. I made the inverse experiment, by fixing vl point to the

rubber of the machine, its prime conductor being placed in coiu-

municatioa
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municntion with the ground. The machine being worked in

this .state, a lumiiKms p(dnt was seen at tiie extremity of the

point hxcd to the rubber, indicating that some eltcirkfluid

passed from the air of ihe room to the ruhher^ and thus that air

wa« made negative. Now the pair of halls, which did not

again diverge in the next room, being brought into that wherein
' the machine was, they strongly diverged, and by the test they

diverged positively, being brought into an atmospb.ere rendered

vegaiive by the poijit fixed to the rubber.

11. These experiments camKn leave any doubt, on Volta's

theory, that in the divergence of a pair of balls, the standard of

plus and minus is not, as Franklin had determined it, a natural

electric state of bodies ; but that it is the actual and variable

electric state of the ambient air. Had Mr, Donovan been ac-

cjuainted with that theory of \''olta, still retaining the fundamental

theory of positive and negative, first announced by Franklin, but

changing the standard from Si fixed to a changeable state well

defined, he would certainly have retained the fundamental doc-

trine oi positive and negative with that correction.

12. As to the theory of .^pinus, that electric atmospheres do

not exist, which Mr. Donovan seems to prefer to that of Franklin

corrected by Volta,— I have shown in one of my works, that

/Epinus, instead of simplifying the theory, has fallen into a greater

complication of hypotlieses, even contrary to some general laws

of nature. But I shall not enter into that discussion, as Volta's

system renders it unnecessary.

13. It is by this influence of the air, receiving its share of the

electric fluid possessed bv the bodies which it surrounds, that

Volta explained the motions of electrified balls, and the following

is his explanation. " When two balls suspended near each other

are in a positive state comparatively to the aJr of the place, they

loth couTTnunicate some electric fluid to the air between tliein ;

while each of them communicates alone the electric fl.uid to the

outvjard air. Each of the balls therefore moves towards that

outward air on each side, not by repelling each other, but by

moving towards the air possessing less electric fluid.

14. During the course of my. experiments to demonstrate, in

various manners, the certainty of Volta's system on the cause of

motion of electrified balls, it came into my mind that an analogous

phcenomenon might be produced, in which the caus,e of the mo-
tion might be visible ; and it having succeeded, I have described

this experiment from p. 116 to 119 of the same volume, of

which it will be sufficient to give here an extract.

15. An accidental observation led me to that experiment,

W'hich those who shave themselves and employ soap powder will

easily repeat. If the basin used happens to be covered with

G2 dust
J
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dust, this swims over the water ; but it is very easily swept, by
scraping a small flake of soap, taking it on the point of a knife,

and endeavouring to let it fall on the middle of the surface of

the water with its convexity undermost. As soon as that flake

of soap swims on the water, the dust recedes from it, and ascends

to the edge of tlie water on the «ide of the basin, where it forms

a thin fringe.

IG. Having taken notice of that motion of the surface of

water made visible by the dust, I attem})ted to imitate the mo-
tion oi two electrified ialls by two disks of soap half an inch in

diameter, and about 1-lOth of an inch thick, in the centre of

which I fixed with gum a very thin thread four inches long,

and I suspended these disks to a slip of wood at such a distance

that they slightly touched each other. When that little appa-

ratus was prepared, and the two disks made to rest at the same
time on the surf;ice of the water, they began to recede from each

other, and the motion of the dust on the surface of the water

visibly demonstrated that the disks of soap moved both towards

the water which had not yet dissolved soap.

17. Lastly, I have demonstrated by a direct experiment, which
I shall relate hereafter, that a perfect vacmim does not transmit

the electricJiuid; which fact will be a peremptory proof of the es-

sential interference of a?V in the motion of a pair oi electrified lulls.

18. Another essential part of Volta's system, with which Mr.
Donovan is not acquainted, and which when fuUv understood

removes all the difliculties he has found, is that which Volta has

c&Wed electricin/liiences. It consists in this effect: when a body
positive is brought near one of the extremities of an insulated

conductor, it gives more tension to the electricfluid at that end
of the conductor, and makes it recede to the further end. This

principle removes all the difficulties that Mr. Donovan has found,

and in particular that which seems to arise from his experiment

related in p. 338, of a pith-ball suspended to a glass rod, and
an excited glass tube brought under it. The excited tube occasions

a slow retreat oi electric matter along the thread. While that

matter remains together in the ball, the thread, and at the point

of suspension, the ball is repelled by the excited tube ; but at last

the suspended ball loses some electric matter, and being tliea

negative, it is attracted by the excited tube.

19. The author attacks with reason the cause assigned bv
Franklin to the Luminous brush which appears at the extremity

of a pointed body fixed to the prime conductor of an electric

machine in motion. But Volta has also explained this phoeno-

menon in a satisfactory manner, as I have explained in pp. 60 and
61. Suppose a conductor positively electrified, and to which is

presented Another conductor in communication with the ground,

but
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but the surface of which is of a certain extent 5 the particles of

nir in motion, returning from the electrified conductor, and

thus possessing more electric fluid, might transmit some to the

other body ; but their bifluence on it producing a diminution of

tension in the fluid proceeding from the conductor, at the same
time that they increase the tension in the fluid of the body,

there is thus a very small disposition of the electric fluid to

abandon the particles of air. But if it be a point, the electric

fluid belonging to it is in too small a quantity to increase the

tension of that belonging to the body: thus, every particle of air

which comes in contact with that body discharges its electric

fluid, returns instantly, and, as it takes the shorter way, thus is

produced a current ofair. The same alternate motions take place

in the particles of air, whether the point is negaiive or positive.

20. The difficulty concerning the Impejmeallllly of glass

to the electric fluid, which the author opposes to the phaenc-

mena of the Leydeu vial, as accounted for by Franklin, has also

been removed by Volta, by supposing the electric fluid composed
of two ingredients, to one of which only glass is Impermealle,

but the other passes readily through it. If the jar is coated on
both sides with tin-foil up to a certain height, it will not receive

a charge, unless the outside coating is in communication with

the ground.

21. On the explanation of this common phsenomenon rests

the whole \htoxy oi positive and negative electricities, which Volta,

having placed on its true foundation, has thereby clearly explained

the phaeuomena of the Leyden vial ; and it is his theory which has

led me to my systems on the nature of the electricfluid. This

fluid, considered in its com.mon phoenomena, is composed of two
ingredients; one, which does not possess expansibility by itself; the

other, which, united with it, gives expansibility to the compound.
Of this union I have given an example in the aqueous vapour,

which \s composed of particles of water, a substance not possess-

ing expansibility, and of particles oifire, which gives expansibility

to the compound.—That analogy, witli all its particulars, I have

explained in p. 77, section I. with tliis title : "Analogies and
Differences of the Electric Fluid, and the Aqueous Vapour." In

consequence of this analogy, I have given the name of electric

matter to that ingredient of the eltctrlc fluid to which glass is

not permeable, and deferentfluid to that ingredient which trans-

ports the electric matter, and which alone passes through the

glass.

22. In this system Mr. Donovan may find the solution of his

difficulties concerning the charge and discharge of the Leyden
vial. Franklin's system is true so far as he supposes that the

G 3 vial
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vial possesses (nearly) the same quantitv of electricJluJd, both

vheu it is in its vaiurol state, and when it is charged ; but the

electricJlnid is not distributed in the same maimer in both cases.

When an electric rnaciiiiie tends to produce an accumulation of

electric fluid on one of the surfaces of the vial, it cannot accu-

mulate except the outside of the vial can part with an equal

quantitv, its coating being in communication with the ground.

But it is not the identical electric fluid which pervades the glass,

the electric matter thrown in remains fixed on the inner surface

;

the deferent flwd alone pervades the glass, and, uniting with the

electric inatter on the outward surface, forms there an equal

quautity of electricfluid, which is transmitted to the ground if

it finds a conductor. This is a complete analogy with one of

the jjhaenomena of the aquectis vapour mentioned in the above

quoted section. The mtixinium of charge is attained, when the

quaiitity of electric matter accumulated on the internal surface

is in equilibrium with that transmitted by the electric machine.

23. So far this system might appear only an liypotkesis to

Mr. Donovan, as he does not know the work to ^vhich I refer,

where I have given a peremptory demonstration of it, deriyed »

from the electric moiions, ))roving by a direct experiment, that

these motions refer only to the electric matter, without inter-

ference of the dejercnt fluid, except to transport the electric

inatter.

24. In tome ii. p 8, I have related an experiment which
very much struck Mr. Caval'o, in presence of whom I made it at

Windsor. The apparatus for that experiment is described, with

a plate, in my work ; it consists of a conductor supported in au

horizontal position on an insulating })il!ar. At one end of this

conductor arc suspended, bv brass wire, two cork-balls half au

inch diameter going down so as to hang op))osite to the centre of

two insulated brass disks two incises diameter, brought to about

t3y iuclics of each other, and the balls hung at cqnal distance

Irom tLcm. I give a "-park to each of the diiks with a Lcyden
vial : the deje>eni fluid of the disks^ thus rendered positive, and

f^iving more expansive power lo tlic fluid of the balls, a part of

it is carried to\\&r(!s the other extremity of the insulated con-

ductor; and the balls losing thus a part of their electric matter,

they diverge as being in a neinitive state, and are carried on both

.sides towards the positive disks, which they would strike, were

the\ not prevented by a kind of bridle, j)laced at the end of the

condu or, ^h{>^^iu_n by snuill motions as it were an avidity to

move lowiiids tlieia.

25. In that state of the apparatus in which the influence of

the dibks, being pOi/7iye,giveb more expansive power lo ihc elm.-

Iric
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iric,fluid of the halls, lliev are certainly veaative comparatively

to the ground and the ambient air ; but the deferent Jluid of the

positive disks giving; more expansive power to their electric

matter, a conductor communicating with the ground may be

brouglit into immediate contact with them without effect : their

vegative divergence still continues. The same phsenomenon is

produced by inversely electrifying the horizontal insulated con-

ductor and the disks : when the balls, then positive, are made to

communicate with the ground by a brass conductor, they con-

tinue to diverge, being under the infiience of the negative at-

mospliere of the disks.

26. These phaenomena much interested M. Cavallo, who was

a very liberal-minded man. He persisted in his opinions as

long as he found reasons to defend them, but was ready to aban-

don them whenever his arguments appeared to be contradicted

by f&cts, to vvhich he was very attentive. Having made some
stay at Windsor, he came often to me and proposed some altera-

tions in my apparatus, which he thought could change the phse-

nomena. I foretold him what would happen by the changes,

some of which would chajige the eifect on account of causes

which I pointed out, and others would produce the same effect.

At last he saw and acknowledged that those phaenomeiia could

absolutely not be explained but by admitting the composition of

the electric fluid of two ingredients, one of which only, which I

had called electric matter, produced tlectric motions, and the

other, which gave expansibility to that matter in proportion to

its relative quantity, which I named electric deferent. Thus
Volta's theory, applied to all the electric phisnomeiia which were

ojjposed to Franklin's theory, in his own expressions, have cleared

the system oi' positive and negative electricities from the objec-

tions of Mr. Donovan, arising from the erroneous principle which
he admitted in it, of a natural quantity of electric 7natf.t:r be-

longing to all terrestrial bodies.

27. I come to another very important object in the science

df electricity, that of the effect of friction, which in vol. xxxiii.

of Mr. Nicholson's Philosophical Journal I have explained in a

manner different from that of Mv. Donovan in p. o'37 . His

hypothesis is this :
" That during attrition betvv-een bodies, one

of which must be an electric, the pores of the latter being open

will receive the fj/us quantity, and will give it out again when
the pores close."—In this respect I have proved, that there is no
other distinction between bodies than that of conductors and ?ion-

ronduUors ; the latter of which only can be excited by friction,

because the electric fluid, thus set in motion on the surface,

moves slowly to make its escape by a conductor offered at a di-

G 4 stance.
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stance. While, if both bodies which exercise friction on each

other are good conductors, the equihbriuin is iccessantly restored

;

but if one has more disposition than the other to attract the

electric fluid thus agitated, with the faculty of transmitting it to

its remote parts, when the bodies are separated before the eqid-

lilrium. is restored between them, one is found positive and the

other negative.

28. These effects are distinctly demonstrated by a small elec-

tric machine, the figure of which is at the head of my paper in

Mr. Nicholson's Philosophical Journal for January ISU, under

the title of " Experiments concerning the Electric Machine,

showing the Effects of Friction between Bodies."

29. M. Cavallo has given a table containing the results of his

experiments of this kind, wherein we find that certain bodies

become either positive or negative hyfriction, according to those

by wliich they are rubbed ; but tlie manner in which his experi-

ments were made did not indicate the effect produced on the

rubber itself, because it was not insulated. I thought it there-

fore very important to the doctrine of electricity, to have both

effects indicated by electrometers. This I obtained by the ap-

paratus described in that paper ; in which the bodies rubbed are

spindles turned by a winch, and various rubbers made to press

on the spindles by proper springs. A small insulated prime

conductor is connected by one of its extremities to the spindles,

and by the other with a gold-leaf electrometer. The rubbers are

insulated, and each of them when applied is made to commu-
nicate with a similar gold-leaf electrometer.

30. The constant result of these experiments was, that the

quantity of plus on one side was equal to the quantity oi minus

on the other. Now the friction being reciprocal, the supposi-

tion of the opening of the pores cannot explain that pha*nomenon,

since they ought to be opened equally in the rubbing as in the

rubbed bodies.

31. The effect of friction, as I have said above, is to set in

motion on the surface of the bodies, and that, if the body which

recedes from the point of friction finds in its way a pointed con-

ductor, it transmits to the latter a part of that fluid, which is

the effect of the common electric machine : but the same phae-

nomenon extends further ; for that effect takes place between

bodies of the same kind, if they be non-conductors. This is

proved by Exper. 3, p. 9, of the same number of the Philosophical

Journal.

32. A flat piece of the same glass as the spindle, being held

at the end of a brass spring, and used as a rubber on the spindle,

holding the brass part in my hand near the glass, in order to

restore
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restore from the ground the electric fluid carried away to the

prime conductor bv the spindle, the gold- leaf of the electro-

meter diverges as positive, though the rubber is of the same sub-

stance as the spindle. This is a peremptory demonstration that

the effect oi'Jriclion is not to ope7i. the pores for receiving more
electric matter, which is discharged when \\\efriction ceases, as

Mr. Donovan conceives it : since both bodies, which in this case

exercise friction on each other, are of the same glass.

33. Exper. 4, p. 10, shows that sealing-wax, used as riih-

ler over the glass spindle, becomes strongly negative, and renders

the glass strongly positive. And thus it is directly proved, that

the cause of sealing-iuax being rendered i^cgnlive hyfriction

with the glass, is that the latter takes some electric fluid from
isaling-ivax, which effect could not have been ascertained with-

out the two eleclrometers.

34. Now, in Exper. 1, a brass rubber applied to the^/a5>9 cy-

linder is seen to become negative, and the glass cylinder made
podtive; but in Exper. 6, having covered a glass cylinder with

a thick coating of sealmg-2vax, producing in fact a sealing-

toax cylinder, the same brass rubber was rendered positive. These
experiments compared with each other, further demon.strate tiie

real electric effect of friction. But the next experiUiCnt will

place it beyond all doul)t.

35. Exper. 8 is made with what is called India heads, the

,size and colour of a cherry: they arc made, as I have been in-

formed, of an inspissated vegetable oil, very elastic, not soluble

in water. I placed one on a glass spindle, and fitted to its shape
two naiTOw rubbers, one of nuked brass, tiie other of brass co-

vered with sealin(f-ivax. With a verv small motion of the v.inch-

that bead became negative, and the naked brass rubber became
positive ; but the same bead became positive when the brass

rubber was covered with sealing-wax and this rubber was made
negative.

3Q. These experiments afford a true analysis of the electric

effects of friction. Its general effect, as I have stated, is to set

in motion the electric fluid residing on the surface of the bodier,

which are rubbed ; and the consequesnce of that effect is, that the

body which recedes from the point o{friction carries along with

it a part of that electricfluid ; which effect extends even to the

case when the rubber and the bodv rubbed are of the same sub-

stance, when the latter suddenly recedes, and meet in its way a
conductor, before returning to the rubber.

37. These experiments remove the difficultv which Mr. Do-
novan found (p. 339) to reconcile the (supposed) equal distri-

lulion of the electric fluid with the impermeability of glass. The
equal
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equal dislrihution is gratuitously supposed, since glasx is but

an imperfect non-conductor wh^n not covered with some resinous

varnish.

38. Mr. Donovan says (p. 345) : "As to the fact whether

glass is actually imperrnealle, many experiments have been

made; but they all appear to be of doubtful force, and may be

explained in some manner, without supposing that electricity

parses through."

39. I have made in this respect some decisive experiments,

proving that when a ^lass rod transmits the electric fluid, it is

only by its surface. I used for that purpose three glass rod^ of

the same glass and the same diameter—one remaining naked—
another covered all over with seaUng-iur:x—the third covered

with sealing-wax, with only an interruption in the middle of its

length. Tliese rods were supported horizontally on insulr.ting

pillars, which left their extremities accessible to the knob of a

Leyden vial. I used three very sensible electrometers, each

having a long brass conductor in order to connect them with

the rods.

Exp. 1. Having placed the naked rod on the pillars, v.-ith

an electrometer at each end and one in the middle, and applied

the Levden vial to one extremitv, the electrometer near it first

diverged, then that in the middle, and soon tliat of the other

extremitv, showing that some time was reciuired for the propa-

gation oi the electric fluid even on the naked surface li glass.

Exp. 2. Having used the rod entirely covered with sealing-

wax, a small motion ^vas produced in the next electrometer,

hv the influence of the vial, but none in the remote electro-

meters.

Exp. 3. The rod with an interruption of the sealing-wax in

themiddle of its length was to be the test, liglafs uere permealte,

the electrometer api)lied to tluit part ought to have been put in

motion ; but if it moves onlv along the surface of the fjlass, be-

ipg stopped by the sealing-wax, the electrometer applied to the

naked pait in the middle cannot be put in miotion. The result

of the experiment wa'^, that, v.liatever time the Leyden vial re-

mained applied to th;it extremity, no motion was produced in

that electrometer, any more than in that of the other extremity.

It is therefore demonstrated that glass is absolutely impermeable

to the electric,fluid.

40. A very specious objection of Mr. Donovan against Frank-

lin's doctrine is thus expressed, p. 349 :
" Franklin supposes

that no eUcLriciiy can be received on one surface, unless the

other can part with an equal quantity. In the case of excitation

of the common cylinder, liie i)incr surface having no communi-
cation
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cation with conductors, can part with none. How then can its

outer surface receive the great quantity we find in it ?" The
answer is however obvious, for this is the common effect o{fric-

tion. The cylinder receives constantly electric Jlidd from the

rubber, especially when this is covered with a metallic amaigama;
for it is in communication with the ground. In that case it is

not necessary that the opposite surface of the glass should part

with any electric Jiuid ; the whole process takes place on the
outward surface. The rubber gives electric flvid to the s^lass

cylinder, which parts constantly with it, in meeting the prinje

conductor ; but the rubber communicating with the ground^ fur-

nishes also constantly a new quantity of the fluid.

41. It remains only to state a very essential point in electric

phaenomena, namely. How does the electric fluid communicate
itself through space ? This was the object of an experiment
which I made in 1774 in ]\Ir. Vv'alsh's laboratory, which experi-

ment in the first volume of my work, Idees sur la Metcorologie,

p. 521, I left under Mr. Walsh's name, because he had published

it, without my knowledge, in the Philosophical Transactions for

1785. But these experiments were concerted between Dr,
Franklin and myself, and only in the house and in presence of
Mr. Walsh, with an apparatus of which the description will

show the purpose and its origin.

42. In my experiments for producing a trulv comparable la-
rometer, repeating those of a French academician, Du Fay, for

producing lis.ht in the vacuum of barometers, an experiment
related in the Mem. de I'ylcademie des Sciences de Paris for

1723, I found, as lias been explained in my work, Recherc/ws
sur les Modifications de l'Atmosf)here, toni. i. p, 43, that when
the Torricellian vacuum was procured by making the mercurv
boil in the tube, no light appeared at the top of the barometer

;

whence I concluded, that a perfect vacuum was not a conductor
of the electric fluid.

43. Having expressed this idea to Dr. Franklin, he proposed
to me an experiment, very difficult to execute, but which he en-
couraged me to undertake. The apparatus consisted of a glass

syphon, the legs of which were about three feet distant from each
other ; the curve began about three inches above the point at

which stood the common barometer at that moment. When
the syphon was filled with mercury it was inverted, with its two
legs plunged into separate cups, each resting on an insulating

stand : these cups received the mercury descending from the
upper curve, and the column thus separating, there were two
barometers with a common vaccum.

44. In that situation, when a spark was given with a Leyden

vial
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vial to one of the cups, a luminous arch was seen filling the top

of the svplion, and a spark could be drawn from the other cup,

thus showing that it was not a conductor of the electric fluid.

45. There remained to be performed the second part of the

« experiment and the most difficult, namely, to have the mercury

loil in that long syphon. I succeeded in this operation; and when

the svphon was placed with its legs in the cups, that complete

vacuum ceased to be a conductor. The rain sparks were given to

one cup, none was drawn from the other.

46. This experiment convinced Dr. Franklin of my system,

that the electric fluid was a sort oi parasite substance, which, on

our globe and its atmosphere, was distributed on all other mat-

ters, and nowhere accumulated so as to produce lightnings, and

their common attendants thunders ; but that these phaenomena

proceed from the decomposition of the atmospheric air by a

certain process, which manifests that the electric fluid enters into

the composition of that air, a fluid sui generis, and not a mix-

ture of different kinds oi air, as it was supposed in the new che-

mical theory. Which conclusion of my long course of experi-

ments serves as the basis of my work under the title of Introduc-

tion a la Physique terrestre par les Fluides expansiblcs.

XIX. Queries, as to Grindstones and Ironstone in Durham,
and Shells, &fc. near Cambridge,

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—XJ.AVING read in a cotemporary journal, that Nathaniel

Wynch, Esq. has presented to tlie Geological Society an account

of the Geology of Durham and Nortlunnberland, and has men-
tioned therein, that the " grind-stone i:.iir' iurnislies the cele-

brated Newcastle Grind'^tones (dug on Gateshead Fell, as I am
informed) : now on reference to Mr. Westgarth Forster's " Trea-

tise on a Section of the Strata," pages 1 49 and 31, I find him

flcscribinft the Grindstone sill as nearly the uppermost on Cross-

fell mountain, and as such, nuich lower in his Section than the

Gateshead-fell Rock, 1 should suppose, but on which I beg to

receive information through your work, from Mr. Wynch, Mr.

Forster, or any other person, who can point out the particular

stratum in Mr. Forster's Section, wherein the Gateshead Grind-

stone Quarries are situated.

Mr. Wynch has likewise mentioned, that " bivalve shells'*

occur in the clay Ironstone Balls lodged in one or more beds

of shale orslatv clay: and I shall also be obliged by information,

as above, whether the shells mentioned resemble fresh-water or

Pond
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Pond Muscles bat much smaller ? and to which particular stra-

tum or strata in Mr. Forster's Section, thev belong.

In the same work I observe it mentioned, that Profe- or Hail-

stone, of Cambridge, has presented to the Geological Society

an account of Fossils found near that place, partly in a bed of
calcareous blue clay, called Gait, which he considers as the

lowest bed of the Chalk formation, and which tlierefore should
seem to be the Chalk Marl of several modern writers ; whereas
Gait is more commonly applied to alluvial Clay, in the district

alluded to. I wish therefore to inquire of Mr. H. or any otlier

of your readers, wliether some of the extraneous fossils there

mentioned, such as charred wood, mutilated Fish, Pentacrinites,

&c. were not found in moved and water-worn alluvial Clay, in-

stead of their being imbedded in stratified Chalk Marl P

I am, &:c.

Teb. 2, 1815. A CONSTANT READER.

XX. Letter from M. Ampere to Count Berthollet, on the

Determination of the Proportions in which Bodies are com-
hined, -according to the respective Number and Arrangement

of the Particles of which their integrant Molecules are

composed,

[Continued from p. 43.]

JLf we now proceed to consider the primitive forms of the cry-

stals recognised by mineralogists, and regard them as the re-

presentative forms of the most simple particles, admitting into

these particles as many molecules as the corresponding forms

have summits, we shall find that they are five in number ; the

tetrahedron, the octahedron, the parallelopipedon, the hexahedral

prism, and the rhomboidal dodecahedron.

The particles corresponding to these representative forms are

composed of 4, 6, 8, 12 and 14 molecules; the three first of

these numbers are those which we require to explain the forma-
tion of tlie gases to be immediately cited. I have shown in my
memoir that the number 12 is that which v^e must employ in

order to express the composition of the particles of several very

remarkable combinations, and that number 14 accounts for

that of the particles of the nitric acid, as it v.ill be if we can

obtain it without water, for that of the particles of the muriate

of ammonia, &c.
Let us now see how the molecules may be united accordihg

to these different forms :

Two molecules being supposed to be united on a line, to give

avlearer idea of their respective position] if we add thereto

two
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two otlier moJecules united in the same manner, at first in one

and the same plan, so that the two lines mutually cut each other

into two equal parts ; and it we afterwards remove them, by

keeping them always in a situation parallel to that which they

had on this plan, we shall obtain a tetrahedron, which will be

regular in the case only where the two lines were equally perpen-

dicular to each other, and where they have been removed from

each other to a distance, which is to their length as 1 : V 2.

Let us now conceive three molecules joined by lines form-
ing any given triangle ; let us place in the same plan an-
other triangle equal to the first, and of which the situation is

such that the two triangles have their centre of gravity at the

same point, and their equal sides respectivelv parallel. Separating

these two triangles, so that the three sides of each triangle

may remain constantly parallel to their primitive position, we
shall obtain six points placed as they ought to be to represent

the six summits of an octahedron, which will be regular only

in the case where we have thus joined two equilateral triangles^

and where we have separated them perpendicularly to their plan

from a quantity which is to one of their sides as V 2 V'S.
If we suppose in the case of the tetrahedron which we draw

by the tv.o lines of which we have spoken, two plans parallel

between them, and we place in each of them a line which re-

presents the position in which will be found the line of the other

plan before tiiey had been separated, the extremities of these

two new lines will be the four s:ummits of a symmetrical tetra-

hedron at the first, which shall have its centre" of gravity at the

same point, and the eight summits of those two tetrahedrons
joined in this manner will be those of a parallelopipedon. It is

thus that the parallelopipedon form results from the union of two
tetrahedrons. It is easy to see that when the two tetrahedrons
are regular the parallelopipedon becomes a cube ; a rhomboidal
paral!elopij)edon when tlie tetrahedrons are regular pyramids

;

a straight prism with rhomboidal bases when four ridges of every
tetrahedron are equal to each other ; and finally, the base of
this prism becomes a square when to this condition is added the
equality of tho two other ridges. In the case of the octahedron,
if we place in the same way in the plans of two triangles, of
which we have spoken, those which represent the position iu
which will be found the triangle of the other ))lan before they
had been separated, the six angles of these two new triangle's

will be the six summits of an octahedron symmetrical to the
first, which shall have its centre of gravity at the same points

;

and the twelve summits of those two octahedrons, thus joined,
will be those of a hcxahedral prism : this form results^ there-

fore.
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fore, from the junction of two octaheclroas. - The hexaliedrul

primal will not be straight, unless so far as we shall have removed
the tu-o lirst tiiaiii;!es va a direction perpendicular to their pias:,

and it will have ior its base a regular hexagon only in the ca-se

where those two triiiugles are ecjuiluteral. We may remark, that

in the hexahedral prism formed in this way with two regular oc-

tahedrons, the height is to the sides of the bases as ^^2 : 1.

In general, the examination of the circmnstanoes which re-

sult from the regularity or irregularity of the particles Vvhich

are united to each other, as two tetrahedrons aro»iii order to pro-

duce a parallelopipedon, and two octahedrons in order to give

birth to a liexahedral prism, requires very complex considerations,

vvliich are of no use to the explanation of the theory which I am
describing", while we are merely occupied with the number of
the molecules of each particle, and cannot have an application.

But when we study under tiiis' point of \\e\w the prinntive forms

of the crystals given by observation, I shall put them out of

consideration in this extract ; and as it will only be necessary to

speak of the rmmber of the molecules of which the particles

formed by the union of other particles already knovv^i are com-
posed, I shall consider as regular ail the tetrahedrons and octa-

hedrons, the various combinations of which I shall examine.

it will be easy, by the help of a few reflections, to form an idea

of the modifications which the results of this examination will

undergo in cases where these polyhedrons are irregular.

It is evide'.it, that by placing at the same point the centres

of gravity ot two tetrahedrons and an octahedron, so as that

the two former should make a cube, and the situation and di-

mensions of the octahedron are such that the ridges of this cube
and those of the octahedron mutnallv cut each other at ri-rhc

angles into two equal parts, the polyhedron with 14 summits
which vWll result from tlieir junction will be the dodecahedron,

the last of the primitive forms given by tlie mechanical division of

the crystals j for we ought not to reckon among these forms the

double pyramid with hexagonal bases, admitted at first in order

to explain the crystallization of quartz, and brought back after-

wards to a parallelopipedon.

It appears from what we have said, that when particles are

united into a single particle, it is by placing themselves in such
a way that^ the centres of gravity of the component particles

being at the same points, the summits of the one are placed in

the intervals left by the sumnsits of the others, and ike versa.

It is in this way that I consider chemical combination; and here

it ditfers from the aggregation of similar particles, which takes

place by simple juxtaposition, as is seen in that elegant theory

of- crystallization which the ijcicnces owe to M. Ilauy. It is

alao
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also in this \vaY that I have obtained, by combining other num-
bers, tetrahedrons and octahedrons, the various representative

forms required for the explanation upon the same principles of

all the combinations in a determinate ratio which are known to

me.
On attempting to join tetrahedrons and octahedrons in all

possible ways, we find that there result from most of them re-

presentative forms in v/hich the various molecules are arranged

in an irregular manner, and that there are some in one direction,

v.ithout there being any in another direction corresponding to

the first. All these forms ought to be rejected, and we observe

in fact, that the proportions which they .suppose in chemical

combinations are not met with in nature. If we try, for in-

stance, to combine tetraliedrons and octahedrons, so as that the

number of the former shall be the. lialf of that of the latter, v/e

find only awkward forms which do not present any regularity,

or any proportion between the relative sizes of their different

faces. Hence we ought to conclude that a body A, the particles

of which have for their representative form tetrahedrons, and a

body B, of which the particles are represented ])y octahedrons,

will not unite so as that there shall be in the combination one

projiortion of A and two proportions of B : on the contrary,

this combination will be easy between two proportions of A and

one of B, since two tetrahedrons and one octahedron form by

their junction a dodecahedron. In the same case, A and B will

unite in equal proportions by means of two forms which I shall

describe, and in which the number of the tetrahedrons is equal

to that of the octahedrons.

1, An octahedron may be joined with a tetrahedron, by
placing the summits of the octahedron on the prolongations of

the lines which, issuing from the centre of gravity of the tetra-

hedron, pass by the middles of its six ridges : we thus form a
polyhedron with ten summits and sixteen triangular faces, four

equilateral and twelve isosceles, to which I shall give the name
of hexadccahedron. ~"^*"'^

2. Two octahedrons joined in a hexahedral prism may be
joined with two tetrahedrons forming a cube, in a manner ana^

logous to that in which an octahedron is united to a cube in the
dodecahedron. In order to form a clear idea of this combina-
tion, we must consider one of the diagonals of the cube as the

axis of this polyhedron, and elevate for it a plan perpendicular

passing by the centre of the cube. This plan will cut six of

its ridges into two equal parts, the points of division being si-

tuated like the six angles of a regular hexagon, by placing

thereon the middles of the six vertical ridges of a hexahedral

prism formed by the junction of two regular octahedrons : the"

twenty
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twenty summits of this polyhedron will be those of a new poly-

hedron which will have 30 faces ; viz. six rectangular parallelo-

grams and 2-t isosceles triangles : I shall give it the name of tri-

aeontahedron.

It is easy to see from this construction that the diagonal of

the cube is equal to that of t'ne prism, and that in this way
all the summits of the triacontahedron are in one and the same
spherical surface.

It will be in vain to endeavour to form other combinations

presenting some regularity by combining two of the foregoing

polyhedrons. Let us proceed to another mode of combination.

If we consider twelve j.oiuts placed with regard to each otlier

as the middles of the tv.elve ridges of a cube, these points will

be situated by fours in three rectangular plans : hence it fol-

lows, that if we place at tlic first foin- the four angles of the

square base common to the two pvramids of which one of the

octohedrons is composed, to the other four the four angles of

the base of a second octohedron, and to the other four those

of a third octohedron, the summits of the three octohedrons

'.vill be two and two in the intersections of the three rectangular

plans, and these IS summits will be those of a polyhedron with

32 triangular faces, eight of which will be equilateral and S4 iso-

sceles : I shall give to this polyhedron the name of trioctohe-

dron, which refers to its generation.

Tne trioctohedrun may, like the octohedron, be combined
with two tetrahedrons forming a cube ; for this purpose we shall

prolong the plans of its triangular isosceles faces from, the side at

whicii they are joined with the etjuilateral faces until these plans

•meet bv threes outside of the polyhedron opposite those la^t

faces. The eight points thus determined are evidently situated

vv^ii—Inspect to each other hke the eight summits of a cube :

hence it follov»-s thr-.t we might thereon place the eight summits

of two tetrahedrons, the union of which with the trioctohedron

will form a polyhedron with 26 summits and 24 equal quadrilateral

faces. The trapezoidal form of the mineralogists is a particular

case of this form, which results from a certain proportion between

th^ axis and the sides of the square bases of the straight octo-

hedrons, of which we may conceive the trioctohedron to be

formed. 1 shall in general preserve the name of trapezoidal,

as expressing a property alvrays belonging to it, whatever are the

dimensions of these octohedrons.

It is not with tetrahedrons as with octohedrons : we cannot

unite three of them in a polyhedron which presents some regu-

larity ; but there exists one formed by the combination of four

tetrahedrons. In order to obtain it, we shall consider four points

Vol. 45. No. 202. ie^'. 1815. H situated
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situated as the four summits of a tetrahedron equal to the four

which we wish to join, and we shall conceive that at each of

these points is placed one of the summits of each tetrahedron ;

whereas the three other sununits of the same tetrahedrcn are in

the plan which passes by the three other points, and correspond

to the middles of the intervals whi<'h they leave between them.

I shall give to the polvhedvon resulting from this combination ot

four tetrahedrons so united, the name of tetra-tetrahedron.

This polyhedron has sixteen summits and twenty-eight tri-

angular faces ; four of which are equilateral and twenty-four

isosceles.

We shall easily demonstrate, that if. we prolong the plans of

the twelve isosceles faces adjacent to the four equilateral faces of

the side v.-here they join to those fices, the prolongation of those

plans will meet bv threes outside of the tetrahedron, in four

points corresponding to the middles of its four e(iuilateral faces,

and which will be the summits of a fifth tetrahedron equal to

the four preceding ones : by uniting it with them, we have the

twenty sununits of tlie polyhedron which I have called penta-

tetrahedron, and which has twenty-four faces ; viz. twelve qua-

drilaterals and twelve isosceles triangles.

if we again consider twelve points situated with regard to

each other as the middles of the twelve ridges of a culie, and

place a tetrahedron so that, its centre of gravity being at tlie

same point with that of the cube, two of its ridges opposite pass

by four of these points ; and if we do the same thing in succes-

sion with respect to live other tetrahedrons, in order that the

nimiber of the summits should be the same in all directions, we
iihall obtain a polyhedron with 24 summits and 14 faces, six

squares, and eight hexagons, which I shall call hexa-tetrahe-

dron.

These hexagons, all equal to each other, will have each three

sides greater and three smaller, which will be to each other as

i : s/T-l.
This polyhedron is evidently an octohedron only, of which

the summits are truncated by plans perpendicular to its three

axes : its combinations v.ith other representative forms are more

numerous than those of any of the preceding polyhedrons.

We mav at first combine it with an octohedron situated in

Mich a way that, having its centre of gravity at the same point,

-all the faces and all the ridges of this octohedron shall be pa-

rallel to those of the octohedron ; from which we may conceive

that the hexa-tetrahedron is the result of tnincuhires, by being

solely sui)jected to the condition of its dimensions being less than

tliosc oi the latter, iu order that the pohhcdron thus formed

may
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mav not have re-entering angles. This polyhedron only differs

from the hexa-tetrahedron in liaving, besides the latter, regular

pyramids raised on its square faces. I shall call it a pyramidated

hexa-tetrahedron.

We may also combine the hexa-tetrahedron with a cube, by

uniting it to the very cube which has served for its construction.

The polyhedron which results from this combination being

formed bv the union of a cube and a hexa-tetrahedron, I gave it

the name of cube-hexa-tetrahedron ; it has 32 summits and

54 faces; viz. six squares, and 48 isosceles triangles.

If we prolong in this polyhedron the plans of the twenty-four

triangular faces adjacent to the square faces on the side where

they join tliose faces, luitil they cut each other by fours outside

of the polyliedron opposite to those scjuares, we shall obtain a

new representative form, produced by the union of a hexa-tetra-

hedron, a cube, and an octohedrou which will have 38 sum-
mits and 48 faces, the half of which will be equal rhombs, and
the other half isosceles triangles also ecjual among each other.

In order to designate it by a name derived from this property,

which distinguishes it from all the other representative forms in

whic'i we find at once tetrahedrons and octohedrons, I shall call it

amphihedron.

In order to form a simple idea of the combination of the

hexa-tetrahedron with a hexahedral prism formed by the union

of two regular octohedrons, we shall conceive the hexa-tetra-

hedron placed in such a way that two of its hexagonal faces shall

be horizontal, when the middles of its six square faces will be

placed as the six summits of ojie of the octohedrons of which

the prism is composed. We may then place those six summits

on the perpendiculars elevated in the midst of these faces. The
six other summits of the hexahedral prism will ansvver to the

six hexagonal faces of the hexa-tetrahedron dilTerent from those

which we have placed horizontally, i. e. in a direction perpendi-

cular to the axis of the prism. If we determine the respective

dimensions of the two polyhedrons, so that each side of the bases

of the prism shall meet the ridge of the hexa-tetrahedron, which
separates those of its faces to which the two extremltieo of this

side answer, v/e shall obtain a representative forrij composed
of six tetrahedrons and t'lvo octohedrons which v/ill have 2Q
summits and 50 faces ; viz. two hexagons similar to those of

the hexa-tetrahedron, 12 quadrilaterals, 24 isosceles triangles,

and 12 scalene triangles. I shall give it the name of pentaconta-

hedron.

In order to unite a hexa-tetrahedron with a trioctc'iedron, it

is sufficient to place one of the three octohedrons of which the

latter is composed in the same way as the octohedrou which we
H 2 have
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have joined to the hexa-tetrahedron in order to change it into
a pyramidated hexa-tetrahedron. The result of this comhina-
tion is a polyhedron with 24 summits and 80 triangular faces.

I shall give it the name of octocontahedron.

[To be coutinucd.]

XXI. On Fire Damps in Mines, &'c.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— JL HAVE to regret that none of the many practical coal

masters, viewers, or agents, who are readers of your useful work,
have attended to the requests that 1 ventured to address to theni,

in page 303 of your last volume, for communications on the

causes and prevention of the enormous evils arising from^re-
dnmp in coal mines. Since then I have read in a periodical

work, to which I there alluded, along paper by the Editor, giving

a Geognostical Sketch of Northumberland, Durham, &:c.—on
which I beg to remark, that most of the facts therein mentioned,

which are useful, and numerous others such, respecting the geo-

logy of this district, were already before the public, in the sections

and writings of Millar, Forster, Bailey, Farey, Wynch, &c. ; but

of whose prior labours in the same field, not a hint escapes the

learned Editor : he has however thought proper in a long note

(written in his pecuhar mauuer)to notice my former letter to you,

referred to above ; and assuming therein, without sufficient rea-

son, that his Newcastle correspondent and myself meant to

assert, that sulphuretted hydrogen gas occasioned the repeated

explosions iu Felling Colliery : proceeds to say, " Now I do not

see, how iron pyrites can contribute to the formation of carhu-

relted hydrogen ;" a thing never asserted by us, but, that probably

pvrites and bad small roah might contribute to the dangerous

accumulation of inflammable gas ; being well aware that a part of

it, at least, issued in blowers or jets, from newly opened joints

in the coal and in its roof aiid floor, as Mr. Buddie has so well

de>cribed.

The geognostical sketch alluded to, mentions, among the late

discoveries ot its author in the mines of this district, that cubes

oi' fluor spar have been entirely removed therefrom, without his

being able to tell how or where ; he says, '•' The change took

place in the centre of the vein, a hundred fathoms below the

!;urface of the earth, surrounded on all sides^y walls of solid

t.tone !, and (juite impervious both to air and 7fioistnre !" He
mentions also, icicle-like uiashes oi fused galena, being found

suspended in cavities in some of the veins ; that in some districts

(though not in lliis) a ookc-like state of the coals was observed,

wliere
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where thev came in contact with a whin-dijke; and on which

knotty geognostic points, he truly remarks, they sliow us, that ^^we

are much further from an accurate knowledge of the constituents of

bodies, than is generally believed, and that several of our elements

are undoubtedly compounds." They show us also, " that changes

are still going on in the internal parts of the earth, which are

totally beyond our comprehension." I ask no more of the learned

Editor, than to apply these, his own maxims, to the causes of the

evolution of inflammalde gas in coal mines.

Notwithstanding the long period this Editor boasts, of having

sfjeiit in coal countries, and his late high geognostic pretensions,

he must submit to be told by practical colliers, that such great

numbers of person • having been killed at once, on the too frequent

explosions of late years in the Newcastle pits, has arisen from

the magnitude of their under-ground ivorks, and the small rmm-
bcr of shafts they sink for separate works, owing to their great

expense ; and has ?ioi been owing to the mere circumstance of

their great depth beneath the surface ; much less so, to the ex-

treme ignorance of the art of coal-mining, voth which his "de-
licacy*," great as it is, lias not permitted him to neglect

charging on them : mixed indeed, with certain sly hints, that he

himself has something new and wonderful to propose, whereby
collieries may '^ be constructed on more scientific principles,"

when the funds of the new Society shall enable them, by a pre-

mium sujfficiently large, to draw forth these new means of saving

'^'the numerous lives sacrificed to the present system."

If the learned Editor would condescend to inquire properly of

the practical men, the facts through six or eight times as many
:oal-districts as he seems yet to be sufficiently acquainted with,

and to consult the published accounts of violent txptosions in

:oal-pits, which liaye been recorded in English publications,

from the earliest ones mentioned in the Philosophical Transac-
tions to tlie ])rcsent time, he will find a very large majority of

these to liave liappened in pits only a third, a fourth or even a
fifth part of the depth of many pits in England (some even near

Newcastle, I believe) where no explosions have ever happened,
and that consequently his whimsically conceived, and irremedi-

* The learned Editor snys, tlie overseers of tho coal-mines "afFtct my-
^fcry and coMcealment. llenre one is afraid to depoid upon tlie informa-
tion which they coniinun:crite.'' I'his may account for his own ob\ious de-
ficiency in information, on a subject in which he seems so fond of obtrud-
ing himself; but let me assure iiim, from extensire experience among the
class of men wiiora he thus asperses, that the, very reverse is the ca?e, and
that liis cause of complaint (if just?) is to be soiiiht in fiis ozoi 7na/i7ier o(
communicating: this at least is the explanation offerfd by several of iiis

personal acquaintance.

H 3 able
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able defect^ of depth of pit, (in situations where audh. are neces-
sary,) cannot be substantiated.

Mr. Buddie has stated, that some pits not long opened, are

subject to very destructive explosions ; What then becomes of

our Editor's alleged accumulation of gas through oges, in the

works of the pit ? Surely he must have blundered on the no-
tion, that the deepest pits were also the oldest ? though the

reverse is the case.

The geognostical sketch furnishes us with this paragraph,

viz. "both the sand-^t07ie and slate-clay form tl^>e roof and,/?oo7-

of coal-beds, but the lot lev much more frequently than the for-

mer." Are we to understand from this too loose description,

that sand-stojw, properly so called, was ever observed by the

writer as the immediate _^oo?- of a coal bed ? If so, he will confer

an obligation on myself and many others, who have never seen

the like, if he will mention the particular pit and coal bed, in as

many instances as he may be able.

Before I conclude, let me remark, that however clearly the

learned Editor may have himself understood, and mav have ac-

quiescea m, the positions contained in the first twelve pages of

his last number, and two plates, as to " rents ;" to men of my
standard of intellect, the language a})poars not less unintelligible,

tiian the cases that I guess the writer meant to describe, are

contrary to the real appearances oi'faults in coal mines.

I am, yours, &c.
Teb. 3, 1815.

'

Am ENGINEER.

XXII. 071 the optical Properties of Sulphuret of Carhov, Car-

bonate of Baryles, and Nitrate of Potash, with hferences
respecting the Structure of doubly refracting Crystals. By
David Brewster, LL.D. F.R.'S. Edin. and F.A.S.E.'''—
Communicated by the Author.

Xn examining the changes which light undergoes during its

passage through transparent bodies, we not only receive infor-

mation respecting the properties of that mysterious agent ; but

we are in some measure made acc(uaintcd with the composition

of the substances themselves, and with the manner in which their

ingredients are combined. The optical phaenomena, therefore,

which bodies exhibit in their acti<;n upon light, are so many
tests, to which the piiiiosopher may have recourse, either in sup-

plying the place of chemical analysis, or in correcting and mo-
difying its results. A difference in the optical properties of two
bodies, is generally an infallible indication of a difference in their

* From the Transuctious of Llic Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1814.

elementary
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•elementary principles; and whatever confidence we may place

in the skill of the chemist, or in the accuracy of his methods, the

mind can never rest satisfied with the results of an analysis which

is directly opposed by optical pheenomena.

It is highly desirable, therefore, that the chemical philosopher

would avail liimself more frequently of the agencies of light in

the prosecution of his inquiries. The various products to which

his attention is constantly directed, cannot ahvays be preserved

for subsequent examination_, and can seldom be procured by the

experimental philosopher. An opportunity is thus lost of con-

firming his own results, and of contributing most essentially to

the progress of optical knowledge. It is by the alliance, indeed,

of chemistry with optics, that great revolutions are yet'to be ef-

fected in physics ; and the time is probably not very distant,

when, by their united efforts, we shall be able to develop those

mysterious relations among the elementary principles of matter

which hypothesis has scarcely ventured to anticipate.

In the follovving paper, I projjose to describe the optical pro-

perties of sulphuret of carbon, carbonate of barytes, and nitrate

of potash, and to illustrate the conclusions to which some of these

properties lead, respecting the structure of doubly refracting

cr3stals.

I. Sulphuret of Carboji.

This remarkable fluid was lately discovered by Lampadius.

It is pure and colourless like water ; has a specific gravity of

1*272; is remarka]>le for its extreme volatility; and is composed

of 85 parts of sulphur, and 15 of carbon.

Owing to the great leng^ h of spectrum which this substance

produces, I found considerable difficulty in measuring the mean
index of refraction. By talking the bisecting ray beyond the

green ravs, and very considerably advanced upon the blue space,

I obtained the following results :

Angle of the prism 8° 10'

Angle of refraction 5° 38'

Refractive power l"6S7

By considering the bisecting ray, as passing through the green

space, and near its confines with the blue, the follovving mea-

sures were obtained

:

Angle of the prism 8' 10'

Angle of refraction 5 ' 27'

Refractive power 1*6632

As the sulphuret of carbon has nearly the same action upon the

red and green rays, as balsam of Tolu, I have no doubt but

that the bisecting ray is considerably advanced upon the blue

space, and that the mean index of refraction is nearly 1'6S0.

H 4 A prism
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A prism of flint glass, with a refracting angle of 20^^ 53', cor-

rects the colour produced by a prism of sulphuret of carbon,

having a refracting angle of 8^ 10'; the light being incident

perpendicularly upon the fluid prism. Kence it follows, that

the dispersive power of the sulphuret, or the value of _
15 0- 1 15, R being the index of refraction, and d the part of the

whole refraction to which the dispersion is equal ; and that the

refractive power of the extreme red ray is 1-623, and the re-

fractive power of the extreme blue ray 1"737.

From these experiments we conclude, that the sulphuret of
carbon exceeds alljiuid bodies in refractive power, surpassing

even Jiint-glass, topaz and tourmaline ; and that in dispersive

pmver, it exceeds every fluid substance, except oil of' cassia,

holding an intermediate place between phospkorm and balsam

of Tolu.

These relations will be better understood from the following

short tables :

Refractive Powers.

Sulphur, native 2* 115

Boracite 1701
Sulphuret of carbon 1*680

Tourmahne 1 "668

Blue topaz 1 "636

FHnt glass 1-616

Dispersive Powers.

Oil of cassia . . 0' 139

Sulphur 0-130

Phosphorus 0-128

Sulphuret of carbon 0-115

Balsam of Tolu 0-103

Flint glass 0-052

Although oil of cassia surpasses the sulphuret of carbon in its

pov/er of dispersion
;

yet, from the yellow colour with which it

is always tinged, it is greatly inferior to the latter, as an optical

fiuid, unless in cases where a very thin concave lens is recjuired.

The extreme volatility of the sulphuret is undoubtedly a disad-

vantage to which the oil is not liable ; but as this volatility may
be restrained, we have no hesitation in considering the sulphuret

of carbon, as a fluid of great value in optical researches, and

which may yet be of incalculable service in the construction of

optical instruments. All other fluids are separated from these

two, in their optical properties, by an immense interval ; and

hence wc are of opinion, that oil of cassia will yet be found to

consist of ingredients as remarkable as those which enter into

the coinpocitiou of sulphuret of carbon.

II. Car-
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II. Carhonaie of Barytes.

The native carbonate of barytes possesses, like the agate, the

remarkable faculty of forming two images, one of which is bright,

and the other nebulous. The shapeless appearance of tlie agate;

its heterogeneous and imperfect structure, and its anomalous

character in the mineral kingdom, corresponded well with the

singularity of its optical properties, and discouraged the antici-

pation of analogous phaenomena, in minerals of a more perfect

structure. I was, therefore, surprised to find the same charac-

ter in carbonate of barytes, a mineral whicli has a regular cry-

stalline form, and possesses two distinct refractive powers. The
index of refraction for the perfect or least refracted image is

1*5^0
; and its dispersive power 0"02S5.

In order to oi^serve with accuracy the phenomena presented

by the carbonate of barytes, I formed nine prisms,cut in different

directions, from the same specimen. In one of these prisms,

which was bounded by planes parallel to the striae or longitu-

dinal joints, the least refracted image was extremely distinct,

while the other was a faint nebulous image, of a brownish-red

hue. It was small and round, and the intensity of its light was
inconsiderable, when compared with that of the bright image.

When the image of a candle polarized by reflection, was
viewed through this prism, having the longituduial joints pa-

rallel to the plane of reflection, the light which formed the bright

image of the candle was wholly reflected, v.'hile the nebulous

light alone penetrated the mineral. But when the longitudinal

joints were perpendicular to the plai^.e of reflection, the light

image became extremely distinct, in consequence of the nebulous

light having now refused to penetrate the prism.

In a second prism, the nebulous or most refracted image was
more luminous than in the first, and approached to a definite

form ; the general shape of the candle being distinctly visible.

In a third prism, the nebulous image was more luminous than

in the last case, and the form of the candle still more distinctly

seen ; but it had now the appearance of an assemblage of in-

coincident images.

In a fourth prism, in which the plane of refraction was pa-

rallel to the longitudinal joints, both the images were imperfect,

r.nd the most refracted image was extremely faint. By inclining

the prism, an image appeared on each side of the least refracted

image ; but they were polarized in the same manner, and were
probably analogous to the two images wliich are frequently seen

in specimens of calcareous spar.

In a fifth prism, which was formed by planes nearly perpendi-

cular to the longitudinal joints, ybwr images were plainly visible,

a}l of which were imperfect, ajjd consisted of circular arches of

nebulous
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nebulous light. The two middle ones, which were the principal

imagesj were equally luminous, and were polarized in an oppo-

site manner, like ail other double imac^es ; but each of the two

outer images was polarized in the same manner as the bright

image furthest from it. The most refracted of the two prin-

<;ipal images was in tliis case the more perfect of the two, and

exhibited a degree of prismatic colour so much greater than the

other, that it obvioudy belonged to a higher dispersive power.

Vvhen the light enters the prism, and emerges from it at ecjual

angles, the four images are not distinctly sej)arated, and are ex-

tremely imperfect. When the angle of incidence at the first

surface of the prism is increased, the images become more and

more distinct, and better separated ; but, by diminishing the

angle of incidence, all the images approach one another, and

are confounded into one mass of nebulous light.

Willi a plate of carbonate of barytes, which was about two-

tenths of an inch thick, and which had its surfaces at right aU"

gles to the direction of the longitudinal joints, the image of a

candle was a large circular mas? of light, when the incidence was

perpendicular. By inclining the plate, this mass was changed

into an annular image : by increasing the inclination, it assumed

the form of a crescent; and at a considerable angle of incidence,

it was separated into three imperfect images, or circular arches

of nebulous light, similar 'o those which were seen with the

fifth pri~m. The middle image, which was the brightest, con-

sisted of the ordinary and extraordinary image, which were not

separated, in consequence of the parallelism of the refracting

surfaces. In one position of the plate, these arches were crossed

hv oth.er three similar arches, inclined to the first at an angle of

10' or \2\
The phaenomena which have now been described, differ in se-

veral respects from those which are presented by the agate. In

the carlonate of barytes, the two images are distinctly sepa-

rated, and are, therefore, formed by two separate refractive

pov/ers ; whereas in the a^ate, the bright image is placed in the

centre of the nebulous mass, in the carbonate of barytes, the

imperfect image occui)ies a small space ; but in the agate, it is

an elongated mass of light, extending about 71° in length, and

about \° T iu breadth, on each side of the bright image. These

differences, however, are probably owing to the different ways

in which the two minerals have been cut ; but it is not easy to

submit this point to direct experiment, on account of the diffi-

culty of procuring a mass of agate, from which a variety of

transparent prisms could be obtained. It follows, however, from

the theory of the dej)olarization of light, which I have explained

in another pliice^ and v/hich is supported by all the evidence

which
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which any theory can possess, that the specimens of agate which

depolarize light must ueceRsarilv form two distinct images,—

a

phKnomenon to which we luive fonnd a rapid approximation in

the carbonate of barytes.

The property which has now been explained, forms a simple

and infallible mineralogical character of the striated carbonate

of barytes ; and is particularly valuable to those who have been

perplexed by the numerous marks with which some uTiters have

laboured to distinguish it from its kindred minerals. The as-

sistance, indeed, which optics afford in discriminating minerals,

is of the most extensive kind ; and it is much to be wished, that

mineralogists would exchange many of their vague distinctions

for those unambiguous characters which bodies exhibit in the

modifications they impress upon light.

The Abbe Haiiy has, in some nieasure, begun this reforma-

tion, and has set a brilliant example of what may be effected by
the aid of mathematical and physical acquirements. In his ad-

mirable work on Crystallography, which has never been duly ap-

]Dreciated in this country, he has created a new science, in which

he has shown liovv to determine the integrant molecules of cry-

stallized bodies ; and how, from a few primitive forms, may be.

derived that endless variety of secondary crystals which adorn

the mineral kingdom. The recent discoveries which have been

made in optics, enable us to give a new direction to these in-

teresting inquiries ; to determine the forms and even the angles

of crystals from their optical })roperties ; and out of a mass of

shapeless fragments, to reconstruct an artificial crystal, of which

all the parts shall have tlie same relation as they had in nature

to tlie axes and sides of the primitive crystalline form.

III. Nitrate of Potash,

This salt possesses the most remarkable optical properties of

any crystal that is at present known, and its various actions upon
light are of the m.ost anomalous and instructive character.

The crystals which I employed were all equiangular hexaedral

prisms; and the light was transmitted through two natural

faces, separated by another face, so that they were inclined to

each other at an angle of about 60-\ This inclination is by no
means convenient for measuring refractive and dispersive powers;

but I attempted in vain to form artificial faces inclined at a less

angle, and those means which I had found successful with other

soft crystals, completely failed when applied to this salt.

When a candle was viewed through the nitrate of potash, I

observed a double refraction very much greater than that of cal-

careous spar,—a phaenomcnon which gave me the more surprise,

as the Abbe Haijy, who examined many splendid crystals of this

gait, ascribes to it the property of simple refraction.

The
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The least refracted image was a circular nia'r; of white nebu-

lous light, condensed at its centre into a very faint image of the

candle, but without any strong prismatic tinge ; while the light

which had suffered the greatest refraction, formed a distinct and

highly coloured image. The great interval between the two

images; the achromatic nebulosity of the first, and the distinctness

and deep colours of the second image, formed altogether a singular

pheenomenon, and, at the same time, afforded an ocular demon-

sira/Km of the existence of' two dispersive powers in doubly re-

fracting crystals.

The following measures of the refractive powers of the two

images were taken with the greatest care

:

Angle of the prism 60=* 21'

Angle of refraction for the 1st image . .
24'' S'

Angle of refraction for the 2d image . . S8^ r>Y

Index of refraction for the 1st image , 1*3374

Index of refraction for the 2d image. . l*.51o6

In order to confirm tb.ese results, I formed a new prism, and

obtained the follo-iving iv.^asures :

Angle of the prism 62^ 12'

Angle of refraction for the 1st image . . 24" 48'

Angle of refraction for the 2d image . ,
40"^ 39'

Index of refraction for the 1st image . . 1'332G

Index of refraction for the 2d image . . 1*5134

By taking a mean of these results, which are extremely near

to each other, we obtain for the

Least refractive power 1 -SSoO

Greatest refractive power 1*5145

Hence it follows, that the least refraction of nitrate of pot-

ash is almost exactly the same as that of water which is 1*3358,

—a result of such an extraordinary nature, that I felt it necessary

to confirm it by repeated obseivaiionG.

In measuring the dispersive power of this salt, we cannot ex-

pect the same accuracy of result on account of the great angle

of the prism. Owing to the nebulosity of the first image it is

impossible to measure its dispersive power ; but it evidently cor-

responds with its low power of refraction. In order to cor-

rect the dispersion of the second refraction, it requires a prism

of flint glass with an angle of nearly 60°. With an angle of

66^, the dispersion is mwe than corrected ; but with an angle

of 56° the correction is not nearly completed. The dispersive

po^vers due to these different angles are contained in the fol-

lowing table :

Angles of the flmt glass I
Dispersive powers { {)*()573

By
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By taking a mean between the two extreme observations, we
obtain 0'058 for the approximate dispersive power,—a result

which could scarcely have been anticipated from the substances

v\'liich enter into the composition of nitre. The following table

will show tlie relation vv-hich this measure bears to the dispersive

powers of other bodies :

Sulphate of lead 0-060

Nitrate of potash, 2d refraction 0"058

Flint glass 0-048
V/ater 0-035

In order to examine the character of the rays which form the

two images, ! polarized the light of a candle bv reflection from
glass, and viewed it through tv,o of the parallel faces of a hex-
aedral prism of nitre. When the edges or common sections of
its faces were parallel to the plane of reflection, a bright image
of the candle was seen in the middle of a mass of nebulous light,

exactly similar to what happens in the agate when its veins are

parallel to tlie plane of reflection. But upon turning round the

crystal of nitre, the bright image gradually vanished, while the
nebulous light increased ; and when the edges of the crystal

were perpendicular to the plane of reflection, the bright image
was extinguished, and the nebulous light a maximum. When
the reflected image of the candle is viewed through two inclined

faces of the nitre, the two images vanish alternately, like those

formed by all doubly refracting crvstals.

A prism of nitrate of potash, having its refracting surfaces

equally inclined to the axis of the hcxaedral crvslal, possesses

the faculty of depolarizing light ; and hence it follows, from the

theory of depolarization, that the prism mu'^t, in this case, form
two distinct images..

The two neutral axes of this salt are parallel and perpendi-

cular to the sides of the hexacdral prism ; and the depolarizing

axes are parallel to the diagonals of the square base common to

the two pyramids which compose its primitive rectangular cc-

taedron. The least refracted image is that vvhich is produced

bv the extri^ordinary law of refraction.

The beautiful coloured rings which I exhibited to the Society,

as produced by the action of topaz upon polarized light, and
which I have also discovered in the agate, and in a great variety

of other Ijodies*, exist also, but in a verv singular manner, in

the nitrate of potash.

Bv comparing in a rude manner the coloured rings formed bv

difforeut bodies, with the thickness of the plates by which they

were produced, I concluded that the conjugate diameters of the

* See Phil. Trans. Lond. 1814, pKit i. p. C18.

rings
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rings were nearly as -^ m being the index of refraction. In

the nitrate of potash, however, their magnitude is quite anoma-
lous, as it produces along the axis of the hexaedral prism a series

of miniature rings, nearly ei(ilit times less than they should have

been according to the preceding law. The beautiful generaliza-

tion of the phcenomena of coloured rings, which we owe to the

genius of the celebrated Eiot, may perhaps afford an explanation

of this apparent anomaly.

The carbonate ofpotash forms also two images^ one of which

is bright, and the other nebulous. They are polarized in an

opposite manner, like those formed by tlie nitrate of potash, but

the nebulous image is more distinct in the carbonate. With a

prism bounded by natural faces, and having a refracting angle of

49'^ 53', I ol>tained the following measures of its mean refractive

power

:

Index of refraction for the nebulous image . 1*379

Index of refraction for the bright image . . 1*4S2

IV. On the Structure of doully refracting Crystals.

Notwithstanding the numerous discoveries which have recently

appeared respecting the polarization of light, no attempt has

been made to apply them in solving the problem of double re-

fraction. They furnish us, indeed, with a variety of beautiful

phaenomena, analogous to the polarization of light, which always

accompanies the production of two images ; but they afford no
ground of conjecture respecting the separation of the pencil into

tvv-o parts.

When I discovered the property possessed by the agate, of

forming a bright and a nebulous image, and of polarizing them in

an opposite manner, like all doubly refracting crystals, I was suffi-

ciently aware of the conclusions which it authorized* ; but as

no other crystallized body exhibited analogous phaenomena, I

contented myself with stating these conclusions as mere conjec-

tures, which required the sanction of nuu;ierous experiments.

In the carbonate of barytes, however, and in the nitrate and
carbonate of potash, we are presented with properties analogous

to those of the agate, and are therefore enabled to rev.une this

subject, W'ith that confidence which can only be derived from
multiplied observations.

When we examine the two images formed by calcareous spar

and otlier perfectly transparent crystals, we find that they have
the same luagnitude, and are equally luminous and distinct.

There is, therefore, no circumstance which can lead us to sup-

pose, that the light which forms the one image passes through a

See Phii. Trans. Lond, 1813, part i, p. 101.

part
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part of the crystal, having a different structure from that which
transmits the light of the other image. In the carbonate of

barytes, however, where the transparency of the crystal is imper-

fect, one of the images is nebulous and imperfect ; and as the

same phsenomenon is exhibited in the agate and in the im-
perfectly transparent crvstals of th.e nitrate and carbonate

of potash, we are entitled to conclude, that the light which
forms the imperfect image is transmitted tlirough the imperfect

structure ; while the light winch forms the bright image is

transmitted through a structure of a more perfect kind. The
imperfect transparency, therefore, of the crystal, and the nebu-
lous character of one of the images, can be considered in no
other relation than that of cause and effect.

From the optical properties of the agate, this conclusion de-

rives a still higher degree of probability. The two images formed

by this mineral are not similar to each other, like those of cal-

careous spar, though they possess exactly the same properties.

One of them is bright and distinct, and the other is a mass of

nebulous light. Now it happens that the agate possesses two
different kinds of structure, corresponding to the characters of

its two images, and distinctly perceptible even to the naked eye.

One of these stnictures is composed of small serpentine lines

like the figures 3333, resembling the surface of water ruffled by
a gentle breeze ; and I have a specimen in my posies?ion, one-

half of which has much larger serpentine lines than the other.

The light which parses through the serpentine lines, is that which
forms the nebulous image/; while that which passes betu-een

them forms the distinct image. This may be demonstrated by
a variety of experiments.

When the light is transmitted through a part of the agate that

has the largest serpentine lines, the nebulous image has an ap-

pearance different from that which it has v.hen the light is

transmitted through the other part where the serpentine lines

are smaller* If the agate is inclined in the direction of the ser-

pentine lines, so as not to prevent the rays from passing between

them, the bright image \\'\\\ be distinctly visible as before ; but

when the agate is inclined in a direction at right angles to this,

so as to prevent the rays from passing between the serjjentine

lines, the whole of the transmitted light is nebulous. Hence it

follows, that the nebulous image is produced by the imperfect

structure of the agate, indicated by the serpentine lines ; while

the bright image is produced by a structure the same as that of

all other transparent bodies.

The curvature of the nebulous light, in some specimens of

agate with incurvated veins, and its con<^tant parallelism to the

laminae.
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lamina, and to the direction of the serpentine hnes, give addi*

tional probabilitv to this conclusion.

Here, theii, we have a case of the most unequivocal kind, in

which one image of a doubly refracting crystal is j)roduced by

one structure, or by one jjart of the crystal, while the other

image is produced by another structure, or another part of the

crystal ; and hence we are led to conclude, in general, that the

two images exhibited by all duubly refracting bodies, are formed

by two different structures, related to some axis or fixed line in

the primitive crvstal. Whether this differtnce of structure it?

produced by a difference in the arrangement of the elementary

molecules, or h owing to a combination of different ingredients,

is a point which still remains to be determined.

The phaenomend presented by the agate and the carbonate of

])arytes, convey still further information respecting the structure

of these imperfect crystals. In one direction, the light trans-

mitted by the agate is wliolly nebulous; the perfect image being

converted into a shapeless cloudy mass, and confounded v/ith

the nebulous image. In another direction, one of the images is

distinct and perfectly formed ; and in one specimen, which has

the faculty of depolarization, there mu^t necessarily be two per-

fect images. In a prism of the carbonate of barytes, both the

images were imperfect. In a second prism, the one image was

nebulous, and the other distinctly formed ; while, in other prisms,

there v.as a rapid approximation to two perfect images. Hence

it follows, tlvat the imperfect structure, which, in general, trans-

mits only a mass of nebulous light, allows a distinct image to be

formed, Avhen the ravs arc incident in one particular direction
;

while the perfect structure, v.hich in general gives a distinct

image, allov.-s an impeifcct image to be formed, when the light

penetrates it by a partiouhir jiath.

These inferences, which I conceive to be irresistible, have a

higher deforce of importance than wp may at first be disposed to

attach to them. They form a real step in the explanation of

doiible iniagcs, and indicate a part of that structure which is

necessary to their formation. The other phcenomena of double

refraction arc still involved in obscurity. The opposite polariza-

tion of the two pencils may be explained by supposing the cry-

f-tal to consist of laminre inclined in various directions ; and, as

I have shou-n in another place *', the same phenomena may be

actuallv produced by an artificial crystal composed of bundles of

glass plates. The most perplexing point, however, is the extxa-

ordinarv refraction which takes place at a perpendicular inci-

dence. Whether this phaenomenon is the result of an extraor.-r

* Fliil. Jians. L')ii(l. 1811, p;irt i. p. •2;;0.

diuary
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dinary law of refractivon, as Huygens and Newton supposed, or

is produced bv forces dependent on the elementary structure of

the crystal, is a question which stiil remains to be determined.

The extraordinary reflection and refraction arising from the last

of these causes, which I have discovered in mother of pearl *,

present an analogy, by no means remote, to the phaenomena of

double refraction.

XXIII. Of the Physiology of certain Disorders of Health

founded on a Knoiul&dae of the proportionate Development
and Functions of the special Organs of the Mind. By
Thomas Forster, Esq.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—In a former paper I endeavoured to point out some of

the practical applications of the new discoveries into the struc-

ture and functions of tiie brain, with a view to sliow the various

means in which it might become useful to society. For I consi-

der every inquiry as to the particular utility of any science to be

merged in the general question, Whether or no it be the illus-

tration of truth ? Yet it is of use to particularize the special pur-

poses for vvhkh it may be em])]oyed. I proceed to mention
briefly a few curious facts relative to the history of certain kinds

of aberration of mind, and to their connexion with particular

organization.

it seems to me, that we cannot obtain any accurate knowledge
of the nature of this mental disorder, till we have first become
acquainted with the mind in its healthy state. Insanity consists

in the erroneous or inordinate energy of the functions of the mind
in general, or of some of tlie faculties in particular. To learn

the physiological history of these, we must previously know what
are the primitive faculties of the mind in a healthy conditio!!

;

M-e must first know the passions, learn what are the results of

primitive and uncompounded organs, and what are compounded

* This substance, whose remarkable optical properties T hfive explained

ill another place, leseinMes tlie agate, t!ie carbonate of baryt.es, ami the

nitrate and carbonate of potash, in giviiiy; a bri;:ht and a nebulous iinage,

w hen the lii;ht is transmitted in one direction, and two brii;ht images, wlieii

the light is transtnitted in another direction; but it possesses this property

under circumstances of such an extraordinary nature, that I could not with

propriety have introiluced any account of it into this pai)er.

A number of soft substances, of animal and vegetable origin, have like-

wise th« faculty of forming a bright and a nebulous image, under various

singular niodificr.tions. A full account of the results which 1 have obtuint d
with this class of substances, will be found in another paper.

Vol. 45. No. 202. Feb. 1815. I of
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of two or more separate faculties ; what are the mutual influences

of the different faculties ; and lastly, what external stimuli, or

v.hat particular stages of digestive disorder and bodily ill-health

in general, excite particular sentiments and propensities of the

mind more than others. At present our knowledge of these

data is very imperfect ; and consequently our view of the aber-

rations of mind is very limited, and the little knowledge gained

from the experience of apparently incongruous and unarranged

particulars forms as yet the basis of the medical treatment of

maniacs. Wy own very limited knowledge of their diseases

prevents mo from applying the knowledge of the organs and func-

tions of the brain, which 1 have obtained from continued obser-

vation, to the elucidation of madness on such an extensive scale

as might be practical for many others, whose experience of the

conduct and liistory of madmen might enable them to be of

great service in elucidating their sort of diseases ; if they would
patiently investigate the facts whereon the new views of the

cerebral functions are established. I shall proceed to mention only

a few considerations of some common disorders of mind, which re-

fiCetion and observation of the connexion between the forms of the

i)raiii and the disorders it occasions the subject of have suggested.

We cannot describe manias without adverting to the passions of

n-hicli they are frequently exaggerations, differing also in the mode
of Llie aiiection. Maniacal fury, for exainple, seems a disordered

action of the organ of combativeness, more or less catenated

with disorders of otlier organs. \Mien the organ of destructiveness

is much excited in niadncss, it causes niany of those horrible

murders and acts of destruction committed by the insane, of

which cases are famihar to all keepers of them. Pride is often

strongly excited in madmen, when the organ of haughtiness js

largely developed. In short, where there is a decided character

innhe mania there is a large development of the corresponding

organ. There are instances of men mad in the organ of bene-

volence, who give away all to the poor. In the organ of religion

there are inuiunerable maniacs, as there are likewise in my-
sticism. The great development then of particular organs points

out the particular nature of manv luiuities ; while ideality pro-

duces the strange imaginations of all. 'i'here is the late well known
instance of a person mad from constructiveness, who imagined

machines constructed um!e» ground to destroy him. Madness
too may be only on one side of the head in some cases ; as in

that related by Dr. Spurzheinu I merely hint at those things

now, fur subjects of future observation. I shall conclude

with cui ol)servation I have made on melancholy and hypchon-

driasi'^. Melancholy seems to be a disordered action of the

oigau of cLiutiousness ; we always fmd it accompanied with fear

and
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and anxiety of some kind ; and I have noticed that those persons

who are subject to fits of this disorder have that organ much
developed. I have indeed observed this to l)e the fact in cases

too numerous to doubt of the connexion between the two cir-

cumstances. The fear of death, the fear of iieil, » f daemons, of

accidents, &;c. are the result of this organ; education, external

impression, and the mutual influence of other faculties modify

the affection, and determine the object dreaded : but the in-

trinsic character of the disease is the same ; fear and anxiety are

its characteristic marks. In hypochondriacism, the organ of

ideality suir^'ests the whimsical and delusive ideas, for fear, or the

organ of cautiousness, to act upon. But as pefsons thus or-

ganized are not always hypochondriacal and melanchoh , some
state of bodily ill-health must be necessary to the production

of the disease. I think the opinion of antiquity, the sanction

of ages, and facts well knov/n to modern practitioners, warrant

the notion that disorders of the organs of digestion, and particu-

larly hepatic irritation, exercise in general their morbid feelings.

If so, the disorder of the chvlopoietic viscera must have a special

sympathy with the organs of ideality and cautiousness ; for, if

they merely excited the brain in general, the organs of the re-

flective powers would have a commensurate action, and the er-

roneous ideas would not prevail ; which is far from being the

case. The reflecting organs grow weaker, and at last the pa-

tient ceases to reason against feelings at first known by the reason-

ing powers to be fallacious. Sometimes, when the organ of indi-

viduality is v.'eak from smallness and disease, the patient fancies

that external bodies have no real existence : when it is too larjie

and diseased, he fancies he has heard every new thing before.

In other cases of defective individuality, I have known single con-

sciousness destroyed, analogous to double vision. These and
many other facts are curious, and lead me to regard individuality

as concerned in single consciousi;css, and other functions attri-

buted to the commissures of the ])rain alone. For it seems to

me that the commissures cannot be the cause why wc conceive

one object to exist externally, and to excite vision and to act at

the same time : and there seems to me a c;reat analoav in the func-

tion of mind whereby we conceive unity of existence fi-om double

impressions of tlve same organ, and that whereby we identify the

sensations of different organs, and regard them asT^ualities of one
external body.—Little however, indeed, is known about thes^

things at present: but, little as it is, it must be studied and im-
proved on. Reasoning only on theories, and a blind respect for the

doctrine of the schools, have already caused metaphysics to ap-
pear absurd, philosophy in general vague, and medicine con-
tradictocv or eni})irical, We mn^t follow Nature, and not those

I 2 wl»q
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who have previously sought her in vain. I only wish to excite

others to hiy aside, as I have done, the notions of the old philo-

sophers, to discard all previous opinion, and to reason only on

fucts which can be demonstrated. I am contented when these

facts are pointed out to me by the greater industry of those whf>

are travellinir, like myself, bv short sta£;e3, from the bottom to the

top of a mountain.

Yours, &c.
Thomas Forster.

XXIV. jDr. Spurzheim's demonstrative Course of Lectures on

Drs. Gall and Spurzheim's Physiognomonical System.

[Continued from p. 63.]

Lect. 9. v^ERTAiN functions are mediate, others immediate.

XXIV. Organ of space. This teaches the relative position of

objects to each other, and enables us to recollect places.

Gall is so deficient in this faculty that he often forgets the par-

ticular apartuient of his patients, where there are, as in Vienna,

manv inhabitants in one house. This organ consists of tv/o ele-

vations over the eyebrows at their inner end. Astronomers,

travellers and voyagers have this organ highly developed, as ia

Newton, Captain Cook, &cc. Animals also possess it, and iind

their route from very remote places. Instances of dogs carried

in coaches from Vienna to Petersburg, and to London, from

Paris to Marseilles and Naples, and yet they found their way
back to their original homes. These facts are inexplicable on

the supposition that animals smell the paths of their masters.

Cats liave likewise been known to travel several miles and carry

their kittens. Pigeons were taken from Liege to Paris and suf-

fered to escape: one returned to Liege in two hours, another was

a day, and a third returned after three days. Some authors

have considered this a sixth sense. Swallows, storks, quails,

starlings, nightingales, Sec. These fowls not only come back to th.e

same cliujate and country, but to the same window, bush, chim-

ney, or tree. These migrations are not from want of food, as

they freqxiently occur when food is abundant, and certain birds

often arrive in certain climates before their proper food is pro-

duced. Nightingales in cages become uneasy and disquieted at

the period of emigration ; which proves an internal feeling. This

faculty makes the traveller, geographer, landscape painter ; it

recollects localities, judges of symmetry, measures space and

distance, and gives notions of perspective. The primitive faculty

is space, as all things have localities.

XXV. Or-
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XXV. Organ of order is an elevation at the onter extremity

<sf the eyebrows. Dr. S. has discovered this organ since his ar-

rival in this country, and consequently its position and functions

Krc not sufficiently determined. It induces habits of regular ar-

rangement, system, &c., and is more common in England than

i n auv other country. Cleanliness belongs to i\\\% faculty ; but, says

the Professor, observe the fact and the organ, and then decide.

XXVI. Organ of time. Some persons are fond of chronology,

others never think of it. There is more connection between

order and numh'er than between time and number, and more
between time and order thau time and immber ; order has a re-

lation to objects, time to eyents or facts ; the organ of time there-

fore is situated above that of colour, and laterally over that of

space.

XXVII. Orsail of niimler^ or of mathematics; this organ

consists in the external ancrle of tlie evebro^v beine- lower and

more full than the internal. Children of five years old often

manifest tliis faculty, which relates to number, unity, and cal-

culation. Gall called it the faculty of mathematics ; but it does

rot appear to extend bevond arith.metic and algebra, as geometry

and other branches of mathematics require the organs of form,

size, colour, &;c. It is well develoj^ed in Newton, Euler, tlie

late Mr. Pitt (a financier), and Jeclediah Buxton, who amused
himself by counting the number of words Garrick spoke on the

stage during a night's performance. Negroes are very deficient in

this faculty, many of them being able to count only to five.

Magpies, it is said, ciin count raily three ; but Dupont of Ke-
>inours alleges they can enumerate nine.

XXVIII. Organ of tune ; neither ear nor yoice is sufficient

for niusifal talent ; men liear as well as women, yet the latter

si'ig ; animals hear better than man, but do not sing. .Some

P'^r^ons almost deaf have musical talents; others have a good voice

and no musical talent, while otliers again have musical talent

a;'.'] no voice. Birds sing without instructions. This organ
g-ives the forehead a square apj)--."arance, as it forms an angular

ridge from the temple to the top of the forehead, and the eyes

arc slightly depressed inwards.

XXIX. Organ of langna^es. Gall, observing that tho'^e with

large prominent eves, especially if below them there appeared a

•swollen circle, like that in the heads of Locke, Milton, ^"oltaire,&:c.

h;\d always a good verbal memory, suppo^^ed that there were two
organs, one of words and the oiiher of languages. It is true,

some persons easily acquire the spirit of different longuages
without having a great memory of words, and others easily leftrn

words vvithout knowing the spirit of any language. Neverthe-
Icssj Dr. S. thinks this but one faculty. Judgement he considers

I 3 only
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only a mode of action, as pleasure and pain are modes of feelingj

every faculty having a good or a bad mode ; hence he concludes

that the memory of words and philology in general originate in

the same faculty. If in a skull we find the sockets of the eyes

deep, it proves that the brain had not been large there ; on the

contrary, if the sockets be shallow, it indicates the greater develop-

ment, the brain having literally pushed tlie eve-balls forward.

Here Dr. S. took a masterly review of the question respecting the

influence of words on ideas. In France the opinion has re-

ceived academical rewards, that words give ideas, and that per-

sons are incapable of thinking without words! But have ani-

mals a language ? The term idea is ambiguous, some taking it

according to its etymology, others metaphorically. Dr. S calls

every conception of the knowing faculties an idra, and reliction

every fimction of those faculties which compares. Evers iHciilty

exists bv itself; we feel without knowing the name oi the feel-

ing ; we perceive exfernal objects without knowing that the

medium is light: therefore the idea exists without a word. Pro-

pensities and feelings exist without the knowledge of words;

these only serve to communicate a knowledge of them to others.

Individuals communicate their feelings and sentiments to each

other ; one uses artificial, and another natural language. The
feeling of anger always shows itself, and is intelligible even in

man to animals ; it is the natural language, and is consequently

intelligible to every being capable of similar feeling A dog
knows when his master is angry, because he possesses the same
faculty • but h.e cannot understand the natural signs of adoration

to God
;
yet dogs have sometimes known a few things in three

languages. This natural language is common to all animals
;

the young cry, the mother hears it and gives them food ; this is

knov.'n by the ditterence in the sound of the voice ; the male
tails the female ; hence animals have a natural language. Arti-

ficial language is peculiar to man ; he observes, compares, and
imitates ; animals cannot imitate tlieir serisations or multiply

their enjoyments ; man only makes a language; the same fa-

culty enables him to produce fire, make clothes, &c. The voice

is the general means, the senses are only the media ; the dumb
use gestures, the deaf want only one sense. The organ of lan-

guage therefore is the capacity to learn signs ; some cannot learn

languages ; it is a partial idiotism ; others acquire only sufficient

knowledge of abstract signs to form single words. Some hydro-

cephalic patients have the eyes prominent, the same as if the

organ of language was highly develojsed, and are nevertheless

dcotitute of memory. On the other hand, eome persons h.^ve

been known to speal: without a tongue.
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[We have toapolocize for tlicomis;-Ion of the prcceciingLectuic in its pro-

per pia^e, fVoin its liavint; heen mislaid.]

Lecivre 16. Tl'.e termination of education is in civil and

criminal legislation. Those who form institutions should know
man, otherwise they cannot be permanent. Have then physio-

gnomical inquiries a tendency to influence legislation ? What is

legislation ? Subordination of the faculties ; one must be sub-

mitted to the others Very few act morally or do good merely

by love, but great numbers do by law. Legislation if defective

eannot be universal, and there can be no contradiction between

divine and civil legislation ; the happiness of this world is not

contrary to that of the next. All faculties proper to man are

the foundation of legislation ; it must be just, charitable and

firm ; if only charitable, the aim is not fulfilled ; if severe, we also

fail. What is the aim of criminal legislation ? Certainly not re-

venge ; but, 1st, to prevent crimes; 2d, reform criminals; and,

3d, secure society against incorrigible malefactors. How are

crimes prevented ? We punish, but it does not prevent them ;

preventing crimes in adults is the continuation of education.

Certain punishments are not feared, and are therefore useless

;

education is more powerful than pimishment ; idleness, laziness,

and sometimes the laws create crimes, as some laws are not

against crimes, but are onlv peculiar perceptions of some minds.

Educate and keep down the animal, and confine incorrigible

'niminals ; but how ? The houses of correction in their actual

state are houses of perversion. If children be taught or treated

as animals are, they must also be perverse. Suspected persons

and children now often live in prisons with the greatest criminals,

where, being idle and ignorant, they learn nothing but how to

commit crimes. If men are designed to be honest, treat them
so ; educate and enable them to earn a living rath-er than to grow
w-orse. Many charitable institutions are positive rewards for

crimes; criminals should be corrected, but not rewarded ; such

arrangements are unnatural, and must be temporary. Bentham's
ideas of criminal legislation are very good, *o also are the insti-

tutions in Philadelphia. Correction is the end and aim ; and
until criminals are corrected, they should not be ailovi'cd to be

at large in society. It is very unjust to punish all crimes witji

the same punishment; death does not prevent crimes ; legisla-

tion should think of other means. It is difficult, indeed, but

should be studied. Some criminals are incorrigible and guilty,

others incorrigible and innocent ; the former must be punished,

the latter being idiots must be confined. Idiots may have some
parts of mind, but not a will, and are consequently not to be

punished ; there arc idiots in propensities and in sentiments, as

I 4 well
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well as in intellects; some of them have a talent for music, and

Cretins have had constructiveness. Diseases.of the mind intef-

mittcnt ; and hence partial insanities which are difficult for a

judge to recognise. Absolute and individual justice; the former

results from the sentiment of justice united to the superior fa-

culties, the latter is followed by legislators. St. Augustin ob-

serves, The letter kills, the spirit preserves. Grief weakens tlie

faculties more than passion, and the strongest feelings may be

perfectly quiet. Here Dr. S. took a survey of the different

crimes of murder, suicide, and infanticide "
: the latter, he ob-

served, was the onlv crime on which men legislated witliout being

capable of a condition to commit it, arid consequently they should

jiroceed with great caution. Such crimes are often occasioned

by diseases of the mind. This term the Professor considers un-

philosophical ; the derangement is in the body and organization
;

the mind cannot m.anifest itself without an organ, as we cannot

see without eyes. In future we must consider the diseases of the

brain like those in the other parts of the body, and that some of

them are curable and others incurable. Such diseases must be

divided according to their cause, and receive a physical and mo-
ral treatment. The propensities are to the brain what food is

to the stomach, air to the lungs, or light to the eye ; they must

not be aggravated or indulged to cxces*;, any more than excess to

any other organs. If the brain of children be too large, then do

not exercise their minds too much ; th.e mind sometimes in-

creases so that children die. Irritability is periodical ; friends

or persons of similar dispositions experience this feeling at the

same tinie al! over the worl;l, in Vienna, Paris, or London. All

pliKnoraeua have periodicity; plants increase more in spring,

and children grow njore at one period than another. Every one

feels a 720^2 me ion^tre once a month, when he wants appetite,

is disgusted and peevish with every thing. Some })cr.sons ex-

perience this tv/ice every 28 days ; then it passes off, and they

become cheerful as before. Medical men then say they have

, cured such a person, but nature has done it. Derangement

occurs at certain periods, when suicides are more numerous.

;

these attacks can be anticij)ated. To cure such diseases, the

period nmst pass, and then the irritability subsides. Thus, ob-

served Dr. Spufzheim, in his concluding lecture to an audience

of British philosophers, I have demonstrated the triith announced

by Charks Bonnet, that '•' the moral nature of man is discover-

able by liis organization."

* This crime iiiijiht he almost entirely banished from society, were the

fathers of iiiurdercd children always to he tried hy the laws of the land,

nnd suljjcclod to a certain puiiishment, acccrdiiifr tu the dcj:rce of guilt

v.iiidi an impartial and calightciied jury uii^l;t dttcr^iiine.

XXV. On
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XXV. On the Rides for Algebrakal Multiplication.

By Mr. J. Dillon.

To Mr. Tllloch.

Sir,—Oaving seen in your Magazine for January some r

nzarks by Sir H. Englefield, tending to explain the algebraical

theorem, at once so necessary for the vonng matljematiciin to

master, and yet so difficult for him fuliy to understand, that a
negative x\\Xdi\\X.iiv ) niuitipHed into a 7itgatiiie quantitv, give,':- a
positive result, I beg leave to add a lev,' observations vvhich liave

occurred to me upon tlie subject, and vv iiich may perhaps in soma
degree tend to place the matter in a clearer point of view.

I'he signs + and — appear too generally (at least in de-
nientary vrorks) construed to mean plus and tnirtus; a f;eii=:e

which, though perliaps alwa;.s included in, does not appear to

constitute the whole of their definition. The sign -4- sig'tiifvinp-.

in fact, that the term to which it is prefixed is positive, and the
tign — tb.at sucii term is negative, that the one should be plus,

(or the object of addition,) anil the other minus, (or the object
of subtraction,) when addition or subtraction with other qua:i-

tities is in question ; these are ratlier consequences flowing from,
than essential ];arts of the nature of, such signs of -f and —

.

Tiie fallacy of corisidering -\- and — as merely meaning plva
&nd mi/ms, will plainly appear vv'here multiplication or division is

intended, as — ax 0, or—--, where it is evident neither plui
-r '' '

nor minus can be meant l^y the signs 4- and — ; and it is in thi-s

fiiiiacy, as it appears to uie, th.it ail the difficulties of the present
question have their origin; for, bv al^vays affixing the sense of
p:isitit)e and negative to these signs, nearly all the obstacles which
impede the progress of the learner on this su]>ject will vanish.

I scarcely need previously to observe, that th.e algebraist is as
conversant with the idea of a negative as of a positive (luantity.

Considerable conhision a.ppears, however, to have arisen from at-

tempts to render this idea familiar to minds not accustomed to

abstract reasoning. Thus, therefore, it is frequently represented
that — a is not so much the negative quantity .7, as it is the
positive quantity a with a mark aifixed to it, signiiViug that it

i': to be subtracted from some other quantity either actually

known, or to be discovered ; whereas, in fact, it should be con-
sidered as strictly a negative quantity, capable of destroying or
counteracting a positive quantity of equal value, when it comes
T.-i contact with such, and existing in tlje mind in a wav perhaps
iO.::ewh-dt simihir to the ideas of diirkncsv, t,ilence^ or vacuunj,

vvhii-h
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which may be considered as abstract negative ideas, expressive

of the absence of light, sound, or matter.

To apply these premises to the subject under consideration,

namely, the multiplication of algebraical <,uantities, under all

the varieties of the signs -\- and — : of this multiplication there

are three cases.

1st. When the terms are both positive, 4- x +

.

2d. When only one of the terms is positive, — x + .

3d. When both the terms are negative, — x —

.

For theJirst then, to take an instance, + a x 4 /• ; we have

only to remember the well known principle that the niultiplier is

merely an abstract quantity, expres'^ive of the number o times

the multiplicand is to be added within itself, and we shall im-

mediately perceive that the result must be + , as it is merely pro-

posed that + a should be taken I) number of times, without any

alteration of the signs, which are indeed expressly uffirviul by the

sign + affined to b.

For the second case, — a X + /' ; it is equally evident that

— a taken b num])er of times must on the other hand always

remain — , whatever mav be the value of b.

For the third case, — ax — b, where tlip difficulty is sup-

posed to rest, it may be pieviously remarked that if — o when
multiplied (as in the second case) bv b ox -\- b gives a vegative

result, then may it beforehand be expected that this same — a
when multiplied by — b will give a contrary, that is a positive

result.

It is a well known position in logic that two negatives make
an affirmative ; to sav that a thing is vot not so, is in fact but a

more circuitous manner of saying that it is so, and exactly this

process appears to take place in the case before us. The result

of — ax — Z' is 4- o^ for this reason ', a X b = ab, and the

negative sign of the a is (if I mav so express it) itself iiegaied by

the negative sign of the b. The quantity a had, we must sup-

pose, become negative by some previous process ; the reversal

therefore of this sentence of negation must be as necessarily

the consequence of its being multiplied into a negative quantity,

as the continuing subject to that sentence would have resulted

from its being multiplied into an affirmative or positive quantity:

in other words, the sign — prefixed to the b is, in fact, the nega-

tion of the sign belonging to a, (the quantity to be multiplied,)

whether the sign of such quantity be positive or negative.

The origin of the error, and the consequent existence of the

difficulty in question, appear to be this : that the affirmation of

a positive quantity, (as a x 4- b,) and the negation of a. negative

quantity (as — ax — h,) are supposed to be the contrast, or

antithesis of each other j whereas, in fact, so far from being op-

posed,
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posed, they are but the same thing stated in other words j or

rather they tend, by different methods, to a similar result : the

real contrast will be found to exist in the affirmation of a posi-

tive quantity, (as a x + b,) and in the affirmation also {not the

negation) of a negative quantity, (as — a X + b ;) and this con-

trast is exemplified in the contrary results of tlie first and second

cases stated above.

Two observations only, in the way of elucidations, further

occur to me : it should be remembered that in the multiplica-

tion, as in other processes of algebra, the signs only affect the

signs, and the quantities the quantities : in the multiplication

— a X — b to perceive the separate effect of the one sign upon

the other, let us suppose b equal to unitv, and we shall find, ac-

cording to the foregoing principles, — ax — b = + a ; then

taking any other vahie of Z'j as 10, the result will be — ax — b

= + \0a = + ab. To show that the result oi -}- a x -{- b

must be similar to that of — a x — b, it may be observed that

as a new result of the multiplication + a x -f /> is produced by

the alteration of one of the signs, as -^ a X + b, so the original

result will again be equally and indifferently brought about either

by the restoration of the original sign belonging to a, wlicn it

will stand, as before, -fa x -i- b ; or by the further additional

reversal of the sign of the remaining term (
4- b,) when the same

product will Ije represented by — a x — b: hence -f- a X + Z-

= —a X — b ; and hence a negative quantity multiplied into

a negatire quantity gives a positire result*

Trusting you v»'ill excuse a degree of prolixity, and even of

tautology, which appeared necessary to elucidate a subject ex-

tremely exposed to difficulty and misconstruction,

I remain. Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

Paddington Green, Feb. 20, 1815. JoHN DiLLON.

XVI. Notices respecting New Books.

A Treatise on the Construction of Maps; in ivhick the ProjeC"

tions of the Sphere are demonstrated, and their varioiis prac-

tical Relations to mathematical Geography dediiced and ex-

plained, systematically arranged, and ^scientifically illustrated

from Ttuenty-eight Plates of Diagrams ; ivith an Appendix
and copious Notes. By Alex. Jamieson. 8vo. pp. 202.

X HE claims of the author are modest :
" In a science that has

outlived the vicissitudes of two thousand years, and become
Splendid amidst even the riot of barbarism, originality is hardly

to
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to be expected. If, however, the compiler has successfully ar-

ranged and condensed the scattered researches of various autliors,

and united the theory of ancient with the practice of modern
discoveries, he has perhaps done all that could reasonably be ex-

pected." It is but justice to say, that the author has done all

this, and done it well. The work is divided into ten sections.

The 1st contains preliminary remarks on the nature of the

terrestrial globe, its circles, axis, poles ; on latitude, longitude,

and the positions of the sphere : the 2d presents preliminary

ob5er\'ations on maps and charts. These serve very naturally

to introduce the student to the 3d section, in which " the prin-

ciples of the orthographic, the stereographic, and the globular

projections of the sphere are fully demonstrated ; and the last

of these is investigated in a manner entirely new, to prove its

superiority and admirable fitness in the construction of maps.
*•' In the 4th section theory descends to practice ; and, as

certain combinations are proposed to be effected, the projections

are handled in the form of problems." The 5th section is de-

voted to Mercator's projection ; the origin and properties of the

rhumb line occupy the 6th ; the 7th embraces the meridional,

equatorial, and horizontal construction of maps. The principles

of developing a spheric surface on a plane are investigated in

the Sth section. In the 9th, which unfolds numerous projec-

tions of particular m.aps, the constructions are presented in a po-

pular form, and include every thing of essential service in modern

practice. In the 1 0th section is shown the extensive application

of the orthographic projection of the sphere in the construction

and use of the Analemma—an instrument which, with the assist-

ance of good maps, will not only solve many curious problem?,

but he aimost equivalent to a terrestrial globe.

The Appendix contains various methods of drawing large cir-

cles and ellipses ; directions for colouring maps : a catalogue of

scrie of the best maps, and general rules and observations for

iudging of the accuracv of maps. In the notes and ilhistrations

with which the work concludes, various useful historical and cri-

tical remarks occur, drav/n from numerous sources, some of

which are difficult of access.

History of ihe Univeruty and Colleges of Camlridge.

By G. Dyer, A.B. Two Volumes, 8vo.

We have perused these volumes with much jjleasure ; and

have no hesitation in saying they are calculated to afford not

only amusement, but mucli useful information and instruction.

The general subject is not of a nature to demand much room in

a work like ours; but the Sth and 9th chapters being short,

and falling withjn our plan, we lay them bcfoic our reader*'.

Chap.
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Chap. VIII.

jige of Science— Philosophy—Bacon, and others.

" We must now speak of Science : for t!ie period from Eras-

mus to Bacon maj' be called the age of literature x that from
Racon to Newton, of science and philosophy. And Cambridge
feels a pride in ranking both Bacon and Newton among her sons.

*' Bacon has been called the rcNtorer of science, by raising it on
a broader basis, and, iu contradistinction to the ages which pre-

ceded him in this country, by deducing it from experience and
observation, rather than uncertain rules and precarious ratioci-

nations. He was of Trinity College. He, at length, rose to

be lord chancellor of England : but, from his ciiildhood, was
so generally conversant in books, and of such comprehensive in-

tellect, that {[ueen Elizabeth, to v.Iiom he was known through
his father, 8ir Nicholas Bacon, used to call him, when but seven

years of age, her voung lord keeper.

" Sir Nicholas is well described by one, who had well studied

the characters of queen Elizabeth's ministers, as '^ an arch piece

of wit and vnsdom ; as a gentleman and a man of law; and of

great knowledge therein, wherebv, together with his other parts

of dexterity and learning, he was proinoted to be keeper of tlie

great seal :" such, too, was the literary character, and such the

political progress of the son* ; and both were of Cambridge.
'' Lord Bacon's aim was to point the readiest way to universal

knowledge ; to shew how what tlie ancients had done might
be rendered more perfect, and the human mind directed to new
discoveriesf. With these views he published, in 1G05, his tv,o

books on the Advancement of Learning, and dedicated them to

James I. But the aim of this extraordinary performance^ is best

tlescribed in his own language. " I have taken," says he, in a
letter to lord treasurer Burleigh, " all knowledge for my pro-

vince ; and if I purge it of two sorts of rovers, whereof, the one
with frivolous disputations, confutations, and verbosities, the

other with blind experiments, and auricular traditions and im-
postures, hath committed so many spoils, I hope I should bring

in industrious observations, grovuided conclusions, and profitable

inventions and discoveries, the best state of that province." A
few years afterwards he sent these letters to Dr. Playfair, Lady
Margaret's professor, to be translated into Latin : but herein he

* Ob'-eivations on tlie Life df Sir Nicholas Bacon and Sir Francis Bacon, ia
Lloyd's Statesmen and Favourites of England. P. 28^ and 60l'.

+ Visum est enim nobis, etiam in iis qua; reci^pta sunt, nonnuliam facere
morani ; eo nimirum consilio, iit facilius veteribus perfectio, et novis adltus,
dctiir. Singularuin Argtimrnta ad Aiijm. Scietit.

X A neat little edition of this woiU "as published in 1£08, by lylr, '»IaI!et,

'loriJioly of Tiinits Colh'ge.
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was not so successful, at first, as King James : Bacon not liking

the specimen returned him of Playfair's Latinity. They were,

however, translated afterwards by other hands.
^^ In the year 1629, he published his Instauratio Magna,

called Novum Organon, a title taken from his great predecessor

Aristotle*, to the materials of whose writings he was greatly in-

debted, though he raised them on hi>> new foundation, as Locke
was greatly indebted to Hobbes's foundation, tiiough he shaped

his materials into a different form. Bacon, in a letter to the

king, says of his Novum Organon, ' I hear my former book,

of the Advancement of Learning, is well treated in the Univer-

sities here, and the English colleges abroad, and this is the same
argument and deeper.'

" In 1623, he published his famous work, de Augmentis
Scientiarum, which, however, can scarcely be called a new
book, it being an enlargement of his Advancement of Learning,

put into a Latin dress ; in the adjusting of which George Her-
bert, the Cambridge poet, and Hobbes, the philosopher of

Malmesbury, gave their assistance: which reminds me, that

Bacon's practice was much imitated by Hobbes, some of whose
after-works were but enlargements of former experiments.

The

* Aristotle, in the opiniun of every one, was a most extraordinarv man; and
wrote upon ail subjects, metaphysics, physics, matiiemaiics. mechanic question?,

phy ii'snomy, morals, politics, and pietry, &:•. Dioj^t-nes La>^r ius de Vitis,

&c. PbilosDpnonm, lib. v. p. 5'23. edit. Casauboni, 1584, says, there were

40 vohimes of his of the authpnticlt v o!^ whijh there was n> douht : A tsv

Apifftet lyyvi '/txn nrfaxoiriti/v, to. ora <yl ayafi<l>iXixTX. Many are I'ist, (f which one
was )>r bilJ\ the ni' sr valuable of any, ireXimxi rcKiwv Sua/v E^sjxovra xai tuarev

:

The Governments of 162 cities. Some Frapmenls of this work were collected

from ancient vviiter> by Isaac f'asaubon, and published

t)f iMetaphv>ics ((/.ira rav (^iiriy.u/v), a- he terms them, he has ireated atlar^e.

Of Grammar and Logic, h does not appear that ^visto'le treated, a> Ihey have

since been formed info systems or arts, and taught in the scho"ls. The works of

Aristotle, read by the Scholoitics, at Cambridge, were Latin Translations by the

Arabians, incorrectly mnde, and often crudely wroiigh into their own theories.

At, and since the revival of lettrrs, various arts of Logic were i)nblislicd by
Ramus, Crelliu , I^^rtins, Ilunnajiis, Moiinens, and Keckcrnian, and after thtiii

by 15er£>r lieiiis Of tlie.se, some profess to follow Aristotle; others, to hold

him in coT/i iTipt : hot as Aristotle has not treated distinctly of 7ne//iorf, the 4th

instrument n Lf)i:ic. and a;^, t robnbly, the Categories, or Predicaments, were

not his ; and a- 1" m \ er fornicd his 'I'reatises into a system, or Art of Logic, we
may be often I -I mi'' mistakes about Aristotle. 1 say the Categories were

probably not Arista le's, because Diogenes Laertins mentions only one book of

Categories, Kar^yoaiuv -, ed. Piog. Lacitiiis, nt sop. p, 517: «ht-re:is, the Cate-

gories as we now have tlitni, consist of three parts, rcgulaily divided into chap-

ters. Aristot. Op. omnia, vol. i. edit. Du Vail.

Bacon's Novum Organon may be considered as levelled against all those several

arts ; but more i)ariicularly against the Analytics and Topics of Aristotle, which
treat so largely of Sylliigir-ms. It should, h.avever, be observed, that though we
arc in the hahit of speaking of iNDUcriON, as Bacon's, that .Aristotle, also, has

InJnclion ; Kai t^otov tivu ecvTimtTai n iirayayvi tu ffuWsyt'rii.of a fcii yaa a.'« <rv

f/,irit TO (tKoii-i Tui T^iru oiiy,%v'j!y r oia Sa tk Tairtu ro cck^ov ru f/.itru, Analytica

prJo^a, lib. li. cap. 2J.
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^' The literary character of Bacon, and the uses to which his

writings have been put at Cambridge, (for his priucijiles have

been most successfully ftiUowed there.) are admirably expressed

bv an elegant genius of our sister university :
' One of the most

extensive and improved geniuses we have had instance of in our

own nation, or in any other, was that of Sir Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulam. This great man, by an extraordinary force of nature,

compass of thought, and indefatigable study, iiad amassed to-

himself such stores of knowledge as we cannot look upon without

amazement. His capacity seemed to liave grasped all that was
revealed in books before his time ; and not satisfied with that,

he began to strike out new tracks of science, too many to be

travelled over by any one man in the compass of the longest

life. These, thereforCj he could only mark down, like imperfect

coastings on maps, or supposed points of lands, to be further

discovered and ascertained In- the industry of after ages, who
should proceed upon his notices or conjectures*.'

*' Bacon's new philosophy deranged the old, which, in truth,

at least as it had been long taught in the schools, was putting

the cart before the horse, and has occasioned Horn Tooke to say,

justly, in the sense he there uses the term, ' If they give up
their doctrine of language, they will not be able to make a battle

for their melaphysics, the very term metaphysics being non-
sense ; and all the systems of it, and controversies concerning

it, that are, or have been in the world, being founded in the

grossest ignorance of words, and of the nature of speechf.'
" Bacon's new philosophy, then, aspired to derange the old

metaphysics and logic, and with them the old natural philoso-

phy, the subtleties of the former being the foundation of the

latter. It, however, left a space open for a more liberal philo-

sophy, founded iu the operations of nature, and uniiorm expe-

rience. As far as Ingic and metaphysics went, that place was
filled up by Locke's Essay on the Human Lhiderstanding ;—his

inquiry being, in fact, a guide to ^f'wt/a/ metaphysical reasoning,

a philo--ophical analysis of the principles of logic (as some part is

of grammar), and founded on the piiuciples of Bacon, as the

more sure method of philosophizing^.
" Locke's

• Addison. f Diversions of Purlry, vol. i. p. 399, 2H edit.

J Bacon gives this account of Syllocisni :
'' Sylli),2isniiis ad Principia Si ien-

tiariini nun adliibotiu: ad media Axioir.iita fnistra adliibetur, cum sit subtilitaii

na'iHi je longe im|)ar :" and, ;i;:ain, " Ss'llogismus ex proposi'.ionibus constat, pro-

posiliones ex verbis, verba noli^nutnTe.—aia: sun'. lta(i. si no'iunts ipsic (id quod
basis rei est) confusa- siut, et teniere a robns absiracta;, nibil in lis quae super-,

ttrunnlnr, est (irniitudinis. Itaq. Spcs est una in Incluctione Vera.

Novum Org:;non, lib. i. 13, K.
Of the two ways of reasoning bv Syllogism .^nd Induction, he else« liere ob-

' serves, '' At in funcj ip>4 4iiuqiii. liuhu-tiouis, ct jndi.io quod per eani lit, opui
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" L'Ocke's book being expelled from Oxford, fbund a mwe
ample reception at Cambridge : for, though a Fellow o^ Emmji-

Euel College ventured to write a sturdy vol-'me* ap'ainst hi*

Essay, it soon became a text book in the Univeisi^Vj and the

ablest moiapi^ysieian.s weie ))roud to he itJi critics and commen-
tators. Hartieyt was a discij.le of Locke's school : hi^ doctrines

ef the Mechanism of the Human IViind, and of the Association

of Ideas, are but an enlargeinent of Locke's, or rather a de-

ductio!) from it. His Doctrine of Vibrations is considered more
his own J ; and though Hartley's Ois"i vations has not bfen made
a Lecture-book in our colleges, it. has been much read in the

Universitv. Dr. Law, late bishop of Carlisle§, published in

1777 a ijne edition of all Locke's Works, together v/ith a Life

and Preface; and the Moral Philosophy of Dr. Paley is fruit of

the same tree, though damaged in the gathering.

" As Logic (and with it Metaphysics) had been so greatly

taught at Cambridge, prior to the revival of letters, it may be

proper to observe, that the Scholastics considered thought as

making no use of a bodily organ, and, indeeed, as having no
communication with the body. They conceived the soul to be

the place of ideas, tctot tc/jv j^jwv, and logic, like experimental

philosophy, as having wshiinie/its corresponding to the third

operation of the mind, judgement, and with them comparing
together those ideas, and makizig inferences by the assistance of

Syllogisms.

" Tlie art therefore vv'as supposed by Eacon and Locke to have

been exercised in the schools with too many subtleties and

fleeting uncertainties, deduced from Aristotle, who, making it

I(j!i_ce maxTmum miivenuis, Ea eriim cle qua Dialectici loqiuint-.ir, qum procedit;

pf-r miimcratioiieiii simiilic^m. piitrile r|uidiJam est, et precario concludit, (•;

periculo ab iiistantia cnotrailictovia exi>;>tiitnr, et. consueta latitnm intuetiir, nt-

fxitum repciit, Atqtii opus est ad Scieiitias liiductionis funwa tali, qiiaj expe-

rtentiam solvat, et separet, et per exchisione? ac vpjpctiorjes debitas necessaiio

foi'.cliidat. Quod si judicium illud vulgatum Dialect'irum tnm operosum fuerit.

tt tanta ingenia exercuerit ; tjuanto niagis taboraiulum est in hoc altera, quid nc,:\

tantnm ex Mentis penetralibus, sed etiaiii ex Naturae viscciibus extrahetur -

Eacon, arcnrdingly, gives up Syllogism.
* Anti-ScepliciMii, or Nfites upon each Chapter of Locke's Essay, conrerniny

Hainan Understanding, in four Books. By Henry Lee, B. D., formerly Fell, of

Emmanuel College, 1702.

f Obs(ivatioii> on Man. Mr. Haifley was of Jesu,^ Coilege.

X So far only as the Kuglisli s<'hool gnes. It was taught by the French philo-

sophers. See Svstenie de la Nature, par M. Mirabaud, part. prem. chap. 8, 9.

" Cependant, si nous vonions nous en f.iiie une idee precise, nous trouverons que

sentirest cetle fiigon particuliere d'etre reniue, propre a certains organesdes corps

animus, occasionnees par la presence d'un objet materiel quiagit siir ses organe.s,

tJoiit les mouvemens on les ^branlen)ens se transmettent au cerveau,—Dans
riiomme, les nerfs viennent se reimir &. se perdre dans le cerveau."— In my Poe-
•iics, iiovve-ver, 1 have stated an objecticn to the doctrine of Vibrations.

§ Ue was Master «yf Ptier iiouie.

consist
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consist too much in artificial rules, fell short of the philosophy vi

the art. Such, indeed, was the authoritv of this philosopher

(an extraordinary man after all), that in logic and metaphysics

he for many years entirely swayed the English and Scottish mii-

versities, as he did those of all Europe, till they came to the

chapter of Ethics, where, having, according to the theology of

most 0? the reformed churches, embraced the doctrine of Original

Sin, they abandoned the Aristotelian for another standard"'^.

Then Bacon came ; and with his powerful thoughts, varied

reading, and brilliant compositions—and never perhaps in the

same man was there a more extraordinary combination, so rich

and multiform—and gave irresistible weiglit to the cause ; a phi-

losopher, often too much of a politician, and, in his turn, not

to be uniformly admired, nor explicitly followed.

" But though Bacon's and Locke's writings proceed upon a

larger scale, for the purpose of philosophical inquiry, logic is

still incidentally taught in our colleges, and syllogism still fol-

lowed in our schools. Various books were published on the sub-

ject at Oxford ; and Burgersdicius was rejniblished at the uni-

versity press of Cambridgef. But perhaps the best system of

logic, or, at least, that most favourably now received at Cam-
bridge, is little more than an abridgment of Locke's Essay];.

This must suffice for logic and metaphysics.
'* But, we must not close this article without noticing the me-

taphysico-mathematical Demonstration of the Being and At-
tributes of God, by Dr. Samuel Clarke. It has obtained many
admirers at Cambridge, as a subtle, elaborate performance ; but

the arguments of it were far from being approved by the meta-
physicians of his age, anfl were probably not satisfactory to

himself. We should remarl:, that Spinoza and Mirabaud §
have employed the same arguments to prove the eternal exist-

ence, &c. of matter, which Doctor Clarke applies to spirit

;

ajid, in short, Dr. Law has shown, that the subject is not ca-

* Aiistoteles primum quasi fundamentum felicitatis, virtuti?, deliberation!

s

bonae, et electionis, constituit rationem bumanam, per se puram, inlegram, et in-

corrupfam.
Njs itaq. quibiis ex agnita veritate revelatum est, honiinum bene intelligemli,

volendi, delibeiandi, et agendi facultatein a lapsu primxvo i)enitns destitiit:i!n

esse, ab Aristotelis sententia de felicitatis, virtutnm et boaarum actiomini fuatla-

mento recederecogiimir.—TliesisPhilosopliica, 1599.

f Fr. BurgersdiiVii Institutionum Logi(;ariim Libri duo were first published at

Leyden two or three 3'ears after Lord Bacon's Novum Organon, and reprinted at

Cambridge i« 1668.

J,
Duncan's Logic.

§ Descartes, Pascal, le Docfeur Clarke lui-meme, ont ^te accuse d'Atheisnie,

par les Theologiens de. leurs tems j ce qui n'empeche point que les thcologiens .^ut-

ffjuens nefasseiit usage de leur preuves, et ne les donaeiit comme tris valable;

—

Svilome de la Xature, part. sec. chap. 4,

Vol. 45. No. 202. Feb. 1815. K pable
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])ab!e of Dr. Clarke's sort of reasoning, from cause to effect (the

a priori argument, as it is called), but only froni effect to cause

(the Gpfw/er/ori argument). However, religion, which c< nsists

in the veneration of the incomprehensible Being, God, that

made us, and is more a matter of feeling than of mathenatical

reasoning, or metaphysical distinction (as made in the schools),

is little concerned in the dispute.

" A word or two on grammar. But as we have had occasion

to speak of a philosophical logic, higher than the mere ^ uigar

art of scholastics, so here, in contradistinction to the grammar
of the schools, I must be understood to mean Philosophical

Grammar. Nor will the reader be surprised to hear it spoken

of in a history of university literature, if he recollects, that not

only in our ancient monasteries, and colleges derived from ihem,

there were regular grammar schools", but that as late as the'

time of archbishop Parker, students graduated in grammar di-

.stinct from artsf, as well as in theology, or canon and civil law.

" There has been an attempt at Philosophical Grananar,

written by one duly related to our Alma Mater, and it is in im-

jnediate reference to our own language : the attempt has suc-

•ceeded. The object of the Diversions of Purley (as the book is

entitled) is explained by the author himself in a few words :

.-peaking of his abbreviations, or v.'inged w'ords, he says, "^
I

imagine it is in some measure with this vehicle of our thoughts,

as with the vehicles of our bodies. Necessity produced both.

Abbreviations are the vehicles of language, the wings of Mer-
cury." In contradistinction, therefore, to the eight parts of

.peech, as taught in our ordinary grammars, Mr. Tooke main-
taitis, that, strictly and philosophically speaking, there are only

two, the noun and verb : the remaining parts of speech he con-

siders meicly as abbreviations of these.

" The author of The Diversions of Purley lays claim to the

jiotice of his Ahna Mater, by the following singular ad(hess,

{)icfixed to his book—*' To the University of Cambridge, one of

her grateful sons, who always considers acts of voluntary justice

towards himself as favours, dedicates this humble ofFeripg;]:."

'^ It is true—The Diversions of Purley is not a lecture-book,

any more than many other works already mentioned. Pemg,
however, recommended by a plea of such filial feelings, and
being itself a po^vcrful performance, a cJiuiactenstic woik, it

claims a place in a History of Cambridge literature.

" We have thus traced our Ahna Mater through her different

stages of literary progress; through her dark or obscure age, her

scholastic age, her intermediate, or, as it is called in the Ap-
• Monastixwi', lib. I.

. j- Acad. Hist". Cant. ]>. 47

X Evna TiTs^itiirx, or The DivciL^Luiis of Purley, 2d vdl. 1798.

pendix

1
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pendix to Dr. Cave's Historia Literaria, the Wicklitrian age (in

which new doctrines were contending for superiority with old),

and through her literarv or reformed age, commencing with the

revival of literature, at the Reformation : we must follow her

now to her last, that is, her mathematical age."

Chap. IX.

Mathematics—Dr. Barroiv, Sir Isaac Newton, Mr. JVhiston,

and others.

" Mathematics, bv the ancients, was called by eminence the

learning, and diva mathesis, the divine mathematics; yet not

till a late period did Cambridge University cultivate it, with

much devotion or success*: but having, at length, found

the true avenue to its temple, tliey have approached to its most

intimate recesses.

" Though there were doubtless (before the time of Dr. Barrow)

men of much mathematical knowledge at Cambridge (of whom
notice will incidentally be taken in the proper place), yet the

mathematical age properly commences v.ith him ; his Preelectio-

nes Mathematicse being the book that preceded in course of

due mathematical investigation. He was born in 1630, and was

appointed Master of Trinity' College by Charles II. Other

eminent mathematicians were nearly contemporary with him,

such as Dr. Smith, and Mr. Cotes, of Trinity College, and Mr,

Whiston, of Clare Hall, and others. But they may all be con-,

sidered as the precursors, or the genuine successors of Sir Isaac

Newton. Newton was of Trinity College, was born at Wools-

Thorpe, in Lincolnshire, in 1642, and lived to a good old age,

though all his discoveries were made and completed in the earlier

period of his life. He died n\ 1F27.
" His great work, Naturalis Philosophice Principia Mathema'r

tica, was first printed in 1687. It was the same light which

beamed on Bacon, which guided Newton to his discoveries

;

what the former considered as desiderata, the latter supplied.

Prior to their time, the mode of philosophizing consisted in as-

signing to each species of things their specific and occult quali-

ties, fromwhicli all the operations of bodies, by some unknown,

inysterioua order, proceeded : this was the philosophy of the Peri-

Pudet hTC opprobria nobis

£t did potciise, et non potuisse i-ef'elli.

Wliiston goes on : Et piulrat nobis non immevito ; liis prceseriim teiiipon')iis,

qnibus scienti-* niathcmaticae fiorent alias ubiq., et evcoluntnr; quibusq. veram

jPhysicam a Mntljesi dependeie unice, sit adeo certum et exploratuni. Quiniino

iilud vf'l n)axim<' fiiil opprobriu, qimd jam turn matbeiiiata nobis acadeniicis n\\-

riiiisp '.ueriint curs, cum nuconi ct Piole>soiein ips;iin Ncv.toiium, Geometrariini

hujus .5:;vt, ne quid ampliils jam dioani, fai.ilg Puncijicm, habuciimiis. rixlcc.

Astron. Hab. Canlab, AntdoQuiuir. I'Ti'".

K 2 pa(€tics J
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patetics; and, having been implicitly adopted by the schoolmen,

has been since called the Schohistic Philosophy: they affirmed

that each effect of bodies flowed from its individual nature ; but

whence the several natures proceeded, they did not show ; they

were defective in observation and experiment, dwellin}4 lather on

the names of things, than on the things themfcelves. According,

therefore, to the Newtonians, vvhose words I borrow, they had
invented a philosophical langviage, but could not be said to have

tHUght philosophy*".

" Some, indeed, according to the statement of the Newtonians,

liad, emerging somewhat irom this obscurity of mere words,

maintained that all matter was of the same kind ; and that all

the variety of forms, which we see in bodies, arises from the

most simple affections of their component parts : l)Ut to those af-

fections they assigned other modes than what, it appears, have

been assigned to them by nature, indulging them.s^lves in a li-

berty, which, however plausible to the imagination, was not

founded in reality ; they conceived certain unknown figures and
magnitudes, positions and motions of parts, together with certain

occult fluids, wliich, by entering the pores of the bodies, agitated

them with great subtlety and force : here, too, it was insisted,

th.ey had no authority, from observation or experiment, their

theory being all founded on conjecture : the Newtonians, on ad-

vsncing these objections, had in view the doctrine of atoms and
vortices of Descartes and his followers. The accuracy of many
of their mechanical laws and deductions was admitted ; but their

speculations were considered as mere hypotheses, ' fabulr.m (said

the Newtoiiians) elegantem forte et venustam, fabulam tameu
concinnare dicendum esse.'

'^ Thus v/as Newton led on to that third way of jjliilosophizing,

called experimental : he assumed no principle that was not

sanctioned by phenomena, and from the most simple principles

he aimed to arrive at general causes, and original lav\-s : hypo-
theses he laid down not as svstems to be believe-d, but as ques-

tions to be tried ; and lie proceeded by a twofold method, which

he called analytic, and synthetic : lie deduced the more simple

powers and laws of forces from certain select phajnomena ; this he

called analysis; and tlien proceeding from those single pheeno-

mena to more general and comprehensive forms, he established

synthesis. Not that this way of proceeding by analvsis and syn-

thesis are novelties, they are noticed by Aristotle. But these are

the rules followed by Sir Isaac Newton, in his wav of philoso-

phizing, and by these he established a tlieory, which was said to

explain and illustrate the system of the universe.
*' Accordnig to this theory, then, it wa^ maintained, that all

* Newtoui Princifia Philosophic Naturalis. Pnf, a R, Cotes.

bodies
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bodies had a tendency to (gravitate, mutually, and to acme

centre ; that they had a twofold foree, one urging them to move.

forward, in a straight line, the other douinvard, to a eentie;

the two forces combined forming a curve : thus he accounted tar

the motion of the heavenly bodies, and all proceeded on mathe^

niatical demonstrations, accompanied with the calculations of

algebra.
" The other branches of philosophy, as well as astronomy,

were, in like manner, brought to the test of experience, and

subjected to mathematics and algebra.
'•' Such was the philosophy of Newton.
*^ The science which had been laid down by this great man in

the profoundest speculations, was opened in a more popular

manner by others, particularly by Wbiston, as already observed,

in the public schools.—What has been said above upon this sub-

ject, has been delivered nearly in the Newtonian s own words^

and it is not necessary to proceed further : suiiice it that this

philopophv, made up, as we have said, of mathematics and

algebra, constitutes now the principal discipline, and prime

glory, of the University of Cambridge."

Mr. Parkes, the author of " The Chemical Catechism," has

now in t'le press a Series of Chemical Essays, which he designs

to publish in four pocket volumes, including a variety of expla-

natory notes and a copious index. These Essays are written in

a familiar style, so as to suit those readers who are not vet pro-

ficient in chemical science, and they embrace an assemblage of

curious and interesting subjects in the economy of nature, as

well as on some of the most important manufactures of this coun-
try. The work will be illustrated with more than twenty copper-

plate engravings, and all from original drawings, either of new
chemical apparatus, or of such improved machinery as is row
employed in the respective manufactures on which the author

has treated in these E'^says. The whole is in considerable for-

wardness, and will probably be ready for delivery by the end of

March or beginning of April.

Mr. Accum has in the press '*A. Treatise on Gas Light/' ex-

hibiting a summary description of the apparatus and machinery
best calculated for ilkiminating houses, streets, and public edi-

fices, with carburetteu hydrogen or coal gas ; together with
remarks on the utiHty, safety, and general nature of this new
branch ot ci\il economy. This treatise will be iilustiated with
geometrical and perspective designs, exhibiting the larger gas
light apparatus, nowsuccessfullv employed for lighting the streets

K 3 and
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and houses of this metropolis, as well as the smaller apparatus
used by manufacturers and private individuals, and other objects

connected with this new art of procuring artificial light.

XXVII. Proceedings ofLearned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

Feb. 2. J. HE right hon. President in the chair. The con-
clusion of Mr. Cooke's paper on Nautical Charts was read.

The paper was divided into three parts, accompanied with dia-

grams and mathematical demonstrations : the author dwelt par-

ticularly on a mode of making graduated circles or 'harts, sQ

that angles might be taken on the cliarts simply by means of a

connnon rule, and also sextant observations at any place. It

does not appear that the author is accjuainted with the graduated
circle in use among the French mariners, but which is not much
esteemed by the English.

Part of a long elaborate and curious paper by Dr. Wilson
Phillip of Gloucester was read, detailing a series of experiuicnts

made tc ascertain the relative influence of the nervous sy^tem

on the functions of the heart. The ultimate object of these in-

quiries was to determine the effects of poisons, and their manner
of destroying animal life : the present experiments were only

preliminary

Feb. V. Dr. Phillip related the result of twenty-four experi-

tnents made on warm and cold-blooded animals by various modes
bf removing or destroying the brain, or cutting off the conimu-
nicatioii between it and the heart or spinal marrow. The ten

first experiments were on rabbits, and the remainder on frogs.

He fomu!, contrary to the statement of M. Le Gallois, that the

circulation of the heart was not arrested by blows on the occiput

so as to crush the brain without greatly injuring the spinal

marrow; that the heart retained its irritability for twelve hours

iifter the nerves of the licad had been completely detached from
it ; and that tlie spinal niarrow has some influence on the heart.

The author next tried the effects of opium and other stimuli on
the spinal marrow, &c. of a frog, and found that the muscles of

the heart of frogs could be stimulated till irritability was cora-

{lietely exhausted. He concludes, that there are three distinct

powers in the animal body ; the sensorial^ which exists in the

cerebrum ; the nervous properly so called, which belongs to the

tpinal marrow; and the muscular power, which exis'- in 'the

muscles ; and that these powers exercise a mutual influence on

each other. With M, Le Gallois, he thinks that the spinal

marrow
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marrow is acted on by the brain in the same manner as the

muscles of the heart are acted on by the spinal marrow. Never-
theless, although the heart retains its contiaetibilitv after the

nerves of the brain are remcved, he admits that violent jov will

destroy its functions quicker than decapitation. Respiration

appears to dejjsnd on the nervous system ; the heart is capable
of contraction like all other mu^icles ; the involuntary muscles

obey the same law as those of voluntary motion.

F^eb. 16. Mr. Cliff, in a letter to Sir E. Home, described the

effects of several experiments made to ascertain the influence of

the spinal marrow in fishes, particularly carp. The hearts of

two carps were laid open, anri the fish immersed in water fin an
hour trie fins ceased to move, but the gills continued to act; in

two hours the latter became motionless, and in three hours and
forty minutes all action of the heart had entirely subsided. In

another experiment, the heart was laid open and exposed to the

air, \vhen its pulsations were from twelve to twenty in a minute.

A ret! hot wire was passed up the spinal marrow to the brain of

a carp: still the action of the auricle and pulsation continued for

six hours and a half. It a])peared that the heart's action when
laid open and exposed to water is sooner destroyed than when
left in the air : exposing the heart accelerates its action or

quickens the pulsation for a time, which gradually subsides. In

these experiments the removal of the brain produced no imme-
diate effect on the action of the heart.

A letter from Dr. Brewster to the President was read, de-

scribing some of this philosopher's experiments on a new pro-

perty of light from the second surface of reflecting bodies.

Feb. 23. Part of an erudite paper by Sir Humphry Dav\ was
read, On the Composition ofthe Paints used by the Greeks. Sir H.
in the introduction took a review ofthe progress of painting among
the Greeks, a people who had an innate taste for the beautiful

and the magnificent ; he next traced the march of the arts from

Greece to Rome, and lastly proceeded to an analysis of the colour-

ing matter of the remains of the Greek paintings found on the

walls of Herculaneum and Pompeii. The principal colour in

these paintings, it appears, consisted of carbonates of copper prcr

pared and blended in different proportions.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Mr. Brande has commenced a course of lectures on the rise

and progress of chemical philosophy, and its applications to the

arts, in which he proposes to unfold the gradual advance of the

science, and to illustrate it by experiment.

The first lecture embraced a view of the early periods of che-

K 4 tnistry,
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iri.stry, in which, after briefly noticing the chemical records of

ancient nations, Mr. B. proceeded to the age of Alchemy, the

chief origin of which he referred to the new Platonists, whose
rise marked the declining age of learning towards the end of the

third century.—The mysteries of transmutation and the season

for the elixir of life were so well adapted to the gvuius of pro-

fessors of daemoiiology and magic, as to acquire among them ra-

pid celebrity ; and the history of their wanderings is not unim-
portant, as connected with the subsequent advances of chemistry.

The best specimen of alchemical jargon is to be found in works
v/ritten by or attributed to Geber, who is supposed to have been

ail Arabian prince of the seventh century. Dr. Johnson derives

the word gibberish from the language of Geber and his tribe.

As characteristic writers of the thirteenth and three succeeding

centuries, Mr. B. selected Roger Bacon, of Somersetshire;

Basil \ alentiue, of Erfurt ; Paracelsus, of Switzerland ; and Van
Helmont, of Brussels.

Entering upon the seventeenth century, the Professor furnished

a sketch of the life and writings of Lord Bacon, and of the new
turn which he gave to experimental philosophy. It was not till

then that science shook off its deformed and sickly aspect, and
acquired new and healthful vigour. Glauber and the Honourable
Robert Boyle were cited as leadins: authors of the seventeenth

century : the writings of the former are full of keen observations

;

the claims of the latter to originality were not great ; but the

benefits which his patronage conferred upon science were nu-

merous and lasting. He brought Hooke into notice, and put

liirn in the road to eminence.

After a rapid glance at the discovery of the air pump and ba-

rometer, Mr. Erande noticed the foundation of learned societies.

The Academy del Cimento was established in IG51 bv the Duke
of Tuscany ; the-Ptoyal Society in IGG2; and the Royal Ac'a-

demy of Sciences in 1(366. Charles the Second, though not

quite indiiferent to tlie welfare of science, com'erred but empty
honours on the Koval Society, but Louis the Fourteenth v\as

more generous to the Parisian estal)hshment. This liberality is

not only highly honourable to his nsemory, but in the eyes of the

ingenious part of mankind has ever been regarded as no insigni-

ficant atonement for the multitudinous errors of his reign.—Hap-
pily for the scientiiic character of Britain, said the Professor, the

genius, talents, and exertions of IciS exalted individuals have

ever counterbalanced such advantages ; and thus protected, the

growth of science has been as vigorous, and perhaps more healthy

than in the sunshine of royal favour.

The lecture concluded with an eulogiimi on the chemical me-
rits of Newton 5 with experimental illustrations of his views

;

and
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and a recapitulation of the prominent events of the period.When
alchemy wivs at its acme, during the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies, manv useful members of society were entrapped by its

golden prospects. Among them was that admirable artist, Maz-
zuoli of Parma, better known under the name of Parmegiano

:

sickness and beggary were the reward of him and his associates.

The zeal and activity in scientific pursuits, which has shiee

rnarked its progress in Europe, became manifest early in the se-

venteenth century, and tlie causes which Mr. Brande unfclded,

contributed to the splendour which it began to acquire, about

the end of that important aeva, in tb.e general history of the world.

Mr. Brande's second lecture em-braced an account of the state

of chemistry at the opening of the eighteenth century, in which

the theories of combustion invented by Bcccher, Stahl, Rey,

and Mayow, were princijjally dwelt upon, and experimentally

illustrated. The system of Beccher, as enlarged and embellished

by his pupil Stahl, supposes inflammable bodies to contain a pe-

cviliar volatile principle called phlogiston; flame is produced by
the escape of this principle. Rey in 1630, and Mavow in

1674, objected to the conclusions upon which the phlogistic

system was reared ; for bodies in general, thev observed, became
heavier by combustion. Tin, lead, and other metals, burn when
heated to redness; and the residuum, or result of combustion, is

heavier than the metal they set out with. Combustion, there-

fore, said they, consists not in the separation of phlogiston,

but in the fixation of air, end substances refuse to burn when air

is excluded.

Mr. Brande illustrated these positions by many of the original

and curious experim.ents detailed in Mayow's treatise on the ni-

tro-uric spirit, in speaking oF Rey's publication, the Professor

observed that its present scarcity was enigmatical, it having been
reprinted at Paris in 1777; but it contained many doctrines to

which the new French theorists have laid claim, as he should
prove in detailing the history of the antiphlogistic t'.ieorv, when
the neglected merits of Rey and Mayow would again call for at-

tention.

Having paid a just tribute of praise to the labours of Hales
and Boerhaave, the founders of pneumatic chemistry, Mr. Brande
gave an account of the invention of the thermometer, an instru-

ment which tended materially to the progress of that difficult

r.nd refined branch of chemistry, relating to the nature and pro-
perties of heat. Santorio was the first who constructed the air

thermometer,' which was much improved by Van Helmont. The
Florentine Academicians used smaller tubes filled with spirits of
wine ; the instrument was perfected by the dexterous ingejiuity

of Fahrenheitj a bankrupt merchant of Dant'.ic.

Th«
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The lecture concluded with some observations upon the ano-
malous expansion of water under the 42d degree of Fahrenheit's

scale, and its importance in retarding congelation.

" Chemistry," said Mr. Brande, " was tardy in its progress,

until the period at which he had now arrived in its history; in

the dross of the alihemical furnaces many scattered treasures

were discovered, of r.hich the value was greatly enhanced by ar-

rangement and systematic combination : the science thus ac-

quired a prosperous aspect—it was applied to the arts, and to

them it gave an unexpected and vigorous impulse ; it w as di-

rected to the investigation of nature, and there it displayed new
beauties—it found

' Tongues in trees, books in the runnins; brooks,

Sernnons in stones, and good in every thing.'
'*

ROYAL MEDICAL SOCIETY, EDINBURGH.

This Society having agreed to appoint a Committee for the pur-

pose of receiving the communications of members, and of others

through their medium, who mav favour the Society with in-

teresting facts and experiments in medicine, or with unusual .ap-

pearances in morbid dissection, beg leave earnestly to invite the

members to transmit such communications to the Society as soon

as possible.

The Committee, consisting of six extraordinary members re-

sident in Eflinburgh, together with the four Presidents, ex officio^

v/ill proceed immediately to consider such papers as may be

transmitted to them with an ultimate view to publication.

KIRWANIAN SOCIETY OF DUBLIN.

Dec. 28. The reading of a paper was commenced, contain-

ing " A new Theory of Galvanism, with its Application to cer-

tain chemical Phaenomena," by M Donovan, Esq. Secretary.

The paper commenced with a review of the explanations of

metallic arborization^^ offered by Bergman, Lavoisier, Vauquelin,

Bertliollet, Sylvester, and Grotthiuss. The theory of the two
first-mentioned philosophers had been shown to be insufficient

by Berthollet ; and the view suggested by this last was conceived

to apply well to some of the phaenomena, but with much less

effect to others which were adduced. The theories of Sylvester

and Grotthiuss were stated to be the same in result: both sup-

pose the commencement of the arborization to be chemical, and
its progress electrical. It was observed, that the theory of the

commencement lies under the objections which apply to Ber-

thollct's view; and that both stages of the process should be

rcfcrabre
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feferable to the same cause. It was also considered improbable

that the continuance of the arborization should be dependent on
the decomposition of water.

Several arguments and experiments were then adduced to

show that these plisenomena depend upon laws of chemical af-

finity which have been hitherto overlooked. The affinity of one
body for another will be modified, and even altered in a singular

manner, by the contiguity of a third. This law of affinity was
supported by a copious collection of experiments. Arborizations

in several of their varieties and circumstances were investigated,

and referred for explanation to the general inferences from the

preceding facts. The result of a great number of experiments

proved that the order of the changes produced on the affinities

of bodies by the proximity of a third, exactly corresponds with
the order in which metals precipitate each other in the metallic

state from their solutions.

Jan. 11. The reading Was continued. Some considerations

were adduced to show that affinity is a force existing between
every species of matter ; and even between those that apparently

exert no action on each other. The principle before stated,

namely, that the attraction of one body for another will be pecu-
liarly modified by the contiguity of a third, was referred to ; and
it was shown that this change is reciprocal, the third body suf-

fering a change of anotlier nature by the contiguity of the first.

Considerations were then offered, from which it \vas deemed ne-
cessary to admit a division of bodies into two grand classes ac-

cording to their species of affinity. The foregoing principles

with some others of less consequence were supposed capable of

explaining not only the internal action of the galvanic series, but
also the effects produced by galvanism on other bodies. It was
stated, that for reasons elsewhere assigned"^' the author conceived

galvanic phaenomenatobe unconnected with electricity any further

than that the latter is a concomitant power ; and it was supposed

that every fact can be better explained without the agency of that

power.

The various phsenomena of decomposition were then referred for

explanation to the new principles, and som.e were adduced which
have never been hitherto satisfactorily accounted for, and which
were considered reconcilable to these views. Some new facts re-

lating to the internal action of the galvanic series were also no-

ticed^ which militate with modern theories, but do not oppose that

now proposed. The power of the series in producing electricity,

* III an essay pfesentc-d by the Author to the Royal Irish Academy on
the theories of galviinism, and their influence on thfi doctrines of che-
mistry, &:c., Avhich wa? honoured by that learned body with the prize.

effects
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effects on the organs of sensation and motion, heat, hght, &c.
were then examined, and stated to be explicable according to

the principles before referred to : and it was conceived that all

these effects, as they occur, are irreconcilable to the electrical

hypothesis.

The paper was illustrated by a variety of experiments perform-

ed before the society.

Feb. 8.—A paper *^ On the acidifying principle, accompanied
with some observations on the theories of combustion," was read

by J. O. Reardon, M.D.

XXVIII. IntelVv^ence and Misceilaneous Articles,

ANNOUNCED METALLIZATION OF CHARCOAL

To Mr. Tilloch.

S]R,— lyin. DoBEREiNERj Professor of Chemistry in the Uni-
versity of Jena in Saxony, informs me, that he has discovered

charcoal to be a metallic compound. The following lines I have

received from Mr. Dobereiner on this subject. F. A.

*M hope to be able to communicate to you

the successful metallization of charcoal, which I have found con-

tains a metallic base. In cast iron and in steel the metal is pre-

sent in a uielailic state, and may be separated from both of tliem

by the united action of phosphorus and an alkali. Further par-

ticulars concerning this subject I will transmit to you in my next.

'' To Mr. Accum, Londwi. Dobereiner.'"'

NATUiTAL HISTORY.

Chameleon., Colours, Bats, Parrots, Monkeys.

Mr. Forbes (in his Oriental Memoir^, an interesting and

splendid work) when at Dazagan in C<nican, then belonging to

the Mahrattas, kept a cliameleon for several weeks, and paid

great attention to its changing colours. Its general colour was

*'a pl^a^aiit green" spotted with pale blue. Its customary

change^ were to a bright yellow, a dark olive, and a dull green

;

but when irritated, or when a dog approached, in which case fear

was perhaps the operating cause, the body became considerably

inflated, aiKl the skin clouded like tortoisoshell, in sfiades of

yellow, orange, i^reen and black : in thcj^e circum'^tances it ap-

peared to most advantage. The animal was most singularly af-

fected by any thing black: the skirting-board of the room vas
l)lack.
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l)lacl», and the creature carefully avoidetl it ; but if by chance he
caine near it, or if a black hat were placed in his way, he shrunk
to a skeleton and became black as jet. It was evident, by the

care he took to avoid those objects which occasioned this chang-e,

that it was painful to him. The colour seemed to operate like

a poison.

" The fact," says the Quarterly Review, " is highly curious, and
deserves further investigation. Wc know but little of the man-
ner in whicli animals are aifected by colours, and that little is

only known popularly. The buffalo and the bull are enraged by
scarlet, which, according to the blind man's notion, acts upon
them like the sound of a trumpet. Is it because the viper has

a like antipathy, that the viper-catchers present a red rag, when
they provoke it to bite, to e>;tract its tangs ? Daifodils, or any
bright yellow flowers, will decoy perch into a drum-net. He
who wears a black hat in summer v,'ill have tenfold the number
of flies upon it that his companion will have upon a white one.

When more observations of this kind have been made and classi-

fied, they may lead to some consequences of practical utility.

We have observed that black clothes attract and retiiin odours

more sensibly than light ones :—Is it not possible that they may
more readily contract and comm.unicate infection ? Speculations

of this kind, when they occur to us, we scatter like seed bv the

way side. The old corpuscular philosophy has found an able

advocate in Mr. Dalton, and in an age of careful and suspicious

experimentalists it may produce useful results."

Obliged cue night to take up his quarters in the tomb-cham-
bers of a Mahomedan gra\e (for the houses were not to be deiiled

by admitting a Christian), Mr. Forbes had first to drive out the

previous occupiers—some enormous bats, from their size deno-
minated " flying foxes." These animals frequently measure
six feet from wing to wing.

On the coast where Angengo is situated, the parrots are as

much dreaded at the time of harvest, as a flight of locusts, or a
desolating Maliratta armv. They darken the air bv their num-
bers, and when they alight in a rice-field carry off every grain in

a few hours.

At Dhuboy, the capital of a district containing 84 villages,

of which Mr. Forbes was apj)ointed governor (after its surrender

to General Goddard in 1780), he found as many monkeys as hu-
man beings. They seemed to have full possession of all the

roofs of the houses ; and they are sometimes called in as auxi-

liaries in disputes betv/een neighbours. In quarrels of this kind
they never have recourse to blows, but employ every kind of

invective against each other and against all their relatives. The
person who is worsted in this war of words, frequently takes an

oppcrtv.nity
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opportunity to strew some rice over the roof of his adversary's

house. The monkeys soon discover this treasure, and resort in

crowds to pick it up: when finding that much of it has fallen

between the tiles (which are not nailed dowu as with us), they

make no scruple to remove them^ and nearly unroof the house.

When workmen cannot be procured to repair the roof, the rain

is admitted, and ruins the furniture and the stock of grain.

Apothecaru^s'Hall, Feb. 20, 1815.

The Society of Apothecaries having completed several new
arrangements in their laboratories, in which steam is employed

for the purposes of evaporation, distillation, (Sec. such pro-

fessional gentlemen as are desirous ofviewing these improvements

are informed, that they will be open for their inspection on the

second Tuesday in March, April, May, and June, between the

hours of two and three o'clock in the afternoon.

LECTURE.

Mr. T. J. Pettigrew, F.L.S. will commence his Spring Course

of Leciures on Anatomy and Physiology, on Friday the lOth of

March, at Half past Eight o'clock in the Evening precisely, at

his House, No. 3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, where Particulars

may be obtained.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To James Collier, of Grosvenor Street, West Pimlieo, Middle-

sex, who in consequence of a communication made to him by the

late Joseph Montgofre, a foreigner, hath become possessed of

the method of making a machine or instrument intended to be

denominated a " Creopyrite," by means of which power will be

very oeconomically obtained, and advantageously applied to the

raising of water, and other useful purposes.— 16th Jan. 1815.

—6 months.

To Jean Frederick Marcjuis de Chabanus, of Thayer Street,

Manchester Sq., for his method of extracting from fuel a greater

quantity of caloric than hath hitherto been acquired, and ap-

plying it to the purpose of warming the room in which the

operation is conducted, and also other rooms, by one single fire.

16th Jan.-- 6 months.

ToJeanRondonijof OxfordStreet5Middlesex,gent.who in con-

.«;equence of a communication made to him by a certain foreigner,

is in possession of certain improvements in the construction of

dioptric telescopes.—20th Jan.—6 months.

To John Carpenter, of Truro, Cornwall, for a knapsack which

prevents the wet coming between it and the back, and a pouch

suspended from the shoulder-straps of said knapsack so as to

counteract its weight,— 20th Jan.—6 months.

METEORO-
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oi- soft aiKl perishable stone, and making two distinct Basset
Ridges, such, that had I hapj>ened in 1807, to have begun my
Purvey \\e^, instead of near Ashnver, these divided Rocks, must
each have Kad separate names or numerical designations.

The positions which I at first adopted from Mr, Whitehurst
(on reviewing nearly the same Local fact^ as he had observed)

as to the only very coarse gritstone of this series, occurring in

the 1st Rock, and that "Coals are never found under coarse

Gritstone," I in part corrected in 1S09, by the discx»very (first

made near this ))ordcr of Yorkshire) of the coarseness of the

3rd Rock, in numerous situations : but these now appeared,

still further to be untenable positions, since in this corner of

Yorkshire, the 2d (irit Rock was not onlv found very coarse

in some places (and verv fine and perfect, with concentric stains

like shale-gritstone, in others), but the Car-house Rock'' in the

3rd Coal-shale, which in many places in Derbyshire appeared
only as a very imperfect Stone or Bind, and even in a greater

nmuber of situations covld ?wt Ic di^iinguished (and therefore

had not been numbered m my Series), here proved very coarse

and thick, and formed the most conspicuous rocky Edges in the

district 1 And, what wiil perhaps prove of greater interest to

your Geological Readers, the 1st Coal-shale, not only produces

here very coarse grit-stone beds, or large lenticular masses of such,

and others that contain much calcareous matter, but it begins also

to assume here, those metalliferous characters which have so long

puzzled, in comparing the mining district of Yorkshire, Dur-
ham, and Northumberland, with that of Derbyshire; the Broom-
head and Wigtwizle Mines of Blende and Galejia, proving tQ be
in rake veins in the \st Coal-shale I

On examining the Coal-field of Angiesea Island IG months
ago, the appearances were so very dissimilar from the above, in

the nearness of the workable seams of Coal to the Limestone, iu

the inconsiderable thickness of these calcareous Rocks, before

coarse Slate coirmaenced uridcr them ; leaving scarcely any space

for the Toadstones, the Limestone-shale, or the 1st, 2d, or ^rd

Grit Rex'ks and their Coal-shales, so that sufficient similarity did

not remain, in these apparently extreme cases, to ground a con-

jecture, as to the identity of this Coal-field with that on the

eastern side of Derbyshire. And the same appeared also to he

nearly the case, with respect to the Deubig-hshire and Flintshire

Limestone and Coal Fields, as far as my hasty journey across

* The situation and rliaracters of" this Ruck, were fully described in the

Spring of 1813, in my Paper and Maps and Section of the Asliover Denti-

dation, which tiad been promised a place in the 5(1 volume of jJie Geological

Transactions; but were snbsefjnently d«nied that honour by a Ceo^nvstic

foction, see vol. xlii. page 55, Not*, aiid p. 'i\7, Note.

thtui.
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tlicm, and a short stay, (in- bad weather) with an ingenious FrisJid
near St. Asaph, could enable me to judge: unCortunatelv, as it
no\y ajDpears, I had descended Rhualt Hill into the vale of Clwyd
on its NE side in my way from Holywell, at a point where iio
Limestone was visible (owing, as it since appears, to its edo-e
lieing low, covered by alluvial clay) and where nothing truly
indicated ike direcl'ion of the dip of the strata*: ray Friends,
whom I vei y fully questioned, were only able to tell me of three
or four detached patches of Limestone^ on all the north-eastern
border of the vale of Clwyd, and which they believed to be
perfectly unconnevled, and to dip vorth-cast'wardly, into the
Mountain

: from this, and what I had my<:elf seen of the north-
eastern dip of the two Limestone Rocks of Holywell (or Halkin)
and Abergcley (or Cefn), 1 too hastily concluded, that there were
ni this part of North Wales three Limestone Rocks far separated
by Slate, &-c. agreeing nearlv with those I had noticed near Lud-
low, under-lieing the Clee-hills Coal-field.

During the last Summer and Autumn, opportunities have how-
ever been afforded me, by different Employers, of makino- a
pretty minute Survey of all the Coal-field to the NW of Holy-
well, of examining other parts of it, and of satisfactorily tracing
the Liniestone underlieing the Coals of North Wales. Whereby
I find, instead of there being three Limestone Rocks, widely se-
parated by Slate, ike. that in general, four such Rocks occur,
(asm Derbyshire, although not here separated by Toadstone) of
variable thickness, and not so far separated by intervening mat-
ters, but the whole may be considered, in a very general view
as one Rock, and as such I shall mention it, in the following de-
scription of its range and dip.

The Limestone enters North Wales at Great Ormeshead, rest-
ing on coarse Slate, with a NE dip, and so continues through
Cefn (on the SW of St. Asaph) : and its dip then changing to
near E\E, it ranges (speaking of its top) through Denbigh andW of Ruthin, to near Llanelidan ; where its edge wheels rouiid,
and it ranges NE for about 1| mile, su<;cessivelv, with a NE,'
N and NW dip

; and making then another wheel, its direction
becomes N (with a W dip) ranging E of Garth-gynnan, then
near NNW through Llanbedr, Llanganhafal, Llanguyfan, Tra-

'^ I liad more tlniii ouce heard persons who had travelled this Road
speak oj the extreme regularity of the dip to tlie nortli-eastuard, of the
coarse Slate, in the Quarry SW side of the Road on Rhnalt Hill : but bub-
spqueiitly I liave found, that the,e are only si/Yz/'w/^/, almost at riaht angles ro
llie plane of the Limestone, w;,on it covered the Slate here : and that \shc\e-
cver 1 have had the opportunity in North Wales, of exaniinins ilie jnnrtion
ol these two Rocks, it j^ far more common to see sucli strat.ila in the Slate,
tliaii to observe any beds thereof p^frallel with those of the Limestone.

^ - merchion
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mcrchion and Dyserth, (having in these last places just a contrary

dip to what I had previously understood, and coverin_£j the sUte

iu.aead of passing under it), tlien wheeling to the NNE and NE,
through Melidon, SE of Prestatyn ti» Gionaut, drjjping WNW,
NW and at length N.

Another grand wheel or change in the direction of these Rocks
takes place at Gronant, from whence they range nearly SE, in

an undulating line, with a NE dip, somewhat varied locally, in

the undulated parts, through Llanasa, SW of Whitford, Holy-

well and Halkin, to Moel-y-gaer Hill, ^V' of Northope : vvhere

a \vhcel is made to the 8W for ahout a mile (with a SE dip) and
tlien another to the SSE, passing W of Mould, NtMcvvys and
Llandegia to Tafarn-Dowyrch, with an eastern dip, and wheeling;

tlien to t!ie SE, it seems to cross the vale and turn N, with first

a NE and then a W dip.

From a point SE of Llandegia, about half a mile, some obser-

vations are yet wanting, to satisfactorily connect the range of

Limestone (or show the course of the Faults that prevent such

connection) to near Bwlch-y-Gwynt, and the SE side of Minera
Chapel, where the Limestone Rock ajvpears again very majesti-

callv, vvith an E dip, and proceeds across Ruabon Mountain and
Eglvvyseg Rock", to a great FanU, ranging WNVV and ESE,
which I have traced on the N of Llangollen, passing ju>,t S of

the great Aqueduct at Pont-y-Cyssyllte and forwards into the

Coal-field.

By this Fault, the measures on the S are very greatly thrown

up, and the denudated edge of the Limestone, in consequence,

now appears a mile more castwardly : fj-om hence it sets off

again SW, with a SE dip, but has not proceeded move than

three-(}uarters of a mile, before anotlier Fault, ranging uearlv

parallel to the last, again throws the ba'^sct to the eastward, into

lovv'er ground, wliere it is nearly covered by alluvia, and this new
range continues, on the W of Chirk-Castle, to another great

Fault ranging nearly parallel to the former, on the S of Chirk

-

Castle and the Town; bv u-hich tlie bassets are again thrown east-

ward : anew range of the Limestone then commences and passes

W of Selattyn and near Oswestry Race-ground, to Pentrecefn,

where another large E and W Fault, throvv-s up ve>T greatly on its

8 side, and moves the top of the Limestone E, to within half a
mile of Swinney Hall : from wh.ich point it again ranges SSW
to Llanymynech Quarries, on the south of which, a still larger

Fault than any of those above mentioned, ranges nearly NW and
SE, and probably passes forwards, on tjie S of the Wrekin Hill ?.

As far as my late hasty view of this part of the Country wouW
enable me to judge, the Llanymynech Fbult seems to throw up

greatly
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greatk on the S, and the Limestone to become surprisingly

changed to the southward, in its thickness and (juahties, so as to-

he with great difficulty recognised, wiien it appears again 4Ym.
t^E, in Baian Bank, south of the Severn, and whence, as 1 have

been informed, this Limestone Kock, in a thin and very bad state,

ranjies W of \\'oolaston and Westbury, N of iMinsterley, NE of

Haberley and Pulverbach, SW of Leebotwood^-, &:c. and that a

line of small Coal-works (whose names were mentioned to me)

accompanies, throughout, this last range of bad Limestone, on
its NE side.

The verv irregular form and range of the Limestone which iias

been mentioned above, seems to arise principally, from the nu-

merous inequalities or ridges and troughs on the surface of the

coarse Slate, on which it was deposited, partly from the subse-

Tjuent dislocations occasioned by the Faults, and partly from the

still later and stupendous denudalion, which the whole country

has suffered ; and by the combined operations of which three

causes, numerous detached lengthened Basins or Troughs, and

])atches of the Limestone are left, as mem.orials of their opera-

tions.

One of these detached Limestone Troughs nearly crt>sses

Anglesea, from Malldraeth Sands to Red-wharf, and has a small

Coal-field in and upon ir, see Phil. Mag. vol. xliii. p. 325.

Another such Trough ranges along the south-western part of the

]\Ienai straight. On the WSW of Caergwrle there are two de-

tHched patches of Limestone laid bare, having Coal-measures

s;irro\niding them, as I have been informed, and that the most

eastern and largest of these denudations (v/hich I have not seen,

but wherein Nant-y-Frith Limeworks are .situated) nearly re-

sembles that of Ashover, in many particulars.

At Gwerclas on the SW of Corwen, part of a small Basin of

the same Limestone is seen, from under the alluvia which con-

ccalis the greater part of it, as well as the vestiges of the super-

incumbent Coal-measures, which the trials on the common NE,
are said to have ascertained ? On the Vv' of Giiilsfield I have

ascertained a narrow Trougii of the bad Limestone ranging NE
and SW, in which some of tlie lov^'er and barren Coal-measures

are found: and through the W end of Welch-Pool Town, Powis-

park,and perhaps thence to Montgomery, there ran.ges the eastern

ed'^c of another such Trougli of the bad slaty and conglomerate

Limei^tone. Whether parts of similar Troughs of this same Rock

* It has been said, tliat nbout 1
' m NF. of Cluirch-Stictton, it makes a

siid'ten wheel tcj the NK, niid ranges tlub, lortunls tl»^ western ?ide cf tlie

'AVekiii Hill, with a NVV dip ?.

L 3
'

appear
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appear on the SE side of Bala Pool, NE of Dolgelly, and in se-

veral other parts of North Wales, or whether such are strata of
Limestone in the slate ? I have not at present the means of
knowing.

I now, consider the identity of the Limestone and superincum-
bent Coal-measures of Flint, Denbigh and Saloj) Counties, and
those of Derbyshire and Yorkshire, as sufficiently made out, by
my recent Survey, striking as the dissimilarities of them appeared
at first sight, viz. in the substitution of such very different strata

in places of the Toadstones ; the extraneous fossils proving
much rarer here than in Derbyshire. But the hptcies of those that

are found, will however agree in those distant places, I believe,

both of shells in the Limestone and 9th Coal-shale ; and the

Crowstone Reeds (W of Oswestry in particular) and other coaly

vegetable Impressions. The Limestone-Shale also proves very

thin in most parts of North Wales, and either in or under
it, an unusual quantity of Chert occurs, locally, in thin strata

(sometimes striped as in Ashover and other places in Derbyshire),

which siliceous beds and the Limestone near them, seem to be
the most productive of Lead Ore, Calamine* and Blende, and
perhaps none of the Mineral Veins bear Ore hi the lower part of

the series, near to the Slate : blue pozolanic Limestone is locally

found, imbedded in the lower part of this Limestone Shale. The
Coal-shales most of them seem thinner than in Derbyshire; and
to the NW of Holywell, useful seams of Coal do not appear be-

low the 5th Grit Uock: but near Oswestry, on the contrarv, the

seams in the 3rd Coal-shale appear more valuable than perhaps

any in this part of the series in or near Derbvshire. In the 1 0th

and 11th Coal-shales (if I mistake not the numbers in the local

patches of these, surrounded by Faults) five-yard and three-yard

seams of Coals occur, which are thicker than are known in Derby-
shire

;
perhaps the great decrease here, in the thicknesses of the

intervening measures, may have brought different seams of Coal
in contact?. The Gritstone Rocks in the lower part of these

Coal-measures, are vastly thinner than those in the south of

Yorkshire, or even in any part of Derbyshire, 1 believe, and
coarse Gritstone is much more rare, NW of Holywell ; in one
spot only (I5 m. SE of Llanasa) could I discover it, in the 1st

Rock, which Rock, in a great part of its range, appears here

only as a thin and imperfect gritstone, or as stone Bind beds.

The 4th Grit preserves here its usual superiority, as a paving-

stone Rock, and in several Quarries on Bryn Llystyn Hill S of

* This is most'y of ihc siliceous kind, whici) is perhaps unknown in Der-
>5yil)irc?.

Gwesbyr
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Gwesbyr village, paviers are dug, little if any inferior to tho?e of

Ealand Edge ; the Freestone, Grindstones, Cisterns, &c. from
the 3rd Grit in Gwesbyr Quarries, N of the Village near to

Talacre Hall, are not less similar to those of many qu?.;ries in the

same Rock in and near Derbyshire; the Freestone of the 13th

Grit Rock in Most) n Park and other places, proves more su-

perior to the s'one of any of the adjacent Rocks, than we fixid

to be the case in Derbyshire: it is here called the Black Cannel
Rock.

The Coal-field of Flint (with Wirral in Cheshire), Denbigh and
Salop Counties, of whicli I have been speaking, seems terminated

on all its north-east and east sides, h\ overlieing, and sometimes

unconformable strata, of Red Marl, or their imbedded red, soft

Gritstones ! ; this appears a very striking feature of the British

stratification, which I could not see sufficient reason for admit-

ting, in any case, until the last Spring, as I have mentioned in

a Note to page 330, of your xiiiid volume"^'.

"While in Yorkshire, in July last, I was fortunate enough to

obtain from my Friend Mr. Andrew Faulds, of Worsborough, an

intelligent and able Coal-agent, the sketch plan, section and
particulars of Garforth Colliery near Abberford, in which, four

seams of Coal occur, in 150 vards of sinking, on the west side

of the edge of the vellow Limestone, and in lower ground, dip-

ping S, 1 in 20 ; and the basset edges of which eeams were

known for considerable lengths, ranging W and E, directly for

the Limestone edge, under tv/iicli t/uy pn^f, and under the Sa7)d

stratum also beneath the Limestone
!

; which sand I have parti-

cularly mentioned in Derby. Report ii. 410 Note. Several pits

have been sunk in t!ie eastern part of this Colliery, which pene-

trated the horizontal yelloiu Linie^iione (with Una beds therein

I believe) 17 to 20 yards thick, and the Sand beneath it, before

t/is dipping Coal-measures and seams of Coals above mentioned

were reached ! !

This new fact, of which no parallel presented itself, while I

was employed on my Derbyshire Survey or since, and of which

no author that I have read has mentioned an instance, viz. of the

veilow Limestone and its incumbent San.l (or sandstone) being

sometimes found unconjunnable to the Coal-measures beneath

* Canrlonr requires mu also to mention here, that heforf! examining Pic-

tern Hill, ill SiP.itlisbv, iu the sotitli of l")erb_vs!iire, my able fVicnd EHustrd

Maniniatt, Esq. of Mcasham, mentioned to me a report of old Colliers,

that level Red Alarl and Gi'itstime, tlieie covered f///)^//<if CoaI-mca«urfs

;

but on minutely examining the surface, and inquirluj^ on the spot (for the

w«)rk5 were long discontinued^ I could hear of or see no snch thing, anti

therefore did not mention it in my Report, but which now 1 regret.

L 4 them.
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them*, is very important, and seems to offer, in part at least, a dif-

ferent mode of" surnimintin^- the j2;reat difhcultie.s, presented by
the yellow Limestone border, to the veiv irregularly wide Coal-

. field of Nottingham, Derby, York and Durham, than that ven-

tured to be given in 1811, by means of my zig-zag Fault. I must
still hov.-ever be permitted to say, that proofs have ^et in no in-

stances been offered, that Faults do not range in the manner re-

presented in my Maps, or very nearly so, however nmch I may
have miscalculated the magnitudes of their derangements, and
consequent effects on the visible parts of the Strata : and that

even in the present instance, that stretch or line of the zig-zag

Fault, which I had observed passing (from Thorner) in a NW
and SE direction, at the foot of the Limestone edge near Kid-

hall, on the Road from Tadcaster to Leeds, is recognized and

named as such, in the Garforth Colliery map, received from

Mr. Faulds ; aitliough a far less derangement seems there as-

signed to it, than I had supposed.

in hastily examining last November, the Coal-measures at

Crew-Green or Bausley Colliery, (2 m. WNW of Alberbury, which

is in Salop,) I observed them declining E, under Red ?\Iarl Grit;

to which succeeds a thick Limestone Rock stretching from Al-

berbury to Caerdiston, with a NE dip, the Limestone of which,

partakes of that extraordinarv conglomerate character, that I

have alreadv mentioned, as distinguishing this district. It must
however, I think, he referred to the ytliow Limestone Rock,

imbedded in the vast Red-marl Grit, which extends thence to

Shrewsbury, and further ; and it would be desirable to know
from an analysis, by some of your chemical Readers, in what
proportion Magnesia may be a component of the Alberbury Lime-
stone Rock ?.

The Coni-sfojje, which is frequently a conglomerate sort of

Limestone, on the eastern side of the Clee Hills, at Barnaby,

Inee, &c. is imbedded in Red Marl or its Grit, and such apjiears

now to me (on reconsidering my observations made in July 1 S 1 2)
to belong to the unconformable yellow Limestone Rock, and its

imbedding Red Marl.

The Limestone Trough in the vale of Clwyd, which 1 have

* III justice to my able and respected friend Tliomsis Walker, Esq. of
Pastwood, and otliej-s ol' the CoaJ-Masters, alluded to at bottom of jiajre

166, of my Derby. Repoir, vol. i. and P. M. vol. xlii. p. 110, I outrhi to

repe;U here, the opniion entertained by tl)ein, that the Biiboroiigii Coals
cmcrtrod from under and lett the edge of the yellow Lime, ajj|)caring, n/icn

out beyond its (cl<>c to lie unconformable therittitli. But none of tliese Gen-
tlemen or others mentioned, or even I believe hinted at, an unconforniablc-

iiess, proved between tiie Coals and superincumbent Liniestonc, in any of

|,heir numerous pits in Nottinghamshire, sunk, through the latter rock.

described
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described at page 1 63, undoubtedly has the lower part of the Coal-'

measures in it, since they appear at Nant-y-Felin Farm, H i»,

WSW of Llanganhafal, restirig on the Limestone, and in otlier

places I believe; but these Coal-measures are in most parts con-

cealed, bv an unconf'ormahie covering of Red- Marl Grit, or by an

alluvial covering ot Clay and Bolders upon this, in many places
;

and which unconformable and alluvial coverings, in many places

concealing the edge of the Limestone also, and causing it to

appear in isolated Rocks, have presented the obstacles to the

true understanding of the structure of this curious valley, to which
I have already alluded in page 1(53.

If time would permit, I might now adduce alike corroborating

instances, from numerous other parts of England, of the un-
conformableness of that almost universal covering of Red Marl,

to all tlie middle and western ))arts of South Jiritain, which I

mentioned in a paper read to tlie Royal Society in the spring of

1811*. At which time, the unconformable character of the

yellow Limestone and sand or grit, below it, was not known, or

its relation to the Red Marl understood; and I was likewise un-
der the mistake (derived from Mr. Smith) of sujiposlng the si-

tuation of the SomersBetsliire or u]:)per Coal-measures, (vol. i.

pp. 132, 159, 17'f and 179 of my Derby. Report,) to be above

the yellow Limestone, instead of htloiv it ; and instead of eou-

sidering this last Rock as onlv occasionally foimd, among the

anomalously imbedded substances of the Red Marl, v.hich 1 had
endeavoured to enumera.te in my Derby. Report, i. p. 148.

The Geological Inferences then, wliirh appear to me deduci-

ble from the above, are, that th.e British series of Strata is re-

ducible into two very distinct parts, the product perhaps of verv

distant periods oltime; the lowest or first, in whichcoarseStalej
and numerous other substances imbedded in the same, were de-

positedj and left with a very uneven surface ; then Lviitstone of

very variable thickness and separated locally into distinct Rocks,

by intervening m.atters of very diftereut natures ; then a vast

series of Coal-measures, very improperly, I think, called " Inde-

* See tlie xsxixth vohime of the Phil. Mag. pnge 28.

f Mmiy, I am autire, will be ready to c-xciiuni iIiiiL this is bofi^iiiiiiii!:; at
the surfnce dly of tiie crust of the Earth, while their t/ieorics enable
thoni to descend to (jUler and blill lower Roiks, in exact order, to the very
centre of our Globe:— be it so, provided they can account for its total

specific gravity? I will however take ti)e liberty of sayinii, that their gco~
guoslic (}i>gmas afford no helps towards usefully exfiloriui; and under-
standing the British Strata which are accessible, but en the contrary, iiave

most materially impelled the knowledsie to be obtained, on Smtthum prin-

ciples, of the actual structure of our Couhtry, as deep as it concerns us

niaterially to know it, and from whence important beueiits would tiow to

Science, and to the arts aiul property of the kiugdonj.

pendent,"
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pendent," by numerous modern writers, because the evidences

seem very conclusive, that this formation was luiiformly spread

over the Limestone, as that also was over the iSlate, before tlie

first stupendous denudations took place, by which large patches

of these strata were entirely removed, and their fractured edges
exposed on all sides.

kSome of my Friends are lately inclined to think, that this stale

of external violence on the older strata, terminated by the de-

position, locally, of vast masses of highly mechanically rounded
Quartz and other pebbles; but I must see clear evidence, of such

Gravel being now found under any strata, those of Red Marl at

the least, before I can assent to this position, or cease to assign a
much later period, to all the Gravel and alluvial matters that

we are acquainted with.

The second grand division or period of the British stratifica-

tion, seems to have commenced with the deposition of the Red
Mail, and its various locally imbedded Substances*, in an uti~

conformable vianner on all the denudatcd edges of the older

strata, but conformahly on all their naked planes ; and as these

last g.reatly preponderated in extent or surface, it has happened,
that this general nnconformableness, has not vet been universally

known and assented to by British observers.

Conformably witii the top of this vast series of Red Marlf,
and its imbedded soft red Gritstones, &c. are found deposited, the

vast series of strata of the east and south-east of England and the

adjacent parts of the Continent|, as I first, I believe, enumerated
them, in print, in rny Derby. Report, page 1 1 1 to page 116, but

in the reverse order to that in which vve are now considering

them: and on which enumeration of the upper British Series, it

seems now proper to remark, that the " natural division" of the

whole of those mentioned, will seem made with more proprietv,

at the bottom, rather than the top of the Red Marl Series. I

would also here recall to mind, the correction which I made at

* The Basaltic hummocks, so often found locally covering the Coal-<

measures, seem referable to the bottom of this stratum, and ;ire perhaps
unconformable in some instances?.

t The irregular and wed>;e-Iike stratification, so common in the Grit-

stones of this btratnni, biifficicntly explains how the stralifjcation, begun on
an uneven door, was reduced above, to the verjreguhu' and livrizontal beds,

«hi(:h I have mention' d in my Report, vol. i. pp. 147 and 17 1, and uhich
1 have since almost everyvvhere observed in this Warl.

X We have been made acquainted with the identity of the upper part of
the scries of Strata, in these different Countries, by investivatioiis corn-

;ncnccd abroad, mice Mr. Smith's investigation and Maps had been mri«

tured, nearly to their present state (as I have explained in your xxxvth
volinnr, pai;e 113), and had been njade known to. scores of intelligent per-

sons, although Lo liie present time, ht has published nothing on the subjerr.

page
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page 100 of your xxxixth volume, of my j^revious statements, as

to real Coal-seams not being found in England, higher in the

series than the Red Marl, as Mr. Smith originally taught.

Since the deposition of the upper series of British strata was
completed, the same seems to have been subjected to dislocating^

and since to denudatiug external causes, more extensive in their

operation than those before mentioned ; and wherein the effect

of 2vise design is throughout clearly manifested, in so directing

the stupendous excavating cause (or causes) as to produce the

perfect system of valleys, covering every part of the surface, for

its drainage, as completely as the veins are distributed for re-?

turniuff all the blood to the heart of an animal. Towards the

conclusion of which eventful period, depositions of alluvial mat"
ters were generally scattered, and in some places accumulated in

vast heaps, filling up slight inequalities, and finishing the beauti-

ful contour of the terrestrial surface, as the same had previously

been designed, by its Creator. The still operating causes, of de-

composition or mouldering of the surface of the strata, the tides,

torrents, depositions from turbid waters, the growtli of peat,

&:c. &c. have in so very trifling a degree altered the true geolo-

gical features of the country, as they were left at the period

above mentioned (although the same appears to have been long

prior to the existence of all the present races nf living afiimals

and vegetables) that the mention of them here, might perhaps

have been spared.

It remains only, to hint at the very important consequences,

to the present and to future generations of the Inh.abitants of

this Island, which may follow from the views here taken, as to

the probable extent of Coals, under the greater part of the Red
Marl !; and that a minute examination of the extended surface

of this stratum, with a view to discover sucli parts as are deepest

excavated, or wherein the under-measures are brought nearest

to the surface, by irregularitiesin their planes, or by Faults, whereiu

trials for Coals may be instituted, with prospects of the greatest

advantage to districts, that are now far removed from pits of this

essential article, are among our greatest desiderata.

I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,

Westminster, Feb. 18, 1815. JoHN Farey, Sen^

A Postscript to the above Letter.

Sir,—I CONFESS myself well pleased, that my Letter on Geo-

logical subjects, transmitted to you on the 18th ult. could not

be admitted into your last number, since having read the first

article
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article printed therein, because of the opportunity that you will

i hope iiov,- atford me, of adding some further observations, by
way of Postserij)t to ray Letter, which I will now proceed to

make.
I have never visited the neighbourhood of Whitehaven ; but

in several conversations v.'hich i had in the spring of 1806, \vith

Mr. Edward Martin, ,\vho furnished materials for the account

published that year in the Philosophical Transactions, of the

Coal-Basin of South Wales, wherein he has long resided and
practised as a Coal-Engineer, I remember his telling me, that

he was brought up and taught his art, in the Coal district near

"Wiiitehaven, and that the several Coal-seams there, eimld be
clearly identified with those in South Wales, where he was then

more inimediuteiy emj)}ovcd. In his account to me of the latter

Coal-Field, in the pul)lished account thereof, or in any of my sub-

sequent inquiries while on the edge of this district or otherwise, I

have not been aide to learn, that Limestone occurs in the South
Wales Coal Basin, except at the lower edges of the Coal-measures ?

hasseting from under them : I v.isli now therefore to supply an

omission in my Letter, where I should, when enumerating the

probable ivsiovces of nnconformable yelloiu Luaaslonc on Coal-

fneasi/re'f, (p. Ifi8) have mentioned that atPreslon-Hows, Ivm.
SW of Whitehaven, twelve yards o{ ycWowbh Liincstone, and then

43 yards of red Grit Rock, are sunk through at the top of a Coal-

Pit, that is 216 ysrds deep ! ; tlie minute particulars of which were
long ago published by Mr. Dixon, and have been copied into

the 2d Edition of Willianis's ^' Minera! Kingdom," voh ii. p. 246 ;

and I am anxious to lo'-e no time, in proposing the addition of

this important fact, to Mi". Bakewell's Section* at top of your

2d
* This Sccdun by Mr. C nui^t fnun his desi'iiption be supposed to pass from

JINE to WSW, from near Siintiei lanil, passiii.? not far from Ptnriih and Keswick,

to HCar Whitehaven, as othc-rwise, it could net cross the coarse Slate mountains

rear the Lakes (;>. 90) ; a person travrlling this line, could not fnil to see and iT.iss -

ttie reinarlsniilc Limestone Ilock, raniiiiig NW with an eastern dip, through Shap,

T,owther, \\ <'f I'enrilh, thronj;h Graystock, &c. between the uo less remarkable

red Saiidslnne of rctTrilh and the Slate mountains; round all the eastern, northern

and western siTlcs of which slates I belivve this Limestone to lap, hut which we search

for in vain in Mr. B's Section ! ; and wherein it would 1 believe be found, that

between C and the Slate, considerably too little sjiace is allowed, and that a trough

of Limestone is there omitted, confaininir Coal-measures within it. (havin;; small

Coal works locally scattered thereon, of which i gave Mr. T), a hint in your xliid vol.

pagc;)7i uni^er an tivcn/iformailc cover of V-eii Marl, containinirGypsun) (nearCul'-

gaith, &.O. Fi.rsler, p. 44,) and I'cd Sandstone, Sec. locally distributed thereon:

and which over-lieinjt " o/rf red sandstone," of the Ctog^/io^/s, lias, as I beljeve,

been mistakenly represented by Mr. Forster, as passing under the strata of his

Section ; whereas it will more likely be found, that the lower and calcareous parts

of Ihej.e strata are made to approach 'nch other, in or westward of the Cros.s-Fell

lanjjie of Mountains, h;. the thinnine and almost total f!i:-appfarar.ie ot the iiU erven-.

ii^ strata, and jirowiiiy thinner tht.m>clves also (as liappens or. the SE sido of t! e

vale
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2(1 plate ; and al>o of soliciting the assistance of your Correspon-

dents, for ascertaining two very interesting facts, viz. 1st, Is the

Pve iton-Hows.h'ime'^Ume iMairnenan P; and. 2d!y, Is it, and the

grit Ijelow it, jinconformable in any part, to tlie Coal-measures

and seams of Coal below tliem ?.

1 would also beg to solicit here, t'lc careful consideration by
tr»y able Friend, Mr. David Mushett, of what has been stated

above, and to request a further conuMunicatioii from him to vou,

as to the yellow Limestone covering (Joal-measures near Neweat,
in Gloucestershire, mentioned in your ^Lith volume, p. 54 :

—

Whether this Limestone (ranging 1 believe almost uninterruptedly

vale of Clwyd, p. 1G3, and numerous other places) when they begin to bend (lown
into the Trough between these last mountains and tJKJse in whicli the Lakes a.re

situated.

I beg furtlier to mention concerning this Section, that while in Durham County,
1 did not sec, or hearfroin Mr. Arroxvainith and other practical Colliers n-ith whoai
I conversed, of any Coal-seams whicli rej;uiarly l-asset towards the East, instead of
-continuinjr on and passing imder the yellow Limestone: T hope therefore that
Ml'. E. will favo;ir me and your Readers by a little more precision, as to the actual

line of his Section in this part, and the truth of its representation, to the left or

westward of his letter R. I heard of the Coal being in some places cut o.'r, and
crojjping out before it Came to the Limestone (p. 8i). But on inquiry, the f)rmec
of these seemed only ordinary cases of faults, and the latter, as far as thc}' were
not altogether supposititious, seemed only local ris/Vz^^of the strata against bumps
in those beneath: but no final bassets dotvn hiii were mentioned, such as the Section

represents.

At the bottom of pa^e 90, Mr. B. appears to apologize to your Readers, for

makins a quotation, " in the language of hypothesis," from JSIr. Forsttr's work,

(p. 1'26); it had however 1 think been belier for i\lr. B's reputation and the cause
of truth, that the whole should have been omitted ; since in searching' through
Mv. F's work, not a sentence will be fuund of his to countenance tht PhUoidc idea,

of Mountains being " thrust through the superficial covering of the Globe," by
imaginary subterranean Fires!. The following i- an essential part of the sentence
which Mv. B. hsiS partiatltj qnu'et], folloMting the words " Scoiland and nort.hi-

ward ;" viz. "The mines at [>=adhill and W'anlock-head are in this rock, as are
also the (Bla'ck-lead) Wad-Mines in Horrowdalc, and several othpr mim-s of Lead.
&c. ill difterent jilaces. Blue Slate, the elegant covering for Houses, is quarried

out i(f ibis rock in several |>laces of Cumberland." If we turn to page 2?, N"ote,

we shall find .Mr. F's own definition of ihe word dyke, used at the beginning of
tiie passage qunted, (not " dyke or vein" as Mr. B. previously intimates,) tone,
' a natural crack, tissurc, or chasm in the strata, which cha=ni is commonly filled

Dp with hclern^eneuus matter." All which Itliink full}' excb.nicthe intert-.rctatiou

tliat .Mr. B. has attempted, of this passage in Mr. For.stcr's Book; the obscurity

at the beginning of which pas-^age, I liave been used to attribute, to an error of the
press, in wrongly joining an unacknowledged quotation from some Author (of

which unfortunately Mr. F's Book furnishes numerous instances) in the middle
of hiB own account of dykes of stone.

The unfortunate figure which Mr. B. must have cut, from indulging in the>e his

favourite Plutonic whims, as to the thrusting up of tlie mass of the Cleveland ox.

eastern Moorland Hills, and his consequent iii/erence of inclining strata from their

centre, contrary to the facts, (see Phil. Mag. vol. xliii. pp. '251 an<J 058,) would,
1 should have thought, operated, to prevent similar indulgences again, so near to

the same district. I had entertained the hope, that the f-iithcoiTjing Edition of

Mr. B's Geology, would be freed from theie Plutonic blemishes, and wish I may
HOl be disappointed on its appearauw.
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from Flaxley-abbey to Abberley) is not unconformable ?j in some
places at least, &c. &:c.

I wish next to mention, that havin;^ returned to Mr. Faulds

the rough Sketclies of the Garforth Colliery, Map and Section,

which he had lent nie (p. 107), with reduced copies thereof for his

car'eful revision on the spot, and requesting answers to 17 queries

on the subject ; that a few days ago I was favoured by his answer,

nentioning", that his valuable Friend Mr. James Porter, of Gar-

forth, had first pointed out to him the very interesting, although

not unique circumstances of this Colliery, because he says, that

nearly similar observations have been made in Kippax and in

Giass-Houghtou Collieries, a few miles southward:—that he

had transmitted mv Map and Queries to Mr. Porter, from whom
I might expect shortly to receive more satisfactory ^luswers, than

it was at present in his power to give, rcsjiecting a district near

20 miles from his own residence. I may therefore hope to have

the means shortly, of bringi)ig these important Facts more fully

before the public.

I have never visited either Kippax or Glass- Houghton Col-
Heries, although I have made some observations on the gypseous

Red Marl between the Limestone Rocks at Fairburn, which is

between these places, as mentioned in your xxxixth volume,

p. 104 ; and I cannot avoid on this occasion expressing my sur-

prise and regret, that neither during this excursion, nor in the

large mass of written information which my kind Friend Mr.
Smithson collected for me, in answer to queries which he printed

and circulated to most of the Yorkshire Coal-Owners, &c. (and

which command and have my most grateful acknowledgements

to those Gentlemen) that these interesting facts werehiot sooner

made known. I can now pretty clearly see the reason, and it

may be of use to other observers to mention it, of my never

having noticed or suspected the uuconformableness of the yellow

Limestone to the Coal-measiu'es, viz. the loose nature of the

intervening Sand or soft Rock, which will in general be found
mouldered down over the upper Coal-measures : otherwise, in

the numerous times that 1 have ascended and descended the ex\g,e

of this Limestone Rock, in various parts of its range, I must
have noticed this fact (if as prevalent as I now suspect it to be),

if the Limestone had lain immediately on the Coal-measures.

I hope however, now, that the attention of those best able to elu-

cidate the subject, I mean the practical Men of the district, and
of every other, where this Rock can be identified, will not relax,

until the truth, wherever it may lie, is fully established.

It will be seen by your Readers, that Mr. Bakewell and myself

now concur pretty fully, as to the little or rather the negative aid

that
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that we may expect, eitlier from the initiated or the dnpcs of a
foreign Gengnostic faction sprung up amongst us ; and yonr
work, Mr. Editor, is the more vahiable, as a channel of com-
munication /or u<;eful facts, whether new or in confirmation or

correction of others aheady printed, expressed in the terms and
lanoua<ic which mav be familiar to the writers or their infor-

mants, accompanied or notbv Inferences, of anv kind, which they

may think deducible from their own communicated information,

or that of others.

I couKl not help thinking this morning that I perceived some-
thing of the influence above alluded to, wliile perusing an account
just published in the " Annals of Philosophy,'" of four species

^or varieties rather perhaps, some of them) of the remains or

alveoli of Bdemniles, found in argillaceous Coal-measures, and
of six others found in the Limestone near adjacent in them*,—in

Blackburn Collierv in Livingstone, in Linlithgowshire:—hov.-else

could it be doubted (p. 204) that '' the concamerated alveolis"

belonged to a Belemnite !,or the mistakes have now been printed,

that Belemnites are very rare in Scotland ?, and much more
so, that in England we find them in few situations ? : wlien Mr.
James Sowerby in his *' Mineral Conchology,'' p. 128, has men-
tioned the proofs that exist, in Woodward's and Bevan's Speci-

mens and other.?, and alluded to his own and others' specimens,

which show this incontestablv. While I was in Scotland, I saw
at Brora, very numerous Belemnites, in what I believe to be the

very same Coal-shale, as that from whence Mr. Fleming took

his specimens: they were well known there, bv the name of '^ pe-

trified Tangles" (a tubular sea-weed) as mentioned by another

Scotch observer in the same number of the Annals, p. 235, and
were con'-idered as far from uncommon in Scotland. In Eng-
land we have at least 20 strata (far separated from each other,

bv interveiiing strata v.-ithout, Belemnites) whi.-h produce them,

probably of a distinct species in eachpelemuitic stratuai,' and even

that more than one species are found, in som(j of these places in'

tlie British series; so tlmt excepting anemia Shells, we have per-

haps no extraneous Fossil near so common in England as the

Belemnite, and in nearly all of which, when in situ, vestiges at

least of their alveoli may be seen.

The Gentleman alluded to, furnished Mr. Sowerby with five

species of shells of the genus Product/is, from either the same or

a near adjoining l^imestone Rock as his six Belemnites (or " Or-
thoeera," as it seems now agreed to call them) were taken, and
which are published in No. 13, of Min. Conch. I presume to

hope tlicrcfore, that either he, or some kind friends to Geological

^ Sec Kirvvau's "Geological lissuys," p. 314.

Investigation,
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Invcstigiitiou, will fnrnish Mr. S. with w^ell selected specimens
of all these Orthoccrci, from as nuiuv and as distant places as

may be, mentioning their exact localities and strata^ by their

ordinary and local names, in order that the same may in due
courbe appear, in his very useful work, unmixed with Geognostic
s])cciilations and distinctions, which may greatly impair, but

cannot add to the value of coloured figures and a descriptive enu-
meration of British Fossil Shells, with their hai)itats.

But to return to the first article in your last Number, I beg to

congratulate Mr. Bakewell on the verv superior account of the

Koi-thumberlaiid and Durham strata, which he has presented to

your Readers ; and to thank him for the very liberal manner in

which he has brought Mr. Forster's work before the public*,

and Avhich I hope that we shall see reiterated in the forth-coming
Edition of his Geology. And consistently with the opinion that

I have long ago expressed to your Readers, of the usefulness qf

Mr. B's Geological v/ritings (and which, from being /(?5s Geogiio-

stical ajid Plutonical, will I trust further improve hereafter), I

he-g to make a few finther remarks on his late paper, with a view
only of adding to its truth and usefulness.

It will be recollected, that 1 objected to Mr. Bakevvell's Geo-
logical i^Iap of England, in his Geologv, 1st Edition, as at-

tempting a greater simplification than nature admitted ; at that

time Mr. B. did not extend his " Low district" far enough north
in Yorkshire (as I observed, P. M. xlii. p. 57), but now on the

contrary, he seems to have extended this uppermost of his three

divisions, too far in that direction, when he intimates, at p\ 82,
that the yellow Limestone (extending far into Northumberland)
is to be classed with the strata that prevail " on the eastern

side of England t ;" notv/ithstanding that this Rock so evidently

belongs to ike Red Marl, whicli is nowhere admitted into Mr. B's
low district, N of Leicester; but even the Bath Oalite, far above
it, is excluded a place therein, in Mr. B's Map, in the vicinity

of Bath, and thence southward.

The grand Fault which I have su])posed to range SW and NTl
from near Ainderby-Steeple to near Redcar in Yorkshire, (P. M.

* I have very often quoted, aiifl rccoinmeiuletl the sale of Mr. Forster's

Bod;; but mifbrtunately, it is not sold hut ixl Isieiccustic, whence I liave

procured it, for three or four of my friends. I beg also to mention, with
the view of serving Mr. F. that if he would cause it to be advertised and
sold in London, it would soon be more sought after; and from a similar
motive I will mention also, that the Binder employed to do up liis Work in
Boards, most rcprehensibly omits acjcing therein, so that all the copies I

have seen, were no sooner cut, but the middle of each sheet became loose
and ready to fall out.

t In puire 93, Mr. B. expressly says, that the Sunderland Limestone ex-
tends " through the suutti-eastern Counties " but which surely is unfounded.

xxxix.
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xxxix. p. 95), seems now more than ever necessary, for account-

ing for the Bath Oalite, the tias Clay and Limestone, and numerous
other thick strata, nowhere a)3[)earing on our east coast ! : and
since that Mr. B. has at length admitted (p. 93) " the frequent

disappearance of a whole series of strata on one side of a Fault," I

hope that in his new Edition, he will not he found supporting the

very improbable position he has mentioned p. 8-1, viz. that the alum
ShaJe (or clunch Clay) of the Cleveland Hills, is identical with

the Coal shale, intervening between the yellow Limestone and
the Coals at Pallion, 2 m. W of Sunderland Iron Bridge : the

'

thickness of which Coal shale, I cannot think but Mr. B. has

over-rated, by trusting to his memory ; and on which account I

beg to express a wish, that Mr. Goodcliild would favour you with

an accurate and particular account of his boring for Coals under

the yellow Limestone, to be recorded in your work. Consi-

dering, that at Ferry Hill Coals have long been worked, on both

sides of the Turnpike Road, and within sight of it, at Pits sunk

tkroug^h the yellow Lhnestone Rock*, I have been surprised to

see Dr. Thomson (Ann. iv. 415) expressing his ignorance of

any such pit sunk through this Limestone ; and even more so,

at the doubts that Mr. B» seems to express of the same fact, at

page S4 of your last number.

Marc!. 1, ISlo. J. FaRKY.

XXX. On the Phceiromenn altendhig the Roots of Plants m
snojvy ll'eather. By Mrs. Agnes Ibbetsox.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir, — IjLaving seen a letter in one of your Magazines, en-

deavouring to account for the phaenomenou attending the roots

of plants in snowy weather, and being humbly of opinion that

the fact is mis-stated, having last winter particularly attended

to the appearance in question, I shall venture to suggest a few

observations on the subject.

Whenever the snow lies for any time, generally it is observed

to mielt and pass off ro.und where a tree or shrub shades the

ground. Now in reality this effect has nothing to do with the

tree, as I shall show. At first, indeed, it occurred to me that

the motion of the root miriht occasion a desrree of heat which
might melt the snow, as I know by the dissection of roots thar

there is much more action in. them than is generally supposed,

* A circumstance which I have niontioned in your xliid vol. p. 53 ; aiul

which Mr. B. has noticed ut the top of pai;e 1'24, but only for commentint.;^

oil an immaterial circumstance mentioned by me.

Vol.45. No, 203. iViarc/i 1815. M and
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^>:v\ motion will prevent coiigi'latioii even in water, if not alreaJv
too near the freezing point. But observing that the snow j)asse(.i

off in breadth in proportion to the spreading and sliutling of the
brandies

; 1 fixed a long stick in the groiuid, and tied an uni-
brclhi to it, wliich should, when spreading, be abor.t six or seven
feet from the earth. It was then going to snow; and when it

was already pretty deep round the stick, 1 expanded the umbrella,

and before the next morning, the whole extent of tl*e circle of
the parasole was totally melted before nine o'clock. It could,

not therefore be any effect of the roots of plants that caused the

snow to dissolve ; but was it not rather the dews and vapours
falling and sinking among the dead leaves, putrid vegetable

matter, or calcareous earth, which became nitrate of potash or

saltpetre, and of course increased the cold, and preserved the

congelation of the rest of the snow? Many other trials and
txperiments have since that time confirmed my conviction of its

propriely ; though not of conse(iuence enough to be svhnitted
to the reader. I cannot help thinidng that we are little auare
how many J2iices, and various liquida and compounds, are be-
stowed on us by the atmosphere. The hairs of the plants make
that subject most I'isit'le, though they may, like the salts afore-

n^.entioned, not descend to us in a perfect state ; yet they cer-

tainly (with the liquid already in the hairs, or rising immediately
after i7i them) receive aJJInities which produce most of the scents

and juices that form our fragrant oils and resins.

I am, sir,

Your obliged servant,
Sherwood, Feb. 3, 1315. Agnes IubETSON.

XXXI. On the Rate ff going (f livo Clocks^ with Remarks
on Harris's Pendulum Clock erected In Idil. By Mr,
Thomas Reid.

To Mr. Tillnch.

Sir,— 1. HE circumstance of two clocks keeping the same time

so closely together, and that for periods of considerable lengths

of time, appearing extraordinary and unexpected to me, is tlie

reason why I have transmitted the case to you ; and should you
deem it worthy an insertion in your valvabJe Journal, it is at

your service.

Both the clocks were going in an imperfect state, and were

iHtended for further improvement: but their assuming the

appearance of keeping so near together, made lae delay the

taking them down to make any alterations, till I saw how long

thoy would continue to do so; which ihey die. for svi<rh a length
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of time, axid mitjht have done so for hoiv long I shall not pre-

tend to say ; had it not at last became necessary for me to put

an end to it. One of the clocks was a moi;th one, with a re-

coiliii!; scapemcnt, and a compensation pendulum made after

Ward's construction. I'he other was an eight-day one, having

a detached scapement, and a zinc tube compensation pendulum,

both made^some vcars ago, and of my own contrivance.

Dnrii!,{; a period of four months previous to the middle of No-
vember 181.'], th.ey kept so constantly and close together, tlmt

at no time could I perceive the tenth part of a second of difference

between them; indeed no sensible difference could be perceived,

either by mvself or by another person who had occasion fre-

quently to see them expressly for this purpose. A pretty sharp

cold taking place on one of the night-s in this November, the

month clock made a little deviation from the other: this was im-

puted to the influence of the cold upon the oil, as the arc of the

vibration of the pendjulum was followed by being sljorlened a

little at this same time. However, very soon after, they again

went together, allowance being made for the difference or devia-

tion made by the one from the otlier, and this difference v/a^

kept up to for more than a period of 164 days afterwards. The
mean daily rate of these clocks, during the four months previous

to the middle of November 1813, was -f 0*2 per diem. I'he

mean daily rate of them during a period of 164 days^ viz.

from the 2d of February IS 14 to the loth of July, was also

-|-0'2 per diem, tlie same as before. I .'.hall give an abstract

mor« in detail, of their going during these 164 days, not with

the view of showing any great perfection either in their rates or

in the compensation
;

yet at the same time it may be allorwed

that in these respects, considering the incorrect state in which

they were, iew clocks, even in their best and most coirect

condition, have, f avy thing, much exceeded this. On the 2d
of February, the clock having the detached scapement was fast

by mean time 1™ 35'. The month clock was about 53 seconds

faster than it, and this difference it maiiitained during 164 day«,

when the month clock was tarlcen down to be corrected and to

get another pendulum.

rr, , , f^ Mean d^ihj Mean of the
t. lillllUjtaln. -r, , "^ nvKate. JAcrrw.February 2.
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mean daily rate -}-0*'-33, and for the least +Ovll, and the mean,
of these five periods is -fO -216 as the mean daily rate.

These two clocks coming to keep time so close and near to-

gether, and for such a length of time^ was a matter merely acci-

dental : I should consider it a very vain pursuit, to attempt to

malvc any two clocks do so, nor do I think that there is any pro-

bability of my seeing tlie like to take place again. It is not im-
possible to make tv^•o clocks to go very nearly together^ and for

a considerable length of time too, but in this very nearly, and
in that cju/te close, there is a very wide diflference.

It has been said in some of the numbers of vour Phil. Journal,

wliere I think that- I have seen it, that a clock with a dead

beat scaj^ement was m.'ide by the late Mr. Grignion, and given

by him to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manu-
factures, &c. " that any addition or diminution of the motive

force would produce no alteration in the time-keeping of the

clock." Now, sir, being well acquainted with the principle of

the dead beat scapement, I ca-miot easily admit this. When
tiiis circumstance was ntentioned, it should surely have been

stated in what manner this uas obtained by Mr. Grignion, in

the dead beat scapement. Where this takes place in any scape-

ment, I humbly presume it can then no longer have the pro-

perties of that of the dead beat scapement. However, if you

or any of your correspondents will have the goodness to take

the trouble to explain this, it w ill be esteemed a considerable

favour.

From the same respectable authority of Mr. Grignion, we are

informed that in the year 1(341 a clock was made and put up
in the church of !St. Paul's, Covent-garden, by a Richard Harris,

who had applied a pendulum to it. This is rather singular, con-

sidering the cavilling which took place many years afterwards, as

to the priority or right of having first applied the pendulum to

a clock. Father Alexander tells us, that there were no clocks

made with pendulums to them in Paris, till after the year 1660;.

and yet there was a duodecimo pamphlet of Galilei's, On the

rature and properties of pendulous bodies, translated from the

Itahan into Frencli, published at Paris in 1639. May we not

hazard a conjecture for Richard Harris in this case ? .Our coun-

trjman Inigo Jones travelled twice into Italy, and was at Venice,

about the time that Galilei was there. It is not improbable

that Mr. Jones when there may have heard of what Galilei had

suggested regarding the pendulum, and of the propriety of ap-

j)Uiug it to a clock, and afterwards may have communicated
these ideas to Richard Harris on his returning to London. It

must be obbcrved, that Inigo Jones was not in life at the time

when
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when the dispute on this subject took place between Hooke,
Huyghens, and others. Whether Richard Harris was^ I know-

not.

I am, sir.

Your most obedient humble servant,

Thomas Reid.

XXXII. On Steam-Boats. Bij Robeiitson Buchanan, Ejy/.

of Glasgow.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Dear Sir,— x\greeabi,y to your request. I now send vou some
account of the steam-boats on the Clyde.

I am, dear sir.

Your most obedient servant,
Glasgow, January 9, 1315. RoiiERTSON BucHANAN.

So earlv as the year ISOl, a vessel propelled bv steam was
tried on the Forth and Clyde inland navigation, but was laid

aside, among other reasons, on accoimt of the injury it threatened

the banks of the canal by the agitation of th.e water: and as far

as I can learn, the same objection still subsists to the use of steam-

boats on artificial canals so narrow as those usual in Great Bri-

tain. That objection, however, I should think, does not apply to

some of those of Holland and other couiitries on the continent.

The first attempt on any scale worthy of notice, to navigiite

by steam on the river Clyde, was in the year 1812*. A passage

boat of about 40 feet keel and lOf feet beam, having a steam-
engine of only three horses' power, began to ply on the river.

Since that period the num!}er of boats has gradually increased.

Besides three vessels which have left the Clyde, there are six

at present plying on the river, two of which cai rv goods as well

as passengers. They have on the whole been gradually increased

in tonnage as well as in the povver of their engines ; and still

larger boats and more powerful engines are now constructing

:

among others, one of about 100 feet keel and 17 feet beam with

an engine of 24 horses' power; and one of equal burthen, having

an engine of 30 horses' power f. These boats aie ail neatly

fitted up, and some of them even elegantly decorated.

On board all the passage steam-boats are newspapers, pam-

* The first steam-boat in America was laiinclicrl at New-York on tlie

."Bd of October 1807, and beeaii to ply on the river between that city and
Albany, a distance of about 120 miles.

t For the value of a horde's power, see Buchanan's Essay on Miil-work,
Teeth of Wheels, p. 130,

M 3 phlets.
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pblets, book.^j &:c. for the amusement of the passenger?:, and^uch
icfreshments as are desirable on so hhort a voyage, a distance of

about 26 miles by water, ^and 24 by land.

The voyaj^e betwixt Gla^'^ow and Greenock, including stop^

pages at intermediate places, is commonly accomplished in from

three to four horns, the vessels taking advantage of the tide as

far as circumstances will pernjit : but as they start at different

hours from the same place, thev are sometimes obliged to go
part or nearly the whole of their voyage against the tide.

The voyage has been accomplished in 2j hours ; the tide being

favourable, but against a moderate breeze of contrary wind *.

At first, owing to the novelty and apparent danger of the con-

veyance, the tmmber of passengers was so verv small i\\nl the

oidy steam-boat then on the river could hardly clear her ex-

penses : but the degree of success which attended that attempt

soon commanded public confidence. The number of passengers

which now go in those boats mav seem incredible to those who
have not witnessed it. Travelling by land has not only been

nearly superseded, but the communication very greatlv increased,

owing to the clieapness and facility of the conveyance. Many
d&ys,in fine weather, from 500 to 600 have gone from Glasgow

In Port-Glasgow and Greenock, and returned in the same day.

One of the botits alone has been known to carry 247 at one

time. The increase of travelling in consequence of navigation

hv steam^ may be estimated by the number that v.ent in the com-
mon passage boats before the introduction of this agent : at that

time, the highest estimate even for summer did not much exceed

50 up and 50 down, and those generally of the lower class of

the people. Tije number that then went by coaches may be

thus estiuiated : fpur coaches up and four down, which might

average six passengers each.

In the summer, the pleasure of the voyage and the beauty of

the scenery attract multitudes ; and the bathing-places below

Greenock have, iu consequence of the easy passage, been crowded

beyond former example.

The scenery near Glasgow is sylvan and beautiful, but be-

comes bolder and more picturestpie as the river descends, until i^

terminate in the rugged mountains of the wcbt Highlands.

Robertson Buchanan.

General Description,

A variety of modes of propelling steam-boats by the power of

steam-engines have been projected, and many of them tried: but

* The tiipe which was allowed to the Mail coati) to i;o between those

towns was 3^ hours, but owing to extraordinary exertion £ODie of the

ccacacs no'.v run that distance in about 2\ hours.

tljotq
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those on* the Clyde have their machinery all constructed on orie

general plan ; namely, that of paddle-wheels similar to vji>dcr-

shot water-mill wheels on each side of the vessel, whicJi are pitt

m motion by the steam-engine.

Reference to Drawings of Steam-Boat. 7

Pl^te III. An elevation ; a side view shov/ing one of the pad-
dle wheels.

iV. A planj shorving the extent of cabin floor,

A. The fore or second cabin.

BB. S})ace for the machinery.

C. The iron chimnev, serving ako as a i]iast.

D. The boiler.

EE. The steam-engine.

G. The crank.

H. The fly-wheel.

II. The padflle-uheels.

K. Ladies' cabin.

L. Steward's room.

M. Principal cabin.

NN. Stairs down to the cabins.

00. Water closet.

F? &:c. Gangway.

QQQ. Seats at stern and on the deck.

II. The rudder.

S. Covering of paddle-wheels,

XXXIII. J Paper proving that the Kmhryos of the Seeds are

formed in the Root alone. By Mrs. Agnes Ibbetson.

To Mr. Tdloch.

TS;!iprvvofiH, Foil 2-1, 181.5.

HAT tinie is now arrived, of will Ii I last year promised

to give notice, v.'hen tiie seeds arc to be rliscovered mounting
in the alburnum vessels from the root. It is a phienomenon so

easily seen, t'aat I caniiot iif'!]) calling on botanists in general

to convince tbenwelves of a fact of such consequence to science,

and establishing the foundation (if admitted) of a more perfect

knowledge in the formation of plants than we yet possess. It re-

quires no other preparation (to view it well) than merely cutting

off a small piece of the outward rind of anv tree, then cutting an
extremely tiiin slice adjoining the several cuticles, which if it Is

the proper piece (that is the alburr.um vessels) it will be so soft

as to cut with the utmost ease. In this specimen, with the naked
eye, if held up to the light, but certainly uilh a small magnifier,

the seeds will be seen mounting the tree, i .-.hail f.r?t give a

M 4 eomplet^
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complete account of their proceedings from their first formation

in the f^ide roots to their settling in the buds : I shall then an-

swer every objection tliat has occurred to myself, or been sug-

gested by others in contradiction to the fact here reported, with

the same exactness and impartiality as if I were unconnected with

the discovery.

When first I viewed these balls just entering the bud, I could

not conceive wliat they were ; but pursuing tliem in the right

season for several years together, I found that tliey commenced
their course in the radicle, at the terniinatiun of the side roots,

about the end of Jannarv ; there thev apjjeared to be first formed

ill a sort of ifro'is pouch r, which separated as it advanced further

into the root, and soon became very small balls, which after-

wards entered the narrow passage of the middle root : here they

generally stopped for a time, and then, procecdhig across the cen-

tre, entered the alburnum vessel*; in the stem, and mounted to the

buds. Suppose the larch or oak tree,— but the tir<-t js the most

distinguished and clear for viewing the completion of this curious

phsenomenon, as the shooting of its licautiful red flowers marks

best the time of observation. Th^ seeds having mounted the

stem arrive at a collection ofgemmae, and form a large heap at the

middle points of the pith leading up to the buds ; here they re-

main many days, perhr.ps a week or more, till the vessel of di-

spersion has f'ornied,and run frojn the heap opening at each bud
;

the seed-vessel of which remains distended for the reception of

the seeds. When this is complete, the balls enter this vew-formed
vessel one by one, and slide up the cylinder to each pericarp,

and such a nurrioer of balls are deposited in each seed-vessel as

suits the order to which the tree belongs. Thus the seeds dis-

appear from the heap by degrees, and the pericarps when they

have attained their proper nujnber close at the bottom, and the

vessel of dispersion is soon lo^t in the increasing part of the

plant; but the seeds never enlarge from the time they quit the

middle root till they enter the bud.

1 must observe that I have everv reason to believe that it is

the heart of the seed only that ir, formed in the root, that part

v.-hich afterwards becomes the embryo of tbe plant. In the

wheat and grasses it is so exactly marked^ as the heart is before

impregnation, that it is impossible not to be struck with the si-

militude of the figure. I conclude, therefore, that this part is

foruicd by the immediate assemblage of the fresh blood of the

plant mixing with and imbibing the new sap just proceeding ii\oxi\

tlie eaith, and pouring into the side roots. We know that the

licjuid of those roots is drawn from the richest part of the vege-

table earth ; may not therefore the concoction thus formed, when
both juices are in their purest state, and perfectly unmixed with

other
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otiier ingredients, complete that production of animated nature,

which no other assemblage of matter could produce, and which

is concluded and Jin'ished by a thin thread of the line of life,

passing through each ball at its first formation ? When aggre-

gated into a larger mass, their circle was completed; and the

thread which ties them all together is fixed never to be severed,

but, pas-^ing v/ith them through all their different habitations, in

the side root, centre root, and alburnum vessel in the .stem,^xe9

them at last in the seed-vessel, either incorjiorating the string

with it, as in the lily, or hanging by it, as in the seed oi the rose

or violet, wliich seed is afterwards impregnated through this

identical string. In the cactus tribe the balls being thoroughly

jdivided, the string is admirably seen, being very thick in pro-

portion, and so much more icoody and solid than the matter of
the seed, that it is easily distinguished. The seeds are found in

every plant about six v.eeks or two months preceding flowering

time, according to the season at which each plant performs that

function. In fir trees thev rarely beein to show their seeds till the

seventh or eighth year of their age, and in other trees rather

earlier.

That the embryo of trees is the same in all plants of the same
genus, I am peifectlv convinced, from the indifference in the

procedure of the plant when grafted or budded ; for the seeds

mount as if nothing had happened, and pass into the bud. In-

deed, the eve can mark little or no difference between the.em-

bryo of the lierbaceous plant and that of trees; but the eye is

scarcely a fair jnd^e in so delicate a mutter : probably this is

the real cause that plants will not act in this way in any but their

own genus. 1 have noAV shown the route this embryo of the

seed takes before it is fixed in the bud during tlie time that

part is in its cradle in the bark. I shall next endeavour to

obviate, or rather examine into, the objections I first made mA-
self, or others sxigge.sted to me, respecting this fact, and whether

,
Jthese balls should or not be l;elieved to be tlie embryo of the seed.

Wiien i first discovered them, I thought thev might be air-

bubbles : but they cannot be air; because, in all the cactus tribe,

if the stem is cut in half in February, the seeds may be taken
out with a pin, dried on a glass, then cut in half, and thev will

be found perfectly solid. Care must however be taken that a seed

is selected iiot covered with the fwUen, and that the string is not

broken too close to the ball. It is covered with points when com-
plete, and perfectly round. It cannot be air- bubbles, because,

when collected in a heap at the bottom of the assemblage of

,buds before tliey pass into the dispersing vessel, to view it ivell

the whole must be cut longitudhiaUy, and divided into two parts;
the heap is therefore of course separated, and many of the seeds

halved,
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halre/l^ which plainly evinces how solid they are. They cannot b*

J if ; for, if placed in tiie air-pump, and a vacuutn formed round

them, it hay not tht miialle^t effect on them ; vvherea^-, place a

real air-vessel, or rather a water plant with hubles of air in it,

and the moment the vacuum is produced, all the bubbles sxuell

and hurst. But th.ere are certainly no regular air-vessels, except

in water or some waftr plants, though many air-bubbles ac-

company the sap. If they v/ere not seeds, would they not ap-

pear at all times, and not be confined to the season preceding

the fioiveriiig of plants ? whereas they are rarely seen but at

this time, except in those vegetables that flov/er twice, or for a

long space of time. A few strayed on seed may, however, be

found, but not in any quautity. Neither can they be air sur^

rounded vAih. Xl^ishziK juices (as they sometimes appear in the

firs), becauf^e they are really solid, and l)ecause in many trees

they are so far removed from the imwr hark vessels as to have

no rommuiiication whatever with them. In the scmpervhniin

tribe, the seeds are all in the alburnum vessels between two
riuds, while the inner bark vessels, containing the bark juices,

arej?X(?c? in the interior between the second rind and the wood,
arid cannot therefore approach the seed;;. How admirablv is this

f-hcwn in a specimen of the plant 1 how plain and decisive is its

c'fTect on the mind ! Biit drawings always leave a doubt behiniU

This situation of the alburnum is totally different from that of

any otlicr plant I am acquainted with, and only I believe to be

found in the sempervivmns

.

I may be thought to have made too many objections, wlvcrc

the two first were all sufficient ; but I might have added nmiiy

more, to show how perfect tlic evidence is, since the vessel of

impregnation passing through the seed, as it is always found in

the llovver, is a corroboration not a little powerful. It is above

four seasons since 1 have pursued this discovery in every mode
diligence conld sumiesl ; and 1 think I mav now without fear

jireseut it to the public as an absolutefact. Malpighi gave a

fipecimen of the alburnum vessel ; but, not viewing it in the pro-

per season, did not see these ballsy he took however the intcr-

vcnmg and smaller ones for air-vessels, (those which I suppose

to i)e tlic powder of the pollen), and the middle vessels which con-

tain the seeds (see fig. 1, Plate IV.) he called absorbent vessels^

but designated ihe7n no further. But why should they not

be the embryo of the seeds ? We are now well assured that

the bulbous rootsform tlie flower in the root, and take in their

seeds in the same place. If one set of plants can receive their

seeds there, why should not all ? It recpiires but cutting a hy-

acinth a month before blowing, and all its seeds will be seen

mounting to the top of the root to enter the flower; but it must

be
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he before the Lud is (juife complefe. I forgot to mention that

in most /tri the bark juices are of a deep yellow hrown, and the

seeds of a most beautiful yellow white. All this evidence, strong

as it is, is nothing to the perfect conviction the mind receives

when in the arum the seeds are seen running up the miduls

flower-stem, and thus passing into each separate seed-vessel, or

still plainer if possible in the larch, where a vessel is formed on
purpose for transporting tlicm to their proper situations. As
these reasons are, I think, all sufficient, 1 will not trouble' the

reader with all 1 had prepared, but show, what is almost as plain,

*' that the pollen aho is contained in thai; which forms and fills

the intermediate spaces between tlie vessels which contain the

seeds."

IMalpighl took these vessels for air-vessels: but, whatever they

are, after the seeds have deposited themselves into tiie seed-

vessel, and that it has closed on them ; this powder, wliich had

before visibly run from the bark to the middle of the pith Tnow

first receiving the coloured juices, wliich give tliem a yellow

tint), i7n7/!edtate/y proceeds up the middle space between the buds,

and enters them at the upj)er part instead of the under. In this

specimen they cannot be seen to enter the pollen cases, but in

the arum, they are seen to proceed vp the plant and enter the

stamen in the same manner as the seeds had done just before in

their appropriate places. I have many reasons to suppose that

the pollen powder is formed in the tap root; but this is not a fact

of which I am so perfectly as.swcd as of the preceding circum-

stance. I have certainly taken it from thence, but very unlike

the seeds ; the alteration of its form is so very great as to make
it much more difficult to trace ; it is most easy, however, to follow

its progress as soon as it reaches tlie alburnum ve'>sels. That
the pollen receives its colouring li(juor from tlse atmosphere,

there can be no doubt ; I have seen it enter the liairs, combine

with the powder in the pith, dye a part of the pith with the same
tint ; and when the pollen is perfectly coloured, I have seen it

run into the top of tlie bud, slowly jjroceeding to its des.tination.

This is all to be traced point by point with a simile iiiicmtcope.

In taking a plant where the male and female (lowers are se-

parate, the balls pass to the female fiower, the pollen to the

male. In all the Jirs tliis is admirably viewed in tlie early part

of the formation of the i)ud. In rent malt trees tlie balls never

appear, and in female plants the pollen is never discovered ; both

seeds and pollen are often found in double flower>i, where t!iey

never come to perfection; but here it is the impreunation c.i the

seeds that fails ; I conjecture that the inipregnution is n> t re-

quired for the forming; the seeds, or at least the embryo (if the

jffff/, but for Its nature txn^ finish; docs it not here maintain

some
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some resemblance in animal life ? In the cypress it is beautiful

to trace the different powders dividing and holding their course
;

the pollen to the male flower, the balls to the female. But still

more astonishing is it, when, as in the gooseherry and cvrvxint,

they are all pressed together, and yet never mistake their desli-

nation. In many plants, however, the pollen has a sort of funnel

placed in the pith, through which the pov/der pjroceeds to its

proper situation ; but this is only just at the bottom of a col-

lection of buds, and it soon disappears with the increasing growth
of the plant.

As this short letter was only written to mention the time of

the rising of the seeds, and to enable each botanist to judge of

the discovery, I shall liere conclude, hoping that I have obviated

all the objections that can be made to its valitaty.

I am, sir,

,Your obliged humble servant,

Agkes Ibbetson.

P. S.—I have troubled the reader with only two prints just to

show the specimen of Malpighi, hg. 1. which is perfectly jwi<

(only he did not look at the proper time, and did not therefore

see the seeds), and the seed-vessel of the arum, with the seeds

mounting to the fiowcr and entering the various seed-vessels

:

see fig. 2. The seeds running into the seed-vessels of tlie larch,

I have already given in volume xxxv. page 1, of Nicholson's

Journal.

I forgot to mention that in most fruits, pears, apples, lualnuts,

8cc. the embryo of the seed is of a greenish colour.

XXXIV. Letterfrom M. Ampere to Count Bertkollet, on the

Determination of the Proportions in jvhich Bodies comhi?ie,

according to the Number and respective Arrangement of
the Molecules of which their integrant Particle's are com-
posed.

[Continued from p. 116.]

\'V e have seen that eight tetrahedrons may be united in a re-

presentative form, which has been designated under the name of

cubo-hexa-tetrahedron. In this arrangement, the position of

two tetrahedrons differs from that of the six others ; but it is easy

to unite the same number of tetrahedrons, bv giving to all of

them the same respective position. For this purpose we shall

conceive that one of the summits of each tetrahedron is placed

at one of the eight solid angles of a cube, and that this tetrahe-

dron is situated in such a way that its three other summits are

ill
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tlie plans which pass by the centre of the cube, and by the-

'iree sides of this cube wiiich form the soHd angle. The thirty-

o summits of tlie eight tetrahedrons arranged in this way will

- those of a polyhedron, which, in the case where the tetrahe-

ans are regular and have their centre of gravity at the same
jjoint, will have eighteen faces; viz. six square and twelve hexa-

)nal.

It is easy to see that this polvhedron is nothing but a dode-

Lhedron, of which the six summits with four faces shall have

en curtailed by one-third of the adjoining ridges ; as the po-
iion of the eight tetrahedrons of which it is composed is the

;me for all, I have given it the name of octo-tetrahedron. The
I ght tetrahedron^^ which form this polyhedron by their junction,

. e placed two and two like the two tetrahedrons which form a
ibe, and four and four like the four tetrahedrons of v/hich the

tra-tetrahedron is composed; we may therefore consider it

. Iso as produced by the luiion of four cubes, or of two tetra-

telrahedrons.

The octo-tetrahedron having six faces, the middle parts of

u'hich are situated respectively like the six summits of an octo-

hedron, we shfill be able to unite these two polvhedi-ons into one
only, in a manner analogous to that in which the combinations

I itherto described are formed : but as this polyhedron is less

"-imple than the amphihedron, which contains preciselv as many
tetrahedrons and octohedr-ons, and which consequentlv neces

-

siirily leads to the same results, relative to the combinations of

bodies in determinate proportions ; I shall not reckon it among
the re])resentative forms.

It is evident that the octo-tetrahedron, which has eight simi-

r.iits situated with respect to each other like the eight summits
of a cube, cannot be combined with this form ; but it may, like

the hexa-tetrahedron, be combined with a hexaiiedral prism,

because it partakes with the hexa-tetrahedron of the propertv

o\ haviiig hexagonal faces. In order to form a clear idea of

this combination, we may conceive a Ivae which joins the mid-
'iles of the two opposite hexagona;' faces of an octo-tetrahedron,

. nd place it in a vertical situation ; we then find that those two
faces are each surrounded by six other faces, viz. two square

Mud four hexagon ; and that we nmv place a hexagonal prism in

such a way as that, the six summico of each of its bases answer-

ing to those six faces, its axis will 1)2 confounded with the line

situated vertically.

The two polyhedrons thus joined give li-reprcsentative form,

which differs ordy from the octo-tetrahedron'^ inasmuch as tke

twelve faces of the latter, which surround the two bases, are

covered by as many pyramids, foi^r quadrangidar and eight hexa-

gonal.
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agonal. A'* we cannot establish between the respective dimen-
sions of the two polyhedrons, with the view of diminisliing the

number of faces, anv rehition which is svmaietrical with respect

to all the siniihxr ritlges, I shall suppose tliat they are such that

the same sphere can he circuirtscribed for them : and the poly-

lu?drt)n with forty-four snmniits which results from this supposi-

tion, having seventy face*, viz. four hexagon, two s(juare, and
sixtv-fonr triangles, 1 shall give it the nauie of eptaconta-liedron.

Finally, in order to combine the octo-tetrahedron with the

tri-octolte(h-on, it is sufficient to observe that each of these poly-

hedrons has as many summits as the other has faces, and reci-

procally ; we shall soon find that the positions of these summits

and of these faces are precisely such, that by placing the six

swnmits with four faces of the tri-octohedron on the perpendi-

culars raised in the midst of the six s(}uare faces of the octo-

tetrahedron, all the summits of each polyhedron answer to the

faces of the other.

If we determine the respective dimensions of the polvhedrons,

so as that the ridges of the tri-octohedron which join at the six

summits just mentioned may pass by the middles of the ridges

of the square faces of the octo-tetrahedron, there will result from

the junction of those two representative forms a new polyhedron

^vhieh will have fifty sunmiits and seventv-lwo faces ; viz. twenty-

four (juadrilateral and forty-eight isosceles triangles. This poly-

hedron may be considered as a tri-octohedron, of which the thirtv-

two faces shall have been co'.ered by as many triangular pyra-

mids : this is the reason why 1 designate it by the name of py-
ramidated tri-octohedron.

I shall only point out three other representative forms, com-
posed of four, five, and seven octohedrons, and to which I have

given the names of tetra-octohedron,penta-octohedron,and epta-

octohedron ; and for tiie sake of brevity, I shall not speak of the

combinations which may be made of those three representative

forms with the preceding polyhedrons.

If we take notice that, one octohedvon being given, there are

four diiferent positions in which another octohedron of the same
size forms with the first a hcxahedral prism, we shall easily,

conceive that four octohedrons situated in those four positions

will liave their centre of gravity at the same point, and will form

a combination into which they will all enter in the same way.
This combination is the tetra-octohedron, which has twenty-

four summits and fourteen faces, of which six are octagon and
the eight otiiers are equilateral triangles : by adding thereto the

.same octohedron which has served to determine the resnective
1

positions of the four octoiiedrons which we have combined, we
shall have the penta-octuhcdron, the ouuimito of which are thirty

in
- —-T
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in luimber, and which has fifty-six triangular faces, of which

eig!)t are equilateral and the other forty-eight are isosccie?.

If, instead ofuiiitinu: the tetra-octohedrou Vvith a single octo-

hedion, we combine it with a tri-octohedron, by placing tlie six

simniiits with four faces of the latter at the same point where

w* iiave placed the six summits of the hfth cctohedron in the

formation of the penta-octohcdron, we Nhall have tlie poi\he'h-OTi

composed of seven equal, octohedrons, to which I have given the

name of epta-octohedron, and which has forty-two ^summits and

eighty triangular faces, of which eight are equilateral, twenty-

funr isoaceksj and forty-eight scalene.

1 subjoin a comparative table of these twenty- three represen-

tative forms.
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It is by these polyheilrons that 1 liave represented the various

arrangements of the molecules of all bodies. When these bodies

contain such substances only of which we may measure the vo-

lume in the state of gas, we have immediately the number of the

molecules of each species which enter into their composition.

When a simple body caimot be obtained in the state of cjas, we
must try in succession various suppositions relative to the num-
ber of molecules of this simple body, which are contained in one

of the compounds which it forms with a gaseous substance, oxy-.

gen for instance. The relations in weight make known the'

number of the molecules cf the same body which enter into its

other compounds ; and the condition which it must satisfy, that

all the numbers of molecules which are obtained correspond to

polyhedrons comprehended in the foregoing table, soon makes
known that one of these different suppositioiK which can agree

with the entire whole of the phaenomena: it then becomes easy

to calculate the respective weights of the molecules of all the

simple bodies ; and these weights once determined, it is suffi-

cient to have a pretty close analysis of a compound bodv, and
to know how much its particles contain of molecules of each of

its elements, and thus correct the iue\"itable errors of analysis.

Several chemists have endea\oured to attain the same result

by determining tlie respective weig!its of certain proportions of

the different simple bodies which always enter an entire numl)cr

of times into the bodies which are composed of them. These
' proportions do not lead to results conformable to the experiments,

but when they are always multiples or submultiples of the re-

spective weights of the molecules : but wlicn we make use of

them, nothing can indicate how many of the proportions of a

simple body ought to enter into one of those compounds ; whereas
the consideration of the representative forms shows, in many
cases, how much in a compound body there ought to enter of

molecules of each of its elements, and even leads us to establish

between the combinations of two simple bodies with all the

others, such a dependence, that, the combination of one of those

bodies being known, we may foresee those of the other. I have
found foi instance, by comparmg the combination which oxygen
and hydrogen form with different bodies, that, with tlie exception

of chlore and sulphur, the comlwnations of wdiich with hydrogen
present the properties of the acids, one same quantity of a body
susceptible of being united to hydrogen is combined in such a

manner, that there are in general, in each of the particles of the

compound, four molecules of hydrogen more tliau there are mo-
Iqcules of oxygen in the corresponding combination of the same
ho&y with this last gas. We may even remark, that vvhen this body
lorm- with oxygen several combinations, some of which are more

dirticult
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fVifficiilt and the others more easy to decompose, tlie compounds
of hydrogen corresponding with the first in the manner v.-hich I

have explained, are t!ie only ones wiiich can be obtained, at least

in the isolated state; and that those which correspond in the same
manner with the less sta!)Ie combinations of oxygen are either

impossible, or cannot exist but wh.en united to a third body.

According to this addition of four molecules or of an entire par-

ticle of hydrogen to the number of the molecules of oxyqen as-

sumed bv the difi"erent bodies in their most stable combinations

with this last ga-^, we fmd six molecules of hydrogen when there

are two or oxygen in these couibinatious, and eight when there

are four.

The same considerations also lead ns to foresee, according to the

representative forms of their particles, what are the gases which
water cannot absorb, but in very small quantity, by the simple

interposition of some of their particles between those of water,

and tliose vv'hich the same liquid is susceptible of absorbing in

large quantities, and forming with them true combinations.

[Tu he co:iti!!Uc:i.J

, XXXV. On Ii!r. Fearxe's Olscrvatinns on external Per-

ception, c#f. Bi/ T. FoRSTER, Esq.

To Mr. Tillocli.

SiTi, I N a paper On external Perccjition, recently published i-n the

Pamphleteer, by Mr. Fearne, he has maintained an opinion that

our perception of external objects is not by means of the five

senses alone, but that it is an act of t'ne mind. As tliis doctrine,

at least as expressed in the manner he has delivered it, is some-
what novel ; ar.d as it coincides with an opinion which has re-

sidted from the last discoveries into the physiology and structure

of the organs of the brain, I am induced to point out to the me-
tapliysical spocvdator the great similarity of opinions drawn from
ditferent sources, on a sulyect which lias so frequently er.gaged

the attention of philosophers. I do net proceed with Mr,
Fearne in all his reasonings throughout the course of his various

metaphysical inquiries, but allude specially to the opinion that

the sensation of objects by means of the five external senses is

not sulTicient to produce the belief of the external existence

of bodies. But I believe the perception of the external

bodies to be the consequence of an organic apparatus quite

as material as the nerves of the five senses. In short, the organ

of individuality, or that part of the front lobes of the brain

above the no.se, in the middle and inferior part of the forehead, is

\\A. -15, No. 2i)o. March 131 J. N the
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the cause of our belief of external bodies. This orgau also excites

the activity of the five senses, and thereby is active, by means of

them, in producing the sensation of bodies, which it furthermore

causes us to regard as external, individual, and existent, inde-

pendent of our sensations of them. I have long conceived, as I

ibrmerly mentioned, that there must exist some special faculty in

the mind for this perception of individuality; but it was Dr,

Spurzheim who pointed out the seat of its organ. I recom-

mend the study, therefore, of the structure and organic arrange-

ment of the brain published by him and Gall, to all those who
wish to see the material engines of the various functions of the

mind. They will be really surprised, if they follow up this

course of anatomical and physiuiogical studies attentively, at the,

great progress which has in so short a time been made in a

science which has for ages been regarded as the most difficult

and at the same time the most interesting in the world. Tht;

phrenology of Gall and Spurzheim has verified what Richerand

hinted at as the ne pli/s ultra of physiology, when he anticipated

a mode to solve the problem of the principles of the actions of

animated beings ; and, given the physical structure of any per-

son, to find his moral and intellectual qualities.

The proofs that the aforesaid faculty of individuality resides in

the particular organ ascribed to it, are founded on a series of

facts too numerous to be detailed here. I have fortunately had

many cases both of the great as well as of the defective develop-

ment of that organ, to confirm and put beyond all doubt in my
mind the truth of the physiology he has imputed to it. And I

mention this apparent coincidence of opinion, to excite others to

examine; as these very abstruse considerations, such as are con-

tained in Mr. Fearne's work, are very liable to be misunder-

stood, and it becomes desirable to call forth and collect the dif-

ferent views of the philosophy of mind which they excite in peo-

ple of different organizations.

YourSj &c.
Cambridge, Marcli 11,1815. ThoMAS FoRSTER.

XX-XVI. On the Pyramids of Egypt. Extracted from Dr.

Edward Daniel Clarke's Travels, Vol. III."*

I'YRAMIDS OF DJJZA.

As we drew near the base of the principal jiyramid, the effect

of its prodigious magnitude, ami the amusement caused in view-

* Dr. Clarke's iiccount of the pyraiiii<ls is hy far tlie most |jtiilosu|jliical

and satisfactory of any tliat have been olfcred to tlie norld on tliese in-

teresting monnments of antiquity. Our readers, we are confident, w:ll be

highly gratilicd to tind it in oiir pages.

ing
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ing tlie enormous masses used in its construction, affected every

one of us ; but it was an impression of awe and fear rather than

of plea'^ure. We had heard the pyramids described as huge ob-

jects which gave no satisfaction to the spectator, on account of

their barbarous shape, and formal appearance; yet to us it ap-

peared hardly possible, that persons susceptible of any feeling of

sublimitv could behold them unmoved. With what amazement
did we survey the vast surface that was presented to us when we
arrived at this stupendous monument, which seemed to reach

the clouds ! Here and there appeared some Arab guides upon
the immense nuisses about us, like so many pygmies, waiting to

show the way up to the summit
The mode of ascent has been frequently described; and yet,

from the questions that are often proposed to travellers, it does

not appear to be generallv understood. The reader may im.agine

himself to be upon a staircase, every step of which, to a man of

middle stature, is nearly breast high ; and the breadth of each

step is equal to its height : consequently the footing is secure.

Where the stones are decaved, caution mav be required ; but

upon the whole the means of ascent are such that almost every

one may accomplish it

At length we reached the topmost tier, to the great delight and
satisfaction of all the party. Here we found a platform thirty-

two feet square; consisting of nine largestones,—though much in-

ferior in size to some used in the construction of this pyramid
The view from this eminence amply fulfilled our expectations

;

nor do the accounts which have been given of it, as it appears at

this season of the year [August 23d], exaggerate the novelty and
grandeur of the sight. All the region towards Cairo and the

Delta resembled a sea, covered with innumerable islands. Fo-
rests of palm-trees were seen standing in the water ; the inun-

dation spreading over the land where they stood, so as to give

them an appearance of growing in the flood. To the north, no-
thing could be discerned, but a watery surface thus diversified by
plantations and by villages. To the south we saw the pyramids
of Saccara ; and, upon the east of tiiese, smaller monuments of

the same kind, nearer to the Nile. An appearance of ruins

might indeed be traced the whole way from the pyramids of

Djiza to those of Saccara ; as if they had been once connected,

so as to constitute one vast cemetery. Bevond the pyramids of

Saccara, we could perceive the distant mountains of the Said

;

and upon an eminence near the Libyan side of the Nile appeared
a monastery of considerable size. Towards the west and SW
the eye ranged over the great Libyan Desert, extending to the

utmost verge of the horizon^ without a single object to interrupt

N 2 the
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the dreary honor of the landscape, except dark floathig spots,

caused by the shadows of passing clouds upon the sand.

Upon the SE side is the gigantic statue of the Sphuix, the

most colossal piece of sculpture which remains of all the works
executed by the ancients. The Fren(l> have uncovered all the

pedestal of this statue it proves to be a wretched substruc-

ture of brick-work and small pieces of stone, put together like

the most insignificant piece of modern masonry* . . : .Beyond
the s}»hynx vre distinctly discerned, amidst the sandy waste, the

remains and vestiges of a magnificent building (unnoticed by

former authors who have written upon the jivramids)—perhaps

the Serapeum
Immediately beneath our view, upon the eastern and western

side, we saw so many tombs that we were unable to count them,
some half buried in the sand, others rising considerably above

it. All these are of an oblong form, with sides sloping like the

roofs of European houses. A plan of their situation and ap-

pearance is given in Pococke's Travels. The second pyramid,

standing to the S\V, has the remains of a covering near its ver-

tex, as of a plating of stone which had once invested all its four

sides. Some persons, deceived hv the external hue of this

covering, have believed it to be of marble ; but its white ap-

pt^arance is owing to a partial decomposition, affecting the sur-

face only. Not a single fragment of marble can be found near

this pyramid. It is surrotmdcd by a paved court, having walls

on the outside, and ]daces as for doors or portals in the walls
;

also an advanced work or portico. A third pvramid, of much
smaller dimensions than the second, appears beyond the sphyux
to the SW; and there are three others, one of which is nearly

buried in sand, between the large pvramid and this statue, to

the SE.
Having thus surveyed the principal objects, as they appeared

from the summit of the great pyramid, avc proceed to the ex-

ajninatiou of the substances which compose its exterior surCace,

* Tlic author afterwards nutices, that as ttiev drew " near to view tnis

prorljiiioiis colussus, a rrdiiisli hue was discernible over the wholo in.iss,

quite inconsistent vvith the comiiion colour of the Jimes^>ne used in build-

in;; the pyramids, and of whid) tiic spfiyr.x is fonued." This induced
further examination; and " haviujz siicteeded in cJimbins; beneath the right

ear, where tfic surface hnd never been brokeii, nnr in any degree decoiii-

pt«cd by tiie ucti(<u of tlie atmosphere," Dr. Clarke found that the whole
bad once been painted of a diny;y red or blood colour; and on this painted
surface he founrl an inseri|)tion, but so concealed under the enoriQous ear
of the sphynx that ito noijce lias been taken of it by any preceding tra-

veller. The two first lijies are Coptic; the rest is Arabic; and the cha-
racters, which arc of -coDsidcrabIc size, are black painted on the red sur-

face.
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The stones of the platform upon the top, as well as most of

the others used in constructing the decreasing- ranges from the

base upwards, are of soft limestone ; a little harder, and more
compact, than what some of the English masons vulgarly call

cliwck ; whereof King's Colleg-e Chapel at Cambridge, and great

j)artof Ely Cathedral, are built. It is of a grayish-white colour,

and has this remarkable property, that, when broken by a smarc

blow with a hammer, it exhales the fetid odour common to the

dark limestone of the Dead sea, and of many other places.

It is now very generally admitted, that t!\e stones are of

the same nature as the calcareous rock whereon they stand, and
that this was cut awav in order to form them As we de-

scended from the summit, we found mortar in all the seams of the

different layers upon the outside of the pyramid ; but no such

appearance could be di>^cerned in tlie more perfect masonrv of

the interior. The mortar is of a coarse kind, and contains mi-
nute fragments of terra cotta

The French liad been very assiduou'* in their researches among
these buildings. They even attempted to open the smallest of

the three pyramids ; and, having effected a very considerable

chasm in one of its sides, have left tbis mark behind them, as an
everlasting testimony of their curiosity and zeal. The landing

of our army put a sto]) to their laijoiir ; init for this, the interior

of that mysterious momunent would probably be now submitted

to the inquiry which has long been an object among literary

men.
Having collected our party upon a sort of platform be-

fore the entrance of the passage leading to the interior, and
lighted a numi)er of tapers, we .all descended into its dark mouth.
The impression made upon every one of us, in viewing the en-

trance, was tiiis ; that no set of men whatever could have thus

opened a passage, by uncovering precisely the part of the ov-

ramid where the entrance vvas concealed, unless they had l>e«Mi

previously acquainted witii its situation ; and for these reason*,

:

fust, because its position is almost in the centre of one of its

})ianes, instead of being at the base. Secondly, that not a trace

appears of those dilapidations which must have been the result

'

of any random search for a passage to the interior ; stich as now
distinguish the Uiborvrs of the French upon the smaller pyramid,,

which thev attempted to open. The persons who undertook the

work, actually oj^ened the j)yrami<l in the only point, over all its

vact surface, where, from the ap|)earance of the stones inclined

to each other above the mouth of tiie ))assage, any admission to

the interior seems to have been originally intended Strabo

describes not only the exact position of the mouth of the pyra-

?>iid, but even the nature of tl;o passage leading to the 6)^x»], or

N J • SoroSf
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Soros, in such a manner, that it is impossible to obtain, in fewer

words, a more accurate description*. It seems also true, that

this opening had been made before the time of Herodotu-, al-

though his testimony be less decisive. He speaks oidv oi '-ub-

terraneous chambers f ; but it were irnpoosible to know any

thing of their existence, unless the pyramid had first been en-

tered.

Hence it is evident that a passage to the interior had been

open from the earliest times in which anv account was given of

tliis jjvramid ; and perhaps it never was so completely ilosed,

but that with a little difficulty an access might be effected. Pro-

ceeding down this pas-^age [minutely described by Greavc-]. and

ascending a second sloping channel to the distance of 1 U) feet,

we came to a horizontal passage, leading to a chamber with an

angular roof. In this passage we found on our right hand the

mysterious well, v/hich has been so often mentioned. [Pliny makes
the depth 129 feet—Greaves and others 20 icet ; but the latter

were deceived by the plununet resting on some projection.] On
getting a large stone, almost as wide as the mouth of the well,

we were agreeably surprised by hearing, after some seconds, a

loud and distinct report, seeming to come from a spacious sub-

terraneous apartment, accompanied by a splashing noise, as if

the stone had been broken into a number of pieces, and had fallen

into a reservoir of water at an amazing depth

We examined the chamber at the end of this passage, men-
tioned ])y ail who have deseribed the interior of this building. Its

roof is angular ; that is to say, it is formed by the inclination

of large masses of stone leaning towards each other. Quitting

the passage altogether, we climbed the slippery and difficult ascent

wliich leads to the principal chamber. The workmanship, from

its perfection, and its immense proportions, is truly astonishing.

All about the spectator, as he proceeds, is full of majesty, and

mystery, and wonder Presently we entered that *' glorious

room," as it is justly called by Greaves, where, " as within some

consecrated oratory. Art may seem to have contended with Na-
ture." It stands " ia the very heart and centre of the pyramid,

equidistant from all its sides, and almost in the midst between

the basis and the top " The floor, the sides and roof are comr
posed of that most beautiful variety of granite which Linnaeus

distinguished by the epithet of i/arus rvbcscens, called by the

Italians gronifo /o?vo, composed essentially of feldspar, quartz,

and mica It differs in no respect from European granite,

except that the red feldspar enters more largely as a constituent

into the mass than is usual in the granite of Europe. So ex-

* Slruh. Gcog. lib. xvii. p. 1145. Ed. Oxoii.

•}• Hcrodot, Kuterpe, c. 125.

quisitely
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quisitely are the masses of this granite fitted to each other upon
the sides of this cluimber, that, having no cement between them,

it is impossible to force the blade of a knife between the joints.

We tried tlie experiment. There are only six ranges of stone

from the floor to the roof, which is twenty feet high ; and the

length of the chamber is about twelve yards. It is about six

yards wide. The rocf or ceiling consists only of nine pieces, of

stupendous size and length, traversing the room from side to

bide, and lying like enormous beams across the top.

Near the western side stands the Soros, of the same kind of

granite as that which is used for the walls of the chamber, and

as exquisitely polished. It is distinguished by no difference of

form or dimensions from the common ajjpearance of the Soros,

as it is often seen in Turkish towns when employed by the inha-

bitants to supply the place of a cistern. It resembles, as Greaves

has remarked, " two cubes finely set together, and hollowed

within ; being cut smooth and plain," without sculpture or en-

graving of any kind. Its length on the outside is seven feet

3{ inches ; its depth three feet 31 inches ; and it is the same in

breadth. Its position is north and south.

This beautiful relique was entire when our troops were landed

in Egypt . . . .but our soldiers and sailors, with the view of car-

rying pieces as curiosities to England, began, alas ! the havoc

of its demolition ; and but for the classical taste and laudable

interference of Colonel now General Stewart, not a particle of

'the Soros wotild have remained. The persons who thus left be-

hind them a sad memorial of the British name, had only suc-

-ceeded in accomplishing a fracture near one of the angles. Every

traveller of taste will join in reprobating any future attempt to

increase the injury it has so lamentably sustained.

PYRAMIDS OF SACCARA.

Just beyond Menshee Dashoo we were much struck by the

appearance of a tinnulus (standing to the south of a large gra-

duated pyramid), which, instead of being pyramidal, exhibits a

less artificial and therefore a more ancient form of sepulchre

than any of the pyramids. It is a simple hemispherical mound.
We saw afterwards others of the same kind

These pyramids appear to be a continuation of the great ce-

metery to which those of Djiza also belonged. They extend

four or five miles, both to the north and <-o the soutii of the vil-

lage of Saccara. Some of them are rounded at the tO;-, and, as

it was observed by Pococke, " do not look like pyramids, but

more like hillocks cased with stone " One of the^'e is giaduated

like the principal pyramid at Djiza ; but with this difference,

that the gradations here are much larger, although the pyramid

N4 be
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be smaller. It consists only of six tiers or ranges of stone; the

pyramid itself being 1 jO feet in height. The ranges of steps are

twenty-five feet high and eleven feet wide. The rest of these

structures are so fullv and accurately described by Pococke, that

little will be added here to his description of them, 'i'here is

one built also with steps, which he believed to he as large as the

principal pyramid at Djiza. The works at Saccora, indepen-

dently of the different forms which characterize them, do all ap-

pear to be older than those of Djiza ; the buildings being more
decayed, and the stones crunibling, as if decomposed by longer

ex})osure to the action of the atmosphere. Four miles to the

south of Sacccira stands a pyraniid built of iinburned bricks.

This is in a very mouldering state. The bricks contain shells,

gravely and chopped straw : they are of the same nature as the

imbiuned bricks in modern use in Egvpt. Pococke concluded,

from its present appearance, that it was built with five grada-

tions only. It is of the same height as the other graduated py^-

ramid of six degrees*.

[To be continued.]

XXXVII. Ohservations un a Paper by G. A. De Luc, Esq,
conlaming -soyne Remarks on Air. Donovan's Reflections

concerning the Inadequacy of electrical Hypotheses. By
M. Donovan^ E^q.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sib,—In your last are coutained some Observations on my
f ' Reflectiorjs on the Inadequacy of the principal Hypotheses to

explain the Phsenomena of Electricity," by ^Ir. De Luc. Any
thing from th.e pen of that venerable and distiuguished philoso-

pher is deserving of the highest consideration: you will therefore

9.II0W a place to a few oljservatious in reply.

It may hi the first place be necessary to apprise Mr. De Luu
of a n)isconception into which he has been led, no doubt, by
some defect in the statement of my objections to the Frankliniau
hypothesis.

The hypothesis of electric excitation, in which it is supposed
that, during the attrition of glass, the pores by opening receive

electricity, and expel it when they close, is attributed by Mr.
De Luc to me. To this, however^ I have no title ; it is a state-

* The author aftei'Afirds examined the catacombs he'-e and at Alexan-
dria; and lie lias turiiiihed abundant evidence, from tlie position of the
Hond found in the latter, and from the heii;ht of the space in which tlie

innininies wore deposited, thnt in these cemeteries tlicv were invariably

pluccd in u huj izontal posiiiuu— not uprij^ht as maintained by some authors,
'

'

ment
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ment taken from Franklin, and will be found in liis *^ Experi-

ments and Observations on Eiectricity, London 1769," p. 78.

The experiment detailed by Mr. De. Luc, which, as he observes,
*' is a peremptory demonstration that t!ie effect of friction is not

to open the pores for receiving more electric matter^ which is

<lischarged when the friction ceases, as Mr. Donovan conceives

it," therefore, does not prove against me, hvX against Franklin.

Mr. De Luc declares that '•' an error of Franklin has created

all the just obiectioii.s of JMr. Donovan/' Thev are then ad-

mitted to be well founded, and my object is accomplished. It

was Franklin, and not Volta, whose opinions \ combated ; and
therefore Mr. De Luc's observations all relate to the possibility

of applying to Volta what vvas intended for Franklin ; so that, be-

tween tli© opinions of Mr. De Luc and those which 1 have ven-

tured to being forward, there is as yet no di.'^agreement.

That 1 had no opportunity of an acquaintance witii tlie Idces

sur la lUdltjorolopic and the Tiallc clemriiiaire of Mr. De Lue
is true ; and I regret that works .such as I suppose them to be

never came within my reach. Living in a city where literary

advantages of this kind are far less numerous than in other places,

I have had often to feel and lament the consequent limitation of

my knowledge on subjects with which I was most anxious to be

acquainted.

Of the hypothesis of Volta concerning the standard of electri-

cal comparison I was not altogether ignorant; indeed the only

knowledge I possessed on the subject was derived from some
)apers of Mr. De Luc's in Nicholson's Jcarnal. I formerly

earched into various books with the design of gaining a better

cquaintance with Volta's view of this standard, but I was un-

ble to obtain it. I found, it is true, a paper by Volta in some
f the old^'Philosophical Transactions, written in Italian : it re-

tted to-the action of electric atmospheres upon his condenser,

ut they did not afford what I desired.

To enter into a discussion with so experienced a pliilosopher

l\h-. De Luc, were to presume myself what I am conscious of

t being. I therefore decline that task, and content mvself

ith barely submitting to him a few suggestions concerning his

fence of Volta, and his observa,tions on my objections.

Mr. De Luc by a striking experiment has illustrated the Voltaic

othesis. By the continued dispersion of electricity in a room,
e air was rendered positive. A pair of ijisulated pith balls in

,e natural state were brought in from an adjoining room : they
iw diverged negatively ; but when returned to the room from
ence thev came, the natural state was resumed. Mr. De Luc
plains this by supposing that, although the balls were at first

the natural state when compared with the electric btate of that

room.
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room, yet, when brought into an air containing a greater alsohile

quantity of electricity, they became relatively negative. Now,
if this admit of adiiferent explanation, tlie necessity of -he above

inference is destroyed : it is therefore of importance to try if this

can be effected.

With regard to mv experiment in which bodies possessed of

E^imilar states attract each other ; Mr. De Luc considers that

the excited electric repelled the similar electricity of the pith

ball through the thread into some other part : the effect is owing
to what Volta calls electric influence, and it appears to consti-

tute an essential part of his system. But with this I have been

long familiar ; not as belonging to Volta, but to Franklin. Now
it appears to me, th.at this principle of electric influences may be

applied in explanation of ?»Ir. De Luc's experiment on electrified

air. l^he balls in the natural state are brought into a positive

atmosphere; the electricity of t'iie latter repels the natural cjuan-

tity of the balls into their internal substance : the external parts

are therefore left minus. With this view, the sequel exactly cor-

responds ; for. when the balls were brought back into the un-

elcctrified room, they collapsed into their natural state. But,

on the opposite view, the balls by immersion into a positive at-

Tnosi^here should assuuie that state, and retain it when removed,

and therefore still continue to diverge. Hence it would appear

to me that the experif::ent is an anomaly on the hx'pothesis of

Volta, and perfectly reconcileable to the principles of Franklin.

But mv experiment above referred to, in which bodies of a

similar state attracted each other, does not in my mind appear

to be explained by the principle of electric influences. Mr. De
Luc supposes that the excited tube repels the electricity of the

ball through its thread, leaving it ultimately negative, and there-

fore attracting it. But at the moment when this attraction is

about to take place, if the tube be dexterously removed, it will

be found that the ball is still positive.

Furthermore, it is for Mr. De Luc's consideration, whether the!

principle of electric irifluences be even applicable to this experi-

ment. Volta's principle, if I understand it, relates to two bodies,

one of which is in the natural state, and the other in a super-

natural state. In my experiment they are both in a supernatural

Plate.

With regard to tlie explanation of the motion of electrifiwJj

bodies given by Volta, and cited by Mr. De Luc, p. 99, I neecj

only observe that it virtually destroys the princijjle of repulsionf

r.nd refers all to attractioii. How then can it be at the sanuj

time supposed that electricity is an elastic fluid ?

Tlie experiment which I consider subversive of Franklin's sup-l

posed impermeability of glassj appears to Mr. DeLuc explicalm
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l)y the hypothesis of Volta. Tliis philosopher analyses the elec-

tric fluid into two elemeiits : the one, called electric matter, can-

not pass through the glass ; the other, called deferent fluid, passes

with ease, JNIr. De Luc subjoins: " so far this system might
appear only an hypothesis to ^Ir. Donovan, as he does not know
the work to which I refer." I must confess that to me the whole
has a very hypothetical appearance, but I am willing to admit
my ignorance of the above-mentioned work as the cause. There
Id not, however, any hypothesis in the simple experiment which
was detailed in my former paper. A thin flask with a neck many
inches long was half filled with mercury, and coated on the

outside to the same height with foil. By means of a moveable
wire, an electric charge was tiirown in ; the wire was drawn out,

and the neck was hermetically sealed. After a length of time

the sealing of the neck was cut off; the wire was plunged into

the mercury; but not the slightest commotion was perceived by
the hand, although the original charge was capable of giving a

violent shock. Thus I had encompassed a quantity of electricity

on all sides by glass ; after a certain time I found that the glass

contained none :—What should I conclude, but that it escaped ?

Were JNIr. De Luc to repeat this experiment, he would certainly

consider my inference natural.

Many more observations might be made, but these are all that

I consider necessary to offer for Mr. De Luc's consideration.

Tiie object of my former paper was not to defend any hypothesis,

but, on the contrary, to show that we are deceived \vhen we sup-

pose ourselves possessed of any knowledge of the electric fluid

beyond the perception of its sensible effects. The only mode of

inviting truth is to remove the barriers which oppose its progress.

I am persuaded that there would be no one more willing than

Mr. De Luc to lend his assistance to the acquirement of so de-

sirable an object.

I am, sir, &:c. &:c.

Dublin, March 10, 1815. M. DoNOVAX.

XXXVI n. On certain Products obtained in the Distillation of
Wood, with some Account of bituminous Substances, and Re-
marks on Coal. By J. MacCulloch, M.D. F.L.S. Chemist
to the Ordnance, and Lecturer on Chemistry at the Royal
Military Academy at PVbolwicli*

.

I
J-T is well known that when wood and other vegetable substances

™ arc submitted to destructive distillation, there is produced, among
other matters, a black dense fluid resembling molasses or com-

* From the Geological Transactions, vol. ii.

mon
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nion tar. My connection with tiie Ordnance povvder-miils

having compelled me to examine some of the properties of this

substance, wiiicli is obtained in large quantities in the proces of

making charcoal, I wan induced to extend my inquiries, in con-

sequence of finding" that the nature of the compound has not

hitherto been under.'^tood.

As it is commonly called tar by the workmen^ I shall use this

term for wan.t of a bettor.

This tar is very inllanunable^ and so liquid that it may be burnt

in a lamp. |
Although it appears to be an uniform fiuid, it contains a great

quantity of acetic acid, in a state of loose combiiiation or mix"

lure. For, Ijy washing with water, a great jjavt of this is se-

parated ; tlie water at the same time acquiring a colour from a
portion of tlie tar which is retained iii solution bv the acid.

Boiling water takes up a larger portion, and the tar ac([uir~es

frcnj this operation a thicker and more pitchv couj^istcncc.

Lime and the carbonated alkalies separate the acid with ease,
'

carrying away also a portion of the tar which continues united

to the solution. With subcarbonate of potarh it thus forms in

the fust instance an imiform solution of a brown colour : but a

continuance of trituration or boilijig renders it ])itcliv and tena-

cious, after vvhich it forms no further union with the mild aU
katies.

It is perfectly and readily soluble in alcohol, in ether, in the

pure alkaline lixivia, in acetic acid, and in the mineral acids. The
fat oils and the nvw essential oils dissolve only a small portion

of it ; but the drying oils and the latter wlien thickened by age

act more readily. Coloured oil of turpentine dissolves a good

deal of it. Naphtha hardly exerts any action, acquiring a scarcely

sensible brown colour. If heat be a})plied to assist the solution,

the i)orti(''n taken up is ag;un deposited on cooling.

When it is sui:)jefted to distillation in a heat sufficient to keep

it in a gentle ebullition, an oily-looking matter passes over in

considerable proportion., whic!) sinks to the bottom of th.e water

into v.hich the tube is inserted. It is first of a pale cohmr, re-

seuibling oil of pe))])ermint, but becomes gradually darker as iYte

ojieraticM) advances, till it acquires a deep brown hue.

If the operation be }>ushed by increasing the heat of the re-

tort to redness, there remains at length only a mass of spungy

charcoal, and the sui)stance is totally converted into the follov/-

ing new compounds, namely, the residuary charcoal, the oily

matter, and the matter held in solution in the water of the appa-

ratu . This latter prove?; to consi-^t of a large portion of acetic

acid, v/ith which is combined a very litfle amnjonia.

There is no iiilkua>uable gas givtn out in thisi process unless
•

-

, th^

I
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the heat be carelessly managed. If the vapour of tlie oilv matter
Jis it arises be exposed to the sides of the retort elevated to a
high temperature, it is decomposed ; and instead of oil there are
thus obtained by a violent distillation in a naked fire, scarcelv anv
products but acetic acid and an iuHammable gas. This fac* is

aiialogous to those occurring in the ordinary process for decom-
posing such inilammable bodies as can be made to put on the
g"aseoi!s state—and we ought, in fact, to consider every process
of this kind, where a rapid dlstiliatiou with a hot fire is used, as
a succession of decompositions ; the matter first produced being
rifterwards exposed to another process of destruction. It is not
thereture perhaps very correct language, to say that vegetables

yield a great quantity of inflammable gas on distillation with a
naked fire : this is the produce of a second distillation, which by
the common mode of operating is confounded with the first. As
this reasoning applies efjuaily to all other similar jjrocesses, it

would be d'.'sirable to use a more accurate mode of describina:

tbis common operation, by wliich we might in some important
instances be led to a more correct practice. Thus, for example,
in the comuion mode of distilling coal to prodsice tlie iaPiam-
mable gases, tliis double operation is carried on at once bv the

application of the ])etrolcmn and naphtha at first produced to

the heated iron of the retort. It is in consequence of this im-
perfect mode of exj)osiug t'le fiuids thus generated to a second
heat, that so large a portion of the petroleum is distilled un-
changed. By causing it to pass a second time in contact with
Iveated iron, wh.ile in the state of vapour, it may be resolved

completely into iufiamnuible gas and charcoal, and the produce
of gas be thus considerably increased. Tins circumstance ex-

plains also the contradictory accomits given bv different persons

of the relative products of distilliition, as applied to the various

eompound in{lammables. To instance the case of camphor,
which, according to the mode of managing the process, mav be
caused to yield essential oil, or inilammable gas, or a mixture of

both in various proportions : I need scarcelv point out the ad-
vantages so obviously to be derived from this consideration in

the ceconomical process of procuring light from pit-coal, an
operation at present conducted with less skill than it demands.

• I distilled a portion of this tar in such a way as to obtain in-

fltimmable air ordy, and took the gas in five })ortions. The first

bnrnt very fainth', the second rather better, the tliird and fourth

portions with a good white flame, and the fifth burnt feeble and
blue. No portion of. it was equal in brilliancy of inflammation

te the gas from pit-coal. On exami;iiuion, it was found to con-
tain much carlionic. oxide, by which its nature, as far as it differs

jfroni the g.^^ of coal, io readily understood. The cause of this

difference
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difference will be apparent when the other circumstances in the

constitution of this substance have been detailed. I thought it

superfluous to examine accurately the nature of these gases ; but

they probably consist of different mixtures of carbonic oxide,

with light and heavy hydrocarbonate and defiant gases, if in-

deed (as I much doubt) there be any real boundary by which

the composition of these three last gases can be defined.

If the process of distillation which I have now described be

stopped when the oily matter b.?gins to acquire a brown co-

lour, and when the production of acetic acid is less perceptible,

the matter in the retort will be found, when cold, to have assumed

a solid consistence. In this state it resembles either pitch or

asphaltum, according to the degree of heat it has undergone after

it became capable of solidifying.

I will describe this substance, as it appears when it first be-

comes solid,' the reason of which will soon be apparent.

Previously to its arriving at this state, it bears a considerable

resemblance to maltha, being of a consistence intermediate be-

tween that of petroleum and asphaltum: but I did not completely

examine its chemical properties in this condition, because they

appeared not to differ from what might be expected, and its

history will be sufficiently full without it. In the solid state it

is brilliant and shining, and breaks with a conchoidal fracture

a,nd some external resemblance to obsidian. It has a pungent

burning taste, and the well known smell of wood smoke. It is

heavier than the specimen of asphaltum with which I compared
it, having a specific gravity of 1'254, while that of the asphaltum

was 1'202 It is fusible and readily inflammable, Lnnning witii

a white flame. It is electric, and exhibits the same electricity as

the resinous bodies. When heated in an open vessel, it smokes ;

and if kept in fusion till it ceases to smoke, it at length ceases to

be fusible, and is ultimately converted into a C02I. During this

progress it becomes move brilliant and less fusible, its fracture

also from conchoidal becon)es more splintery, and it puts on the

appearance of asphaltum so accurately that the eye cannot de-

tect the difference. Its specific gravitv also diminishes, and its

chemical properties vary in the way I am now about to detail.

1 have described the perfect solubility of the tar in alcohol.

The softest specimens of the pitch are nearly as soluble, leaving

only a small residuum, which is infusible and powderv. The
harder specimens become in proportion less soluble, ancl leave a

larger residuum ; and those which have been the longest ex-

posed to heat scarcely give a stain to the alcohol, resembling in

this respect the driest specimens of asphaltum. The analoj'v is

here very a])parcnt ; for asphaltum may approach more or le s to ;

})etroleum, and the \ arious specimens of it are found to exhibit

various
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various degrees of solubility in alcohol. That which is least

fusible in the fire, is, in both cases, the least soluble in alcohol.

And by this consideration, the jarring accounts which have been
given of the solubility of asphaltuni in alcohol n^.ay be reconciled;

audit will be seen in tlie sequel, that the history of this substance

illustrates, in every respect, the true nature of the several varieties

of the bitumens, substances whose nuitual relations, and the

causes of whose chemical diversity, have iiitherto not been under-
stood.

If a perfectly soluble specimen be dissolved in alcohol, it is

obtained unchanged by eva])orating the spirit. In anv other

case, the matter which the alcohol has taken up is preciselv si-

milar to the pitch in its first state, and the residuum resembles

that which is the result of fusion when it refuses longer to melt.

Alcohol therefore separates the pure pitch fiom that which i;v a
process of decomposition has been nearly carbonized. Ether
acts upon this substance as readily and in the same manner as

alcohol does. In lixivium of pure potash it is more completely

soluble than in alcohol, and forms with it an intensely bronn so-

lution, which is diffusible in water without cliange, and which, on
the addition of an acid, deposits the matter in a powderv form
and apparently unchanged. It is also soluble in water of am-
monia with similar appearances. It is scarcely soluble in the

pale oil of turpentine, but more readily in the darker. It is

slightly soluble in the fat oils, in tallow and in wax, but is con-

siderably more soluble in drying oil. In all these cases its so-

ubility varies, from the same causes as those which affect its

olubility in alcohol. Naphtha, whether pale or Ikowu, has no
iction on it when cold, and takes up but a very minute propor-

ion even with the assistance of heat. It fuses into an uniform

Mass with sulphur, with resin, and with a'sphaltum.

Acetic acid, vvhich dissolves so many of the compomid inflam-

nables, effects a complete solution of it and in large proportion^

md this compound is precisely similar to the empyreumatic acid

IS it proceeds from the iron retorts in which the charcoal is di-

tilled It would be desirable, in an oeconomical point of view,

o discover a method of freeing the acid from the pitch. After

any trials, by combining the foul acid with various bases and
igain separating it, it was always foiuid to retain the overpower-

ig smell of wood tar. If the acid is combined with the pitch

t a high temperature, a large proportion of it separates in the

m of tar on cooling. Muriatic acid, after long boiling on the
dtch, became brown, and dissolved a little of it.

By digestion with sulphuric acid it was dissolved, forming a

Town oily-looking fluid, sulphureous acid being at the same time

isengaged. By dilution with water, a smell resembling pepper-

mint
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mint was produced, ag happens in a similar case v.'ith camphor,
and the pitch was thrown down. The action of the red nitrous

acid on it is violent ; the acid is decomposed Avith great ebullition,

and a portion of the pitch is converted iiito coal. In diluted

nitric acid it dissolves, and produces an uniform brown fluid. On
continuing to apply nitrous acid according to the process of Mr.
Hatchett, solutions similar to those which he has described as

Imving been obtained from the resins and bitumens, are pro-

duced.

I exposed a quantity of the pitch to a careful dif^tillation

tiirough water. As might be expected frtnn wliat I described

l>efore in the distillation of the tar, this process gave results

nearly Similar to the former. The oily matter differed in being

of a brown colour and in having a greater specific gravity, and
much less acid was juoduced ; the residuum was charcoal. The
whole process of distillation appears, therefore, to be a decom-
position by which the pitchy substance is converted into oil,

acetic acid, ammonia, and charcoal.

I proceeded next to examine the oil. It lias a violently pungent

taste and smell. It is scarcely heavier tr.an water; so that it

sinks in that fluid v»-ith diificulty, leaving generally some drops

on the surface. It is perfectly soluble in alcoliol, in ether, in

caustic alkali, in olive oil, and in linseed oil. It will unite nei-

ther to naphtha, nor to the recent essential oils, but is soluble

in the old ones. From these properties, it belongs to the class

of the essential oils, but exhibits at the same time other qualities

by whicii it is distinguislied from the whole of them.

Having thus examined the most remarkable ciiensical proper-

ties of this srdjstauce, it will not be irrelevant to point out its

differences from and its analogies with those substances which it

most resembles, namely resin and the I)itumens. Resin, as is

well known, is eminently soluble in all the substances in whicli

this is dissolved, and also in those with which this refuses to

unite, even naphtha. But the general analogy between essential

oil, turpentine, and resin, is so close to that of the three sub-

stances wliich 1 hetve described, that it will not perhaps be su-

perfluous liere to make some remarks on the nature of common
resin and the substances connected with it, pitch, tar, turpen-

tine, and essential oil, as their history will also illustrate that of

the suljstance I am describing, and as.it appears, hke that of

the bitumens, to liave been somewhat mistaken.

If turpentine, as it flows from tiie fir in a liquid state, be ex-

posed for a consideraide time to the action of the atmosphere, it

becomes brittle, and is converted into resin, in consequence, as

it is supposed, of the absorption of oxygen. If th.e same turpen-

Jkie be exposed to tiie action of the fire, a colourless volatile

oil
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oil is separated, and resin remains in the retort. This however

is not a mere case of the separation of a more volatile from a

fixed substance ; for a decomposition takes place, and acetic acid

is generated. Nor can turpentine be again rej)roduced by mix-

ing together the essential oil and the resin—it then forms a var-

nish. The essential oil is in fact a new compound, prockiced fro:f»

the vegetable elements by the action of fire ; and, although pro-

perly enough classed with those essential oils which are vegetable

secretions, differs from them in some of its chemical properties.

It is, for example, difiicultly soluble in alcohol; but on exposure

to air it becomes thick and vellow, and is then easy of solution

in the same substance.

If the resin, which is the residuum of this distillation, be still

further heated, it gives over a thick and high-coloured oil, gra-

dually increasing in weight, till it equah, and at length exceeds,

the specific gravity of water. The residuum becomes ultimately

black, and very brittle, remaining soluble in ether and in lixi-

vium of potash, but refusing to dissolve in alcohol.

Common tar differs from turpentine in containing a portion of

the vegetable tar now under review, mixed with common turpen-

tine and with the acetic acid whijh is formed in the distillation

to which the wood is subjected for the purpose of obtaining it.

Evaporation converts this into pitch, by decomposing it.

In this process, an essential oil, compounded of the oil of tur-

pentine and the oil of wood, together with a portion of acetic

acid, is separated, and the residuum, or common pitch, is a com-
pound of resin and the wood pitch which I have been describing.

To this admixture, and not to that of adventitious charcoal

produced in combustion, is the black colour of common pitch

owing.

The analogy bet\Veeri this wood pitch and the bitumens is

equallv striking, and the preccf<mg history of tliese compounds

will throw lio;ht on the several varieties of the bituminous sub-

stances.

Assuming the tar as the medium form, it is seen that Vvhen ex-

posed to heat it gives over oil, and that pitch remains. Thus,

petroleum yields naphtha and asphaltum ; and thus too, asphal-

tum exhibits all the gradations which I have described in the

pitch, its properties varying in a similar manner, according to

its particular state. In the process of distillation, the principal

difference will be found to consist in the rekitive quantities of

acetic acid and ammonia, which they severally yiokl : the former

chiefly characterizing the wood tar, and the latter the petroleum.

From the same chemical cause which produces this effect ari-^es

also the difference in the nature of the inllamuiablc gd>es v.luch

arc produced from these different substaacc"^.

Vol. 45.. No. 203. Marck 1 8 15
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The sensible qualities of the l)ituinens (their taste and smelf)

are in all states utterly and entirely diflferent from those of the

vegetable tar. Petroleum is also much less soluble in alcohol,

and further differs from the vegetable tar in being perfectly solu-

ble in naphtha. In their solubilities in oil of turpentine thev

resemble each other, as v,*ell as in their habitudes with acetic

acid and the alkaline lixivia, although the vegetable tar will be

found the more readily soluble of the two. I need not repeat

the circumstances in which the essential oil of wood differs from
naphtha. It is a sufficiently characteristic one, that it forms no
union with this latter.

It has been aheadv shown that the difference between the

pitch and asphaltum is considerable, when the former is in its first

state, particularly with regard to its.solubility in alcohol.

But if we compare the most brittle specimens of the pitch

tvith common specimens of asphaltum, the differences, except as

far as smell and taste are concerned, are not so apparent, and
the reason of this will be obvious on considering their funda-

mental similarity of composition. The chief ingi-edients of both

are carbon and hydrogen. By the application of heat, the propor-

tions of these substances are altered in both cases, the hydrogea

being abstracted in the greastest ratio, to form the new com-
pound (the oil) in which hydrogen predominates. The ultimate

result of both is charcoal. Asphaltum will be found to combine

pretty nearly in the sam.e v/ay, with all the substances I have

above enunjerated as combining with the pitch. Its essential

difference however consists in its solubility in naphtha, and by

f.his test they are readily distinguished.

The chemical difference to which these different properties of

substances so similar are owing, will be evident on considering

some of the circumstances before related. The disproportion of

acetic acid and carbonic oxide prdduced from the wood pitch, when
( ompared with the produce of the bitumen, j)roves that it con-

tains oxvgen aiul azote in proportions different from those in

which the same substances exist in the bitumens ', and that in

particular it contains a considerable quantity of the former. The
issult would not repay the toil required to investigate these pro-

portions, which are probably also subject to considerable varia-

tion.

It is obvious that tins substance is a new compound, formed

by the action of fire on vegetable elementary mutter ; but all that

ve can determine of its nature is, that, in conformity to modern
chemical nomenclature, it is formed of carbon, hydrogen, oxy-

gon, and azote. The carbon and iiydrogen constitute its basis,

as they do that of the bitumens, and the large proportion of

oxygen ajipcars to give it thp peculiar properties by which it j^s

distinguished

I
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1

distinguishetl from them» It seems evident, however, that no
very great change is wanting to convert the one of these into the

other.

The question so much agitated, of tlie conversion of vegetahles

into coal, wouki aj^pearto receive some ilhistration from the his-

tory of the compound which I have been describing; and since

(as I shall by and by show) it hris acLiially been confounded with

bitumen, and has been adduced as an instance of the artificial

production of coal by the action of fire, I shall make no apology
for pursuing this subject. Indeeil the general chemical resem-
blance between the mineral bitumens and this vegetable bitu-

men, if it may be so called, is so striking, that we may at first

sight be easily led to- suppose that the same agent has produced
both, and excuse the mistakes which seem to have occurred on
this subject. But a cursory view of tlie several substances uhich
have been classed under the head of bitumens, may enable us to

form a clearer notion of the limited extent of this analogy, at the

same time that it will perhaps assist us in correcting some errors

Avhich have crept into our arrangements of them.

It is necessary to separ;ite from the bitumens three or four

mineral substances, which differ completelv both in chemical and
ordinary characters, but which are aj)j)roximated to each other

by some general resemblance. These are, amber, melhlite, and
the subterraneous resins of Cologne, Bovey, and Highgate. The
two first are more nearly associated by the property they have of
yielding a peculiar acid ; and of the three last, it may perhaps
be fairly doubted, whether they are more entitled to be ranked
among the mineral substances strictly so called, than the oth^r

vegetable matters which are found in alluvial soiis.

The nature and relations of naphtha, petroleum, maltha, and
asphaltum, will, I trust, appear suHicitntlv clear from what I have

above related; l)ut I cannot forbear remarking on some false hy-
potheses which liave been held respecting these substances, and
their relation to otiier bodies. It is evident, from considering

the products of their decomposition, thui the basis of naphtha
and of all the intermediate stages of bitumen, down to asphaltum,

are carbon and hydrogen, modified by certain small projjortion'"!

of oxygen and azote. It is in the relative proportions chiefly of

these two ingredients that naphtha differs from petroleum, pe-

troleum from maltha, and maltha from asphaltum. If we di:itil

either of these more solid substances with a verv gentle heat, we
obtain naphtha, in which the proportion of the hydrogen to the

carbon is increased to a maximum ratio. If the heat is greater,

we obtain a substance of a darker colour, in which that ratio is

less ; and; for this, rcabon, the distillation of a-phaltum affords

2 a darker
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a darker oil than that of j3ctroleuni, because its composition

tannot be dissolved but in a higher temperature.

For tlie same reason also petroleum is easily rectified into

naphtha. Asphaltum, in its ordinary state, contains the two in-

gredients in a ratio in which the carbon bears a large proportion

to the hydrogen, and that ratio is reduced to the minimum, or

becomes evanescent, when by the continuance of distillation

charcoal alone remains behind. A large portion of the oxygen,

and also of the azote, is disengaged during this process, but n<)t

the whole, since the darker compounds still gi\e it over on re-

Ideating the process. The naphtha is probably entirely exem.pt

iVom oxygen.. With this view, we cannot accede to the notion

that the absorption of oxygen is capable of converting naphtha

or petroleum into asphaltum; or that the harder bitumens ori-

ginate from the oxygenation of the more liquid. It is more con-

sonant to the nature of these substances to suppose that the

change consists in the alteration of the relative proportions of

the hydrogen and carljon ; but whether this is performed by the

action of heat, or of other causes volatilizing the hydrogen, or

by the contact of oxygen converting it into vv-ater, cannot now
be determined by any facts that we are acquainted with. Ex-
periments on the induration of the essential oils may throw some
light on this question. It will here perhaps be remarked, that

there is a difference in the substances as they are produced artifi-

cially by the distillation of coal, and as they are found in nature.

Thus, for example, the artificial petroleum of cocil differs from

that of nature, in being much more soluble in alcohol. Yet this

circumstance may arise from the insensible gradation of dif-

ference which I have t-bove remarked in the similar compounds;
and thus, in the series of gradation, specimens absolutely corre-

sponding, whether artificial or natural, may exhibit the same
chemical characters.

Thus, as I have shown that there is a sort of gradation from

naphtha to asphaltum, through a series of undefinablc petrolca,

so this analogy may be extended to the next general variety of

the bitumens, coal.

The several varieties of coal are supposed to consist of char-

coal and asphaltum, or of charcoal and bitumen, combined in as

many different proportions. Charcoal is undoubtedly found

mixed with coal, but it does not appear correct to consider j))t

coal as either a mixture or combination of any bitumen with

charcoal. The action of naphtha on its varieties, often none and
always sparing: shovis that bitumen does not exist in it in a mixed
state. It will be more consonant to the analogies of the other

bitvimiiious cubfitancc-., to consider coal in its several varieties as

a bitumen.
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a bitumen, varying in its composition, from tiie fattest specimens

oi Nc-vvcastle to the driest of Kilkenny, and owing its compact-

ness, as well as the other modifications which it exhibits, to the

peculiar circumstances under which it has been formed, tlie

changes it may sul)sequently have undergone, or the substances

with v/nich it has accidentally been mixed. The power of yield-

"ng naphtha on distillation is rather to be resorted to as the di-

stinction between the one end and the other of the series ; and it

vvould be surely equally correct to call coal a compound of char-

coal and naphtha, as a compound of charcoal and asphaltum.

Its several varieties will moreover be found to vary from each

other by containing greater or less proportions of carbon, com-

pared with their other ingredients
;
just as in asphaltum the re-

lative proportions of the hydrogen, azote, and oxygen, to the

carbon, are found to difier from those which constitute petro-

leum or naphtha.

The last link of the chain of coal (chemically considered) is

r;:ithracite, which contairis only carI)on, if v/e reckon the earths

mixed with it as adventitious matter. So the last result of the

distillation of asphaltum is charcoal, and the intermediate steps

through which asphaltum passes in its progress to charcoal, re-

semble precisely the corresponding changes v.hich occur in the

distillation of coal till coak is formed, and confirm by their che-

mical analogy the view here held forth of the chemical compo-

sition of coal, and the gradation to be traced in nature from fat

coal to anthracite, if asphaltum be sul)jected to distillation it

gives petroleum. By degrees its solubility in naphtha diminishes,

in consequence of its carbonaceous ingredient becoming more

disproportioned to its hydrogen. At a particular period of this

distillation it will be found to resemble fat coal ; by and by, it

resejnble-s blind coal, and gives no stain to naphtha ; ultimately,

pnre charcoal remains. All these bituminous compounds may
therefore properly be said to belong to one genus or family, of

which the principal chemical ingredients arc carbon and hydro-

^:en ; and it is chiefly to the difference in the relative proportions

of those two substances that we are to look for the differences

which characterize the several bitumens, from naphtha placed at

one extreme, to anthracite placed at the other. The chasm in

this series, from asphaltum to fat coal, is in fact rather apparent

than real, ijeing more properly a mechanical or accidental than

a chemical or essential one. I cannot here avoid taking notice

of the very loose experiments of Mr. KirWan on the analysis of

coal, (which consisted in projecting portions of coal on melted

nitre,) as his deductions are at war with this view of the subject,

ulthougli not more so than with all chemical reasoning. They
were foimded on an assumption, that coa! was carbon impreg-

O 3 nated
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nated sometimes with maltha and sometimes with as)>}ialtum-—

a distinction quite unnecessary if the supposition were true. If

we conceive coal to be compounded in this way, it would he more
obvious to consider it as formcl of carbon and petr< leum, since

by a regulated heat it can be separated JHito those two sulistanccs.

The theory of the experiment is equally assumed, and the con-

clusions equally groundless, when it is inferred that of this com-
pound (coal) the carbon alone possesses the power of decom-
posing tbe nitre, and tha> the proportions of these supposed in-

gredients may thus be determined. The varying temperature

of the nitre would necessarily- produce considerable variations

and uncertainty in its action, and in the con->eq\ient accuracy of

the results ; but it is plain, that the effect of this contrivance

was to sepraate by a sort of distillation the petroleum which fire

elicits from coal, and that the method could neither be so accu-

rate as that of ordinary distillation, from the greater irregularities

tc which it was svibject and the ditiiculty of conducting it, and
that it proves nothing with regard to the composition or nature

of coal. In the examination of maltha, and asphaltum, the de-

fect of this method is still more apparent. If heat and fiam.e be

applied to these bitiuueirs. with access of air, they are either

consumed without leaving any carljon, or that carbon v\-hich there

is not oxygen enough present to burn, is deposited in a state of

vci'.y minute division in proportion as it is volatilized, during the

formation of the naphtha or petroleum, the more hydrogenous

part of the conipound. But if this part is separated without

flame, either by a m.ore moderate heat, or by excluding oxygen
from it, the carbon is rendered apparent by its affinity of aggre-

gation, which causes it in the end to assume comparatively re-

fractory powers, and a more solid form.

Such are the views I would entertain of the bituminous genus,

in which, as it is found in Nature, all traces of organization or

resemblance to vegetal)le and aiiimal inOammablc matter have

to thoroughly ceased, that we are entitled to give its several

species a fair rank amomr minerals. But there is vet another

division of inflammable and subterraneous substances connected
wi^h these, of which the claims may appear doubtful. Retaining

;n tliciy do tiie traces of organization, and thqt sometimes in

great perfection, it may be often (piestioned whether they do
not more proj)erly rank with tbe fossil remains than with the

ijiincrals projK-rly so called. They are well distinguished by the

name of Lignites. At one end of this series is placed jet, in

which the traces of vegetable origin are nearly obliterated. Sur-
turbrand and the several varieties of brown coal, including Co-
logne earth, connect it gradually with submerged wood and peat.

The experiments I have already related prove that the substance

resembling
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resembling bitumen, whicb is produced by the action of fire in

the ordinary way on vegetables, differs from it essentially, and it

has been seen that solu!)ility in naphtha is the readiest criterion

by which these substances can be distinguislied. To assure my-
v«clf of the accuracy of this test, I mixed the petroleum of coal

\vith the black oil of wood in several proportions, and by the ap-
plication of naphtha separated the one from the other. By this

Simple method, therefore, I expected to detect not only the pro-

gress of bituminization from simple turf to jet, but to assure

myself whether, in the cxaininations hitherto made by others of

these different substances, any mistake had arisen from con-

founding the vegetable bitumen with true bitumen when distil-

lation was used to investigate their nature.

Vegetable turf in all its varieties, as well as brovvn coal, gave

a consideral)le colour to lixivium of potash, Init tlie same men-
struum producefl no effect on jet, or surturbrand. Nor had
naphtha or alcohol any action except on the resinous lignite of

Bovey, from which they extracted the resinous matter which that

variety contains,

I therefore subjected these different snhstances to distillation,

trusting that by the produce I should ascertain not only the

fact but the progress of bituminization.

Submerged wood, from peat mosses in Cumberland, gave a
brown oil, smelling of tlie wood tar, and refusing to dissolve in

naphtha. In this case, therefore, no appearance of a change
towards bitumen was exhibited. A compact pitchv-Iooklng peat

gave ai] oil which had a fetid smell, neitlier resembling that of

wood tar, nor bitumen, and which was very slightly soluble ii\

naphtha.

The Bovey brown (board) coal produced an oil of a peculiar

sn.ell, but uiost resembling tlvit of wood tar, and much more
soluble in naphtha than the preceding. Having a larger ([uan-

tity of this, I separated the soluble part by nap'itha, aiul in the

remainder, or insoluble oil, tfic smell of wood tar was powerful,

notwiliistauuing tiie strong odour of the uaj^h.tlia. Here then

the progress of bituniinization iiad advanced another stcj). The
resin of this wood, on which a particular name has lately been

bestowed, 1 con'^ider as an adventitious and accidental sub-

stance, and the natural produce of the tree, now probably un-
kiunvn, \^'hich occupies tb.ese alluvial strata, as other lost pro-

ductions of Nature are detected in other alluvial soils,

A specimen of black lignite from Susse^v gave an oil which re-

sembled the former in smell, and perhaps did not differ nmch
from it in its solubility in naphtha; but I liad not enough of the

t^ubstance to institute an ajeruratc comparison, ncilh':r in fa<t

4 v'ouia
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could it serve any purpose. A similar substance from Bovey
gave similar results.

The oil ".'Inch was distilled from jet was of a greater specific

gravity than any of tlie preceding, and smelled strongly of petro-

leum. It seemed to be soluble in naphtha as readily as the speci-

men of petroleinn M^ith which I compared it. Indeed, had it not

been that a greater quantity of acid was given over in this process

than from aiiv of the varieties of coal, I know not that anv che-

mical distinction between the two would have existed. The
mineralogical one is still considerable. The several specimens

above enumerated, yielded each a large portion of acetic acid,

marking as clearlv as the peculiar sort of oil did, the remains of

unchanged vegetable m.atter.

Examining therefore the alteration produced by water on com-
mon turf, or submerged wood, we have all the evidence of de-

monstration, that its action is sufficient to convert them into

substances capable of yielding bitumen on distillation.

That the same action having operated through a longer period

has produced the change in the biown coal of Bovey, is rendered

cxtremclv prcbnljle by the geognostic relations of that coal.

From this to the harder lignites, surturbrand and jet, the transi-

tion is so gradual, that there seems no reason to limit the power of

water to produce the effect of bituminization in all these varieties;

nor is there aught in this change so dissonant from other che-

mical actions, as to pjake us hesitate in adopting this cause. In

the ordinary process of vegetable putrefaction and destruction, a

variety of compound gases are formed by the reaction of their

clemcutf^, and carbon alone, or rather carbon united to a portion

of hvdrogeu, remains beliind. Here the oxygen is completely

dissipated, together with the azote, and the greater portion of

tlie hvdrogen. Analogous circumstances determine the putre-

faction of animal matter; but in this case the play of affinities is

so intricate, that a large portion of the carbon is volatilized in

the gaseous form. By the constant affusion of water, however,

this process may be so modified, that the greater part of the hy-

drogen and carboti v.ill be retained, and enter, together with"

minute portions of other gases, into a nevs- compound resembling

fat, v>hich has obtained the name of adipocire. The analogy is

stror.g, and the gradual dcoxydation of the wood in this process

is visible in the different stages of bituminization.

Such, as far as observations have yet gone, is o\ir knowledge

of this process, and of the power of water in producing it. To re-

peat such an experiment in the laboratory seems impossible, since

the necessary clement of time must be wanting to complete it.

But the action of fire being of shorter duration, and ailbrding us

also
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also readier means of imitating Nature in those opcraUonr. in

which she has wrought with the same agent, it is worth our while

to consider, if by it we can produce from vegetables tlie bitu-

minous matters under review. It is not necessary to say hov^•

intimately this question is connected Vvitli (ur speculations on
tl!e origin of coal, since Sir James Hall's experiments v/ere ex-

pressly intended to ilhistrate this view of the subject. In thi?,

it is related that *' coal" was produced from "lir saw dust" by
the usual method employed in these experiments, and that pieces

of wood were changed '^ to a jet-ljlack and inHammable sub-

stance, generally very porous," in some specimens of which " the

vegetable fibres were still visible." There is no reason to doubt
that the substance produced iii these experiments was that black

matter which I have described in the first part of tliis paper,

which, however rcseml.'iing bitumen in colour and inflammability,

I have proved to be a different substance, and that the igneous

theory of the origin of coal will receive no support from them,
as far at least as relates to the conversion of vegetable matter

into bitumen. I need take no notice of the modifications de-

rived from a mixture of animal matter in these experiments, as

it is not my desire to enter into a discussion of the general ques-

tion, but to state such chemical facts as arose in the experiments

I undertook. And since it is certain that vegetables alone are

conjpetent to the production of bitumen, and that the geological

history of coal does not justify a supposition that animals have

been concerned in its production, it is perhaps unnecessary to

investigate that cjuestion further.

To satisfy myself v.hether any essential chemical difference

would result from the experiments performed by simple heat, and
those performed by heat uiider pressure, I repeated these trials,

by heating vvood in close gun barrels, introducing occasional! .'

lime, clay, or other matters, to absorb the acid generated, and

give the greater chance for the cUsoxvgenation and bituminiza-

tion of the wood. But the produce only differed from that of th2

exix'riments in open vessels, by the circumstance v.hicli is men-
tioned in Sir James Hall's paper, namely, the mixture of a jwrov-.

charcoal, or a half destroyed vegetable structure. In all case.;

the bitumhious-looking matter was vegetable tar, not bitumen.

Thus far then perhaps we are justified in concluding that tl.c

action of water, and not that of fire, has converted the vegetable

matters into bitumen. It is another question to determine how
that bituminous matter in its several forms of peat or lignite

has been converted into coal, into a substance differing mechani-
cally rather than chemically from it, if, without misleading, I may
use the contrast of these terms.

[To Ijc contiiuicd.]

XXXIX. On
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XXXIX. On the Electric Fluid.

To Mr. TiUoch,

Sir,— jN Read's " Summary View of the spontaneous Electri-r

city of the Earth and Atmosphere" (1790) is the following

passage :

—

" Some years since, I saw Mr. Volta obtain a very small

quantity of electricity from the fumes of a mixture of water, oil

of vitriol, and filings of iron-," It appears to me that this mode
of exciting the electric Jliiid bears great resemblance to a g(d~

vanic process. In this experiment there were two fluids and one

metal used. Tiie v.Titer does not mention whether the ingredients

were put into a metallic vessel. If thev were, (which is not very pro-

bable,) there is a greater similarity to the usual gali'unic processes,

supposingthe vessel made of a different metal from the filings used.

It is well known that electrical effects are ])roduced by drop-

ping a burning coal into a metallic vessel containing water. Docs
not this also resemble what is called Galvanism? I wish to

induce persons to make both the above experiments, and accu-

rately note dovvH the particulars observable, and I think it probable

that some interesting facts might result from the experiment.

If a number of vessels for the experiments were arranged like

Volta's coiironne de tasses, perhaps (for it is only conjecture) a

considerable accumulation of the electric fluid might, as iu

Volta's experiment, be obtained

I believe it has been wished by some electricians, that a single

vord should be adopted for the electric fluid. I knov.' of no better

than FuLGoRic, the matter occasioning lightning ; and although

i am not very fond of new words, I shall venture to propose this.

We might use fulgoric alone, or call it the fulgoric or electric

Jluid occasionally.

It appears to me that of late the two states of electricity, the

plm and viiiivs, have been considered as a state of condensation

and rarefaction ; v,-hich seems to be very proper; for do not many
of the electrical phrcnomena bear a great reseipblance to the

phaenomeiia observed in pneuinriiic experiments ? By this I

would be understood to mean, Do they not seem to be caused by
a condensed elastic fluid rushing violently to mix with another

})ortion of the fluid in a comparatively more rare state, and

thence producing an equilibriuyn of density ? If this opinion be

just, may not (as has been before suggested in your Alagazine)

the conductor annexed to the cushion of a common electrical ma-
chine be compared to the receiver of a rarefying air-pump, and

the conductor before the glass cylinder, to the receiver of a con-

densing machine^ or, as it migiit be called, a condensing air-pump P

The above is submitted to the consideration of your readers,

"hoping for their remarks.

Warcb '20, 1815. A FriEND TO PHYSirAF. IXQ-TTIRIKS..
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XL. On Mr. Bakewell's Geolos^knl Section of the Northern
Counties of England. By Mr, J. H. Fryer.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— U PON looking over the last jiumber of your vory valuable

.lournal, I was much surprised to see a " Sketch of the Arrange-
ment of the Rocks in the Northern Counties," with the name of

R. Bakewell, Esq. attached to it, as it bears strong marks of

having been copied from one made by me about two years ago.

Now, though I am by no means anxious about being thought the
author of so trifling a performance, yet having given copies of
my sketch above twelve montlis ago to several mineralogical

gentlemen (among others, to Mr. Winch, G. B. Greenough,
Esq. and to the Rev. Mr. Turner, w-ho exhibited it to his class

in his course of lectures on mineralogy at Newcastle in February

1814), I feel myself called upon to assert my claim as the ori-

ginal author of the section, or to submit to the degrading sup-:

position of having unfairly obtained a copy of Mr, B's, and
passed it off as my own. Excepting the small part marked on
the plate Mountains of grey wacke, &c. (my section showing the

relative positions of the granite, syenite, &c. in that part) the

whole of Mr. B's section is as exactly reduced from mine as

could be done by a pentagraph. His section is also at variance

with his letter ;—at page 80, he disagrees with Dr. Thomson
in dividing the coal formation; yet he exhibits that division upon
his section : for the part marked " coal formation" on the plate

is the Newcastle coal of Dr. Thomson, and the part marked
*"' metaUiferous limestone and other strata" is his independent

coal formation. Though I disagree with Dr. T. in many points,

yet I think the difference between the Newcastle coal and that

in the metalliferous rocks is sufficiently characterized to allow

them to be considered as separate formations, and had accord-

ingly so divided them in my section. I acknowledge that in

sections of a country, though made by different j)ersons, there

must be a great resemblance ; but after what I have stated, I leave

vou to judge, how far onr^ are neces'iaiily similar, and how far

Mr. B. is borne out in his assertion, that his " is the first at-

tempt that he is acquainted with to give a geological sketch of

the succession of rocks across the island from the Irish channel

to the German ocean."

I am, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

Lvzick Hall, March 21, 1815. J. H. pRYER.

XLI. P/o-
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XLI. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

r.OYAL SOCIETY.

March 2 and 0. X TiK renir.inder of Sir Humphry Davy's pa-

per On tlie Chemical Composition of the Paints and Colours used

by the ancient Greeks and Tvoman-o, was read. It appears that

ceruic was never u.sed for wliite in any of the places examined

bv Sir Humphry, in tlie ruins of Pompeii, the baths of Titus,

and other vesti^qes of ancient art, although the ancients were ac-

quainted with the acctats. Their azuv^i was prepared with nitre,

fiint, and copper filing.-?. Sir Hunsphry states that 15 parts of

soda, and 20 of (lint, added to copper, produced their blues: co-

balt was also used; minium, oxides of iron, aud ochres, consti-

tuted their reds and browns ; their whites were carbonates of

lime; their glass sometimes contained manganese; and their

blacks were all carbonaceous matter. The colour of the cuttle-

fish was likewise occasionally used.

March 16. A long letter from Dr. Brewster to the President

was read, detailing the particulars of Malus's discovery of the

polarisation of light reflected from the first and second surfaces

of bodies, relating some of the author's first essays in this

branch of physical science, and concluding with an eiogc of the

late M. Mains, and tlie merit or importance of his discoveries

and researches. The Society then adjourned over two Thursdays

till Ap.-l 6.

SOCIETY OF A^TIQIIARIES.

Mr. Lysons exhibited to the Society of x\ntiquaries, in the

evening of the Kith of March, very accurate and finely coloured

drawings of the mosaic pavement lately found in the remains

of a Roman villa near Bignor in Sussex. The site of the build-

ing extended about 200 by 150 feet, and contained all the va-

riety of apartments usual in Roman villas. In one apartment

the mosaic consisted of squares laid over each other at right an-

gles, and the intervening spaces filled with florets ; in another,

a pentagoiuil fountain iij the centre, with a passage for carrying

off the water ; around t!ie fountain were nj niphs also in penta-

gonal compartments, many of them very well executed. The
whole were inclosed in a circle more correct than usual with

Roman artists. Others consisted of mosaics with tolerably fine

heads of Venus in the centre, rcpiesoited no doubt as beautifid

us the artists of the age of Agricola (the jjcriod at which Mr. L.

suppose.? that this villa had been erected) cotild execute.

WER-
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U ERNERFAN NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH,

March 11. A paper by Mr. Scoresby, of Whitby, was read,

on the subject of polar ice, and the difficulties encountered by

the whalers in their annual visits to those northern regions.

—

Mr. Scoresby's frequent visits to that part of the globe have in-

duced him to turn his attention to the possii)ility of reaching the

pole bv means of an excursion over the ice ; and a considerable

portion of his paper was devoted to this very interesting subject.

It appears, from his accounts, that the whalers have sometimes

penetrated so high as S
1
1 degrees, or within about ()00 miles of

the pole, which space he ccmsiders might be travelled in sledges,

bv means of rein-deer or dogs, in about a fortnight ; and that

for the return, allowing for casualties, and time for observations,

the whole might be accomplished in six weeks. From his know-

ledge of the climate, he thinks the temperature of the weather

will present no very great obstacle, having observed that after a

long continuance of north wind the thermometer never was very

considerablv depressed. Tlie difficulties he contemplates are,

open water, rough or mountainous ice or similar land, soft snow,

and dense mists.

As it is supposed that the first will not be very extensive, he

proposes to have his trainaux formed in the shape of canoes, so

that thev might nass over anv thing of the kind, while the dogs

might be "made to swim ; and for other obstacles, he must in a

great measure trust to chance, sujjplying himself with \vhatever

may be necessarv to overcome them, should they occur.

In shaping his course to the pole, lie muit soon lose the assist-

ance of the magnetic needle, and mu^t trust to solar observa-

tions, which, together with a good chronometer, v.ould answer

every purpose, could he be sure of not meeting v.ith nnsts. He
likewise proposes to assist himself in misty weather by maki)ig

his cavalcade move at some distance apart in a straight line,

which once properly directed may, v.ith attention, be got to pro-

ceed vvith tolerable accuracy. Froiii Ins experience of the at-

mosphere of liigh northern latitudes, however, he does not anti-

cipate such weather, except v.ith southerly v.^inds, wliich are not

of frequent occurrence or long continuance.

It is verv satisfactory to observe a subiect of this kind treated

U'ith so much ardour, and at the same time with so much science,

as Mr. Scoresby has done. It is an o'ject which has long been

very much desired by men of science, to ascertain the nature and

form of the globe at the pole, and the manner in which the

needle is acted upon in proceeding towards it. This, hov.-ever,

is not an o!>ject that can be taken up by an individual ; and if,

. tifter explaining his views to m.en of science, !;:s plan may be

pronounced
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pronounced practicable, of v/hich there seems to be no doubt,

we hope that Government will second his intentions, and provide

for the expenses of such an arduous undertaking.

KIRVVANIAN SOCIETY OF DUBLIN.

((

Feb. 22, 1815. The reading of an Essay was commenced,
On the Origin, Progress, and present State of Galvanism, with

Observations on the Inadecjuacy of the Hypotheses proposed to

explain its Phfenomena, and Reflections on the Influence of Gal-

vanic Discoveries on the Doctrines of Chemistry;" by M. Dono-
van, Esq. Secretary"^.

The sketch of the history of Galvanism, with which the Essay

commenced, was divided into three periods: 1st, containing the

discovery of muscular contraction effected by simple Galvanic

contact, and of combined Galvanic arrangements ; 2d, contain-

ing the gradual development of the physical and chemical powers

of combined Galvanic arrangements ; and, 3d, containing gene-

ralizations of the chemical effects of Galvanism, and the dis-

coveries that have resulted from the application of these gene-

ralizations to research.

Period 1 . The first distinct Galvanic phaenomenon was the taste

excited on the tongue by two metals in contact, neither of

which could separately produce any effect; a fact noticed by

Sultzer in 1767, and little attended to until in ll^X it was
found bv Galvani that metallic contact excited a surprising ar-

tificial motion in the muscles of dead animals. Shortly after, the

experiments of Sultzer and Galvani were attributed by Fabroni

to the operation of the same agent. Galvani considered the

agent to be a kind of electricity inherent in animals : Fabroni

maintained the electricity to be concomitant, and the taste and
contractions to be produced by chemical action of the metals.

The discoveries and opinions of those who embraced the doctrine

of either of the above philosophers, with or without modifications,

were then stated. Humboldt denied that the agent was elec-

tricity, as it was not conducted by various good conductors ot

that fluid. Pfaff considered the agent to be siii generis, and
associated or identical with the principle of life. Fontana denied

that muscular motion is in any degree connected with electricity.

Valli adopted the opinion of Galvani, with a peculiar modifica-

tion : he allowed that electricity was the agent, but believed that

it was identical with the nervous fluid. Yvom this Monro dis-

sented : he thought that the unknown agent merely acted as an

artificial stimulus to the 7iatural nervousJiuid. Volta differed

• This Essay in a someuli;u dift'crciit forui was honoured with the prize

by the Ituyal In^h ALudeiDy.

with
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tVkli all the preceding : lie admitted that the agent in contrac-

tions is electricity, not inherent in the animal, but generated by
the contact of two metals, which lie found it necessary in nfiost

cases to employ. Vassali-Eandi preferred the opinion of Galvani,

but added this modification, that the metal employed is not a

generator but a conductor of the electricity, which is evolved

during chemical action continually taking place in animals, and
not inherent in them as a principle. Fowler denied that the cir-

cumstances for producing electricity are present, and the phaeno-

mena are even reconcileable to the laws of fluid : he supposes

that the influence, whatever may be its nature, is not derived

from the metals alone, but partly from the animal. Experi-

ments of Smuch, Marsigli, Grapengicsscr, Giulio, Rossi, and
Aldini, were then noticed. \Vells allovved that electricity w'as

the agent, but denied that it was produced by the contact of the

metals, or by anv inherent quality of the nmscles and nerves. At
length Volta j)roved to a demonstration, that by the contact and
separation of different metals electricioy is really evolved ; a fact

which in sometime after led him to the grand discovery of the

pile,—a colunni erected to the memory of its inventor, and in-

scribed with an epoch in the annals, of knowledge.

March 8.— Period 11. The second period was commenced
with the discovery of the Galvanic decomposition of water by
Nicholson and Carlisle. Mr. Cruickshank effected many de-

compositions, as of uietallic and earthy salts : he drew up some
general conclusions ; and gave a new form to the pile, which
combined convenience with increase of power. Mr. Henry de-

composed sulphuric and nitric acids, and submitted other snb-

^tances to examination. Colonel Haldane made many experi-

ments upon the metals most proper to form Galvanic arrange-

ments, but could not believe that the agent is electricity. Mt.
Davy repeated the experiments on the decomposition of water,

r.nd ascertained some very singular circumstances of it : he
found that a fluid interposed in the pile, which can act che-

mically on the plates, greatly increases its power. Ritter, struck

with the separate evolution of the gases in tlie decomposition of

water, was led to deny the constitution of that fluid, and to sub-

stitute some singular opinions for the received theory. Robert-

son considered the Galvanic influence peculiar, and of an acid

nature. Brugnatelli also supposed that it is an acid, but iden-

tical with electricity. Fourcroy, Vauquelin, Thenard, and Lehot
denied the identity of the Galvanic and electric fluid : they heated

wires red hot by means of large plates. Tromsdorf and Simorx

ofTected the combustion of metals. Helwige, Twast, Bourguet,

l^ihman, and Grapeugie^ser accomplished the combustion of
inllarumubks.

Attempts
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Attempts were made by Dr. Wollaston to reconcile the con-

tending hypotheses of Fabroni and Volta : with the latter, he

supposes electricity to be the agent ; but, with the .former, he

considers chemical action to be the exciter, and extends oxida-

tion to the explanation of every case of electrical excitement.

Davy shov,-ed-that oxidation w^as not the sole exciter, for sul-

])huration produced Galvanic appearances : this had been before

shown bv Volta. The identity of Galvanism and electricity was

attempted to be proved by Van Marum and Pfaff, by comparing

. the effects of the j)ile with t!ie common electric machine ; they

concluded that oxidation was unnecessary, Biot, Cuvier, and

De:^ormes proved that oxygen is absorbed by the pile in action.

Bostock admitted that oxygen is necessary to the evolution of

electricity in the pil^, and conceived that livdrogen is essential

to its Conveyance, a combination taking place between both.

Cuthbertson considered the production of electricity as dcpend-

iiTg on the metals in contact, and on the chemical action. Al-

dini and Lagrave showed that neither metallic contact nor che-

mical action on metals was necessary, bv producing Galvanic

effects with different kinds of animal matter only ; and Jordan

and Ritter conceived that Galvanic arrangements could be

effected with mngnets. This period of the history concluded

with the labours of Dr. Wilkinson.

March 22.— Period 111. The third period of the history of

Galvanism commenced with the well known generalizations of

Hisinger and Berzelius ; their experiments on the invisible trans-

fer of elements to a distance ; and tlie explanation given by
Grotthus of the invisible transfer of the elements of water. The
announced decomposition of muriatic acid by Peele, Pacchioni

and others, was then detailed, and tiie discovery of the source

of mistake by the Galvanic Society, Pfaff, Biot, Thenard, and
Davy. Mr. Sylvester's well supported opinion, that the preci-

pitation of one metal by another is a Galvanic phaenomenon, and
his explanation of it, which was afterwards enlarged on by Grot-

thus, was then stated. Mr. Wilson's experiments with metallic

fdii'gs were conceived very much to weaken the grounds of the

Voltaic hypothesis, which supposed the electricity to be evolved

by contact : Mr. Wilson showetl that separation alone produces

electricity: on the other hand, the Voltaic hypothesis acquired

new probability from the experiments of Mr. Erimian, in which
it was proved that Galvanisi:i and electricity are conducted l;y

'the same bodies, and that the supposed anomaly arose from not

being acquainted with a new class of conductors, which are such

to one pole only of the pile. The grand discoveries of Davy re-

lating to the alkaline metals, and of Berzelius, Pontin, and Davy
with regard to the earthy metab, were detailed 3 also the pro-

duction
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ductlon of potassium in a different manner by Gay Lussac and
Thenard ; and their researches with Davy's on tlie bases of bo-

racic and fluoric acids, and on the simple combustibles. The
accounts were next detailed of Mr. Children's battery of large

plates which possessed intense heating power with no electric

effects ; and also Mr. De Luc's and Mr. Singer's column, which
possessed high electrical intensity with no other power. Lastly,

the objections offered to Mr. Davy's h\*potheses concerning oxy-
muriatic acid, and electro-chenjical affinity, by Mr. Murray,

Dr.Maycock, and the author, were stated, along with Mr. Mur-
ray's opinion on the nature of the alkaline metalloids.

[To be coiitiiiutd iii uur next.

J

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Mr. Brande's Lectures'^-.

r^Ir. Brande, in his fifth lecture on the history of chemical phi-

losophy, entered upon that period of his subject in v/hich the

nature of the atmosphere began to attract the notice of chemists.

As in other branches of experimental science, so here the ad-
vances of the human mind had been very cradual. Mavow in

1674, said the professor^ was upon the very brink of that tor-

rent of discovery, which in 1774 carried Dr. Priestley into the

fastnesses of pneumatic chemistry. Hales, by shov.ing the

mode of disengaging and collecting gaseous fluids, had removed
all serious obstacles from this path of research ; he was Ibllowcd

by Boerhaave and afterwards by Black, who, having discovered

fixed air, turned into another road of investigation. Althouoh
these philosophers, therefore, had opened the mine, they nr-g-

lected to explore it—its treasures wore reserved for more diligent

and dexterous experimentalists. !Mr. Brande then cited the

opinions of Libavius, Key, Mayo\V, and flooke, respecting ihe

r.ature of the atmosphei-e, and added a brief account of what h.\d

been done in this insulated branch of inquiry, previous to tlie

year 1772, when Dr. Rutherford, of Edinburgh, demonstrated,

that after the separation of fixed air from that contaminated by
respiration and combustion, the remainder was .still noxiou«i : to

tins new variety of air the term azote had bo?n applied; it was
also called nitrogen, it having been afterwards recognised as a

component part of the nitric acid.

The discovery of azote was doubtless an important step in

pneumatic chemistry ; Mr. Brande passeil on to that marked
epoch of chemical history, which was adorned by the names of

Priestley, Scheele, Cavendish, and Lavoisier.
" These discoveries," said the professor, " led to new views

* We regret tlnit our limits do not admit of our giving the whole of this

ingenious and popular gentieinau's lectures seriatim. We have therefoie
confined ourselves to such of them as appeared of tiic mot't general iuici est.

Vol , 45 . No. 203. March 1815. P ' of
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of the physiology of vegetables, and strikingly displayed some

of those masterly and beneficent adjustments of nature by which

the different members of .the creation are made to minister to

each other's wants, and thus preserve that eternal harmony
which marks the natural world"

Mr. Brande said it was a curious fact that some plants effected

the same changes upon the atmosphere as animals, only in a

much less degree : he alluded to some experiments' of his own,

in which similar portions of contaminated air were exposed to

the operation of the vine, mint, the pea, and water cresses, all

in a healthy state of vegetation : by the vine and mint it was

purified^ unaltered by the pea, and rendered less pure by the

cresses. Mr, Brande hoped uj)on these grounds to be able to

explain some discordant results of later experimentalists.

The remainder of the lecture was occupied with the details of

Dr. Priestley's greatest discovery, that of dcphlogisticated air,

or, as it has since been styled, oxygen gas, on the first of Au-

gust, 1774.

In his sixth lecture Mr. Brande resumed the history of Dr.

Priestley's researches. Foiled in his attempts to collect and

preserve certain gases over water, Dr. Priestley devised the ex-

pedient of confining them over cjuicksilver. It was thus that he

obtained muriatic acid, sulphurous acid, and the volatile alkali,

in their pure elastic form : he then imagined, that by mixing the

acid and alkaline air he should obtain a neutral aeriform fluid
;

but to his surprise a solid salt resulted, and the gases were

wholly condensed. Having illustrated these and some other in-

quiries of minor importance, by simple but satisfactory experi-

ments, the professor took a general view of Dr. Priestley's

scientific character and discoveries.

Mr. Brande next proceeded to illustrate the discoveries of

Scheele ; he dwelt principally upon that of dephlogisticated mu-
riatic acid, a subject that has given rise to 'a very singular con-

troversy in the chemical world. Scheele regarded it as an ele-

mentary substance, as the base of muriatic acid : it was next

examined by Berthollet, who imagined that it contained oxygen,

and was composed of that principle united to muriatic acid.

Sir H. Davy had found reason to doubt the accuracy of these

conclusions, which for twenty years had prevailed in the chemi-

cal world, and by a series of satisfactory inquiries had re-esta-

blished the correctness of Scheele's original views. Mr. Brande

said, that any extended discussion upon this subject would be

misplaced in his present lecture ; but it had been alluded to in a

manner neither complaisant nor philosophical, in a recent French

publication—and whenever the claims of his eminent predecessor

were unwarrantably attacked and infringed, it became his imp^^-

rious duty to step forward in their defence.

Some
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Some beautiful experiments illustrating the properties of

dephlogisticated muriatic acid, or chlorine, (as it had been

called by Sir FI. Davy, in consequence of its peculiar colour, and

to avoid all hypothetical reference to its composition), were ex-

hibited, and its application to the purposes of bleaching con-

cisely illustrated. Mr. Brande feared that its application t^

whitening rags for paper-making, had been ])roductive of some
mischief; and that the spots and blemishes of the paper common
in many of the n:iagnificent productions of our press, might be

referred to the effects of this substance.

On the other discoveries of Scheele, noticed by Mr. Brande,

our limits prevent us from dwelling : he particularly alluded to

that of the fluoric acid ; and relieved the narrative and illustra-

tion of Scheele's discoveries with some admirable remarks upon
his character and genius as a philosopher.

FRENCH INSTITllTE.

Monday, January 9, 1 S 1 5, the anniversary meeting of the Class

of Mathematical and Physical Sciences of the French Institute

took place. The principal object of the meeting was the dis-

tribution of prizes. M. Lalande's annual astronomical prize for

the most interesting observation or the most useful memoir on
the science of astronomy, was adjudged to M. Piazzi, astronomer

royal, of Palermo, for his ample catalogue of nearly 7500 stars

published in 18"14.

The two prize subjects for 1817 are: first, To determine the

action of the thermometer filled with quicksilver, at least from

zero to 200^ centigrade ; the law of refrigeration in vacuo, the

laws of refrigeration in the air, hydrogen, and carbonic acid gas,

at different temperatures and in different states of rarefaction :

secondly, To determine the chemical changes which take place

in fruits during and after fructification.

The Class will also adjudge in the public sitting for 1816,

a prize for the best work or memoir, in print or manuscript, on
the application of mathematical analysis to a question in physics,

or to the best experiments in general physics, with which it shall

be made acquainted previous to October 1, 1815.

^t. Delambre then read a biographical notice of Abbe Bossut

and M. Cuvier of Count Rumford; when the Class adjourned.

At the meeting of the Class of Physical and Mathematical

Sciences on the 2."3d of .January 1815, a report was read on a

memoir by M. Le Pere, inspector of roads and bridges and
member of the Institute of Egypt, respecting the ancient com-
munications between the Indian ocean and the Mediterranean

bv the Red sea and the isthmus of Suez. Speaking of the result

P2 of
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of the great operation of levelling the two seas by the istlimu'5 of

Suez, M. Le Pere, or rather the reporter of his memoir, oh-
§^rves :

*^ This levelling resolves the cclehrated question agitated

since the days of the ancients respecting the elevation of the-

R-ed sea above the Mediterranean sea and the soil of Lower
Egy^t: we thereby discover that the low-water mark of the

Mediterranean is lower by eight metres and 121 millimetres than

the low-v.ater mark; and nine metres and 907 millimetres lower

than the high-water mark of the Red sea. We also find tliat

the total slope of the hill from Cairo to Rosetta, in a distance

of 252,000 metres, varies by about eight metres from the lowest

to the highest level of the waters : the mean declivity when the

river is at its loweit ebb isTrf-5' o oo-^^j^'^^^'^i ^'^^ ^^ '^^^ fullest state

in September 17^8 this declivity became -rJ^:^^^;/^^ = 0,000r»l.

" The diiference between the high and the low-water mark
at Suez is one metre 7S6 millimetres : tlie Nile in its most
swohi state at Cairo is superior at first by eight metres 960
millimetres, and in the second stage by four metres 740 milli-

mefres: at its lowest state at the same place it is inferior to the

low-water mark at Suez by two metres 836 millimetres.

" The point in the vast ba'^in of the bitter lakes is remarkable

for its Ijeing nearly eight metres below the low-water mark of

the Red sea : other points of land, and even places which are in-

habited, are belov.' the level of both seas; and an immense extent

of ground, very little elevated above the Mediterranean, is far

below the Red" sea : so that the waters of the latter might cover

the surface of the Delta, and the well founded fears of tliis sub-

nicrsion may have caused great alarm at distant epochs, when
the Delta was still lov.-er than it is at present."

M. Le Pere and the Council of the Institute, to whom his

memoir was referred, conclude by asserting, that it is t)uite

practicable to re-open the communication by means of cauaU

between the Red sea and the Mediterranean,

Abstract of f fie Laloiirs of the Cias^ ofMaihcir.ailcnl and P/n/'

sicai Sciences during the Year 1314. By M. Cuvier, per-

petual Secretary,

" The memorable events of which the French capital has been

the theatre, far from interrupting our scientific researches, have

furnished new proofs of t!ie respect which the sciences inspiie,

a,nd of the great influence which they have actjuired over men of

all ranks and professions. Innumerable armies from tlie ex-

tremities of Evnope have visited our monuments, have examined

our collections, without their sustaining the slightest damage.

Friends of science^ enrolled ia this grand cruaade^ undertaken
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hi a q;reat measure for the restoration of the liberty of writing

and thinkina;, had scarcely laid down their arms, when they

flocked to make theinselves acquainted with our labours, to take

a share in them, and to instruct us as to,what was dune among
themselves."

The reporter commences with chemistry, and notices the dis-

covery of iodc, recapitulating its properties.
*' When Lavoibier and Berthollet formed the new system of

chemistry on thi^ir beantifnl experiments, which demonstrated

their luminous theories of combustion, the ftn-matiou and da-

composition of water, and of the formation of the acids by the

combination ofoxvi^im with different bases ; when this truth vv-.v?

completely established by eyidence, so far as the principal acids

were concerned, it was inferred from analo,^v that it mi^ht he -

extended to all. Neyertheless, some scrnples arose oti this sub-

ject, as soon a-s it was proved by M. Berthollet that sulj)hurettcd

hydrogen had the proiierties of the acids, althouq-b. oxygen was
no part of its comi)Gsition. It was ackuowlcsiged that oxygen
was not the only principle capable of operatiiig acidification.

" The muriatic acid, that acid which comrjiuf^d v.ith so.'Li

forms common salt, had not been decomposed : and the oxy-

genated muriatic acid, a substance so precious from t'le property

which it possesses of disinfecting the air by neutralizing putrid

miasmata, and^from its use in bleaching,—tins substance, whicli

had been long regarded as a combination of the muriatic acid

with a superabundance of oxygen^ may be regarded as a simuie

substance, from a variety of concurrent circumstances, as a burn-

ing (coml'uran) or acidifying principle as well as oxygen : and
most chainists who have adopted this opinion, those who are

considered as the best authorities, have called it cZ/iO^'e, from ti.e

yellowish colour which they found it to possess. The nnu'iatic

acid, accordiug to tliem, is a eom.bination of cklure with hydrcr

gen, and they call it lujdrochlorlc acid.

" lode also forms acids by being combined with hydrogen

and other sidjstances : we must tlierefore place it with chlore and
bulphur among tb.e number of acidifying principles.

. "A fourth piincapie is sought to be discovered in tlic fluoric

acid, and hitb.erto not decomposed. This acid is remarkable
for its property of corroding glass, so that it can only 'je kept in

fiasks internally coated with wax. This property has been taken
advantage of for making drawings upon glass by means of tb.e

fluoric acid reduced into vapour. We presume ihat it results

from the composition of hydrogen, with a simple borly of a pe-

culiar nature, ai.'d which we shall call j^?/or. It was M. Ampere,
a most eminent geometrician, who first conceived this idea, and
ft is fur professional chemists to demonstrate it,

?'^ ,*'v,ia
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" Will all these discoveries revolutionize chemistry once more ?

The new chemistry, wholly, founded on exjDerience, cannot change.

The old chemistrv, oinpVsteiy systematic, had various founda-

tions upon which it could not stand. The new chemistry ad-

vances and enriclies us as it proceeds ; hut it chaiiges nothing

notwithstanding.

"

M. Thepdore de Saussure has demonstrated, by the decom-

position of alcohol or spirit of wine and ether, that these two

substances are composed in the same way as carbon and hydro-

gen, but combined with different portions of water reduced to

its elements, so that in alcohol these elements form one-third

;

whereas in ether they form ovAy one-fifth ! Thus, when by di-

stillation of alcohol with siilplmric acid we obtain ether, it is

because the acid has taken from the alcohol a portion of its water.

This same acid, if we employ it in a greater quantity, will take

up the whole of the u'ater, and will reduce the alcohol to the

state of olefiant gas, a kind of carbonated hydrogen gas highly

charged with carbon, and to which this name has been given,

because in burning it deposits oil.

M. Mongez, in a memoir on the bronze of the ancients, has

proved from the experiments of M. Darcet, that it was not by

immersion in cold water that the bronze hardens, as is the case

with steel, but that it acquired its hardness when after being

made red hot it was allowed to cool slowly in the air. M. Dar-

cet has made cymbals in tiris way of an excellent tone, and which

it was pretended could only be made in Turkey, and by one

workman of Constantinople.

The falls of atmospheric stones, now that their reality has been

ascertained, have been so often observed, that the long incredulity

which people entertained on the subject, will speedily be the only

topic for surprise connected with them. There was a very re-

markable phsenomenon of this description in the department of

the Lot and Garonne, on the 5th of September, attended as

usual *by a serene sky, a great explosion, and a whitish cloud.

The number of stones was considerable, and they were dispersed

over a radius of a league.

M. Cuvier has examined at Haerlem a petrified skeleton, ex-

tracted more than a hundred years ago from the quarries of

CEningen, near the lake of Constance, which Scheuchzer, a na-

turalist of Zurich, had taken for that of a man, and which he

had engraved as " the man who was a witness for the Deluge."

M. Cuvier has ascertained that this skeleton belonged to an un-

known and gigantic species of Salamander, as he had already

announced, on a simple view of the engraving, in his great work

on fossil animals. From not meeting with the fossil remains of

human beings, M. Cuvier thinks that man is the newest inhabi-

tant of the globe. M. De
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M. de Humboldt has given tlie tnily wonderful history of the •

volcano of Jorullo, whidi opened in 1759, at Mexico, on a well •

cultivated plain,'-t]n'ough which two rivers ran, and where no sub-

terraneous noise, had been heard within the memory of man.
The catastrophe was announced some months before by rever-

'

berations which lasted fifteen or twenty days. Flames and
showers of ashes determined the inhabitants to fly: the surface

of tiie ground rose and fell like waves, and a multitude of small

cones issued, from six to nine feet high, and which still exist.

At length there arose a series of six hillocks, tiie principal of

which lias still an inflamed crater, and is not less than 1600
feet high. Every morning the smoke rises from small cones

and crevices ; and the v/ater of both rivers is hot, and impreg-

nated with sulphuretted hydrogen. This volcano, like several

others of the new world, is upwards of 40 leagues from the sea

;

whereas on the old continent we know of none further re-

moved than twelve leagues.

Botanists are not yet agreed as to the fructification of the

mosses. Linnseus, who established his system according to the

several organs, unable to discover them in the mosses, mush-
rooms, lichens, &c. ranged all these plants in a single class, which
iie called cri/plogami'i, or secret marriages. Th.e mosses flourish

in winter ; on a very delicate pedicle rises a small urn, at first

covered vvith a conical cap closed by an operculum ; the cap

tails, the operculum is detached, and the urn is found full of

a green powder which Hedwig considers as the seed. M, de

Beauvoir has made some new observations, which induce him to

believe that the powder or dust in the urns is a true pollen or

fecundating powder, like that of the stamina of the greater part

of plants, and according to him, the seed is contained in a small

column which forms the axis of the urn. Hence the mosses,

like the greater number of other vegetables, are hermaphrodites.

M. Lamouroux, of Caen, has published several memoirs on
marine plants, considered with respect to their use for the

nourishment of men and animals, in political and domestic

oeconomy, in the arts and comforts of life. It is surprising how
many useftil or agreeable articles different nations have derived

from vegetables so little distinguished ; some are directly eaten,

or converted into a savovuv and nourishing jelly ; others furnish

an essential support to ajiimals in the frozen regions of the

North, and all of them yield soda or manure. A few yield sugar,

and others colouring matter for the dye-house ; several of them
are made into mats, vessels for drinking, and even musical in-

struments : that called moss of Corsica is a valuable remedy.
M. Desvaux has distingui.>hed forty-four varieties in the com-

mon species cf the banyan tree; he has also collected 172 va-

P 4 rieties
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rieties of the fig-tree cultivated on tlie shores of the Mediter-

ranean, although he has not yet visited Languedoc : he has

designed, coloured and described tlicm minutely

M. Tolhud, in his history of useful vegetahles introduced

uithin the last ten years into French agriculture, states that the

Dalltin, a new plant, the flower of which is a beautiful orna-

ment, is nroie important for its roots, which are larger and al-

most as good to eat as the roots of the topinamhoitr.

j 10 l;t.' cqi:tiiiiied.
'

XLII. Intelligence and Miscellaneoiis Artides,

MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

f~^ ;^lancllester, March 4, 1815.

SiR^— X HE last volume of the Memoirs of the Philosophical

Society of JManchester contains a valuable Essay on the Migra-

tion of Birds, by Mr. Gough, of Kendal. Since tiie appearance

ci fchlo paper I have made some inquiries respecting migrating

birds^ and nnd it very difficult to meet with any thing satisfac-

tory on the subject, from any other part of Europe. It seems

that few British travellers, or even foreign naturalists, have paid

that atlention to these transitory visitors which the subject de-

seryes ; for I am at a loss to know where a series of accurate ob-

servations respecting them can hs met with, besides those stated

h\ Mr. Gough. It is very desirable that tiieir regular appear-

aiiee and disappearanc'e in the d'ljj'ercnt latitudes of Europe

sh;Ould be ascertained, as it v.'ould considerably illustrate the his-

tprv of this class of the feathered tribe. It v.ould, I believe, be

jiitercsting to nianv of your readers, if you could procure, through

the medium of foreign publications, or from your extensive cor-

respondence abroad, an account of these birds from any other

rart of the globe. If sucli account was somewhat similar to

Mr. Goui'h's, it wotdd cither th.rov%^ further liglit on his theory,

or else produce facts that might be combined with such cir-

cumstances as may tend to render this dark and controverted

subject more clear. By insciting the above in your valuable Jour-

nal, it may draw the attention of some of your numerous cor-

respondents to this amusing subject ; and will oblige,

Sir, your obedient servant^

To Mr. Tilloch.

'

S, K,

MINERALOGY.
Newcasth'-upnn-Tvnc, IMarch 8, 1815.

Sir,—In your last number I have noticed two questions put

ip iue, respecting fixets stated in a paper I transmitted last year

to
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to the Geologica] Society, to which I sha'l answer as briefiy as

possible. The muscle shells found in the shale of this part of

the kingdom are mineralized by clay iron-stone, and exactly re^

semble the common fresh-water muscle in shape, but are less in

.size. I beg leave further to add, that no organic remains which
i could suspect to have once belonged to marine animals, were
ever observed by me in the Newcastle coal formation, though
the magnesian limestone bv which ic is covered, and the lead

mine sills lying below it, abound with them. With regard to

the grindstone sill on Alston Moor, it consists of a sandston*^ not
unlike the stratum from which grindstones are quarried in this

vicinity, but the former must be situated far below the latter.

As Mr. W. Forster's section is referred to in the letter of my ano-
nymous correspondent, permit me to say, that in the year 1800
a similar engraving was published at Carlisle (and signed yPl/liam

Millot, miner), of all the lead mine measures; and )>revious to

that period the late Mr. G. Johnson had an engraving made of

the strata sunk through at tlie coal mine situated at Byker St.

Anthony. These two, together with the section of Sheriff-hill

Colliery, printed in Hutchinson's History of Durham, furnish

out the section given to the public by Mr. Forster in 1812,
MSS. of all these documents have been in the librarv of the Li-

terary and Philosophical Society of this place for twenty years

past. For the directions and description of the lead veins, which
are certainlv highly valuable in a geological point of view, the

xyorld are indebted to Mr. Forster.

Your "obedient servant.

To the Editor of Nat. John Winch,
The Phil. Mag. and Journal.

MATHEMATICAL QUESTION.

Plymouth, March 11, 1815.

Sir,— I HAV^E been long baffled in my attempts to integrate

the following differential, viz. —;; r-, which occurs in
^- (^-aP

a very interesting department of Hydrodvnamics, at art. ccccliv.

page 418, of Dr. Gregory's excellent Treatise of Mechanics.

It is possible that some of your learned correspondents may be

able to accomplish the integration, and von will therefore much
oblige me by inserting this in your next number.

Yours, &c.
To the Editor of George Harvey.

The Phil. Mas. and Journal.

" * Our limits oblige us to entreat any of our correspondents who may
s^nswer Mr. Harvey, to be us brief as possihle.

OPTICS,
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OPTICS.

Sir,—The following question has been proj)osed to many
pnilosophicr.l persons, without obtaining any satisfactory answer,

liotvvithstanding the importance of the incjuiry in regard to the

construction of astronomical instruments ; I therefore beg leave

to ask your readers, "What is the smallest angular space that is

percep iible'to a sound unassisted eye, or to an eye assisted by

a telescope of a given power, aperture, &c. ?"— In Dr. Gre-

gorv's QLconomy of Nature, vol. i. 238, I read, " Opticians uiy

that the eye is not capable of perceiving any object which sub-

tends an angle of less than half a minute of a degree : the image

on the retina is in this case less than yj'o-o^^'^'^ P'^it of an inch, and

the object itself, at six inches distance, less than the -j-^io^dth part

of an inch broad. All smaller objects are invisible." Lalande

in his Astronomy says. Eight niinutes, 8/, are imperce})tible on

a figure of a foot radius :
'• 8' sont insensibles meme sur une

figure d'un pied de rayon, telle quej'ai cbutume de I'employer*,"

in projecting the occultations of stars. The foot English =11
inches 3' 1151 lines French. This is all that I have found i

a

answer to the above question, and this is not sufficient. I de-
Jj

sire to know also on what experiments or observations such as- ^
sertions are founded. <9

To Mr.Tilloch, A.M. 1
HYDRAULICS.

General Andreossy, the late French ambassador at Constan-

tinople, has communicated to the First Class of the Institute va-

rious researches, accompanied by charts and drawings, respect-

ing the conduits which supply Constantinople with water. They
contain descriptions of the ancient and modern structures on
principles not hitherto known, and the application of which

promises to be highly advantageous in hydraulics, both with re-

s))ect to the simplicity of the contrivances and the opconomizing

of labour.

EFFECTS OF SEVERE COI.D.

M. Desgenettes, the celebrated French physician, who ac-

companied the unfortunate army which penetrated into.Russia,

thus describes some of the phenomena which occurred among
the troops who were exposed to the intense cold which was fatal

to so many thousands, during the retreat from Moscow. The
effects alluded to were perfectly ucav to M. Desgenettes, and will

doubtless be equally so to our medical readers : " I have heard

* Tlie rar!'u3 of an arc bciiii: unity, tlic Icnjtb of :v brcond =
00000 18181 3(J8J 1 09635 09359.

men,"
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men," says this acute observer, " w'hb were marching with every

appearance of muscular energy and with tlie most decided and
soldier-b!ke pace, suddenly complain that a thick veil was co-

vering their eyes : those organs, at first, for an instant haggard,

soon became immoveable : all the muscular apparatus of the

neck, and more particularly the sterno-clcido-masto-idean mus-
cles became rigid, and gradually riveted the head on the

right or left shoulder : tins rigidity next extended to the trunk;

the lower extremities tottered, and the unhappy victim fell upon
the snow, exhibiting, to complete the frightful picture, all the

symptoms of catalepsy or epilepsy."

LIGHT.

The Monitpur, of January 15, contained the following short

article, by M. Biot, ^' On the nature of the forces which produce

double refracti(m."

" When a ray of light penetrates a crystal, the primitive form
of ^vhich is neither the regular octohedron nor the cube, we ob-

serve in general that it is divided into two fasciculi unequally re-

fracted. The one which we call the ordinary fasciculus follows,

the law of refraction discovered by Des Cartes, and which is

commo)i to all crystallized and non-crystallized bodies : the other

follows a different and more complex law: it is called the extra-

ordinary fasciculus. '

" Huyghens has determined this last law by oi^servation in

the rhoniboidal carbonate of lime, vulgarlv called Iceland spai',

and he has described it by a construction equally ingenious and
precise. By combining this fact with the general principles of

mechanics, as Nev/ton has combined the laws of Kepler with the

theory of central forces ; M. Laplace deduced from it tlie general

expression of the velocity of the luminous particles which com-
pose the extraordinary ray. This expression indicates that thev

are separated from the others by a force which has emanated
from the axis of the crystal, and which in the Iceland spar is

found to be repulsive.

'* It was generally supposed that this was the case in all the

other crystals endowed with double refraction. But new experi-

ments have proved to me that in a great number the extraor-

dinary ray is attracted towards the axis instead of heing repelled.

So that with respect to this property the crystals ought to be
divided into two classes ; the one I call double atlroctive refrac-

tion, and the other double repulsive refracl'ioii. Iceland spar

forms part of the latter: rock crystal is comprehended in the

former. Finally, it appeared to me, that the force, whether at-

tractive or repulsive, always emanates from the axis of the cry-

stalj
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stal, and always follows the same laws : the fonuulae of M. La.-?

place therefore apply to them always.
'' Some previous inquiries had already led me to recognise a

singular opposition in the ntiture of the inipresbion which various

crystals give to hght in jiolarizing it. 1 had expressed this

opposition bv the terms qi/arizous polarizalidti and berillated

polarization, from the substances which had first exhibited this

opposition. I have now ascertained that all the crystals en-

dowed with the quartzous pcUuizatio-n are attractive, and all

those which exercise the berillated polarization are repulsive*

Icehu'.d spar belongs to the latter class.

" Tl-ese results show that there exists in the action of crystals

upon light, the same opposition of forces which has !)een already

recognised in several other natural actions, such as the two kinds

cf magnetism, and the two kinds of electricity. To this also the

other ol)servations lead, v.hich I have already publialied on the

oscillations and rotations of luminous particles."

CHOAK AND FIRE DAMP IN MINES,

Dr. Watt, of Glasgow, informs us that a Mr. Davidson, wlio

has l)cen blind from childliood, is now flelivering lectures in Scot-

land, on natural philosophy and chemistry. The circumstances'

in which he is placed have led him to adopt, in many cases, far

more sensible modes of experimenting, and easier plans of ef-

fecting his purposes, than are connnonly employed bv lecturers.

But we chieily mention tlic circum;;tance, in the hope that it may
be the means of bringing Mr. Davidson accpiainted with the Sot

cietv in Sunderland for preventing Accidents in Coal Mines;

as Dr. Watt informs us, that among other contrivances he has

invented a mode of clearing mines from deleterious gases, which

for efficacy, facility, and cheapness, is preferable to any of the

methods hitherto employed.

ELECTRICITY,

Rlonsieur de Nelis, an indefatigable inquirer into the pha^no-r

mena of electricity on the continent, having favoured the Edi^r

tor of the Philosophical Magazine with several valuable com-
munications, accompanied by various specimens of electricaj

results ; I\Ir. Singer, the eminent lecturer in electricity and
Galvanism, has kindly undertaken to repeat the experiments of

M. Nelis, and to lay an account of them before the readers of

the Philosophical Magazine. In the mean time it may not be

'amiss to state geneially, that M. de Nelis has directed his atten-

tion to the subject of electricity for upwards of fifteen years
;

and he conceives that all his experiments demonstrate the

leading principle of Franklin's theory, namely, the existence of

t single
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fl single electric fluid condensed in positive bodies, and rarefied

in tho^e which are negn,tive.,

Mr. Singer, in a communication alhiding to tlie above ^xperi-

Inents, tlius expresses himself: " A great number of your readers

are certainly not yet acquainted with these experiments, which
have excited considerable attention on the continent. I must
nonfess I had regarded them hitherto as of inconsiderable mo-
inent ; but on examining the results now transmitted to you by
M. de Nelis, they appear to me to merit the repetition which
he lias requested, and I propose to midertake it as soon as the
iHcesaant occupation which my lectures, and some researches in

Voltaic electricity, at present &uj)i)lv, shall have subsided.
" I will then, sir, \\\l\\ much pleasure subm.it to your readers

tin account of these experiments, accompanied by fcuch cbser/a-

tions as their repetitiou may suggest."

Mr. Thomas Forster is about to publish A Sketch of the new
Anatomy and Physiology of the Brain and nervous System of Drs,

Gall and Spurzheim, considered as comprehending a complete

System of Zoonomy. With Observations on its Tendency to the

Iniprovement c>i Education, the Punishment of Crimes, and the

Treatment of Insanity. Reprinted from The Pamphleteer, with

Additions.

Another Edition of the London Pharmacopoeia, it is said, is

now in great forwardness, and will probably be soon before the

public. Among the most important of its improvements will be

the emetic tartar, which, we have been informed, is prepared

according to a very elegant and simple process, contrived by
Mr. Hume, of Long Acre ; in which the common black sul-

phuret of antinjonv is in one simple operation decomposed, yield-

ing an oxide suitable for the purpose, which requires merely to be

•vvasjied before it be t^ubmitted to the super tartrate of potash.

A correspondent, H. G., desires us to state, that every vulg?.r

fraction is in its lowest terms that is not divisible by the differ-

ence between its numerator and denominator, or by ?cme sub-

multiple of that difference.

LECTUr.ES.

Middlesex Hospital.—Dr. Mcrriman's next Course of Lec-

tures, on Midwifery and the Diseases of Women and Children,

will be delivered at the above Hospital during the months of

A]jnl and May. The introductory Lecture will be read on Mon-
day, April the iOth, at Half past Ten o'clock.

WST
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LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To James Miller, of Liverpool, distiller, for certain improve-

ments in the construction of stills, furnaces, chimneys, and other

apparatus connected with the art of distillation.—28th January

1815.—6 months.

To John Wood, of Manchester, for certain improvements in

machinery used for preparim;; and spinning cotton, wool, and

various other articles.—4th Feb.— (i months.

To Joseph Tavlor and Peter Taylor, both of Manchester, for

a certain improvement in a loom to be used in weaving cotton,

worsted, silk, or other cloth.—4th Feb.—2 months.

To James Thomson, of Primrose Hill, in the county of Lan-

caster, calico printer, for certain improvements in the process

of printing- cloth made of cotton or linen, or both.—4th Feb.

—

2 months.

To William Griffith, of Giltspur Street, London, for an im-

proved toast-stand.—7th Feb.—6 months.

To Richard Jones Tomlinson, of Bristol, for certain improve-

ments in the method of framing, constructing, or putting to-

gether the roofs of buildings, or the parts thereof.—9th Feb.—

•

2 months.

To William Moult, of Bedford Square, in the county of Mid-

dlesex, for his mode of evaporation and sublimation.— 13th Feb.

—6 months.

To Jonaii Dyer, of Woottonunderedge, for his improved frame

or machine for shearing ofwoollen cloth.—21st Feb.—2 n:onths.

To Joseph Burrell, of Thetford, for his support and safe-guard

in getting in and out of chaises and other two-wheeled carriages.

—2 1st Feb.—2 months.

To Ralph Dodds and George Stephenson, of Killingsworth

in the county of Northumberland, engineers, for various improve-

ments in the construction of locomotive engines.— 2Sth Feb.—
2 months.

To Samuel Brown, of Mark Lane, London, commander in

our Royal Navy, for his rudder and certain apparatus connected

tlierewith, for governing ships and vessels of all descriptions with

much more certainty and elfect, and for producing various ad-

vantages not hitherto practised or known.—2Sth Feb.—2 mo.

To Dudley Adams, of Fleet Street, London, mathematical in-

s'truineiit maker, for, certain iuiprovenients in the coiistniction of

paper vellum tuljes for telescopes and other optical parts of tele-

scopes.—7th March.—2 months.

To Thomas Deakin, of Ludgate Hill, in the city of London,

furnishing ironmonger, for his portable kitchen.—7th March.

—

G months.
To
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To VVilliam Mitchell, of Glasgow, unci John Lauton, of Kin^
Mreet Snow Hiil, London, ior their impmved lock and key.—
7th March.—6 months.
To William Wood, of Shad^vell, shipwright, for his material

or materials, and the application thereof to the more effectually
making water-tight and sea-worthy, ships and all other vessels,
which he denominates ^' adhesive felt."--9tli March.—6 months.

lo Elizabeth Beveridge, of Hatton Garden, London, for an
improved bedstead.— 14th ALarc'i.—2 months.
To John Mills, of Holywell Street, and St. Clement's Church

-

yard^, Strand, for his improved elastic stavs for women and
chik.ren, and also to give relief to women in a state of preenancv
~14th March.—2 months.
To Robert Dickinson, of Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn

i"iel(ls, m the county of Middlesex, esq. for certain imurovements
in the making or fabrication of sundry tools, implemei'its, or arti-
cles used in various arts or manipulations, or tlie ordinary occa-
sions of hfe.— 14th March.—6 months.

To William Bell, of Edinburgh, writer to the signet, for cer-
tain improvements in the apparatus for copying manuscripts or
other writings or designs.—14th March.— 2 "months.
To Jonathan Ridgeway, of Manchester, for his method of

casting and fixing at the same time metallic types on the sur-
face ot metallic cyhnders or metallic rollers, or any cvlinders or
rollers having metallic surfaces, or on blocks of "metal, or on
blocks having metallic surfaces, or on flat metallic olates for the
purpose of printing patterns on cloth made of cotton, or linen
or both.— 14th March.—2 mouths.

'

To Thomas Potts, of BatchworthxMills, Rickmanswortli,for his
new mode or means of combining and applving principles already
known to the puipose of producing puie fresli warm air, and of
such mode or means of combination and application of principles
already known to such purposes as aforesaid.— I4th March —
6 months.

To Henry Houldworth, of Anderston, near Glasgow, civil en-
gineer for h,s new method of discharging the air, or air and con-
densed steam, from pipes used for the convevancc of steam for
.the purposes of heating building^^ or other places.— ISth March—2 months.

METJiOUO-
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XLIII. On the late Plagi/e at Malta. Bij Joseph Skinner,

Esq. late Surgeon to Prisoners of 7Far at Malta.

In what wav this terrible scourge was introduced into tlie island

of Malta, is" not to tlie present^purpose ; but it is to be trusted

.that for the future, whenever infection shall be known to prevail

on shipboard, and to hover about the vicinity of any of the Bri-

tish settlements, there v.ill be but one sentiment relative to the

precautionary measures to be adopted. At the time of this vi-

feitalion Malta was substantially a British colony, although not

. declared so : the Maltese, hov/ever, were not brought into that

state which could prevent the spreading of the contagion at the

onset. They are a people who, being strongly attached to their

native soil, seldom migrate to make observations elsev/here.

The hiitory of the plague, as referring to their ov/n island, was

too remote" to serve tiiem as a guide ; and it was not until many

of them had been swept away, that they could be made to be-

lieve in the real existence of the calamity, which they mistook for

an ordinary diseR.>e. In the interim, bigotry in all the ranks was'

combined with the cupidity natural to the lower class of the

Maltese. The churches were as diligently attended as if no mis-

chief could result from tlie contact of many individuals; the

host vras paraded with numerous followers; and visits paid to

the infected, without scruple and without hesitation, by their

relatives and friends. In this way, and by the concealment of

pestilential effects, the disease not only spread through the city

of Valletta, but was introduced into several of the casals or vil-

lages, before the strong hand of power could stay its progress.

\\hen these facts are considered, it will not appear surprising

tliat this dreadful scourge, which for several months devastated

the island of Malta, and was subsequently introduced into Gozo,

was prhicipally confined to the indigenous inhabitants of those

islands. Few' of the Turks or Greeks resident at Valletta, the

capital, were attacked, if we except those of the lower class of

Greeks, who, in common with the felons, were engaged in the

liazardous employments wliich the exigencies of the occasion re-

quired. Other foreigners were equally exempt ; and the British

- pccioliarlv so. It was indeed a matter of fearful wonder to the

Maltese,Who regard all protectants as heretics*, and therefore

* At Valletta, some years ago, during tlio funcrnl procession of'the lato

Adiuira! Sir A. J. Ballj the civil commissioner, whose excellent qualities

Jiad endeawd him to every class of the in!Kibit:\iits; a i^Jultese was hoard

to say lo another, " What a pity that so c;ood a man should go to hoU!"

During his fatal ilhiess the Bishop of Malta paid Sir Alexander several

vis:Cs, the drift of which may be easily conceived.
'1
'o have gained over

suci) a proselvtc would have been a ci^'at triumph.

Vol. 4 5 . No. 203 . Jpril 1815. Q the
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the fittt:>t. subjects for Almighty vengeance, that of all other?

thev should have been most favoured under this visitation. With
the exception of two females, who had been abandoned by the

military, and were sent, with the charge of children, to the spot

destined to receive the population of the infected quarters of

V^alletta ;—of the wife of a serjeant of artillery who resided at

Floriana, when the disease raged with violence in that suburb;

—

and of the last fatal case at Gozo, which will be touched on

hereafter, the writer docs not recollect any British wlio were

victims to the disease, the soldiery of one of the military corps

excepted. At the breaking out of the plague at Valletta, niary

of the British families resident there sought refuge in the coun-

try. It is highlv to the honour of those who remained to faca

the danger, and who were not riveted to the spot by pubUe

emplovments, that they were most instrumental in checking the

propagation of the contagion, displaying, on every occasion iu

which they volunteered their services to the Government, an

heroic courage and a zeal beyond all praise !

Fort Manoel, situated opposite to Valletta, on the other side

of the Qnarantaine creek, was at the beginning the receptacle of

the sick, who were, together with the remaining tenants of infected

houses, poured in from the capital in proportion as the disease

gained ground, and before pest-hospitals could be prepared for

their reception. Huts were constructed in the sequel, to the

end that the entire population of the parts of the capital most

infected might be cleared. These were, the Mandragio, a low,

obscure, and crowded quarter chiefly inhabited by market peo-

ple, and another low spot in the vicinity of Fort St. Elmo. Be-

fore these measures could be adopted, the population of the

buildings of Fort Maiioel became overcharged ; and here a par-

ticular symptom of plague, which does not appear to have been

noticed by any \\Titer on the subject, presented itself. Owing

to the stimuhiting quality of the pestilential virus, a furor, or

what may be better termed a sahjnasis, was induced in both the

sexes, which required all the vigilance of the attendants to se-

parate them, and tliat under the most loathsome circumstances cf

the disease. It is possible that this fact may lead hereafter to a

better knowledge of the specific quality of the contagious matter.

Subtle and permeating in its nature, in attacking the vital ener-

gies, it produces that peculiar excitement in the system, which

has been hitherto almost exchisively confined to the pathology of

maniacal cases, and of uterine affections in females.

Several of the Maltese medical practitioner"^, or as they style

themselves professors, were selected by the" Government, and

allowed handsome salaries, to administer to the sick who had

been ven^o^ed to Fort Manoel, and to watch over the safety of

Valletta,
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\'alletta, by visiting the houses where a suspicion of infection was
entertained ; at the same time that the most prudent measures

were aih>|)ted to prevent the conceahnent of disease. For this

purpose constant visits were paid in the respective districts into

whicli the citv was divided. These districts were separated by
barriers, to the end that each of them might be the more closely

watched, and all unnecessary intercourse between the inhabitant*

prevented. The latter were, indeed, with the exception of such

as could render themselves useful abroad, confined to their homes,
the supplies of provisions being carried round by persons ap-
pointed for that purpose. Proclamations were issued, pointing

out the precautions they had to observe in receiving these supplies,

&c. In short, every salutary and restraining measure which the

public safety required was promptly taken I)y the Government.
Having adverted to the Maltese practitioners, whose exertions

for the relief of their fellow citizens were thus called forth, and
liberaliv recompensed, some account of their practice—of the cu-

rative means they employed—may be expected. To come, how-
ever, at any precise knowledge of the treatment they pursued,

baffled all the ingenuity of inquiry. It is not but that they were

sufficiently accomplished, in point of study, for the task they

undertook. Several of them may, on the other hand, be cited

as highly accomplished in their profession *
; but it was not an

easy task for them to subdue the constitutional timidity under
which thev laboured, on the sudden appearance of a contagious

distemper with which they were only theoretically acquainted.

To follow up any tiling like a regular method of cure, required a
free and unrestrained communication with the patients under
their care, which they could not maintain unless exempted from

the panic that was spread around rhem. History records that

on tlie breakmg out of the great plague of London in 1665,
among other instances of an heroic contempt of danger—of an
ard':'at ''eal in the cause of hiunanity, which could not be abated

by? iv c.i -ideration of personal safety—a Doctor Sayer declared

that, braving every risk, he n'ould attend indiscriminately the rich

and the poor. He persevered until the last, and escaped the

contajijon f. Nothing of this sort was to be heard of at Malta:
it \yfn4id in truth appear, that every idea of systematic trextment

yielded to the powerful impressions of fear, as well at tlie onset

as when the disease raged with the greatest violence. Even

* J he Vlaltese public liave to regret tlic loss of'Doctor Gravaiiiia, a sen-
sible ami judicuju- practitioner, of very ainialile iiiaimer? He ilktl'm the
time of tfu- plague, but it is uncertain whether he fell a v ictiiu to the dis-

ease.

t Aiuoiiij the jirecautions nitli which he aimed himSdlt, it w.s his cus-
tom to take a copious draught of Madeira vriue on leaving his house, and
another on coracneucirg bis rounds.

Q 2 when.
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w!;en, towards the close, the symptoms became milder, and tlic

attacks less frequent, the same timid caution—the same dread

of approaching the patient, so as to be enabled to direct a parti-

cular attention to the symptoms of liis case—was to be noticed*.

In aid of the Maltese practitioners, several Turks and Greeks

were, at the instance of the Government, sent to Malta from

Smyrna. They are said to have been useful, not on account of

any particular knowledge they possessed of flie management of

plague, but because they had been so accustomed to it, and in a

manner seasoned, that they braved its attacks in their attend-

ance on the sick.

- The attempts at plajrue inoculation were founded on tlie com-

monlv received opinion, that those who have had the disease

(and it is presumable that this was the case with several, if not

with all the above individualsf,) are not again liable to infection.

They may be less susceptible than others: but a Frenchman who

bad ' been servant in an English family at Valletta, and who,

liaving caught the plague, had been sent to Fort IManoel for cure,

had, during his stay there, two subsequent attacks, from the latter

of which, although a sharp one, he recovered perfectly.

A Neapolitan physician, who had seen much of the plague in

Turkev and Greece j was among the boldest of the practitioners.

He did not hesitate to aj^proach the sick, and to treat them

with freedom. It was his practice to cauteiize the pestilential

tumors, and towards the close of the disease, when the infiam-

matory symptoms had subsided, to make a liberal use of coruia's

and alexipharniics.

It remains now to pay a well merited complim.ent to the Bri-

tish medical staff, whose" exertions were unfortunately required by

the breaking out of the plag-ue in the third garrison battalion, and

likewise in DeRolle's regiment, consisting entirely of foreigners.

The military pest-hospital was under the management and

direction of Fvalph Green, Esq. inspector-general of hospitals.

* At Valletta, in a ]!art of the fortiticatioii!^, huts were erected fur such

of the j)ris(Miers of war as had hee:i released on tlie condition of their un-

liertakiMii tlie tasks of sweeping the streets, white-washing infected Ijouses,

^:c. iiJ tire event r-f their iici^g seized hy plai;ue. A suspicious case havina

o'ccinred aiuon<; them, tiie AJaltrse practitioner on duiv kept the rtspectlui

distance of sixteen paces from his patient. It is true tliat he was provided

witii classes; l)ut how far, with this interval between Liie parties, they

helped iiini in hi- timid is.rjuiries, is uncertain.

t Smyrna is said to In: never entirely free from plagr.e, uio?e especially

in the district occupied by the Turks. In that city, at Alexandria, aiul

indeed wherever the disease is familiar, those whose temperament has en-

abled them to r.>,ist an attack, or who have escaped the contagion under

circuinstanrcsof the greatest exposure, are selected to administer to tiio

sicl:. There may bo iiabits in which tiiere is not the sligiitest susceptibility

to receive the infection, as in the example of the niuaial smull-pox.

The
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The patients had everv advantage which could be aaorded them

by skill and science, aided by that courageous zeal which spurns

every idea of personal safety, when an imperious duty is to be

performed*. Accordingly, "the proportion of recoveries was

much greater than that which the Maltese practice has to re-

cord. Not any of the attendants took the infection. They

were made to bathe, and employed frictions of warm oil, as did

also the military on duty. In addition to this latter preserva-

tive, recourse Vv-as had to cold ablations of vinegar and v,-ater.

With the svmptoms by wliich the plague is characterized, it

presents others, in its attack, similar to those of the endemial

caucus, or bilious remitting fever, commonly styled in the Me-

diterranean the fever of the country. At the couim.encement it

therefore requires the same antiphlogistic treatment, by bleeding

and other evacuants,to diminish the powerful determination to the

brain, the oppression of which is among the earliest of the sym-

ptoms, accompanied by stupor and delirium. On the subsidence

of the inflammatory s}'mptoms, the case having taken a favour-

able turn, the method of cure is in cither fever the same, inde-

pendentlv of what belongs to the tumours and other cliaracteristic

signs of plague. The symptoms, as they have latterly presented

themselves, and the treatment which appears to have been most

successfsd, are described bv Ulstadius, who wrote on plague so

far back as the commencement of the sixteenth century f ; and

by Sermertus, who collected all the authorities up to the middle

of the se\'enteenth.

Several persons at Malta, and among others a British mer-

chant, asserted that they could distinguish a glare, a peculiar

wildness of the eyes, before the individual himself in whom it

was perceived, was sensible of the attack of plague, and v.'hiie

lie was still following his usual occv.uations. The writer had to

Avitness the effect of a sudden attack in a Maltese, who had pro-

ceeded, apparently in good health, as far as the Conservatory

square at Valletta, when his progress was in a moment arrested.

He had just sulhcient strength to maintain himself in an erect

posture ; but was obliged to be supported on either side when

*The following molaiicliolv fact is a proof, among others, tiiat an ardent

desire to procure infunnatiun wiiii u view to benefit mankind, will junic-

tJTTies carry an individual bcvond tlie prescribed limit of liis duty- Dr.

MacAdani, piiysiciaji to the forces, was sent bt tlic governor of i\lalta to

(Jozo, to direct the mean* to be einpioyed in the case of tlie fila'^nc break-

in'j; out among the military stationed there. He was particularly enjoined
not to incur any personal risk, his beini; a task of mere superintendanee.

His anxiety, hosvcver, to acquire n precise knowlcdi^e of tiic nature of the

disease, led liini to pay frequent visits to the pest-hospital, where at icnsjih

lie caujj,lit the infection, and was the last victim of the scourge wbicli so

loiii: rava|i:ed the islands of Malta and Gozo.

t His Treatise appeared in 15?0.

Q 3 ttdieii
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taken to the bier on which he was conveyed to the pest-hospital.

His eyes were downcast, his countenance pallid, and there was
an expression of anxious terror which sufficiently explained the

quality of the attack.

Notwithstanding all that had been advanced in their favour by
various vt'riters, and more especially by Messrs. Baldwin and
Thornton ; and in sspite of the example of the oil-carriers in

Africa, who are represented as enjoying an immunity froui plague

;

the frictions of warm oil had not, on the breaking out of that

disease at Malta, all the credit which an after experience showed
them to deserve. This will not appear surprising, when it is con-

sidered that several late medical writers have spoken with con-

vsiderable hesitation on the subject. After the numerous trials

made at Valletta, and elsewhere in Malta, these frictions, if pro-

perly applied*, may be pronounced to be an almost certain pro-

phylactic. It is a justice due to a very intelligent vouiig man,
Mr. Thornton, assistant deputv pavmaster to the forces, and
nephew to our minister of that name, to state that, with his

uncle's book in his hand, he was the first strenuously to recom-
mend their employment, at the breaking out of the contagion.

Among those who wrought zealously in this cause, Mr. Matthew
Fletcher, a British merchant, was foremost and indefatigable.

Whenever a case of plague came to his knowledge, he hastened

to the '-pot, beseeching the inmates of the dwelling, by whom a

free communication with the infected individual had been kept

lip, to have instant recourse to the frictions, and supplying the

means where these were deficient. The l.appv result was, that,

on the plague ceasing, he was possessed of a long list of the

cases he had recorded, in not one of which a failure was to be

found ; at the same time that, where this preservative was not

employed, it was usual to see the disease spread from one indi-
,

vidual to another who herded together, until the whole were

swept away. A few instances of the beneficial effects of the oil

frictions, as tried at Valletta, will suffice, so as to banish all scep-

ticism on the subject. In a family consisting of seven individuals

and a female servant, the father and eldest son, who had both

been assiduous in attending the host, and had besides visited a

relation labouring under plague, were attacked, and died pretty

nearly ai the same time. On the first alarm the frictions were

employed by tlie rej^t of the family, and all escaped, although

they had conmumicated freelv with the unfortunate victims of

the disease. A French cutler, who had the same number of

* E^C'iy part of tlic lioily Inn iii^ Ixfii xll ile;iii»(d with water, or with

vinc;;ar and water, the frictions are applied witli a sponge, as warm as they

can well lie l)orne. tlie cyts being clo'jed to proteet tliein from irritation,

'i'liis is repeated at least twice a week, wearing the same linen between the

frictions.
'

children.
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children, had married his eldest daughter to a person who took

the plague of the next door neighbour, as did likewise the second

daughter of the family. The two sickened about the same time,

and these also were fatal cases : but the remainder of the family,

who had had recourse to the oil frictions as soon as the nature

of the attacks was ascertained, escaped, without excepting the

wife of the young man, who was then in the middle of her preg-

nancy, and who attended her husband during the few hours he
survived the attack. A Maltese with a large family took a sick

brother into his house, not suspecting that he laboured under
the plague, and paid him unhesitatingly every att'ectionate at-

tention. The instant this came to the knowledge of Mr, IlifT,

apothecary to the forces, to whom the Maltese in question had
formerly been a servant, the oil frictions were sent in and em-
ployed. The infected individual died, but the whole of the fa-

mily escaped. It is needless to cite any other cases, although

many similar ones might be adduced. The confidence of the

Government of Malta, in the efficacy of these frictions, was at

iength so great, that a shed was erected at each of the barriers

of Valletta, for the purpose of administering them to the guards
stationed there, and to the market people and others whose avo-

cations kept them abroad.

Alexis, the Piedmontese, who travelled every where in search

^ of secrets, has published a variety of receipts for plague, into

the composition of several of which storax enters. The writer

was solicitous to make a trial of this substance, which unluckily

was not to be found at Malta, eitlier in the concrete state in

which it is called storax calumha, or in its liquid state *^. It

was certainly, as the event proved, deserving such an essay, and
was susceptible of various modifications in its use. What has

been sanctioned by a long experience deserves credit, unless there

be incontrovertible evidence to prove that the notion originally

entertained of its effiacy was founded in error. A Turk, whose
knowledge of the subject was by no meai.is limited, di>tributed

among his friends at Valletta lumps of a black sub->tance resem-
bling shoemaker's wax, which he liad brought with him froin

Constantinople, and in the composition of which storax was the

principal ingredient. These were either to be cairied on a stick

and smelt to from time to time, or kept in the hand and con-
stantly moulded, to the end, no doubt, that a portion of the sub-
stance might adhere to the fingers. They were sought after

with avidity. Now, it is to be observed that both the Seraglio

cakes, and a particular description of beads of a great price in

* [c is with this latttei- substance that the tirc-eatcrs, as tiiey term thcm-
*e]ves, anoint the tongue and taucrs to protect tlnui iroiii the eftVct of ca-
Jui'ic.

Q 4 Turkey,
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Turkey, are of a similar composition. It is therefore to be ]>ie-

sumed, that those who In-f-ught t!iem iuio use hiid somethiiit::

more in view than to supply an ornament in the ca'^e of the
former, and in that of the latter, an object of pastime, in which
light the generality of the Tnrks, v/ho are in the constant habit

of twirling them about with the lingers, regard beads.

Common tar, a bitumitious substance which mav be considered

as in some degree analogous to storax, although it does not
possess its peculiar fragrance, was employed i)y a Greek whose
very hazardous task it was to bury the dead. With this sub-

fiance he kept his hands and arms anointed. He was pointed

out to the writer by Mr. Thomas, garrison surgeon, and acting

superintendant of health, as having officiated with impunity in

this vvay durir.g the whole of the time that the plague raged
;

while the greater part of those v. ho were similarly eU'ploycd had
been swept off by the contagion. In this instance it »vould ap-

pear, that the pores of the parts exposed to contact with the dead
bodies were sheathed by the tar, so as to prevent the absorption

of the plague matter; but in an old work entitled •• Tti? Eng-
lish Housewife," described by Beloe in his Anecdotes of literature

sud scarce books, another application is made of that substance

as a preservative against plague. It is recommended " to smell

to a nosegay made of the tasselled end of a ship-rope," that is,

of a tarred rope. Here something is implied of a specific quality

of the tar, as a plague preventative ; and this application of

it agrees with that of the storax as euiployed by the Turks.

Joseph Skinner,
Late Surgeon to Piiior.eis of VV'iir at rJaita.

London, March CO, l«lp.

XJ.IV. Some Account of ike Island ofTmcr/JJ-'e. Bij the Hon.

Henry Grey Bennet. IM.P. F.R.S.Pres. Geol. Society*.

J. HE island of Teneriffe is the principal island of the seven in

tlie Western ocean, that are called generally by the name of the

Canaries. It lies north-east by south-west, and is in length from

the Punta del Hidalgo to th.e Montana Roxa, its northern and

bouthern extremities, about 70 English miles ; its greatest breadth

not exceeding 30. The superficies may be considered as co.u-

taining 80 square leagues.

The island narrows at its north-eastern and widens consider-

ably at its south-western extremity. Abor.t the centre of the

latter, or, perhaps, to describe more accurately, to tlie westward of

the centra! point, is the mountain called by the Spaniards Ei Pico

* From the Gcolojjical Transactions, vol, ii.

di
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di Tic'cle, but better known l)y the name of the Peak ofTeneiiffe^

and v.'hich is the highest land not onlj* in the island, but iii all

the Canaries; the mean of various observations making it 12,500
feet above the level of the sea. It is visible at a great distance ;

we saw it perfectly distinct thirty-four leagues off by chrouome-
trical observation, when it appeared rising like a cone from the

bed of the' ocean ; and I have heard that it has been clearly di-

s-tinguislied at a distance of 45 leagues.

- The rocks and strata of the island of Teneriffe are wholly vol-

canic ; a long chain of mountains, which- may be termed the

central chain, traverses the island from the foot of the second

region of the peak sloping down on the eastern, v,estern, and
northern sides, to the sea. Towards the south, or more pro-

perly the SSW. the mountains are nearly perpendicular ; and,

though broken into ridges and occasionally separated by deep

ravines that are cut transversely as well as longitudinally, there

are none of those plains nor that gradual declination of strata

that the south-eastern and north-western sides of the island

exhibit.

From the Barranco Seco, in the neighbourhood of Sania Cruz,

to the northerly point called Punfa del Hidalgo, a series of steep

and abrupt mountains form headlands to the sea, separated from
the central chain bv the valley of Las.una; these mountains are

rugged and peaked, drawn up, if the term may be used, in a co-

lumn, and are divided by deep ravines. The sides of these

mountains are steep, being in many places cut nearly perpendi-

cular to the horizon, and are all composed of lava generally of the

basaltic formation, mixed v/ith beds of tufa and pumice. From
Hidalgo point to that of Teno, the mo^t westerly point of the

island, the strata vary from beds of puyiice and decomposed lava

and ash, uhich form the plains of La»u?ia Ticaronte and Songal,

to streams and currents and headlands of lava similar to those of

the Barranco Hiindo, San Ursula, Las Horcas, and Las Guan-
chas. The slope from the central chain is here gradual, inter-

sected by ravines and streams of lava. The soil, famed for its

fertility and which produces the Teneriffe wine, is composed of

lava and ash in a state of decomposition. Headlands, some of

'hem from two to three hundred feet in height, project into the

sea betv/eeu San Ursula and Orofava, forming perpendicular

cliffs. At the western extremity of the island from l^unta di

Teno to Puerto de los Ckrisiianos, the strata rise in a broken

ridge to the Peak, the land ascending gradually from Punta de

Teiio by a chain of small peaked hills ; the point itself being

very low and projecting as a promontory into the sea. The de-

clination of the strata is similar from the Peak to Puerto de hi
Cliristianos, This south-westerly chain is broken into inany

abrupt
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abrupt ridges, and is cut nearly perpendicular down to the sea.

I could not perceive anv ba^^e or shelf as on the other sides of

the Peak, from which the cone arose, but the fall is regular

though steep. From Puerto de Ins Chrhtiavos to Santa Cruz,

comprising the southern and south-eastern sides of the island,

the form is similar to that in the vicinity of Orutava ; but it is

barren and desolate, laid waste by streams of lava. In the short

space of a few leagues I counted no less than seven cones of ex-

tinct volcanoes, and the country is covered with scoria, exhibit-

ing no appearance of culture, and hardly any of vegetation; it is

more broken into ravines and more intersected by lava torrents

than on any of the other sides of the island. Numerous peaked

and conical mountains rise upon the slope of the chain, and the

whole country is covered by scoria, and is one continued stream

of lava. The Montana Roxa itself is a singular example of the

dislocation of strata so commonly found in countries of volcanic

formation ; it is evidently a slip or fall of semi-columnar lava,

and slopes into the sea at a highly inclined angle.

The ordinary strata of the idand are as follows, reckoning

from below upwards : 1st, the porphyritic lava covered by scoria

and sometimes by pumice. This lava is composed of hornblende

and feldspar, and contains no other substance. The next stra-

tum graduates into what the Spaniards call roccaverde or green-

stone, and is composcd^of feldspar and hornblende ; upon this is

generally a thick stratum of pumice, and last of all towards the

surface is the basaltic lava covered also by tufa and ash. This

kiva decomposes the soonest. It also contains the greatest

variety of extraneous substances, and is sometimes divided by a

layer of large crystals of olivine some inches long, and towards

tiie north-east is often intersected by strata of porphyritic slate.

These lavas are more earthy and cellular than those which I have

had an opportunity of observing elsewhere, yet they contain fewer

extraneous substances than those of .-Etna and Vesuvius ; they

arc in some places exposed to view in the valleys similar to those

of the Corral in the island of Madeira. The valley of Las
Guanchas on the north-west side of the Peak, contains according

to M. Escolar* above 100 strata of lava, the one reposing upon

the other, at times alternating with pumice and tufa. The
depth of these strata varies, ^i. Escolar has seen one of basaltic

lava between 100 and 150 feet in depth in one solid mass, cel-

lular at the surface, but gradually becoming more compact to-

• M. Escoliir was sent out by the Spanish Government to examine the

political, commercial and luincntlogical state of the Canaries: he has well

performed his tuck, and it is to l>e res^rottcd tiiat the situation of his native

country has hitherto deprived the public of the interesting facts he is able

to coiiirounicatc.

wards
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wards the bottom. This basaltic lava contains olivine and horn-

blende, and, in tlie caves on the coast, zeolite. This substance

is also found in stalactites and in masses, sometimes in layers

spread between the strata and diflFused over the rock.

Notlules of chalcedony are sometimes also found ; but these

substances occur only in the chain of mountains towards the

north-east, from the northern extremity of Santa Cruz to the

point of Hidalgo.

The lavas of the island are of an endless variety, and the num-
ber of streams that have flowed are much beyond all enumera-

tion. I'he whole surface is either ash, or solid or decomposed

lava, which seems again and again to have been perlorated by

volcanic eruptions ; the number of small extinct volcanoes is

prodigious, thev are to be found in all parts of the island, but

the stream that has flowed from even the largest of them, such

as the lava of the Peak called El Mai Pais, is trifling in com-

parison with that immense mass of lava mountains which con-

stitute the central chain of the island, and which stretch out as

headlands like those of Las Hnrcas and San Ursula.

1 never found in situ those masses of columnar basaltic rock

that are so common in the island of Madeira: but in the valley

of La& Espernnzns, in the chain of hills to the north-eastward

of the town of Santa Cruz, they lie scattered about in consider-

able numbers, and M. Escolar told me that he had seen strata

of them to a considerable extent, exhibiting witli precision the

columnar basaltic form : the modern lavas of the peak are all

basaltic, that of 1704 is decidedly so, as well as that of 179S,

though not exhibiting any prismatic form. Prisms of basaltic

lava are yet found on the peak : I picked up one, though t here

are no strata of them to be met with. The metals are rare, and

afford but little variety: specular and micaceous iron, black and

grey manganese are all that have hitherto been discovered.

The salts that are so common on Vesuvius, are here seldom met
with. Augite is also rare, and mica and leucite, though care-

fully sought after, have hitherto not been found.

In that part of the island between J aguva and Tacaronle,

where there are few streams of lava, the soil is evidently volcanic.

1 examined many of the clods that were turned up by the plough,

and found them all alike : they contained much strong clay, with

crystals of feldspar, olivine, mid specular iron. Dr. Gillan, who
accompanied Mr. Barrow and Sir G. Staunton, has advanced an

opinion, that between Lnguna and Malanzo^ there are no signs

of volcanic formation. That the currents of lava occur but sel-

dom is most true; but the mountains in the vicinity of Laguna
are all volcanic, and one has a visible crater : besides, the assertion

would prove too much ; for it would go to maintain that the

Campagn^^
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Campagna Felice, as well as the phiins of Catania, were not
created by the ash and puuiice eruption of Vesuvius and yEtiia.

The bed of soil is here very deep. I examined some ravines that

the rains had laid open to the depth of 30 or 40 feet: the strata

were indurated at the bottom, and resembled the tufa in the vi-

cinity of Naples, and all contained the substances mentioned
above. This tufaceous character changes as you ascend the hili

that separates Lagima from Santa Cruz ; the hill itself, and the

Avholc neighbourhood of the latter city, is one continued stieam
of lava, hardly at all decomposed, with little or no vegetation

;

but here and there in the hollows some few stunted plants of

the aloe algarvensis, and the cytisw;.

Having given a general account of the island, I shall now at-

tempt to describe the country of the peak, which mountain I

ascended on the 16th of September 1810. The road from Puerto

Orolava to the city of Orotava is a gradual and easy slope for

tlirec cr four miles, through a highly cultivated country. The
soil is composed of volcanic ash and earth, and to the eastward

of tlie town of Puerto di Orotava are the remains of a recent vol-

cano, the crater and cone being distinctly visible. Leaving the

to^vn of Orotava, after a steep ascent of ^bout an hour through a
deep ravine, we quitted the cultivated ])art of the slope or valley

and entered into a forest of chesnuts ; the trees are here of u
large size. This forest of chesnuts is mixed with the erica ar-

lorea, or tree heath, which shrub rises to the height of 18 or 20
feet. Some of the stems are as thick as the arm of a man, joined

together in bimches or tufts like the common heath. The form
of this forest is o])lcng, it covers the flank of those hills which I

have already denominated the central chain, from their summit
to half their elevation from the plain. The soil here is deep, and
formed of decomposed lava, small ash, and pumice. 1 examined
several channels in the strata or ravines worn by the rains, and
there v.-as no appearance of any other rock. Leaving this forest,

the track parses over a series of green hills which we traversed

in about two hours, and at last halted to water our mules at a

spot called El Larronco del pino de la meruenda^ where there is

a small spring of had and brackish water issuing from a lava

rock. The ravine is of considerable depth. After the vegetable

earth, which, is two or three feet deep, a layer of tufa succeeds,

which is followed by a lava of a greyish-blue colour, ^^0 or 40
feet in depth. It is compact, contains olivine, and the strata

lap over each other, but show no appearance of columnar for-

mation. The range of green hills extends a mile or two further,

t})e soil sha!lov/ing by degrees, more lava and scoria showing
themselves on the surface, the ravines or channels, worn by the

rain^!, becoming more common, the trees and shrubs gradually

dwindling
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dwindling in size, and of them all the Spanish broom alone at;

length covers the ground. Leaving behind us this range of green

hills, the track still ascending leads for several hor.rs across a
steep and difficult mass of lava rock, broken here and there inta

strange and fantastic forms, v/orn into deep ravijies, and scantily

covered in places by a thin layer of yellow puniicc. The surface

of the country, for miles and miles around, is one continuous

stream of lava ; the rents or ravines of which seem to be formed
partly by the torrents from the hills flowing for so many ages,

and partly from that tendency, charat-teristic of a lava current,

to keep itself up in embankments, and in its cooling process to

open out into those hollows which I have uniformly found in

every eruption of lava that I have had an opportunity of exami-
ning. This lava is cellular beyond any I have ever seen, is of a
clayey earthv porphyritic composition, and contains ^ew, if any,

pieces of olivine, though here and there felspar in a semicrystal-

lized form. As we proceeded on our road, the hills on our left,

though broken at times in deep ravines, gradually rose in height

till the summits were lost in those of the central chain, while on.
our right we were rapidly gaining an elevation above the lower
range of the peak. This range forms one fiank of the plain or

valley of Orotava, stretching from south-east to north-west, and
is broken into steep precipices, cut down in some places perpen-
dicular to the horizon, and called Las Horcas ; it joins the cen-
tral chain at the high elevation of the pumice plains, sweeps
down the side of the valley, and forms a headland near 200 feet

high projecting into the sea, some miles from Orotava : we tra-

versed this country an hour or two, till we reached the point of
intersection of las Horcas with the plains of pumice. On the

road are several small conical hills or mouths of extinct vol-

canoes, the decomposed lava on the edges of these craters having
a strong red ochreous tint ; by degrees the lava becomes more
and more covered by a small ash, and the masses or heaps of
pumice gradually increase, till the surface is completely con-
cealed. At length an immense undulated plain spreads itself

like a fan, on all sides, nearly as far as the eye can reach, and
this plain is bounded on the west south-west, and south south-
west, by the regions of the peak ; and on the east and north-

east by a range of steep perpendicular precipices and mountains,
many leagues in circumference, called by the Spaniards Las
Faldas. M. Escolar informed me that the wall could be traced

j

for many leagues, the whole circumference of which evidently

formed the side of an immense crater. This tract, called Las
Canales, contains, according to the same authority, twelve square
leagues. As we entered this plain from the south-west, there.

are
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are to be seen several declivities of lava and strata, broken In-

wards towards the plain, and evidently a continuation of the

above-mentioned line of wall and the remains of the original

crater. There is here no appearance of columnar formation,

the lava being earthy and porphyritic : this continuity of wall,

at present so easy to be traced, may be considered as forming

the sides of one immense crater, from which perhaps originally

the lavas of the island flowed, which might have thrown up the

cone of the peak, and covered these wide-spreading plains or

clamiras with the deep beds of ashes and pumice. On this plain

or desert, for we had long left all show of vegetation, except a
few stunted plants of Spanish broom, a sensible change was felt

in the atmosphere ; the wind was keen and sharp, and the cli-

mate like that of England in the months of autumn. All here

was sad, silent, and solitary. We saw at a distance the fertile

plains on the coast, lying as it were under our feet, and affording

a cheerful contrast to the scenes of desolation with which we
were surrounded ; we were alreadv 7 or 8000 feet above the level

of the sea. and had reached the bottom of the second region of

the peak. Immense masses of lava, some of them many hun-
dred tons in weight, lie scattered on these pumice plains. Some
are broken by their fall, and all wear the appearance of having

been projected bv volcanic force. Their composition is uni-

formlv porphyritic, with large masses of feldspar ; the whole

compact and heavy, and bearing no resemblance to the earthy

lava we had seen in such abundance prior to our entering these

pumice plains. Many of these masses are completely vitrified,

while ethers only show marks of incipient vitrification ; but from

their site and fracture, from the insulated state in which they

lie, from there being no appearance of lava in a stream, from the

pumice bed being very deep, (and in one place I saw it exposed

to a depth of between 20 and SO feet) from all these facts taken

together, there can be little doubt that these masses were thrown

out of the mountain when that lava flowed, which is of similar

substance, and which is called by the Spaniards El Mai Pais.

Having reached the end of the plain we found ourselves at the

bottom of a steep hill, at the foot of which is a mass or current

of lava which has flowed from the higher regions of the peak,

and which constitutes the eastern branch of the lava, oi ]\Jal Pais,

AVe began to ascend this steep and rapid part of the mountain,

which is composed of a small white or yellowish ash mixed with

masses of pmnice and fragments of lava similar to that found in

the plains, of which several small pieces that I picked up were

in a state of vitrification. After a laborious not to say hazardous

ascent of about an hour, the pumice and ash giving way and the

mule
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mule sinking- kliec deep at each step, we arrived at about five

in the afternoon at the otlier extremity of the stream of lava,

which descending from the summit of the second region of the

peak divides at the foot of the cone into two branches, tlie one
running to the north-east and the other to tlie north north-wet-t

:

"

at the extremity of this latter are several immense blocks or

masses of lava which bear the name of La Estancia di los In-
gleses, and are rocks, not caves as ha.s been stated by some
writers. It was here we were to pass the night : so, lighting a
fire made of the dry branches of the Spanish broom, and stretch-

ing ])art of a sail over ^ portion of the rock, we ate our dinner

and laid ourselves down to su'cp. I however passed the best

part of the night by the fire, the weather being piercing cold :

as I stood by the fire the view all around me was wild and terri-

fic ; the moon rose about ten at night, and though in her third

quarter gave sufficient light to show the waste and wilderness by
which we were surrounded : the peak an.d the upper regions

which we had yet to ascend towered awfully above our heads,

while below, the mountains that had appeared of such a height

in the morning, and had cost us a day's labour to climb, lay

stretched as plains at our feet: from the uncommon rarity of the

atmosphere the whole vault of heaven appeared studded with in-

numerable stars, while the valleys of Orotava were hidden from
our view by a thin veil of light fleecy clouds, that floated far be-
neath the elevated spot we had chosen for our resting-place : the

solemn stillness of the night was only interrupted by the crack-

ling of the fire round which we stood, and by the whistling of
the wind, which coming in hollow gusts firom the mountain re-

sembled the roar of distant cannon.

Between two and three in the morning we resumed on foot

our ascent of the same pumice mountain, the lower part of which
Vie had climbed on horse-back the preceding evening : the ascent

became however much more rapid and difficidt, our feet sinking

deep in the ashes at every step From the uncommon sharpness

of the acclivity we were obliged to stop often to take breath;

after several halts we at last reached the head of the pumice hiil

at its point of intersection with tiie two streams of lava, the di-

rection of which I have before described. This is the commence-
ment of that division of the mountain called FA Mai Pau. After

resting some short time here, we began to climb the stream of

lava, stepping from mass to mass: the ascent is steep, painful and
hazardous ; in some places the stream of lava is heaped up in

4ykes or embankments, and we were often obliged to clamber
over them as one ascends a steep wall. Th;s lava is of the same
porphyritic appearance as the masses we found in the plains ; it

is not covered with a thick scoria, and seems never to have been
in
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in a very fluid state, but to have rolled along- in large masses.

The feldspar is crystallized in the lava itself, which is slightly

cellular at its surface
;
yet though I searched carefully I was un-

able to discover anv extraneous substance. The whole compo-
sition of the stream seems to be felspar imbedded hi a brov^ii

clayey paste, remarkably hard, of a close texture and heavy

:

judging from the sharp declivity of the mountain, it appears su.r-

prising that the lava should have flowed so short a distance ; as

it does not exceed two and a half or three miles from the ba^e of

the cone to the point of union with the pumice hill. The mass of

lava as well as its depth is prodigious ; M. Escolar told me that

its greatest breadth was above two miles, its depth it is not easy

to determine : there are however several ravines.or valleys in the

course of the stream, some of which may be from 60 to 100 feet

deep. The fusion of the mass does not appear to have bee)i

perfect ; it is very earthy, and though vitrified pieces are found,

there is no general appearance of vitrification : there are some
pieces that exhibit an union with the puiniice and the gradation

from the stony structure to the vitrified, and thence to pumice.

Immense heaps of this latter lie scattered on the surface of the

lava, some of them containing large crystals of felspar, which

abounds in, or more properly forms the constituent part of, the,

lava of the Mai Pais.

We halted several times during the ascent, and at last readied

a soot called La Cueva, one of the numerous caves that are foi^nd

on the sides of the mountain : this is the largest of them, and

is filled v/ith snow and the most delicious water, which was just

at the poiiit of congelation : the descent into it is diflficult, it being

thirty or ibrty feet deep. One of our party let himself down by

a rope : he could not see the extent of the cave, but the guides

declared it to be 300 feet in length and to contain thirty or forty

feet of water in depth: the roof and sides are composed of a fine

stalactitie lava similar to that found on Vesuvius, and it is of the

same nature as that which flowed on the surface. We rested here

about half an hour, during which we had an opportunity of ob-

serving the risi'ig of the f;un, and that singular and rapid changr;

of night into day, the consequence of almost an entire absenci'

of tv/ilight. As we ascended the north-east side of the moun-
tain this view was strikingly beautiful : at first there appeared a

bright streak of red on the horizon, which gradually spread it

self, lighting up the heavens by degrees, and growing brightfi

and brighter till at last the sun burst forth from the bed of the

ocean, gilding as it rose the mountains of Teveriffe and those of

the great Canary : in a short time the whole country to the

eastward lav spread out as a mn]), the great Canary was easily to

: be distinguished j and its rugged and mountainous character, si-

milar
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tililar to tliat of the other islands, became visible to the naked
eye. The cold at this time was intense^ the wind keen and
strong, and the thermometer sinik to 32 degrees : after a short

though rapid ascent we reached the summit of the second stage

of the m.ountain, we passed over a small plain of white pumiee

on which were spread masses of lava, and at length arrived at

the foot of the cone. This divi';ion of the mountain forms what
is generally termed the Peak ofTeneriffe; it resembles the pre-

sent crater of Vesuvius, with this difference, however, that while

the surface of that m-)untain is composed of a black cinder or

ash, the superficies of this appears to be a deposit of pumice of

a white coloiu', of scoria and of lava, v/ith here and there consi-

deral)le masses that were probably thrown out whon the volcano

was in action. Towards the north-west on the right hand of our

ascent, there is a small current of lava showing itself above the

pumice, the composition of which is similar to that at the bot-

tom, though of a redder tinge ; it is broken on the surface, and
is in a rapid state of decomposition. Numerous small cavities

on the side of the movmtain emitted vapour with considerable

heat. Here begins, in my opinion, the only fatiguing part of

the ascent ; the steepness of the cone is excessive, at each step

our feet sunk into the ash, and large masses of pumice and lava

rolled down from above ; we were all bruised, and our feet and
legs were cut, but none materially hurt : at last we surmounted
all difficulties, and seated ourselves' on the highest ridge of the

mountain. This uppermost region does not appear to contain

in superficies more than an acre and an half; it is composed of a

lava smiilar to that on its sides, tliough decomposed and changed
white or grey bv the action of the sulphiuous acid : this acre and
an half is itself a small crater, the walls of which are the dif-

ferent points on which we sat, and are plainly visi!)le from below.

Within, the lava is in the nTost rapid state of cfecomposition
;

losing its brov/n colour and shade of red, and acquiring a whitish

grey almost the colour of chalk ; large masses of sulphur are

depositing, which are crystallized in minute though distinct

forms ; there is also a coating of alum j)roduced by the union of

the sulphurous acid with the argil of the lava ; the surface is hot

to the feet, and the guides said it was dangerous to remain
long in one spot : as it was, some of us sunk to onr knees in the

hot deposit of sulphur : upon striking the ground with the feet

the sound is hollow, similar to what is produced by the same im-
pulsion on the craters of Vesuvius and Solfalerra. I estimate

the depth of the crater to be, from the highest ridge to the bot-

tom about 200 feet, forming an easy and gradual descent, the

whole being in a state of rapid decomposition, and charged with

sidphur, large masses of which are evcrv where depositing. I

Vol. 45. No. 203. ^pn'nSlS. 'il searched
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searched in vain for any of the arseniats so common on Vesuvius^

nor could I find those siliceous stalactites resembling strung pearls,

which are met with in the island of Ischia, in the crater of the

Solfaferra, and in the Maremma of Tuscany. The sulphur is

pure and fine, and is sold for a consideiable price at Orotava. We
were not able to go all round the walls or exterior summit of the

crater, and hence could not distinguish its southern or westera

declivity; M. Escolar assured me they are similar to, though

more rapid than, the side by which we ascended : from this side

flowed the basaltic lavas of 1/04, and of the last eruption in

1797: this latter stream of lava flowed in a remarkabW slow

current ; for notwithstanding the sharp descent of the mountain,

and the length of the lava not exceeding three miles, several

days elapsed before it reached the spot where it stopped. How
little fluid this lava must have been is evident, when it is re-

membered that the lava of Vesuvius in 1794, which destroyed

Torre del Greco, reached the sea from the bottom of the cone,

a distance of eight miles, in little more than six hours. M. Es-

colar further told me that there is on this south-western side of

the peak an ancient lava, at present not at all decomposed, of

several miles in length, and in a perfect state of vitrification ; the

whole of this stream has the appearance of obsidian. All these

lavas appear to have flowed from the bottom of the cone, and to

have run from its base in the same manner as that of Vesuvius

in 1/94, tiie crater of which vomited out ash and pumice, and

large pieces of rock, while the current of lava issuedfiom its

side. It is not however improbable that the cone itself is of

anterior formation to this vitrified lava, as the summit of the

Peak is similar to tiie lava of the Mai Pais, and that being por-

phyritic is considered as of more ancient date than the one above

mentioned, which is basaltic.

If one might hazard a conjecture upon a subject where the

data are so few, I should be inclined to suspect that the Peak it-

self, as well a§ the whole of tlie country around it which forms

its base, were produced by that immense crater called Las Ca-

naleSf the shape and magnitude of which I have before taken

notice of when traversing the pumice plains : it is also well

worthy of remark, that there is no volcano in action at all to be

compared in size of crater to those that are extinct. The an-

cient crater of Vesuvius is considerably larger than the present,

and those in the vicinity of Naples, the eruptions of which pro-

bably created that district of Italy, are of enormous extent.

The crater of the Camaldoli is somewhat more than two leagues

in circumference, and the superficies of the Canales is estimated

at twelve square leagues. These vast craters were probably ca-

pable of ejecting from their bosom those stupendous beds of

lava.
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lava, which being so much more extensive than any that have

flowed from more recent eruptions have led some persons to

deny the former to be the effects of a central fire-. That all the

island of TenerifFe was volcanically produced, no man who ex-

-amines it can have any doubt: and though the smallness of the

existing crater of the Peak may lead one to imagine that it alone

could not be the effective cause of all the phsenomena, yet the in-

ii,4imerable volcanoes on all sides of the island, the appearance of

Las Canales, and its elevation, are able to account for the ex-

tent of the streams and beds of lava, and of the deposits of tufa

and pumice, of which the islan-d is composed. Having no data

to proceed upon but what is given by the measurement of the

eye, it is not easy to determine the magnitude of the cone at its

base ; one may sav at a venture, it is about three miles in cir-

cumference, though towards the SSW the descent is much more

abrupt, and the plain from which the cone springs not percepti-

ble. The view from the summit is stupendous; we could plainly

discover the whole form of the island, and we made out distinctly

three or four of the islands, which together are called the Ca-

naries; we could not however see Lancerotte ox Fuerteventura^

thougli we were told that other travellers had distinguished

them all.

From this spot the central chain of mountains tliat runs from

south-west to north-east is easily to be distinguished. These

with the succession of fertile and woody valleys, commencing

from San Ursula and ending at Las Horcas, with the long line

of precipitous lava rocks that lay on the right of our ascent, and

which traverse that part of the island, running from cast to west

from their point of departure at the Canales to where they end

in an abrupt headland on the coast, with their forests and villages

and vinevards, the port with the shipping in the roads, the towns

of Orotava with their spires glittering as the morning sun burst

upon them, afforded a cheerful contrast to the streams of lava,

the mounds of ash and pumice, and the sulphurated rock on

which we had taken our seat. The sensation of extreme height

was in fact one of the most extraordinary 1 ever felt; and though

I did not find the pain in my chest arising from the rarity of

the atmosphere, near so acute as on the mountains of Switzer-

land, yet there was a keenness in the air independent of the cold

that created no small uneasiness in the lungs. The respiration

became short and quick, and repeated halts were found necessary.

The idea also of extreme height was to me more determinate and

precise than on the mountains of Switzerland ; and though the

immediate objects of vision were not so numerous, yet as the

ascent is more rapid, the declivity sharper, and there is here no

moimtain like ?.Iont Blanc towering above you, the 12000 feet

R 2 above
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above the level of the sea appeared considerably more thtin a
similar elevation above the lake of Geneva. We remained at

the sunnnit about three ([iiarters of an liour, our ascent had cost

Ui a labour of four hours, as we left the Estancia at ten minutes
before three and reached the top of the Peak l^efore seven ; many
indeed of our halts were needless, and ?vl. Escolar told me that he
had twice ascendtti to the suuiinit in somev»'hat less than three

hours. Our thermometer, which was graduated to the scale of

Fahrenheit, was during our ascent as follows : at Orotava at eight

in the morning, 74" ; at six in the evening at La Estancia, 50-^

;

at one in the following morning, 42^; at La Ciieva at half-past

four, 32'; at the bottom of tlie cone, 3(5 ; at the top of the

Peak one hour and a half after sun-rise, 3S\ The descent down
-the cone is difficult from its extreme rapidity, and from the fall

of large stones which loosen themselves from the beds of pumice.

Having at last scrambled to the bottom, we pursued our march
down the other course of the lava, that is to say down its westerly

side, having ascended its eastern. Tl:e ravines and rents in this

blream of lava are deeper and more formidable; the descent into

them was always painful and troublesome, often dangerous, in

soHie places we let ourseives down from lock to rock. I can

form no opinion why there should be these strange irregularities

in the surface of this lava ; in places it resembles what sailors

term the trough of the sea, and 1 can compare it to nothing but

as if the sea in a storm had by some force become on a sudden

stationary, the waves retaining their swell. As we again ap-

proached La Ci/eva there is a singular steep valley, the depth of

which from its two wails cannot be less than 100 to 150 feet,

tiie lava lying in broken lidges one upon the other similar to the

nmfises of granite rock that time and decay have tumbled down
from the loj) of the Alps ; and, except from the scoria or what
Milton calls " the Fiery Surge," thev in no degree bear the

marks of having rolled as a stream of liquid matter. This cur-

rent like that of the eastward branch has no resemblance to any

lavas I have seen elsewhere, it is hardly at all decomposed, full

of lamin.e of feldspar, tlie fracture conchoidal, and the texture

porphvritic, the colour brown like that of the other branch ; it

is but slightly cclhdar, and contains no extraneous substances.

Vv'e descended the pumice hill Avith great rapidity almost at a

run, and arrived at La Estancia in little more than two hours.

We then mounted our nmle=;, and following the track by which

we had itsceiuled the preceding day, we reached about four

o'clock the country hou'^e of our hospitable friend Mr. Barry.

The dirliculties of this enterprise have been much exaggerated

:

tlie ascent on foot is not a labour of more than four hours at

most, and the v\ hole undertaking not to be compared in point

of
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nf fatigue to what the traveller undergoes who visits the Alps.

That the ascent must be hazardous in a storm of hail and snow
there can be no doubt, but to cross Salisbury plain may some-

times be dangerous. Yet stripped of poetical terrors and di-

vested of the elt>.juent description of some writers, there is per-

haps no mountain in Europe, the ascent of which does not fur-

nish more difficulties than the Peak of Teneriffe.

XLV. On Electro-galvanic Agency employed as a ISlnv'mg

Power; ivitk a Description oj a Galvanic Clock. By
Francis Roxalds, Esq. of Hammersmith.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— 1 SEND vou a drawing and description of a contrivance

for applying the electricity of M. De L.ic'-. column to the mo-
tion of indexes, which aro^e out of my attempts to facilitate his

ingenious method of observing its extraordinary phaenomena.

If any of the readers of your useful Magazine, by improving upon
the method I have stated of regulating the power of the column,

or by substituting a better, were to render it subservient to the

measurement of time, it would give me great pleasure.

I believe M. De Luc first applied a column of 600 groujjs to

the motion of a small gold bead, suspended by a silken thread

between two balls, each of which was connected with tlie oppo-

site extremity ; but not having succeeded by this means in ob-

taining a vibration sufficientlv regular and constant for his ob-

servations on its variable action, he abandoned it for one much
better adapted to liis purpose : he suspended the small gold bead

by the finest silver wire from a hook connected with the positive

extremity, which hung when unelectrified close to a ball also

connected with the same extremity ; but, when the column was
active, it receded from tliis ball, and discharged the electricity

of the positive end upon a I)all connected with the negative ex-

tremity, or with the ground, or with both ; after which it fell by
its gravitation into the first position. lie also placed a cross wire

above the bead to prevent it from striking, and afterwards sub-

stituted a gilt pith ball of the size of a pea, for the bead, and ex-

tended his immber of groups to 1300 of 1| inch square: this

apparatus continued in motion more than two years, (and has

not that I know vet ceased,) varying in the number of vibrations

in a minute from forty-five down to scarcely one.

But Mr. B. M. Forster had constructed a similar kind of

apparatus to that which M, De Luc first employed, which kept
a pair of bells ringing several months 3 and Mr. William AUcji

R 3 extended
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extended a column to 10,000 groups of small diameter, and
placed them in glass tubes.

Mr. G. S. Singer has subsequently improved it materially by
interposing two disks of paper instead of one, which increased its

power considerably, and thus lessens the labour of construction.

He extended his series to 20,000 groups, and has filled up an

apparatus of two small columns in a very convenient form for

ringing a pair of bells. But 1 have constantly preferred the se-

cond method employed by M. De Luc for observing the phae-

nomena of this curious instrument, which I have endeavoured to

render more convenient by using a much larger ball on the pen-

dulum ; by making this pendulum of an inflexible wire instead

of the fine silver thread ; by causing it to partake of the motion

of the common pendulum with that of electric attraction, and

by applying its vibrations to the motion of indexes. It would

not be just to omit here my acknowledgement of obligation to

Mr. Gorham, a very ingenious watch-maker at Kensington,

from whom I received great assistance, and who executed the

mechanism of the wheels, levers, &c. in a very neat and accurate

manner.

AA, &c. (Plate V.) are six of Mr. Singer's columns in glass

tubes, supported by two stems of glass covered with sealing-

wax BB, and the flat pieces of brass CC, &c., which pieces

serve also to render them continuous : the positive extremity P
is connected by a brass wire with the dial plate D ; and the

negative extremity N, with the screw 6. The dial plate is sup-

ported by a stem of glass projecting from the piece of wood E
behind it. The pendulum, which is a wire of steel of about

l-50th of an inch diameter and 14 inches long, carries a ball

of gilt cork about one inch diameter : this when unelectrified

hangs at about 4-lOths of an inch from the disk. No. 1 and 2

is a bow stretching a fine silver wire, and is attached to a spring

so that it can be advanced towards or withdrawn from the pendu-

lum by turning the scrcvv 3. 4 is a flat piece of brass carrying

the support of the disk &c. 5, and has a groove which allows

the lov.er part of the screw 6 to pass through, so that the disk

and bow may be placed and firmly secured at the required di-

stance from the bob of the pendulum, which is ascertained by
a great many trials. The whole is covered with a large glass

shade. Fig. 2 is a front view of the mechanism attached to the

dial plate, of the exact size of the original. No. 1 is the top of

the pendulum, which is suspended from the peg 2 by a piece of

fuie watch pendulum wire. I have not drawn tlie lower part, be-

cause it would obstruct the view of the crutch 3. This crutch

moves on the pivot 4, and carries at the upper end a small lever 5,

which
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which moves on the pivot 6, and is prevented by the screw-

faead 7 from moving bevond a certain point to the left, whilst a

very delicate spring 8 causes it to regain that point aftcv it has

been removed from it. At the lower end of the crutch are

two pins 9, which receive between them the pendulum. The
wheel 10 has sixtv teeth, and is supported by the cock 11.

When the pendulum moves to the right, the upper end of the

crutch moving in the contrary direction, and the spring S yield-

ing, allows the lever 5 to clear one tooth of tlie wheel; but when
it moves to the left, the screw-head 7 stopping the lever, the

wheel is caused to move through the space of that tooth, the

elbow 12 dropping between two teeth at the other part of it,

jind keeping it steady.

The wlieel 13 has also sixtv teeth, and is moved in a similar

manner by the lever 1-1, which carries the small lever 15. 16 is

a pin which acts upon the lever 14 at every sixtieth vibration;

and consequenriv if the wheel 10 make one revolution in a mi-

jaute, the wheel 13 would make one revolution in an hour.

Any number of wheels might of course be set in motion, if the

maintaining power on the pendulum were sufficient to overcome

the friction and inertia. Tlie indexes are fixed to the pivots on

the other side of the dial plate. It will be easily 'understood by

recurnng to fig. l,that the vibrations of the pendulum are main-

tained by the successive charges of electricity which the cork

ball receives from the positive end of the column, and its dis-

charges at the cross wire No. 2, where a small spark is always

perceptible.

It may be also easily conceived that the rapidity of the vibra-

tions is influenced by the variations in the electromotive power

of the column, which are occasioned by the circumstances stated

by M. De Luc, Mr. Singer, and myself, viz. heat, moisture, and

the electrieitv of the ambient air. Whilst engaged in the con-

struetion of this apparatus for the purpose above stated, it oc-

curred to me, tliat if the power of the column were sufficient to

make the pendulum vibrate as fast as seconds in all tempera-

tures, and under all other circumstances, it would be possible to

draw off the superal^undant electricity which at high tempera-

tures, &c. made it vibrate j^as^er, as quickly as it accumulated;

and after several trials I adopted the following method, by which

I succeeded better than I expected to have done, in regulating

the vibrations.

No. 17, fig. 1, is a similar piece of brass to 4 ; it carries the

support of the screw 1 8 : this terminates in a fine point, and
passes through the disk 19, which can be placed at any required

distance from the point to be ascertained by experiment, and can
also be advanced to or withdrawn from the cork ball with the

R 4 point.
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point, by turning the screw. The point is placed at a very small
distance from the cork ball when the latter is in the most di-
stant part of its vibration from the disk 1 ; so that, in proportion
as the electricity is more abundant and intense, the disk 19
causes it to make a longer vibration, and thus to bring ir nearer
to the point, which discliarges a portion proportionate to its

proximity. The columns represented in the plate have kept the
pendulum thus circumstanced in activity about three weeks.
AVhen the temperature of the room is above o'6 degrees, it gains
about two seconds in five minutes for every advance of one de-
gree ; but when it is below this degree it diminishes its velocity

gradually, until it no longer vibrates so fast as seconds.

In this state of the apparatus, the Right Hon. Lord Henneker
suggested to me a method of improving it, by cor.necting two or
more of the coluiiins at borh extremities, which would produce
a greater frequency; and I am taking advantage of this hint, by
constructing a column much larger in diameter and in the num-r
ber of groups,

I am, sir.

Your obliged and humble servant,

Ilammersmitli, March 9, 13ij, Fra>XIS RonalDS.

XLVI. Remarks on ]\Ir. Eakewell's Geology on NorIhum-

berland and Durham. By G. A. De Luc, Esq. F. R. S. &'c.

To Mr. Tdloch.

I
Windsor, April 5, 1815.

HAVE found in Art. XVil. of your Number for last

January, under the title of " Observations on the Geology of

Northumberland and Durham," son^e propositions on which I

shall comuumicate to you my remarks, as thev concern a most

important point of geology, namely, mctaUic veins.

Tlie author, ?vir. Robert Bakewell, thus attacks the celebrated

M. Werner (j). 91 of the Journal): "The almost invariable change

in ihe quantity, or ia the content of melalilc veins as they pass

through different rocks is, I conceive, a demonstrative proof of

the fallacy of IVtrtier's theory, which represents veins as open

Jissures, filled with tnefalUc iolutions from a/ove, either In' an

opening at the to]) or through openings in the siiles. Were
veins filled in this manner, the quuliiy oj the rock would have

little influence o.n the ore. Werner quotes an instance at KingS'

ierg in Norway, as if it were unique, of the content of the vein

iK-ing richer as it passes some of the beds, than in others. It

would not have suited his theory to have admitted more j but

the
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tlie fact Is, that so far from this being a rare occurrence, it h
almost a general law, at least in England, where I believe mining

operations have »een carried on to a far greater extent, and

ivitii more eapittd und skill, than in any part of Germany.
" The principal substances which yZ// the veins in this mineral

district, besides galena or the snlphuret of lead, and blend ct

sulplmrel of zinc, are quartz, fluor spar, calcareous spar "

The author goes on describing what is called gangue by mi-

neralogists, of which the metalliferous part which is liere galena

and blend, though the object of miners, constitutes a very minute

part. I might say only that the author attacks M. Werner's

system without being sufficiently acquainted with it ; but as this

is an important point, not only in mineralogy but in geology, I

&hall enter into some particulars.

In the first volume of my Geological Travels in some Parts of

France, Switzerland and Germany, I relate a journey which I

made in the mountains of Freyberg with M. Werner himself.

We had both happened to express in the same French journal,

the opinion, that metallic veins wevefissures in the strata, while

still under the water of the sea ; y^hxch fissures had been filled

by deposits on their sides from the same liquid ; a proof of wliich

operation is, that the same deposits are found on both sides,

forming what is called gangue, not necessarily metalliferous ;

but that some of the gansues, or part of a gangue, ccmtained

iiigredients which, by smelting, producedwe^a/b of different sorts

according to the veins.

The inaccuracy of the author in stating M. Werner's system,

consists in ascribing to him the idea that veins cere openfssm es

filed ivUk metallic solutions from above; while he expressly

consider.s the filling up of the veins as a progressive operation,

by successive deposits from the liquid of the sea against the sides

of the fissures ; a proof of which operation is, that the deposits

are symmetrically formed on both sides oi the fssure.

I had been in that respect, some years before, in a very good

school and under a very able master. The scene v/as the mineral

country of the Hartx, where, contrary to the opinion of the

author, the mining operations had Ijeen carried on to a rnuck

greater extent than in England, not only for the extent of tlse

veins, but for the breadth ami the depth in which they ha\*e

been followed throughout their ramifications. In short, the

Hartz is one of the most celebrated mineral countries in whic'*

veins have been worked for many centuries; auii surely the

author was not acquainted with it, when he thought that in ii6

part ofGermany tlie minijig operations had been carried sofar
as in England,

My guide in that great mineral scene was my late intimate

friend
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friend Baron Von Reder, who was at that time captain general

of the mines, in which he accompanied me himself, making me
observe many particulars which I could not - have discovered

without him, in those dark underground passages, down to above

1400 feet. He made me in particular observe the proofs that

the veins were Jissures in the strata, produced by unequal sub-

sidence of the sides after the fracture, which inequality was
shown by the want of correspondence of the same strata on the

opposijte sides of the vein; making me observe some places where
there was above twenty feet difference in the level of the same
strata on the opposite sides of the veins. A clear proof that

these openings or fis-ures in the strata were produced by some
catastrophe, in which, after the Jissure, one side had subsided

more than the other.

With respect to the process of Jilling up these cavities, he

gave me a proof of a succession in that operation, by the dif-

ference of the metallic content of the same gangue: he showed
me in particular some recesses, or cavities, on the side of the vein,

incomparably richer than the other parts, which he had caused

to be shut up by doors, in order to keep them for the time when
the vein was hardly rich enough to pay the wages of the miners ; at

v.-hich times he permitted them to extract some of that rich ore,

to make an average of the yearly product ; as these mines are the

common property of companies, who are to maintain the miners

at all times with the same wages, be the product of the mines
more or less.

From these observations it was that I wrote a paper in the

same French journal, which contained one of M.Werner's, in

wliich he assigned the same origin to the metallic reins. It was
therefore very interesting for me to observe with him the mineral

country of Freylerg, in which he was also director of the mines.

I wrofte to him from Dresden, my intended visit; he was so good
as to come himself to meet m.e at Dresden, and I spent some
days very usefully and agreeably at Freylerg, making many ex-

cursions in that very interesting mineral field, which observations

I have related in mv Travels : but I shall confine mvself here to

my subject, that of the formation of the mineral ve'tns, and the

production of the gangzte in tha<e fissures of the strata. For

which purpose I shall copy what I describe from p. 44S of the

first volume of those Travels.

" On the side of the valley in which flows the small river

Mnlda, M. Werner made me observe several little veins, which
having been Ijroken in the catastrophe whence is resulted the

valley itself, most evidently have been formed in fissures an-

terior in date to the formation of the valley. Many of these

Jisstircs unite below in a single one. In the part here exposed

to
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view, the gangue was chiefly of spar, and contains nothing

metallic ; but when the twins thus collected in a single fisswc
re followed to a great depth, ore is found in some of them."

^'his is a direct proof of the system which we have maintained,

•I. Werner and myself, for the formation of veins; a system very

litferent from that which the author attributes to him, which

le certainly has not found in his vvorks.

Continuing the account of my travels, 1 say at p. 448, " It

vas in the side of this valley that M. Werner pointed out to me
he princi})al phaenomenon which h-ad convinced liim that veins

vertfissures Ailed up with substances precipitated against both

.he sides of the space thus opened, and that phaenomenon was

arecisely the same which had led me also to the same opinion,

[n all veins, these new substances have on both sides been depo-

iited in symmetrical layers ; and the intervals between the sides

liaving been gradually narrowed liy their accumulation, they

liave at last united tovvards the middle ; where, however, there

remain some vacancies, lined with s?7iall crystals. Now, in the

Uttle ffiiVzi just described, M. Werner showed me a remarkable

circumstance, whioii at once proved the symmetrical accumula-

tion of the substances on the opposite sides of the fissures, and

the catastrophes undergone by the veins, after the formation of

the first gangue. These fissures have been evidently enlarged

by a new subsidence of the strata, which having been more con-

siderable on one side than on the other, has divided the Jirst

gangue in many places along the line of the first junction. The
same symmetrical layers uniting incompletely towards the mid-
dle, have again been formed in the same manner as before.

This is a case which I have frequently observed in large veins

where new fissures have taken place ; sometimes to\yards the

middle, sometimes on one of the sides: and where the unequal

progress of the accumulation on the opposite sides is shown by

effects on a greater scale, especially by large cavities, they are

always lined with crystals, like that which I have described at

St. Andreasherg in the Hartz, § 185.'' If the author, who
speaks of M. \Verner's system without knowing it, had only

known my Travels to Freyberg, published in London in ISIS, he

would have found in it all the particulars above mentioned.

M. Werner led me to the highest point of the mineral ground

of Freyberg, from which he pointed out to me the course of the

principal veins, crossing each other, as it happens when the

ground splits by dryness, or by unequal sinking.
_,

But the mineral region o{ Freyberg has a very different aspect

1 from what I had observed in other mineral countries. Had it

I
not been for the huldes or heaps of rubbish extracted from the

mines, and the outv/ard machinery, it would have been impossible

to
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to judge of the internal part of the ground. For the external

part piesented to the sight only hills with gentle inflexions, at

that time covered with the finest harvest. 1 was struck with the

idea that I walked over ii land inhabited hy a nation oi gnomes

^

occupied down to a great depth in opening new paths in tlie

bowels of the earth.

Lastly, I observed from another high ground, that this mineral

country is confined by two valleys or great fractmes in the strata,

beyond which the veins no more appear externally.

I come to the author's opinion, " that if the veins wereJls-
sureSy -the quality of tlie rock could have little influence on the

ore." There is no reason given by the author for his assertion,

nor is the case a general one. In the veins of Derbyshire, the

same gangiie continues without interittption, and without dif-

ference in the fundamental material, through different kinds of

strata ; but it contains galena only when it pervades the lime-

stone strata. This is a fact, but nobody that I know has un-

deitaken to explain it. It would be incumbent on the author

to prove that it is a constant effect, in order to give it as a

general case, that the nature of the rock has an influence on that

of the veins. But in this again he shows that he does not know
the great mineral country of the Flarlz. The whole of that

chain consists of fchistns, and there is a great variety in the con-

tent of the veins. Besides galena, furnishing by smelting lead

containing silver, which is the greatest mineral product of the

Hartz, there are veiiis of copper and of iron ores, very near one
another, and in some places crossing each other.

These are facts, but till now they give no clew that leads to

their explanation. The author does not increase our knowledge
in that respect : on the contrarA", in contradicting Werner's sy-

stem concerning the veins, which I think I have now proved,

he throAvs obscurity on |)oints assented to bv the greatest num-
ber of mineralogists, without substituting any thing to that

system.

XLVII. Dr. Gregory, in Answer to Mr. Harvey's Mathc"
matical Question.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Di-.arSir,— r\.s it will probably be expected that I should pay
some attention to Mr. Harvey's question at p. 233 of your last

number ; allow nic to :,ay a word or two, consistently with the

brevity vou reijuirc.

In
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In order to render the expression —r t hitegrable,

« being given, let both the numerator and the denominator of
3

the fraction be multiplied by S"^ + (S— a)"^; the resulting ex-

•n I
^^^

,

(^-a)ij ^,
pression will be r;^ -„ = A -, ^-.x r* ihe

first member will evidently be made rational by putting 5 = «%
and the second by putting S — a = «^ ; so that both are then

susceptible of integration by the well known methods for rational

fractions.

Still, however, as the final expression for the time thus deter-

mined, is in some cases complex, Bossut, Prony, and others,

who have treated this class of questions, recommend the ap-

proximative method of squaring a dependent curve, of which I

have spoken in the article of my Mechanics*, cited by Mr.
Harvey.

In reply to the optical query of your Correspondent A. M.
allow me to refer him to "Harris's Optics," at pp. 120-124 of

which he will find detailed some obvious experiments for the de-

termination of " the minimum visihilc.'* They would, I fear,

occupy more room than could well be devoted to them in the

Philosophical Magazine, unless Harris's book should be out of

print, it was published by White, Fleet Street.

I am, &c.
Royal Mi!. AcaJeniy, OuNTHUS GREGORY.

Marcii 3, 1815.

XLVIII. On certain Products obtoived in the Distillation of
Wood, ivith some Account of bituminous Substances, and Re-

marks on Coal. By J. MacCulloch, M.D. F.L.S. Chemist

to the Ordnance, and Lecturer on Chemistry at the Royal

Military Academy at Woolwich.

[Continued from p. 217]

X HERE is a wide interval between the external characters of

the lignites and of coal, and though we cannot presume to state

the period which Nature has used in her operations, nor during

how long a space the causes have continued to act, before the

vegetable matter has undergone its ultimate change into coal,

nor therefore whether the long continued agency of water and

pressure may not have produced the required changes; yet, since

* A new edition of tliis work, with considerable improvements, is no.?

i:i the press, and will be published about midbummer.
philosophers
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philosophers of high reputation have supposed tliat fire has been

a probable cause of this conversion, and that this theory is sup-

ported by considerable evidence in some analogous cases^ it is

our duty to examine by experiment, what effects conducing to

this end may result from our limited trials. The foregoing ex-

periments show that the fire of our furnaces does not convert

wood into bitumen, and the processes of Nature seem to prove

that water can produce this effect, and that jet, the bituminous

lignite which approaches nearest to coal in its chemical cha-

racters, is the result of this action. Yet there is an interval

between jet and coal, as I have already observed, requiring ex-

planation. The chemical characters may be identical, but the

mineralogical resemblance is still wanting. It is possible that

the agency of fire may account for this ultimate change, and
that its action on beds of lignite and peat has converted not

wood but vegetable matter already bituminized by water into

coal. Pursuing this train of investigations I was induced to

try if jet, the most perfectly bituminized lignite, could by the

application of heat under pressure be converted into coal. For

this purpose I introduced powdered jet into gun barrels, placing

it between two portions of rammed Stourbridge clay, with the

v?ew of absorbing a part of the distilled petroleum when it might

be formed in greater quantity thai^. was requisite for the sliccess

of the experiment, and where by its conversion into hydrogen it

might endanger the bursting of the apparatus. The barrels,

which were Swedish, were held in a moderate red heat till they

burst, when they were instantly withdrawn and cooled in water

to prevent the further volatilization of the bituminous matter.

As the opening v\as generally no larger than a pin hole, there

was no difSculty in cooling the apparatus in time. In this v/ay,

a-inong some faiUues, I procured a perfect fusion of the jet, which

exhibited the true characters of coal, and was taken out with

the impression of the irregularities, in the barrel. I need not

add that in this case the produce had not merely the colour and

inflammabilitv but the fracture of coal and its odour on burning.

It is not unlikelv that by a suiiicient repetition of these experi-

ments with liettcr regulated heats and more leisure than I pos-

sessed, several varieties of coal might have been in this way pro-

duced. Indeed some of the specimens exhibited a dry, and

others a fat appearance, but it was impossible in general to de-

tach them from the barrels without reducing them to small frag-

ments. Two other circumstances occurred deserving of notice.

In one or two cases where the heat had been too great, a portion

of tlie jet was reduced to charcoal, which continued attached t«

the coaly matter, and the clay was in every instance blackened

to a con>>idcruble distance from the jet^ and converted into a

hard
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hard compact substance resembling bituminous shale In its smell

and consistence.

Reverting to the chemical nature of the other lignites, there

is very little reason to doubt that those among them which ap-
proach the nearest to a state of perfect bituminization, would
have given results nearly similar, but I could not pursue the in-

vestigation for want of sufficient specimens. From peat we should

expect but a mixed matter, varying Ijetween the bitumen of

wood and true bitumen, according to the degree of change pre-

viously undergone ; for that the process of bituminization is the

etfect of water, and not.of fire, is rendered probable, as much
by these trials as by the geological observations above mentioned.

The conversion of bituminized wood into true coal may possibly

be the effect of a consolidation produced by the agency of fire
;

but I shall leave this argument in tlie hands of those who have
uiKlertaken the defence of this theorj—having entered into this

train of reasoning, not by desigUj, but from the unavoidable con-
catenation of experiments *.

A circumstance occurred in the coaly residuum of the wood
tar which it is worth while to notice, although of an accidental

nature, and not essentially affecting the history of the veo*etabIe

bitumen or pitch which I have described. It bore no resem-
blance to common charcoal, but was more like black lead. It

was as glossy, and although not so soft, marked paper with a
similar streak. It was inflated, and therefore minutelv scaly,

and porous^ and was attracted by the magnet. Muriatic acid

took up a portion of iron from it, as it does from many varieties

of plumbago, and the remainder resembled plumbago after it had
been submitted to the action of acids.

It was also exceedingly difficult to bum, requiring a long con-

* Tliat I may not interrupt th« text, I wiil add, ia a note, a cursory ac-
count of tlio black matter which is deposited in bogs, and which seems to

be the substance giving the pitchy appearance to the more compact va-
rieties of peat. I have not seen it in the soft state in which it is first pro-
cured.

When dry, it is black, sometimes dull, sometimes witli the lustre of
asphaltam. It is heavier than water. It is not electric. It is brittle, and
breaks with a fracture intermediate between the spluitery and conchoidal,

resembling asphaltum generally in its external characters. Exposed to a
red beat it is incinerated, giving a smoke possessing a modified smell of
vegetable (pyroligneous) acid. It is not acted upon by boiling alcohol,

ether, or naphtha; and in this latter circumstance its ditference from
asphaltum is marked. Neither is it soluble in boiling water. It is

readily dissolved in lixivium of potash, and by nitrous acid. It appears
to be formed of the- vegetable elements iu the state of transition to bitu-

men, the carbon having been first iicld in solution, as it is in the water of
dunghills, by tiie other matters with which it was cQ^T)l)ined, and being at

lenjfth consolidated by the dissipation of a portion of them. The produce
of its combustion shows it is combined with both hydrogen and oxygen.

It
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tinned red heat, after which it left an oxide or rather a oarbonat

of iron, such as remains from the combustion of plumbago. It

is ia fact to be considered as an artificial plumbago, a substance

of whose nature all the charcoals of difficult combustibility par-

take, deriving their resemblance apparently from the same cause.

The formation of this plumbaginous substance serves to show
a very powerful affinity between iron and carboa, even where the

proportions are very different from those which enter into the

composition of steel. But to effect this combination, it is neces-

sary that the carbon be in a state of previous union with other

substances, and that it be applied to the iron in that state. It

will be in vain that we attempt to combine iron with charcoal

for this end, unless the charcoal or carbon be in that state of very

minute division in which it exists when precipitated by a new
affinity from some previous combination.

It is necessary now to account for the iron in this compound.
This distillation of wood for charcoal is carried on in iron ves-

sels, and hence is derived the iron which enters into the com-
position of the pitch. I will not say that it is solely derived thence,

as it is prol>able that if there were iron contained in the vegeta-

ble matter, it would also be found in the same place. When the

acetic acid has been separated the iron remains united to the

pitch. This fact may show us, that if in the destructive analysis

of vegetable (and probably animal) matter, vye trust to find the

iron they may contain in the residual matter of the distillation,

we may be disappointed, since it may be carried over, together

with the substances I have now been describing, in the act of

ebullition, as happens in this very case, its tendency being to

combine v.ith them, in preference to the charcoal.

yV^ it was no part of my design to examine the vegetaiile ele-

ments, I did not pursue any experiments with this substance di-

stilled in earthen vessels so to ascertain whether in this case also

it would contain iron, but I did enough to satisfy myself that

the pitcli was essentially the same in whichever way produced.

it, is already known that a substance rcsemblirig plumbago is

formed in water, it having been discovered by P'abroni in the

country round Naples, It is equally known to be formed in the

iron foundries; and the advocates for the igneous origin of coal

have also contended for that^ of plumbago, and have supposed it

to have been produced by the contact of melted greenstone with

beds of coal. But even if we admit this cause of its formation,

bcmething else seems necessary for the production of the sub-

stance, and some other mode of applying the heat required be-

fore it can be produced. Nor indeed does the explanation suf-

ficiently correspond with the general geological position of plum-
bago.^

In
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In numerous trials to combine iron with charcoal so as to

form this substance, I have uniformly failed of success, except

where, as in the case above related, the charcoal or carbon has

been in a state of previous combination, or was actually held in

solution. In many trials on this principle, the results have been

tolerably successfa!. If therefore \va are to adopt an igneous

theory of the formation of plumbago, it will be as easy to sup-

pose that the action of subterraneous fire on mixtures of bitu-

men and iron ha? produced the compound of charcoal and iron,

on the principles I have described, and this supposition will be
more consonant to the chemical facts. But we are too little

acquainted with the geological relations of pluml)ago to lay much
stress at present upon this or anv other hypothesis. It is evi-

dent that plumbago may be a produce of art ; and could it be
produced in as solid and compact a state as Nature affords it^

the discovery would form a material addition to those useful ones

for which the arts have been indebted to chemistry.

As nothing tends more to confusion of ideas than confusion

of terms, I may be excused for proposing a name to the pitch of

distilled wood, a name in familiar use, though hitherto unappro-
priated by chemists. It is in fact that which is well known to

painters by the name of bistre, although the nature of bistre has

I believe never yet been examined ; and the importance of it to

the arts of design induces me to extend this article for a few
lines. According to Dr. Lewis, bistre is produced from the soot

of all wood, other receipt books give us the same account, but

limit the sort of wood to ])eech witliout seeming aware of its real

nature ; but the colourmen use the soot of all v.'ood indiscrimi-r

nately.

Those artists who have made the tour of the highlands of

Scotland, are well accjuainted witji that variety of it which var-

nishes the interior of a highland cottage.

In all these cases it is a very variable article ; and the colour-

maker,being unacquainted with its real nature, is unable to rectify

its faults ; in conseijuence of which it is often unfit for use, not-

withstanding the various operose and mysterious purifications it

undergoes in his workshop. The causes of these varieties will

be very evident to those who have read the foregoing experi-

ments. An imperfect separation of essential oil and a con«'e-

quent teiiacity arising from, its too near alliance to the tar, will

appear to be its most common vice, and it is this which gives it

that disagreeable 2;umminess and disposition to return to the

pencil which is destructive of its best qualities. At times also

from the same causes it is offensively yellow. So valuable is a
brown colour that will work freely and with transparency, that

the artists will be much obliged to him who shall render bistre

Vol. 45. No. 203. ^pWnS 15. S equal
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equal in freedom and force to scppia. By distilling or evaporathig
the oil from the pitch, according to the process described above,
a colour may be produced varying in tone from the warmest
bistre brown down to black. At the same time the substance

loses a great portion or the whole of its disagreeable tenacity,

according to the degree of boiling it has undergone. By treat-

ment in alcohol, results in some measure similar are produced,
and the residuum of this soluticm is equal in colour to seppia,

and totally void of tenacity. In either or both of these ways may
the (}uality of this colour be improved.

It might perhaps be a matter worthy of trial, whether useful

varieties in colour and quality might not be produced by the di-

stillation of different wood^i. That which I used was procured
either from willow or alder—the two woods chiefly used in the

royal powder-mills, but I cannot ascertain from which of them.
The solution in lixiviinn of potash or of soda, a substance ana-

logous to the resinous soaps, answers the purpose of ink, pos-

bcssing a colour sufficiently intense and flowing freely from the

])en without requiring gum. As it is indestructible by time, by
the common acids or by the alkalies, perhaps it may be found a

valuable substitute for this useful but fugacious substance. The
compound of bistre and soda appears pecuharly well fitted for

drawing in monochrome, since, as it does not consist of a powder
suspended in a vehicle, it is free from the peculiar defects, so well

known to artists, which occur in colours thus compounded.
I may also add that it forms a substitute for asphaltum in

drying oil, where such a coloured varnish- is wanted, and that it

makes a very good japan varnish for metal if dissolved in spirit

of wine, and heated strongly after its application. It is for

practical men to sec W'hcther by combining it with asphaltum,

lac, or the gums, some more useful and cheap compounds of this

fcort may not bo produced.

XLIX. Anearvesi Recomrnendat'wn to curious Ladies a?id Gen-
tlarnev residing or visiting in the Countrij, to examine the

Quarries, CUJj's, sleep Banks, &c. and collect and preserve

Fossil Shellsy as highly curious Objects in Conchology, and,

as most i/nportant Aids in identifijing Strata in distant Places;

on which iCnoudcdgc the Progress of Geology in a principal

degree, if not entirely, depends. By a Correspondent.

To Mr. Tilloch.

!SiR,— Jrl AViNG long been a constant Reader of your very use-

ful Magazine, 1 have been induced by what I have therein read

cgarding Geology, to become a reader and very zealous promoter
of
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of Mr. James Sowerby's work connected with tins interesting

subject^ entitled ^^ Mineral Conchology," published every two
months : and in order that I may have the opportunity of re-

commending many more Ladies and Gentlemen in every part of

Britain to become Collectors of Fossil Shells, I have been at the

pains to collect out, alphabetically, from the sixteen numbers of

Mr. Sowerby's work already published, and send you herein, the

Names and number of presents or loa?is of Shells, which have
been respectivelv made by them, for enabling Mr. Sowerby, in

addition to liis own extensive Collection, to proceed thus far in

his meritorious design, of publishing coloured Engravings and
Descriptions of all known Fossil Shells, and their habitats, those

of England more particularly.

The Names of these public-spirited Individuals, recorded as the

collectors and conlrihutors of Specimens of Fossil Shells, which
are already described or mentioned in Mr. Sowerby's work, are

as follows, viz.

Rev. Dr. Charles Abbot
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Mr. Milne I Mr. Richard Taylor, juii. ,

.

I

Mr. T. W. Moore . . .

.

4 Mr. Thomas I

Mrs. Morris . . . . .

.

1 Mr. John Thurtell . . .

.

I

Mr. James Parkinson .

.

3 The late Mr. Trimmer .

.

I

Rev. Thomas Rackett .

.

2 Mv. Dawson Turner . . .

.

2
John Rogers, Esq I Mrs. Tylee 4
Mr. James Ryan ^. ..2 Mr. W. Walter .. .. 1

Mr. Salmon 2 Mr. Weatherell .. ,. 1

Mr. Jonathan Salt .. .. 2 Mr. Henry Waihurton .. 1

Mr. Sheffield I Mr. R. Weeks 1

Mr. William Smith . . .

.

1 Lady Wilson 1

Mi:. G. B. Snow . . .

.

2 Mr. Winsor 1

Rohert Sparrow, Esfj. . . 2 Dr. Wood 5
Rev. Ilenrv Steinhawer ., 10 Samuel Wright, Esq. ,. 7
Rev. Dr. Sutton .... 3

I indulge the hope, sir, that the ahove respectable List will

enable me, with some effect to plead the cause of Gteological

Science, in inducing country Gentlemen of leisure, and ingenious

Ladies in particular, to imitate the praise -vvortliy conduct of those

mentioned, and turn tlieir attention to the very interesting facts

around them ; viz. of there being imbedded in almost every thick

stratiLm or rock, those of Limestone in particular, an almost infi-

nite number of individuaLS/^<"//>,^'f/o7?o///^ te n vast number ofnew
species, and even new genera, which have never yet been noticed

by vaiters, long and ardent as has been the research of Natura-

lists, since the davs of the illustrious Linnceus, in descriinng every

recent species of Shells, througliout the known world.

Besides this important object, of increasing our knowledge of

the vast number and variety of tlie organized and once living

Beings, with which the all bountifid Creator has seen fit to peo-

ple this terraqueous Globe; the entombment of an extensive series

of species, most of them in vast numbers, each in distinct strata,

lieing upon each other in a determinate order, through consider-

able tracts of countrv, and perhaps almost throughout the earth's

surface, irresistiblv leads us to the fact, of t he very slow and pro-

uresiiveformat ion ofthe solid mailerofthe Earth, and enlarges our

co:riprehe.usions of its great Author, by making us in a consider-

able degree acquainted with, events long prior to, and which yet

are in perfect luiison with the sacred writings, which commence
not with details of the creation of the Earth itself, much less of

its early and progressively entombed animal Inhabitants, but

with what more immediately concerned om- early fore Fathers to

know, viz. the origin of the existing species of Plants, Animals

and Men, 7/pon the surface of the earthy ball, and in the waters,

now covering onl\" a part of this surface, instead of such being

previously.
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previously, the wiiversol cover of the solid land, as the Mosaic
records attest, and as im\\\mevOih\e. facts still ob.^enahle \\\ihm

the earth's surface, concur in proving to liave been the case,

I was long myself, after I had begun to take views of the subject,

not verv different from the above, under the then too common mis-

take of supposing, tliat, in order to be able to contribute in any
useful degree towards the stock of CJeological knowledge, which
even yet is lamentablv deficient, it was necessary to possess a

considerable and technical kno\v\ec\ge of ?>[ineralogy, (including

its chemical and crvstallographical departments,) of Botany and
comparative Anatomy, of Concholooy in particular, with ample
leisure and opportunities for employing these, hiforeign countries,

more than in our oun, which last we had been often told, Mas
barren to a proverb, of true Geological phienomena ! !

A sight however with which I was favoured, of Mr. IViUiam
Smith's Collection of Fossil Shells and other Organic Remains,
arranged in the order in which thev are found in the several

Strata described by colours on his !\Iap of England, and each
Specimen distinctly marked with the name of the Place from
whence it was taken, at once convinced me, that what had been
achieved, by the perseverance of a plain and moderately lettered

Man, in a great measure if not totally unacquainted with the tech-

nical knowledge above mentioned, might be followed bv others;

and I became com inced, that the efforts of persons like mvself,

and numbers of my acquaintance, residing alwavs or frequently

in the Country, might contribute usefully to Geology: and since

Mr. Soiaerby has begun the Work, which it is now my object

to recommend, the same lias been evident to most of the Indivi-

duals in the above List, and to his Readers in general, and will I

trust prove so to daily increasing numbers, everywhere.

Industry and attention only are wanted for Ladies or Gentle-

men to be able, in most country situations, to collect many fossil

Shells, either from Quarries or Pits which are constantly in the

course of work, by small occasional gratuities to the Workmen
for preserving all thev meet with, and pointing out the exact led

of stone, clay, ^c. in ivhich they each lie, entombed ; by the

like attention to occasional opportunities of seeing the strata

penetrated by new Wells, Shafts, Drains, Foundations, &:c. or

after the slipping down of Cliffs or steep banks after heavy Rains
or Frosts, &c. in order to collect the shells neivly exposed thereby,

and record their exact matrix or place in the strata, (bv their

local appellations as well as by their ordinary names, as Lime-
stone, Chalk, Sand-stone, Sand, Clay, Marl, &:c.) which are even
still more important, because resident Observers can alone col-

lect these occasional facts, while the regular Quarries and Pits

S 3 may
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may be, and many of them already have been visited, by travellers

in search of Geological facts, like Messrs. Smith, Farey, Bakevvell,

Greenough, and many others ; this latter circumstance ought not

however to occasion the neglect of such public and permanent
^Vorks in the strata, because the deeper and further progress of

excavating, is continually exposing new or better specimens of

Shells than have hitherto been collected, in almost any Quarry
or Pit.

Each Specimen should have a vumler put on it, as soon as

possible after collecting, referring to the Notes taken, as to its

habitat or place in the strata, as above mentioned, and the Place

on the surface of the country, described by the Name of the par-
ticular quarry or work, and in what Farm, Township or Parish

situated, and its hearing and distance, as near as these can be

estimated or told by the workmen, from the nearest church or

village which is shown in the ordinary Maps, not forgetting to

add the County to all such descriptions, for fear of another place

of the same name being confounded therewith, by others to whom
these particulars may be communicated.

A common mistake by many Collectors has been, imagining

that they were possessed of unique sjDecimens of fossil shells, and
which ])ersuasion has had two bad effects, one of them occasion-

ing the neglect of an accurate and persevering search in the iden-

tical stratum from whence their rare specimen was taken, by
which other such specimens might almost with positive certainty

be found ; and the other evil resulting, has been, that so high a

value was set on the supposed unique specimen, that such Gen-
tlemen as Mr. Sowerby have rarely been able to obtain even the

loan thereof: whereas, the profusion that exists of fossil speci-

mens, in their proper beds, might enable all industrious Collectors

to have so many almost equally perfect duplicates of each species

in their Collections, as freely to give or exchange witli all their cu-

rious Friends who may visit them, and even to enable them, occa-

sionally, to carefully pack up a small Box of good Specimens, as

to their being pretty entire, and showing the hinge of the Shell

in particular, each mimbered, and accom])anied by a numbered
extract from the collector's Notes (as above mentioned), and for-

ward the same by some careful Friend, or what is better, by the

stage Coach, directed for Mr. James Sowerbv, No. 2, Mead Place,

near the Asylum, Lambeth. 1 have not experienced or under-

stood, that Mr. S. in any case objects to paying the carriage of

such presents ; but it will I think occur to most of such liberal con-

tributors, towards a work of general interest, that he should not

be so burthened, when great numbers oi duplicates of the species

already in his collection may flow in upon him, and where, yet,

it
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it is most desirable for the interests of Science, that they should

so accumulate, as the only means of enabling him to deduce the

true characters and nice distinction <> ivhicli are necessary in de-

scribing Fossil Shells, so as to render the same useful in Geo-
logical investigation.

It remains for me to mention one other very important cau-

tion to Collectors of Fossil Shells and mineral matters, which is

rendered necessary, by the almost universal scatter of alluvial

rubbish on the tops of the regular and undisturbed Strata, such

alluvium being often accumulated to a vast thickness, of alluvial

Clay in particular, and in which, as well as in rdluvial Sand, and
the more obviously worn Gravels, fossil shells are commonly
found, mostly in a worn state, but not invariably so. The care-

ful Observer need in no instance to be in doubt, as to distin-

guishing alluvium from strata, if he will attend to the regularly

laminated and unmixed nature of the latter, except as to grains

they may be composed of (as Sand, Sandstone, &:c.) or nodular

masseSy (Uke those of Flint, Ironstone, &;c.) and organized remains

they may contain, which are regularly disposed in strata, in most
instances; while on the contrary, the alluvial matters, always found

upon and never under any regular stratum, are disorderly mixtures,

containing water-worn a?id violently broken pebbles and stones,

most of them entirely foreign to the district in which they now
lie, and which may, some of them, have come from the antipodes,

for aught that has yet appeared to the contrary: there is like-

wise an intermediate class of loosened substances found, either

mider the gravels and other alluvia, or nearly naked on the surface,

which is called Rubble, Ramel, Stoue-brach, &c. in different

districts, consisting for the most part of angular and unworn
fragments of the stoney stratum or Rock immediately beneath,

merely loosened up, sometimes without the intervention of any
extraneous matters between these small loo<^ened stones, but more
commonly, some of the loosened matter of the next superior stra-

tum of the series, and more rarely, gravel-stones, alluvial-shells, &c.
have fallen in among these Rubbles :—on all these accounts, the

caution I have mentioned is abundantly necessary, always to note

it on the spot, where fossil shells werefound in the alluvium, and
to call these alluvial shells:—of which latter class, any particular

specimen may appear to be unique in the district where it is

found, which in reality is uo more so, than the finding of a single

Oyster, Cockle or Muscle Shell, in ploughing a Field, carried

thither in the manure, after haviiig been brougiit from the Sea
by Man, would entitle this shell to such a character of raritv.

Hoping that I shall ere long see an increase of Communica-
tions, from Men practically concerned and versant in the mineral

S 4 concerns
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concerns of Britain, in the Geological department of youi" very
'

useful work,

I remain, sir,

Your obedient servant,

April 4, 1815. A Constant Reader.

L. Explanation of certain Improvements in the Construction

and Fastening of the Frame Timltrs of Ships or Vessels, either

ivhe7i Building, or luhen under Bepair,for the more effeciualhj

preventing the Disi/niu?i of the Parts caused by Hogging, and
the transverse Bending of the Hull. By Mr. John Wal-
ters, Architect, Fenchurch Buildings, London.

JDefore I proceed to explain the proposed improvements, it i-s

necessary to yive an idea of the common method of ship -building,

and of tlic principal improvements which the art has hitherto

received.

The frame or skeleton of a ship, built according to the com-
mon mode of construction, is composed of a number of curved

timbers (called ribs) placed at certain distances from each other,

in planes, at right angles to the keel on which they all rest. In

the intermediate spaces between the said ribs, are placed filling

timbers, answering to the curve of the ribs, so that the void be-

tween tim.ber and timber is from one to five inches. Athwart

this frame are laid beams, at right angles to the keel, serving to

hold together the sides of the ship and to support the decks.

And for the purpose of strengthening the parts, a second range

of curA^ed timbers or inside ribs (called riders) are placed over

the interior planking, but at a greater distance from each other

than the ribs projierly so called.

As in this construction all the timbers are disposed at right

angles to the keel and keelson, and the planking both within and

without is longitudinal, there is evidently no mechanical sup-

port to resist the action of gravity, from which radical defect all

ships have a tendency to arch longitudinally and bend trans-

versely by the sinking of the sides. The remedy of these evils

is a great desideratum in naval architecture.

The constant strain which a ship experiences from an un-

equal distribution of weight, and the upward pressure of the

water, is the cause of its becoming arched throughout its length,

or (as it is called) hogged, to which cause may be added tjie

partial pressure of the water in a longitudinal direction, which

tends to compress the keel, and thereby to increase the curvatme.

The degree of curvature produced by these combined cautes

is
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is of course different in different ships. Dr. Young has investi-

gated this subject, the detail of which will he found in a verf

interesting paper published in the Pliilosophical Transactions,

Part II. 1S14. The result of his calculations applying to a 74
gun ship is as follows :

- '^Let AB repre-. ." ] " jL,!-^ !" ^
\

sent the line of keel' ^'^^"'(^^.i—-^ '—-J-^.^l^^Mad

of a vessel which A B
has hogged—imagine the line a i to be parallel to the horizon,

touching the curve in e, and let it be divided into eight equal

parts as in the figure. Tl\en if we suppose the ship to be con-

structed of an uniformly flexible substance, the curvature will be

such, that the fall of the keel below the imaginary line at each

of the points a, b, c, &c. is pro])ortional to the following num-
bers, viz. at a, 1/153; at l>, 09421; at c, 03738; at dy

00809; at e, 00000; at /, 00854; at g, 03721; at h,

08041; and at i, 13525."

The two causes above mentioned, by which the arching of

the ship is produced, act permanently; but when a ship is riding

over the waves, she is occasionally borne up by the fluid in her

central part only, while tlie head and stern are forsaken. The
strain hence produced, together with the agitation by which it

is accompanied, far exceeds that arising from the mere inequa-

lity of the distribution of weight and pressure. Dr. Young esti-

mates it, in certain cases, at nearly three times as much ; and

notv/ithstanding the temporary action of this cause, he justly

considers it as the most destructive, because, when the fastenings

have been strained and loosened by the action of the waves, the

ship will more readily give way to the operation of the perma-

nent causes.

A degree of curvature is also produced in a transverse di-

rection, that is, at right angles to the foregoing, by the weight

sustained by the sides being heavier than that in the middle,

while the vertical pressure of the water is

greatest in the neighbourhood of the keel.

Thence^ arises an alteration in the transverse i

section of the ship, which assumes a form]

approximating to that of the annexed fi-

gure.

And lastly, there is also a tendency to a lateral curvatuie.

When a ship is " i\ove do^vn" on her side, there is an obvious
strain tending to produce this effect ; and when a series of large

waves strikes a ship obliquely, they must often act in a similar

manner with immense force.

The principal improvement which has hitherto been made
with
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with a view to counteract these evils inherent in every ship, and
by which the lives of so many brave men have been lost, con-
sists in employing oblique timbers. Mr. Seppings, who is the

author of this improvement, fills the spaces between the frame

timbers nearly to the height of the orlop or lower tier of beams,
so as to make this part of the fabric solid ; and omitting the in-

side plauk, he places immediately over the frame timbers oblique

riders, at an angle of about 45 degrees, (instead of placing them
at right angles with tb.c keel, as in the conmion construction,)

and so disposed that the direction in the fore is contrary to

that in the after j)ai t of the ship, and their distance asunder from

six to seven feet or more ; the upper ends abutting against the

shelf-pieces (answering to the clamps of the common construc-

tion) which support the beams of the deck ai\d the lower ends

against the limber strakes. He next places two series of timbers

longitudinally upon the joints of the frame timbers at the floor

and first futtock heads, their ends dowelled to the sides of the

riders. The framing tlius formed by the oblique riders and lon-

gitudinal pieces represents two tier of compartments from the

head of the floor timbers to the underside of the orlop deck,

each compartment being of the figure of a rhomboid, in which
is introduced a diagonal timber with an inclination opposite to

that of the riders, thereby dividing it into two parts. Mr.
Sepj)ings also substitutes for the internal planking of the sides

ob}i(}ue braces placed in shi[)s of war between the ports, the

raking direction of these braces being lowest towards midships,

and in the s])ace ori each side the centre port are placed two
braces crossing each other. These comprise the principal im-
provements made by Mr. Seppings. Some others have also

been introduced by him, but not necessary to be here noticed.

Dr. Young has j)uldished in the Philosophical Transactions

his remarks Uj)on this construction. He allows the use of obhque
timbers to be g{iod in j)rinciple. His arguments sufficiently

prove their general utility, in tending to resist a change of figure

in the ship ; but he seems to doul>t of the complete efficacy of the

oblique riders and framing in the hold, when employed for the

thick stuif of the ceiling. The filling in, however, appears to

him wholly unexceptionable, and the braces between the ports

to be decidedly more beneficial than the planks for which they

are substituted.

Excepting Mr. Seppings's improvements, I know of none of

any importance that have been introduced into naval architecture

for ages ; but valuable as they are, there was rooui leit for further

im])rovement, and a remedy for hogging still remained u desi-

deratum. Having, as I conceive, contrived means for cfi'ectually

obviating this defect in all ships, and having obtained His Ma-
jesty's
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jesty's Letters Patent for my invention, I am induced to submit

the following explanation of it to the consideiation of the public,

and of those who may be interested in such a subject.

The mechanical principle upon which this improvement is

founded is that of form.ing a complete and integral truss or sup-

port from the centre of gravity (whence the strength of the whole
structure should as much as possible be derived), and so con-

necting the parts together, by embracing the entire f\ibric, that

any tendency to a change of figure may be powerfully counter-

acted, and as much strength be given as the nature of materials

will permit.

The frame or skeleton of a ship being constructed in the com-
mon M'ay, a principal frame A (fig, I and 2, PI. VI), constructed of

metal, or of wood and metal, is introduced in the space between
the ribs, intersecting the vessel athwart the centre of gravity,

connected across the ship by a tie-bar or beam B (fig. 2), and
having the internal diagonal braces C, C. Also from the upper
part of the said principal frame, the braces DD (fig. 1), con-

structed of metal, are let in flush upon the outside and bolted

to the frame timbers, and carried down in an inclined direction

(being that of the shortest distance over the curved surface*)

to the lower part of each extremity of the vessel, and connected

each with its opposite one, in the concave parts of the bottom,
by bolting through from one to the other, or by any other con-

venient method. Thus t!ie whole frame of the ship is firiuly

connected together, and the weight of either end (supposing the

ship supj)orted under the centre of gravity) is coimterbalanced

by the other end, while the vertical strain, proceeding from the

weight of the whole fabric, is transferred by the tension upon
the braces C, C, to the principal frame A. And also for the

more perfect stiffening of the hull (when the spaces between the

timbers are not filled in solid), afid thereby obtaining a counter

resistance to the weight of the middle (supposing the vessel sup-

])orted at the ends) ; chocks or strutting pieces of timber scant-

ling are tailed in between frame and frame behind or within the

braces, which acting as arches when confined by the braces, dis-

charge the weight of the vessel upon the hutments at each ex-

tremity, which completes the truss. And it will appear evident,

that so long as the truss remains perfect, not any weight or

pressure can alter the relative position of any of the parts,

whether the vessel is horizontal or inclined, unless caused by

* The utility of keepiiif; the braces in tlie direction of the Hne oi shortest

distance is, that it presents the direct tension of llie braces to every eii-

ilfeavour of the ship to change* her f)!;urc, and prevents the possibility of the

braces being moved by any force into a new position.

some
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some shock that would go near to effect the total destruction of

the whole fabric.

The foregoing description being confined to the method of

trussing smaller ships or vessels, the manner of extending this

system (which with a little modification is applicable to ships

of the greatest magnitude) is shown by figure 3, in which A is

the principal frame: and B, B, the braces, as already described

5

CC are auxiliary braces ; D, D, minor princi])al frames, one in

the fore and the other in the after part of the body ; EE are

mtlior braces ; and F is an horizontal brace, coimecting the

heads of the minor braces, and forming a kind of longitudinal

hoop to the upper part of the structure*. Chocks or strutting

pieces are also tailed in at the back of these braces, similar

to those before described, when the spaces are not filled in

6olid.

In ships of war the disposition of the principal braces ought

to be so regulated as to be but little exposed to be shot awav,

and auxiliaries should be employed below low-water line, for

additional security.

The braces before described are made of flat bars of metal in

])ieces of convenient length, so adjusted that the parts at which

they are joined together, fall in the spaces between the ribs of

the vessel, being connected by scarf joints wedged up for the pur-

pose of equalizing the tension. The outer surface of the braces

is kept flush with the frame timbers, and the bolt-holes in all of

them are countersunk to receive the heads of the bolts, so that

no part may present any obstruction to the planking.

In addition to the security afforded by this principle of truss-

ing in constructing the ribs, I affix upon the sides over each

butting joint of the timbers of which the rib is composed, a plate

of iron or other metal extending above and below it, and bolted

through the rib, by which means the ribs acquire great addi-

tional strength; an object of the first importance, even if only

partially employed in assisting the weaker parts, and protecting

those most exposed to injury; as, in cases of a ship's grounding,

it commonly happens that the floor timbers are forced in at one

end, and the first futtocks broke off, while, by the tendency of

the sides to sink, a transverse curvature is occasioned by a failure

of the parts situated near the head of the floor timbers. In

manv other respects the employment of these iron clamps will

be found of the most essential service.

Such is the general arrangement and application of my inven-

** As the tension upon t!ic horizontal brace F is in tlie direction of the

pi.mking, this brace is not ncccsiary to be u^td except in cases where great

additional strength is required.

tion
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tion to practice. It is a system of framing, which resembles ia

8Gme of its qualities, and in its effects and operations, the trussing

employed in the construction of roofs, bridges, and other framed

•arpentry of great span, so that a vessel to which it is applied

may not improperly be called a trussed ship or vessel ; and thi»

powerful support, superadded to the usual fastenings, must, it is

presumed, infallibly produce the great objects proposed of pre-

venting the depression of the two ends, and the butt ends and
seams of the plank from opening, and also give general strength

and security to the vessel.

The advantages resulting from this improvement are:

First,—That the duraliility of vessels Avill be increased, thus pre-

cluding the early and frequent repairs rendered necessary

by the radical weakness of the present mode of construc-

tion.

Secondly,—That by means of the powerful support effected by
the truss the filling timbers between each rib may be

omitted, thereby making a very considerable saving in the

first cost, after allowing for the expense of the truss.

Thirdlv,—The great benefits eventuallv to accrue to the mer-
cantile world are, first, a reduction in the charges of freight,

proportioned to the diminution of the expense of buildiuff,

the less frequency of repairs, and the comparative greater

durability of the vessel ; secondlv, a more perfect security

of the cargo from damage ; and thirdlv, a lower rate of

insurance.

Fourthly,—The saving annually to their relatives, and to the

community, a great number of valuable lives.

LI. On the Origin of the Pyramids nf Egypt, and the Inten-

tion for which they were erected. By Edward DA^lEL
Clarke, LL.D.

[Continued from p. 200.J .

After the numerous accoimts which, daring so many ages,

have been written to illustrate the origin of the Pyramids, it is

not probable that any new remarks will meet with much atten-

tion. Yet how few, among all the authors who have undertaken

to investigate this subject, have ever ventured to express an
opinion of their own ! Struck by the magnitude of the objects

themselves; by their immense antiquity; and by a consciousness

of the obscurity in which their history has been veiled, every

succeeding traveller contents himself M'ith a detail of the obser-

vations of his predecessors, only showing the extent of the la-

b\Tiuth wherein he is bewildered. Yet something perhaps might
be
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be accomplished, were it allowable, upon good authority, to an-

nihilate a most redundant source of error and imposture. With
this view, it may be advisable to abandon all that Grecian histo-

rians have written upon the subject. The arrogance and vanity

with which they endeavoured to explain every thing consistenth

with their own fables and prejudices, caused the well known ob-

servation, made by an Egyptian priest, who, according to Plato,

maintained that the Greeks were nlivays children, arid had no

knowledge of antiquity . Hence originate those difficulties men-
tioned by Pauw, as encountered by persons who study the monu-
ments of a country concerning which the moderns have con-

spired with the ancients to give us false ideas. " The latter

indeed," says he (Philosoph. Diss, on the Egyptians and Chinese,

vol. ii. p. 43. Lond. 17*^5,) "were probably deceived by being

at the discretion of a set of men called interpreters, whose col-

lege was established in the reign of Psammetichus, and who
might be compared to those people called Ciceroni at Rome.
Travellers who went and returned, like Herodotus, without

knowing a word of the language of the country, could learn no-

thing but from these interpreters. These men, perceiving the

inclination of the Greeks for the marvellous, amused them, like

ciiildren, with stories inconsistent with common sense, and un-

worthy of the majesty of history." If we would obtain authentic

information concerning the earliest history of the Egy}itians, we
must be contented to glean from other sources ; and principally

from Jewish and Arabian writers. The Jews, by \ox\e residence

of their forefathers in Egypt, and also by the constant inter-

course offered in the contiguity of this coimtry and India, were

of all people the most likely to have preserved some knov.ledge

of Egyptian antirjuities : and the Arabs have preserved not

only the names bestowed upon the Pyramids from the earliest

times, but also some traditions as to the use for which they were
intended. By the dim light thus afforded, and by comparing

the existing remains with similar works in other countries, and

with tl'.e knowledge we possess of the customs of all nations in

their infancy, we may possibly attain something beyond conjec-

ture, as to the people by whom the Pyramids v/ere erected, and
the purpose for which they were intended. The epocha of their

origin was mdinown vvlien the first Greek philosophers travelled

into Egyj)t. They are even more ancient than the age of the

earliest writers whose works have been transmitted to us. That
we may arrive, therefore, at any thing like satisfactory informa-

tion concerning then), the following order of inquiry may be

deemed requisite

:

I. Who were the irJiahiiants of this part of Egypt in the re-

mote jieriod to which these monuments refer ?

H. Is
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II. Is there any thing in the Pyramids, as they now appear,

which corresponds with anv of the known customs of" this peo-
ple P

III. Did any thing occur in the history of the S07ne people

which can possihly be- adduced to explain the present violated

state of the principal pyrannd ?

IV. Doth any record or tradition attribute the origin of the

Pyramids to this people, or to a period equally remote with that

of their residence in Eg}pt ?

If the last three of these queries admit of an answer in the

affirmative, and a satisfactory reply can be given to the first, the

result will surely be, either that we do possess documents suffi-

cient to illustrate this very difficult subject, or, at least, that a
very high degree of probability attaches to the opinion thereby

suggested ; and that the obscurity in which this part of ancient

history has been involved, is principally owing to the cause as-

signed by Pauw, namely, to a train of theories founded upon the

bewildering fables of the Greeks.

To proceed, therefore, according to the proposed method of

investigation

—

I.

IV/io were the inhahitants of this part of Egypt in the remote
period to ivhich these monuments refer P

The kingdom of Egypt, according to the best authorities ad-
mitted in chronology (see the calculation of Constantine Ma-
nasses), had lasted about 1/00 years at the conquest of Cam-
byses (B. C. 525). The frsl princes spoken of in sacred Scrip-

ture are those "of Pharaoh," mentioned in the books of Moses
(Gen. xii. 15), near 2000 years before the Christian aera. The

first pyramid, according to Herodotus (Euterpe, c. 101) was
built by Moeris, the last of a line of kings from Menes to Se^o-

stris; and therefore it must have been erected some ages before

the Trojan war. Without, however, placing any reliance upon
this record, or attempting to assign a particular epocha for any
one of these m.onuments, we may venture to assume, as a fact,

upon the authority of all writers by whom they are noticed, that

they existed above 1600 years before the birth of Christ. Al-

most a century before that time, the prospe'rity of Joseph, then

a ruler in this countrv, and a dweller in the verv city to which
these rmnuments belonged, is described as having extended
" unto the utmost loundi of the everlasting hills." These words
(Gen. xlix. 26), as applied to the place of his residence, and the

seat of his posterity, are very remarkable. He " bought all the

land of Egypt fi)r Pharaoh," reducing all its independent pro-

vinces into one monarchy. The entire administration of tlils

empire
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empire was intriisted to him ; for Pharaoli said, '^ onhj in the

throne will I be greater tlian thou." (Gen. xli. 40.) In the re-

mote period, therefore, to which the Pyramids refer, '^ Joseph

divelt in Egpt, he and his father's house." It is said of them
(Exod. i. 7) that they " increased abundantly, and 7nultiplled,

and luaxed exceeding mTghly, and the land icas Jilted loith

them." The customs of embalming bodies, and of j)lacing them

in sepulchral chambers, were then practised ; for Jacob was

embalmed (Gen. 1. 2), and ^^ gathered unto his fathers in the

cave of the feld of Ephrnn." At the death of Joseph, he too

waseiTibalmed (Gen. 1. 26), but not '^ gathered unto hisfathcrs."

He was entombed^ to use the literal expression of the LXX-, EN
THI XOPill, in Egypt. And this mode of hi>i interment sug-

gests a reply to the second question before proposed.

II.

Is there any thing in the Pyramids, as they now appear, ivhich

corresponds with any of the known customs of this people P

The nature of a Soros has been repeatedly explained, ujion

the indisputable authority of inscriptions where this name has

been assigned to a particular kind of a receptacle for the dead,

one of whicli now exists in the chamber of the principal pyramid.

This kind of coffin has sometimes one of its extremities rounded,

and sometimes both are squared ; but its dimensions are almost

always tlie same, and it is very generally monolitluil, or of one

istone. This is the kind of coffin which the Romans call sarco-

phagus, and any doubt as to its use seems to be without rea-

son ; because the Soros, in many instances, lias borne not only

its name inscribed upon it in legible characters, but also the

purport for which it was intended. Tiie principal pyramid,

therefore, contains that which corresponds with the known cus-

toms of a people who inhabited Egypt in the remote period to

which the Pyramids refer, because Joseph's bodv -.vas put h
rf, Xoqui. And on this fact alone, if no other could be adduced,

the sepulchral origin of those monuments is decidedly manifest.

III.

Did any thing occur in the history of the same people, which,

can be adduced to explain the present violated state of the prin-

cipal pyramid P

Previous to the consideration of this question, it may be pro-

])cr to mention, that the custom of heai)ing an artificial mound,

whether of stones or earth, above the Soros, after interment, was

a common practice of the ancients. Examples of this kind have

been previously alluded to in the former volumes of these Travels.

The moit ancient forin of tin::, kind of mound was not pyramidal.

However
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However ancient the Pyramids may be, a simpler hemispheroidal

or conical form seems to have preceded the more artificial an-
gular structure. Among the pyramids of Sarcara, which appear
to be more ancient than those of Djiza, there are instanoes, ae

we have shown, not only of this primaeval pile, but of its various

modifications until it assumed the pyramidal shape. One ex-

ample has been noticed aniong the pyramids of Saccara, of an

immense mound, which corresponds in its form with tlie com-
mon appearance presented by ancient tJimull almost all over the

world, as thev are found in countries where the pyramidal shape

was never introduced. But to proceed in the discussion of tlie

third question.

The body of Joseph being thus placed Iv t5j Sogcf^, and buried

according to the accustomed usage of the Egyptians I'as mani-

fested bv the existence of one of their ancient sepulchres con-

taining the receptacle in question), was not intended to remain

in Egvpt. The Israelites had bound themselves by an oath, that

when they left the land they would " carry his bones" with them

(Gen. 1. 25). Accordingly, we find, that when a century and a

half had elapsed from the time of his burial, the sepulchre, which

during all this period had preserved his reliques in a Soros, was

opened by the children of Israel. Their number amounted to

600,000 men when tlicy went out of Egypt, besides the mixed

multitude by whom they were accom.panied (Exod. xii. 37, 38)

;

a sufficient army, surely, even for the opening of a pyramid if it

were necessary, especially when the persons employed for the

midertaking were acquainted with the secret of its entrance j

having from the very moment of the patriarch's interment, been

imder a solemn engagement to remove the body which ttiey had

tliere placed. However this may be determined, it is certain

the tomb was opened ; for no sooner is their departure men-
tioned, than we read (Exod. xiii. 19), " Moses took the bones of
Josepfi with him." Here, then, we have a record in history,

Avhich implies the violation of a sepulchre, and the actual re-

moval of an embalmed body from the Soros in which it is said

to have been deposited. The locality, too, of this sepulchre

seems to coincide with that of the particular coemetery where this

pvramid has for so many ages unaccountably borne the marks of

a similar violation ; its secret entrance being disclosed to viev.-;

and its Soros always empty. It is by no means here presumed

that this circumstance will account for its violated state ; but

it furnishes a curious coincidence between the present appearance

of the pvramid, and a fact recorded in ancient history which

may possibly be urged to that effect. No other pyramid has

been thus opened ; neither is it probable that any such-violation

of a sepulchre would 'ever have been formerly tolerated : so

Vol . 4o. No. 203, April \S\5. T sacrilegious
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sacrilegious was the attempt held to be among all the nations of

antiquity, Egyptians, Jews, Greeks, and Romans. At the same

time, there are many weighty arguments against the opinion that

Mir.h a stupendous pyramid would have been erected by Joseph's

posterity over his remains, even if they had worshipped him as a

God, when it was known that his body was not intended to re-

main in the country; but the honours paid to the dead in Egypt

were, in certain instances, as it is evident, almost beyond our

conception ; and there is no saj-ing what, in a century and a

half, the piety of some hundred thousand individuals might not

have effected, especially when aided by the Egyptians themselves,

who equally revered the memory of Joseph, although they be-

came, at last, inimical to his descendants. This part of the

subject is not altogether essential to the end proposed ; it has

been introduced rather as a curious inquiry suggested by the

connection which appears to exist between the Pyramids and the

history of the Hebrews ; it neither affects nor alters the main

argument.

IV.

Doth any record or tradition attrilute the origin of the Py-
ramids to the Israelites, or to a period equally remote with that

of their residence in Egypt ?

This brings us to the last article of the inquiry. For the

record we have only to refer to Josephus, who expressly states it

as one of the grievous oppressions which befel the Hebrews, after

the death of Joseph, that they were compelled to labour in build-

ing pyramids [Joseph. Antiq. Jud. lib. ii. c. 9); and the cu-

rious memorial, as given by the Jewish historian, is sustained by

collateral evidence in the book of Moses. The principal labour

of the Israelites is described in Exodus (v. 16) to be a daily

task of making bricks, without being allowed a requisite portion

of straw for their manufacture. The mere circumstance of

GCO,000 persons being employed at the same time in making
bricks, affords of itself a proof that the buildhig for which these

materials were required could be of no ordinary magnitude. This

happened, too, after the death of one of the kings of Egypt

(Exod. ii. 23), at which time, it is said, they began " to sigh

ly reason of their bondage." It is therefore very probable

that the pyramid at v,hlch they laboured was the sepulchre of

this king: this is a matter of conjecture; although it may be

added, that one of the pyramids near Saccara is built of bricks

containing chopped straw. [It is called Kloube-el-Menshieh,

the bricks of Mcnshieh.] The fact for present attention is the

record jjrcscrvcd by Josephus, which attributes to the Israelites

the origin of ccrlani pyramids in Egypt: and for other evi-

dence,
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dence, proving them to have existed in a period equallj- remote
with that in which tliis people inhabited the country, we may re-

fer to the testimony of Manetho, whose autlioritv is respected by
Josephus, and who, from hi.s situation as an Egvptian priest*,

had access to every record preserved in tlie sacred archives of

the country. Manetho affirms that these structures were begun
by the fourth king of Egypt during the first dynasty f; which
carries their antiquity back to a period earher than the age of

Abraham. Of this nature are the records required bv the last

question in the proposed inquiry, without having recourse to any
of the writers of Greece or Italy. As for tl\e tradilioti^ which
refer the origin of these rnonum.ents to the age of the Israelites

in Egypt, these exisr not only among the Arabians, but also

among the Jews and Egyptians. The author of a book entitled

Morat /^Izeynan^ cited by Greaves in his Pyramidngraphin^(p. 6,

Lond. 1645), speaking of the fomiders of the Pyramids, says,

" some attribute them to .Joseph, some to Nimrod." The Ara-
bians distinguished the Pyramids by the appellation of Djehel

Pharooun, or Pharaoh's mountains;};; and there is not one of

these oriental writers who does not consider them as ancient

sepulchres §.

Upon these premises, thus derived from sources that are not

liable to the objections urged by Pauw, being wholly independent

of any notions with which he supposes the Greeks to have blended

their accounts of t'.^.e Pyramids, the following conchisions may
perhaps be- warranted :

1

.

That the Hebrews inhabited Egypt in the period to v.hich

the Pyramids mav be referred.

2. That the Pyramids contain an existing document corre-

sponding with the mode of interment practised by this peo-

ple, and were, therefore, intended as sepulchres.

* Josephus says, tlmt the care and continunnce of t!ie public recoi'ds

were the peoulinr province of the priests (lib. i. cont. Apioa.l. Manetho
belonged to the college at Heliopolis, the vtry seat of Eeypiian science.

His testimony "as preferred by ^Marsham to thi.t of Josephus himself.

However, it shonld be acknowledged tliat Perizonius, who considered the

dynasties of Manetho as fabulous, attacked Marsham upon tliis gronnd,

describinsi him as " absurdi-'-^imn quogue lilcaictfionis recipicndi sliidiosiar,

quam speciosu Joscphi."—V'id. Perizonii £gypt. Orig. Invest, c. xxi. p. S84.

L. Bat. 1711.

t '• Etenim Manetho jam in dynastia 1. quartum, ejus regem, Venephen,

Pyramideserexisse tr:idit; ac dein, in dynastia 4. regem secundum, Supfiifi,

pyramidum maximam extroxisse." Perizon. cap. xxi. p. 383. This au-

thority, admitted by Marsham, is contemned by the author from whom it

is now cited.

J See also Egmont and Heyman's Travels, vol. ii. p. 85. Lond. 1759.

§ See the Extracts from Ibn Abd Alhokm, and the Arabian authors, as

s;iven by Greaves, &c. &c.

T 2 3. That
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S. That the present state of the pruicipal pyramid may poS».

silly be owing to the circumstance rehited in their history p-

of the removal of Joseph's reliqucs from the Soros in which
they had been preserved.

4. That from the records of Jewish and Egyptian historians,

a-i well as from the traditions of the country, we may attri-

bute the origin of some of the pyramids to the Hebrews
themselves ; and may assign to others a period even more
remote than the age in which this people inhabited Egypti

In the principal point to be determinetl, namely, the use for

which these structures were erected by the ancients, there cannot

remain even the shadow of a doubt. That they were sepulchres

has been demonstrated beyond the possibihty of a contradiction;

and in proving this all the best authorities have long coniurred*.

In their whole extent from Djiza to Saccara, the Pyramids, and

all their contiguous ^subterranean catacombs, constitute one vast

ccsmetevv, belonging to the seat of the jMemphian kings f, the

various parts of which were constructed in different periods of

time. Some learned writers however, as Shaw, and the author

of Philosophical Dissertations on the Egvptians and Chinese, have

exercised their erudition in attempting to prove that the Pyra-

mids were mvthological repositories of Egyptian superstitions ;

and they have described the Soros, in direct opposition to Strabo,

either as a tomb of Osiris X) or as one of those y.[<nxi Uqcti in

which the priests kept their sacred vestments §. Nor, perhaps,

would these conjectures have appeared so visionary, if those

distinguished writers had carried the investigation somewhat
further. If the connection between ancient Egyptian mythology

and Jewish history had been duly traced, an evident analogy,

fouiided upon events which have reference to the earliest annaLs

of the Hebrews, might be made manifest. The subject, itself

sufficient to constitute a separate dissertation, would cause too

much digression ; altliough an endeavour may be made to con-

centiate some of its leading features within the compass of a

note||. The main object at present is to prove the intention

for

* See the authin-ities and ar£;mucius stated by Periionlus, c. xxi. p. 393.

Ai.'-o Greaves's PvramiiJ()i;;ra{)liia, p. 43 Lond. 1646.

f Ta^oi ri-: fooLffiXiiiv (.Stral>on. Gc'o^. lib. xvii. p. 1145. Ed. Oxon.) In

liie tlireatenings denounced at^ainst liie Israelites (Hosea ix. 6.) it is said
*' Mempuis suall BriiY tiif..m

"

X Sec Pauvv on the Egypt, and liic Ciiinese, vol. ii. p. 48. Lond. 1793,

§ Sve Siiaw's 'I'lavcls, p. 371. London 17.57.

II
Feiliapi, u itii due attention to facts collected from ancient and mo-

dern writcis. the wliole (•oiineciioM inmlit be traced between the history of

Jusepli, and the Esyptiaii mythology fnunded thereon, lor tills purpose

the reader may be rt fi rrid to all that Vasnius has written upon the subject

(vid. lib. i. cap. '^'J. tuiii. i. p. '^13. dc Vicotcgia Gcntili; Aiiist. 1612), v.\\o

considers
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for' which the Pyramids were erected; and in this it is hoped we
may succeed. If these were the only n;onuments of the kind

belonging- to the ancient world, and we had not the evidence

afforded bv the Soros in the princiijal pyramid, a greater degree

of difficulty might oppose the undertaking. But in addition to

the testimony offered by this r<?markable relique, we are enabled,

by collateral evidences derived from other countries, to establish

beyond all controversy the truth of their sepulchral origin. It

has

considers tbe Egyptian Apis as a symbol of the Patriarch. He supports his opi-

nion by authority from Ruffinus; [Hhi</ri,s EcclesinslictP, lib. ii. cap. 35.) ; and
derive? evidenc-^ from AuKustin, (Script. Mirul. 1. i. c. 15.) to prove that the

E£:yptian< plaoed an tix near the sepulchre of Joseph. Ii. appears also from Snidas

(voce SaeosT/;), that Afis was by some considered a symbol of Joseph: " Quo ut

maps inclinem, facit" observes Vossins, '' qvod Jnsephii.i Dent. cup. penult, conz-

ynate 17, bos vocetiir, secundum codices Hd.-rccos.'''' But if Apis ivere the same as

Joseph, so must also be Serapis (or Sarapis, as it is written by the Greeks) and
Osiris; fir these are but iliflerent names of tlie same mythological pT<ocage.
" Factus est Joseph quasi rex tutius /Egypli, et vocnvejvnt einn Apis,'''' says Kircher
"{(Edip. jE^ypt. torn. i. p. 1P6. Rom. 1G52) ; and he sives n^ from Varro tbe rea-

son why he was called SER.<kPis: '• Quia Area [mquil P'arr.) in qua pnsifii^ erat,

Greece sen Ms;yplice dicitur 2aj«;, unde 'Z'^a.-rii, quasi Area Apis, deinde, una liler^

mritatd, lioifri; dicl>cs est." Also according: to Strabo, Apis was the same as.O*iriS(.

"Os IfTiv ("Atis) H aiiTo; y,ai 'Ori^i; (lib. xvii. p. 1 14. J-ld. Oxon.) Hence "it may be
inferred, that as Joseph, together with the names of Apis and Serams, also bore

that of t)siRis, tlie animal mourninjrs which took piTcc in Eu'vpt f<.)r tbe loss of
Osiris's lody, anrl the exhibition of an empty fo'^o'; "pon tliuse ocoasi ms, were
ceremonies derived from the loss ofJoseph's body, which bad been caried av.ay by
the Heljrews .when they left the country. Julius Fir.'^iici:?, who flourished under
the two sons of Constantine, endeavours to explain the reason (De Error. Profan.

Relig.) why Joseph was called -Sfrapis. Ju opposition to the oriirin assigned by
Varro, for the name Serapis, it may be observed, that PliUaicb {De hid. et Osir.

c. 19) derives a notion wbieb prevailed maintaining that Sep.apis was no god, bist

a mere name for the sepulchral chest where the bodv of Api^ was deposited:

Oux uvcci 9-so* vcv "Saoc.mv, a.>.\a risv 'AIIIAOS SOl'ON oZroi^ ovofio.'^ifffai. But
things which were rejected by tbe Greeks as incon.-isrent with their reliyion= opi-

nions, may come mucli nearer, on this account, to truth and to our own. A verjr

popular opinion has long been entertained, concerning an e\traneou<; idol brought
to Alexandria, by one of the Ptolomies, from the coast of Ponti's, which received

the appellation of Seropis upon its arrival in Egvpt; but the word Scropis is

purely Egvptian , . . .and Jablonski has refuted the opini'jn, by ])roving that Serapis

was worshipped in Meirfpbis lung before the time of the Ptolomies, [Panth. Egypt.
lib. ii. c. .T. P. '253. Fsank. 1730.) and by showing from Eustalhins that the

whole story of this Sinonic deity was derived from Sinopiuni near Memphis. Thus
Tacihis, " sedem ex qua transierit [Serapis) Memphin perhibent, inclytain oiim, et

teleris^ Es;ypti columen." Yet Gibbon seems to imply (Hist. c. --8. vol. v. p. 90.

I.ond. 180T) that b'jth the ?iame and llie idol wre alike stranger? to the piiests of
Egypt ; and be sneers at the rKition of X'ossius, thst ilie patriarch Joseph had be^n
adored in tbe country as the Itiill Apis, and the god Seyi:pis. (Ibid, see note 36 )

The reader may consult tbe learned observation-s of Bochart upon this subject

(Hierozoicon, torn. i. i. ii. c. 54, pp. 345, 346, 347, 34S), and alsoi fjablonski, upon
which Gibbon may have grounded his scepticism, althongb he has not mentioned
his authors. The following passage of ApolWlorus, as cited by Bocharty'iiroves

tbe name Serapis to be of ancient date in Egypt :
'' Api<. rclnlus inter Deos, Serapis

appellalus est.'' Upon the identity of Serapis and Joseph many learned writers

are agreed. " Sunt qui Apim et Serapidem unum rmmen puldrint, et per Serapidem

JosLvuvyi intellexerinl ; nec veritati contraria videti'r h.ic opinio." (Cunaus de

/iepub..IIeb. Annot, Nicolai, c. 17. not. 14. Thes. Anliq. Sac.Usolini, Venet. 1745).

T 3 Iiide«Jd
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has been already shov\^l, that of themselves they constitute but
remaining traces of a custom common to all the nations of an-
tiquity. An ancient tumulus for men of princely rank seems
very generally to have consisted of three parts ; the Soros, the
Pile or Heap, and the Stele. Of these. Homer n^entioiis two
at once; as being those parts of a tumuhis which were exter-.

nally visible. As the practice occasionally varied among different

nations, only one of these was used to denote an ancient burying-
place. In Asia Minor, the Sores, of gigantic proportion, some-
times stood alone, v.ithout the Pile and the Ste/e. In Scythia

and in n.any northern countries the Pile onlv appears In Greece
perhap=;, although no instance is decidedly known, the simple

Stele, without the Pile, might serve to denote the grave of a
decea--ed person ''. The Pi/e or Heap was generally nothing
more than a lofty mound of earth : more rarelv it was a magni-
ficent pyramid. A square platform was left, in some instances,

upon the tops of those pyramids, as a pedestal for the v*^t('l<? . . .

,

Hence originated the appellation of Hertf;efi( Stelce (because

Hermes had the care of tlie dead), and all the Grecian mytho-
logy coiinect:ed with themf. In America pyramids were built

in thi- manner by the ancient inhabitants of that great continent.

That those pyramids were also temples is true ; because all an-
cient sepulchres were objects of worshio, and tomhs were the

origin of temples Py tlie account which Gmelli gives of the

Mexican pyramids at Teoiigiiatan [a nlace of Goa^, or di Ado-
ration), they were erected, hke the Egyptian Pyramids, for se-

pulchres I'he first he saw was the pyramid of the Moon, about
150 feet in height. '^ It was made," he says, '- of earth, in

steps, like the Pyramids of Egypt ;" and on the top of it was a
great stone idol of the Moon. The pyramid of the Sun was

Indeeil the number of author-; and commeniators by whom this opinion is main-
tained may he rou-iflered as more than a coun erpoise to the cihiecti'ins of Bochart
and of Jablonski. Tirin-is (/Innot. in Sulpit. Sever, p. 59. Ed. Horn. L. Bat. ]Gji)

ia addition to the authorities above ciled mentions also Pierius and Raronius: and
be furtlier observes, " Idque patet, turn ex nomine Serapis quod Bovem notat;

tiim ex nomine ^jfr^/Jp/:, quo, te."=te I'lularcho, Osir's vocab.'tur. levi con mutatioiie
r;\ Joseph faci^: tun) ex Hifro^lyphicis, quibus Osiric'em des'suabant, puta H'-'ura

bovis seu vituli, noiis Luna; '.t Sobs insigniti: item jiivenis imbeibis cum modio et

calatbo incapite. Quae in .Jiisephum, ejusqne b ves et soicas, et statem, ct astro-

logiffi peritiam, ad amuisim quadrant. Sub^cribitur Clemens Alexandriniis, Au-
gustinus, A. Laoide, ct Bonlrcrius." See also Speucer de Leg. Heb. lib. iii. pp. '2"0,

^71. Beyer, Hen. V. Feghorst. de rero Dei Cnllu, p. in. '25. edit. Ktlon. 167 1 . .1/:-

chael. Not. ad ftalfarell. CUninsitatcs, edit. Hamburg'. &»•. &e.
• Kai TT-^Xr.i l'^' auTui yf/iff^ai, e'la vixqS. Qem. Alex. lib. v. The great Column

at Alexandria, called '' Pumpci/'s Pillar," may possil)ly be an example of the Su'U
standing alone.

j- A dog is often represented upon th" sepul-jhral Stele as a type of the Egyptian
Mercury. Thio dtity appears, upon Egyptian inoiiumeuls, repre&entod ai^ a hu-
utHQ Gguic with u dog's iiead,

about
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about 40 feet higher^ and upon the top of it a vast statue of the

Sun. , . . .Wltliin the pyramid of the Moon were vaults ivhere

their kin2S ivere buried ; for wliich reason the road to them is

called MiCATOLi, that is to say The IFay of the Dead, Pre-

cisely too after the manner in which the Pyramids of Egypt are

surrounded hy sepulchres of a more diminutive form, the Mexi-

can Pyramids have, as Gmelli tells us, ^' about them several

artificial mounts, supposed to be burying-places of lords."

Another instance, and more remarkable for the similitude it

bears to the principal pyramid of Egypt, is the great pyramid of

Papantla meiitioned by Humboldt, in which mortar may he

diicerned in the mtersiices between the stones. It is an edifice of

very high antiquity, and was always an object of veneration

among the Mexicans.

LTI. Further Queries, as to the proper Places in the British

Series of Strata, of the Newcastle Grindstone Rock and its

Muscle Shell Ironstone, and of certain organized Remains

found near Cambridge. By a Correspondent.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— iVly grateful acknowledgements are due toN. J.Wineh,
Esq. for his prompt and kind attention in p. 233, to a part of

my Queries in p. 108 of your Magazine. It seems now I think,

that the " bivalve shells" of Mr. W. are the JMycB ovntcs of

William Martin, and that the '^ Grindstone sill" of W. Forster

(fathom 244 to 247) is a far lower stratum than the Gateshiead-

fell Grindstone sill : but I am still left in ig;norance, of the par-

ticular strata to which these Myae and Newcastle Grindstone

Quarries, are to be respectively referred ? and I presume there-

fore to prefer these further requests to Mr. W. or any other kind

friend of Geological investigation: requesting, in order to avoid-

mistakes, that they will mention the Name of the stratum and

Fathom on Mr. Forster's attached scale, in each instance.

In wishing further reference to Air. Forster's Section to be

made, I beg not to be understood by Mr. W. as countenancing

plagiarism, or as wishing to keep out of honourable view, the

names of tho<^e deserving individuals Hutchinson, Johnson, and
Miller (Millot must be a misprint), who are said to have first

published the detached details of the Newca^^tle Coal strata ; but

merely prefer Mr. Forster's work, as being the only collection

of these valuable materials, in a portablefarm : and I shall feel

T4 highly
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highly obliged to Mr. Winch, or any other gentleman who is

possessed of the Book and the two engraved sheets mentioned,
who would send to you exact copies of these sinking accounts,

with sufh introduction and descriptive matter concerning them,
dates of publication, &c. as may effectually secure to their authors

tlie future credit of them, when recorded in your useful deposi-

tory of matters of fact regarding the British stratification.

On looking through your last number, and that of the work
in which Mr. Winch originally wrote, I regret, not to find any
of the requested information from the respectable keeper of the

Woodwardian Museum at Cambridge, as to whether " charred

wood, mutilated fish, pentacrinites, &c." are rarely found in

that neighbourhood, in the undisturbed substratum to the hard
or fiintless chalk (whether named Chalk-marl or Gait, is very

immaterial), or whether some of these Reliquia have not been
taken from the superficial alluvial* Clay?. I presume however
again, respectfully to prefer the above request to the Rev. Mr.
H., or to any other of the numerous friends of science within

the walls of Cambridge, and hope that some of these will favour

me and your Headers in general with a full elucidation on this

point; and which will greatly oblige

A Constant Reader,

* In another communicatibii which I sent you a few days a^o, recom-

JiiciKlina a raore ^fiieral researci' after Fossil Shells, 1 have eiitieavotired to

give those distini^ui^hins marks, by which M;-. V/. Smith and those who
are tread i!i<i in his steps in the minute examination ot' the British strata,

are cnnLled to di-tinL'UHh tiie alitrcial shells and otiii r oriiamc Remains,
from those Iodised in the strata, and to show the essei.tial inipurtance of

these discriminations — Havinir mentioned Mr. SmitJi, permit me to add "

Ijcre, tiiat I have very lately seen stuck up in Mr. Carv's window, N'o. 181,

Strand, a List of nun-e than 380 Siihscr-ibers to iNlr. Smith's h)ng-expecteci
" Delineation cf tlic Strata of Kniiiand and Wales," &c. witii an assurance

that the same will very soon he issued to them. If on perusint; this re-

spectal.Ie List of Names, it should l)e found almost entirely barren of names
familiar tf) us of late vears, as managers of the Geuloiiiral, Weruerian and
other Societies, or writers in their Transnctiij:!^, profcs>!ng to have the same

objects in vicir, as stimulated Mr. S. to commence his labours 2'2 years ago,

tiiis circumstance will not I am .sure weis;h vvith or iiiduje any Gentlemen
(;f true British feelii!i;5, and who are well wishers to the pro<jress of know-
led;4e, lon;;er to withhold their parronai:e to a work, f>f Britisli origin, and
promising preat national advantages in the increased knowledge and iuj*

proved working of our Mineral treasures.

LIII. Mr,
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LI II. Mr. Bake':^'el"l in Reply to Mr. Frere; and on some
peculiar Properlies of Light,

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— J\. Correspondent in your last Magazine, who signs

himself J. H. Frere, has been pleased to insinuate that the

sketch representing the arrangement of the strata from the Ger-

man ocean to the Irish channel, given in the preceding number,
vvas taken from a section he had previously made and sent copies

of to the Rev. W. Turner and Mr. Wynch, of Newcastle, and to

Mr. Greenough, in London. I trust I shall be allowed sufficient

space to repel the accusation, though it is with regret that I oc-

cupy a part of your pages with subjects of a personal nature.

—

Until I saw the letter of Mr. Frere's, I had never l)efore heard

either of that gentleman or his section; but I immediately wrote

to Mr. Turner for an explanation, who informs me that some
months after I returned from Newcastle, Mr. Frere did send a

section there; but I can confidently appeal to Mr. Turner, Mr.
Wyncli, or any person in that place, that I never received from

them the slightest notice of its existence. I can make the like

appeal to Mr. Greenough ; and as I have not been at the rooms
of the Geological Society for more than two years, I have never

seen it there, nor have I heard of it from any of the members

;

(it may be observed that the Society has not thought proper

to give it a place in their recently published volume of Trans-
actions;) nor can Mr. Frere name anv other person who has

either directly or indirectly acquainted me with his section.

I believe Mr. Farev and many other gentlemen interested in such

subjects were equally ignorant of Mr. Frere's section. The sketch

sent you was laid down on Gary's large Map of England, which
vour engraver reduced. I did not attempt more than a general

resemblance of the surface outline. In one now engraving for

the second edition of my Introduction to Geology, 1 have en-

deavoured to preserve the contour of the principal mountain?.

What coincidence either of these may have with Mr. Frere's

section, I am to this hour unacquainted with ; but if two de-

lineations of the same object laid down on the same ground-plan,

and where the characters are so strongly marked, have not a near

resemblance, one or both must be manifestly erroneous. The
part between Cross Fell and Rurtreeford Dyke was drawn from
Mr. Forster's description : all the other parts were the result of

my own observations and inquiries. In my Introduction to

Geology in 1813, I described several sections across England,

and in my Lectures at the Russell Institution in February 1812,

\ exhibited a section of the rock formations between Hull and
Liverpool.
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Liverpool. Mr. Frere might with equal justice say that these

were also copied from his labours.

In the last number of the iSIouthly Magazine, an anonymous
writer has repeated the same charge respecting Mr. Frere 's

section, mixed up with some illiberal reflections on Dr. Thomson
and myself, for having published An Account of the Geology of

Northumberland and Durham. We have indeed been guilty of

regretting the too great apath.v respecting the destruction of hu-

man life by explosions in the mines; and \t this have given offence,

I am willing to bear my share of the censure : but with respect

to the publication of information given by others in an impro-

per manner, I utterly disclaim the charge as false. The only one

who could have the slightest grounds for complaint, is ti;e gen-

tleman who I since understand has written a paper on the same
subject (Mr. Wynch); but I have his assurance comnmuicated to

a mutual friend, that he has not uoav, nor ever had, the least

reason for complaint against me for what 1 have published.

To return to Mr. Frere. From his letter it might be inferred,

that after he had made his section, he put the mountains into

his pocket to prevent any one from attempting the>::ime thing.

If he has done so, let me entreat him to place them in tlieir old

station again, and content himself with threats of pains and
penalties against all future drawers of plans and sections. The
observations fiom which my section \^•as franred, were, however^

made previously to Mr. Frere's monopoly of the mountains; 1

ought not therefore to incur his displeasure.

Mr. F. says. If my section were not copied from his, he must
place himself in the degrading situation of having copied from

me. This is a dilemma of his own choosing; but I may tell him
without fear of contradiction, that he has placed himself in the

more unpleasant situation, of having brought forward an accusa-

tion without any evidence whatever to advance in its support.

From this difficulty Mr. Frere can only extricate himself bv can-

didly admitting that he has fallen into a mistake (perhaps not

very uncommon in life), namely, that of supposing himself and

his labours to be better known than was really the case.

In what I have stated, I by no means wish to be understood

as disparaging Mr. Frere's section, which I have not seen. From
his residence in the country, it is reasonable to presume that

it may be a more correct representation than the one I have

given ; and I hope Mr. Frere will favour the public with an

ttigraving and description of it : I can assure him there is no

one to whom the publication will give greater pleasure than to

m^-self.

I am, sir, yours, &:c.

13, Tavistock Street, Bedford Square, R. BaKEWKLL.
Apt'd 15, 1815.
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F. S.—The very ingenious experiments of Captain Kater (in the

last volume of the Philosophical Transanctions) on the differei-t

quantities of light reflected by the Gregorian and Ca«segrain

telescopes with specula of the same aperture, aj^pear to prove

that when the rays of light converge to a focus, a considerable

part of them are (as far as affects the sight) extiiigui-hed before

they diverge again. I do not know whether similar experiments

have been made with refracting telescopes, with a view to confirm

this fact ; but there is one case well known to the earliest optical

writers tliat has hitherto been unexplained, but which I conceive

offers a full and decisive confirmation of the same phaenomenon.
In the original telescope of Galileo with a concave eye-glass,

the rays are intercepted before thev come to a focus; and
though this construction was laid generally aside on account of

the small field of view ; vet such is the superior brilliancy of the

effect, that Jupiter's satellites may be seen with a common re-

fracter of twenty inches in length, vvith a concave eye- piece, more
distinctly than with one of four feet when a convex eye-glass i^

used. Having when a school-boy amusetl myseii' vvith the con-

struction of telescopes of this kind, I was well acquainted with

the effect : on referring to optical writers for the cause, I wa>
informed that it arose from the concave gla^s being much thinner;

and by later writers, th.at the effect was produced hy the flint gla*^

of the eye-piece correcting in some degree the aberraticm froia

the different refrangi])ilitv of the ravs, as in the achromatic ob-

ject glass. Without denying that both the above causes mav con-

tribute something to the superior brilliancy of the object, I art

persuaded that the solution which is offered by Capt. Kater's

experiments is the only one that will fully accoimt for the dif-

ferent e-ffects of the convex and concave eye-glas'^es in refractir. ,-

telescopes. It is much to be desired that Capt. Kater, or othei >

who have leisure for such experiments, would prosecute theo3

inquiries, as they cannot fail to contribute much to the improve-

ment of optical instrument"^. They will also elucidate one of

the most interesting subjects of philosophical investigation, re-

specting the effects produced by the rays impinging on different

surfaces, as well as on each other under different angles, and the

still more extraordinary effect of their impact on each other as

they converge to a focus. Those who have attended to the

experiments of M. Ivlalus and Dr. Brewster will immediately

perceive the imnortance of Capt. Kater's discovery in reference to

the phaniomena of the polarisation of light If the particles oi

tight have each a positive and negative or attracting and repel-

ling pole, as certain experiments appear to indicate, may not the

opposing poles of some of the particles be brought so near to

each
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each other, in crossing at the focal point of a lens or speculum,

as to be neutralized, and thereby lose the property of acting

upon the retina ? R. B.

4

LIV. On Coal Formations. By W. H, Gilby, Esq.

, To Mr. Tilloch.

vSiR,— X HK following remarks have oria;inated from a paper of

Mr. Farcy's in the la^t number of tjie Philosophical Magazine,

respecting the coal formations in North AVales, and the relation

of the red -rround to the coal and its accompanvinir strata. From
the general tenor of this paper, iSIr. Farey seems to claim the

credit of having first brought forv.ard to the notice of the public,

ttie fnct that the dinevcnt beds of the red ground so widely distri-

buted through many parts of England, lie in an unconformable

pasition over the inclined coal measures. If that gentleman had
consulted a description of the neighbourhood of Bristol, which
you did me the favour of inserting in one of your late numbers,

he would have found that this circumstance had been then most
explicitly detailed. The arrangement which for the sake of

method and clearness I followed in that paper was entirely founded

Hpcn this very circumstance. For as the formations in the neigh-

bourhood of Biistol consist either of inclined strata or of such

as lie " unconformably in an horizontal position upon the tops of

t\\c incihied strata;" I began by describing those of the first de-

scription, comprehending the inclined coal measures, the moun-
tain hmestone, and otlier rocks which dip under them. I tlicu

proceeded to treat of the uncovforvmlie horizontal series, be-
ginning from the beds of the red marl aJi<l passing upwards to

the lyas, &c. As this account was printed in a journal which
Mr. Farey is in the habit of making the repository of his prac-
tical cbsei-vations, I cannot suppose that he was unacquainted
Avith it ; and as he has alluded to no writer v.ho had noticed the

fact before him, he plainly wishes to appear as the first an-
nouncer of it. It is very evident, therefore, that Mr. Farey has
acted in an unfair and disingenuous manner in manoeuvring for

himself a gloriola, whicli he does not deserve ; and whatever con-
sequence may be attached to the observation,— and I clearly see

that it is of considerable importance to coal proprietors,—I shall

at least be entitled to the priority of having ascertained it before

Mr. Farey, inasmuch as my paper was printed full half a year

before his.— I cannot suppose that Mr. Townsend is ignorant of

tile 1 elation which the red ground bears to the coal measures j

but,
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Init, I believe, it would not be very easy to collect tbe fiict from
his writings. As far as 1 yet know, my description of tbe forma-
tions in the neigbbonrhood of Bristol contained tbe first and
most distinct information as to tbe unconformable position of tbe
beds of tbe red ground over tbe inclined coal measures ; and at
this moment it is peculiarly gratifying to me to state, that Pro-
fessor Jameson, while lecturing during tbe course of last v»eek
upon coal, did me tbe honour to allude to my paper, and at the
same time mentioned me, as having first observed tbe real posi-

tion of tbe red ground, in regard to the coal and its accom-
panying strata.

As Mv. Farey plumes himself so much upon his practical

knowledge, and as be seems to have seen so much of tbe red
ground, I cannot but be surprised that he has been so long in

tbe dark as to the beds of the red ground overlying the tops of
tbe inclined strata. This formation must have very different

characters in the country where that gentleman has seen it, from
those which it exhibits in tbe district which has been tbe sub-
ject of my examination. There the most incurious observer

could not but remark, in very many places, tbe beds of the red
ground, that is to say, tbe coarse breccia, the red calcareous

sand-stone, and sometimes a loose clay-stone abounding with
gypsum, occurring in an unconformable situation, sometimes over

the coal measures, and at other times over tbe inclined rocks

that inclose the coal tract. These remarks, I believe, will be
sufficient to show that Mr. Farey has claimed what be has not a
fraction of a right to ; 1 shall therefore conclude by subscribing

myself,

Sir,

Very respectfully yours,

Surgeons Square, Edinburgh, W. H. GiLBY.
April 12, 1815.

P. S.—Want of leisure has prevented me from sending you

some additional remarks upon the stratification in the vicinity of

Bristol, as also some observations respecting the red ground, the

red sandstone, and the point to which, in the Wernerian system,

the Bristol formations are to be referred. These I hope soon to

I submit to you.

LV. Mr. Hume's Neiu Processfor Emetic Tartar.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— About two years ago, I was requested by some mem-
bers of the Royal College of Physicians, to turn my thoughts to

the
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the preparation of Emetic Tartar, and more especially to such

processes as would admit of the common Hack sulphuret f)j

antimony being employed.

Having succeeded in my endeavours to attain this object, and

received the most ample testimoniil^ fron: my fVieiids and many
other practical chemists, of the perfection^ practicability, and,

ffaving in respect to expense, by following this process, I shall

oa the present occasion, just mention in general terms the pre-

scription itself, and then leave any observations 1 may have to

offer on the subject, or on the labours of others who have pre-

ceded mCj for another opportunity.

Anti moniujAI Tartarisatum.

Two parts of black sulphuret of antimony in fine powder, and

one part oi nitrate of potash are to be mixed and added to two

parts of sulphuric acid, previously mixed with eight parts of wa-
ter and suffered to cool. By a due application of heat a ; rooer

oxide of antimonv will be formed, which when thoroughly washed

is to be boiled, while yet moist, with two parts of siiO&rtai frate

ofpotash and a proper quantity of water. The solution is then

to be filtrated, evaporated, and treated after the usual manner
for crystallization.

Although I succeeded by other methods, peculiarly my own,

to prepare this very important medicine, yet, upon the whole,

I am disposed to prefer the formula which I now lay before you,

more particularly as it is sanctioned with the decided approba-

tion of those whom I wished to serve and consult.

I have here adopted the nomenclature of the College, which,

after all, is as correct and convenient as anv other that has been

proposed for this article. I profess, indeed, to be an advocate

for njanv of the arbitrary names, especially for such bodies as are

beyond a binary composition ; and, where the ingredients enter,

as in emetic tartar, alum, Rochelle salt, 8cc. in definite propor-

tions, the rule is perfectly admissible ; I should propose, there-

fore, to retain both these preparations of tartar, at least under

their present titles, viz. antimonium tartarisat7im and soda tar-

tarisata.

I remain, sir.

Your obedient servant,

Long Aere, April 14, 1815,
, Jos. HuME.

LVI. On
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LVI. 0)1 Carl onnte of Ammonia as a Manure.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir —I WOULD beg leave to recommend to your agricultural
readers tlie use of the liquor produced in the distillation of coal
at the Gas Light Establi^shments, as a valuable manure. It con"-
tains prmcipally cail)onate of ammonia; and this, aceor\ling- to

n L oc?7^''^'
"'

^l'
El^"^^"ts of Agricultural Chemistry, qua'rto,

page .J7, was found to produce more luxuriant effects uponsome plants on which he tried it, than anv other saline solution
he made use of. And he very justly observes, that this resuk
might be expected

; for carbonate of ammonia consists of carbon
h>_c rogen, oxygen, and azote, the principles of which all vege-
tables are composed. But from the circumstance of this liquor
containing a little sulphur, there is another valuable property it
possesses as a manure. If it be diluted in the proportion of one
je^allon to three ot water, and then applied, it will have the effect
of destroying insects and grubs which frequently prove so de-
structive to growing crops. In the proportion of one gallon to

wkhTffect^'^
" ""^ '^^'^'' '' """"^ ^^ ""''^^'^"^ ^° ^^^ green crops

The tar that is produced in the same operation, when mixed
very argely with soil in the proportion of a gallon to about a
wheelbarrow of mould or marl, and this mixture used as a com-
post and ploughed in, or applied as a top dressing, will also be
lound a most valuable and active manure.

I remain, sir.

Your most humble servant,
April 17, 1815. .

'

C. D.

LVI I. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

,^ April 6. A PAPER by J. Knox, Esq. was communicated by
Dr. Young, detailing a series of experiments on coloured con-
Centric rings, by means of lenses, on a piece of plain mirror, or
on a table before a window. It appears, according to these ex-
periments, that the thickness and number of glass plates produce^
the variety of coloured appearances. Thus, a piece of common
crown glass laid on a table opposite a window, and a wire rod
held over it, the shadow is seen double ; with two pieces of glass
placed on each other in the same manner, the shadow appears
treble, with three pieces quadruple, and so on ; shadows always
nirreasino; acconling as the reflecting and refracting surfaces in-

crease.
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crease. By using a lens instead of a flat glass, coloured fring63

are seen : with the first lens the colours appear in a line ; when
the second lens is added to it, the fringes of colours then assume

a circular form j when a third is applied, a new series of coloured

fringes appear, which the autlior calls intersectionary fringes.

Coloured rings also appear in these experiments, the same as in

Dr. Herschel's researches. Mr. K. nsed a black card, the same

lis Dr. H. He also painted the nnder side of his glasses, in order

to prevent the appearance of coloured concentric rings, and the

better to observe the nature and modulations of the fringes, which

had not been observed, by preceding experimenters, and of which

he endeavoured to make tolerably accurate drawings. The au-

thor very modestly avoids drawing any hasty general conclusions

from his experiments, but seems to think that reflection and re-

fraction are sufficient to explain all the phsrnomena of coloured

concentric rings, by the solution or separation and combination

of rays without any intervening plate of air, or fits of easy trans-

mission, as suppo.'>ed by Newton. He found that in vacuo, in

water, or in air, tlie same rings were" produced ; but nitric and

ether heavy acids destroyed both the rings and colours.

Baron Von Humboldt of Berlin, and Messrs. Biot and Gay
Lussac of Paris, v/ere severally elected this evening (being the

first meeting after Easter) foreign members of the Society.

April 13. The veteran Major Rennel furnished another long

paper on the subject of currents in St. George's Channel, in addi-

tion to and illustration of his former paper pubUshed above twetity

years ago (1793) on this subject. He chiefly dwelt on a N\V
current proceeding from Cape Finisterre to Cape Clear and the

Scillv Isles ; his facts were taken from old journals kept on dead

reckonings in 1737, and gome books on navigation published in

175.5. He also mentioned the experiment of a bottle being

carried bv a NE current to Cape Ortega), &c.

April 20. Part of a very curious arid important paper by Sir

H.Davy was read, detailing some of liis new and curious ex-

periment, and discoveries on the combinations of iodine with

oxvgen and the acids. It appears that when oxygen is com-
bined with iodine, it first assumes a pastey or gelatinous appear-

ance, and afterwards becomes, solid ; with sulphuric and nitric

acids something similar occurs : these solid combinations Sir H.

very properly calls oxyiodats, as they differ very materially from

all the other salts the names of vtliich terminate in ale. Gay
Lussac, however, having anticipated the existence of such bodies,

proposed to call them iodates ; but this name. Sir H. justly ob-

serve*, conveys a very erroneous idea of their real character, which

is singular and interesting. The colour of these salts approaches

to violet, according to the quantity of uncombiiied iodine pre-

.sent '\\\ tliem. royal
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ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Mr. Brande's seventh lecture related exclusively to the disco-

veries of Mr. Cavendish, and to the state of chemical philoso-

phy at the period at which he terminated his successful career.

Although \'aii Helmont, Mayovv, and others were acquainted

with inflammable gaseous fluids, the nature of the principle upon
which their inflammability depended had been but very imper-

fectly guessed at, till Mr. Cavendish turned his mind to the

subject, and published upon it in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1/66. The nature and properties of inflammable air are

there dwelt upon with a masterly perspicuity, and its leading

peculiarities particularly developed.

That the combustion of a mixture of this air \vith common
air produced moisture or dew, had been observed by Macquer,
Priestley, and others; but its source was hidden until exposed by
the acute suggestion of Mr. Watt, and the decisive experiments

of Mr. Cavendish, who burned by means of the electric spark a

mixture of two measures of inflammable air, and one of dephlo-

gisticated air, and obtained an equivalent weight of pure water

:

thus was the composition of this universal fluid (till then deemed
elementary) demonstrated with an exactness and precision of

which chemists had hitherto had no example.

Mr. Brande said, that the subject upon which he was then

engaged was of such consequence in the history of the French
chemical revolution, of which he should consider the merits

and demerits in his next lecture, that it would be proper to ex-

hibit a few analytic proofs of the correctness of Mr. Cavendish's

general views. The decomposition of steam by red hot iron, and
of water by the galvanic battery, were then shown.

Several singular properties of hydrogen^ or inflammable air,

were illustrated ; especiallv the production of musical tones by
the combustion of the gas in tubes of different diameters and
materials.

Having noticed Mr. Cavendish's second great discovery, thr.t

of the composition of nitric acid, the Professor entered at some
length into the discussions which had arisen concerning the

identity of hydrogen and phlogiston, and showed, by several ap-

posite experiments, the additional strength and probability which
the phlogistic hypothesis had attained in consequence of the dis-

covery of inflammable air: he said that, in treating of the anti-

phlogistic doctrines, he should draw a comparison between the

facts upon which they are founded, and those which support
Stahl's notions. Having put his audience in possession of Mr.

• Cavendish's principal discoveries, Mr. Brande digressed shortly

Vol. 4 5 . No. 203 . /ipril 1815. U upon
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upon the peculiar genius and talents of the discoverer : he espe-

cially praised the mathematical precision and statical accuracy

wjijch glitter in his dissertations. He .should not endeavour to

chaw a parallel between the philosophical character of Mr. Ca-
vendish, and that of his fellow labourers in science, for he ad-

mitted not of comparison ; "he was himself alone."

Tovvards the conclusion of his lecture the Professor summed
up the additions which the labours of Black, Priestley, Scheele,

and Caven(Ush, had made to the stock of chemical knowledge
;

the elements of the ancients had vanished before them ; air and

water had each been decompounded, and had yielded new ele-

ments ; their properties had been investigated, and the inquiry

had thrown an entire new light upon the science : such were the

favourable auspices under wTiich Lavoisier and his associates

entered the field of chemical philosophy.

Mr. Brande in his eighth lecture resumed his History of

Chemical Philosophy with the discoveries of Lavoisier and the

Vievvs of the French School. With Lavoisier, as with his prede-

cessors in the field of theoretical chemistry, the phaenomena of

combustion were a leading object of attention, and Black's

theory of latent heat was assumed as the groundwork of his new-

views. Oxygen was considered as the only supporter of com-

bustion ; in its gaseous state it was regarded as a compound oT

a peculiar basis, combined with light and heat ; during the pro-

cess of combustion the ponderable basis united to the burning

body, ^vhile the light and heat were developed in the form of

flairie. Oxygen, as its name imports, was also looked upon as a

necessary constituent of all acids— it was described as the uni-

versal acidifying principle.

Having illustrated these views by experiment, and enlarged

upon their applications by the French chemists, the Professor

proceeded to notice the weak and faulty parts of the theory which

had been raised upon them. In regard to the evolution of hea^

and light depending upon the transition of oxygen from tlie

gaseous to the solid form, Mr. Brande remarked, that it often

took place during the change of that principle from its solid or

liquid, to its aeriform state ; as in the combustion of gun-

powder, and of oil of turpentine and nitric acid ; that the re-

sult of combustion in oxygen gas was often itself gaseous, arjd

that numerous substances burned with great energy and splen-

dour, independent of the presence of aeriform matter : this was

shown by several exjjeriments ; the most striking was the vivid

Combustion of phosi)horus, on being brought into contact with

rodine in an exhausted receiver. As to the necessary presenc«

of oxygen in acids, the Professor rem^rkedj that although many
. acids
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acKis contain it, tliere are many without it; and that it exists

VI the alkalies and in the earths : this was well illustrated by
the combustion of sulphur in oxygen, which produced sulphurous

acid : the acid thus formed was then transferred to a retort

containing potassium, which was made to burn in it, -and thus

generate an' alkali: oxygen was therefore exhibited alternately

as an element of an acid, and an alkali.

Hence we are to conclude, in direct opposition to the tenets

of the French School, that acidity is not dependent upon oxygen,

but upon the basis it unites to ; and that combustion may be

equally independent of oxygen, and must be considered as a re-

ssult of powerful chemical action, or other violent motion of the

atoms of bodies, not as ensuing from the mutual agencies of any

appropriate principles.

The identity of cliarcoal and the diamond was one of the most

singular and important of Lavoisier's original discoveries: he had
shown that both produced fixed air or carbonic acid during com-
bustion; and it was since supposed to have been proved that the

quantity of fixed air generated bv burning the diamond in oxy-

gen, was exactly equal to that pbtained from the same weight

of charcoal. The Professor said that the most eminent chemists

had been engaged in this inquiry; he exhibited their different

modes of experimenting, and noticed particularly the elegant re-

searches of Mr. Tennant, whose loss society has lately had to de-

plore.

Mr. Brande concluded this part of his subject with the in-

vestigations instituted by Lavoisier to ascertain the nature of the

atmosphere, and the proportions of its component parts, and
terminated his lecture with a short account of the character of

that philosopher, and of his melancholy death during the vio-

lence of the revolution in 1794.
*' By some," said the Professor, " he has been extolled as the

most towering genins of his age, by others stigmatized with the

dishonours of plagiarism; but these are the extremes of panegyric

and malevolence, each equidistant from candour and truth.

His merits were distinct and peculiar ; but those who have cen-

sured him with the uncandid appropriation of the thoughts and
discoveries of Rey and Mayow, of Black and of Priestley, have

unquestionably some grounds for the accusation. Let us re-

member, however, that Lavoisier was never fairly confronted

with his rivals and antagonists ; that unintentional inadvertency

often hangs upon scientific ardour ; that in the eagerness of pur-

suit he may have neglected that which in a calmer hour he would
have seen, regretted, and acknowledged ; and that in the hurry

of discussion, and heat of controversy, he was summoned to

eternity with all his imperfections on his head."

U 2 KIRWANIAN
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The reading of the " Essay on the Origin, Progress, and pre-

sent State of Galvanism, with Observations on the Inadequacy

of the Hypotlieses, &:c. &:c." by M. Donovan, Esq. Secretary,

was continued.

April 5. Examination of the hypothesis of Volta.—An arranged

'Statement of this philosopher's opinions was first given, with the

I'^jndamental experiments on which these opinions v/ere grounded.

The principle of the disturbance of the electric equilibrium v/as

first discussed. It was conceived that, for reasons assigned, this

principle is repugnant to the known laws of electricity; that it

is not supported by any of Volta's experiments but one, and that

this lies under a two-fold objection : first, it admits of a ditfereat

expl'ination ; and next, it has not succeeded in the hands of

others. The structure of the pile apparently affords a proof

that contact produces electricity : but experiments were adduced,

Vvhich appeared to prove that during the contact of the plate;

there is no electrical appearance, that these are produced be-

fore the contact takes place, and after it is broken ; or, in other

words, that the evolution of electricity hap))ens when the platcj

are at a minute distance a^^under. The experiments of V/ilson

proved that during contact the electrometer is not affected :

new experiments were detailed, showing that metallic electricitv

obeys the common lavv, and that contact of conductors instead

of disturbing restores the equilibrium. The effects of placing a
metal betv/een tv.-o others of a similar kind were next examined.

Volta conceives that tv/o electric currents are excited in oppo-

site directions, which therefore destroy each other : hence, in

such a situation of the three metals, the equilibrium is main-'

tained, and accordingly the electrometer is not affected. The
author showed, that the three metallic pieces thus arranged

display ph??noinena which do not belong to these metals under

ordinary circumstances : and, therefore, since the electricity 15

in a state of repose, what is the cause of the effects. A great

variety of other considerations were adduced, from the whole of

which the precise state of the question concerning the agency

of contact wars ccncliided to be as follows. The principle is op-
posed by the laws of electricity : it is founded on experiments

which admit of a different explanation, which were made with

a doubtful apparatus, which did not afford similar results when
in>tium.ents le:3 liable to fallacy were employed, but in some
ca<<es entirely o|jposite : it is ]>roved that contact instead of dis-

turbing re.'aores the equilibrium ; and that some phaenomcna of

contact a^c inexplicable by thio principle, whether the electricity

be in action or at re t.

Waving
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WMving the objections to this part of the liypothesis, a trial

was made how far the phaenomcna of galvanism are expla'iieJ

bv the principle in question, supposing it true. A series of ar-

f;aments were adduced, tending to show that the increasing po-

sitive and negative states of the pile towards the top and bot-

tom are not made necessary, but rather counterindicated by the

hypothesis : and that contact with both ends of the pile ought not

to be necessary in order to receive the shock. Experiments

made with a pile of a thousand plates of highly polished zinc

and copper plates were detailed, the results ot which were con-

sidered to prove that the electric states of the extremities are

very different from what has been supposed by Volta and others.

The effect of the saline solution interposed in the pile was

shown to have little relation to its conducting power, and the

efficacy of oxidation of the plates, as supposed by Volta, was

considered highly improbable : but this part of the subject was

deferred for a future discussion.

II. Examination of the hypothesis of Fabroni.—This hypo-

thesis is directly opposed to that of Volta: in the latter, electri-.

city is supposed to be the cause, and the chemical phaenomena

no more than effects : in the former, the chemical action is con-

ceived to be the cause, and the electrical appearances are con-

sidered effects. That the effects called galvanic are always pro-

duced in consequence of chemical action, and never else, the

author conceived to be a true proposition in its fullest extent

;

and experiments to prove that there is not one militating instance,

had been already laid before the Society in the statement of a

new theory of galvanism. The other principles of Fabroni's

hj'pothesis it was considered unnecessary minutely to investigate,

as several facts and arguments adduced were plainly irreconcile-

able to them. The consideration of the main proposition of

this hypothesis, it was observed, came under discussion in a more
advanced period of the essay.

III. Examination of the medium hypothesis adopted by the

British philosophers,—Drs. WoUaston and Bostock were the first

who attempted to reconcile the two preceding hypotheses: with

Volta they considered electricity the agent, hut with Fabroni

supposed that this electricity was evolyed in couseqiicnce of che-

mical action. Sir H. Davy proposed a further modification.

He conceives with Volta, that the contact of the metals is the

primary exciting cause of tiie evolved electricity; that electricity

is the agent in galvanic phaiuomena ; but with Fabroni he al-

lows that chemical changes are essential to the continued action

of the pile. The disturbance of the equilibrium by contact, it

was observed, lies in this hypothesis under the same objections

as in that of Volta. The exaltation of the two states of clectri-

U 3 city
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city in the galvanic series, attributed by Sir H. Davy to iiiclndhft,

was conceived to be not founded upon any known law of electri-

city: in all cases of induction, the intensity induced is never

greater than that of the inducing cause ; and this was illustrated

by various experiments. Numerous objections were made to

this explanation ; amongst others it was stated that the princi-

ple of induction is unnecessary, that it cannot operate, that if it

did it would not explain the phsenomena, that it excludes the

state of electric ncutralitv known to exist in the middle of the

pile. It was also objected, that although the hvpothesis con-

ceives the separation of the differently electric elements of the

saline solution interposed in the series to depend on the difference

of electric state in the metals, yet the same separation is effected

in cases where experiment proves that negative electricity is not

present. Considerations were also adduced, which seemed to

show that neither positive nor negative electricity acts any part

in the separation of the combined elements.

In the hypothesis of Davy, water is assumed to be an insula-

tor: and upon this question rest the claims of the wliole. Va-
rious experiments were stated, designed to prove that water is

a very perfect conductor of low intensities, and whenever it is an

imperfect conductor, that it is only to the highest intensities.

But whether water be or be not an insulator, the result was sup-

posed to be equally unfavourable : if its insulating power be de-

nied, every principle of this doctrine is subverted ; if admitted,

it opposes some of the facts which it was intended to explain.

Various other imperfections of Sir H. Davy's views were noticed;

and this part of the essay concluded with some general remarks

on the contradictory nature of the fundamental principles of

galvanic hypotheses.
[To be continued.]

FnENCH INSTITUTE.

[Continued from p. 232.]

M; Augustus St. Hilairc, whose papers on Botany have been

frequently mentioned, has this year made some observations on

several families of plants, in which the placenta, i. e. the part of

the fruit to which the seeds adhere, is simple^ and placed in the

midst of the fruit like a column on an axis.

When the summit of this colunm is free, the route by which

the influences of the pollen are transmitted from the pistil totlie

seeds seems to be sufficiently complicated, and is formed by

vessels which creep along even the sides of the fruit, in order to

penetrate into the placenta by its base, and proceed to the seeds

side by .side with the nutritive vessels. Such is in fact the pro-

-^ grcss
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gress of these vessels in the AmarantacecE, according to M. St.

Hiiaire ; but this observer has remarked that in. most of the

plants of the class at present under his observation, and particu-

larly in the Primulacece, the Portulacece, and the Caryophyllece,

the fecundation is produced in a more direct way ; and for thi»

purpose there exist originally very slender vessels proceeding

from the basis of the style to the summit of the placenta. These

threads are destroyed after fecundation, and it is then only that

the summit of the placenta becomes free.

M. St. Hiiaire also adopts, as constant, the existence of a

pointer of a pore different from the umbilicus, by, .which the

fecundating vessels arrive at the grain, and to which M. Turpin,

as mentioned in a preceding report, has given the name of mi-.

crnpilis.

The purely botanical part of M. St. Hilaire's memoir pre-

sents many observations in detail, unfortunately very little sus-

ceptible of analysis, on the particular characters of certain plants

of the families which he has examined, some of which seemed

""to him to serve as the types for new genera, and others ought to

pass into families different from that in which certain imperfect

observations had hitherto placed them.

The pisang, banana, or fig-tree of Adam is a herbaceous

plant, of the height of a tree, very remarkable by the enormous
extent of its leaves, and celebrated for the utility of its fruits,

which furnish the inhabitants of the torrid zone with one of the

principal articles of their food. Cultivation has multiplied its

varieties to such an extent, that there are as many kinds of it as

of apple or pear trees.

M. Desvaux, vVho has collected all that has been written on
the banana, has reckoned forty-four varieties in the common
species, or the musa^ paraditiaca of Linnteus, and three species

distinct from that : viz. the 7num sapieutiim h\m\., the musa
coccinea now quite common in Europe, and the ensete de-

scribed by Bruce in his Travels.

The fig-tree has undergone still more numerous modifications

in the hands of cultivators. Mar([uis Suffrein, who resides in Pro-

vence, which is so famous for its figs, has taken the trouble to

enlighten cultivators as to the true method of bringing the fig-

tree to perfection. He has already made known 162 varieties,

and his researches are not yet terminated.

iVl. Thiebaut de Berneaux, who purposes to give a French

translation of the works of Theophrastus, and who, iii order to as-

certain with more accuracy the vegetables mentioned by this

celebrated successor of Aristotle, has performed several journeys

in the countries where these vegetables grow, and has presented

to the Class some of the results already obtained^ not only in the

U 4 species
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species indicated by Theophrastus, but also in those mentioned
in the other Greek and Latin authors.

Thus the ckara, which Caesar's soldiers discovered so fortu-

ratelv under the walls of Dvrrachium, and the roots of which
prevented them from starving, deserves well to be sought after.

At present this name is given to a small aquatic plant, which cer-

tainly can afford nourishment to no person ; and there are a mul-
titude of contending opinions on the subject of the chara of

Ca^ar.

M. de Berneaux, after having examined and rejected all these

opinions successively, shows that the chara was a cabbage, and
thinks it v,'as the species now known bv the name of crambe
tatarica. In fact, this plant grows in great abundance in the en-
virons of DjTrachium, and in all Hungary and Turkey : it has

very long and thick roots, firm and well tasted, which are eaten

raw or boiled in all the countries just mentioned, and which are

of great service in times of scarcity.

Several Latin authors describe various marsh plants by the

name of ulva ; but they mention one in particular as being

excellent food for sheep. As among tlie aquatic plants the fes-
tnca Jlidtans only is eaten bv sheep, and as tliis grass covers a

great part of the Italian marshes, M. de Berneaux thinks the

above is the particular species of nlra, and he also shows that

this is the grass denominated by Thcophrastus and the Greeks

iypha.

The ancients boast much of the useful properties of the cij-

iisus ; but they describe it imperfectly, and the moderns differ

greatly as to the plant which ought to bear this name. Some
have been of opinion that it is the tree lucern {medicago ar-

(jfjrca). M. de Berneaux, who has made copious researches into

this subject, thinks that it is rather our false ebony, cytisus la-

lurnwn. But as Plinv speaks clearly of this last tree under the

name of lahurvum, and regards it as different from the cytisus;

and as on the other hand some parts of the description given of

the cytisus by Dio^corides do not exactly suit it, ^L de Bcr-

ii(jaux's opinion docs not seem quite well founded. It is to be

obi^erved, however, that Pliny and other ancient naturalists are

very vague in their descriptions of plants.

In the buds of trees, there are some which are not developed

with the rest, and which are called dead eyes, but which ought

rather to be called sleeping eyes, for it is possible to revive them
from this state of lethargy even when it has lasted several years.

It is owing in general to the tendency of the sap to go to the up-

per buds. tiTbe lower buds are thereby deprived of this nouriih-

ing fluid. No inconvenience arises from this process to trees

which E.re destined to yield wood or to afford a shade; but in the

fruit-
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fruit-trees, vvliere it is requisite to arrange all the branches for a

specific purpose, cultivators are compelled to put grafts on the

places occupied by the dead eyes ; a tedious and luicertain pro-

cess, M. Marien de la Martinidre practises another method: he

makes a small cut in the form of a V reversed above the dead eye

r.nd into the core. The ascending sap is checked in its progress

upwards, and is thus confined to the deatj eyes.

We are now called upon to say a few words on a work by

?.I. Lasteyrie du Saillant on all the branches of the agriculture

and the rural and domestic oeconomy of the Chinese. It is col-

lected from all the authors who have written upon China, and

embellished with a very great number of drawings made in China,

and by Chinese, in which are represented all the processes of

their industry, and all the instruments which they employ. This

great empire, in which an immense population is entirely sup-

ported by agriculture, and where this art has been honoured and
protected without interruption since the first establishment of the

Chinese monarchy, cannot fail to have made great progress

;

and in fact M. de Lasteyrie has made us acquainted with several

utensils more simple and more convenient than those used by
the Europeans, and indicates some highly useful improvements

respecting the culture of fruit-trees.

M. Yvard has presented a large treatise on such plants as are

injurious to grain, and on the means of preserving cultivated

lands from them. What are commonly called bad plants

£.re the production of nature; kinds of savage plants : the

air, water, and animals bring their seeds, which the earth re-

tains a long time in its bowels, and at tiie favourable momcut
they are seen to spring up : frequently also the farmer himself

sows them mixed with badly compounded manure. M. Yvard,

who has described upwards of three hundred, gives ample details

of various methods for destroying these weeds.

This expenenced agriculturist has rendered a still more im-
portant service to agriculture, by publishing last spring, through

the medium of the journals, the means which his experience

pointed out to him as the best adapted for repairing the losses

%vhich the events of the war had occasioned by destroying the

corn in the ear. He had the happiness to see his counsel fol-

lowed, and the high price of corn at least did not indicate that

our provinces had been overrun by contending armies. It has

been by similar applications of agriculture and of the arts, per-

fected by the spirit of the sciences, that France has combated for

twenty years the disasters of a cruel tvar, and has been able to

support, without sinking under it, the final operations which put

an end to her miseries.

[To be continued.j LVIII. //i-
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LVI II. IntelligeTice and Miscellaneous Arl'tclei,

SUTHERLAND COAL-PIT.

J.N the county of Sutherland in Scotland, a pit of coal was dis-

covered about two or three years ago, contrary to the opinion of

many who supposed that no coal was to be found north of the

Tay. This coal has been wrought to a considerable extent, but

time has shown, that it seems to possess one property pecuhar

tojtself. The refuse coal, of which a large quantity had been

left to accumulate near the mouth of the pit, after having been

exposed to the air for a considerable time, took fire of its own
accord, and continued in a state of combustion till the whole

was consumed. At present they have ceased to work the pit,

partly on account of this peculiar property of the coal, but chiefly

that they mav have time to clear away the refuse on the surface.

They do not despair of opening the pit again, and of discovering

a mode of preventing the deflagration : and preparatory to the

recommencement of working it, they are sinking shafts in the

direction in which they intend to proceed.

We are sorr\' to annouiu e the death of the celebrated Danish

astronomer, Professor Bygge, of Copenhagen.

Mr. Thomas Forster has just published a Sketch of the New
Anatomy and Physiology of the Brain. He has determined the

organ of mvsterizingness to be a distinct faculty, but does not

enter into the proofs, as the large work of Dr. Spurzheim con-

tains the substance of what is known on the subject.

LECTURES.

Theatre of Anntomij, Barllctl's Conrf, Holl'om.— Lectures

on Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, and Surgery, by Mr. John

Taunton, F.A.S., Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of

London, Surgeon to the City and Finsbury Dispensaries, City

of London Truss Society, &c.

In this Course of Lectures it is proposed to take a compre-

hensive view of the structure and oeconomy of the living body,

and to consider the causes, symptoms, nature, and treatment of
surgical diseases, with the mode of performing the different

surgical operations ; forming a complete course of anatomical and

physiological instruction for the medical or surgical student, the

artist, the professional or private gentleman.

An
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An ample field for professional edification will be afforded by
the opportunity Avhich pupils may have of attending the clinical

and other practice of both the City and Finsbury Dispensaries.

The Summer Course will commence on Saturday, May 20,
IS 15, at Eight o'clock in the Evening precisely, and be continued

every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at the same hour.—Par-

ticulars may be had on applying to Mr. Taunton, 87, Hatton
Garden.

Dr. Clutterbuck will begin his Summer Course of Lectures on
the Theory and Practice of Physic, Materia Medica, and Che-
mistry, on Friday, June 2d, at Ten o'clock in the Morning, at

his House, No. 1, in the Crescent, New Bridge Street, Black-

friars, where further particulars may be had.

The Summer Courses of Lectures on the Theory and Practice

of Physic, by Dr. Roget; and of Materia Medica and Medical
Jurispnadence, by Dr. Harrison, will commence, as usual, in

Windmill Street, on the first week in May. The Lectures on
Chemistry will, in consequence of Dr. Davy's absence from
Town, be given during the Summer by Dr. Granville.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Charles Gent and Square Clarke, of Congleton, county

palatine of Chester, for a new method of making a svvift and
other apparatus thereto belonging, for the purpose of winding

silks.—21st March IS 15.—2 months.

To Richard Smith, of Tibbington House, in the county of

Stafford, ironmaster, for improvements in smelting iron stone

iron ore, lead or copper ore, and other mineral substances;

also of refining crude iron, lead, copper, gold, silver, tin, and
all other metals or metallic bodies, and of making and manu-
facturing iron.—29th March.—6 months.

To William Vaughan Palmer, of Ihninster, for an improved

method of twisting and laying of hemp, flax, ropes, twine, line,

thread, mohair, wool, cotton, silk, and metals, by machinery.

-4th April.—2 months.

To Thomas Bagot, of Birmingham, for an improved method
T-md machine for passing boats, barges, and other vessels from a

ligher to a lower level, and the contrary, without loss of water.—
|4th April.—3 months.

To William Losh, of the parish of Walls, Northumberland,

Iron-founder, for his new plan for fire-places or furnaces for

Ineatilig ovens and boilers, and the water or other liquids con-

tained
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tained in boilers, and for converting such water or other litiiiids

into steam for the purpose of working engines, and for other

uses in manufacture.—Sth April.—2 months.
To Joshua Shaw, of Mary Street, Fitzroy Square, for cer-

tain improvements in the tool or instrument called the gla-

zier's diamond.— 1 4th April.— 6 months.
To A\'illiam Bell, of Birmingham, for his new and improved

method of making and manufacturing wire of every description,— 18th April.—2 months.
To Michael Billingsley, of Bowling Ironworks, in the parish

of Bradford, in the county of York, engineer, for certain im-
provements in the steam-engine.—20th April.—2 months.

meteoroijogial results

Of the atmospherical Pressure, Temperature, Rain, Evaporation,

and Wind ; deduced from diurnal Observations made at Man-
chester in the Year 1814 j by Mr. Thomas Hanson, Surgeon.

Latitude 53" 25' North. Longitude 2" IC West of London.
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June.—The first fortnight was cold and cloudy for the season, particularly from

the 1st to the 9ih, as the wind chicflj' hlew frum the east quarter, which had the

effect of retarding vegetation, particularly as the fall of rain bad beeu trifling for

six weeks past,— It is reoiaikable, chat during this ami the preceding month the

greatest extremes took place in the course of twenty-four hours; m the pre-

sent instance the difference of the extreiivs of the thermometer 'indicated 28°,

the niaximnm being at 6^", and the minimum 39": it was on the 9th, or upon the

day these changes took place, that the wind changed from P^ to S.-r-Much honey-

dew appeared upon currant-trees during the continuance of the easterly winds.

The latter part ol' the month was warm, and attended with occasional showers of

rain, which much revived the droojiing state of vegetation.

Jrr,Y.—Kain fell at intervals, and in larger quantities; which greatly accele-

rated the prodnctioHs of tlie ground.—On the '2l)th, about four o'clock in the even-

ing, there were very vivid lightning and loud thunder; after which an inch and a

half of rain fell in the course of halfan hour; wind blew strong but sultry from the

SW. previous to the storm, but about the time of tlie thunder it became a complete

calm.—The temperature in consequence was lowered, but it soon showed a quick

and great augmentation, for on the '2jth it was as higli as 80°, being the annual

maximum.
August.—This month was decidedly very cloudy and showery, for there were

22 days on which rain fell less or more, yet the montlily quantity only exceeds the

preceding month by one inch ; the temperature in consequence received a sensible

diminution.—Prevailing winds, SW and NW; on the 6th and two following days

it blew strong and boisterous from the former quarter, attended with heavy rain.

Septembeii.—From the 1st to the I2th, tlie curve of temperature was lowered

JG°, the minimum being as low as-iO", but at the end of a week from this depres*

sion it was raised to 74", which constitutes the monthly extremes.—This mouth has

been fine, brilliant, and dry; prevailing wind SW.—On the 11th, at nine o'clock

in the evening, the sky being free from clouds, there was a luminous band, like an
halo, bHt much narrower, which extended quite across the hemisphere in the di-

rection from NNE to WW by S; it continued near an hour, gradually disappeaV-

ing, by diffusing its light laterally.

October.—From the 1st to the 12th the weather became much colder, the

thermometer indicated two degrees below freezing, but which was at the end of four

days raised 26*; wind boisterous from SW ; rain now fell in large quantities,.aud
continued so almost uninterruptedly to the end.

November—Was noted for fluctuations of heat, interspersed with gloomy and

rainy days.—Mean monthly temperature about 40", the minimum was as low as

23" ; and which occurred on the 22d.

December—Upon the whole was as mild as November, indeed the two monthly
extremes were several degrees higher.—On the 16th the wind blew a violent hur-

ricane from the SSW nearly the whole of the day, its fury did much damage to

bouses and other buildings by unroofing and otherwise damaging them.—There
w^s a great and sudden loss of barometrical pressure, for in the course of the day
the mercury lo?t nine-tenths of an inch.—Early on the morning of the 14th there

lirere thunder and lightning.

The annual pressure of the barometer is 29,899 inches
Ditto of the thermometer 4"7°,223

Mean temperature of the six summer months , . .

.

58*',80

Ditto ditto of the six wintey months 38»,64
Fall of rain in Manchester 26,470 inches
Ditto upon Blackstone Edge .. 34,985 do
Water evaporated from a surface of water .. .. .. 20, 163 do
Spaces described by the barometer from its mean daily curve 53,25 do
Nuinber of barometrical changes 123 do

Prevailing winds, SWl W. and E.

Meteoro*
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Meteorological Olsenmtions made at Clapton^ In Hackney^
from April Uo 20, 1815.

April I to 7*.—The weather during this period was fine,

warm, and dry ; the wind for the most part westerly, witli clouds
of curious modifications. Some slight showers now and then.

April 8.—I perceived today that the wind was got to the
eastward. There were cirri and a cirrocumulative tendency in

the clouds, with cumuli below. The wind blew strong.

April 9.—Easterly wind. Cloudy, with a shower in the mid-
dle of the day.

April 10.—Hard rain early; clouded and damp the rest of
the day. Thermometer at 11 P.M. 52^. Barometer falling
^0-00.' Wind easterly.

April 1 1 .—-Cloudy morning and misty ; fair day, and very
warm. Fine calm evening. Cumuli and some cirrostratus.

Thermometer at midnight 45°. It had been 62° in the day.

April 12.—Fine warm day, but with light showers.

April 13.—^A very hard thunderstorm with hail and rain about
2 P.M. ; air warm ; night partially clouded. Some of the hail-

stones which fell during the hard storm this morning were
very large. The evening became cool.

April 14.—Cold north wind. The change from the warmth
of the several preceding days to the present cold was very sensi-

bly felt.

April 15.—Cold N. wind with much cloudiness. Cumulo-
sratus forming out of the flimsy and confused modifications.

The Barometer rising to 30-20 at 11 P.M., and the Thermo-
meter down to the freezing point.

April It).—Confused masses of \ohy cumulus early; after-

wards common ephemeral well-defined cumuli. Cold north
winds.

April M

.

—Fine clear morning; cuynnli formed afterwards.

April 18.—Cold NE wind, and unpleasantly dusty. Fine

clear moon-light evening.

V April 19.—The weather still cold; the sky was clear, except

C7imuli increasing towards afternoon. The moon at night was
hazy with a faint halo, and the air was somewhat warmer.

April 20.—Clouded and warmer than yesterday, with change
of wind, veering round to the eastward. During the morning
some small rain. Barometer sinking.

Five Houses, Clapton,

April »2, 1815. ThoMAS FoESTE-R.

* A brilliant meteor was seen at Walthamstow about 11 o'clock in the

evening of the ^S, It had an asceiiduig and «ufyiliuqar motion.

^lETEORO-
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meteorological table,

By Mr. Gary, of the Stram*,
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LIX. On the Vhcsnoynena of Vegetation. By Mrs. Ieeetson,

To Mr, Tllloch.

Sir,—In two previous communications I have shown that the

quantity of nourishmsnt distributed to plants was variously ar-

ranged between the two grand repositories, the earth and the

atmosphere, I have by the dissection of leaves, plainly I hope,

evinced that some plants receive hardly any nutriment from the

soil, while from the surface and sides of the leaves, and the im-
mense quantity of hairs with which the plants are loaded, they

cvidentlv prove how much support they dravv from tlie atmo-
sphere. But others on the contrary, having innumerable skins

on their leaves to shut out moisture, must therefore depend al-

most whuUy on the root for that support which they cannot

procure otherwise. Now to complete the establishment of this

fact, as one to he depended on, ic was necessary that the forma-

tion and appearance of the root of each different plant should

corroborate the evidence of the leaves, and answer to the idea

their cuticles suggested. I had hitherto neglected to examine
this ; I had indeed dissected a great variety of roots, but it W3.s

the interior that then occupied my attention, not the exterior

and accompaniments. It was with some trepidation, there-

fore, I collected twenty roots of different soils to examine and
inquire thoroughly into this fact. With v.'hat delight then do
I present to the public the complete confirmation of its truth !

and as this requires no dissection, every person mav prove the

justice of my assertion. But before I show the sort of root that

belongs to the plant of each different soil, I shall point out the

various ways in which the juices^ are received by the root, and
the use of each separate part.

The middle root is merely a reservoir, within which is accumu-
lated all that provision whicli supports the plant. Its office ap-

pears to be the receiving the coUections brought to it by the

side roots, to arrange, compound, and extract the juices collected

for its approjiriation and selection. Next to this are the side

roots:—always keeping near the surface of the earth, they

cull the richest of its liquids, and from the fat and vegetable

matter which usually covers the upper soil, they by means
of their radicula, which are generally projected upwards, draw
into these side roots that liquid matter which forms the sap, but

which is certainly diluted in the middle root ; for, if caught in

the preceding situation, it forms an almost jelli/ ; ye': when ar-

rived at the centre it is perfectly Uquejicd. Thus ile.e roots

bring the nutriment requisite for the tree, and the matter which
Vol. 45. No. 205. May 1815. X forms
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forms the new wood, as I have before shown in Nicholson's
.Journa!, vol. xxxiii. p. 234. The tap-root collects the juices

from a louver strata from the subsoil ; and iherc, I doubt not,

much of that which completes the bark is taken, besides the
n-iatter of the pollen, which is most evidently formed here, since

I have traced it from hence to the parts adjoining the bark, and
from that place to the bud at the time it is taking in its seeds and
pollen, when fixed in its cradle in the bark. The juices thus

obtained from the substrata, and running in the tap-root, often

show by their strange colours the different kinds of liquids they
draw from the earth : from the side roots no juices come but

an inspissated colourless liquid, but in the tap-root it is often so

deeply tainted with colour as to dye the wood the whole wav it

runs. 1 have by me three specimens of this :—one a beautiful

lead tint, one a bright yellow, and one a light green : the latter

I take to be copper, especially as it killed the tree. The yellow

was probably sulphur ; but the first had the appearance of a
bright and shining paint, highly varnished. After the tap-root

may be ranged the radicula : and this is the principal part that

really draws in the nourishment the plant requires ; and by their

number we may fairly judge what quantity of matter the tree

takes in from the root : they are formed in a curious manner,
rounded at the end and without rind, and more intended ap-
parently to suck up the moisture, than take it in as the hairs.

I may here observe, that when it is designed to take in juices

from the atmosphere, the instrument made use of by Nature re-

©embles a blow-pipe, though with many valves. But when the

nourishment is to be drawn from the earth, the instrument is a

round figure like a diminutive sponge about 2-lOths of an inch

in length, but which has also several valves to complete it ; see

Plate VII. fig. 1. Besides the radicula there is another sort of small

root, which I call Zijilre: it is blunt, with an interior vessel often

projecting beyond the bark: see fig. 2. Next to this arethe-hairs,

which are rarely discovered of more than two sorts ; see fig. 3.

But the hairs appear to me to be merely an occasional addition,

when a dry season requires more moisture.— I have now shown
how the root receives the liquids from the earth ; it may there-

fore be easily conceived that the quantity of matter it takes in,

must be proportioned to the mimher of radiculayjih'es and hairs,

it possesses, an.d not to the size of its middle root.

This prefaced, I shall now show that the sand plants, which
take so much nutrirnent from the leaves, though often large iu

the middle (as the turnip), have a totally denuded root, with very

few radicles and no fibres ; they have long tapering roots lessen-

ing by degrees to a point ; they haVo a few side roots rarely

graced witb radicula. See the turnip-raidiahj carroty chamomile,
-urtiiu
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Urlica 7irevSy ulysuvm, and many others it would be tedious to

mention, but which t-i\e almost all their iiourishment from the

atmosphere*"; see Plate VII. ^^. 4.

Rock plants being of a perfectly different formj have no radi-

<:ula ; they have instead a little sort of instrument which licks up
the water from the stones, to keep the stem moist enough to al-

low the seeds formed in the root to rise through it to the buds.

The trifling degree of earth found in most rocks ajjpears to give

sufficient li<|uid to form the seeds, and this is all that is required

from the root of a rock vegetable ; for all the nutriment is given

either by the leaves if thev have anvj or the stems and flowers of

these plants : every part is indeed open to the atmosphere. Euit

v.hen we turn from the vegetable, which, like tlie rock plant,

takes all its nourishment from alcove, and observe those which

by degrees receive more and more of their support from the

root, we are immediately struck with the difference not only in

form but in uppcmdaoes. Th.e clayey plant receives a pretty

equal (|uantity of nutriment from the leaves and root. It has

almost always a stunted prcemorse or' bitten-off root ; see fig. 7.

The side roots reach but a very little way, that they may not be
cut off by the large lumps of clay that coagulate, and inclose

the moisture surrounding each vegetable. But their short side

roots are loaded with radicula, which plainly show how much
more nutriment they must take from the earth than either sand
or rock plants : sometimes they have, occasional hairs, but never

anv fibres.

The chalk plant takes nearly two-thirds from the root, the

rest from the atmosphere. They have no very distinguished

shaped root, that part being sometimes large and thick, as in

Japnnaria officinalis aud A' temisia acantlia; sometimes running,

as in the Antirrhinum re(>ens: they have always pretty nearly

the same quantity of radicles, many more than the clayey plants,

but no fibres, and rarely any hairs. Most of the chalk plants

have rather a thick cuticle to their root, but not so thick as that

which always covers the clayey plant, for tliat is almost always

double: both are intended, I suppose, to guard the root from the

entrance of that putrid water but too apt to lodge vvithin the

interstices of the clayey lumps. I conjecture this, because the

defence (though still existing) is not so great in the chalk as in

the clay, neither is the first so troubled with the deject, See
fig. 8, Chalk root,

* I much regret spncfe is not allowed me to give many specimens in

drawing of the roots, ;is tlicy would strike tlic eye with tlvj astonisliin*;

difference existing in tluit part ns appertainincf to each ditTerent soil. But
should I ever be able to give this work to the public properly, it will be
there exemplified.

X 2 As
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As to the tree and shrub, they are certainly more indebted to

the root than to the atmosphere, thoii^^h a c|uaiitiiy of nutri-

n)cnt is also received by tlie leaves. It is known that in many
trees the roots almost equal in extent the spreading branches

;

and as each of the side limbs below has such a set of branches

to support above, they must of course increase with their leafy

honours. It is the side roots which ]>ring the greatest quantity

of sap: they often reach an immense way; and as the radicles

placed in the whole extent are mostly turned upwards, it is in

great part the produce of that vegetable matter lying near the

.surface which bc^^tov>'s on them its richest juices. A large num-
ber of circular vessels in the middle of these roots convey these

treasures to tiie centre root, while the rest (adjoining the bark)

are filled with fresh-forming seeds. Trees and shrubs as v.ell as

luscious plants (see fig. 9) have all the assistance the radicula. as

Vi'ell as fibres and liairs, can be< tow on them ; but many liave

also those balls of fat matter which adhere often to the sides of

the fibres, and must add much to' t!ie nutrinient of the plant.

But when it is a fir or an ever-green tree. Nature has still another

rcbonrce. Dissecting many roots of firs, I discovered in the balm
of Gilead fir, at the termination of each side root, a large bun-
dle of radicula; it had a rao^t strange appearance ; nor could I

at first understand its use. till I examined it thorouehly, and
found it was to increase the nourishment within a given distance.

To give an idea of the contrivance, I subjoin the specimen; it is

however scarce one quarter of it, see fig. 5. Besides this, the

tree had fibre.^, hairs, and halls; it must therefore have had be-

stowed on it am.ple amends for the nutriment it lost in its leaves.

In tlie rich loams, and those plants which are oidy suited to

them, the cjuantity of roots is prodigious ; 1 have often seen

them twice the size of the plant, for example the rape plnnl,

see fig. Sj which draws much juice from the earth. The bog
plants also have many spreading roots, and are extremely in-

debted to the soil for support.

But I mjist not pass over the curious form of the roots of tlie

water plants. They hang like a svphon in a straight line from the

middle root, makiug first a sort of curve like that instruuicntj

see fig. 6: by this means, and by a managed vacuum above, they

draw uj) the water to the plant, as the impervious skin round

the root will not permit it to enter in any other way, though

growing la or on the waier : the stem of tlie leaves serves to com-
municate the air at the first return of light ; and when this is

drawn off by the wants of the plant, it completes the vacuunij

which draws up the water in the hanging rool^, which had been

closed by cold and darkness, and re-opened by light and air. If

the root^ are taken out of the water at night, they will always be

found
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foiuul closed and their sides pressed togetlicr. There is still,

however, much to ))e discovered in the mecbauisiii of the water

plants, which I hoj)e to understand and unravel tliia summers
the straight roots of t!ie real water plants are never branched,

nor have thev any radiculu, fibres, and rraely any hairs, and
those only on the middle root, i beforo showed that the leaves

take in no nourishment from the atmosphere ; but these pipes

hanging continually in water, and administering it to the plant

as long as the light continues, must give all the support they

can possibly require.

Thus it may Idc easily seen that the roots as well as the cuti-

cles of the leaves and the kairs confirm the facts tliey promised

to corroborate, and prove that the plants are either fed by the

roots or the atmosphere, or both conjointly; that this entirely de-

pends on the nature of tlie soil. What then is to be deduced
from this reviev/ of their iiabits ? That each plant being formed
to grow in one particular earth, it must consequently be more
aciapted and qtow htiter in its native soil than \i\ any other.

That those ])lants which grow in sand, from taking so much
from the atniosphere, require a greater attention to be paid to the

aspect than any other circumstaiice. That those v.'hich grow
in clayey ground demand its being drained, and reduced to as

fine a soil as is consistent with the nature of the earth ; that the

roots may be capable of running to a greater distance from their

centre root, vj'Uknut danger of having them cut oJf\ and there-

fore that they may, by spreading more, be better able to nourish

the plant. In calcareous ground the form of the root teaches

us that the weight of the chalk should be lessened by mixture,

and the secreted water mingled with the upper surface : and in

a rich soil it should be well ascertained, whether it is luscious

enough to do v/ithout manure ; as all tiiese luxuriant plants are

so loaded with the means of tak);ig in nutriment from the root,

that if any addition is made they will easily overpower them-
selves, and die of plethory. It ofUzu. happens that dung is laid

on land that would grow better for a few cart-loads of clay or

sand. I have seen a soil so rich as to spoil the taste of the ve-

getables raised in it, and to bring on disorders that afterwards

spread in the seed. It is greafly the interest of the farmer vvho

is lucky enough to have such !;ind, to ascertain this, as it is only

not to manure it, and now and then to tjirow en it a liule lime

to prevent the acid too strongly ))redominating over the aikals,

and the plants cannot fail to do well. It is asiojiishing hov/

much better the East Indians understand this subject than we
do : they would not put a plant in a wrong soil for the u arid.

They say very properly that it will biight it, and they have al-

ways proved it} for when Tippoo Saib insisted on their putting in

X 3 a parti-
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a particular sort of wheat [Triticnm monococcum) in the Mysore
country, which was not suited to the soil, though it did admira-

bly higher up towards the Carnatic— obliged to obey, all the

v/heat that was produced was so tainted with blight, that it

yielded in a bushel not a quarter measure o^ flour. When for

want of other ground they are obliged to put a plant into

clay instead of sand, they fill the holes where the seeds are to

be placed with sand, or strew the ground over with it to some
depth*, that the embryo of the plant, hnding ifs ou n soil, may
draw from it its native juices, nor have to struggle with adverse

land, till, strong and vigorous, it is enabled to bear it But they

sav, " take what precautions they will, it is never equal to that

which grows in its ptoptr soil," I think I may observe, that it

staiids to reason that this must be the case ; and that, as every

plant has its favourite earth, it must grow better and finer, if

manured in that soil, than m any other: and as Nature has been

so bountifiil to us as to bestow a great variety of the necessary

plants, and adapted them to almost every soil ; should not our

industry supply what remains^ to be done, and seek and fix the

plants suiting each different sort of ground ? And would not the

person who did this be a benefactor to marikivdP The nsanncr

in which our wheat is now tainted, calls aloud for some remedy;

and the introduction of the immense number of neii u heats

well accounts for the increase of this disorder; for they are placed

in any ground, nor the question thought of " From what soil

do thev come?" But I have strayed to farming again, when I

intended to pursue my present subject.—" The consequeii^'e that

must follow the proofs I have given of the leaves in part feeding

the plants."

If the leaves contribute thus to the nutriment of the plant,

and that the water taken in by the hairs is decomposed, and con-

verted into oxygen and hydrogen, the first given out to purify

the air, and the latter secreted for the use of the seeds ; how
tan it be also retained to be given out in pers|)iration ? The plan

is perfectly contradictory ; and I wonder not that the inimitable

Mirbel expressed some doubts of its truth. The idea therefore

of plants perspiring is a mistake ; and those figures taken for

bubbles of water given out of the plant, are on the contrary in-

struments beautifully adapted to the receiving and inhaling all

the various juices the atmosphere has to bestow, and convert

them into volatile oils, resins, and all the liquids the plant is

afterwards found to yiekl. But another argument appears to

me still more to show the fallacy of the former opinions. It

was believed that the water taken in from the dews and rains

* Sec Buchannan.

was
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was deco7nposed, and the oxygen given out; and the only re-

maining juices, the sap, (after mounting and attaining the highest

part of the tree,) dfscevded again through the bark into the root.

Thus everv sort of nutriment belonging to the plant is disposed

of. And what then is left to nourish the plant? what is to form

all the new shoots of the tree, and new wood which requires the

sap to stagnate on the parts while forming r But, instead of this

false system, if we suppose that part only just which dissection

authorizes and enforces, ** the dispersion of oxygen arising from

decomposed water," and the very pockets from which it flows, is

discoverable in the leaves: that from other sorts of hairs are taken

into the plant all that can form the scents and sweet-smelling oils,

and are thus made to pass into the second cuticle, where they

are defended bv a double skin from the too great evaporation

;

while the various bark juices after uniting compose the pabulum

of the leaf; then pouring down through the leaf-stem, pass un-

der the rind, and fill the large vessels of the inner bark, the green

part detaching itself and forming separate as in the leaves; while

the upper cuticle of the leaf gives nutriment to many plants,

and with the assistance of the hairs and instruments gives scents

or juices to all : that through the root and from the earth is

taken the sap, which is always analogous in quantity to the mea-

sure of the new shoots it is to form, and the new wood it is to

create : that the tap-root also supplies the centre shoot and the

powder of the pollen. Thus every part is provided for; and the

whole formation is justified, and indeed was at first suggested by

the dissection of plants, and can in its whole process be followed

up by the eye, with the help of little more than a single mi-

croscope, though the discoveries of course were made with rmich

more poiuerjul means. It is also certain that the roots mark, by

their shape and their accompaniments, the soil in which they

are to grow ; it cannot therefore be wondered at, that the cuticle

of the leaves of each plant should concur with them to display

the same.

It was my intention to leave the root of rock plants ur.de-

iCribed for the present, till I got some more vegeta!)Ie? of that

kind ; but I am anxious to l)r;ng them all into one point of vieiv^

and show how entirely the soil governs the plant, and how truly

;he root differs in shape, formation, and acconiDnniinents, when

-t originally proceeds from another earth ; and in this case there

are very strange alterations 1 cannot in any manner account for.

The stem from the root upwards is e^^posed and open to the

atmosphere, and generally covered with hairs or spines, which is

only another means of taking in nourishment ; but the root be-

low is laid over with a dc-.b'.e cuticle cf a very strange kind.

X4
'

It
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It is uncommonly thick, and the whole interior of the stem io

loose as not to be half iilled, and the centre circle is a cylinder

of cotton curiously formed: this I take (thoiigh so soft) to be the

wood part, as there is an interior line, sviafl (but more solid in

matter), on which all the branches of the root are fixtJ, which
proves it to be the line of life, or ca?!nl medullaire. The al'mrnum
vessels, instead of being in their utval places (between the bark
and wood), are ])laced between the two rinds: and the inner bark

vessels follow. We may call the secoiul riiul a bark, for there

is no other: but if we do, it is still differently placed, since it

completely separates the seeds and inner bark vessels: the pol-

len is as usual with the seeds, only the latter in vessels tied with

the string, and the farina in the spaces between them ; the two
vinds are more like leather. The wood (if it mu<t be so called)

consists of soft cotton cylinders filled with water, which I suppose

is taken up by the little pumps which are on the roots instead of

radicles : but there are two sorts ; perhaps one of them takes

the juices for the seeds, and the other the uater^ as there are

very few of the former ; see fig. X, and fig. XI; the water ones,

fig. XII, the shape of the wood vessels. The seeds are most
easily seen mounting the tree from th.e root in the stone pine,

and red spruceJir, as also in the sempervivmns, if the two rinds

are divided.

I shall now conclude this letter, and mv next will be another

exnlanatorv letter on the growth of the seeds in the root, shov/-

ing that they must be seeds, or at least the ernhryo or heart

;

.since they are to be seen passing into the seed-vessel and fixing

themselves in the place of the seeds while the flowers are still in

the bud.

I am, sir.

Your obliged servant,

Sherwood, Jan, 29, 1315. AgnES IbbETSON.

A further Description of the Plate.

PI. VII. Fig. 1. Appearance of the radicles v/hen dissected.

Fig. 2, Form of the fibres only to be found in rich

ground, trees and firs.

Fig. 3. Tiie only sort of hairs Itjund in the root.

Fig. 4,4. The sort of roots common to i 11 sand plants.

Fig. 5, 5. The quantity of radicles found in the root of

the silver fir.

Fig. 6, The sort of root common to all water plants.

Fig. 7. Root common to clayey plants.

Fig. B. Roots conunon to many chalk plants,

fig.
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Fig. 9. Root common to all rich eartli: the root being
larger still.

Fis^. X. The first sort cf pump; the second sort of pump,
%. XI.

-LX. A Reply to Mr. Donovan's Ohaervations, dc. on Mr.
De Luc's Paper publhhed in our Number for February,
By J. A. Ii}s. Luc, Esq. F.R.S. &c.

To Mr. Tilloch.

S1R3

—

In your Journal for March, art. xxxvii. I ^nd ^^ Ob^er-
valions on a Paper by J. A. De Luc, Esq. containing some R,e-

raarks on Mr. Donovan's Reflections concerning the inadequacy
of electrical Hypotheses ; by M. Donovan, Esq."

if philosophical controversies were alwiiys carried on with sucli

a tranquilhty and fairness as reigns in that between Mr. Dono-
van and myself, such discussions would better forward true na-
tural philosophy than they commonly do. i hope it will be the

case when i shall have explained myself respecting what appears
a disagreement betvveen us.

A first point relates to the object of excitation. I had not
present to my memory all the parts of Franklin's tlieorv with re-

gard to that part cf electric science, when finding it in Mr. Dono-
van's paper, and considering it as his ov^n opinion, I made some
objections against it ; therefore he has reason to say that it does
7iot prove against him, but agaihst Franklin ; in proof of which
lie quotes the Doctor's work, " Experiments and Observations on
Electricity," published in London in 1749.

The most important point in our controversy concerns ^"oita's

theory, of which i thought to give a proof by an experiment
against which Mr. Donovan objects. The theory of that justly

celebrated electrician is, that the standard of plus and minus in

our observations is woJixed point, but changeable, being the ac~

tiial electric state of the ambient air. My experiments to prove
it, which I still consider as decisive, Mr. Donovan accurately

describes, and I shall repeat them in his own words ; in which,
liowever, he uses an expression which has misled him, and which
I shall point out afterwards.

'^ By the continual dispersion of electricity in a room (where
an electric machine was worked, having a pninl fixed to the
prime conductor), the air of the room was rendered positive ; a
pair of insulated pith-balls in the natural slate was brought in

from an adjoining room; they were diverged negatively; but when
they returned to the room whence they came, the natural state

was
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was resumed. Mr. De Luc explains this by supposing, that aU
thouffh the bails were at first in the nnlural slate when com-
pared with the eiectric state of that room

;
yet, when brought

into an air containing a greater absoUite quantity of electricity,

they becarne relatively negative. Now if tins admits a different

explanation, the necec-sity of the above inference is destroyed;

it is therefore of importance to try if this can be effected

Now it appears to me, that the principle of electric influence

may be applied in explanation of Mr. De Luc's experiments on

electrified air. The balls \i\ the natural state are brought into

s. positive at mosphtre ; the electricity of the latter repels the

natural quantity of the balls into their internal substance; the

external parts therefore are left minus. With this view the

sequel exactly corresponds; for^ when the bails were brought back

into the 2inelectrijied room, they collapsed into their natural

state. But on the opposite view, the balls by immersion into a

positive atir.osptiere would assume that state and retain it when
removed, and therefore continue to diverge. Hence it appears

to me, that the experiment js an anomalv on the hypothesis of

Volta, and perfectly reconcileable to the principle of Franklin."

I think that some further explanations will remove Mr. Do-
novanV, difficulties ; and the most direct way will be by stating

in what consists the difference between the two theories.—In

Dr. Franklin's, the standard of plus and mijjus was a certain

(supposed) natural quauliiy of electrify belonging to all the sub-

stances of our globe, which ftxatiun as merely arbitrary, and

opposed by facts, prevented tliat theory, though true in itself,

from being admitted bv a great number of natural philosophers

both in England and on the continent; it was even by such

strong arguments explained in my work';, that they were never

answered by retaining that theory.

But Volta's theory has produced two great and permanent

changes in the science of elcctricitv. He first proved that there

h no fixed nor permanent standard of plus and minus ; that the

standard was changcc.ble, being the actual electric slate of am-
bient air. He next explained the cause of the electric motions

oi pairs of balls, bv proving that air possesses the electricfluid as

well as all the bodies which it eml)races ; but with this circum-

stance, that it abandons some to the bodies that have less, and

takes some from those vvhich have moi'e than itself: lastly, that

a? the electric fluid has some adhesion to the bodies which

possess it, if these bodies opj)Ose less resistance to 7nove than to

part with the excess, or to receive their defect, they are trans-

ported by the electricfluid where it has a tendency to move.

I have demonstratefl that effect by an analogous experiment

made with a pair of small soap disks suspended b}" thin threads,

UiS
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{SIS a pair of piih-hnlls. When tliese disks were laid together on
water they diverged, and the cause of that divirgevie was vi-

sible: both disks gave soap to the water between them, but only

pne to the external vyater on both sides; and the di^ks moving
towards this, they separated from each other, or diverged.

Returning to electric motions, Volta's theory was submitted

to direct verification by the experiment which Mr. Donovan ex-

amines. But I sliall first remark, that by changing the exj^res-

sion which I had used in explaining these phaenomena, he has

not undertood me, nor could he understand Volta's theory. He
uses the expression iiatmal state, to define tiie elertric state of

the air in the room next to that in which an electrjc machine
was set in motion ; whereas I tiad used the exprpssirm, ;he ac~

Uial electric state of the air in that room, in which the pair of
halls which were in the savie electric state did not, nor could

not diverge. If therefore Mr. Donovan in his reasuning changes

the expression natural stale, into that of actual and local elec-

tric state of the amiient air, he will find tl^at his objection is

not applicable to the explanation of the phaenomena which I

have observed.

Mr. Donovan makes this objection, *' that the pair of halls

brought from the next room, when comw^ \w o. positive atmo-
sphere should be rendered positive, and continue to diverge so,

when brought back to the first room." This was not the case,

however. Therefore Mr. Donovan's objection is against a fact.

But this would certainly have happened, h d that pair of balh

remained long enough in the room of the electric machine ; fo*:

the air commiuiicating at least its own electric state, tliev would

then cease to diverge ; but in that case, when brought back to

the first room, instead of collapsing, they would have diverged a.-^

positive; having thus changed their electric state. Now Volta'^

theory explains all these cases : it is founded on this property

of air, that it is a no7i.-conductor , and cannot communicate the

electric fluid to the bodies which it surrounds, or take some from

them but in aholute contact ; and from tliis circumstance pro-

iieeds the insulation of electrified bodies in air. However, by
the continuance of the contact of the particles of air, these bodies

are by degrees reduced gradually to its electric state.

With respect to electric influences, no true conclusion can be

derived from experiments on that object when the air is not

dry. For moisture is produced in the air by ai/neous vapour,

a conducting fly id; wherefore, in all my electric experiments, I

had in the same room the h>/g>otneter of my construction, and
I made them at times whe^i th;it hygrome/er stood at about the

same degree, as I have stated it in my paper in Nicholson's Phi-

losophical Journal, "^h. Donovan had not this test in his experi-

ment^.
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ments with an excited glass tube, which he brought undev a
pith-ball, and when removing the tul e, the ball remained posi-

tive. This effect was probably owing to the aqveous vapour
being then abtindant in the room, and thus producing a con-

ductivcr medium.
Coming now to the great object of electricity, namely, the di-

vergence o^iih^. electrified ball, which is oiir electroincttr ; Mr.D.
dec!a'"es with ingenuousness that he has not had opportunity to see

Volta's system completely stated ; but he says, if I understand,

it relates to two bodies, one of which is in a iiatitrnl state, and

tlie other in a super-vattiral state. But this is a misconception :

Volta's theory relates to two bodies, hotli either positive or nega-

tive ; and this divergence I have thus explained from Volta's

theorv, as in a pair of balls thus situated, both act to bring the

air between them to their electric state: while one only acts on

the external air on both sides, to which therefore they tend de-

cidedly.

Mr. Donovan objects against that explanation, ^'that it vir-

tually destroys the principle of repulsion, and refers all to attrac-

Uo7i." This is true in the common acceptation of the words at-

iraction and repulsion ; but in strict natural philosophy, they

ought to be called tendencies, as a vi ible effect, not implying the

idea of cause, of which u'e might remain ignorant. But Mr.
Donovan asks, " How can it be supposed at the same time, that

eleciricity is an elasticfluidP" In Volta's thepry electricity is

only considered as an elastic fluid, in the upper region of the

atmosphere; for, when it is produced in a manner which I have

explaii'.ed, it darts in a straight line and soon vanishes, as seen in

lighlnin^. But within the atmosphere it is a parasite fluid, al-

v/ays fixed to the particles oi air; and I have proved, by an ex-

periment related in my woik Idees sur la Meieorologie, that a

perfect vac2iuni free from a^jueous vapour is not a conductor.

This experim.ent I made in presence of Dr. Franklin and some
other experimental philosophers, who, knowing my opinion, de-

Hved to submit it to a test which Dr. Franklin him.self prescribed.

J per 'ornied the experiment, by which it was completely proved

tiiat a perfect vacmnn did not transmit the electricfluid. Thus,

after having doubted, they were fully convinced of this fact, that

the electric fluid is really a parasite fluid, always attached to the

particles of some atmosphericfluid and moving with them.

There remains another object of disagreement between Mr.
Donovan and myself, c<mcerning the imperi.ueobility of n lass to

t'ne electric matter, which in my works on Llectiicity I bad
maintained as the real cause of the phivnomena of the Leyden
vial. On this object Mr. Donovan refers me to an interesting

experiment which he has made, and thus describes: " A tbiu

ilasH
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flask of glass with a neck many inches long was half-filled witli

mercury, and coated on the outi;ide to the same height with foil.

By means of a moveable wire, an electric charge was thrown in
;

the wire was (irawji out, and the neck was liermeticaUy sealed.

After a length of time the sealing of the neck was cut off; the

wire was plunged into the mercury, but not the smallest coni-

motioJi was perceived by the hand ; although the original charge
was capable of giving a violent shock. Thus I had encompassed
a quantity of electricity on all sides by glass : after a certain tune

I found that the ^rlass contained none. What should I conclude,

but that it escaped P Were Mr. De Luc to repeat this experi-

ment, he v/ould certainly consider mv inference as natural."

I am too old and too infirm to undertake any new experi-

ments ; I shall therefore only suggest an idea which Mr. Do-
novan may easily try. Glass becomes a cojuluctor Vv'hen heated^

thus it may be that the Jlask was discharged, by the operation

of sealing it ; for the operation of hermetically sealing it, re-

quires a great heat. I therefore suspect that the moment when
the flask was sealed, it was discharged. This aj)pears to me
more natural than to suppose, against all the known phamomena
of the Leyden vial, that glais is permealle to the electric mat-
ter. But Mr. Donovan might easily put it to the test of experi-

ment in the manner above pointed out.

I am, sir,

Your most obedent servant,

J. A. De Luc.

LXL Olservations on the Priority of Mr. Smith's Fnvestiga-

tions of' the Strata of England ; on the very unhandsome
Conduct of certain Persons in detracting from his Merit
therein ; and the Endeavours of others to supplant him in the

Sale of his Maps;—with a' Reply to Mr. W. H. Gilby's
letter in the last Number. By Mr. Joh^ Farey, Sen.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— J. HE rash and unfounded reflections, which a Mr.
IV. H. Gilhy has been induced to address to you from Edin-

burgh, pages 300 and 301 of your last Number, would not at this

time have occasioned me to trouble you thereon, but for tlie very

superior calls of justLe as well as friendship, in favour of Mr.
IVilUant Smith' i irresistible claim to the discovery of the order,

and to priority in the actual tracing and mapping of the surfaces

of the principal part of the British series of Strata, and those

scarcely less urgent calls, to support the cause of practical E/^g-

lish
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Ijsh Geology^ against the theoretical pretensions of an Anglo-^

German Geognosy, which has too high and proudly raised its in-

tolerant head amongst iis.

From the year 17^1, or earlier, j\lr. Smith possessed very su-

perior opportunities for, and began assiduously to apply himself

to the practical eomparisoii of, the imdergromid measures or

Strata of extensive and deep Collieries, with the surfaces or bas-

sets of these same Strata; and he succeeded, in tracing and
mapping these surfaces and those of other strata being below

aiid above them in the series, to a considerable extent, in con-

nection, for considerable distances around Bath and Bristol*

find in 170-1, having had the opportunity of travelling with a

Committee of the Somersetshire Coal Canal Company, through

all the principal Coal districts of England, almost to the borders

of Scotland, his discovery was completed, as to the same order

ofsuperpositiony the same generalfeaturesy and the same organic

remains, accompanying each stratum, with which he had made:

himself acquainted near Bath, through the whole of their defina-

lle course across the Island.

Immediately from this time IVtr. S. resolved on the design, of

extending his Map around Bath and Bristol, to the ivhole of
England and JVales, and as much of Scotland as he rnight be
able ; to which Map, during its progress, as well as to his grow-
ing Collection cf inarhed Specimens of each stratum and its im-
ledded extraneous Fossils, his friends had the most free access,

and whereby several scores of Persons in the West of England^

and other parts, had every facility given them, of becoming
thoroughly acquainted with the subject, before I had the good
fortuire to hear of Mr. S. or his pursuits, in the year 1800

}

and yet it has since appeared, that few if any one, of my pre-

sent scientific acquaintances, had heard of Mr. Smith, before

myself. Such is the difficulty opposed to merit alone, bringing

a man into notice.

Mr. Smith's liberality in communicating his discoveries even

went so far, as to draw up, at a Friend's house, in the year 1799,

a List of all the principal Strata of Eng;land*, with the names
he had adopted for each, in their ascertained order, with the

most characteristic Reliquia of each, their several effects in pro-

ducing springs of water, and a pretty copious list of the quarries

and places, best adapted for examining each of these strata:

of this List he gave some copies at the time to his Friends pre-

sent, and they from time to time multiplied and distributed

* lA?t Sunday Evening (April 30) Mr. S. exhibited at Sir Joseph Banks's

Conve.rztilionr, an exact copy of this Ijis original List of Strata, and intends

lu publisii the same.

them^
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them, so tfiat before the commencement of the present centurv^

many copies of a list got into private circulation, which ex-
plained the chief results of Mr. S's arduous labours.

Soon after this period, Mr. S. printed and widely circulated

a Prospectus, which further and pretty fully explained his dis-

coveries and results, and the modes of their beneficial applicatioii

to the concerns and interests of tlie Land and Mineral owners:
but these appeals to the Public, failing to produce an adequate
list of Subscribers to Mr. S's proposed Map and Work, and
having leceived nnMovey on account thereof, hwtfrom two In^
dividuah, he found himrelf compelled to lay the same aside, and
apply very assiduously to his Engineery and other Business, for

retrieving his pecuniary aifairs, from the embarrassments that a
too ardent zeal in the prosecution of this great and truly national
undertaking, had brought on him !

In this dilemma of my Friend, and instructor in his new art cf
Mineral Surveying, and after I had fully ascertained the ori-

ginality, as well as verified the truth and importance, of his di<;-'

coveries relating to the mineral structure of Britain, of the south-
east and east of England in particular, I saw with the utmost
regret, persons starting up on every side, who had evidently either

directly, or more indirectly, although not less certainly, acquainted
themselves ivith JSIr. Syni til's ideas and Leadingfacts, v/ho were
preparing to profit by them, and who yet appeared little dis-

posed to acknowledge their obligations.

These circumstances, occasioned me almost incesscntlv to

urge Mr. S. as others did whose advice ought to have had more
weight, to firing out a publication on the subject, however short

and in outline : but failing in accomplishing this, I determined
to let no opportunity slip, of bringing Mr. S's discoveries and
new professional practice sufficiently before the Public, to secure

him the credit of them at least; and I began, in 1805, by show-
ing at some length, their application to the important concerns
of the Civil Engineer, in the article Canal, which I undertook
to prepare for Dr. llees's Cyclopaedia*, and followed the pame

up,

* By a sort of fatality wliicli ntteiidci! my conr.rction with this Work,
it happeiieH, that tlio Editor rejected nearly all this part of the manuscript,
in his hasty and imliscrcet niorlo of shortening my communication: I con-
tinued, however, to emhrace the numerous opportunities that olTered as a
contributor to that work, for introducing the mention of Mr. Smith and
his discoveries, and of making reference to future articles on other point?,

from the article Claji Strata, to that on Joints or fissures in the strata, in-

clusive: in the course of which communications, I prepared for the article
C'Co/ogi/, a brief suniniiirv view of the theoretical results that appeared to
Kie dcduciblc, from Mr. S;riiilt\ discoveries and mv own vcriGcatJons thtrc-
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up, in occasional communications* to your and other periodical

Publications, until 1811; when Mr. Smith, having yet puhlished

nothing on the subject, seemed in danger of lessening, if not

perhaps being judged to have forfeited, his well merited claims,

I gave such an abstract of the history oi his proceedings and his

results, in my Derbyshire Report, as seemed to me best calcu-

of, and I received some time after the deliverv of this MS., assurances,

tliat the same should appear, aloi/g v, ith tlic accounts of the principal S}'-

stems of Gccjlogy and Tlieories of the Earth, that had been prcviousl)'

piibhshed:— what, however, was mv surprise and that of many others, on
the appearance in 1810 of this article Geo/o^'j/, promised to be a very co!!:—

prchensive and full one, to and a mt-re statement of che Wernerian Thcnri/

,

v.ith suitable flattery to its auth.or; and consistently enough, this was pre-

faced, by such remarks as the foHowinn;; viz.—This interesting /?ar< ofmi-
neralo^i/ (the new Geognosy) principally owes the distiniiuislicd rank it now
.holdsainoni^ t he Scienrea, to thece'elirated Professor of Freyberg, who has se-

parated Gfo^?iOSi/ froraGeo/o^3/,"considering the latter as a merely speculative

branch of knowledge, and as having nearly the same relation to the former,

z^^fiick ostroiogt/ has to astronomy !
"—The fra.niers of most of these tissues

(if extravagant notions, kno.vn by t!)e appellations of theories of the earth,

have been satisfied with a very moderate share of materials for their struc-

tures—nothing is better calculated to flatter self-love than to be mentioned
as the creator of a theory of the Earth— in short—" who would he de-

sirous to waste his time in refutinsr, or even remembering all {or a?iy of)ihs

theories of the Korth now extant?"—(and doubtless the l;beral_/breig«c?' in

British p-\v, who wrote this, meant to iiisiuuutej—or what Geognost would
wish, to continue to be told, of any thiisg that Enolishmen have, or can do in

Geology?—And accordingly it has occurred, throughout the articles since

furnished, from this ant'\-Briiish source, that Mr. Smith or any of his co-

adjutors or their discoveries, are not mentioned , or have scarcely any ot'

the rapidly accumulating facts of the British stratification been brouj^iic

forward, in this extensive Englisii Dictionary, even wiiere t'rieyhad been pro-

mised and referred to, in some ir.stances; but theDoemas of the idi:)l <*t

Geogno.sts, \Verner ! and the observations and opinions of his followers

abroad, with those of a few of the lately initiated amongst ourselves, have

been held to be all-sufficient, for t!ie information of Englisli Readers ! !

It j;ui^s ine pleasure however to adi, th;it tiie serious evil above com-
plained of. secnis at leiii;th to have worked its own euro, since on reading

part of the particle H-ock, in the last published leaf of this Work, the same
jjlainly appears to he f/'om another pen

;

—begins by restonng theGeologicci

meaning of one of the most common and useful Etiglish terms, which in-

considerate Anglo-German Geognosts had endeavoured to alter, so essen-

tially, as to make rock mean, very commonly, a soft and earthy striitu>n,Uke

clay, marl, sand, and the like !—the iuftdlibility of the Geognosy, as detailed

in the articleGeo/o£'^, is plainly called in question ;—and thev^r-ter, liV.erally

assigns to Mr. S. the discovery, to v. hich yoar pages, Mr. Editor, have so

often staled him to be well entitled, with regard to the distribution offossd

shells and other organic remains in the Strata, and their uses in identifying

the same, &c.
*" 1rhe earliest and most explicit of these communications, was on the

jjracticability of the proposed Archway under the Thames at Rotherhilhe

ill 180tj. ill your x.wiij volume, n, 11.

lated.
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lated, to pvt the Pullic usefully in possession of them, and to

secure the future credit of them for my valued, but rather un-

tractable friend.

After some time, the Rev. Joseph Townsend published a 4to

work, which, although under the very ill-chosen title of " Tl>e

Character of Moses," &c. is almost entirely occupied with local

details, respecting the stratification of ike West of England, and
therein he very handsomely, in the preface and other parts, ac-

knowledges the having first learnt to trace the Strata, and very

many cf hi^ particulars concerning them, from Mr. Smith, in

the year 1801, and subsecjuently.

On the proposal for founding the Geological Society of Lon-
don, in 1808, Mr. Smith and mvself were often complimented,

in the Letters and remarks of our Friends, on the great eclat

which this new Institution would give to Mineral Surveying, as

a chief basis on which British Geology should be built ; our

replies at the time were, that this result would altogether de-

pend, on the Persons to whom the management of the Society's

concerns might fall, and be retained ; and the result has unfor-

tunately corresponded,—instead of the least patronage or counte-

nance being given to Mr. Smith, every means, direct and indi-

rect, were soon resorted to, by a leading Individual therein, in

particular, to obtain his mnterials and delineate them on a new
Map, pretended, at first, to be for the private use of the So-
ciety; but after it had twice or thrice been copied, to cor-

rect its first egregious errors, as new materials were quickly col-

lected, v%-ith inconceivably less pains or cost than Mr. Smith's

materials were originally obtained, and I was repeatedly applied

to for contributions to this new Map, I began to suspect, that

all was not right, and determined on putting the question

plainly, whether the design was not really entertained, of pub-
lishing this rival MapP, and this not being longer denied,—then,

whether it was intended in such publication, to make the acknow-
ledgements so justly due to Mr. Smith, for his long priority in

the research, and his materials, obtained as aliove mentioned?,

when I was unblushingly told, that theirs being a Map begun

and altogether made on IVernerian principles I, no such acknow-
ledgements as I asked, would be made 1 1

Much as I may have heard from various quarters, since Mr.
John Gary seriously midertook the publication, of Mr. Smith's

Map, (and became a useful sort of security to the Public, that he
should not ver\' long delay completing it,) on the progress then

actually making in Engraving this pretended Geognostic Map
(concerning which some curious history will remain yet to be

disclosed) first in London and then in Paris, I had so much con-

Vol.45. No. 205. May \^Vo. Y fideuce
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ftdence that the fear of the exposure I could make, and the cort-*

sequent shame and disgrace that must attach to the actors here-

in, would restrain them, that I had determhied to delay sub-

mitting the present statements to the puhlic,and should have con-

tinued to do so, but for a publication that has lately issued from

the University press at Oxford, on Geology, dedicated to the

worthy Geognost, to whom I have been principally alluding

above; and wherein the author Dr. Kidd*, has at pages 21 to 27,

given a brief account of the strata of Kvglavd, essentially the

same as Mr. Smith has been in the habit of explaining and
showing them for twenty years past, and as I published ihem
fcrar years ago in the Derby Report, yet not a mention or hint

of Mr. Smith or his labours, escapes this Wipa77i«/ Doctor !,

(although he makes many references to the Derby Report), but

he on the contrary, concludes his account thus; viz. " In the

fwegoing account of the strata of the SE part of this Island, I

liave been purposely very brief: not only because they have al-

ready been described by other authors: but beeg-use I have rea-

son to believe,, that a still more detailed and accurate account of
them is liktly to be giren bv a Gentleman (to whom he dedi-

cates), who, from his extensive travels both on the Contiiievt and
in this Island, is most competent to the task, and to whose pri-

vatef but persevering exertions, Geology has long been deeply

indebted."

Now is it not surprising, that Dr. K., who makes express re-

ferences, by volumes and pages, to 44 different works, for his

Geological niaterials| (and refers to special few of his own ma-
terials)

* WIio l*;is liimscif, and some, if not all, of his coadjutors noticed hy
him, p. A:ii. examined Mr. Smith's Maps and Collection, long ago

f The fuct'here alluded to, of the (Jeognost here so extolled, having yet

published notfiing on Ge"lngic;il suhjocts, as tar as I know, is worthy of

observation by the impartial Reader, as well as the prevailing practice, of

a<<cribing all (Jeognostic merit to M. Werner, who has alike zcith/ield /lis

S})eculiiti(insfrom the Pvbtic, on most of the theoretic points, that are known
to be his, by the English Pubhc, «n/i/ throiii:,h ike ]]'ritin^s of Mr. Jameson,

and otiicr^of his" admiring pupils:" anfl yet, the pica is almost daily brought

forwards, as Mr. Smith's friends in general must have heard, by these Anglo-
VVernerians, that it is perfectly fair, to anyhow obtain, and to publish, all

that Mr. Smith has so long ago done, without giving him any credit for the

same, " fe^rawse he has nut piih/irJied thvrn," say they!!: and I may add for

these worthy Gents, that all which Mr. S. has done in teaching persons, aud
thty in publishing abstracts of hisfacts and discoveries, should go for nothing

in his favour, but the knowledge of these publications may, and ought as

xnuch as possible, to he uithheld from the Public !

!

\ Dr. Kidd, presuming to sit in academic .Tudgoment, as it ^verc, on

the pretension of «/^ the precions Writers on Geological subjects, as to their

not having brought forward any perfect Eridence (see Jiis Title) in support

«T/ a l/icory of^ the Earth, has very unjustly overlooked and made uo men-
tion

I
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ieriah) should have suppressed the mention, of all ofthose ''other

authors" (Query, Farev, Parkinson*, Son-erby, Townsend, Bake-
well f, &c. ?) who have briefly described the strata of England, if

he n.eant to allude to //?f publUliers of Mr. Smith's re.sa/ts; but

that either Mr. Smith or any of those who have had the libera-

lity, publicly to bring forward or admit his claims on this head,

were intended in all the paragraphs here quoted from Dv. K. will

be apparent, from the well known fact of Mr. Smith never having

quilted I his Idngdom ; and also from the two very next paragraphs

in Dr. K's Book, v.hich, says he, contain " the earliest and most

interesting hints I have met with respecting a regnlaiity in the

succession of the strata of the Earth :"—the first of these early

and notable instances, is, a mere suggestion, on an unfounded

opinion by Dr. Lister, in 16S4,/br others to set about making a

coloured Map of the " upper soils" (whether alluvial or other-

wise) of England, but which 7io one attempted to carry into effect,

until the County Reports to the Board of Agriculture were under-

taken, long since Mr. Smith's Map of the Strata (lieing beneath

these superficial and alluvial Soils) was begun and ^yeil nigh

finished.

The second of these interesting cases, quoted by Dr. K. is,

that of Mr. B. Holloway (not MitchellX, as the very reprehen-

sible laxity of the Doctor's quotations^ had said) who in 1722
mentioned, in a Letter to Dr Woodward, that the FuUer's-Earth

Sand ridge of IVoburn, ranged through Shotover near Oxford,

tixid Newmarket-heath near Cambridge, and accompanied "every-

tion of the recent work tfiat I have quoted in p 337, by the Rev. Joseph
Towiisend, the respectable author of Travels in Spain : and fur which no
sufficient reasou appears to me in the readinj; of Dr. K's Book, but the im-
proper desire, more effectually to conceal Mr. Smith's claims, and appro-

priate Ids discover'ns to fiis Geoiinostic Friend/
* Mr. James P;irkinson's " Organic Remains," in 3 volumes 4to, con-

taining towards its conclusion, a very explicit notice of Air. Smitii's disco-

veries -and of his chief results; and Mr. James Sowerby's " Mineral Con-
chology/* containing a great niany local facts respecting the Strata of Eng-
land and their organic contents, and in which due justice lias been done
to Mr. Smith, are alike passed over without mention, by the impartial

Dr. K. !

t Mr. Bakewell's Introduction to Geology, 1st Edit, as being; the last

express work on the subject in this Country, is very repreheiisibly over-

looked by Dr. K ; but this could not ha^e been, on account of his

declared partiality to Mr. Smith, as the Readers of your xliid and xliiid

volumes must lie sufficiently aware.— I would add, that the forthcoming

2nd Edition of Mr. B's work will, it is said (by hnnsr>lf), endeavour to make
amends to Mr. Smith, for the neglect shown to him in the first: and perhaps

certain Geognosts may have been much earlier apprized of this circum-

stance, than myself .^

t See the Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvi. p. 102, vol. x.xxvii. p. 175 Not^, and
vol, xxxix, p. 94 Note.

Y 2 where
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' where at about the distance of eight or ten miles,'' the Chalk

ridge of the Chiltern and Gog-magog Hills, near to the Cities

above named.'

Now it is observable, that neitlier Mr. Hollowayor Dr.Wood-
ward then, or Dr. Kidd iioiv (attJie distance of more than ninety

years) have seemed to be at all aware, that the Black-heath Sand
must be found on Newmarket-heath, which is above the Chalk

(if there be ayiy regular stratiun of sand there }) whereas the IVo-

I'urn Sand, is far helcw the Chalk (see Derby Report i. 111 and

112), and consequently, the two Ridges so described, if they

existed, must cross one another like a x (the algebraic sign) in-

stead of being
||,

as was pretended.—Which, I would ask, is

most to be deplored, the ignorance still prevailing in the chief

Seats of Learr, ing among us, as to the most obviom Geological

facts around them ?, or the pitiful design manifested in Dr. K's

Book, in the revival of these excusable mistakes of former great

Men, of depriving a deserving, although a non-academical Indi-

vidual, of the merited rewards of his labours?. I have several

other appeals to make, against Dr. K"s modes of selecting evi-

dences, as well as against his judicial sentences on different Geo*
logical points, but must reserve them for a season of more leisure,

and hasten now to remark on Mr. Gilby's very extraordinary

Letter in your lost.

Professor Jameson, in issuing to tlie world, his first version of

The Geognosy, of Werner, declared himself unable to determine

the "formation" to which the Gypsum of Derbyshire (y.ith its im-
bedding Red Marl) should be referred, because forsooth, " no
well educated Gsognoht has ever communicated any observations

regarding it;" and if v.-e may credit Mr. G. H. Gilby in your

.301st page, this great Geognost, rem.ained in his perplexing- di-

lemma, as to " the real position of the red ground,'' or Red
Marl, until he fortunately read Mr. G's paper ! in your xlivth

volume, page ^4 1 .—That after so many persons had laboured

at investigating and describing the Gypseous or Red ground of

England, so many hundreds of pages of Werneriau Memoirs,
Geognostic Transactions, Geognostic Annals, &c. had been pub-

"lished, he, Mr. G. should hear himself publicly announced, as

l\\cfirst, the well-educated, and the happy Geognost, who had
at last succeeded in solving this very knotty problem i (and ui

your work too, Mr. Editor!) migl;t well prove "peculiarly grri-

tifying" to him, and may easily be supposed, to have given al-

most instant origin to the letter of severe rehuks to me, for hav-
ing dared, in your previous immber, page 1G7, IC9, &c. to spea}.

of the " position of the Red ground, in regard to the Coal and
iti accompanying strata," without expressly quoting as My au-
thority, his said paper, that had been, so highly honoured!

B-it:
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But to be serious, and to show that no wrong has been done

hy me to Mr. G., but the eontrary I beg to point out to him
and your Readei-s, that so far from he having, " full half a year"

previous to me. pointed out the luicouformableness of the Red
Mar], the ref<^rence that was so distinctly before him in p. 167

(viz. to p. 330 of vour xliiid volume) will show, that j^/;e months

lefore any communication from him appeared^ I had not only

pointed out, a new and perfect case of this unconformableness

(unknown to hi:n) at Bedworth in Warwickshire, but had di-

stinctly and correctly referred to the Papers of Mr. John Strachey,

published in 1/ 19 and 1725, which described his (Mr. G's) whole
ease of the same nature in the vicinity of Rath and Bristol

!
; and

also, that I had expressly invited your Correspondents, to make
and communicate observations on this point. I might there-

fore, with far more justice than Mr, G., complaiai of his want
of candour, in silently passing by my previous notice and invi-

tation.

I have, however, higher charges to prefer against Mr. G. for

endeavouring, by the autliority of Mr. Jameson's name (I hope
without liis sanction ?) to '*' manoeuvre for himself a gloria," and
*• plume himself" with merit, that so very justly belongs to Mr.
Strachcy, long since dead, whose accounts and two sections,

most distinctly mention and show the overlieing and unconfor-

mable position of the Red Marie, &c. on the inclined Coal-
measures of that district:—and that Mr. G. made this arrogant
claim, not entirely without a knowledge of what Mr. Strachey
had done, must I think be inferred, from page 245 of his first

paper, wherein ho mentions the description of Stovvey and Far-
rington Collieries (by Mr. Strachey) in vol. xxx. of Phil. Trans,
for 1719, but ascribes the same to " a Mr. IVitliams,'^ contrary

to all the facts contained in the volume quoted ! !.

In like manner, I caimot altogether acquit Mr. G. of want of
candour at least, if not of injustice, towards my friend Mr. Smith,
whose prior labours in the same field he could not be in the least

ignorant of, from Mr Townsend's work, which he so often re-

fers to in his first paper ; and if Mr. G. really went over the

ground which he describes, it is next to impossible, I think, but
that numbers of persons there, must have told him, that the same
observations had been made, and a Map of the strata drawn,
and which had been exhiltited among them for many years by
Mr. -Smith; who did not secretly do thi*^, in a corner, but made
a point of attending the Rath Society's Meetings and other si-

milar occasions of pu!)lic resort, to freely exhibit and explain his

Map and Sections of the district, now so long after claimed, to

hefirst truly described by Mr. G.U
Y3 Mr.
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Mr. Smith was from the first aware of, and always taught, the

correctness of Mr. Strachey's representations (with which he first

made me acquainted) in the places described by that Gtntlemany

but Mr. Smith knew a great deal more than was known to Mr.

Strachev, viz. that the coal-seams which near their baskets were

highly inclined to the Red Marl, which lay upon their edges,'by

degrees became more flat and parallel to the Marl, as Steam-
engines enabled them to follow these seams into the deep, and

the inference seemed a nalural one, that still further eastward,

they would be found parallel to the Red Marl and Luis upon it.

In addition to these new facts, adverse to the generalization

of Mr. Strachey's local observations on unconforniable Marl, &:c.

the pudding-stones^ which were generally mentioned, as con-»

tained in these overlieing strata, not as continuous and regular

strata, but varying considerably in thickness and l)eing often

wanting altogether, apjieared to me so very like to alluvial

matters, that, never having had the opportunity of minutely ex-

amining any place in the district myself, / always doubted, and

so have uniformly expressed myself, that Mr. Strachey's really

did form a case oi zmcovformable regular or imdisturbed strata f,

until the same was rendered more probable, by an able pupil

of Mr. Smith's, Mr. Bevan, having brought to light a case (see

vol. xliii. p. 330) admitting of no doubt, as I happen sufficiently

to know, from having myself been upon and examined the sur-

face with him, several years before, when on Canal business near

Bedworth, but at which time, the slight inquiries we made, as

to the coal strata and works l)elow, did not bring out the least

hint of any unconformableness, or other deviation there from

what is common in Coal Pits, everywhere!—in p. 174, I have

alluded to similar, although apparently accidental difriculties, in

gaining correct, or rather, perhaps, sufficiently full information^,

* Some of these .ire by Mr. Gilby called " limestone brei cia," and seem
to me now referable, to tlie iniconjormubte coitglomcrute Yelltrrn Limestone,

wliicb I Imve since mentioned at Alberbury, B;irnby,(&f. paiie 108 of your

IMarch number: and liad I when writini; that pasje, happened to tiave

t,urned to and reconsidered Mr. Gilby's description of these Limestone beds,

Ji) p. 246, 1 certainly siiould have referred thereto.

-f These difficulties may very well be supposed to have prevented Mr,
Towns^nd from so decidedly mentioning tlie unconformubleneas of the lied

M^\\, as a general and unvu/ying fact, as Mr. G. apparently would have

had him done, and has himself done, in contradiction to the ascertained

facts above mentioned, and in defiance of the reasoning whici) I liave ad-

duced, in the middle of page 170, to show that t/ie unconformahleness of the

Marl or any other stratum, cun only show itself \n the very few spots, com-
paratively, xoliere edges of strata are covered by it, and not w/iere the over-

lieing ttralum%}vcrs t/ie plane of a previously deposited stratum, (see Note f
on pajjc 170).

respecting
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respecting Garforth, Kippax, and Glass-Hougliton Collieries
;

all which I think might iiave restrained the sarcastic jeers of

the well educated Mr. G. at practical Men, remaining long in

the dark, as to facts, that seem very plain, after being fully

known.
It may be proper to add in this place, that not only the ma-

jority, but nearly all of the local and operative Colliers in Eng-
land (and too many of their superiors) except some near Bath
and Bristol and near Bedworrh, still doubt, and even deny the

overlieing of the Red Marl or its Red Rock on Coal-measureS,

either conformably or otiierwise, and that they generally assert,

either, as I have mentioned of the Ashby-de-la-Zouch Coal-field,

Derby Rep. i. 17-1", that a. fault is always met with, before

reaching the edge of the Red Marl or Red Rock; or, that the

seam they have been working, rises suddenly up and bassets or
*' is thro\s'n out," before reaching such edge, or more commonly,
they say, that it is " cut off," without being able to explain how;
and they mostly aver, that in no case do the Coals pass under

the Red Marl or Red Rock! These representations seem to have

been often made to Mr. Bakewell, and have been and will, for a
time at least, continue to be so repeated, to every inquirer. Iti

Durham, it should seem, that a similar notion yet prevails, and
was lately mentioned to Dr. Thomson and Mr. Bakewell (see

p. 177 of this volume), that the Coals never pass under the yel-

Jlow Limestone !

In saying thus much, I hope no one will consider me as cast-

ing reflections, as to the veracity or the designs of this body of

highly useful and respectable Men, far from it ; I have often had
the satisfaction of saying, that on matters o{ fact, I rarely if

* Since n»y Report was printerl, ami since I have had any opportunity of
writiiiij on the snliject of this Coal-ticlii, I have had mniierous antl excellent

opportiinities of observin'j; and of btndyinii the efl'f-cts of Ridiii s and Troii^'lis,

{iuiups and Hollows and other orininat iiiequulltiai 'm the plduen and thick'

ncsses nf strata, throusili which Futills hare. siibse(]uentli/ iroben; and aia

now well convinced, that practical C,f)llie!s are very often if not nroslly

wron<:, when they refer the locally rapid dips they meet with, to or from a
fault, to a tilt of one or both of the piles of strata contiguous to such fault,

and consider such tilts to be. occasioned hij the Fault ; and that being for-

merly niisintorm'ed on these points, I have involved my ireneralization or
theory of Faults, in its chief ditiiculty, ihat of the very jrcd^e- like form of
the Fault-stuff (Derby Hep. i. p. 1'21): from which I could now clear it, and
render it applicable, perhaps to all the cases that really occur in ihe Collier's

practice, if I had sufficient leisure or inducement to set about such awork :

—

until then, I must continue lo describe and repeat each case, where neces-
sary, in my private or professional Reports on Collieries, instead of being
able to shorten then;, by reference to a published work, describing each
case,

Y 4 ever
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ever find myself at issue with tlie practical Colliers, Miners, &;c,

but on matters of inference^ or ip.volving tlieir belief, of things

not nctiialli/ seen by themstlves, I almost dailv, wlien on my
Mineral Surveys, find myself point blank at issue with them, aiid

so have been obliged to continue, in numerous instance^ ;— I am,
I hope, alike incapable of being influenced by ^nimhers, to adopt or

reject any position or deduction to be made from the study of Geo-
logical phsenomena, as I am of yielding in any such cases to nu-
i/iorz^y, however academical or imposing its aspect maybe; norwill

I stand quietly by and see, a most deserving Individual and Friend,

deprived of the just reputation due to his labours and discoveries,

or neglect the attempt, at contributing towards his more solid

reward. And I am,
Sir,

»s Your obedient servant,

12, Upper Crown Street, JoHN FaREY, Sen.
Westminster, May 3, 1815.

LXII. Letter from M. Ampere to Count Berthvollet, on the

Determ'matmi of the Proportions in which Bodies are com-

I'ined, according to the respective Number and Arrangement

of the Molecules of which their integrant Particles are com'

posed.
[Concluded from p. 193.J

We may also deduce from this manner of conceiving the com-
position of bodies, the relations of the quantities of acid, basis,

and even of water of crystallization, which ought to be found in

the acid salts, the neutral, or those that are hypersaturated with

one and the same species, according to the representative forms

of the particles of the acid and the base. It is thus, for instance,

that we find, according to that of the particles of the sulphuric

acid, that most of the supersaturated sulphates ouglu, conforni-

ablv to experience, to contain three times more bases than the

neutral sulphates, and that tlie quraitity of sulphuric acid is

double in the acid sulphates to what it is in the ncntral sulphate;

whereas the sulphurous acid may, according to the re|)resentative

form of its particles, make with ammonia an acid salt, into which

it enters in greater quantity than into the neutral sulphite, in

the ratio of three to two only. Such, in short, is the acid sul-

phite which we obtain by distilling the neutral sulphate of am-
monia.

I sh:ili not enter here into the details contained in my full

memoir on the different combinations of ammoniacal gas with

the other acid gases: the accordance of the results to which we
are
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are led^ with those of the experiment, seems to me owe of the

most remarkable proofs of the theory therein detailed : but in

order to give an example of the manner in which we mav draw
from this theory the determination of the quantity of water which
is combined with bodies, either in the state of crystallization el-

even after they have undergone the action of a strong heat, I

shall cite the determination according to the representative form
of the particles of potash from the qnaiititv of water which i^

united with it in these two states. After having established,

setting out from the phaenomena which potassium exhibits vvhen

we place it in contact with water and ammouiacal gas, that the

particles of potash have as their reprpsentative form an cctohe-

dron composed of two molecules of oxygen and four of metal,

I find that, in the crystallized hydrate, the quantity of the oxy-
gen of the water ought to be <Jouble that which is united to

the potassium ; but after the hydrate has been fused, those two
quantities of oxygen ought to be as 4:3, because a particle of

hydrate in this state has for its representative form a heptaocto-

•'hedron fornied by the meeting of a trioctoliedron composed of

three octohedral particles of potash and of a tetraoctohedron of

four octohedral particles of v.'ater. Now, according to the com-
position of potash as determined by Messrs. Theuard and Gay
Lussac, 100 parts of potassium unite with 19*945 parts of oxy-

gen to make 11 9*945 of potash. It fellows from what I havQ
said, therefore, that this quantity of potash ought to retain, at

every temperature, a quantity of water in which th-ere is 26*593

of oxygen, and which consequently weighs 30*139; that is to

say, .nearly •^-^q-'^^ ^^ '-'^^ weight of the })otash^ as has been found

by the most accurate analyses.

The combinations of oxygen, hydrogen, and chlore, either with

themselves or wjth other bodies, have been successively the sub-

jects of researches analogous to those just mentioned. As it is

impossible to indicate all the results here, I shall confine myself

to those of the combinations in which all the elements may be
obtained in the state of gas, and in which the numbers of the

molecules of each of their elements are consequently given im-
mediately.

We have already ascertained the representative forms of the

particles of two combinations of azote and of oxygen, the oxide

of azote and the nitrous gas ; that of the nitrous acid o\ight to

be determined according to the ratio of the volumes of nitrous

gas and oxvgen of which it is composed. Experiments have

been made upon this subject, but their results are at variance.

According to the analyses of Sir Humphry Davy, this acid is

composed of two volumes of nitrous gas, and of a volume of

oxygens, each of its paiticles will then contain two molecales

of
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of oxygen more than the particles of nitrous gas, and m\\ con-
eequently have, as the representative form, an octohedron com-»

posed of two molecules of azote and four of oxygen ; but then,

as in all the other combinations where the volume of one of the

components is dounle that of the other, the volume of nitrous

gas will not change by the addition of oxygen ; the greatest con-

densation which takes place aj>pcars to me to be ascribable to

this, namely, that in proportion as these octohedrons are formed,

they are combined in hexa-decahedrons, with tetrahedrons of

nitrous gas. As two molecules of oxygen are then sufficient for

the formation of one of these hexa-decahedrons into which two
entire particles of nitrous gas enter, the volume of oxygen is

only the fourth part of that of the nitrous gas, and the volumes

of azote and oxygen are, in the nitrous acid, as 4:6. These
results agree with the experiments of M, Berzelins. On this hy-

pothesis, the condensation ought to be 3 -fifths of the total vo-

lume ; but it will not take place completely except when, the

oxygen being introduced by sm.all portions into the nitrous gas,

the octohedrons just mentioned, in proportion as thev shall be
formed, will meet an excess of tetrahedron of nitrous gas with

which they may be combined. If we introduced, on the contrary,

the nitrous gas into oxygen, a part of these octohedrons might
remain isolated, and there might result combinations and con-"

densations in variable proportions.

It follows from the composition of the nitric acid, as deter-,

mined by Sir H. Davy, and which is confirmed by the decompo-
sition of the nitrate of ammonia, that a particle of this acid, if

we can obtain it without water, will be composed of one particle

of azote and of two particles and a half of oxygen. It will then

contain four molecules of azote and ten of oxygen ; and we may
conceive it as formed by the meeting of two tetrahedrons of ni-»

trous gas joined to an octohedron of six molecules of oxygen *,

and forming with it a dodecahedron. But in the combination

which this acid always forms with water, we must suppose that

the octohedron of oxvjren and two octohedrons of water form a

trioctohedron which is imited in a trapezoidal form with the two
tetrahedrons of nitrous gas : we may hence conclude what is the

quantity of water in the most highly concentrated nitric acid,

and we find by calculation that it is nearly what Dr. WoUaston
has determined by his experiments.

In the nitrate of ammonia, a particle of dry nitric acid is

united to two particles of ammoniacal gas \ so that one particle

* We nn!vy also suppose that, in the formation of tlie nitric acid, the

hex.'i-(lpca!iedron of nitrous acid is joined to a tttrahtdron oi oxyK^n,
which al^vays forms a combination of an octohedron v.'itli two tttraliedrons,

and changes nothing in the following l^xp^anatiollS.

of
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of salt is formed by the junction of one octohedron of oxygen,

two tetrahedrons of nitrous gas, and four tetraliedrons similar

to those vvliich enter, to the number of two, into each particle

of ammoniacal gas : the representative form of this particle is

therefore a pyramidated hexa-tetrahedron, containing ten mole-

cules of oxygen, eight of azote, and twelve of hydrogen. Whea
we decompose the salt by heat, the eight molecules of azote

form two particles of oxide of azote with four molecules of oxy-

gen, and the twelve molecules of hydrogen form three parti-r

cles of water with the six other molecules of oxygen.

Wlien the salt contains besides water of crystallization, we
ought to obtain more than three particles of water; but in all

cases, we can only extract from its decomposition water and
pxide of azote, as we find by experience.

If the quantity of water of crystallization was equal in the

salt to that which is contained in the most highly concentrated

nitric acid, it would be necessary to join to the octohedron and
to the six tetrahedrons of which one of the particles is composed,

two other octohedrons of water ; which will give for the repre-

sentative form of the crystallized nitrate of ammonia, an octo-

centahedron formed by the meeting of six tetrahedrons and
one trioctohedron, Chlore is combined with hydrogen in equal

volume, and the muriatic ac'd gas which results occupies a vo-

lume equal to the sum of the volumes of those two component
parts. We might account for this mode of combination, by

supposing that the representative forms of the particles of chlore

are isolated tetrahedrons like those of oxygen, azote, and hy-

drogen ; that of the particles of the muriatic acid will then be

a tetrahedron : but we may also explain it by considering each

particle of cblore as formed l)y the meeting of two tetrahedrons

in a parallelopipedon, and as consequently containing eight mo-
lecides. This last hypothesis is the only one which can agree

with the proportions of the other combinations of chlore, the

phcenomena which they exhibit, and the properties wliich cha-

racterize them.

By admitting it, we find that each particle of muriatic acid,

containing the half of a particle of hydrogen and the half of

a particle of chlore, has for its representative form an octohe-

dron composed of two molecules of hydrogen and four molecules

of chlore. When the muriatic gas is combined with the am-
moniacal gas, each of vts octohedrons is combined with a cubic

particle of this gas : hence it follows, that it ought to absorb

of it a volume equal to its own, as experience shows, and that

the particles of the salt thus formed ought to have as their re-

presentative form a rhomboidal dodecahedron : this form is, in

i&oX, one of those which belong to the system of crystallization

of
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of sal ammoniac, and all the others might consequently be re-

ferred to it by different decrements. The acid gases, the parti-

cles of which have a cube for their representative form, tend, on
the contrary, to combine with the ammoniacal gas in such a

wav that the volume of one of tl-e gases is double that of the

other, because the most simple polyhedron which we can form

with cubes is the hexa-tetrahedr&n which contains three of them.

The composiiion of the gas form.ed by the meeting of oxygen

and chlore, which Sir Humphry Davy has discovered atid called

euehlorine, is one of the most remarkable, from the propor^

tions in volumes of its two component pArts. According to his

analysis, five volumes of tlie gas which he submitted to the ex-

pcrim.ent, gave, on being decomposed by heat, two volumes of

oxygen and four of chlore. These relations seem contrary to

all analogy, and they seem to be inadequate to the explanation

of the composition of the particles of euehlorine, without ad-

iTjitting that the gas analysed by this celebrated chemist was m.ixed

with a little chlore ; a supposition which naturally occurs when
we recollect that the process by which this gas was obtained gave

a mixture of euehlorine and chlore, from which this last gas was

separated by shaking it over mercury ; a process which probably

did not take up all the chlore, and vvdiich, besides, did not leave

any method of ascertaining, even if successful, that the residue

of this operation was pure euehlorine.

I think therefore that we must account for this analysis, bv

supposing that the gas employed contained one-fifth of chlore

;

and that, of the five volumes submitted to the experiment, tliere

were four only of a gas really composed of oxygen and chlore.

By supposing that the representative form of its particles is a

cube composed of two molecules of oxygen and five of chlore,

we find that four particles of this gas ought to contain eight

molecules, i. e. two particles of oxygen and' twenty- four mole-

cules, I. e. three particles of chlore : so that the decomposition

of four volumes of pure euehlorine would produce, u|Jon this

hypothesis, two volumes of oxygen and tliree volumes pi chlore.

The^e three volumes of c'nlore united to a volume of the same

gas, which formed by its mixture with the four volumes of eu-

ehlorine the five volumes which were operated upon, ought to

have given in the residue the four volumes of chlore found by

Sir Himipbry Dav.y.

The relation of three volumes of chlore and two volumes of

oxygen in the euehlorine, seems at first to present no analogy

with tlie relations which we observe in the combinations of the

other gases ; but this auomalv is -oidy apparent, and merely

arises from the tetrahedrons of the chlore, instead of lieing se-

parated like the tetrahedrons from the oxygen^ the hydrogen,

and
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ferid the azote, remaining comltined by pairs in each particle of

chlore ; so thata vohinie of this gas is equivalent to tu'o volumes
of another gas relative to combinations ; and that if the tetra •

hedrons of the chlore shall all be separated from each oc4".er, v/e

shall obtain, by the decomposition of the euchlorine, six volumes
of chlore and two volumes of oxygen, precisely as we fiiid in

the residue from the decomposition of ammoniacal gas, the par-
ticles of which have the same representative form with that of
the euchlorine, six volumes of oxygen and two of azote.

The results which I have just indicated form but a very small

part of those which we may deduce from the consideration of
the representative forms of the particles of bodies applied to the

determination of the proportions of inorganic compounds. The
chemistry of organized bodies also presents numerous applica-

tion of this theory; but it is in this respect particularlv that

there are many analyses and calulations to make for completing
it. I have nevertheless drawn several determinations relative to

the composition of different circumstances drawn from the ve-

getable kingdom, which agree too strongly with the results of

experience to leave any doubts as to the utility of which it may
be in this part of chemistry.

LXIII . Some Experiments and Olservalions on the Colours used
in Paintinrr ly the Ancients. By Sir Humphry Davy,
LL.D. f:R.S.*

,-p^ I. IfI trodnet ion. -

JL HE importance the Greeks attached to pictures, the estima-

tion in which their great painters were held, the high prices paid

for their most celebrated productions, and the emulation existing

between different states Vv'ith regard to the possession of thern,

prove that painting was one of the arts most cultivated in an-

cient Greece : the mutilated remains of the Greek statues^ not-

withstanding the efforts of modern artists during three centuries

of civihzation, are still contemplated as the modeh of perfecticn

in sculpture ; and we have no reason for s-upposing an inferior

degree of excellence in the sister art, amongst a people to whom
genius and taste were a kind of birthright, and who possessed a

perception, which seemed almost instinctive, of the dignified,

the beautiful, and the sublime.

The works of the great masters of Greece are unfortunately

entirely lost. They disappeared from their native country du-

ring the wars waged by the Romans with the successors of

Alexander, and the later Greek republics ; and were destroyed.

* From the Philosophical Traasactious for 1815; part i.

either
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etther by accident, by time, or by barbarian conquerors at tlift

period of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire.

The subjects of many of these pictures are described in

ancient authors, and some idea of the manner and style of the

Greek artists may be gained from the designs on the vases, im-

properly called Etruscan, which were executed by artists of

Magna Graecia, and many of which are probably copies from

celebrated works: and some faint notion of their execution and
colouring may be gained from the paintings in fresco found at

Rome, Herculaneum, and Pompeii.

These paintings, it is true, are not properly Greek
;
yet, what-

ever may be said of the early existence of painting in Italy as a
native art, we are certain that, at the period when Rome was

the metropolis of the world, the fine arts were cultivated in

that city exclusively by Greek artists, or by artists of the Greek
schools. By comparing the descriptions of Vitruvius"^ and
Pliny with those of Theophrastusf, we learn that the same
materials for colouring were employed at Rome and at Athens

;

and of thirty great painters that Pliny mentions whose works

were known to the Romans, two only are expressly mentioned

as born in Italy, and the rest were Greeks. Ornamental fresco

painting was indeed generally exercised by inferior artists ; and
the designs on the walls of the houses of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii, towns of the third or fourth order, can hardly be supposed to

cffer fair specimens of excellence, even in this department of the

art : but in Rome, in the time of her full glory, and in the orna-

ments of the imperial palace of the first Caesars, all the resources

cf the distinguished artists of that age were probably employed,

Fliny names Cornelius Pinus and Accius Priscus as the two artists

cf the greatest merit in his own time, and states that they painted

the Temple of Honour and Virtue J,
** Imperatori Vespasiano

Augusto restituenti;" and it is not improbable that these artists

had a share in executing, or directing the execution of, the

paintings and ornaments in the baths of Titus ; and at this pe-

riod the works of Zeuxis, Parrhasius, Timanthes, Apelles, and
Protagoras were exhibited in Rome, and must have guided the

taste of the artists. The decorations of the baths were intended

to be seen by torch-light, and many of them at a considerable

elevation, so that the colours were brilliant and the contrast

strong ;
yet still these works are regarded by connoisseurs as

performances of considerable excellence: the minor ornaments
of them have led to the foundation of a style in painting which
might with much more propriety be called Romanesque than

Arabesque : and no greater eulogy can be bestowed upon them

* De Architectura, lib. vii, cap. 5. f De Lapidibus.

t Plin. Nat. liiit. lib. xxxv. cap. 37. '--• - ^"

than
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tnan the use to which they have been applied by the greatest

painter of modern times, in his exquisite performances in the

Vatican. In these and in other works of the same age, the eT-

feet of the ancient models is obvious ; and the various copies

and imitations that have been made of these remains of antiquity

have transferred their spirit into modern art, and left little to be
desired as to those results ^vhich the skill of the painter can
command. There remains, however, another use to which they

may be applied, that of making us acquainted n-ith the nature

and chemical composition of the colours used by the Greek and
Roman artists. The works of Theophrastus, Dioscorides, Vi-
truvius, and Pliny, contain descriptions of the substances used

by the ancients as pigments ; but hitherto, I believe, no experi-

mental attempt has been made to identify them, or to imitate

such of them as are peculiar*. In the following ptiges I shall

have the honour of offering to the Society an investigation of

this subject. My experiments have been made upon colours

found in the baths of Titus, and the ruins called the baths of

Livia, and in the remains of other palaces and baths of ancient

Rome, and in the ruins of Pompeii. By the kindness of my
friend, the celebrated Canova, who is charged with the care <^

the works connected with ancient art in Rome, I have been en-

abled to select, with my own hands, specimens of the different

pigments that have been found in vases discovered in the exca-

vations lately made beneath the ruins of the palace of Titus,

and to compare them with the colours fixed on the walls or de-

tached in fragments of stucco : and Signor Nelli, tlie proprietor

of the Nozze Aldobrandine, with great Hberality permitted me to

make such experiments uj)on the colours of this celebrated pic-

ture, as were necessary to determine their nature. When the

presers'ation of a work of art ^vas concerned, I made my re-

searches upon mere atoms of the colour, taken from a place

where the loss was imperceptible: and without having injured

any of the precious remains of antiquity, I flatter myself, I shall

be able to give some iiiformation not without interest to scien-

tific men as well as to artists, and not vvholly devoid of practical

applications.

* In the 70th volume of the Annales de Cfiiwie, page 22, M. Chaptal has

published a paper on seven colours found in a colour-shop at Pompeii.
' Four of tliese he found to be natural colours, ocl)rcs,a specimen of Verona
green, and one of pumice stone. Two cf them were blues, which he con-

siders as con)pounds of alumine and lime with oxide of copper, and the last

a pale rose colour, which he regards as analoj^ous lo die lake formed Ly
fixing the colouring matter of madder upon alumine. I shall again refer

to the observations of M. Chaptal in the course of this paper. It wiH be
found on perusal, that iiiey do not supersede tiie inquirer mentinned in the

text.

IT. Of
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II. Of the Red Colours of the Ancients.

Amongst the substances found in a large earthen vase filled

with mixtures of different colours with clay and chalk, found

about two years ago in a chamber at that time opened in the

baths of Titus, are three different kinds of red : one bright and
approaching to orange, another dull red, a tliird a purplish red*.

On exposing the bright red to the flame of alcohol, it became
darker red ; and on increasing the heat by a blow-pipe, it fused

into a mass having the ajipearance of litharge, and which was
proved to be this substance by the action of sulphuric and mu-
riatic acid:-. This colour is consequently minium, or the red

oxide of lead.

On exposing the dull red to heat, it became black, but on
ceding recovered its former tint. When heated in a glass tube

it afforded uo Volatile matter condensible by cold but water.

Acted on by muriatic acid, it rendered it yellow ; and the acid,

after being heated upon it, yielded an orange- coloured precipitate

to ammonia. V*'hea fused with hydrate of potassa, the colour

rendered it yellow j and the mixture acted on by nitric acid af-

forded silica and orange oxide of iron. It is evident from these

results that the dull red colour is an iron ochre.

The purplish red submitted to experiments, exhibited similar

phenomena, and proved to be an ochre of a different tint.

In examining the fresco paintings in the baths of Titus, 1

found that these colours had been ail of them used, the ochres

particularly, in the shades of the figures, and the minium in the

ornaments on the borders.

I found another red on the walls, of a tint different from those

in the vase and much brighter, and which had been emploved
in various apartments, and form.ed the basis of the colouring of

the niche and other parts of tlie chamber in wliich the Laocoon

is said to have been found. On scraping a little of this colour

from the wall, and submitting it to chemical tests, it proved to

he vermilion or cinnabar, and on heating it with iron filings,

running quicksilver was procured from it.

I found the same colour on some fragments of ancient stucco

in a vineyard near the pyramidal monument of Caius Cestius.

In the Nozze Aldobrandine, the reds are all ochres. 1 tried

on these reds the action of acids, of alkalies, and of chlorine,

but could discover no traces either of minium or vermilion hi

this picture.

Minium w^as known to the Greeks under the name of cravSa-

qyyj, t, and to the Romans under that of cerussa usta. It is said,

* Nearly of the same tint as prussiatc of copper. .

t DioLcoridcs, lib. v. 1 ;.'.?.
,
'

by
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bvPlInv*, to have been discovered accidentallv bv means of a fire

that took j)'ace at the Pirceus at Athens. Some ceruse which
had been exposed to this fire was found converted into minium,
and the process was artifK-ially imitated: and he states that it

was first used as a pigment by Niciasf.

Several red earths used in painting are described by Theo-
phrastus, Vitruviu^;|;, and Phny. The Sinopian earth, the Ar-

menian earth, and the African ochre, which had its red colour

produced by calcination.

Cinnabar or vermilion was called bv the Greeks y.*y»r<ba^j §,
and by the Romans vi'mium. It is said by Theophrastusjj to

liave been discovered by Callias, an Athenian, ninety years be-

fore Praxibulus, and in the 349th year of Rome, and was pre-

pared by washintj the ores of quicksilver. According to Pliny^T,

who quotes Verrius, it was a colour held in great esteem in

Rome at the time of the Republic: on great festivals it was u ed
for painting the face of Jupiter Capitolinus, and likewise for

colouring the body of the victor in the triumphal processions,

''sic Camillum triumphasse**." Pliny mentions that even in his

time vermilion was alwavs placed at triumphal feasts amongst
the ])recious ointments; and that the first occupation of new
censors of the Capitol was to fill the place, of vermilion-painter

to Jupiter.

\'ermilion was alwavs a very dear colour amongst the Romans;
and we -are informed by Pliny, that to prevent the price from be-

ing excessive it was fixed bv the eovernment. The circum-

stance of the chambers in the baths of Titus being covered with it,

aftbrda juoof in favour of their being intended for imperial use ;

and we are expressly informed by the author I have just quoted,

that the Laocoon, in his time, was in the palace of Titus ff: and
tli€ taste of the ancients in selecting a colour to give full effect

to their master-pieces of sculpture was similar to that of a late

celebrated English connoisseur.

Plinv describes a second or inferior sort of vermilion formed

hy calcining stone foiuid in veins of lead. It is evident that

this substance was the same as our minium, and the Roman ce-

russa usta, and the stones alluded toby Pliny must have been car-

bonate of lead-: and he states distinctly, that it is a substance

which becomes red only when burnt.

* Lib. XXXV. cap. 10- t Id. 'I^ifl-

J De Architecturs, lib. vii. cnp. 7. § Dioscorides, lib. v. cap. 109.

(I
De Lapid. cap. 104.

51 Lib. xxxiii. cap. 36. Nunc inter pigincnta magns auctoritatis, tt

quondam apud Roinanos non solum maxima;, bed etiam sacrffi. •*Ibid.

t1 Lib. xxxvi. cap. 4. Sicut in Laocooiite, qui est in Titi Irapcratoiis

domo, opus omnibus et picturae et staluariiE arlis prcrpouenduin.

Vol.-i5.No.205. i\/(/^ 1815. Z 111.0/
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III. Of the Yellows nf the Ancients.

A large earthen pot found in one of the chambers of the bath's

of Titus contains a a,uantity of a yelloiu paint, which, submitted
to chemical examination, proved to be a mixture of vellow ochre
with chalk or carbonate of lime.

This colour is \ised in considerable quantities in different parts

of the baths 5 but principally in the least ornamented chamber'^,

and in those which were probablv intended for the use of the

domestics. In the vase to which I alluded in the last section,

i found three different yellows ; two of them proved to be yellow

ochres mixed with different quantities of chalk, and the tliird a

yellow ochre mixed with red oxide of lead, or minium.
The ancients procured their yellow ochre* from different parts

of the world ; but tlie most esteemed, as we are informed by

Pliny, was the Athenian ochre; and it is stated by Vitruvius, that

in his time the mine which produced this substance was no
longer worked.

The ancients had tu'o other colaurs, wliich were orange or

yetlow; the ainipigvientinTi^ or dcrzvMcv, said to approach to

gold in its colour, and which is described by Vitruvius \ as found

native in Pontus, and which is evidently sulphuret of arsenic
;

' and a pale sandarach, said by Pliny to have been found in gold

and silver mines, and which was imitated at Rome by a partial

calcination of ceruse, and which must have been massicot, or

the yellow oxide of lead mixed ^vith minium. That there was a
colour called by the Romans sandarach, different from pure
minium, is evident from wiiat Pliny sav?: namelv, that the -jalest

kmd of orpiment resembles sandarach, and from the line of

Naevius, one of the most ancient Latin poets, *' Merula sanda-
racino ore :" so that this colour must have been a bright vellow

similar to that of the beak of the blackbird %. Dioscoridcs de-
vScribes the best tya-iiao^'xyt^ as approaehing in colour to ver-

milion §, and the Greeks probably always applied this term to

minium; but the Romans seem to have u^-ed it in a different

v-^ense; and some confusion was natural when different colours

were prepared from the same substance by different degrees of

calcination.

I have not detected the use of orpiment in any of the ancient

fresco paintings ; but a deep yellow a})proaching to orange, which
covered a piece of stucco in the ruins near the monument of

Caius Cestius, proved to be oxide of lead, and consisted of mas-
sicot mixed with minium. It is probable that the ancients wsed
many colours from lead of different tints between the usta i>f

* a>;t:**, Tlieoplirastus He LapidJbus. f Vjtrnvins, lib. vli,

J iiistoire de ia Pcinturc aricicnne, page 199. § Lib. v. 19(?.

Flinv,
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Pliny, which was our minium, and imperfectly decomposed ceruse,

or pale massicot.

The vellows in the Aldobrandini picture are all ochres. I ex-

fimined the colours in a very spirited picture, on the wall of one

of the houses at Pompeii, of a lion and a man ; they all proved

to be red and yellow ochres.

IV. Of the Bine Colours of the Ancients.

Different shades of blue are used in the different apartments

of the baths of Titus, and several very tine blues exist in the mix-
tures of colours to which I have referred in the last two sections.

These blues are pale or darker, according as they contain

larger or sn^aller quantities of carbonate of hme ; but when this

carbonate of lime is dissolved by acids, they present the same
body colour, a verv fine blue powder similar to the best smalt

or to ultramarine, rough to the touch, and which does not lose

its colour by being heated to redness ; but which becomes ag-

glutinated and seniifused at a white heat.

This blue I found was very little acted on by acids. Nitro-

muriatic acid by being long boiled upon it gained, however, a
slight tint of yellow, and afforded proofs of the presence of oxide

of copper.

A quantity of the colour was fused for lialf an hour with twice

its weight of hydrate of potassa ; the mass, which was blueish

green, was treated by muriatic acid in the manner usually em-
ployed for the analysis of siliceous stones, when it afforded a
quantity of silica equal to more than 3-5ths of its weight. The
colouring matter readily dissolved in solution of ammonia, to

which it gave a bright blue tint, and it proved to be oxide of

copper. The residuum afforded a considerable quantity of alu-

mine, and a small quantity of lime.

Amongst some rubbish that had been collected in one of the

chambers of the baths of Titus, I found several large lumps of a

deep blue frit, which when powdered and mixed vv^ith chalk pro-

duced colours exactly the same as those used in the baths, and
which when submitted to chemical tests were found to be the

same in composition.

The minute quantity of lime found in this substance was not

sufncient to account for its fusibihlv: it was therefore reasonable

to expect the presence of a fixed alkali in it ; and on fiising some
of it with three times its weight of boracic acid, and treating

the mass with nitric acid and carbonate of ammonia, and after-

wards distilling sulphuric acid from it, I procured from it sul-

phate of soda; which proves that it was a frit made by ijieans of

soda, and coloured with oxide of copper.

The undiluted colour in its form of frit is used for ornamenting

Z 2 some
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some of the mouldings detached from the ceilings of the cham-
bers in the baths of Titus: and the walls of one chamber between

the compartments of red marble, bear proofs of having been co-

vered with this frit, and retain a considerable quantity of it.

There is every reason to believe that this is the colour de-

scribed by Theophrastus as discovered by an Egyptian king *
;

and of which the manufactory is said to have been anciently

estabhshed at Alexandria.

Vitruvius speaks of it, under the name of ccerulrtimf, as the

colour used coiraiiojily in painting chambers, and states, that it

was made in his time at Pnzzuoli, where the method of fabrica-

ting it was brought from Egypt by Vestorius ; he gives the me-
thod of preparing it by heating strongly together sand, flos

liitri X, and filings of cojiper.

Pliny mentions other bines, which he calls species of sand

(arence) from the mines of Egypt, Scythia, and Cyprus. These

natural blues, there is reason to believe, were different prepara-

ti(ms of lapis lazuli, and of the blue carbonates and arscniates of

copper.

Both Pliny and Vitruvius sjieak of the Indian blue, which the

first author states to be combustible, and which was evidently a

species of idigo.

I have examined several blues in the fragments of fresco paintr

ina: from the ruins near the monument of Caius Cestius. In a

deep blue approaching in tint to indigo, I found a little carbonate

of copper, but the basis of this colour was the frit before de-

scribed.

The blues in the Nozze Aldobrandine, from their resisting tlie

action of acid?, and from the effects of fire, I am inclined to

consider as composed of the Alexandrian or Puzzuoli blue.

In an excavation made at Pompeii, in May 1814, at which I

was present, a sniall pot containing a pale blue colour was dug

iij), which the exalted personage, by whose command the exca-

vation was made, was so good as to put into my hands. It

proved to be a nftixture of carbonate of lime with the Alexandrian

frit§.

Vitruvius states, that the ancients had a mode of imitating the

Indian blue or indigo, by mixiut; the powder of the glass called

by the Greeks vukoiy with selinusian " crcta" or annularian

*' creta," which was white clav or chalk mixed with stained

glass; the same practice is* likewise referred toby Pliny.

* Dc I.a|)i;lihus, sect, xcviii. f Lib. vii. cap. 11.

J This idcntilicb the nitrwin of tlie ancituts with carbuiiate of sorla.

§ This probably is the same colour as tliat examinerl by M- Cliaptab TTe

did not scare h in it for alkali, or there is every reason to suppose he would

have found soda.

There
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There is mucli reason for supposing that this stained glass, or

vciKo;, was tinged with oxide of cobalt ; and that these colours

were similar to our smalt. I have not found any powdered co-

lour of this kind in the baths of Titus, or in any other Roman
ruins ; but a blue glass tinged with cobalt is very common in

those ruins, which when powdered forms a pale smalt.

I have examined many pastes and glasses that contain oxide

of copper ; they are all blueish green, green, or of an opaque

waterv blue. The transparent blue glass vessels which are found

with the vases in the tombs in Magna Gneria are tinged v.ith

cobalt; and on analysing dift'erent ancient transparent blue glances

which Mr, Milliugen was so good as to give me, I found cobalt

in all of them ^.

Theophrastus, in speaking of the manufacture of glass, states

as a report that " ^othxoc" was used to give it a fine colour, and

it is extremely probable that the Greeks took cobalt for a

species of yct>.y.o:. I have examined some Egyptian pastes

which are all tinged l)lue and green with copper ; but though I

have made eKperiments on riiiie differ-ent specimens of ancient

Greek anil Roman trail ^parent blue glass, 1 have not found cop-

per in any, but cobalt in all of themf*

V. Of the ancient Greeva.

The ceilinG: of the chambers called the Baths ofLivia is highly

ornamented with gilding and paintings ; the larger panitiiigs

have been removed, but the ground-work and the borders re-

main, A fragment detached from the bordors, which appears

of the same colour as the grrrmd-work, was of a deep sea green.

The colouring n^atter examined, proved to be soluble in aciris

with eft'ervc^cence ; and when precipitated from acids, it redis-

solved in solution of ammonia, giving it the bright blue tint pro-

duced bv oxide of cop])er. There are several difterent shades of

green employed in the baths of Titus, and on the fragments found

near the monument of Cuius Cestius; in tlie vase of mixed co-

lours I found three different varieties ; one, which approached

to ohve, was the common green earth of Verona; another, which

* Tlie inero fusion oftiiese gla'^ses with alkali and diijostion of the pro-

duct with mmiatic arid was siiitici<:nt to produce a sympathetic itik from

them; even the silica separated Ijy the acid «;aiiird a I'aiiit Ijiiie |;reeii tint

by heat, and tiie solution in mnriatic acid became pcrmanentl>' green by
the action of sulphuric acid, a phiEnonienon Dr. Marcet has observed as

belon<iin<^ to the muriate of cobidt.

t A gentleman at Milan informed mc last sumincr, that he had foun<l

oxide of cobalt in the blue ^lass found in the ruins of Hadrian's villa, and
at this time I had no idea that cobalt was known to the ancients. AJr.

Ilatchett and i\fr. Klaproth bad botli found o\ide of copper in some an-

cient blue glasEc^, which I coacei\i^ nuist have been opaque.

Z 3 was
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was pale grass green, had the character of carbonate of copper
mixed with chalk ; and a third, which was sea green, was a
green combination of copper niixe^l with the bhie copper frit.

All the greens that I examined on the walls of the baths of

Titus wore combinations of copper. From the extreme bril-

liancy of a green which I found in the vineyard to which I have
so often referred, I suspected that it might contain arsenious

acid, and be analogous to Scheele's green ; but on submitting it

to experiments, it afforded no indications of this substance, and
proved to be a pure carbonate of copper.

I'he greens of copper were well known to the Greeks ; the

most esteemed is described by Theophrastus and Dioscorides

under the name ol x^^udoaoXXa^ and is stated by both to be found
in metallic veins.

*

Vitruvius mentions chrysGColla as a native substance found in

copper mines, and Pliny speaks of an artificial chrysocolla made
from the clay found in the neighbourhood of metallic veins, which
clay was most probably impregnated with copper. He describes

it as rendered green by the l>eib luteum. There is every reason

to believe, that the native clirysocolla was carbonate of copper,

and that the artificial was clay impregnated with sulphate of

copper rendered green by a yellow dye.

Some commentators have supposed that chrysocolla is the

same substance as borax, because PUny has mentioned that a
preparation called by this name was used by goldsmiths for sol-

dering gold*; but nothing can l)e more gross than this mistake,

which, however, has been copied into many elementary books of

chemistry. The material used for soldering gold consisted of

carbonate or oxide of copper mixed with alkaline ])h<)sphates.

This is evident from the description of Dioscorides " i/£^» <oD

(Ty.MK->]y.og" lib, v. c. i)2, who says it was })repared from urine

treated in brass mortars. PJinv says likewise, tliat it was pre-

pared from ^' Cypria aerugine et pueri impubis urina, addlto ni~

trof." The name of chrysocolla was probably derived from the

green powder used by the goldsmiths, and which coiitained car-

bonate of copper as one of its ingredients;}:.

Amongst the substances found in the baths of Titus were some
masses of a grass green colour. I at first thought these might

* Hist, de la Peinturc aticienric, pag. 38. " Nos droguistes Ja iionimc

Bnrax." f Lib, xxxiii. cap 5.

X Ttio commentators liave been likewise misled ))y Pliny's description,
*' chrysiOcoUa humor est in putcis per vciiam auri defliicits. iS:c," Ibid.; but

this is merely an inaccurate account of the decomposition of a vein con-

faininij copper. We have no reason for suppoi.in^ that the Greeks and
I\OTnan>> wore acquainted with borax. Pliny, probably misled by the ap-

pli'ation of the haine name to dilFerent bubstances, considered chr^'bocolla

ai>tl>e ccuiciit of gold in mineral veins.

be
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be specimens of native chrysocolla; they proved indeed to ha
carbonate of copper, but it had formed round longitudinal nuclei

of red oxide of copper, so that probably tliese substances had
been copper nails or small pieces of copper used in the building,

converted by the action of the air, during so many centuries, into

cxide and carbonate.

The ancients, as it appears from Theophrastus, were well

acquainted with verdigrise. \'itruvius mentions it amongst
pigments; and probably many of the ancient greens, which are

now carbonate of copper, were originally laid on in the state of

acetite.

The ancients had beautiful deep green glasses, which I f;nd

are tinged with oxide of copper ; but it does not appear that

they used these glasses in a state of powder as pif;;;ments.

The greens of the Aldobrandini picture are all of copper^ a«

was evident from the action of the muriatic acid upon them.
[ I'o be CDiitiiiued.j

LXIV. T/ie Electric Column considered as a maintaining

Power, or First Moverfur ineckanical Purposes. By G^orgk.
. John Singer, Esq,

J. KE power of the electric column as a source of mechanical

action, was first discovered and applied by that excellent philo-

sopher M. De Luc, the admirable inventor of that important;

instrument; and it is to his active discrimination and unceasing

exertions we are indebted for the principal mechanical arrange-

ments which have been employed to render the variable action

of the column equal to the production of a constant though un-
equal motion.

The principal object of such a^i attempt is to enable an ob-
server to measure the actual variation in the pov/er of the colimia

at dif\'erent times, ;aul uiider dissimilar circumstances ; and, bv
a comparison of these changes with the usual meteorologicJ
jihaenomena, to ascertain if any connexion can be traced between
the spontaneous electricity of the column, and the natural elec-

tricity of the earth and ti;e ataiospliere.

For this purpose any arrangement may be employed which is

capable either of producing or maintaining the moiion of lighiD

substances by the immediat<2 action of the column; and that will

be most eligible which produces tliis eftect most certainly, and
.foy the least complex means.

With columns of small power, the frequency with which the

Hcs-ves of Beuuct's electrometer are made to open, and strike the

Z 4
^ tides
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sides of the glass, during their contact with one extremity of the

column, for a certain number of seconds, becomes a measure of

the comparative power of the instrument at different times : but

its distinct expression is prevented by the tendency of the gold-

leaves to stick to the sides of the glass ; and this arrangement is

therefore by no means fitted for permanent observations.

When an insulated conducting substance is freelv suspended

between two balls, or bells, connected respectively \vith the opr

posite ends of the column, I have found that motion is con-

stantly produced, if the weight of the pendulum, and the distance

of the bells, are exactly proportioned to the acting power of the

column at its mean rate of intensity: but if these circumstances

are not strictly attended to, tbe motion will soon cease ; and the

want of complete success in the original experiments of M. De
Luc and of Mr. B. M. Forster most probably arose from this

cause ; for, in the construction of a number of instruments on

this plan, 1 have had but one failure, and in that instance the

apparatus was finished in such haste as to preclude a proper

,
attention to the circumstances above stated.

Fig. 1. Plate VII, represents the arrangement of my Electrie

Chime. A series of about 1600 groups of zinc, silver, and paper

disks, are disposed in two columns, separately insulated in a ver-

tical position ; the positive end of one column is placed lowest,

and the negative end of the other, their upper extremities being

connected so as to form in efi'ect one series, having at each of

its extremities a small bell ; between the bells a small ball is

suspended by a thread of raw silk, so as to hang at an equal and

very small distance from each of them if unelectrified. The
action of the column occasions tins ball to vibrate l)etween the

belU and produce an electric ciiimc, in which the varialjle action

of the instrument at diffcreiit times is indicated by an increased

or diminished velocity of riiiging. There is a circular groove in

the base of the instrument which receives the rim of a glass

shade, by which dust and moisture are prevented from impeding

its action.

Fig- 2 represents a convenient modification of the arrange-

ment devised by M. De Luc, and to which he has given the

name of Aerial Electroscope. It is constructed near^jy in the

banie manner as the chime, but has balls at its lower extremity

instead of bells. From the positive end a wire W proceeds up-

wards a few inches parallel to the cohunn, and is then bent into

a hook to serve as a support to the penduluni, which consists of

a fii'e silver wire to which a gilt pith-ball is. attached. This

* Tills Plate will be given with tlic next number.

pendulunij
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peiKlulum, being in conducting communication with the positive

extremity of the column, will necessarily recede from it and ap»

proach the opposite ball ; but it is prevented from actual con-

tact with that ball by a brass fork F, across which a very fine

silver wire is stretched. This wire discharges the electricity of

the pendulum, and at the same time produces a kind of jerk

which prevents the pith-ball from sticking : the pendulum now
falls again into contact with the positive ball, but becoming

again electrical recedes from it and again strikes the cross wire;

and in this way, if properly constructed^ may continue its vibra-

tions for an unlimited period.

I have sometimes made a variation in this apparatus, by re-

moving the cross wire and the conducting support of the pendu-

lum, and by substituting for it a pith-ball suspended by a silk

thread, and accurately proportioned in weight and size to the

medium power of the column. By this means the motion occurs

over more space than in either of the preceding arrangements,

and is therefore more obvious, and well calcidated for observa-

tion, as the irregularity is considerable, and may be noticed whea
the temperature of the surrounding medium varies but sliglitly.

During my employment of the very extensive series of co-

lumns I have constructed, I have frequently attempted to produce

a rotatory motion by the direct action of their electrical i)ower,

but hitherto the attempt has continued unsuccessful; by indirect

means, however, the same object has of late been very ingeniously

obtained. In October last, my friend Mr. Lightfoot, a very ac-

tive philosoj.iher, who has made many interesting observations

on this subject, first suggested the employment of an inilexibic

pendulum as a means of converting the reciprocating motion

usually produced by the column into a source of rotatory move-
ment ; and the correctness of this idea v.-as soon aftervvards

practically verified l)y my pupil Mr. V. Ronalds, who with the

assistance of a watchnuiker has made a very successful and truly

ingenious arrangement, by which a simple and curious electrical

clock is produced.

The rotatory motion obtained by this indirect means, is how-
ever rather curious than useful ; for it is scarcely so correct an
indication of the power of tlie column as the simple pendulum,

and requires a much more extensive series to keep it in motion;

. it cannot therefore be preferred for the usual purposes of obser-

vation, and has I fear very little chance of becoming at all use-

ful as a time-keeper ; for the variable action of the column must
render it a most irregular maintaining pov/cr, which it will be

very difficult, if not impos3il)le, to correct effectually.

Tlie most elegant and at the same time the most simple move-*

ment yet produced by the action of the electric column appeais

to
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to be that employed by Signior Zamboni, who has made some
interesting discoveries on the general structure of the instrument.

He employs a vertical ncedic supported by a delicate pivot or

knife-edge a little above its centre of gravity, the position of

which may be readily altered by means of a sliding weight at-

tached to the lower extremity of the needle, which may by that

means be t-o adjusted as to possess the properties of an accurate

scale-beam, and will maintain its oscillations over a considerable

space by a very slight impulse.

The \ipper end of the needle, for at least an inch, is formed
of varnished glass; and on this a ring of gold, or a gilded bal-i of

pita or corkj is fixed ; the axis of the needle is supported midway
between two vertical columns insulated, but connected together

at bottom, so that the upper ends of the columns become the

positive and negative extremities of the scries ; the upper and
insulated extremity of the needle comes in contact alternately

with each of these ends, receives its electrical state, and recedes

towards the other, where the same process ensues ; and thus the

vibrations of the needle are maintained with great constancy over

a considerable space.

Fig. 3 represents the form I have employed for this con-

struction : the needle is supported by a brass arm which slides

on one of the columns; it is suspended by a delicate pivot, and
has at its summit a fine varnished glass tube to which a gilded

bail is aflixed ; the lower extremity of the needle is provided with

a sliding weight, by which the relation of the centre of gravity to

the point of suspension is accurately adjusted : to render the

contacts perfect, and least liable to change, the gilded ball does

not strike the brass caps of the colunnis, but touches alternately

two gold wires connected with them.

In this construction the needle is not moved by the direct at-

traction of the column ; but being once jnit into a state of vibra-

tion, its motion, which would naturally decline, and finally ter-

minate by the operation of friction and by the resi'^tance of the

air, is renewed at each contact by the impulse of electrical at-

traction, which is alternately exertexl on the needle in opposite

directions by each extremitv of the column ; and as this attrac-

tion does not sensibly act on the pendulum until it is very near

the attracting surface, its operation commences when it is most

wanted, and, without materially affecting the actioti of the pen-

dulum in any other way, occasions it to describe constantly

equal arcs at every vibration.

It is obvious, that by connecting a proper lever and ratchet-

wheel with the axis of the needle, motion may be readily com-
municated to indexSs, or to other wheels ; and this I am in-

'forincd ha*> been done during the past year, by some ex]-<.rimen-

t&lists
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talists on the continent. I have since tried the experiment, and

find it succeeds perfectly, but requires a more extensive series to

overcome the increased friction.

An effect very nearly resembling the action of the beam of a

ssteam-engine may be produced by placing the needle in a hori-

zontal instead of a vertical position. For this purpose it should

be constructed in the same maimer as an ordinary scale-beam
;

having equal arms terminated by gilt balls, and its point of sus-

pension above its centre of gravity. If a needle of this kind be

insulated, and placed with one of its balls a few inches above

the positive extremity of a powerful column, whilst the opposite

ball is similarly situated with respect to the negative extremity,

it will, when once put into a state of oscillation, continue to move
with considerable re2:ularitv, and with a momentum which ren-

ders it probable that, by the application of a proper mechanical

arrangement, a tolerably regular source of rotatory motion would

be obtained.

I have now completed a series of columns com])rising up-

wards of 50,000 groups of a peculiar and powerful arrangement,

but have not as yet combined them so as to institute any accurate

experiments on their effects ; but I trust it will not be long ere

I have leisure to accomplish this object.

London, May 1, 1815. G. J. SiNGER.

LXV. On the Coal and Stone Strata of Durham. By
Nat. John Winch, Esq. of Newcastle.

To Mr. Tilioch.

5iR Jf yoiir correspondent who writes under the signature

of «* A Constant Reader," in the Philosophical Magazine, ha*

access to the papers of the Geological Society of London, I beg

leave to recommend him to inspect the numerous sections of

collieries situated in this vicinity, which are deposited in the li-

brary of that Institute. By taking this trouble, he will soon per-

ceive that strata of stone and coal vary not only in thickness,

but are sometimes replaced by beds of different descriptions at

places by no means distant from each other ; and of ccMu-se that

a single "section, such as that adopted by Mr. Forster, can convey

but a very inadequate idea of the stratification of thi-s part of the

kingdom.' But should his residence be out of town, the fol-

lowing information relative to the Newcastle gruulstone bed

may prove acceptable to him. On Gateshead Fed and Wick-

ham Banks (see the Map of Durham) this stratum is 1 1 fathoms

thick, and lies '^t fitthoms above the High Main Coal^ it is also

met
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met with at EyketHill (seethe ISIap of Northumberland), but is

not found in the vale of Team which divides the former, nor of

Tync wliich separates the latter places. At Byket St. Anthon's

Colliery (see Forster's Section), and in the Dean near Bill

Quay, its thickness is 12 fathoms; and its place 58 fathoms

above the High Main Coal : for it is worthy of remark, that the

strata in this coal-field thicken on approaching the point ofex-
treme depth situated near Jarrow. 'I'he stone quarried and sunk

through at Byket Hill and Byket St. Anthon's is composed of

much coarser grsons than on Gateshead Fell, and by the colliery

sinkers is called Brown post.

Respecting the muscle shells—these organic remains occur in

most places where ironstone is found in the shales ; not only in

the Newcastle coal formation, but also in the metalliferous

limestone district upon which it rests, where encrinal limestone,

siuidstone, and shale alternate ; but the localities are too nur

merous to mention.

Very respectfully,

Your obedient humble servant,

Kenca>tle-upnp-Tvne, Xat. JoHN WlNCH.
Mi»v 8, 181,5.

LXVI. Account of a recent melancholy Occurrence at Healon
CoUiejy. By A Correspondent.

To Mr. Tdloch,

TNe"ca«'lc-iipoi-Tvnr. W-.-.y 14, 1815-

HOUGH some of \\\e London prints liave published

accounts of the dreadful accident which hap])ened at Ileatun

(A>Hiei V, on Wcdnesdav the 3d of this mouth
;

yet as these

paragraphs appear to be only short extracts from our provincial

tscwspiipers, the editors of which have omitted a description of

the local situation of the mine and other circumstances well

known, and of course uninteresting to their readers in this part

of the kingdom;— I trust the particulars now transmitted you
will be deemed worthy a place in the Philosophical Magazine

j

and under the impression that your Journal is perused by many
gentlemen comiected with mining pursuits, I shall offer no
a])ol(jgy for detailing some minute occurrences, or occasionally

making use of technical terms when applicable.—Ileaton Col-

liery lies a mile and a half cast of this town, and was won
about twenty-five years ago ; the workings are carried on in the

High Main Coal, fnun the dip where the engine-pits are sunk
to the depth of about eighty fathoms, towards the rise, where there

may be twenty-five fathoms covering on the scam : but here the

present
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present owners have put down no shafts; the inclhiation of the

strata is nearly east and bv south. To the west and north-west of

Heaton Hall are the wastes of ancient collieries long since aban-
doned. The conductors of the mine, well aware of the creat

body of water they would have to contend with when they ajj-

^ proached these boundaries, had increased the number of their

steam-engines to three (one of which is of the power of ISO
horses), the whole being capable of drawing 1200 gallons each
tninute ; and by this prudent precaution had already freed them-
selves from the water pressing upon them from the west ; but

that accumulated towards the north-west was still to be let otT.

For this purpose a drift was driven in a direction to perforate the

old workings near Heaton Burn, a little to the north and by
east of the Hall, where the remains of numerous pit heaps are

to be seen. An upcast dike of eight fathoms had just been
passed through ; this should have served to point out the spot

where the miners of former times were from necessity likely to

suspend th.eir labours ; and now all due precaution should have
been used to guard against impending danger. This drift, in the

stone had been driven in a sloping direction upwards to regain

the seam, and two feet of coal already formed its roof.—At four

o'clock on the fatal morning, Mr. Miller, the resident or under
viewer, visited the men engaged in this operation, and a dripping

of water from the rcof being pointed out to him, he gave direc-

tions that the tvork should be squared up; and said " he would
send in the borers at nine o'clock with tlie next shift, to ascer-

tain whether the water proceeded from the waste or no. In less

than a quarter of an hour after this conversation took place,

the water began to run more freely through the chink ; and the

two drifters becoming rather alarmed, sent their boy to apprize

two other men who were working near them, with the state of
the mine ; also directed him to go to the crain where the caves

of coals are delivered from the board-ways into the waggon or

rollyway, and acquaint the whole of the men in the ])it of their

danger. The youth asserts that no one was at the crain when
he reached it; but this is altogether improbable, and no doubt is

entertained tliat, impelled by fear, he made the best of his way
to the shaft and escaped. The two workmen first mentioned
had now quitted the face of the drift, and one of them recollect-

ing that he had left his jacket behind, proposed to the other to

return and see how the watej' was coming off ; but at this in-

stant a frightful crash, accompanied by a violent gust of wind,

which extinguished the candles, warned them that an immense
torrent of water was rushing into the mine ; they fled precipi-

tately towards the working shaft, distant about a mile ; and, as

the water of course flowed first down the lowest level, reached

it
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it just in time to save their lives. The two men who were

working near them, the boy before menlioned, and fifteen other

men and boys who were on the rollyway, were so fortunate as

to make their escape, but not till the la^t of them was up to his

waist in water. Every po^silnhty ot retreat to tho!?e left behind

was now cut off; and, shocking to relate, seventy-five human
beings, including Mr. Miller, were shut up in the workings to-

wards the rise of the colliery, either to perish by hunger, or die

for want of respirable air ; and twenty-four hours elapsed before

the water rose to twenty-five fathoms in the engine pit ; if it

could even then displace the air confined in the higher part of

the mine. Some faint expectations were entertained during the

course of the first day, that a communication might be opened

to these unhappv people, by uncovering and descending through

one of the old shafts at Heaton Banks; but before the scaf-

folding was reached, the surrounding earth fell in, and every

glimpse of hope vanished.—Workmen are now busied in clearing

out a shaft in front of Heaton Hall; but owing to rubbish which

has accumulated at the bottom, and the carburetted hydrogen

^rhich is ascending in great profusion, much time must be spent

before that part of the v orkings can be inspected, where most

of the pitmen were known to be employed when the accident

took place.

The sufferers who thus found a living grave have left twenty-

four w'idows and seventv-seven orphans, besides Mrs. Miller

s:.id her eight children, to deplore their untimely fate.—I am
bappy to add, that a subscription is now on foot to relieve the

pecuniary distress of their families. N,

P» S.—^Thirty-seven horses were in the mine at the time of

-.the catastrophe.

LXVII. Notices respecting New Books,

Qlservattoris, chiefly pracLical, on some of the more common
Diseases of the Horse; together with Eeynarks tipon the ge-
veral Ar tides of Diet, mid' the ordinary Stable Maiiagemeni

of that Animal. By Thomas Peall, Veterinary Professor

and Lecturer to the Right Hon. the Dublin Society, and Ve-
terinary Surgeon in the Royal Artillery. 4to, 360 pages.

JVIr. Peall speaks with much modesty of his pretensions as an
author. His work, however, is replete with so much useful

practical information, that it cannot fail to prove acceptable, not
only to professional people, but to every gentleman who would
reacue his cattle from the destructive empiricism of grooms and

common
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common farriers. The author's views of some of the diseases

to which this noble animal is Hable, appear to us to be new, and

the treatment recommended, highly judicious. He ridicules the

idea of a vitiated, fou! state of the blood and humours being tlie

cause of the grease, the great winter disease of horses that are

kept in large crowded towns. It is seen but rarely (in com-
parison) in the country, especially among such as are employed

in agriculture ; and least of all among those of the latter kind

that perform work of a regular kind. No disease to which th^

horse is liable, appears to the author to arise more decidedly from

the ordinary management of stables, or to be less a necessary

consequence of domesticating this animal. In opposition to the

opinion of the late professorSt. Bel, that this disease is contagious,

he urges, that where numbers of horses are all treated in the

same way, and exposed to the same exciting cause of disease,

nothing can be more natural than that numbers should be at-

tacked with similar morbid symptoms—" Stripped of all mystery

and all the technical language of the schools ; the grease may
be considered, simply, as an inflammation of the skin of the fet-

lock joint. The disease is, in truth, the chilblain of the horse.''

"•' We shall cease to wonder that the skhi of the fetlock

is liable to be attacked with inflammation, especially in the win-

ter season, if v.e consider the peculiar circumstances to which it

is exposed The seat of the disease is remote from the great

fountain of life, the heart The fetlocks are exposed to

greater vicissitudes of heat and cold than any other part of tlie

animal—at one moment enveloped in a bed of hot litter and

fijeces at a temperature of 50" to GO ; tJie next, exposed to a cur-

rent of cold aiv several degrees below the freezing point ;"—and

sometimes standing for hours in snow, or bruised ice. ** The
skin is frequently not merely imbued with moisture, but with

such as is of a most deleterious kind, to a part susceptible of in-

flammation, namely, the urine of the animal ; which contains

a great deal of volatile alkali, even before that salt can be en-

gendered by the putrefactive fermentation of the litter." We re-

gret that our limits do not permit us to lay before our readers

the whole of the author's reasoning and proofs in support of his

opinion. Though the author considers the grease not as a con-

stitutional but as a local disease, brought on by external causes

alone, yet he does not maintain that internal remedies ought

never to be used—'' for it happens, every now and then, that

the inflammation of the diseased linib is so prodigiously high, that

the constitution is found to sympathize with the diseased part?,

and generally fever and derangement of the system are the con-

^equences. But the chief reason why this complaint is frequently

found so difficult of cure, is owing to the circumstance of con??-

deiing
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dering it a primary disease of the constitution ; which, it is sup-
posed, must be amended before the complaint can be cured.

Hence the farrago of alteratives," &;c. 6cc. which are frequently

exhibited for weeks, sometimes months, where a judicious appli-

cation of simple external remedies would be found capable of

effecting a cure in as many days. But we must refer our readers

to the work itself for the author's mode of treatment. The con-

tents of the work are:—On the Use and Abuse of Purgatives;

—on Strangles;—on Sprains or Claps in the back Sinew;—on
Worms;— Spasmodic Colic or Gripes;— Inflammation of the

Eyes;— Inflammation of the Lungs;— the Grease;—the Farcy;

—the Glanders;— General Treatment of tiieFeet;— Inflammation

ofthe Bowels ;—Stables;—Clothing;—Litter;—Water;—Light;

—Grooming;—Exercise;—Food;—Formulee of Medicines.

Travels in South Africa, undertaken at the Request of the Mis-
sionury Society. By John Campbell. 8vo. 596 pages.

We notice this publication (in which there are some curious

details, which cannot but prove interesting to those particularly

who recommended the voyage) chiefly for the purpose of giving

a few extracts of detached facts which maybe acceptable to such

of our readers as are fond of natural history. The author's route,

marked on a map which is given in the volume, was from Cape
Town, about 1 8° 20' S. long, and 34° S. lat. in a direction nearly

east to 2/^ lO' ; then northerly (with some westerly deviations)

to lat. 27° 40' S. whence he proceeded easterly, then SW. till

ke reached the banks of Yellow River, at about 26" SO' E. long,

and 20^ 30' S. lat. This river runs westerly, and towards its

mouth takes the name of Great or Orange River. It runs into

the South Atlantic Ocean at about 16° 50' E. long, and 28° SO'

S. lat. Mr. Campbell's general route was then in the direction

of this river, from the point at which he approached it to about
18° E. long., when he travelled southerly, the most direct way
he could find to Cape Town. In this route, a great part of

which had never been visited by any European, the author en-

countered the usual inconveniences which accompany travellers

among uncivilised tribes, and met with some facts so curious as to

procure them a slight notice in his pages, though his journey had
other and more important objects in view—the future civilisa-

tion and moral improvement of the sons of Africa. Mr. Camp-
bell left England in July 1812, and reached Cape Town on the

24th of October. After a few weeks residence there, and visiting

different missionary settlements, the author and his small party

set off on his projected journey on the ISth of Feb. 1813, with

three waggons (afterwards augmented to five) each drawn by
twelve
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twelve oxen, and did not get back to the Cape till the end of

October.

Feb. 16,— Killed a gray serpent, vvhich shone in the daik, and

emitted a rattling sound, evidently intended by Providence to

give warning of its approach.

March 15.—Counted 29 aloes in flower. Some of the stalks

measured 38 feet in height, and 2| feet in circumfeience at the

bottom;—a wonderful growth in one year! What a curiosity

would these be esteemed in the vicinity of London, where it is

believed they come into flower only once in 100 years ! If an

aloe produces seed when it sends on a flower, it dies that year;

if not, it lives and sends forth a flower again.

March 19.—Saw numerous ants' nests. In shape they resem-

ble a baker's oven, and are from two to four feet high. These
industrious animals have their enemies, especially a creature

rJaout the size of a fox, who, after piercing a hole in the side of

the nest, pushes in his tongue, when the unwary ants rush to-

wards it in order to investigate what has happened. The tongue

being covered with these insects, he draws it in, and swallows

the whole, repeating the process till he has devoured millions.

The bees sometitnes covet and take possession of the house.

The boors also, when travelling, frequently clear out these nests,

and use them as ovens for baking their bread.

April 13.—Came in sight of some springbucks, which af-

forded great amusement, from their springing at least six feet

every leap in height, and several yards in length. However near
- a person may be to them, no motion of their legs can be per-

ceived. The instant they touch the ground thev rise again into

the air, which makes their motion resemble flying. Vvhen they

leap, the ground on which thev light seems as if elastic.

April 25.—A honey-bird, which leads travellers to hives of

bees, invited us, by chirping, to a place where honey might be

found. One or two of our escort went towards it, when it flew

from tree to tree chirping ; but as the hive appeared too distant

they returned.

INIay 18,—Commenced keeping watch at night. The Hot-
. tentots watched chiefly on the lee side of the waggons: the rea-

son I understood to be, that a lion or a Bushman never makes an

attack from the v/indward, because then the dogs smell theni

and give an alarm.

May 21.—This season may be called the Bushmans* harvest.

The ground being now softened by rain, they pull up roots, not

oulv for present consumption, but for future use. In summer
they are supplied with locusts, which they dry and pound into

powder, which serves as a substitute for flour.

June 7.—Plagued witli l)U'^hcs bignificantly named stdp-Q-

Vol. 45. No. 20j. il/o?/ 1S15. . Aa " while.
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tuhile. Its thorns exactly lesoniMe fisliing-hooks ; so that, iT

they catcii hold of your clothes as you pass, vou must stop, some-

tiiues a loni^ while, before you get clear of them. In clearuig

one arm the other is caught; and without the cautious assistance

of a second person there is no escaping, but by main force and

losing part of your clolhes.

June 17.—Halted at Blink (or Shining) llill, so called on ac-

count of a shining stone, resembling the lead of which pencils

ate made in Enqland. This the Bushmaiis and others grind

to dust, vv'hich they use as we do hair-powder. A red stone witii

vi-liich tiie surrouudinr; nations paint their bodies, comes also

from this hill, and forms an article of barter. This mountain is

a kind of Mecca to the surrounding nations. They are con-

stantly making pilgrimages Jiither, not indeed to pay religious

homage, but to obtain supplies of blue powder for their hair.

This custom has existed time immemorial. Accompanied by

Mr. Reid and our Hottentots witli candles, the mine was entered.

After descending with some djrriculty, we soon lost sight of the

world, sometimes wading hah'-leg deep in black-lead dust. The
roof was ftiU of projecting pieces of the shining rock, and large

caverns appeared on each side as we advanced. The roof at one

place appeared curiously carved. Touching a part of it which we

could reach, we perceived it had life. It proved to be composed oi

a multitude of bats hanging asleep from the roof. Moving them

backwards and forwards neither awoke nor made any of them

lose their hold of tlie rock, to which they clung by the claws of

tlieir hinder legs : but holding the candle at a little distance un-

der one of them awoke it, when it fiew to another part of the

cave. Having advanced about 100 feet, t!ie cavern became so

low and narrow, that we could proceed no further in that direc-

tion. We returned, and went, by a passage leading to the right,

deeper into tiie mountain, and entered a large cavern the bottom

of which was strewed with the bones of animals, and some parts

indicated fires having been made in it. After collecting some

specimens of the rock and powder, we returned to day-light

nearly as black as chimney-sweepers.

Kdlcd a buffalo and wounded two. The buffalo is often ex-

tremelv furious when wouiK^od and not disabled. Should his

encu/y climb a tree, he is far from being out of dmiger ; for th.e

animal will run with violence and strike the tree with his massy

horns, which cover as with a helmet the crown of his head
;

the stroke of which will so shake the largest trees as to require a

firm hold indeed to prevent the person falling to the ground,

and being consequently tossed by the horns of the enraged ani-

mal. This bufi'cdo was food for ourselves and followers for several

days, saving the sheep for future use.

Jufltf
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.tune 24.—The truvellers reacliod Lattakoo, a royal African

ritv. V>\ the map it appears to be situated in long. 25° 55' E.

lat". 26^' 20' S. where they remained till the 7th of July. They
Avere treated with hospitality: not a single article was stolen

from them during their stay, eMce|jt iivo buttons, for which the

culprit was driven out of the public square. The king agreed

to receive missionaries for the instruction of his people. They
had heard, they said, that there was a Great Being, but they

knew him not, having never seen him. On one occasion, about

a dozen peo]3lc sitting a few yards from I\lr. Campbell's tent were

singing one word v.'iih a little variation, viz. Hailylallay—Hie-

laylallay. After repeating it six or eight times in chorus, they

paused, and began all at once again. [May not this be a cor-

rupted pronunciation of HallelujahP which, with some va-

rieties in pronunciation, is still in use among all the northern

inhabitarits of Africa.]

Aug. i 1.—IIardca.^tle is surrounded by mountains of asbestcs.

It.is disposed between rock strata. That which becomes, by
a little beating, soft as cotton, is of a prussiau blue colour. I

found some of the colour of g'>ld, i)ut not soft or of a cotton

texture like the blue ; some I found white, brown, green, &:c.

Cloth of this .substance .stands the fire. The ancients burnt

their dead in such cloth, to obtain their ashes ; and it is remark-

able that in the langdage of the Griquaas it is called hnndker-'

clurj stone.

Aug. 14.—Observed a camel-thorn tree stripped of its leaves

by the winter, which was just over; but there were three branches

<»f a ditterent kind of tree, or bush, which had been engrafted into

it by a bird ; whicli is a common occurrence in tliis country : these

branches were fidl of leaves.

Sept. 10.—A tree was observed liaving two remarkable nests

on it ; one about four yards in circumference ; the other three,

and about a yard in depth. They are built of coarse grass, by a

t^mall bird resembling our goldfinch . One of the nests had se-

venteen holes in tlie bottom, the other .seven, by which tl.e birds

enter. At one time I saw about a hundred come out of them.
Instead of being the nest of a single pair, they seem to be kraals

or towns of birds.

I was for some time surprised how such multitudes of liz^.rds

and mice as inhabit the Desert could live without water; but \

observed many succulent plants of various kinds loaded with

small berries containing water. I poured out of one large berry

about three teaspoonfids of water; and 1 witnessed the mice
dragging them to their holes, just as seamen take casks of water

into their sliips. This is a wonderful prevision God has made
to supply the wants of these little animals,

A a 2 A ston^
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A stone having jjecn thrown at a Hzard, which struck off its

tail ; the tail leaped about for five minutes, and moved, some-
thing like a serpent, to three yards distant. The poor lizard as

well as myself stood wondering at this exhibition. The Hotten-
tots informed nie that, like serpents, after their heads are cut off

they live until the going down of the sun.

The natives have a strange way of getting rid of flies. They
rub milk over their sheep, and, placing them before the door,

drive out the flies: these instantly light upon the sheep, which
are then driven to a distance.

Sept. 28.—Four scorpions were put into a hole dug in the

earth. They soon began to fight. The mode was curious.

Having t^vo claws like a crab's, with these they attempted to

seize each other by the head. When one happened to be thus

caught, he seemed sensible of his danger and cried out ; but the

other, regardless of his cries, turned round his tail and gave him
one sting. The one that was stung, as if aware of its mortality,

resisted no more, but lav down till he died. The other, as

if aware of the same thing, gave himself no further trouble.

They all had the same method of fighting, and all the vanquished

.acted in the same manner. The surviving conqueror was put

to death, as too dangerous to be allowed to escape.

April 21,—On the vovage home crossed the equator^ and had

-an opportunity to see verified Dr. Franklin's assertion, that oil

thrown upon agitated «ater will smooth it. A South Sea whaler

near us pumped out her bilge-water, which was mixed with oil

;

when the sea for a quarter of a mile behind her became as smooth

as glass. \

A practical Treatise on Gas Light ; exhibiting a summary De-
scription of the Apparatus and Machinery best calcidaledfur

illuminating Streets, Houses, and Manufactories tvith car-

luret ted Hydrogen or Coal Gas; tvith Remarks on the Uti-

lity, Safety and general Nature of this new Branch of
civil CEconomy. By Fredrick Accum. Svo. Ackerman.

pp.200.
Our readers are of course aware that the rapid increase in

])riceof late years, of the materials for producing light, has given

rise to a new and beautiful substitute for oil, wax, and tallow
j

this new method consists in burning the gas obtainable from

common pit-coal by distillation, and the light so obtained is

known i)y the name of Gas Light.

At an early period in the history of the introduction of this

improvement into the British empire, Mr. Accum was called

upon to give the aid of his extensive practical knowledge as a

chemist, in investigating the merits of the new insti:ution, and
had
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had the honour to be selected to give evidence of its utiHty and

ceconomy before both houses of parhament. It is with pccuhar sa-

ti{>fact!on, therefore, that we find him coming before the pnbhc as

the autlior of a popular treatise on this new branch of domestic

tjeconoir.y, convinced as we are that few could be found better

qualified for the task.

The more immediate object of Mr. Accum's treatise is to de-

scribe the apparatus now so successfully employed for manufac-

turing coal-gas in the large way, and to point out tlie means

adopted for carrying tliis new mode of illumination into effect,

f<>r illuminating streets, houses, and maimfactories.

The work is divided into two parts : the first part is in some

measure preliminary, and independent of thfe second. The for-

mer embraces a concise and popular view of the general theory

and production of artificial light—the illuminating powers of

candles, lamps, and gas lights of different kinds, with regard to

the quantity of combustible material consumed ; the mode of

measurino; the intensities of light obtained from different com-
bustible [)odies, so as to ascertain their value; together with such

other facts and observations as the author deemed necessary to

clear the road, and enable those who are not familiar with che-

mistry fully to understand the nature of the gas-light iKumina-

tion.

This is succeeded by a chemical view of the general nature of

coal—the chemical changes which this substance undergoes

when emploved in the production of gas-light —the different pro-

ducts it furnishes—the operations necessary for obtaining them
—their quantities, and applications in the various arts of life

—

together with an historical sketch of the rise and progress of the

gas -light illumination.

The second part of the treatise, and by far the most copious,

is dedicated to the svmimary details of the new art of illumina-

tion. We there find the data for calculating the expense that

must attend the application of this new species of light, under

different circumstances, when conq^ared with the lights now in

use—the obvious effects which the discovery of lighting with coal

gas must inevitably produce uj)on the arts and upon domestic

oeconomv—its primary advantages—its ulterior promises—its li-

mits—and the resources it presents to industry and public oeconu-

my. The author has candidly shown how far the gas-light ap-

plication is safe, and in what respect it is entitled to the public

approbation and national encouragement.

Our limits will not allow us to speak in detail of the merits of

this work : the fe.bilities of the author have been long known as

a philosophical and practical chemist. In the present work he

A a 3 has
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has displayerl much candour and impartiality, anc] knowledge of
the subject on which he writes. His book will be found highly

useful to those who wish to acquire a practical knowledge of the

subject on which it treats, and will enable mechanics to erect the

apparatus necessary for carrying the gas-light illumination into

effect. It will remove many misapprehensions concerning the

safety of the new lights ; it will show the impossibility of streets

or towns illuminated with coal being suddenly thrown into dark-

ness by the fracture of one or more gas-light mai/is, or by the

destruction of one or more of the gas-light machineries, as

has been represented by some misguided individuals ; and it will

give to those who are unacquainted with the nature of the gas-

light illuminatio!!, a fair and not over-charged statement of the

merits and defects of this new art of illumination; whilst at the

same time the chemist will meet with facts relating to the sub-

ject of the gas-light illumination, which Avill arrest his attention,

and add to the general stock of chemical knowledge.

The plates, which are seven in number, are neatly engraved :

they exhibit not only the large machineries now successiuUy em-
ployed in lighting streets, houses, and public edifices in this me-
tropolis, but likev.'ise the smaller apparatus made use of in ma-
nufactories and other private establishments.

Before concluding, we cannot avoid recommending to the

different gas companies to pay attention to the purifying of tlieir

gas by passing it through Avater, and particularly to avoid the

use of coals containing sulphur, as we have noticed that where-

eyer sulphur is burnt, as in vitriol manufactories, the workmen
always lose their teeth, and very speedily too. We mention this

with no invidious intention; for we consider the introduction of

gas-light into general use as an object of great national im.port-

ance; and we would be sorry, should ignorance or inattention on

the part of those who embark in such undertakings, as objects

of commercial sjjeculation, induce an effect which Avoidd set the

whole community in array against this mode of illumination.

LXMII. Proceed'mgs of Learned Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

April 29. A PAPER was read from Mr. Seppings, containing

some additional remarks to his former one, on an improved me-
thod of ship-building. The author chiefly directed his attention

to some points commented on by Dr. Yoimg, and alleged the

insufficiency of mere theory when confronted by jiractice : he

dwelt i)articularly on the fact, that tlie French never built any
J;hi])3
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ships with cHa,G;onal timbers, aiul afterwards abaiifloned the mode
as useless. The utmost, he mahitaincd, tliat the French had

(lone, was l)uiUliiig one ship the hning of which was placed dia-

gonali\- ; but this, as might be expected, was attended with noTie

of the advantages which his method possessed, and on the con-

trary had several peculiar disadvantages. Mr. S. also produced

various certificates from different naval surveyors, and others, all

of whom concurred in proving that the ships built according to

the plan which he had carried into execution were almost en-

tirelv exempt from liogging or becoming broken-backed.

]\Iay 4. Sir Humphry Davy, having happily returned from

his scientific tour on the continent, communicated an interesting

paper on the hyperosymuriates, and on what Gay Lussac calls

chloric acid.

Dr. Pliillip, in a short paper, stated his having found a foetus

in the abdomen of a child. At the age of two years and a half

a hard tumour was observed in a child's abdomen ; various means
were taken to re-luce or discuss it, but in vain; all medicine was

ineftectual ; and when the cb.ild died, its body was opened, and
what had beeti supposed a tumour, proved to be a t'j^tus. Dr. P.

thinks this an instance of one foetus being inclosed within auotheF

in the womb.
May 11. Mr. Poretjunior related a series ofvery delicate and

complex experiments, in addition to his former paper, which ap-

pears in the Phil. Transactions on the salts called triple prussiates.

Notwithstanding the apparent accuracy, however, of his experi-

ments, he found them not quite correspondent with the atomic

theory, and therefore rejected the inferences to be drawn from

them, or the facts vvliich thev developed, preferring rather to her

lievc in the infiilhbilitv of his calcuhitions of atoms, than in tV^

correctness of his actual experiments, The Society then ad-

journed over one week.

Mav '2.1. A paper by Dr. Parry was read, on the nature and

cause of the pulse. Dr. P. took a revievv of the different theoT

ries which have been proposed to account for the {jlifeiKDmencn

of pulsation, observing that the greater part of j^hysiologist.s had
contented themselves with the opinion of Haller, that j^ulsation

was occasioned by the diastole and systole of the heart. His

view, however, of the (luestiou is much simpler : on examining

different arteries where they \\ere exposed to no obstruction or

pressure, he found that they had no judse : by pressing the fin-

ger on an artery over a soft part of the body, which yielded suf-

ficiently to the pressure, no pulse was manifested ; but when-
ever an artery was pressed over a solid part, then a pulse was
inmiediatelv found. He repeated these operations several times,

aud uniformly found the same effects. Hence he concludes that

.\ a 4 the
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the pulse is nothing more than the re-action or impetus of the

blood to maintain its regular motion. The arteries appear only

as canals through which the blood flows in a uniform and con-

tinuous current ; diminish the diameter of these canals, and a
])ulse is immediately perceived. At every jimction of a vein

with an artery, the internal diameter of the latter is diminished,

and hence a pulse ahvavs apj^ears. This Dr. P. thinks fully'

adequate to account for all the modifications of the pul^-^e.

Part of a very elaborate paper was road, detailing numerous
experiments on malic acid, analysis of several vegetables which
contain this acid, and on the crvstallization of malat of lead.

Gooseberries, and many other culinary vegetables contain con-

siderable quantities of malic acid ; but on discovering that m.alat -

of lead sometimes formed crystals, and at others continued in a

thick mucilaginous state, the author was induced to vary his

experiments to ascertain the cause of this apjjarent anomaly,

when he discovered that it was owing to the presence of another

acid. This acid also existing in vegetables when combined
\vith the malic, the solutions of lead in it then assume a crystal-

line character. This fact is of great importanx-e, as malat of

lead has been deemed to be one of our most dehcate tests or re-

agents.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Mr. Brande's ninth lecture embraced a general view of the

doctrines of chemical affinity or attraction. This subject, al-

though noticed and elucidated by Sir I. Newton, had been but

sparingly investigated previouslv to the foundation of the French

school of chemistry by Lavoisier and his associates: with them
it became an object of early attention, and new ideas were formed

upon it, which it now became needi'u! to discuss.

The Professor observed, that at the outlet of his present course

of lectures, the distinctive objects and character of chemistry as

a science had been explained, but that it would have been of lit-

tle avail to have dwelt upon the laivs of chemical changes ; that

aI)out the present period of his history, the wavering and doubt-

ful opinions entertained upon this head began to subside into

steadiness and certainty, and the bickerings of unsupported hy-

j)othesis to vanish before the steady light of theories deduced from

experiment and observation.

We were now also called upon to consider the improvements

in the language of chemistrv, and the grand nomenclatural re-

form which in 17^7 was presented to the chemical world under

the sanction of the united names of Lavoisier, Morveau, Ber-

thollet, and Fourcroy.

Mr.
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Mr, Brande proceeded to illustrate the effects and laws of

chemical attraction, by an extended series of experiments : he
observed, that a tptal change in the properties of bodies was the
most obvious result of a chemical action ; that iu'^ipid, inodorous,

and insoluble substances acquired flavour, smell, and solubiiitv;

and that the third substance resulting from the union of two
bodies, did not possess the intermediate qualities of its compo-
nent parts, but exhibited new and imexpected properties ; that

change of form or state was a frequent attendant on chemical
action ; that solids became fluids and gases ; fluids were solidified;

and aeriform bodies, quitting their elastic state, acquired a liquid

or solid form. These phaenomena were separately illustrated by
experiments.

Mr. Brande concluded his lecture with an examination of the

laws of simple and double decomposition, and with a general

view of the theory of definite proportions, in which he demon-
strated the tendency of bodies to unite ordv in certain relative

w-eights; and that, when they combine in more than one pro-

portion, the second, third, or fourth quantities are multiples or

divisions of the first. Mr. Brande contrasted these views with

those advanced by Berthollet in his " Chemical Statics," and
proved the correctness of the former, and the imperfection and
futility of many of the latter.

In some experiments with carburetted hydrogen, the Professor

took occasion to advert to tlie applications of this gas to 08cono-

mical purposes, which, with few inconveniencies, held out many
advantages. The question was too extended and important to

be then entered upon ; he therefore merely noticed the quantity

of gas afforded by a given ([uantity of coals, and the ])roportion

required to feed an Argand's lamp. We understood that a chal-

dron of Newcastle Wallsend coals afforded 10,000 cubical feet

of gas fit for burning ; of which, between three and four cubical

feet were consumed by each Argand's biuner per hour.

This lecture was interspersed with several applications of the

principles laid down, to the phtenomena of art and nature.

It is obvious, said the Professor, that the effects of chemical

combination are referable to simple laws productive of invariable

results ; and hence we discern, in the minutest atoms and com-
binations of matter, the same display of unerring harmony v.hich

is exhibited upon a great and magnificent scale throughout the

system of the xuiiverse.

Mr. Brande in his eleventh lecture dwelt upon the advances

which had been made in chemistry during the kist century, and
observed, that new and jjowerful instruments of research had
been discovered. He then proceeded to discuss the relation of

the mechanical forms to the chemical constitution of bodies

;

andj
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and, havliig taken a general view of the ph«nomena of ciystalli-.

zatioii, noticed at consideral)le length the theories which had
been invented to accoinit for thoni.

It will he impossible to give an intelligible outline of that part

ef Mr. Brande's lecture in which he exposed the tiieories of

crystallization : those of Rome de Lisle, of Haiiy, and of Dr.
Wollaston, were separately considered, and illustrated bv a series

of excellent models. The Professor supported that hypothesis

which regards the primitive forms of crystals, as made up of sim-

ple arrangements of spherical particles ; and some new facts upon
the subject were adduced, which, if not perfectly demonstrative,

were highly favourable to these viewi.

In his twelfth lecture Mr. Brando entered upon the subject

of electricity, with an historical sketch of the rise and progress

of that Ijranch of cxperiinental science. Thcophrastus, the ce-

lebrated pupil and successor of Aristotle, is the first who alludes

to this singular pov/er of matter. Dr. Jelbert is the earliest

scientific writer on this subject, and in his treatise on magnetism,
published in 1600, many important facts concerning the excita-

tion of electricity are detailed. Having detailed these and other

discoveries in chronological order, the Professor proceeded to a
series of experiments iliustrating the laws of electrical excitation.

The phpenomena of inihiced elecliic'itT/j and the other modes of

excitation, were also considered.

Mr. Brande said that it was only within the last fourteen years

that the chemist had been re(juired to enter minutely upon this

subject of inquiry ; for, although it might have been suspected

that an agent so powerful and so universal as electricitv was not

unconnected with the chemical energies of matter, no such re-

lationship had been demonstrated until the commencement of

tlie present centurv, an ajra which would ever be referred to, as

among the most glorious and iuiportant in experimental science.

Mr. Brande described the different e/cctiometcfs, or inszni-r

meats for ascertaining the presence and measuring the quantity

of electrical excitation, and concluded with details respecting

the discoveries of Dr. Franklin, especially as to tlie modes of

preserving ships and buildings from the eifects of lightning, and
with some observations on his scientific character.

Mr. Brande in his thirteenth lecture resumed the subject of

electricity. He dwelt upon the different modes of excitation

shortly noticed in his former discourse, and referred the pheeno-

mcna of the thunder-storm and water-spout, to induction taking

place between the clouds and the earth and water. He illustrated

the meaning of the terms qnanliiy and inlensify, as employed
by electricians ; the former signifying the absolute quantity of

electricity diffuoed over any surface 3 the latter, its tendency to

•fly
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fly off or j>as5 tlirough non-conducting jnedia: thus the electri-

city of the common electrical machine is possessed of great in-

tensity, because it passes in long sparks through air ; hut its

quantity is inconsiderable_, for the whole is at once withdrawn
from the conductor.

Mr. Brande next proceeded to the discoveries of Galvani ani
Volta: the former had ascertained that, on bringing zinc and
silver in contact with the nervous and muscular parts of recently

killed animals, violent spasmodic affections ensued ; and he
formed an unsatisfactory hypothesis to account for the effect

:

but the subject soon fell into the more able hands of Volta, and
became productive of infinitely important consequences, not

merelv as influencing the theorv of electrical action, but as ex-

tending the boundaries of that department of science, and ulti-

mately of chemical philosophy.

Volta referred the effects upon the frog, to the excitation of

electricity by the contact of the metals, and devised the method
of accumulating the electricity thus excited, by the alternate ar-

rangements of two different metals and moistened paper. The
Professor having pointed out the improvements which had suc-

cessively taken place in the Voltaic apparatus, stated that its ac-

tion appeared to depend upon the disturbance of the electrical

eqiiilibrium bv the two metals, rendering one positive and the

other negative ; and upon its increase by induction throughout

the series.

The electrical phaenomena of the Voltaic pile were further il-

lustrated by the construction and effects of the electric column of

Mr. de Luc, in which an active electrical arrangement is pro-

duced by alternations of dry paper, zinc, and silver. The con-

sideration of the general powers and chemical effects of the Vol-

taic instrument Mr. Brande deferred to a future lecture, when \\e

should employ the large apparatus, consisting of 2000 series,

constructed in the Roval Institution under the direction of h>ir

H. Davy.

The lecture concluded with some general observations upon
the advances which had been made in the theory of electrical

action ; a branch of science, in which, notwithstanding the ta-

lents and ai>\uties displayed in its prosecution, there remained

nianv recesses unexplored, and many fountains unexhausted.

Having in his former lecture described the structure and ope-

ration of the Voltaic instrument, Mr. Brande proceeded in his

14th lecture on Saturday, May 27th, to consider the methods
of increasing the quantity and intensity of its electricity. He
spoke first of chemical action, and exhibited several experi-

ments, in which the power of ignition in the battery was in-

creased proportionally to the action of the mtervening fluid upon
the
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the plates : at the sarcie time, however, the common electrical

powers were diminished ; for such a pile did not affect an elec-

trometer more po\verf"ully than when the cells were filled with

pure water, or when paper was interposed between the plates,

as in the column -of De Luc.

The effect of increasing the mimber of alternations was exhi-

lited by the large Voltaic ap))aratus constructed in the Royal

Institution by Sir 11. Davy. It )>roduced a most brilliant arc of

flame when two points of charcoal, connected with its extremes,

•were brought near each otlier ; in vacuo the discharge was some
inches in length, and exhil)itcd a star and halo of blue light upon

the negative point, and a bright spot and brush of light u})on the

positive point; these effects were particularly distinct and beau-

tiful. The ftision and condjustion of the metals, and the diffe-

rent conducting powers of fluids, were also shown by the help of

this apparatus.

The increase in the qvunlity of electricity by increasing the

size of the plates, was illustrated by a battery composed of twenty

plates, each being two feet square. The largest apparatus of

this kind had been constructed bv Mr. Children : it consisted of

twentv plates, each six feet wide, and two feet eight iiK'hes deep.

Its powers of igniting metallic wires were of the most surprising

description ; but as an account of the experiments made by

means of it was about to be laid before the Royal Societv, Mr.

Brande did not minutely describe them. A singular experiment

was exhibited, in which a wire of silver and one of the same di-

ameter of platina, united end to end, were made part of the cir-

cuit ; the platina wire only became red hot : the effect was re-

ferred to the suj^erior conducting power of silver to that of pla-

tina, the heating effect being greatest where most resistance is

offered to the passage of electricity.

The Professor cKhibited some other forms of the Voltaic appa-

ratus, and concluded his Lecture with some observations on the

relation of electricity to the pha>nomena of heat, and on its

power of producing or passing into radiant matter, the more full

discussion of which would be resumed in his next and concluding

lecture.

ROYAL MEDICAL SOCIETY, EDINBURGH.

The Royal Medical Society propose as the subject of their

Prize Essay for the year 18 IG the following question :

"What changes of composition does the process of digestion

in quadrupeds produce on earths, oxides, and earthy, alkaline,

and metallic salts ?"

A set of book>^^ or a medal of five guineas value, will be given

annually
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annually to the author of the best dissertation on an experi-

mental subject proposed by the Society; for which all the mem-
bers, houorarv, extracrdhiary, and ordinary, shall alone be in-

vited as candidates.

The dissertations are to be written in English, French, or

Latin, and to be delivered to the Secretary on or before the 1st of

December of tlie succeeding year to that in which the subjects

are proposed;—and the adjudication of the prize shall take

place in the la^t week of February following.

To each dissertation shall be prefixed a motto ; and this

motto is to be written on the outside of a sealed packet con-
tainino; the name and address of the author. No dissertation

will be received with the author's name affixed ; and all disser-

tations, except the successful one, will be returned, if desired,

with the sealed packet unopened.

K1RWA>IAN SOCIETY OF DUBMN.

Wcdnc^^day, April 19. Part of a paper " On the Inadequacy
of Galvanic Hvp-otlieses," containing a discussion of the question
^' Whether tiie active principle in Galvanic phasnomena be elec-

tricity," v\as read, by M. Donovan, Esq. Secretary.

The first subject of investigation was the muscular contractions

produced in dead animals by the applicatron of heterogeneous

metals, a phsenornenon which has l)een attributed to the resto-

ration of the electric equilibrium between the metals. That the

restoration of the equilibrium, is the cause, was questioned on ac-

count of experiments which tended to prove, that when means
were used for restoring tlie equilibrium, and when this end must
have been attained had there ever been a disturbance, contrac-

tions were excited by these metals as strongly as ever. A num-
ber of experiments were then adduced to prove tliat muscular

contractions are never produced unless chemical action be goiog
forward in some part of the apparatus ; and a number of facts

which seemed to oppose this view were shown to be of no force.

Oil account of circumstances not hitherto attended to. These
views were supported by numerous experiments on common, and
^what has been called Galvanic electricity, all of which appeared

to harmonize with each other. It was even stated that common
electricity does not affect dead animals, although passing through

them in exceedingly large quantities, unless circumstances be

.
present which render the operation of a chemical change proba-

ble : and this oj)inion was sup))orted by trials upon various dead
animal?. Considerations were then stated, which were con-

•.ceived to prove, that the cause of the sensation called the Gal-

vanic sln)ck cannot depend on electricity. Voltaic series were
described
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described which possessed no powers of any kind
;
yet it was

?ho\vn that the component rnetals were of the most energetic

kind, tliat the menstruum was very powei':'ul with other metalhc

combinations, and that the want of energy did not depend on a

balance of electro- motive power between the metals and nien-

strmim. It was then sb.own that the plates of Volta, commonly
urged as a proof that the evolution of electricity in Galvanic ex-

periments does not dej)end on chemical action, afford no evi-

dence, and that they have even no connexion with the question.

x\ review was then taken of the different Voltaic arrangements

which have been discovered by j^hilosophers, and it was shown
that not one of them contradicts the slr^tement that chemical

action is the means by which Galvanic phenomena are pro-

duced : for, in every arrangcmcntt hat possessed activity, chemi-

ca.1 action of some kind was going forv.ard.

The paper throughout the whole was illustrated by numerous
e>;periments performeti before tlie Societv.

On Wednesday, May 17, the Society adjourned during the

summer recess.

FRENCH INSTITUTE.

Department of3IalIiemalics, draimi up Inj ChevalierDELAUSKE,
. perpetual Secretary,

[Continued from p. 313.]

We have already, in our notice for last year, l)riefly analysed

the memoir of M. Biot, on a new application of the theory of

the oscillations of light, read to the Class at the latter end of

• 1313. The author there announces that he has extended to the

substances of which the double refraction is the most energetic,

such as arragonite and rhomboidal carbonated lime, the inquiries

v.'hich he had only applied at first to substances the double re-

fraction of which is so weak that the imacres of tlie luminous

points, seen through glasses of parallel surface three or foiu-

centimetres thick, are not seri.sii)ly separated. He has found in

this vvay, that in these crystals, as in all the others, the luminous

mole-.'uies begin by oscillating around th.eir centre of gravity to

a certain depth, after which thev acquire also a fixed polariza-

tion, v/hich ranges their axes in two rectangular directions.

In order to observe these phaenomena in any given crystal,

we must attenuate its polarizing power, until the luminous mo-
lecules which pass through it make in its interior eight oscilla-

tions less. We attain this cither bv forming with the given cry-

stal laminae sufficiently thin, or by inclining them on an incident

.polarized ray, zo as to diminish the angle which the refracted

ray forms with the ^xis of double refraction 3 or, finally, (and

•\vhich
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V*'liich is most convenient,) by employing those two methods at

once.

We shall also a-ttain the same obiect, by transmitting: in the

first place tins incident ray through a piece <ii sulphated lime of

a proper tiiickuessj the axis of which forms an angle of 45'^, with
the primitive plan of polarization ; for, when a ray is thus prc-

])arcd in order that it may be resolved into coloured fasciculi, M
is no longer necessary tliat the polarizing form of the second
plate should be very feeble : it is sufficient for it to combat and
weaken sufficiently the first impressions which it has received,

in order that the difference of the numbers of oscillations operated
in the two plates may be less than ciglit.

We find, for example, that the polarizing power of Iceland

spar is expressed by 18*6, if we take thatjaf suljjhated lime as

unity; or that it re(}uires a thickness of sulphate of hme of 18-6

to destroy the modifications impressed on the rays of light by
one in thickness of Iceland spar. This relation wi'l also be that

of Iceland spar, since rock crystal acts precisely like sulphated

lime. This report would only be X't'l , according to other ex-
periments of iSI. Mains. The difference is insensible, and
M. Biot docs not answer for it : all the other substances wh.ich

he was enabled to subject to a similar proof, gave him the same
equahty with the ratio of the polarizing forces : and this ended
by demonstrating to him, if demonstration was stiii necessary,

that the theory of the oscillations of light attenuates these plis-

nomena in their infancy, and brings them back to the considera-

tion of the true forces by which they are produced.

In the work which the same author has published on the pf-
larization of light, M. Biot had been led to conclude, that the
luminous molecules, by passing through crystallized bodies, un-
dergo not only geometrical deviations in the position of their

axes ; but that they also acquire real physical properties, which
they afterwards carry with them into space, aiid the permanent
impressions of which are manifested in experiments by affections

completely novel. The proofs of this result would depend on a
very delicate discussion, and v-^ould require an immense number
of experiments. The autlior has endeavoured in his " Memoir
on the physical properties acquired by iunnnous ivolecules in

passing through the c;:ystals endowed wilh double refraction,"

read to the InsLitute in May 1814, to exhibit less operose me-
thods to establish a couocquence so extraordinary; and the theory
itself, which he deduced from it, pointed out to him the most
simple mei'TTs of establishing it directly.

He begins by polari.iiing a white ray by means of rejection on
a mifioro Ho tr:^risrrjt& it afterwards pcipeadicularly through

u natural
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.a natural jjlate of sulphatetl lime of a thickness which exceeds
-j-^ig- of a millimetre, and of which the axis forms an angle of

45° with the primitive plan of polarization. The two bundles,

ordinary and extraordinary, which result, both issue in the same
direction : besides, according to the theory formerly established,

these two fasciculi come out white 3 and if the thickness is only

a few centimetres, they act as being polarized at right angles,

one in the direction of the primitive polarization, and the other

in a rectangular direction.

He extludes this second fasciculus by transmission through a

prile of j)ieces of glass arranged so as to reflect it in totality, with-

out acting in any way on the first fasciculus, which alone remains

visible through the pile.

Then, if we cumj)are the latter with a ray polarized in the

same direction by simple reflection on a glass, we see that they

appear perfectly similar as to the geometrical arrangement of the

particles, and in the direction of tlie polarization ; for they act

absolutely in the same way, wlien we prove them by a prism of

Iceland spar, or bv reflection on an inclined glass. In the first

case they are also resolved into two white images, which disap-

pear and reappear at the same limits ; in tiie second they are

reflected in the same wav, and escape both together from re-

flection. Also, if we make them pass through thin laminae of

sulphated lime, rock crystal for instance, they also give images

coloured with the same tints ; and both of them cease to give

znv when these laminae have attained certain limits of thickhess.

But to so close a resemblance a capital difference is added : it

is, that beyond these limits, the thickness always increasing, the

ray polarized by simple reflection never gives colours ; whereas

the fasciculus which has in the first place passed through the

thickness e of sulphated lime begins to give them over again,

when the thickness of the second lamina of this subtance enters

into the limits e + -j-Vo^ of a miUimetre. It preserves, there-

fore, in this respect the durable trace of the physical impressions

whieh it had at first undergone on jjassing through the first cry-

stallized plate, and these impressions are relative to the thick-

ness e of this plate ; whereas the ray polarized by. simple reflec-

tion is modified completely, as if it had passed through a plate

crystallized of an infinite thickness. The difference of the two

rays is also manifested in several other phienomena, indicated

by theory, and which it would have been difficult if not impossi-

ble to account for otherwise.

In his previous inquiries respecting crystals endowed with

double refraction, the author has shown that we may obtain

fasciculi goloiued, both ordinary and extraordinary, with thick as

well J
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well as with tliin plates on one and the same h.uranous ray.

When these plates are of the same nature, the opposition is al-

ways effected bv crossins: at rijrlit angfles their axes of double

refraction. But when they are of a different nature, in certain

cases the axes must be crossed, and in others tljev must be ren-

dered parallel. This last case takes place, for instance, when
we combine the needles of beryl with those of quartz. V/hen
the axes of these two sal>stances are placed in the same way re-

lative to a polari;!ed ray, the impressions which they conmrani-

Gate to it are such, that if they are successive they destroy each

other, and on the contrary thev are continued and added toge-

ther if the a\es are crossed at right angles : this is precisely the

iaverse of what we observe when we combine two plates taken

iVom one and the same metal. Thus, in that kind of magnetiza-

tion with v/hich crystals act on the luminous particles which
pass through them, we must distiufruish two modes of impres-

sion different and opposite to eacli ether, like the vitreous and
resinous electricities, or the two bor3al and austral magnetisms.

We may call them the quartzous and beryllated polarizatio;is.

The follov»nng is a list of some substances which belong to one
or other of these denominations.

Quartzous polarization: RocIl crystal, sulphated lime, sul-

phated barytes, topaz.

Beryllated polarization : Rhomboidal carbonated lime, arra-

gonite, phosphated lime, bcrvl, tourmaline.

When w'e combine together two crystals the polarization of

which is of the same nature, we must cross their axes in order

to obtain the differences of their actions ; and, on the contrary,

we must render them parallel if their polarizations are different.

We see that the primitive form of a crystal has no evident rela-

tion with the kind of polarization which it exercises, any more
than it has with the electrical properties of the minerals.

By studying the action of tourmaline upon light, IVI. Biot re-

cognised in it the singular property of having the double refrac-

tion when it is thin, and the simple refraction when it is thick.

In order to make these phtienomena clear, he polished the in-

clined faces of a large piece of tourmaline, so as to form with it

a prism, of which the section was parallel to the axis of the

needle, which is also thiat of the primitive rhomboid. If we
look at the flame of a taper through this prism, directing the

visual ray nifco the thinnest part, we sec two images of a lustre

sensibly e(|ual, one of which, ordinary, is polarized in the direc-

tion of the axis of the tourmaline ; and the second, extraordi-

nary, is so in a direction perpendicular to this axis. But in pro-

portion as we carry the visual ray into the thickest part of the

prism, the ordinary image is weakened, and finally disappears

Vol. 45. No. 205. Moy 1 SI 5. Bb '

entirely:
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entirely: whereas the extraordinary image continues to be trans-

loitted, without undergoing any other diminution of density than
that which arises from absorption.

This property gives birth to several other phenomena, which
it is easy to foresee when we know thcni, and which experience

also confirms. They have a considerable analogy with those

which Dr. Brewster discovered in agate. On examining the lat-

ter, M. Biot was convinced that they do not take place, as in the

tourmaline, but beyond certain limits of thickness; for, by thin-

ning the agate sufficiently, all the properties are restored to it

which belong to crystals endov/ed with double refraction.

[To be continued.]

LXIX. LiteUigence and Miscellaiieous Articles,

AN IMPROVED PIANO FORTE. NEW LOGARITHMETIC SCALES.—
QUANTITY OF RAIN ON BLACKSTONE EDGE.

Mr. Editor,— 1J.appening to have known that Mr. Loesch-

man the musical-instrument maker has been long employed, un-
der the direction of Earl Stanhope, in constructing a new in-

strument, and having heard that it was at length completed, 1

called yesterday at his house in Newman Street, and was highlv

gratified bv examining and hearing the novel and powerful ef-

fects of the single steel strings of his Lordship's invention: 'by

which every desirable degree of loudness, more indeed than many
would like in a small room, combined with a mellow sweetness

of tone, seems accomplished, and the effect of an improved

swell thereon, is excellent. The lower of his Lordship's Strings,

or Wires rather, seem near or quite a tentk of an inch in dia-

meter, and move resemble musical bars than strings, in their

tone and effect. The chief difficulties have, as 1 understand,

lain in effecting a construction of the Instrument, to bear with-

out alteration of form, so vast a strain as these strings collectively

re(juire, and to preserve at the same time its resonant effect

;

»nd in the construction of the hammers, for duly impelling these

massive strings, without too audible a blow, and rendering the

touch too heavy.

With respect to its mode of tuning, it will I trust, to all com-
])ctent judges of the subject, be a recommendation, and credi-

table also to his Lordship as a philosopher, to mention, that

*' Bi-c(iual Thirds," or " Tri-equal Quints," &:c. have not been

attempted to be introduced on this new Instrument; but Mr.
Locschman has been left to apply his great practical tuning skill,

ill doing the best that sccuw yet to have been effected on stringed

Instrunjents
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Instruments with only 12 sounds in the octave, and intended for

general playing, viz. making the major Thirds a little sharper
than perfect, perhaps 1 or 2 i"s, and the Fifths, of course, 2^ or

2| ^s* flatter than perfect, respectively.

I beg to be permitted to mention here, that since I began in

1807, to make new and more accurate reductions of Musical
Intervals //.'W one notation to others, than had previously been
done, I have constantly used " Logometric Logarithms," that

is, I constructed a table of the logarithms of the logarithms of
musical ratios, and have long ago communicated the mode of
making and using these to my friends C. J. Smyth and others.

On the 17th of November last, a paper was read to the Royal
Society (and which is just now published in the Phil, Trans.' of

1815, part i.) by Dr. Peter M. Roget, wherein this important
and perhaps hitherto unpublished application of logarithms is

described, and they are applied on straight, spiral and diagonal
Scales, to the most easy performing of numbers of the most la-

borious arithmetic operations by any other known means, in the

involution and extraction of Roots, compound Interest, experi-

mental Equations, Musical calculations. Sec. &c.
This curious and important paper, you will, I hope, at the pro-

per time, transfer to the pages of your useful Miscellany, and
thereby oblige yours, &c.

May 13, 181a. JoHN FaP.EY, Sen.

P.S.— I should feel very highly obliged to your Correspondent
Mr. Thomas Hanson of Manchester, who in your last number,
j>age 317, and in vol. xliii. page 237, has given an account of

Rain that fell on Blackstone Edge in the years 1814 and 1813,
respectively, to either explain the mistake committed in the first

of these accounts ; or otherwise, throw what light he may be
able, on such a most extraordinary difference, as 29070, and
86*0So inches, in the corresponding 9 months of these two fol-

lowing years ! ! : his remarks and promise in p. 239 of the former
account, embolden me to confidently expect his speedy answer
hereto.

ANCIENT ASTRONOMY.

Earon de Zach, in his publication on the Attraction of Moun-
tains, a valuable astronomical work lately published at Avignon,
in two volumes Svo, after speaking of a Trigonometrical Survey
of the neighbourhood of Marseilles, and its utility in forming
a topographical Map of the surrounding territory, proceeds thus

:

'* This affair led us to examine several interesting points in

* See Plate V, in vol. xxviii. and Corol. xviii. iu p. 375 of vol. xxxvi. of
Pliil. Mag.

B b 2 this
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this city ; among otisers, those where Pytheas and Gassen<ii made
their famous observations of the solstice. These inquiries led u>

to a careful discussion of their celebrated observations, and to the

distC'very of anotiier made by Pytheas at Marseilles, JioO yeai.->

before our sera, and which have hitherto been unknown. W'e

were only acquainted with one of his for determining the sol-

stice, mentioned by Strabo, to whom we are indebted for its

preservation. That which we have found, is the observation of

an equinox; whichj according as it is related bv Ilipparchus,

ought to have been made at Byzantium (the present Constantino-

ple"), but we have proved by calculation tliat this observation

could only have been made at Marseilles; and we refer it to

Pytheas, to whom it undoubtedly belongs. These two observa-

tions, when properly computed, according to all the elements of

modern astronomy, have given us the true obliquity of the eclip-

tic at this remote period, and its diminution after a lapse of two
thousand years. The results agree with the theory in an ex-

traordinary manner." T. S. E.

On the isochronous Raie of Going of two Clocks under certain

Circumstances. By 2. A. Duhvc, Esq. F.R.S.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— I HAVE found in your number for last March, article

xxxi. a paper under the title of " On the Rate of Going of two

Clocks, with Remarks on Harris's Pendulum Clock, erected in

1814, by Mr. Thomas Reid."

My present remarks shall be confined to the following passages.
*' The circumstance of two clocks keeping so closely together,

aisd for a period of considerable length of time_, appearing ex-

traordinary and unexpected to me, is the reason uhy I have

transmitted the case to you; and should you deem it worthy an

insertion in vein- valuable journal, it is at your service.

" P)Oth the clocks were going in an iniperfcct state, and were

intended for further improvement ; but the assuming the ap-

pearance of keeping so near together, made me delay the taking

tbem down to make any alteration, till I saw how long they

would continue to do so, which they did for such a length of

iime, and might have done so for hviu long, I do not pretciul

to say, had it not at last become necessary for me to put an end

to it."

I have seen a similar coincidence, the cause of which was at

last discovered. There were two clocks in a clock-maker's shop,

one of which was his time-keeper, and an excejlent instrument

;

the other, which was intended to be regulated by the former, did

not agree when it stood at a distance : he then placed it close to

the
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the regulator, in order to observe them easier together; and
when they were thus situated, they agreed perfectly. The cJoek-
mrxker, with vvliom I was acquainted, communicated to me this

singular circumstance, and invited me to come to his shop to
witness it.

We first remarked that the oscillations of the pendula were
in opposite directions ; they hotii receded from each other, and
both returned. Our first experiment was to give to their pen-
tlula the same motion : then one relented, was a moment with-
out motion; and when it began to move, it was again in the
contrary way to the other, and continued so ; their contrary
motions being uochro)iu2is. We were long without making any
surmise on the cause of this singular agreement, when at last we
took notice that both clocks stood on a floor, the boards of
which were elastic ; when therefore the pendulum, which was
very heavy, was moving on one side, its weight occasioned a
flexion of the board one way, which was restored when it moved
on the other side, and this effect surmounted the power of the
escapement. Having suspected that cause, we placed on the
boards some heavy weights to render them immovealile, and the
effect ceased on the clocks, each going at its proper rate.

I presume that this might have been the case with Mr. Reid's
two clocks.

i am, sn-.

Your obedient ';ervant,

J. A. De Luc.

STRUNTIAN IN ARRAGONITE.

M. Laugier the French mineralogist has published the fol-

lowing interesliag notice on this subject in the Mcmoires du
Museum (F Hist. Nat. V yln.or 11^ des yinnalr.s.

"Since Proiesf;or Haiiy observed that carbonate of lime pro-
perly so called, and arr^gonite crystallize very differently; it has
been suspected that these substances differ also in tlieir compo-
sition, and many chemists have engaged in their comparative
analysis. The greatest number, however, concluded from tlieir

experiments, that these two substances exhibit no difference in
chemical analysis, and tb.at they contain exactly tlie same quan-
tities of lime, carbonic acid, and water. Of "ail the chemists
wiio have operated on these minerals. Professor Stromayer has
been the most successful. In May 1S13 he addressed a letter

lo M. Haiiy, describing the process by means of which he dis-
covered the existence of strontian in arragonire, and separated
it from the carbonate of time which constitutes about 97 per

B b 3 cent.
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cent, of arragonite. He has subsequently published a volu-

minous Latin memoir, detailing all the experiments necessary

to confirm this discovery.

M. Stromayer's opinion being directly contradictory to those

of a great number of respectable French and English chemists,

M. Haiiy requested me to examine the arragonite of Auvergne.
I readily complied, being curious to examine a fact denied by
one and al^irmed by another. After a few attempts, I informed
M. Hauy that I had indeed found a saline substance which
could neither be nitrate of lime, a"? it was insoluble in alcohol,

and did not become moist in the air, nor lime resulting from the

decomposition of a portion of nitrate, if I might judge from its

great solubility in water, which besides did not becouie the least

turbid in contact with air. Having this substauLC only in the

state of powder, in order to satisfy myself of its nature, I waited

till by spontaneous crjstalliication it should present regular cry-

stals. The first speciuien of the crvstals which I obtained,

evinced the properties of nitrate of strontian ; thev are trans-

parent, solid, unchangeable in the air, of a sharp acrid taste, of

a very regular octohedral form, and give a purple colour to the

fiame of a taper. If these crystals were not nitrate of strontian,

they might be nitrate of barytes ; but if barytes was the base,

tiie uncertainty respecting the existence of strontian in arrago-

nite would soon vanish. On the other hand, this uncertainty

could never have existed, if Professor Stromayer's process had
been strictly followed, since it has been known to the French
chemists, who probably overlooked the strontian because they

did not use the same means of detecting it.

" The process of iStromayer is susceptible of abridgement

;

this chemist left exposed to the air the nitrate of lime evaporated

to the consistence of honev, until it became liquefied, and the

crystals of nitrate of strontian were deposited : but we mav im-
mediately treat the evaporated mass with alcohol, which dissolves

only the nitrate of lime without sensibly affecting the nitrate of

strontian. We may wash the insoluble crystailiue powder in al-

cohol, then dissohe it in a small quantity of warm water, and
leave it to crystallize.

" This discovery of Stromayer is an additional testimony in

favour of the superior accuracy and utility of cnstallography to

the sciences of mineralogy and geologv, and also to chen.istry

itself. Had not the father of crystallographic science so clearly

and firmly maintained the diversitv of primitive structure in ar-

ragonite and carbonates of lime, chemists would not again have

thought of looking for any dissimilarity in their chemical con-

stitution, after the number of respectable analysts who have pro-

nounced
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nounced their identity. Here also tlie scienees of chemistry

and crystallographv mutually illustrate each other ; whereas the

empirical methods of colours and external characters are as fluc-

tuating and various as the number and character of observers.

VOLCANO OF ALBAV IN THE INDIAN OCEAN.

A dreadful eruption of this volcano took place on the 1st day
of February 1814.

This volcanic mountain is situated in the province of Cama-
rines, on tlie southern pai t of the Island of Lucon, or Lucouia,
one of the Philippine isles in the Indian Ocean,

Five populous towns were entirely destroyed by the eruption

;

more than twelve hundred of the inhabitants perished amidst the

ruins ; and the t^veuty thousand wlio survived the awful catastro-

phe were stript of their possessions and reduced to beggary.

The following account of this awful visitation was drawn up
by an eye-witness, and intended as an appeal to the charitable

feelings of the inhabitants of the Manilla Islands :

More than 13 years had elapsed, during which the volcano of

Albay, by some called Mayon, had preserved a continued and
profound silence, without giving the least sign of its existence.

It was no longer viewed with that distrust and horror, with which
volcanoes usually inspire those who inhabit the vicinity. In the

year 1800 its last eruptions took place, in which it emitted a
great {|uantity of stones, sand, and ashes, (as had alwavs been
usual,) and occasioned considerable damage to the same villaees

that it has now completely destroyed ; rendering useless a great

number of fertile fields, which thenceforth were converted into

arid and frightful sands. In the latter part of October of that

year the last eruption happened, and caused more damage to

those villages.

Since that time we had not remarked any circumstance in-

dicative of the existence of the volcano, and therefore all the

apprehension that it had formerly inspired was gradually dis-

sipating. Consequently, its extensive
^ and spacious brow had

been converted into a highly cultivated and beautiful garden.

In particular, the iidiabitants of Camalig and Budiao had planted

upon it many cocoa-trees, and every kind of fruit-trees, with a
variety of roots aivd vegetables; which, while thev afforded an
agreeable perspective, supplied, by their excellent productions,

many industrious families with food.

In this state was the volcano on the first day of February last.

No person reflected in the slightest degree upon the damages
and losses that so bad a neighbour had been in the habit of

occasioning. Wc had become persuaded, in consequence of so

B b 4 long
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long a silence, that it was now completely extinguished, and that

all those subterraneous conduits were closed, thiough which it

attracted to it.selt" and kindled the combustible materials, which
it had foimerly so continually thrown out. Nor had we seen

or remarked any signs which might indicate to us betbrehand

what was about to take place. In tlic former eruptions, there

were heard, a considerable time previous, certain subterraneous

sounds, that were sure presages of them. It also exhaled al-

most continually a thick smoke, by which it announced them.

But upon the present occasion we remarked nothing of all this.

It is true, that on the last day of January we perceived some
Slight shocks ; but we scarcely noticed them, on account of their

having been very frequer.t since the earthquake that we expe-

rienced Oil the oi\\ of October of the year 1811. On Monday
night the -shocks increased. At two in the morning we felt one

more violent than tliose we had hitherto experienced. It was
repeated at four, and from tiiat hour they were almost continual

until the eruption commenced.
Tuesday" dawned, and I scarcely ever rertiarked at Cama-

rines a m.ore serene and pleasant morning, or a clearer sky. I

observed, however, that the ridges nearest to the \olcano were
covered with a mist, that I supposed to be the smoke of some
house thereabouts that had been on fire in the night. At eight

o'clock .on that fatal morning the A'olcano began suddenly to

emit a tliick column of stones, sand, and ashes, which v'vh. the

greatest velocity was elevated in a moment to the higlie- 1 part

of the atmosphere. At this sight we were astonished, ami filled

w'ith the utm.ost dread^ and especially when we observ*^d that

in an instant the brow of the volcano was covered by it. We
had never seen a similar eruption, and were inimediateiy con-

vinced that a river of fire was coming towards us, and was about

to consume us. The first thing that was done in my village was
to secure tlie holy sacrament from profanation, and betake our-

selves to a precipitate night. The swiftness with which that

dreadful tide rolled towards us, did not give us much time either

for reflection or conversation. The frightful noise that the vol-

cano made caused great terror, even in the stoutest hearts. Wie

all ran terrified, and filled with the greatest dismay and conster-

nation, endeavouring to reacii the highest and most distant places,

in Order to preserve ourselves from so imminent a danger. The
horizon began to darken, and our anxieties redoubled. The
noise of the volcano continually increases; the darkness aug-
ments ; and we continue our flight for the preservation of our

lives, removing Anther aiid further from an object so terrific.

But notwithstanding the .swiftness with which v/e run, we are

overtaken in our di'iastrous flight by a heavy ahowcr of huge
stones.
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stones, by the violence of which many unfortunate persons are

in a moment deprived of life. This unforeseen and cruel cir-

cumstanc? obliges us to make a pause in our career, and to shel-

ter ourselves under the houses ; but flames and burnt stones "fall

from above, winch in a short time reduce tliem to ashes.

Who is capable of maiving an exact relation of scenes so sad

and melancholv, and of presenting them to the public in the same
manner that they occurred ? Wliich of us thoutiht to escape with

life, upon !)e!ioidiri.e; such manifest signals of Divine justice ? As
for mvself, I remembered in those dreadful moments the dis-

astrous fate of the cities of Pentapolis, and I v.as then persuaded

that the unfortunate villages of Camarines were about to suffer

tiie same unhappy catastrophe. Terrible refiections, it is true,

but founded upon the immorality of manners which had long

been remarked in those villages

!

In this dreadful situation, we called upon God, in such man-
ner as we could, from tlie bottom of our afflicted and almost

broken hearts, beseeching him for pardon and mercy. It be-

came completely dark, and we remained enveloped and im-
mersed in the most thick and palpable darkness, comparable only

to that which in the time of Moses was witnessed in Egypt.

From this moment reflection is at an end, advice is no longer

given, and no person recognises another. The father abandons
his children, the hu'^band his v/ife, she remembers not her be-

loved spouse, and the childr'^n forget tJieir parents, ^o one

thinks that he can assist his fellows, because all believe that

they are about to die.

But as man, even in the most critical and destitute situations.

endeavours by all possible methods to preserve life, each one o:

us, for this interesting object, makes use of all the means and
expedients that can be resorted to, in the terrible condition to

which we are reduced. Of what various and dificrent methods

did not we, who have escaped with life, avail ourselves, that we
might not perish at that time ? In the houses we now found no
shelter. It was necessary to al)andon them with all haste, in

order not to perish with theui. To go out uncovered, was to

expose one's self to a danger not less imminent ; Ijccau^e the

stones that fell were of an enormous size, and fell as thick as

rain itself. It is necessary, that we may not die in the one or the

other manner, to cover ourselves aiid defend ourselves as well as

we can. Vve do so.—Some cover theijiselves with hides, others

with tables and chairs, others with boards and tea-trays. Many
take rehige in the trunks of trees, others among the canes and
hedges, and some hide themselves in a cave, which the brow of

a mountain offered them. Tiiose only of us survive, who had

d;e good fortune to protect ourselves by one or other of those

methods
;
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methods ; but those who were in the open air, with nothing at

hand with which they could cover themselves, almost all perished

or were wounded.
The horrid and frightful noise of the volcano increases to its

utmost ; the shower of stones and thick sand augments ; the

burning stones and meteors continue to fall, and in a very short

time reduce to a-shes the most beautiful villages of the province of

Camarines, Would you have signs more analogous to those

that are to take place at the last judgement? The animals of the

mountain descend precipitately to the villages, to seek in them a

secitre asylum. The domestic animals run terrified with the

greatest disorder and affright, uttering cries that indicate their

approaching end. Nothing interested us in those dreadful mo-
ments but the preservation of our own lives. But, alas! Divine

justice has already marked and pointed out. with the finger of

Omnipotence, a great number of victims, who are to perish in

this day of wrath and furv, in every respect very similar to what
we read in the holy Scriptures concerning the day of the last

judgement.

At about ten in the forenoon it ceased to rain heavy stones,

and each one endeavoured to remain in the situation he then

was, waiting until the rain of thick sand which succeeded it

should also cease, er until some new and unforeseen calamity

should terminate the existence of us all.

We thus continued until half past one in the afternoon, at

which hour the noise of the volcano began to diminish, and the

horizon to clear a little, at sight of which there was renved in

us the liope of life,^ which until then had been almost whollv ex-

tinguished. At about tvvo in tl>e afternoon it became entirely

clear, and we began to perceive distinctly the lamentable and
dreadful ravaijes that the darkness had hitherto concealed from

us. We saw with terror the ground covered with dead bodies,

part of whom had been killed by the stones, and the others con-

>=umed by the fire. Two hundred of those perished in the church

of Budiao; thirtv-five in a single house in that village. The
joy that all felt at having preserved life through such imminent

dangers, was in many instantly converted into the extremity of

sorrow at finding themselves deprived of their relations, friends,

and acquaintances. There, a father finds his children dead
;

I'.ere, a husband his wife, and a wife her husband
;

particularly

in the village of Budiao, where there are very few who have not
lost some of their nearest connexions. In another place, at

every step one meets innumerable other unhappy wretches ex-

tended upon the ground, who, though not deprived of life, are

womided or bruised in a thousand ways. Some with their legs

broken, some without arms, some with their sculls fractured, and

others
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others with their whole bodies full of wounds. Such were the

mournful objects that presented themselves to us during the re-

mainder of that afternoon, many of whom died immediately, and
others on the following days ; the rest remaining abandoned to

the most melancholy fate, without physicians, without medicines,

and in want even of necessary food.

A horrible and mournful day it was, the remembrance of

which will ever be indelil^ly engraven upon our heart?. Not one
of us then thought to escape with life. Death presented him-
self to us in various and frightful shapes, threatening to deprive

us of life by different and horrible methods. But the powerful

hand of our beneficent and sovereign God restrains him. At his

commanding voice, pale Death is appalled. He trembles, groans,

and leaves us. He flees, terror-stricken, to the caverns of the

earHhj and there begins to mourn and lament the spoils which

he was about to make, and of v/hich he has been deprived. He
thought on that day to have imbrued more tlian usual his

scythe with blood ; but he was obliged to humble himself before

Him who governs the empires, and at whose voice the infernal

regions shake with fear.

fhe sad result of the misfortunes of that day has been the

total ruin of five villages in the province of Camarines, and the

principal part of Albay; the death of more than twelve hundred

unfortunate persons, and many others severely wounded ; the

loss of everv thing that the sumvors possessed in the world,

being left without houses, without clothing, without animals,

without the prospect of a harvest, and without a morsel fit to

eat ; the mournful and unhappy fate of many, who have been

left orphans, abandoned to Divine Providence ; others widows,

with the loss of four, five, and even more children ; the total de-

struction of their churches and parochial houses, with every thing

that they contained : in consequence of which the sacraments

could not be administered to such as died of their wounds the

succeeding days, and who were buried without any pomp or ce-

remony; and the many infants who have since been born, have

from necessity been baptized with common water, because the

circumstances in which we were placed did not permit it to be
otherwise.

The present appearance of the volcano is most melancholy

and terrific. Its side, which was formerly so cultivated, and
which afforded a prospect the most picturesque, is now nothing

but an arid and barren sand. The stones, sand, and ashes, which
cover it, are so astonishing in quantity, that in some places they

exceed the thickness of ten and twelve yards ; and in the very

spot v/here lately stood the \ illage of Budiao, there are places in

which the cocoa-trees are almost covered. In the ruined vil-

lages.
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lages, and almost through the whole extent of the eruption, the

ground remains covered with sand to the depth of half a yard,

and scarcely a single tree is left alive. The crater of the volcano

has lowered, as I judge, more than 20 fathoms; and on the south

side discovers a spacious and horrid mouth, which it is frightful

to look at. Three neiv ones are opened at a considerable di-

stance from the principal era'^er, through which also smoke and
ashes were incessantly emitted. In short, the most heautiful vil-

lages of Camarines and the principal part of that province are

converted into a barren sand.

DISCOVERY OF A NEW CHEMICAL SUBSTANCE.

Since our last, we have received a most valuable communica-
tion on various scientific subjects i'rom M. Van ?vIons of Brussels.

V/e have only room for insertion this month of the foUowhig ac-

count of a new chemical substance. " My friend Brugnatelli

writes to me :
' If we throw some indigo on burning coals, or on

a heated plate of iron, there arises into the air a superb violet-

coloured vapour, which I thought at first was iodine, but which

an ulterior examination convinced me was a peculiar body. This

vapour is condensed upon cooling into very bridiant violet-co-

loured crystals, which are square prisms. On bringing this va-

pour at the moment of its formation into contact with mercury,

a soft and even concrete amalgam is the result: the metal must
be heated, and the vapour ascending.' M. Brugnatelli consi-

ders this violet crystalline matter, the vapour of vvliich is so su-

perb, as the colouring principle, which, with fecula, forms in-

digo ; and he calls it indigo-gene: he is led to believe that it is

a kind of vegetable metal. When indigo has lost this principle,

it no longer assumes after friction that dazzling lustre which di-

stinguishes it. M. Brugnatelli remarks very judiciously, that if

the system is persisted in of naming bodies according to their

colour, this substance must still -be called iode."

DEATH OF MR WILLIAM NICHOLSON.

With sincere regret wc announce the death of Mr. William

Nicholson, many years conductor of the Philosophical Journal.

He died after a lingering and painful illness at his house in

Charlotte Street, Bloomsbury, on the 21st of May. The loss

of this gentleman will be felt not only by his family and friends,

but by the scientific world at large. He was tlie author.of many
standard works in various branches of science and experimental

philosophy; and from hh known talents, and profound acquaint-

ance with every thing connected with these subjects, he was
usually consulted as to the practicability and general detail of all

new scientific or philosophical works, with infinite advantage to

their
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their inventors or projectors. His habits were studious, his

manners r^eatle ; and as his judgement was uniformly calm and

dispassionate, the soundness of his opinions, in the numerous
matters which were daily brought before him as a scientific um-
pire, was never questioned.

SUTHERLAND COAL-PIT.

. The article in this department of our last number, respecting
" Sutherland coal-pit," appearing to contain some mi'^takes,

a correspondent who has visited the spot, has promised us som^
historical and descriptive details respecting the coal-work ia

question, to be given in our next number.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To Samuel John Pauley, of Charing-Cross, and Durs Egg, of

the Strand, London, for certain aerial conveyances and vessels

to be steered by philosophical or chemical or mechanical means,
and which means are also applicable to the propelling of vessels

through the water, and carriages or other conveyances bv land.—25th April, 1815.—6 months.

To Jacob Wilson, of W'elbeck Street, London, for certain

improvements in bedsteads and bed-furniture. — 27th April.—
6 months.

To William Bush the younger, of Saffron Walden, in the

countv of Essex, for his method for preventing accidents from

horses falling with two-wheeled carriages, especially on steep de-

clivities, superior to any hitherto known or in use.—29th April.—2 months.

To Peter Martineau junior, of Islington, and John Martineau

junior, of Stamford Hill, for tiieir new method or methods of

refinii.g and clarifying certain vegetable substances.—Sth May.
—G months.

To Charles Pitt, of the Strand, London, for his method or

methods for the security and safe conveyance of small parcels and
remittances ot property of every description, and also for the se-

curity in the formation or appendage of shoes.— 1 1th May.

—

6 months.

To Samuel Pratt, of No. 119, Holborn Hill^ London, for his

wardrobe trunk for travellers.— 1 1 th May.—2 months.

Tjj John James Alexander Maccarthy, of Arlington Street,

for his new pavement, or method of paving, pitching or covering

streets, roads, and ways.— 11th May.—G months.

To Archibald Pvenrick, of West Bromwich, for certain im-

provements in the mills used for grinding coffee, malt, and otliei-

articles.—2'3d May.—G months.

McleorologkaL
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Mefeorologkal Olservatmis made at Cl(f^jf<m. In Ilocknn/,

from April 21 to May 15^ lyi.).'

April 21.—The clouded sky thickened, the wind eastward, and
rain began ])y falling in drops, and increased throu£i;h the day:

at night it fell copioush'. The Thermometer at 9 P.M. 46'\

The Barometer 28-90: "it fell afterwards to 28 85^ The tem-
perature contitmed about 40^ all night, with wind and rain.

April 22.—Cool and rainy.

April 23.—The wind remained nortli-ea-stj with smart April

showers of rain and hail.

Ab^d 24,—Fair, and showers at intervals. Thermometer at

IIP.::. ;i9.

April 2.5,—Fine morning; streaks of cirnff,cu7m/U lower down
in the ctmospliere. It clouded in the evening, and rain came
on again at night. Thermometer at 11 o'clock at night 4 P.
Barometer 29'70. Nortr-erlv wind.

April 26.— Fair day: the clouds were copious in the morning;
but the day becam.e clear and pleasant, with airnuli and light

bands ol c /'///s above them. In the evening cirrocumulati'C cir-

rostruiii^ in little flimsv flocculi. Thermometer in d y above 60".

At 11 P.?s?. 37". Barometer 30-21. Bright starlight.

> Apnl 2: . Northerly wind, and overcast with uniform thick

cloud, and a hazy atmosjjhere below. Starlight between cloudsi

by night. At nudnight. Thermometer 46'. Barometer 30- 13.

April 28.—Clouds, and warmer ; drops of rain ; fine evening.
April 29.—Much ciiinilostratiis with nimbi occasionally from

N. in the niinning ; fair evening, with mixed clouds and occa-
sional light shov ers.

April 30.—Long gentle showers and fair intervals A.M.
May 1.—The weather became warm. This morning light

breezes from south-east u-ith cirrus scattered above, and ephe-
meral cuniuH below, marked a change in the constitution of the
air. Towards evening the denser sheets of cirrostratus appeared,
but the night was fair and warm, with a gentle breeze. Ther-
mometer 11 P.M. 93. Barometer falling, 29-81.

May 2.—Warm fair day, with rocklike ciirni(li)Siralu<;, &:c.

Towards evening w/?;?/' ,75 and a sHght inibrification and lightning.

Starlight nigiit. Thermometer at midnight 49". Barometer
29-88. Wind calm.

May 3.—Calm warm day; much cloudiness in the mornrng.
When it cleared, there were large rocklike cuwiih forming into

cinmdostraii by coahtion with upper masses of flattish clouds
;

nimbiform haze in other places. Fine clear night. Thermo-
meter ! 1 P.M. 44°. Barometer 29-84. N.

May
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May A,—Clouded over from N. early. Nimbification suh-

s'uling into c»705^r/i/w5 in the evening ; clear at 1 1 P.M. with

Thermometer 48°. ' Barometer 29"8l*.

May 5.—Clouded early; hard thunder-shower.

May 6.—At four in the morning white straiJis, but clear over-

head; the cuckoo and thrush, &;c. singing, and Thermometer 47^
Cloudy, and fair P.M.
May 7.—(At Oxford).—Fair day, cumuli, Sec, and warm.
May 8.—Fine warm weather, with various modifications.

J^lay 9.—Clouds and fair, with slight showers.

]\lay 10.—Fair, cumuli, &c. and a breeze, warm.
May 11.— (At Clapton.)—Fair. Thermometer 70*' midday.

Cirrocnvmhis and cirrus in tufts, &:c. The cirrus was particu-

larly abundant in the afternoon. SW. At night a hard thunder-

shower f.— The Papaver orientale, or Monk's-hood Poppy,

flowered to-day.

May 12.—Warm day, with a great deal of cirrns, cumulus,

&c. There was a dry feeling in the air, and a stiff breeze which

carried along a great deal of dust. Fine evening. Wind SW.
May 13.—Early there was a shower: intervals of fair weather

and showers throughout the day.

May 14.—Four o'clock P.M. one of the strong and partial

squalls of wind from W., which accompany these showers, blew

down a large elm-tree in a lane leading from Hoe-street to

Whipscross in Walthamstow|.
May 15.—Wind from W.; much cloud. Cumulus in abun-

dance was observable below a milklike whiteness caused by cir-

rostrativcness above. Gentle showers in the evening. Ther-
mometer 65'', and 50' at 11 P.M. Barometer 29*95.

Five Houses, Clapton,

May 15, 18 lo. ThoMAS FoRSTER.

* The Thermometer tn-rlay and yesterday at midday was about 65".

f Diirint; tlie latter part of the day, that appearance was discoverable in

the clouds which gives them the appearance of being charged with the

electric fluid. The term i-u^orif, suiiiicsted by one of yourCorresponcknL«!,

seejns a veiy proper name for tiie liuid.

I People, in cleaning ditches which lie parallel and near to hedgerows of

trees, are very apt to cut some of their roots ; a circumstance which seems

to cause them to give way to high wind, and to determine the direction in

which they fall. The elm in question fell .tt right angles to the wind.

METEORO-
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE,

Br Mr. Gary, of the Strand,

fo)- May 1815.

ilie
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LXX. HUtor'ical Memoranda respeclhif;; ExPerhvenH hitevded

to a.icerlain ihe m/orijic Poicers of f/ic differtnl prismatic

Rays. I-y T. S. Evans, LL.D.F.L.S.

To Mr. Ti/loch.

SiR,— J.-/iscovji:kiES in science have been generallymade by im-
perceptible steps ; and improvements in the arts have succeeded

each othv?r by such small gradations, that in many cases the shade

of diffeience has scarcely been apparent. Inventions have often

been brought before the public with so little alteration from
others which they possessed before, that the claim of novelty

could soarceU' be allowed them ; and advances in the state of our

intellectual knowledge have sometimes been made by such simple

and. evident means, that it has been rather a subject of astonish-

ment thev were not known long before. Instances are not

uncommon in the history of sciefice, of tu'o persons at the

same time making the same discovery or improvement, at a
distance from each other, and without ever having had the least

communication: but many more are to be met with, where one
person has succeeded another in the same invention, and both

have been equally entitled to the palm of merit.

These reflections have arisen from considering our present

knowledge of the properties of light, particularly that of the dif-

ferent degrees of heat communicated to tl;e thermometer by the

coloured rays arising from their decomposition by means of the

prism ; biit they would probably have arisen from considering

the history and progress of any other department of science or

art, as they have all proceeded nearly in a similar way.

That light could be reflected and refracted, was well known
to the ancients, as appears from the few remains that are left

of their writings. Contrary to the opinion that has lately been

generally entertained, the celebrated v/ork of Ptolemy upon Optics

is still in existence. A copy of it is yet in the Imjjerial library

at Paris ; and some extracts from it have been lately given by
the Chevalier Delambre, in the Comioissance des Temps for the

year 1814, by which, and the treatise of Euclid on Optics, it

appears that these two properties were well understood in their

times !)y the Greeks and Egyptians.

Long before it v/as certainly known that light proceeded by a

. progressive motion, Dr. Hook had asserted that this motion

could not l)y any means be instantaneous
;
yet it may fairly be

presumed that, up to the time of this discovery, mankind had no
idea of any thing in nature moved with such an incredible

velocity ; and accordingly we find Galileo and the members of

the Academia del Cimenfo endeavouring to discover what dif-

Vol. 45. No. 20i5.Jujie 1:315. C c ference
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ference existed between the time of the sun's appearing to rise

to a spectator situated in any given place, and to another stand-

ing two miles further off to the westward. Our present ac-

quaintance with the astonishing rate at which it moves makes
us almost smile at the attempt to discover it by such inefficient

means ; but without experiments, nothing can be known with

certainty.

We are indebted for our knowledge of this important fact to

the invention of telescopes. Mr. Olaus Romer found it from ob-

servations of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites made at different

distances of that planet from the earth ; and we are now informed

that light travels from the sun to us, a distance of 95 millions of

miles, in about 8' IS'' of time.

Mr. Boyle, who was indefatigable in his attention to every sub-

ject of importance connected with chemistry and natural philo-

sophy, has informed us of a great number of curious experiments

which he made on light and colours ; and even at present, al-

though our acquaintance with the subject has proceeded so

much further, his work is extremely interesting.

It is, however, to the great Sir. Isaac Newton that we are in-

debted for the most valuable knowledge which we possess of

the different properties of light and colours. By making a pencil

of rays pass near the edge of any sharp body, as that of a knife

or broken glass, he proved that they were bent or inflected ; and

by making the rays pass through glass prisms, and receiving the

spectrum at a distance, he found light to be a heterogeneous

mixture of differently refrangible rays ; and that there are as

many simple or homogeneal colours, as there are degrees of re-

frangibility ; for to every different degree of refrangibility belongs

a different degree of colour.

The ideas of philosophers respecting the nature of colours be-

fore the time of Newton are extremely hypothetical, and unsup-

ported by the least attempt at experimental proof. It may
therefore easily be conceived what pleasure was given to the

lovers of truth, by so extensive a pursuit of the subject as was

published in his treatise of Optics. After he had thus developed

the true theory of light and colours, he then proceeded to ex-

plain all their properties and phaenomena, in so satisfactory a

manner that his investigation has justly been considered as the

best model for guiding dl future incjuiries into the laws ofNature.

With regard to t'le absorption cf warmth from coloured rays,

—

the object of our nr 'sent consideration,—Mr. Boyle caused a large

block of black i^ il)le to be ground into the form of a spherical

concave speculum ; and found that the sun's rays reflected from

it weie far from being too powerful for his eyes, as would have

been the case had it been of any other colour j and although

its
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its size was considerable, yet he could not set a piece of wood
on fire with it; whereas a far less speculum, of the same form,

made out of a more reflecting substance, would presently have

made it flame. He took also a large broad tile, and having

made one half of its surface white, and the other black, he ex-

posed it to the summer sun for some time, when he found that

while the whited part remained cool, the part that had been
blacked had grown very hot. For his further satisfaction he
left part of the tile of its native red ; and, after exposing it to

the sun, observed that this part grew hotter than the white, but
was not so hot as the black part.

Mr. Melville supposed that, since there is no reflection of light

but at the surAice of a medium, the greatest quantity of rays,

though crowded iixto the smallest space, would not of themselves

produce any heat. If this be true, it follows that the portion

of air which lies in the focus of the most powerful speculum is

not at all affected by the passage of light through it, but con-
tinues of the same temperature with the surrounding air: whereas,

if an opaque body denser than air be put into this place, it would
be intensely heated in an instant. Hence he observes, the at-

mosphere is not much warmed by the passage of the sun*s light

through it, but rather by its contact with the surface of the

earth. This he thought furnished a simple and plausible reason
why it is coldest, in all climates, on the tops of high mountains j

they being furthest removed from the general surface of the

earth. On this principle we may also acco'.int for the difficulty

which the Abbe Nollet met with in endeavouring to fire spirit of
wine, oil of turpentine, olive oil, and ether : as these fluids trans-

mit the rays, instead of reflecting or absorbing them in a sufficient

degree to produce the heat necessary for their combustion.

It was remarked by Scheele, that the thermometer when filled

with alcohol of a deep red colour, rose more rapidly when ex-
posed to the sun's rays than another filled with the same kind
of spirit uncoloured; but that the fluid rose equally in both when
dipped together in the same vessel of warm water.

Dr. Franklin found that the hand when applied alternately to

the black part of any one's dress, and then to a white part, whilst

walking in the sun, would feel a great difference in their warmth.
He observed also that black paper exposed to the concentrated
rays of the sun from a lens, would take fire much sooner than
white paper ; and that a fluid of any kind becomes warm in

less time, when placed before the fire in a black vessel, than in

a white one, or in a bright silver tankard. But the most cu-
rious experiment he made was, by exposing pieces of broad-cloth
of various colours to the sun, by laying them upon snow. In a
few hours the blacky being warmed most by the sun^ was sunk so

C c 2 low
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low as to be below the faun's rays; the dark blue almost as low;

the lighter blue not quite so low as the dark ; the other colours

less, as they were li;;hter ; and the white remained on the sur-

face of the snow, not having sunk at all*.

It is easy to conceive that the- nest step in their progress to

ascertain the various properties of light and heat, would be to

examine whether rays of different refrangibilitv give a dilferent

degree of heat to those bodies with v.'Iiich thev come in contact

;

and the best and most rational mode of making this evident to

the senses, would be by causing the coloured ravs themselves to

fall immediately on the bulbs of thermometers })Iaced to in-

tercept the rays. This was first attempted, I believe, by the

Abbe Rochon, in the years 1775 and 1776.

The experiments of this gentlensan appear to have been passed

over with little or no notice, although tliey form an important link

in the progress of this department of science. The air thermo-

meters which he contrived for showing the effect of the heat on

them were extremely ingenious
;

yet, it inust Ije owned his re-

sults differ Tr.ateriallv from those of later philosophers: still, how-
ever, I think it \vill be admitted that he is certainly entitled to

the honour of having proved, beyond a doubt, that a different

de2:ree of heat is tjiven to the thermometer bv the differently

coloured ravs of light after they have been decomposed by means
of the prism. As he appears to have conducted these experi-

ments with the utmost care, and certainly could have iiad no

rea'^on to falsify his observations, it is not impossible but that in

endeavouring to dibcover the cause, and to reconcile the ap-

parent disagreement between his results and those of others who
have followed him, some useful fact may arise^ which at present

remains unknown.
The reason v.hy these experiments of his have not been more

noticed, may perhaps arise from the circumstance of the work
not being very commonly to be met with in this country; and as

the memoir is but a short one, and may probably be deemed in-

teresting by some of your readers, I have translated it, and take

the liberty of sending it you for your valuable Magazine, should

you deem it worthy of being inserted therein f.

It forms an important link between the brief sketch I have

drawn of optical discoveries, and the highly important and later

ones of Dr. Hcrschel, Sir Henry Engletield, Dr. V/oUaston, Sir

* The s;rf:\tf r part of vuur readers must be acquainted uitli tlie very in-

genious eNpcrimeiits oi" I'rofessor Leslie, proving tlie converse of these re-

sults, that durk-coluured bodies give out their lieat mucl) quicker than lif ht-

coloured or pohshed bodies— a fact of great practical utility, but not ne-

cessary to be furtlicr dwelt upon in this place.

f Seo the next article.

Humphry
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Humphry Davy, &c. &c. and more lately those of Malus, Biot,

Leslie, Brewster, &:c. &c.
The work in which those experiments are printed was pub-

lished in octavo, at Paris, in 1783; and is entitled llecueil de

Memoire'i sitr la Mecanique et la Physique. It contains several

other memoirs on heat, light, optical instruments, mechanics,

and engraving: the principal of them are as follows:

On a new micrometer made of rock crystal, and additions to

ditto.

On the means of employing the double refraction of rock cry-

stal for the precise measurement of small angles; determination

of the diameters of the planets by this method ; with a brief de-

scription of an instrument intended to measure with accuracy

the moon's angular distance from the .stars, when this distance

does not exceed twenty degrees. Continuation of the preceding

researches.

A certificate and statement of the prior claim which the Abb6
Rochon had to the invention of the prismatic micrometer in pre-

ference to the Abbe Boscovich, signed by Borda, Bezout, Van-
dermonde, and Cassini.

A table, servins; to determine angles which result from two
prisms laid one on the other.

An essav on tlie measurement of angles, by means of prisms of

rock crystal and of glass : determinati.m of the diameters of the

planets by these methods; and different inquiries, which prin-

cipally concern the analysis of colours and achromatic tele-

scopes.

Inciuiries respecting the nature of the light of the fixed stars.

On glasses having spherical surfaces; their aberration; lenses

of spirit of wine, and other kinds of fluids, by which the effects

of the internal surfaces of glasses are considerably diminished.

Account given of the examination of these glasses, by Borda,

Le Gentil, and Cassini the younger.

On vision ; and the residt of the examination of his experi-

ments on this subject, and other questions relating to the func-

tions of this organ, by Bezout, Bory, and Borda.

Of tile optical diasporameter, an instrument for measuring the

dispersion of colours.

On the means of rendering M. Bouguer's hcliometer capable

of measuring angles of a considerable size, in order to facilitate

the observations of distances of stars from the moon.
Description of a m?thod of rendering Hadley's quadrant sus-

ceptible of measuring all angles, from degrees to 180 degrees.

Report of Messrs. Lemonuier, Le Roy, and Condorcet, on two
micrometers invented by the Abbe Rochon.

C c rj Memoir
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Memoir on a new micrometer and niegameter, presented to

M. de Sartine, by the Abb^ Boscovich.

A new prismatic micrometer, for measuring small angles, in-

vented in 1776 by the Rev. Neville Maskelyne.
A letter to Mr. Maskelyne, from the Abbe Rochon, on his

prior claim to this discovery.

A memoir on a new instrument for measuring the sun's sol-

sticial altitudes with great precision, and generally all other large

angles.

On the measurement of the dispersion and refraction of dif-

ferent substances ; and a description of the instrument which
was used in this determination.

A table of the refraction and dispersion of different substances.

Description of a machine for engraving; and the report made of

it to the Academy of Sciences by Messrs. Condorcet and Bossu.

An essay on the degrees of warmth of coloured rays (the sub-

ject of this memoir).

Reflections on achromatic telescopes: with eleven plates.

Some of these papers, for the reason above mentioned, are

probably as little known as the one I have sent you ; scarcely

any references to them are to be met with in English works.

They all appear to be curious, and deserving the attention of those

whose studies or amusements may be directed to subjects on which
they treat. As it is always useful to know where information can

be obtained at those times, a sketch of them is here given for

that purpose.

If the whole course of experiments contained in the Abbe's
memoir be collected into one point of view, they will stand as

follows

:
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As the thermometer used in making these experiments was
of quite a different kind from anv of those in common use, it

does not appear possible, at present, to make the least compari-
son of them together. Had the author been aware of the ne-

cessity of doing this, it might j.erli-jtps h.ave been effected by ob-

serving wliat degree of warmth communicated very slowly would
produce a certain alteration in each ; as the standard of com-
parison being thus once made, would serve at any future period

for reducing the terms of the one to those of the other.

The difference in the results of these experiments and those

of Dr. Ilerschel, it must be ackn<^wledged, is very great; and
perhaps may require some further acquaintance with the lav/s

of Nature, before they can be reconciled. According lo tlie very

intercstiiig experiments of the latter gentleman, tl.e gicatest heat

was found to be beyond the coloured spectrum, and on the red

side. In these txperiinents the greatest degree of heat was
obtained fiom the yellow orange rays ; and next to that from

the red: then from the orange; next to that from the green;

and leat>t of all from th? violet. The prism which he u.sed was

different from that used by Dr. IlerGclicl and others, as it had
its refringent angle 45^ instead of 60'. At first sight this

does not appear to be a srff:cier.t cause for so wide a difference

iu the results; and yet, if both are correct, there must be some
rational mode of accounting for theii discrepancy, depending upon
scientific and satisfactoiy principles. In the^e experiments the

Abbv!! caused the rays to pass through a lens ; and if we refer to

the figure of his apparatus, which held the air tlierinometer, we
shall immediately perceive that the rays had then to pass through

the glass of which the bent tube was made ; and probably through

the outer cylindrical glass receiver, that held the fluid for the pur-

pose of keeping it of an uniform temperature. These tubes be-

ing nearly of a cylindrical shape, the rays, by not always im-

pinging upon them in preciselv the same, or in a proper man-
ner, might be refracted in a difi'erent angle from that in which
they quitted the prism, and thereby have their nature changed,

and consequently the degree of warmth might on that account

be found different from what it has since been determined.

Many objections may certainlv be made against the mode in

which he has conducted these experiments; and indeed they are

very candidly stated by himself m his account of them; for he

says, that although he took all possible precautions, that de-

j)ended on himself, to ensure their success, yet he was still very

far from being satisfied with his labour. All that can therefore

be done, until the difficulty of reconciling them with others has

been removed, is to state the Abbe's just claim to the discovery,

that a different degree of heat is produced by the absorption of

the
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the differently coloured rays of light after having been decom-
posed by means of the prism. To this claim he certainly appears

entitled, notwithstanding the great want of agreement which at

present apparently exists between his results and those of others.

We have many instances on record, of things that appeared at

first sight to be of a very di^^cordant nature, proving alter further

investigation to be perfectly reconcileable with themselves and
with truth ; an instance of which may be taken from a subject

stated further back, of the discovery of the progressive motion of

ligbt by Romer. The several discussions that took place re-

specting it from the year 1675 to 1707, by Messrs. Cassini,

Maraldi, and the discoverer, show how difficult it is to bring the

scattered fragments of a noble edifice to agree, and build them
up again upon a firm and immoveable foundation. When all

the parts are found 'and made out tliat belong to the theory of

light, heat, and colours, then perhaps, and not till then, these of

the y\bbe Rochon may hud their place among the rest in the

general arrangement of the whole.

The ratio of the warmth of clear red to the most lively violet,

of 8 to 1 , which he deduces from his experiments, does not ap-

pear to be admissil)le, ludess the point of the scale of his

thermometer showed the commencement of all accession of ca-

loric in the fluid of which it was composed, Thus the ratio of

5"117 to 40* 12 1 may be expressed in round numbers by that of

1 to 8; but if the point of congelation, or whatever otiier point

may be deemed that wheie the first accession of heat begins, be
- I degrees belmv the zero of the thermometer, then the ratio of

S + .3-117 to S + 40-121, is no longer that of 1 to 8, but ap-

proa''hes so much the nearer to a ratio of equality as S increases.

Let a and /3 be the two original heights ; then the excess of the

latter ratio above the former will be -^^^r

—

~ when zero is reckon-

ed 8 degrees below.

The heliostata, which he regrets the want of, is an instrument

contrived bv Giavesande, and very fidly described by him in his

Mathematical Elements of Natural Philosophy, vol. ii. page 107,

edit, of 1747 Tlie intention of it is to avoid the donblo incon-

venience ari'^ing from the ol)liquity of the rays, and the sun's

diurnal motion. On account of the obliquity of the ra\s, some
expeiiuients can only be made at certain hours ; and others can-

not lie made at all in particular ))!aces, although exj)()''cd to the

sun a c-uisiderable portion of the day. This machine consists of

tw;) I); ucipal parts, a })lane metallic speculum, and a clock, bv
whicli it ix kept directed always toAvaids the sun. A metallic

sp "fiiluin is used to avoid the double reflection from a glass one.

The plane of the clock is inclined to the horizon in an angle

e(jual
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equal to the complement of the latitude of the place ; and the

arm that moves the speculum acting in the direction of this

plane^ will evidently cause it to follow the sun in its diurnal mo-
tion, whatever may be its declination. As the experiments con-
cerning light and colours must be made in the dark, the whole
machine, when made use of for this purpose, must be shut up in

a case or box ; and we may have the rays thrown by means of

it in any required direction during the whole of the time he is

above the horizon, if the situation be open ; or, if otherwise, as

long as the rays are not intercepted by surrounding objects.

Another instrument of this sort is described by Mr. Benjamin
Martin, in page 469 of vol. ii. of his Mathematical Institutions,

which he considers as an improvement of one described by
M. Klingenstiern in the Petersburg Commentaries for 1747 and

1748 : it may also be found in his Philosophia Britannica, p. 89,

vol. iii. edit, of 1771: but the expense of such a machine it is

feared will prevent its being commonly applied, although it would

he extremely useful for moving telescopes round upon a polar

axis, in making observations of the heavenly bodies, and pur-

suing them, in an uniform m.anner, notwithstanding the earth's

diurnal motion.

The late ingenious Mr. Ramsden, whose care in the construc-

tion, and accuracy in the execution of astronomical instruments,

could only be equalled by his genius and originality in inventing

them, had once an idea of adapting an instrument of this sort to

a clock that kept time very exactly, with a view to avoid the

necessity of using time in particular cases of astronomical ad-

measurements.

Christ's Hospital, June 7, 1815.

LXXI. An Essay on the Degree of JVarmth of coloured Rays.

By M. V Able Rochon, late Member of the Academy of
Sciences of Pai is, &c. <^c.*

JLn this memoir we confine ourselves to examine, whether the

rays of light of different refrangibility produce degrees of heat

that diflfer in their degree of sensibility on the thermometer.

This research requires without doubt that the colours should

be distinct and well separated ; but this analvsis of them can-

not be made without diminishing prodigiously the intensity of

the light ; which, when thus decomposed, no longrr gives any

sensible sign of warmth in our comnicn thermometers.

It is therefore necessary to resolve or to coliect on the ball of

* For some remarks on this paper, see the preceding communication

from Dr. Evans, page 401.

a the "i
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a thermometer a sufificient quantity of these rays, to produce ef-

fects that are evident ; or else to use thermometers of a sensi-

bility proportionate to the loss of intensity which is inseparable

from the hght thus decomposed. We can ahvays collect into a
small space a quantity of rays of a colour that will be sensibly

homogeneous, either by disposing in a proper manner severai

prisms of different angles which shall make each species of rays

to coincide on the ball of a thermometer ; or by using the burn-
ing mirror of M. de BufFon, known by the name of the Mirror
of Archimedes, whose burning line is very nearly the same for

a considerable length.

This instrument is an assemblage of sm.all plane mirrors, which
by their respective positions will cause as large a quantity of

light as may be desired to fall on a prism placed in their com-
mon focus. Now the united rays which form this focus, or

rather this burning line, approach so much the nearer to the

parallelism necessary for the success of the experiment in ques-
tion, as the distance of the prism from the mirrors is more con-
siderable.

We know that this method requires a large room ; but the

one in which the experiments I am going to relate were made,
not being of a proper size, I thought that very sensible thermo-
meters would sufficiently fulfil the object which I proposed.

Those which I have used were air-thermometers. It is well

known that they owe their effect to a bubble of air introduced

into the ball which contains the fluid. The slightest degree of

warmth dilates this bubble, and catises the spirit of wine to

mount in the capillary tube of the thermometer : but this ascent

would scarcely be sensible if the top of the tube were hermetically

sealed ; it is therefore necessary to leave it open, and conse-
quently the exterior air, which is susceptible of many variations,

acts on the fluid in such a way that it is necessarv to have re-

course to the barometer to know the effect of the dilatation,

which is found to correspond with the greater or less elasticity

of the exterior air.

These defects, joined to the evaporation of the liquor, obliged

me to reject these thermometers, riOtwithstanding their prodi-

gious sensibility. Although in my later researches I have not
had these inconveniences to discourage me, it being sufficient to

compare the different effects of each kind of ravs that took place

in a very short space of time, I ha\e nevertheless endeavoured
to avoid them altogether, by soldering to the tube of the thermo-
meter a 1 uge ball filled with air, which contains a common
thermometer. This ball is dipped into a fluid whose tempera-
ture is easily kept uniform, whether we choose to have it at the

freezing point or at any other temperature.

By
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By this method the full degree of sensibility is given to the

thermometer, without its having any communication with the
external air.

For experiments of so delicate a nature we know that a per-

fectly serene sky is necessary, and an imvarying temperature
without the least agitation of the air : this necessarily reduces

the experiments on which we may depend to a very small x\\xm~

ber; and among the great variety of those I have made, I ac-

knowledge that there is not so much as one with which I am
completely satisfied.

I used a large prism of fiint glass, of which the refrir.gent angle

was 45^; I permitted an equal quantity of rays to pass through
in each case, and they successively traversed the same lens, which
1 inclined according to the sun's altitude ; for I had at that time
no heliostata, and the want of this instrument has rendered my
results still less accurate.

All my e:;periments were made between the hours of eleven in

the morning and two in the afternoon; my air-thermometer was
too sensible to allow of my approacl^ing it without occasioning

variations, so that I observed the divisions bv a small telescope

at the distance of fifteen feet, and I raised or lowered the in-

dexes by means of a string passing over some pulleys.

Although from the year 1775 I have made a great number
of experiments, I do not think them worthy of being related,

because I was not then siiuiciently acquainted with the precau-

tions that are necessary in such delicate inquiries : those m.ade

in 1776 are more conclusive; thev give the ratio of the warmth
of the red ravs to the violet rays as S to 1; for, by warming the

ball of the thermometer for two minutes with these two kinds of

ravs, the index would mark from four divisions and a half to se-

ven, for the violet ravs : whilst for the red rays it was necessary

to place the index from 39 to 44 divisions. These observations

were made in the month of June, Reaumur's thermometer only

varying during the whole time they were made from 16*^ to 17".

The following are the observations of this month:
Violet U Red 4*

6' 40
41 43

5| 39
7 44

_

It is necessary to remark, that it is the red approaching to the

orange, and the violet approaching to the blue, that I have used.

It is so difficult to decompose the light with sufficient per!ection

to obtain the same shade of colour constantly, that we must not

* Most proljably tliis is an error of the press, and ought to be 40. It is

so coiibiileicd in the genera! re>ult given in page 406.

be
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be surprised at the variations I have experienced, although they

are considerable.

In the month of July of 1776, the thermometer having only

varied from 18" to 20^ during the course of the experiments :

Tiie violet was 3 Green 31 Red 38

4| 39 40

3i 271 87
5 30 3(U

Violet 6 Yellow orange 49 Green 83 Rod 40

7 52 34| 39i
6i 48 36 ^ '45

8 64 48 60
In the month of August Reaumur's thermometer rose from

1 9° to 23", during the following observations :

Violet 7 Orange 60 Green 43 Red 56
Violet 6 yellow orange 62 green 39 red 55

Violet 7 orange 38 green 45 red 64
5 51 39 48

In the month of September, I used a thermometer of the con-

struction represented by fig. 5, Plate VIII. on which the exterior

air had no influence; the bubble of air was always similarly ex-

posed, for two minutes, to the action of the coloured rays, as in

the preceding experiments ; but the sensibility of the thermo-

meter no longer continued to be so great.

In the month of September, Reaumur's thermometer varied

from \9° to 16" in the course of the observations:

Violet 2 Yellow orange 18 Green 13 Red 17

2 orange 17

24- orange 22

2i 20
6
4

71
3
4-1-

H
5

6 orange 49

7 yellow orange 52

64- orange 48
6 50

It follows from all these experiments, and notwithstanding the

great differences which are to be found amongst them, and how-
ever attentive I was in making them ; first, that the ratio of the

warmth of clear red to the most lively violet^ is nearly as 6 to 1

,

for

14
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for the extreme rays cannot be compared. Secoudly, that the

warmth of the yellow orange differs but little from that which
the red produces : so that it may be presumed that the warmest
rays are between the clear red and the yellow: and from this

point the warmth of the ravs dimiuishes considerably more on
the violet side than on that of the deep red.

I was desirous of using coloured liquids and gla'^ses, but both

these substances, when coloured, transmit heterogeneous rays in

too great a quantity to be used with success in experiments of

80 delicate a nature : besides, Kow are we to estimate the re-

flected rays, and those tliat are lost iu these substances ? In

other respects, although I have taken all possible precautions,

that depended on myself, to ensure the success of these experi-

TTients, I am still very far from being satisfied with my labour.

LXXII. Some Expeiiments arid Observations on the Colours used

rn Painting by the Ancients. By Sir Humphuy Davy,
LL.D. F.R.S.

[Conclniled from p. So9.]

VI . Of the Purple of' the Ancients.

X HE TTog^vQu of the Greeks, and the ostrum of the Romans,
was regarded as their most beautiful colour, and was prepared

fiom shell-fish.

Vitruvius* says that the colour differed according to the conn-

try from which the shell-fish was brought ; that it afforded a

colour deeper and more approaching to violet from the northern

countries, and a redder colour from the southern coasts. He
states, that it was prepared by beating the fish with instruments

of iron, freeing the purple liquor from the shell containing it,

and mixhig it vvith a little honey: and Pliny says, that for the

use of the painters argentine ^' cretaf " was dyed with it : and
both Vitruvius and Pliny say, that it was adulterated, or imita-

tions of it made, by tingeing *' creta" with.madder ;{:, and " hys-

ginum." The finest purple, Pliny says, had a tint hke that of

• Lib. vii. cap. 13.

+ Probably a clay user] for polishing silver. The ancients were not ac-

quainted with the distinction between aluminous and calcareous earths, and
creta was a term applied to every white Hue eartliy powder.

t Madder was extensively used by tl)e ancients in dyeing, and frona this

passage it is probable that they were acquainted with the art of making a

lake from it similar to that used by modern painters. It was probably one

of the colours used by the Egyptians in dyeing their stuffs of different co-

loms from the same liquoi , by means yf mordants. If we can trust Pliny's

account, they practibtd calico-printing iu u manner similar to the moderns.

Lib. XXXV. cap. 42.

a deep-
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a deep-coloured rose: and in paintings, he states that it was laid

on to give the last lustre to the sandyx, a composition made by
calcining together red ochie and sandarach, and which therefore

must have been nearly the same as our crimson.

In the baths of Titus there is a broken vase of earthenware,

which contains a pale rose colour ; where it has been exposed
to air, it has lost its tint, and is become of a cream colour^ but
the interior has a lustre approaching to that of carmine.

I have made many experiments on this colour. It is destroyed

and becomes of a red brown by the action of concentrated acids

and alkalies ; but diluted acids dissolve a considerable quantity
of carbonate of lime with which the body colour is mixed, and
leave a substance of a bright rose colour: this substance when
heated first blackens, and v/hen urged with a strong flame be-
comes white ; and treated with alkali, proves to be composed of
siliceous, aluminous, and calcareous earths, with no sensible

quantity of any metallic substance, except oxide of iron.

I endeavoured to discover if the colouring matter was com-
bustible. It was gradually heated in a glass tube filled with
oxygen ; it did not inflame, but became red hot sooner than it

would have done had it been merely earthy matter : on exposing
the gas in the tube to lime-water, there was a precipitation of car-
bonate of lime. Some of it was mixed with hyperoxymuriate of
potassa, and heated in a small retort ; when the salt fused there
was a slight scintillation, a little moisture appeared, and the gas
given off received into lime-water occasioned a very evident pre-
cipitation.

It appeared from these experiments, that the colouring matter
v/as a compound of either vegetable or animal origin. I threw
some of it upon a hot iron : it emitted scarcely any smoke, and
gave a smell which had some resemblance to that of prussic acid,

but which was extremely faint.

When hydrate of potassa was fused in contact with it, the
vapours that rose had no distinct ammoniacal smell ; they gave
indeed slight fumes to paper moistened with muriatic acid, but
this is far from being an unequivocal proof of animal matter,
I compared this colour with vegetable lake from madder, and
animal lake from cochineal diluted to the same degree as nearly

as could be judged, and fixed upon clays. The lake of madder,
after being dissolved in strong muriatic acid, had its colour re-

stored by alkalies, which was not the case with the ancient lake.

The lake of madder likewise gave a much deeper tint to muriatic
acid, and produced a tawny hue when its -weak muriatic solution

was acted on by muriate of iron ; whereas the ancient lake did
not change in colour. The ancient lake agreed with the lake
of cochineal in being rendered of a deeper hue by weak alkalies,

and
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and of a brighter hue by weak acids; but it differed from it in

being much more easily destroyed by strong acids. It agreed

with both the vegetable and animal lakes in being immediately
destroyed by a solution of clilorine.

The lake made from cochineal produced much denser fumes
when ex])osed to fused potash, and afforded a distinct ammo-
niacal smell. The two modern lakes when burnt in oxvgen did

not eive strone^er siijns of inflammation than the ancient. I as-

certained the loss of weight this ancient lake suffered bv com-
bustion, and found it only •j'g-, and this loss must in great part

have depended on the expulsion of water from the clay on which

it was fixed. This circumstance induced me to renounce the

idea of attempting to "cleteimine its nature from the products of

its decom])Osition ; which in the case of so small a quantity of

matter diffused over so large a quantity of surface could not have

afforded unequivocal results.

The durability of tins lake, whether vegetable or animal, is a

very curious circumstance ; but the exterior part which has been

exposed to air has suffered,—This durability probably depends in

a great measure upon the attractive powers of so large a mass of

alumina; for, whenever one proportion of a substance is combined
with many proportions of another su'ostance, it is very difficult

to decompose or detach the one proportion.

From t!ie circumstances which have been noticed respecting

this colour, it is impossible to form an opinion whether it is of-

vegetable or animal origin. If of animal origin, it is most pro-

bably the Tyrian or marine purple : and by some comparative

experiments on the purple obtained from shell-hsh the ques-

tion might perhaps be decided*. It is very probable that the

most expensive colour would be employed for ornamenting the

imperial baths ; and it is not impossible that Pliny may have

alluded to the palace of the Caesars whence says " nunc et pur-

puris in parietes migrantibus, et India conferente fluminum suo-

rum limum, et draconum et elephantorum saniem, nulla uobilis

pictura est." Lib. xxxv. cap. 32.

I have seen no colour oi the same tint as this ancient lake in

anv of the ancient painiings in fresco. The purplish reds in

the baths of Titus are mixtures of red ochres and the blues of

fjop^jer.—In the Aldobrandini picture there is a purple in the

* M. Chaptal corisiclers tfie lake he found amongst the colours from
Pompeii (as J have alrcurly mentioned) as of vcL'Ctableoripin ; and he founds

bis opinion upon the circumstance of its r.otafFijrdin^ by decomposition the

smell peculiar to animal substances: but probably this smell, even if pro-

duced by recent purple colouringmatter of animal origin, would not belong

to colouring matter of 1700 years old. For it is most probably owing merely

to albumen or gelatine not essential to the colouring particles, and much
liiore rapidly deco;nposed.

garment
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garment of the Pronuba, but of an inferior hue ; and this pur-

ple appears to be a compound mineral colour of the nature of

these.— It was not destroyed by solution of chlorine ; and when
a little of it was exposed to muriatic acid, it rendered the acid

yellow, and the remainder yielded a residual blue powder.

VII. Of the Blacks and Broums of the Ancients.

There is one chamber in the baths of Titus of which the ground-

work is black. I have found several fragments of stucco painted

black both in the baths of Titus and in the vineyard above men-
tioned, and also in some ruins near the Porta del Popolo.—

I

scraped off some of these colours and submitted them to experi-

ments: they were not acted on by acids or alkalies, they defla-

grated with nitre, and had all the properties of pure carbonaceo\is

matter.

I found no blacks, but three different shades of brown in the

vase of mixed colours ; one was snuff-colour, one deep red brown,

and the third a dark olive brown. The two first proved to be
ochres which had been probably partially calcined ; the third

contained oxide of manganese, as well as oxide of iron, and af-

forded chlorine when acted on by muriatic acid.

All the ancient authors describe the artificial Greek and Ro-
man blacks as carbonaceous, and made either from the powder
of charcoal or the decomposition of resin, (a species of lamp-
black,) or from the lees of wine, or from the common soot of

wood fires. Pliny mentions the inks of the cuttle-fish, but says,

**ex his non fit*." Some years ago I examined this substance,

and found it a carbonaceous body mixed with gelatine. Pliny

speaks of ivory-black as invented by Apellcs ; he says likewise

that there is a natural fossil black, and another black prepared

from an earth of the colour of sulphur. Probably both tlieje

substances are ores of iron and manganese.

That the ancients were acquainted with the ores of manga-
nese is evident from the use made of it in colouring glass. I

have examined two specimens of ancient Roman purple gla s,

both of which v/ere tinged with oxide of manganese.—Pliuy

speaks of different brown ochres, and particularly of one from
Africa, which he names Ckerculum, which probably contained

manganese: and Theophrastus mentions a fossil f which inflamed

when oil was poured upon it, a property belonging to no other

fossil substance now known but the black juad, an ore of man-
ganese, and which is now found in Derbyshire.

The browns in the paintings in the baths of Livia, and in the

* i. e. the atramentiiin.

+ Theoplirastus s;iys it is like decomposed wood, wa^if^oios Siv ^wXw cxt^u,

J2tl) pa^c of John Ac Laot's edition.

Vol. 45. No. 206. June 1815. D d Aldobran-
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Aldohrandini picture, are all produced by mixtures of ochres

ivith blacks. Those iu the Aldobrandini picture yield oxide of

iron to muriatic acid, but the darker shades were not touched

by that acid, nor by solution of alkalies.

VIII. Of' the fVkites of the Ancients.

The white colours in the Aldobrandini picture are soluble in

acids with effervescence, and have the characters of carbonate

of lime.

The principal white in the vase of mixed colours appears to be

a very fine chalk. There is anotheV white with a tint of cream
colour, which is a fine aluminous clav.

I'he whites that I have examined from the baths of Titus, and
those from other ruins, are all of the same kind.

1 have not met with ceruse amongst the ancient colours,

though we know from Theophrastus, Vitruvius, and Pliny, that

it was a common colour: and Vitruvius describes it as made by

the action of lead upon vinegar.

Several white clays are mentioned by Pliny as employed in

painting, of wh'ch the Paraetonium was considered as affording

the finest colour.

IX. Of the Manner in which theAncients applied their Colours.

It appears from Vitruvius that the colours used in fresco paint-

ing were applied moist to the surface of a stucco* formed of

powdered marble cemented bv lime; he states that tlie wall or

ceiling had three distinct coatings of stucco made of this material,

of which the first contained coarse powder of marble, the second,

the finer powder, and the third the finest powder of all, and that

after this the wvW was polished before the colour was applied.

The stuccos that remain in the ruins of the baths of Titus and
Livia are of this kind, and so is the ground of the Aldobrandini

picture ; they are beautifiilly white, and almost as hard as mar-
ble, and the granular marble of different degrees of fineness may
be distinguished in them. This circumstance indeed offers a

test of the antiquity of ruins at Rome. In the houses that have

been built in the middle and later ages, decomposing lava has

been mixed with the calcareous cement instead of granular mar-
ble, and the stuccos of these houses are gray or brown, and ver^

coarse in their texture.

Pliny says that purple, orpiment, ceruse, the natural azure,

indigo, and the mclinc white, were injured by application to wet

stucco, which is easily explained in the case of orpiment, car-

bonate of copper, ceruse, and indigo, from their chemical com-
position.

* Lib. vij. cap, 2, 3, & 4.

Vitruvius
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Vitruvlus states tliat in fresco painting vermilion changed if

exposed to light, and he recommends the encaustic process for

fixing the colour under this circumstance, namely, laying over it

a coat of punic wax, and liquefying tlie wax so as to make a var-

nish for the colour.

PHny describes this process as applied in painting ships ^ and

we know from his authority that several pictures of the great

Greek masters were painted in encaustic, and that the different

colours were laid on mixed with wax. I have examined several

pieces of the painted stuccos found in the different ruins, and

likewise the Aldobrandini picture, with a view of ascertaining if

any application had been made to fix the colour ; but neither by

the test of alcohol, nor by heat, nor by tiie action of water,

could I detect the presence of any wax varnish, or animal or ve-

getable gluten.

The pot of colours to which I have already referred, found at

Pompeii, was blackened by smoke, as if it had been recently on

a fire of wood. I thought that this might be owing to some
process for dissolving gluten or varnish in the preparation of the

colour ; but I could detect no substance of this kind mixed with

the colouring matter.

Pliny states that gluten (our glue)* was used in painting with

blacks: and this specific mention of its application would induce

the behef that it was not employed with other colours, which

adhered without difficulty to, and were imbibed by, a surface so

polished and well prepared as the Roman stucco ; and the light-

ness of carbonaceous matter alone probably rendered this appli-

cation necessary.

X. Some general Observations.

'It appears from the facts that have been stated, and the au-

thorities quoted, that the Greek and Roman painters had almost

all the same colours as those employed by the great Italian

masters at the period of the revival of the arts in Italy. They
had indeed the advantage over them in two colours, tlie Vcato-

rian or Egyptian azure, and the Tyrian or marine purple.

The azure, of which the excellence is proved by its duration

for seventeen hundred years, may be easily and cheaply made

;

I find that fifteen parts by weight of carbonate of soda, twenty

parts of powdered opaque flints, and three parts of copper filings

strongly heated together for two hours, gave a substance of ex-

actly the same tint, and of nearly the same degree of fusibility,

and which, when powdered, jjroduced a fine deep sky blue.

* Lib. XXXV. cap. 'i5. " Omiie atramentum sole perficitur, librarium gum-

mi tectoriuin k'hIi'io adini.Mo."

D d 2 - The
o
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The azure, the red and yellow ochres, and the blacks are

the colours that seem not to have changed at all^ in the ancient

fresco paintings. The vermilion is darker than recently made
Dutch cinnabar, and the red- lead is inferior in tint to that sold

in the shops. The greens in general are dull.

The principle of the composition of the Alexandrian frit is

perfect; namely, that of embodying the colour in a composition

resembling stone, so as to prevent the escape of elastic matter

from it, or the decomposing action of the elements ; this is a

species of artificial lapis lazuli, the colouring matter of which is

naturally inherent in a hard siliceous stone.

It is probable that other coloured frits may be made, and it

is worth trying whether the beautiful purple given by oxide of

gold cannot be made useful in painting in a densely tinted glass.

Where frits cannot be emploved, metallic combinations

which are insoluble in water, and which are saturated with oxy-

gen or some acid matter, it is evident from the proof of a du-

ration of seventeen centuries, are the best pigments. In the

red ochres the oxide of iron is fully combined with oxygen, and
in the yellow ochres it is combined with oxygen and carbonic

acid ; and these colours have not changed. The carbonates of

copper which contain an oxide and an acid have changed very

little.

Massicot and orpin? ent were probably the least permanent
amongst the ancient mineral colours.

Of the colours, the discovery of which is owing to the improve-

ments in modern chemistry, the patent yellow is much more
durable than any ancient yellow of the same brilliancy; and
chromate of lead, an insoluble compound of a metallic acid with

a metallic oxide, is a much more beautiful vellovv than any ))os-

sessed by the ancients, and, there is every reason to believe, is

quite unalterable.

Scheele's green (the arsenite of copper), and the insoluble

muriatic combination of copper, Vvill probably be found more
unalterable than tl;e ancient greens ; and the sulphate of baryta

offers a wirjte superior to any possessed by the Greeks and Ro-
mans.

I have tried the efTect of light and air upon some of the co-

lours formed by the new substance iodine. Its combination with

mercury offers a good red; but it is, I think, less beautiful than

vermilion, and it appears to change more by the action of light.

Its compound with lead gives a beautiful yellow, little inferior

to the chromate of lead ; and I possess some of this colour which

lias been exposed to light and air without alteration for several

Wuuths.

In many of the figures and ornaments in the outer chambers
of
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nf the baths of Titus, where only outlines or spots remain, or

shades of ochre, it is probable that vegetable or aRimal colours,

such as indigo and the different dved clays, were used*.

Pliny speaks of the celebrated Greek painters as employing
only four colours. " Quatuor coloribus solis iuiniortalia ilia

opera fecere : ex albis Melino, ex silaceis Attico, ex rubris Siao-

pide Pontica, ex nigris atramento, Apelles, Echion, Melanthi us,

Nicomachus, claris«inii pictoresf: " but as far as Apelles and
Nicomachus are concerned, this is a mistake; and it is not un-

likely that PHnv was misled bv an imperfect recollection of a

passage in Cicero, who describes the earlier Greek school as

using only four colours, but the later Greek painters as perfect

masters in all the resources of colouring. '' Similis in pictura

ratio est: in qua Zeuxim, et Polygnotum, et Timantem, et eorum,

qui non sunt usi plus quam quatuor coloribus, fornias et linea-

menta laudamus : at in Aetione, Nicomacho, Protogene, Apelle,

jam perfecta sunt omnia." Cicero, Brutus, sen de clarls ora-

tor ibus, c. IS. Piiny himself describes with enthusiasm the

Venus ocvahoahr) of Apelles: and in this picture the sea was re-

presented, which required azure.

The great Greek painters, like the most illustrious artists of

the Roman and Venetian school, were probably, however, sparing

in the use of the more florid tints in historical and moral paint-

ing, and produced their effects rather by the contrasts of colouring

in those parts of the picture where a deep and imiforni tint might
be used, than bv brilliant drajicry.

If red and yellow ochres, blacks and whites, were the colours

most employed by Protogenes and Apelles^ so they are likewise

the colours most employed by Raphael and Titian in their best

style. The St. John and the Venus, in the tribune of the Gal-
lery at Florence, offer striking examples of pictures in which all

the deeper tints are evidently produced by red and yellow ochres,

and carbonaceous substances.

As far as colours are concerned, these works are prepared for

that immortality which they deserve ; but unfortunately the oil

and the canvass are vegetable materials, and liable to decomposi-
. tion, and the last is less durable than even the wood on which
the Greek artists painted their celebrated pictures.

It is unfortunate that the materials for receiving those works
which are worthy of passing down to posterity as eternal monu-
ments of genius, taste, and industry, are not imperishable mar-

* Some excellent pictures have suffered very much in niofiern times from
the same cause; tlie lakes in the tVescos of tlio Vatican have lost much of
the brilliancy which they must liave possessed originally. The blues ii\

many pictures of I'aui Veronese are become muddy.

t Lib. XXXV. c. 32.

P d 3 ble
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ble* or stone: and that frits, or unalterable inetalllc combina-

tions, have not been the onlv pigments employed by great artists;

and that their varnishes have not been sought for amongst the

transparent combinations of the earths with water, or amongst

the crystalline transparent compounds unalterable in the atmo-

sphere f.

Rome, January 14, 1815.

LXXIII. E(tperimenis tending to prove thai the Prism has a

calorific Focus, and that Dr. Herschel ivas mistaken in sup-

posing he separated the Heat and Light of the Solar Rays.

By Joseph Reade, il/.D.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— xlAviNG fixed a piece of pasteboard in the frame of a

dressing-glass, in which I cut an opening or slit a little larger

than the bulb of a thermometer, and of a sufficient length to let

the whole extent of one of the prismatic colours pass through
;

and having placed a very sensible mercurial thermometer on an

inclined plane of wood covered with white paper,—I placed this

plane beliind the dressing frame sustaining the pasteboard on a

table : I now set a prism moveable on its axis in the upper part

of an open window at right angles to the solar ray, and turned

it about till its refracted coloured spectrum became stationary on

the table placed at a proper distance from the window. The
experiment was so regulated as to let the rays of one colour pass

through the opening in the pasteboard and fall on the thermo-

meter, which when placed in the shade behind the screen stood

at 50\
Exp. 1 .—Having arranged the thermometer, and allowed the

red, or more correctly speaking the orange rays to fall on the

bulb ; in five minutes it rose from 50 to 58, or eight degrees.

Exp. 2.— I lowered my thermometer to 50^, by plungeing it

in some dry sand at that temperature, and then replaced it on

the inclined plane : on bringing the green rays of the spectrum

through the opening, so as to immerse the entire thermometer

* Copper, it is rvideiit, from the specimens in the ruins of Pompeii, is a

very peri.-^liahlc material, and therefore, even er.amets marie on copper will

yield to lime. Canvass, by beini^ impregimted with bitumen, is rendered

inuch nsore durable, as IS evident from tiic duration of the linen impreg-

nated with bitumen and asphaltuni used for infolding the Egyptian mum-
mif.s.

t The artificial hydrat of alumina will probably be found to be a sub-

stance of this kind : possilily the solution of boracic acid in alcohol will

form a varnish.
—

'Ihe solution of sulphur in alcohol is likewise worthy of

an experhneiit. Many other siuiilur corabiiwtions uiigiit be named.
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as in the former experiment, it rose from 50 to ^4, or gained

four degrees.

Exp. 3.—Having again reduced my thermometer to 50% I

placed it on the inclined plane ; and having allowed the violet

rays to fall on it, the rise was from ;>(> to 51, or one degree.

So far these experiments, assimilated as nuich as occasiori

required to Dr.Herschel's, would seem to confirm the inferences

drawn hy that cclehrated astronomer. However, so early as the

year 1802, vvheti at Edinhurgh College attending Dr. Hope's
interesting and scientific lectures on chemistry, I was led to

douht the conclusions drawn from these experiments, but at that

early period did not venture to oppose such high authority.

Exp. 4.— Having finished the former experiments, I removed
the pasteboard screen, and in its place interposed a sheet of white

paper on which the spectrum was received ; it was gradually

approximated to within one inch of the prism, where it was pro-

perly fastened on a stand. The spectrum at this distance was
one-fourth of an inch in breadth, bounded on the one side by
orange and yellow rays, and on the other by blue and violet,

while light occupied the middle ; this white lioht was much more
powerful and luminous than the surrounding sun-beams. In-

deed, it appeared exactly like the light concentrated in the focus

of a burning-glass, which made me strongly suspect that it was
likewise more calorific. Nor was I mistaken ; for, on placing the

thermometer in those rays, it rose in ten minutes to 81°; the

heat of the neighbouring sun-shine being only 70'. The tiier-

mometer rose and fell alternately as it was removed in and out of

the spectrum. From this experiment we must infer that Dr.
Herschel made his experiments not only on the heat of the solar

ray, but likewise on the heat accumulated by the convergi!ig

power of the prism. Indeed, it appears rather singular that the

action of this weli-kimwn instrument should heretofore have been
so superficially investigated. Every glass wedge must produce a

focal heat, for those rays in the vicinity of the angle must suffer

a more powerful refraction than the others ; consequentlv at a
given distance the heat and light .must be condensed. Let us

suppose the vertical section of a triangular glass wedge or prism,

resting on its base, to be represented in the followirig diagram :

AB, two rays of light,

<'oming from the sun S,

strike on the prism
jj

CDE. The ray B near

the base is but slightly

refracted, whilst onj^
the other hand the '"'^1) E
ray A coming through the upper refracting angle is considerably

D d -4 bent
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bent towards a perpendicular. The letters HK represent the

prismatic focus: for as the quantity of heat and hght contained

ill the space FG is hy the refracting power of the pri^m conveyed

into the smaller space HK ; consequently HK nmst be more lu-

minous and calorific than FG. In niv next paper 1 sliall en-

deavour to show why the red rays are more calorific than the

green or violet, &:c.

Exp. 0.—June 23, 1814, at half past two in the afternoon,

the sun shining through an open window fronting the nest, I

placed a highly sensible and correct thermometer (made hy Mr.

Bath of the Cork Institution) on a sheet of white paper, resting

horizontally on a writing-table. In tive minutes it rose in the

full sun-beams to 82 §; and after remaining for some tim.e sta-

tionary, I held a large prism at about one inch distance imme-
diately over it, and in such a manner as to convey the rays of

light as much as possible to the prismatic focus, and also to

immerse the entire thermometric bulb and cylinder in a spec-

trum of transmitted light. 1 need scarcely again remark that

this spectrum v>-as composed of medion white light, br>unded on

the one side by orange and yellov.-, and on the other by blue and

violet. In five minutes the thermometer rose to 101; or, in other

v.-ords, the transmitted light was heated ISf" above the full sun-

shine by passing through the prism. On removing the prism

the thermometer fell in five minutes to 85°; and on again im-

mersing it in the spectric light it rose to 101°. About half past

three I ended tliese experiments, simple in their manipulation,

and obvious in their inferences.

Sir, I beg leave to remain

Your obedient servant,

Cork, May 4, 1815. JoSEPH ReaCE, M.D.

LXXIV. Neiv Outlines of Chemical TPhilosophy.

By Ez. Walker, Esq. of Lynn, Norfolk.

[Continued from p. 21.]

Jr ROM the discordant opinions which ])revail among the writers

on electricity, it appears that this branch of physics is still rery

far from being clearly understood. It has been generally sup-

posed, that where no spark is elicited, no permanent effect is pro-

duced upon an insulated conducting body.

Rut the truth is, that most of the operations of nature, in

which electricity is concerned, are produced by inducted electri-

city; and cons^juently, the effects of those elements on matter

become an interesting subject of philosophical discussion.

In order to investigate the laws of electrical phsenomena, with

that
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that experimental precision upon which it is necessary to build

a tlieory, I constructed ihe following simple apparatus:

1. In fig. 4, Plate VIII. a, h,c is a glass rod of green bottle-

glass 2-lOths of an inch in diameter, and eight or ten inches in

length, bent to a riglit angle at h. The end c is fixed into a

wooden foot or base EF, so that the part h c may stand in a

perpendicular direction. A small perforation is made by means
of the blow-pij)e, through the end of the glass rod at {a), into

which a piece of piano-forte wire is fixed, tliat stands about an

inch and a half above the rod, and reaches three or four inches

below it. To the lower end of this wire two slips of Dutch
gold-leaf are fixed v.ith gum water. I liave tried both gold and
silver leaf for this purpose ; but Dutch gold-leaf, co-mmonlv called

Dutch metal, an article manufactured out of copper, is far pre-

ferable.

The glass jar 2f, r,?/, 2;, three inches in diameter and seven

inches deep, is fixed into the base EF. The slips of Dutch gold-

leaf are each one inch in length, consequently their ends cannot
reach the sides of the glass nearer than half an inch when the

wire is in the axis of the glass. The onlv use of this jar is to

defend the slips of metal from being agitated by the air, and
from the action of the small particles of dust and moisture that

are constantly fioating in it.

As green bottle-glass contains no metal, I suppose that it in-

sulates better than white fiint, which contains much lead.

2. Another electrometer is made thus: The glass rod a, I, c,

being taken away, a stopper of sealing-wax is fitted into the

neck of the jar, tln-ough which a piece of piano-forte wire passes

into the glass, and extends down its axis about one-third of the

distance between the stepper and the bottom y z. To the lower

end of this wire two slips of Dutch leaf are fixed in the manner
above described.

This electrometer is more convenient for some experiments

than the other, and less liable to accidents.

I have various other forms of this instrument, which need not
be described in this paper.

3. Several insulating stands, each consisting of a glass rod

ten inches in length and 2-lOths of an inch in diameter, stand-

ing upon a brass foot. These have each a circular piece of plate

glass two inches and 3-4 ths in diameter, fixed upon its top

with sealing-wax. The upper surface of this glass is gilt with
gold-leaf, and upon its centre a slip of Dutch leaf about an inch

in length is fixed by one of its ends.

4. A brass ball two inches in diameter, having a slip of Dutch
leaf fixed by one of its epds to the top of it, is supported by a

brass wire fixed into u brass foot.

5, An
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5. An electrometer constructed according to Mr. Bennet's

directions, and some other instruments used for the same pur-

pose. They are verv ingenious inventions, but improperly called

electrometers ; they are electroscopes, which indicate the ex-

istence of electricity, but not the (juantity of it.

From the following experiments it will appear that some of

the principal hypotheses which have been invented to explaia

the phaenomena of electricity are erroneous.

Exp. 1. A barometer tube 4-l()ths of an inch external dia-

meter being excited by rubbing it with silk, and held over the

top of the wire of one of the electrometers above described, for

a short time, at the distance of six, nine, or twelve inches, ac-

cording to the degree of excitement, or state of the air, the gold-

leaves will diverge to an angle between 90 and 1 80 degrees

;

and if the instrument be a good on.e, this angle will gradually

decrease during two or thiee dajs 3 but these instruments in

general will not retain electricity (piite so l'>ng.

Exp. 2. The barometer-tube being excited as before, and

held over one of the insulating stands with a gilt surface, at the

distance of three or four inches, for a short time, the narrow slip

of Dutch leaf stood erect for near two hours. At the end of that

time, the quantity of electricity which the gilt surface contained

was measured thus : the wire at the top of an electrometer be-

ing brought into contact with the edge of the gilt surface of the

glass, the leaves of the electrometer diverged, and the angle

being measured was found to contain 50 degrees. The electro-

meter being discharged, by touching tlie wire with a finger, and

applied a second time to the gilt surface, the leaves diverged,

and the angle being measured was found to contain .30 degrees.

Thus the remaining quantity of electricity was measured, and

the sum of the angles indicated by the electrometer amounted to

1 10 degrees.

The divergency of the leaves is measured by a graduated arc

placed against the outside of the jar, with its centre just as high

above the table on which the instnnncnt stands, as the angular

point of the two leaves.

But the two electrometers described in this paper, will not

indicate the same number of degrees in a given quantity of elec-

tricity, because their leaves are of unequal dimensions.

Exp. 3. After one of the insulating stands A had been elec-

trified by indnction, as in the last experiment, I took it up by

its foot and held it in an inverted position over the top of an-

other stand B for a little time ; the distance between their two

surfaces being about three inches. The slip of Dutch leaf up-on

B, being attracted by that on A, stood erect, but in a short tnne

the leaves ceased to indicate any electrical signs j for the elec-

tricity
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trlcity of A was equally divided between A and B, which be-
came known by nieasming them with an electrometer.

EiXp. 4. The gilt surface of the insulating stand A being
electrified by induction, as before, and held over the brass ball

No. 4 communicating with the earth, the slip of gold-leaf upoft

it stood erect, i)ointing to that on A, and strongly attracting each
other : hence I concluded, that the two surfaces were in con-
trary electrical states. To demonstrate the truth of this sup-
position, I excited a stick of sealing-wax by rubbing it with a
woollen cloth, and held it at a proper distance from the two slips

of metal : that upon the gilt surface was attracted by it, but the

other was repelled.

As a further proof of this test, I held one of my electrometers,

so that the wire upon the top of it came into contact with the

slip of metal upon the brass ball. The leaves of the electro-

meter received photogen (minus electricity) and diverged to an
angle of 40 degrees. The electrometer being discharged, and
applied a second time to the slip of metal upon the brass ball,

the leaves of the electrometer diverged with the same element
as before : thus, by continuing the operation, electricity may be
drawn from the same object as long as the gilt surface of the
insulating stand contains power to attract it from the earth.

When the gilt surface of the insulating stand is charged with
thermogen, it attracts photogen from the earth ; but when the

gilt surface is charged with photogen, thermogen is drawn from
it. These experiments are delicate, and will not succeed in all

states of the earth, unless the electrometer be a very good one.
But this is a subject which remains for further investigation.

The attraction between the two elements was so strong, that

when the slip of metal upon th3 brass ball was bent out of its

perj)endicular direction, by the wire of the electrometer, it in-

stantly returned into its former position, as soon as it was set at

liberty, like an elastic fibre.

This element certainly came from the earth ; for, when an in-

sulated glass ball was used in the same manner as the brass one,

the slip of metal upon the glass soon became electrified, but 'v\

the same state as that above it ; for, all connnunication beiu'-

cut ott between the earth and the glass ball, it could not receive

electricity from any other object.

Whence it is evident, that when the inside of a Leyden jar is

receiving thermogen from the electric machine, this element at-

tracts photogen to the or.tside from the earth, and it is only the

coating that prevents their union ; for, take away the coating,

and the jar will no longer contain those elements, because thev
pass through glass like light or magnetism.—This property of
Sjleetpcity admits of an experimental demonstration,

This
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This experiment explains in a very satisfactory manner some

of the grandest phfenomena of Nature.

If the gilt surface electrified in the manner above described

represents a cloud highly charged wjth electricity, and the brass

ball the earth, then it appears evidently, that the cloud attracts

the contrary element out of the earth, at the >-ame instant that

the earth attracts that contained in the cloud; and tliese two

elements of combustion, passing through each other in contrary

directions, generate lightning.

This experiment also explains the cause of water-spouts. A
clond being ch.arged with one of the elements of electricity, at-

tracts not only the contrary element out of the sea, but has suf-

ficient power to lift a portion of the water also, which at th.e

e^ame time conducts one of the elements from the cloud to the

sea, and the other from the sea to the cloud. And the moving

pillars of sand, seen by Mr. Bruce and other travellers, upon

the desert plains of Africa, are raised by tlie same two elements.

It may, however, be deemed impossii)le that any power in the

clouds should Ije capable of raising up such heavy masses of

matter as those above mentioned ; but when we compare the

eiTects of a barometer-tube of only 4-lOths of an inch in dia-

meter, with the effects produced by a cloud of some miles in

area, this objection must vanish. Indeed, the effects seen in

cur experiments are matters of astonishment quite as great, when
placed in a philosophic point of view, as those produced by a

thunder cloud. The efficient causes are the same in both cases,

and equally unknown to us.

Bacon and Newton showed the necessity of building philoso-

phical theories upon geometrical and experimental principles :

hut these tedious modes of investigation are frequently avoided,

by building theories upon some supposed principle, or erroneous

experiment made with impeifect instruments. Hence much
learning and ingenuity have been exercised in building an aerial

fabric, w^hich vanishes like a shadov/ seen through a transpa-

rencv, as soon as the novelty is over, or on the first appearance

of an experimental demonstration.

It has been a disputed point ever since electricity was brought

into the form of a science, whether glass is permeable by the

electrical fluid. This uncertainty has not been owing to the

want of al)ility or attention in those who cidtivated the science,

but probably to the imperfection of the instruments which they

used in making the experiments.

Dr. Franklin aiul his friends concluded from their experiments,

th.at glass is inipermeable by the electric fluid ; and this hypo-

thesis seems to have met with general approbation.

In the ye^r 1/80, the Rev. John Lyon, of Dover, published

some
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some experiments and observations on electricity, in which he

attempted to prove that glass is permeable to the electric fluid.

The gentleman who wrote a critique on that work in the Monthly
Review, ])eing a Franklinian, objected to the experiments vv'hich

related to the permeability ot" glass, in a manner which did net

exactly accord with the author's ideas of the subject. In the

year following, Mr. Lyon published some " further proofs that

glass is permeable by the electric effluvia." The same gentle-

man who reviewed the former work reviewed this also ; and som.e

drops of ink were spilt between the tv/o disputants, which might
have been s})ared without doing much harm to the subject.

I do not remember to have seen, since that time, any attempt
to subvert the Franklinian theory (as it is called), till I read tlie

papers of Mr. Donovan and M. De Luc in the present volume.
Mr. Donovan observes *^ that glass is, in the strict sense of the

word, permeable to electricity, yet the fluid passes through it

with so much difficulty and so slov.ly that Franklin's position

might be admitted."

In the first observation Mr. Donovan is certainly correct; but
as to the time of its passing, this learned philosopher seems to

have been deceived, by his having made use of coated glass.

My experiments on this subject prove, not only that glass is

permeable by the electrical elements, but that they pass through
it instantaneously.

Exp. 5. I toQk a pint decanter with a glass stopper ground to

fit into it very exactly, and to one end of a piece of thermometer-
tube two slips of Dutch gold-leaf v/eie fixed with gum-water

;

the other end being fixed with sealing-wax to that part of the

stopper which goes into the decanter. This tube being suspended
in the axis of the glass, its mouth was closed bv the stopper as

perfectly as could be done with glass, without the use of the
blow-pipe.

The decanter being suspended by its neck, and an excited ba-
rx)meter-tube caused to vibrate under it, at the distance of two
or three inches, the gold-leaves vibrated nearly as much as they
would have done had the glass been open at the bottom.
From a great number of experiments made with this appa-

ratus, I concluded that the electrical elements pass through glass

instantaneously. But it may be said that the electrical element
went into the glass between its neck and the stopper. This is

not impossible, though not probable ; for the element must have
first passed over the outside of the glass from the bottom to the
top, and then from the top to the bottom on tlie inside, a distance

no less than seventeen inches. However, it must be admitted
that no demonstration contains a single step that is in the least

doubtful. To demonstrate in the most satisfactory manner,
that
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that the electrical elements pass through glass instantaneously,

1 ordered a glass ball three inches diameter to be blown with a

long neck, that a thermometer-tube might be sealed into it

with the blow-pipe. But as the artist to whom I gave the or-

der did not execute it so soon as he might have done, he gave

me an opportunity of trying what might be done without his

assistance.

It is well known to every tyro in this science, that animal sub-

stances are better conductors of electricity than glass. On this

principle I supposed that the electrical elements might be pre-

vented from entering into a glass phial, as efifectuaily as if its

mouth were hermetically sealed.

To trv what might be done on this principle, I procured a

Florence flask, and fitted into the top of its neck a glass stopper,

but not by grinding, for that was not necessary in this experi-

ment. To the lower part of the glass stopper, one end of a

strip of Dutch plate-glass, a quarter of an inch in breadth, was

fixed with sealing-wax ; to the other end two slips of Dutch leaf,

each an inch and a iialf in length and a quarter of an inch in

breadth, were fixed. The strip of glass being suspended in the

axis of the flask, its neck and stopper were covered with moist

bladder.

The palm of the hand being laid upon the stopper, and an

excited barometer-tube carried over the back of it with a vibra-

ting motion, not the least effect was produced in the leaves within

the flask ; for all the electricity communicated to the hand was

conducted to the floor, through the person of the experimenter*.

But the flarsk being taken up by its neck and an excited tube

of glass held under the bottom of it, at the distance of two or

three inches, the leaves instantly diverged ; and when the tube

vas caused to vibrate horizontally, even to the number of four or

fl\ e times in a second, the same number of vibrations were per-

formed, in the same time, by the leaves within the flask: and

he same phenomena were produced by a rubbed stick of sealing-

'.vax, though in a less degree.

These experiments demonstrate in the most satisfactory man-
ner, that glass is permeable by the electrical elements, and that

ney pass through it instantaneously, both by induction and di-

ect communication.

Exp. 6. A brass ball properly insulated will become elec-

trified by induction, as soon as a charged barometer-tube is

held over it at a proper distance, but in a state of electricity

contrary to that of the tube.

* When the top of the flask is perfectly covered with the hand, the

bladder is uHiiccesbary.

The
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. -The ball, in its natural state, contains the two elements of

electricity, thermogen and photogen, diffused over its surface

:

consequently, if" tlie tube be charged with thermogen (positive

electricity) it will rej>el that element from the surface of the ball,

because elements of the same kind repel each otlier ; but the

other element, photogen, will remain upon the surface of the

ball undisturbed.

To prove the truth of this theory by experiment, I placed an
electrometer with the top of its wire in contact with the imder-

side of the ball ; and a barometer-tube, rubbed with silk, being

brought so near the ball as to electrify it by induction, the leaves

of the electrometer diverged, containing thermogen.

This electrometer and the excited tube were taken away from

the ball, and another electrometer being applied to it became
electrified, but in a state contrarv to the former.

Thus, the two electrometers became permanently electrified,

by the two elements which the ball possessed in its natural state.

The first electrometer received a portion of thermogen which was
repelled from the ball by the excited tube, but the other was
electrified by the photogen which remained upon the ball after

the tube had been removed.

Exp. 7. Two Dutch-leaf electrometers, being placed upon a
table at the distance of about an inch asunder, and an excited

barometer-tube held over tl^em at the distance of about two

inches from each, became permanently electrified. One of them
received the same element as the excited surface, but the other

received the contrary element.

Explanation.

All the njetal contained in one of these electrometers, No. 1,

weighs only three grains, and consequently the quantity of elec-

tricity which it contains in its natural state may be deemed
almost nothing ; wherefore electrometers of this construction

always receive that element to which they are exposed, whether

thev receive it by induction or direct communication*.

But the other electrometer, No. 2, had a brass ball of an inch

in diameter fixed upon the top of it ; and eis soon as the excited

tube was brought near it, the tw'o elements which were diffused

over its surface, in its natural state, began to be separated. The

* If this electrometer be bnuigltt into a rocrm contnininj; an atmo?pl;ere

of tliermogen (positive electricity), its leaves will diverge with that element

to an angle containing between 00 and 180 degrees. Then, if it be carr:ed

into another room, some time will elapse before any diminution in the an-

gle contained by the leaves can be pciceived; but this time will deptrii

upon the perfeciion of the injtrumtjnc,

fitment
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clement of the same kind as that of the excited surface was re-

pelled iuro tie air ; bi'.t the ocher remained upon the surface of

the ball. Tiie tube beinu; removed, the electrometer, No 2, be-

came permanently electrified, but in a state contrary to that of

No. 1.

From the two different electrical states of the electrometers,

with and without the brass ball, it will be easily imderstood, that

there is a certain construction of the instrument which will not

Temaiu permanently electrified. When the surface of the ball is

equal to the surfaces of the two leaves, all electrical signs will

vanish as soon as the excited surface is removed.

Exp. 8. From some papers lately pul^lished in tliis Maga-
zine, it appears that the properties of the pith-ball electrometer

are not clearly understood. To satisfy myself in this particular,

I laid a thermometer-tube upon an insulating stand in a hori-

zontal position, and hung a pith-ball electrometer upon it near

one of its ends. These balls being immersed in an atmosphere

of thermogen diverged with that element.

But when I fixed a brass ball upon on"e end of the glass tube,

•with a pith-ball electrometer attached to it, and immersed the

balls in an atmosphere of thermogen, they diverged, but in a

contrary electrical state, for the reasons given in the two last,

experiments.

Lynn, May 17, 1815. Ez. WaLKEH.
[To be continued.]

LXXV. On an ehhing andflowing Stream discovered ly boring

in the Harbour of Bridlington. By John Storer, M.D.
Covwinnicated by the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.

K.B.P.R.S:-^

J. HE following account of certain peculiarities attending a

spring of fresh '.vater, which was tapped in boring witiiia the

harbour of Bridlington quay, Yorkshire, is given from repeated

observations made during a residence of some weeks there, in

the months of July and August 1814. The harbour of Bridling-

ton quay is dry at low water, except for a rivulet which traverses

its bed: at high water, it has from fifteen to seventeen feet of

water.

Mr. Rennie, civil-engineer, was consulted in the year ISll,

respecting certain improvements projected in that harbour. At

his desire, with a view to ascertain the depth of the stratum of

clay in the harbour, the boring, which terminated in forming the

* From Llic Pliilosophical Transactions for 181*, part i.

well
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%vell to be described, was begun under the direction of Mr. Milne,

collector of the customs for the port. The spot fixed upon is

opposite to the termination of a street leading to the harbour,

and has about six feet of water, at high water, in ordinary

tides.

After the workmen had bored through twenty-eight feet of

very solid clay, and afterwards through fifteen feet of a creta-

ceous flinty gravel, of a very concrete texture, the auger was
perceived to strike against the solid rock ; but as they were not

able to make any impression upon it, the work was given up for

that tide, without anv yppearance of water from the first. In

an hour or two afterwards, the bore was found filled to the top

with fresh water, of the most limpid appearance: it soon flowed

over, and was even projected some inches above the summit of

the bore, in a stream equal to its calibre. When it was ascer-

tained that the water was of the purest ipiality and taste, per-

fectly fit for washing, and every culinary purpose, the bore was
properlv secured bv an elm stock, ten feet long, and perforated

with a three-inch auger, driven to its full length: a copper tube,

\vell tinned on both sides, of a circumference to admit its being

passed through the bore of elm stock, and thirty-two feet in

length, was then forced to the bottom of the bore, so as to rest

on the rock. The upper part being properly puddled round the

elm stock, and the well thus completed, the follovang singular

circumstances were observed, and have continued with great

uniformity ever since.

As soon as the surface of the sea water in the harbour, during

the flowing tide, has arrived at a level of fortv-nine or fiftv inches

lower than the top of the bore, the water begins to flow ft-om it

in a stream equal to its calibre, the impetus of which is increased

as the tide advances, and mav be observed to be propelled with

much force after the bore is overflowed by the tide. The dis-

charge continues from four to five hours, i. e. till the tide in re-

turning falls to the same level where it began to flow: at this

point, it ceases completely till the next flood shall have regained

the same level, when the same phcEUomena recur, in the same
succession, and without any variation, but what arises from the

different degrees of elevation in the tides. The rule appears to

be, that the column of spring water in the bore is alwavs sup-

ported at a height of forty-nine or fifty inches above the level of

the tide, at any given time. This at least was the result of

every observation I made during several successive weeks, in the

months of July and August last ; and I am assured by Mr. Milne,

«n whose ingenuity and habit of accurate observation I can place

the firmest reliance, that his habitual experience, for three vears

Vol. 45. No. 206. Jane IS15. Ee ' past,
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past, goes to convince him, that the variations from the rule

stated ahove, are very inconsiderable during the summer and
autumnal months ; but that in winter, after any unusual fall of

rain, he has known the column of fresh water raised eight feet

above the level of the tide, and the period of its discharge pro-

portionally prolonged.

For the use of the town and shipping, a reservoir of brick-

work, capable of containing one thousand gallons, has been con-

structed within two or three yards, and upon somewhat a higher

level than the summit of the bore, and is made to communicate
with it by a tube of the same diameter, fitted with a valve, to

prevent any reflux into the well. Two waste pipes are placed

within a foot of the top of the reservoir, for the regular aischarge

of the water, and it has also been made to communicate with a

pump adjoining, }>y which the reservoir may be emptied; and as

the bore of the well is now closed awl secured at t!ie top, it is

obvious that the commencement of the flovv- of water, from the

pipes of the reservoir, will happeu a few minutes sooner or later

at each tide, according to the quantity of water it contained at

the time. Such, however, is the known regularitv of the dis-

charge from the waste pipes, that at the expected time of the

tide several of the inhabitants are always on the spot with their

.vessels, and are rarely obliged to wait for more than five mi-
nutes.

Such is the state of facts, and it appears to open a subject of

curious investigation to those whose hal)its and practical know-
ledge qualify them for it. The appearances seem not to admit

of any satisfactory explanation, without supposing some mode
of subterranean communication, by which the water of the sea,

and that of the spring in question, are brought into actual con-

tact, so as to exert a reciprocal action. This supposition reT

ceives considerable support from a circumstance which I had no

opportunity to observe, but which Mr. Milne has had frequent

occasion to notice ; and whicli he describes by remarking, that

after stormy weather, when there is a heavy sea on that coast,

the water is discharged, even from the waste pipes of the re-

oervoir, with an evident undulation ; which, of course, would be

more considerable from the original bore.

Mr. Milne has framed an hypotiiesis to satisfy his own mind

on this curious subject. He believes the stratum of clay foun.^

in the harbour, to extend over the whole bay in front of it, as

far as the Sniithwick sand, which forms a bar across the opening

of the bay, in a direction from Flamborough head towards th?

Spurn j)oint, and about four miles from the (juay in a south-

easterly direction. This bank is siipported by a reef of rock ;

aric.
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and though there are openings, which are well known, and ad-

mit vessels of considerable binlhen at all times of the tide, there

is in general but a small draft of water on this bank, when the

tide is out. On the outward or east side, towards the ocean, the

rock is quite perpendicular, and a great depth of water is imme-
diately behind it. As the copious source of water, which has

been tapped in the harbour, lies at such a depth, and under a

stratum of clay, there is no reason to think that it can be dis-

charged any where in the bay, till it arrives at the ledge of rock

where the clay terminates. Here, among the fissures of the rock,

it may find its exit ; and this is the more likely, as it is known
that the bed of the sea at the back of the Smitlnvick sand is at

so much a lower level.

Admitting this supposition to be correct, or nearly so, it seems

to follow, that the issue of a body of fresh water, through a fis-

sure in rock forming the bed of the sea, would meet with more
or less resistance at different times of the tide ; because the two
columns of fluid in meeting, would act upon one another in the

ratio of the altitude of each, taking into the account the difference

of their specific gravity; and thus, if there is any approach to

an equilibrium, an operation would result, analogous to the flux

and reflux of the tide, near the mouth of rivers.

This hypothesis is specious, and accounts for the flux and re-

flux of the water from the bore, as well as for the singular un-
dulation of the discharge in a boisterous state of the sea: but

the greater relative altitude to which the column of spring water

is elevated after much rain, and the consequent prolonged dis-

charge of it during each tide, seems to militate against its cor-

rectness ; since, in a ease, where by the supposition a balance is

nearly established, an additional impetus communicated to the

column of spring water, ought to produce the opposite effect,

by enabling it to overcome the resistance of the same column of

sea-water during a longer period of each tide, than imder the

usual circumstances.

It is not improbable, that this whole subject might be eluci-

dated, by a more perfect acquaintance with the peculiarities of

the springs on this part of the coast, provincially termed gipsies.

The water in this district of the east riding of Yorkshire pos-

sesses tliat limpidness which is usual in cretaceous soils ; but for

many miles of the Wolds behind Bridlington, very little w^ater is

to be seen. There are few rivulets, and these are very low in the*

summer, and most of them quite dry in autumn. The account

to be collected from the inhabitants is, that in two or three weeks
after the commencement of frost, the springs begin to run co-
piouNly; and in many, the water is projected with such impctuo-

E c 2 -
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sity, as to resembh ^ jet d'eau; it is then that, in the language
of the country, it is said, *^the gipsies are up," and the rivulet**

overflow.

Nottinj^liam, Nov. 5, 1814, JoHN StORER.

LXXVI. On certain Accidents to tvhich Coal-works are lialle,

particularly those of Water bursting into the Pits from old

IVorks that are near adjacent^ as recently occurred at Heaton
in Nortkiimlerland : the accidental Explosions of Fire-damp^
setting Fire to the waste Coals in the IVorks, as happened
Inst Summer at Brora in Sutherland ; and the spontaneous

Firing of loose smull Coals and pyritic Dirtj &'c. By John
Farey, Se7i.j Mineral Surveyor.,

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,— I HE vast importance both to their owners and the

public, of the extensive and curious Works which are carried on
underground in these Kingdoms for jirocuring that truly essential

article fossil Coal^ seems to have failed of attracting such a ge-
neral attention to them, and to the principles on which they are

or may be best and most securely conducted, as their importance
has demanded ; until of late, that the sympathy ai;d feelings of

a portion of the public has been roused, by the lamented losses

of Lives that have occurred. Although on one hand, the rights of

private property, and the respect due to characters of the first re-

v^pectability who are Owners and Lessees of Coal-works, to the

professional talents and to the private characters of the Agents,

Over-lookers, and Men employed, call for and require the utmost
delicacy, in speaking or writing for the public Eye, on their in-

dividual concerns or proceedings
; yet, on the other hand, in a

matter of so much importance as the preventing of the distressing

catastrophes which have of late years wrung the hearts of the

inhabitants of Durham and Northumberland, it mav appear lit-

tle short of criminal apathy, in those who may happen to have

jjeen much of the management of Collieries in this or other di-

stricts, not to endeavour, by as plain and intelligible descriptions

as possible, to make the true circumstances of the inifortunate

cases fully known to the public, and in temiperate and proper

terms to describe, the defects of system or management that they

may perceive therein, in order that the influence and weight of

opinion, of persons conversant with the subject, and of the in-

telligible part of the public, may be brought in aid of the recom-
mendations that may be made, of an improved systeixi or manage-

ment
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ment of these important Concerns: and without wliich aids, the

representations or vohmteer suggestions of persons unknown tc

most of the parties, could be expected to have Httle attentiori

given them.
With these views I would beg to occupy the necessary pages

in your verv useful miscellany, for describing the leading circum-

stances tf Hf-aion Colliery, from the materials kindly furnishesi

by vouv Correspondent N. at page 364, and from other sources,

and wliich will be best done, I conceive, by beginning with a

clear idea of the situation of the ieo?/z or stratum of Coal which
is wr n^j/il or dug in this Colliery, where the same formerly ap-

pr »ached near to the surface.

The Tyne River has its course nearly from W to E, where it

passes close on the S side of Newcastle Town, between it and

Gateshead ; about f of a mile below the Bridge of Newcastle,

A small stream or rivulet falls into the Tyne, from the North :

—

if fro fhe Tvne we go northward up the bottom of the sudden

vallev or < urn in which this rivulet runs, we shall pass Useburn
on the N Shields Road, and leave Heaton-Hall and its grounds (the

seat of Sir Matthew White Ridley, Bart.) on the rising ground
E of this Burn, at about 1| m. distant from the Tyne: and
along the surface in the bottom of this Burn, or at no great di-

stance below it, all the length, the Heaton seam of coals, about

six feet thick, may be conceived by the Reader, to range, nearly

level in a S and N direction, but the plane of which Coal-seam
(imbedded between two hard argillaceous stoney strata or beds,

called its roof a.nd its floor) has a considerable declension or dip

to the eastward, causing it to descend deeper and deeper, the

further it may be followed in that direction, under other strata and
Rocks*, dipping in like manner to the eastward.

The first Colliery mentioned in this Estate, was wrought many
years ago, and was called Healon -Bank CoW'iery, its deep or En-
gine-pits were each situated so far to the eastward of this Burn,

ihat the Coal was not reached in these perpend cular pits until

near 110 yards deep:—according to the usual practice of Col-

'.ierying, two parallel and level passages or Gates were excavated

»a the Coal, in both N and S directions, from the bottoms of the

Engine-pits wherein the pumps were situated for draining the

works } and by means of which Gates, and others branching from

* By consnltiny; p«ges 145 and 14() of Mr. Wcsttiartli Forster's "Trea-
tise nil a Section of tlie Strata," published .\t NiSwcastlc, or Plate II ii) yo'if

present volume, and conceiving alioiit 15 yard-, of strata surmounted by
uiluvial Rubbish, to be added on tlie top of the "IJrown Post" or New-
castle G'indslone Kock, mentioned at the be^innini; of his Section, instead

«f the 10 yards of" Clay and Soil " there shown, the Rearler may obtain a
orettv accurate idea of the number and succession of tlie strata in the (ic(^\\

i'it vf Ht^uluii 00!)'*="
, •.Therein th«" lli>;h main Cual, onTvne'' is wroiu'li'.

E e 3
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them W, as \\\\\ be further described respecting the new or pre-

sent Colliery, all the Coal lieing up the slope or rise of the

stratum to the W, from these Level Gates, was wrought out,

almost to the lasset or near appearance of the stratum of Coal

on the surface in the Burn, I believe, as already described.

The reason of Engine-pits being mentioned above, arises, from

a vertical fissure or crack of son)e width, breaking through all

the strata from the surface to a great and unknown depth (and

ranging SW and NE, I believe) called a Fmdt or Dike, which

divided this old Colliery into two parts ; in the northern part of

which, the Coal-seam and all the strata above and below it, were

found raised or thrown up, with respect to those in the southern

part, 16 yards in height, and this fault or natural barrier, so-

lidly filled with icater-tig/U clay and earth called Fmdt-stiiff,

the old Colliers were careful never to penetrate, so as to con-

nect the waters in the underground works of these northern and

southern parts of the old Colliery.

On the abandonment of the old Collier)', it should seem, that

the vertical pits of the northern part were closed or filled up with

earth or rubbish, but some of those of the southern part, in

front of Heaton-Hall, were strongly floored or scaffolded over, at

10 yards below the surface, and the pit only filled up with Earth

above this flooring, leaving the lower part open to the hoUaus

or excavated chambers, whence all the Coal had been taken, that

it was judged safe to remove, without letting down the roof on

the heads of the workmen. And by the soakage of rain-water

through the strata (and by their edges) from the surface, these

old hollows soon became quite full of water, resting against the

unwrought or whole Coal of the seam, below the Level Gates, on

all the E or deep side of this deserted Colliery, rising several

t'ards up the open pits, and thereby giving a hydrostatic pres-

sure, ecjual to this column of water in the vertical pits, to great

part of the body of water in these Coal-hollows.

On the opening of the new or lleaton Colliery in 1790, a si-

tuation was chosen for sinking the Engine-pit, so much further

to the E, or in the deep of tiie former Engine-pits of Heaton-Bank

Collierv, that the Coal-seam was not reached therein till the

depth of 164 yards; and in order to avoid the expense of sinking

two Pits, one for the pumping and the up-cast or ascending cur-

rent of light and contaminated air, and another for the drawing

of Coals and the down-cast or de.'^cending column of fresh air

(as would in most other districts of Britain have been done, where

the Coals lay at no greater depth than here) one wide pit, se-

parated by a boarded partition from top to bottom, was made to

an<^wer both these essential purposes.

From the bottom of this Hcaton Pit^ two parallel level Gates

were
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were driven out N in tlie Coal, the upjDer or W one for carr)-ing

out the fresh Air, and dragy;in4? tlie Coals to the Pit ImJtom, tha

other lor returning; the heated Air, and bringing the Water to the

Pumps*; and a similar pair of Gates having been extended in

the Coal 8 from the bottom of the Pit, the workings, by means
of long chambers, galleries or board-ways therefrom, up the slope

or plane of the Coal-seam, and le'r.ving intervening pillars thereof,

has ever since been going on, by means of this one vertical Pit !.

In this Pit, ample power of Engines and Pumps had been

provided, for lifting to the surface lor to the Day-Level or drain,

^ which natnrallv discharges the water) all the water which it wac

calculated would soak through the whole breadth of strata (or

enter b\ their exposed edges) covering the present Colliery, and

the two parts of the old or Heaton-Piank Colliery, m the rise of

it: and it fortunately happened, that when the Boards or work^

ing Gates first proceeded near to the Level Gates of the southern

division of the former Colliery to the W, its vast subterranean

reservoir of water, was quietlv aii<l by degrees discharged into

the new works, so as not to drown them or over-power the

Engines : but the large body of water in the northern division of

the former Colliery still remained penned up,' and threatening

sudden destruction to the men, on cutting through the Fault and

approaching the old Coal-hollows beyond it.

It has already been hinted by a Correspondent, in your 117th

page, that too few pits are su7jk, in many of the Collieries in

this district, to prevent the dangerous accumulation of inflam-

mable gas ; and the same conclusion must, I think, occur to every

reader of the above description, and particularly as to the- want

of an Air-pit (or even more than one perhaps) at the western

extremity of the new CoUierv at Heaton, where the depth of the

seam is stated not to exceed 110 vards beneath the surface ; and

through which the unfortunate ^ien and Boys now lost to So-

ciety, might with certainty have escaped !. 1 would not be sup-

posed to maintain, that this defect of management, in having

too few vertical Pits, is peculiar to the districts of the Tyne and

the Wear, although it would be wrong to deny that it seems more
prevalent there as a system, than elsewhere ; because, I have

* III ordinnry rases, wliere tlie extent of tlie works and quantity of hv-

dfogenoiis and carbonic sjascs evolved, would not endanger explosions, or

the air he too impure for comenient respiration, it is usual to reverse tlie

nrraHiiemnits here jiitntioned (and on whicii I may periiaps have been

inisiiifornied), and cause the ficsh Air to descend by the Funipin<;-pit, and
go out thoretVoin by the Water-Levels; and the same Air, after visiting and
ventdating every part of the works, returns by ihc Level-Gates or roHij-

u^uys, and ascends the drawiog-pit. See my Dcrfcy. Repoit, vi*L i. y>. 34 C.

E e 4 hzd
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had occasion, to notice and investigate similar defects in the

Colliery management of places, very distant from these districts,

and where the lives of tlie Men have been dreadfully endangered,

by long-extended inclined })lanes of works and hollows, rising up

into Grounds, wherein no pits were sunk (even where vast re-

servoirs of water in old works were actually undernnned), and in

which cases, it is next to impossible to preserve from accidents,

the artificial current of air, which must be 50 many limes <a>ried

vp the slope and down it again, for airing all the different parts

of the works, so that finally this heated and lighter part (>j the air,

shall descend to the lowest part of the work, in order to enter

the bottom of the deep up-cast Pit, to make its escape : nor is it

possible to prevent the Men being sometimes shut into the upper

v.orks, for a time in hourly dread of being drowned, and after-

wards of being suffocated or starved to death !.

The objections or difticulties that I have heard stated or seen

with regard to sinking more Pits, have been of three kinrls: 1st,

the expense of such extra pit§; 2d, the danger of letiinfi down
ivater from the upper strata or Measures by en,ch of siicb Pits

;

and 3d, the Occupiers of the Land, either on the score of profit

or pleasure, objecting to the bi taking of the ^iurjdce.

I propose to say something on each of these heads; and,

First, as to the expense of sinking Pits, it is usual in most

districts to sink two Pits in the deep of the intended works, the

Engine-pit and its Bve or Diawi'>g-pit ; and by help of thenx

to drive two parallel Gates up the slope to the extent of the pro-

posed works, and there to sink an up-cast or air-pit, which al-

ways remaining open (except in extreme cases of deficient draft)

and being sometimes furnished with ladders, provides the sure or

ready means of escape, in case of such a catastrophe as has be-

fallen several Collieries within my knowledge, besides the recent

and more severe one at Heaton.

In such very deep works as those near Shields, it certainly

is of the utmost importance to the profitableness of the concern,

to save the very serious expense of sinking a Pit, whenever it

can with safetv be on)itted, and the making of one Pit serve in the

dc-ep, when divided by Boarding, for the preliminary operations

oi running out the Level-Gates and the Rise- Gates to the Air-

Pit, to be sunk at the top of the works (unless the old Engine or

drawing Pit there, can be had for such purpose), and afterwards to

v'.ervefor the descent of air and for the Pumping and Drawing of

Coals, seems allowable :-^if I should be told, that the profits of

-these very deep Collieries, would 7wt pay for such extra Pits, I

sbould answer, that this can only have arisen, from one or more
of four things

J
viz. Ist, th^se Pits had been opened before their

proper
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1

proper timey while extensive parts of the same or other Coal-

seams remained unwroiight, in situations where they might le

raised and conveyed at less expense* ; or 2d, the Coal-owners

had stipulated for a higher part or share of their Coals, than

their depth, and not being yet ripe for market, had entitled them;
or 3d, that the Lessees or workers of the Coals, required greater

profits than the nature of the adventure they had entered on,

entitled them : or 4th, that too great a spirit of rivalry and com-
petition had existed among the vvorkers of Coals in this deep

district, in lowering the price of their Coals, so as to have sunk
the general profits below their jusv standard.

It would be unjuot in me, to leave what I have said, subject

to the interpretation, that I have anyv/here found the blame of

this niggardliness of sinking Pits, directly or fairly chargeable, r.\

any case, on the Owners or Lessees of the Ccal-works I have
alluded to, because the facts seem rather to have been, that the

Overseers, to whose skill and practical knowledge entire defe-

rence has been paid, as best understanding what was necessary,

and as daily and hourly sharing with their Men the dangers, oi

omitting or neglecting any necessary plan or precaution, have
alone made themselves responsible, for the deplored consequences

that have followed: and their Superiors have rciuained ignorant,

of the dangers and risks that were uimecessarilv run in theiv

works, until apprised of it by the shocking relations, that hav«
come before the public.

And respecting these Superiors, I will not suppose that a Britis>«

Land or Coal-owner, when properly instructed and advised, ou
the system of precautions proper to be pursued in his Coa?-
works, would not as highly and indeed more truly value a Coal-
overseer, wlio should be ready and anxious to prove to him, tha::

the lives of the JMen were never unavoidably risked in the works
under his care, yet with due regard to ceconomy in all the plans
pursued, than he would another Overseer, who should pride

himself, on having vetted as much or more money from the quan-
tity and nature of the Coals wrought, than any of his brother

Overseers, on the same or adjoining Estates, without mentioii
ii>f the comparative security in which this was accomplished ; much
less would they value or retain one, who should evade this i--

ijuiry, or gloss over the cruel facts, by saying, that no greater

* I forbear on tlie present occasion, cnterini; on the unparalleled cir-

cumstance, of these \ast exporting districts of tlie Tyne and the Wear,
bcinj; yet unfurnished with any public Canal orKail-wny (wliere so nianv cf
the latter are wanted) for the conveyance of Coals to the ships or the River
barges or Keels, and the system of-' way leaves" beini; substituted, where-
by so gricrous and direct a tax is levied by private individuals, on the In-
habitants of all the east and south coast of England, and even of its south-
eastern iiitcritr.

riiks
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risks tvere run than usval, and such as Men in plenty could be

got to runfor the ordinary pay, and such as his wages induced
him to run !.

Secondly, with respect to the letting dovvn of Water into the

works, by new Pits, it must be admitted, that the upper measures

frequently connect with such an extent of porous surface ex-

posed to the rains, or to the beds of Rivers or large waters, that

every new pit sunk, nith only the ordinary precautions in its

walling cr linijig, would infallil^ly increase the quantity of water

in the Coal-works beneath, almost beyond the expense of En-
gines, that could, at the present selling price of Coals, be em-
ployed to pump it out: yet on the other hand, the method of

tight walling the Pits, hi the wtitcr-sctting or Lias Lime, as

has long been practised in the vicinity of the Somersetshire Coal

Canal, with such perfect success, as to be enabled to extend their

Coal-works, that are pe^Jectly dry, down the slope hem their

Pit bottom, to vast depths beneath the surface, some of them to

near twice the depth of any Pit near the Tnie, I believe, might

be as certainly practised in the latter district, whose upper mea-
sures are not more charged xvith water, than those over the deep

v.'orks in Somersetshire: and even without this tight-walling,

there are numerous instances where the soakage water, in dan-

ger of being let down into a deep Colliery by new Pits, might be

otherwise drawn off, bv souglis or drains, or be prevented enter-

ins the measures, bv attention to the bottoms of the Brooks and

Rivulets, and the protecting of the porous rocks or strata from

access of such water, by a sufficient cox^ering of clay or water-

tight earth, by more attention to draining the surface, (see my
Derby. Report, i. -ijl), &c.

The necessity of either dispensing with some of the Pits that

would be proper, or of tight-walling such, arises in many in-

stances, from the j)cn of water in the old uorks in the rise (and

in the range, in many other instances) standing in the old Pits

against the porous rocks and strata that are cut through therein,

and which must be again cut through in every new Pit, charged

with such constaiit supply of water, to be thereby let down into

the deep works, as long as such pens of water in the old works

are suffered to remain, which they ought no longer to do, as I

Sshall further mention presently.

Thirdli/, as to the almost insuperable objection, which Gen-

tlemen and Farmers have, to permitting Colliers to sink in, or

have access to their Parks, Lawns or Farms, whenever it is iu

their power to prevent it : it must be admitted, that the spoil

and disfigurement of the surface, which the Collier generally

makes, in a very short time after his commencing operations, and

the wide and careless spread which he is too apt iu time to give,

to
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to his tlevastations of the Land, have so justly and serioush'

alarmed mav Gentlemen, that they will sooner forego the advan-

tage of working their Coal, than submit to it ; while several

others whom I know, wouhl on almost any terms huy up the

Coal-Lease that themselves or their Fathers had granted, if thi?

were in their power : it is not therefore to be wondered at, that

in almost all Coal Leases of modern dates, the exaet limits

within which the Collier may at kis discretion commence and

pursue his operations from the surface, are exactly defined, and

beyond which limits he must Jirst obtain leave of the Land-

owner, before he can sink Pits, make Roads, ccc.

Under such circumstances, I have known an instance of the

Overseers going on, to work from a pair of Pits in the deep, great

distances up the slope, under the ancient works in upper Coal^,

the Pits of which were yet open in the Lessees' Park ; and although

whole gang-s or shifts of Men were repeatedly and instantly killed

by Fire-damp explosions, the Gentleman or his Land Agents,

were never once applied to bv the Overseers, or their employer

the Lessee, who lived at a distance, for permission to open an
Air-pit to the higher part of the low Coal, which might have

been done, by only deepening one of the numerous pits already

open in the Park, with little or no interruption thereto, and
which would readily have been granted, and even oifered, if it

had occurred, or been stated to the Owner, that such a meastire

was any-way essential, particularly for saving the lives of his

parishioners and tenants.

If in any instances Gentlemen have refused permissions that

may have been asked by their Coal Lessees, to enter restricted

grounds, I cannot believe, from anything I have seen or heard,

that such refusals have been attributable to any thing else, than
the want of a sufficiently clear statement, and representation ot

the ease, showing the importance of the indulgence asked, for
the security of the workmen, and that the interest of the parties,

in cheaper working their Coals or more readily disposing of them,
were not the chief if not the only motives for the application, to

enlarge the powers of the Lease.

It docs not always sufficiently occur to Coal-Lessees and Over-
seers, that the occupation of the surface of the Land, in a pro-
fitable as well as a pleasurable point of view, is not le?3s import-
ant to others, than their ov.n pursuit to themselves, and that

while it i3 for their own interest, to avoid every unnecessary
damage, or the continuance of such beyond the necessity that
gave rise to it, it is also well worth their while to study, and even
at some cost, to circumscribe their trespasses, both in extent and
duration, as much as is practicable, in order that the Occupiers

and
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and Owner of the Lands may be kept in good humour, ajid be
disposed to assent readily to every necessary indulgence.

By a judicious forecast, and contrivance of the underground
works, the Air-pits or additional drawing Pits, mav often be made
to fall in the angles or by the sides of Fields instead of the mid-
dle thereof, as too commonly happens. Where it mav be re-

quisite to open an air-pit in a Gentleman's Park or near his

House, the rubbish as fast as drawn, might be m.oved to some
near Pit or broken ground, or to a low place, previouslv bared o\

its top soil, to be re-spread on the rubbish as soon as levelled ;

and a ring of plantation made with care, might almost imme-
diately or very soon pvote<jt and conceal the mouth of this Pit

from the cattle and the view of the Hoii-^e and grounds, unless a

tall chimney for draught, might prove necessary, (after trvhig

to do without), in which case, anv architect or ornamental gar-

dener of good taste, might easily design such an erection, as

though not costly, might prove ornamental rather than other-

wise.

In ordinary cases, coals sufficient for supplying the Fhe-pav,
occasionally necessary in the Air-pit, might be reserved near its

bottom, and worked and drawn here bv two Men, who need re-

quire only a single path, to approach and enter the small ring

of plantation appropriated to their operations : and in case of

safety Ladders being provided in such a Pit, the ingress of the

Colliers to the reserved grounds, by this means, might be pre-

vented, by a tall fence and locked Gate within this ring of plan-

tation.

In case of old Coal Hollows standing full of water at the time

of putting down a newfoundation, that is, sinking an Engine-

Pit more in Ike deep, on the san^e Coal, it is rarely advisable to

ever let this water down to the new Engine, but a separate En-
gine should be erected on the old level, to continue to lift this

water to its outlet : and in case of the proper place for such an

upper Engine, being now occupied by a Park or the near vicinity

of a House, &c. it frequently would be practicable, to choose a

situation not far distant, in some gully by a Road, or behind a

Hill or tall Grove, where a new Engine-Pit might be sunk, and a

level from its bottom be driven, to meet the old Coal-level at its

nearest point, and thus, without material annoyance to any one,

cfpecially if the Engine fire burn its own Smoke, the old accu-

mulations of Water might be gradually all raised, without unne-

cessary magnitude of Engines and Pumps, long before the new
Works could approach the old ones, so as possibly to incur similar

danger, to that of late years pending at Heaton, and as is still

doing at many scores of Collieries in Great Britain, particularly

where
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where the old Basset Hollows, or drowned rise-works, are in dif-

terent Estates from those in which the new foundations have been
put down.

It has often appeared to me to be improper^ that a Coal-owner
having wrought out his Coals to his very boundary line in the

deep, and perhaps beyond it in places, as too commonly happens,

by accident, and left an inunense reservoir of water iinder-

gromid, which did noc originaUy exist there, resting against the

Coals of his neighbour in the deep, should be able to insist on
retaining this in terrorem over such neighbour, for suddenly over-

powering his Engines, unless the same are made much larger

than necessary, and perhaps of drowning a great part of the Men
in such deep works!.

A general Law, appointing Comrrtissioriers of JMineial drain-

age a^idventilatioriy on similar principles to those so very long and
beneficially acted on by the Commissioners of Seweri, on or near

the surface, might remedy these hardships, in the ways I have
tugge^ted above, or any other more equitable and eligible modes,
which the professional abilities that they would be enabled to

call around them might devise and recommend : such Law, to

empower Air-pits to be opened and maintained (at the expense
of the party wanting them) for the purpose of freeing the dry
old Coai-iioilovt^^s in Estates under different owners or tenures, of

their not less fatal reservoirs of noxious Airs, acanmduted in.

modern times l<]^ the acts of the parties, and therefore nt subjects

for legal removal, in common with recent tiuisances of every

kind, for which our Laws provide the remedv.

Your Correspondent N, in page 36.5, very properly hints, that

the driltinii through the up-cast Dike or Fault, in the ellorts

making in the tise of Heaton Colliery, for letting off the water of

the nortliern division of Heaton-Burn Colliery, ought to have
induced more subsequent caution:—indeed, the cutting through
this natural barrier, ought not to have been attempted (aiul per-

haps was not) without first loreing through the Fault-stufl:\and

several yards beyond, in the obliquely rising direction in wjiich the

Coal-hollows lay on the other side ; and this prece ling of the drift,

hy a bore- hole ofseveral yards in length, ought not to ha\e been
omitted on any account, until the water was thus first tapped
by the bore-hole, and through which it might safely discharge a
part at least of the penned waters : it unfortunatelv, however, ap-
pears, that theOverseer in this case, from insensibility of the danger
he was running, and inducing to others, neglected this precaution-

ary boring, when most wanted; and even whi-n the Drifters

pointed out the alarming dripping of water from the joints in the

bottom of the Coal-seam, which then formed some space of the

roof of the oblique ascending drift, instead of immediately or-

dering
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deling' the Borers, and sending all the Men out of the Pit, except

two or three necessary for the boring, or at least apprising the

whole of their imminent danger, and stationing persons to give

instant alarm for their escape: the operation of boring was not
only put off several hours, but directions seem to have been given

fer increasing the danger, in an eminent degree, in the mean
time, by " squaring up the work," that is, working out the an-

gles of the sides and end of the drift, ready for measuring ; by
the commencement of which operation, it seems probable, that

the under surface of Coal in the roof of the drift, so fatally pressed

by water on its upper surface, was enlarged, and it was enabled at

once to fall, to tlie large extent which must have happened, to

so quickly fill with v.-ater the large empty spaces in the lowest

parts of Heaton Coal-works.

Some persons, from not duly considering the distinctions that

exist, between the cases of the Boatswain or other petty Officer

commanding a boat's crew in cutting out an enemy's ship, in

their perfect (and truly lamentable) contempt of danger, to their

own lives and those of great numbers of others, may think it

improper, that even an oblique censure should be thrown on the

Jiabitual hardihood, or even the temerity of Coal -overseers and
their Men; or at least, that a veil ought studiously to be thrown

over the errors of those, who have fatally suffered for the same.

I cannot hov^ever subscribe to such a doctrine, or think it other

than the duty of those who may happen to be able, to give to

the public explicit and full information on the circumstances at-

tending events, which cannot fail of exciting their interest and
sympathy, in order that past errors and dangers needlessly ha-

zarded, may operate to the prevention of similar or analogous

ones in future : every further communication therefore, of your

Readers on the spot, who can throw new or further light on the

case of Heaton Collierv, ought to be, and I doubt not will prove

acceptable in your pages.

It will be recollected by many of your Readers, that the doom
of the many unfortunate Colliers who perished in Felling Col-

liery SE of Newcastle, in 1812"*^, was supposed by many on the

spot, to be sealed, by the necessitv which existed, of closely co-

vering over all the pits of that Colliery, soon after the Fire-damp

explosion happened, in consequence of the same having set fire

1.0 the loose Coals, in some parts of the Works, and which fire

there seemed no other immediate mode of extinguishing. This

is not a very uncommon calamity, following the gaseous explo-

sions in Coal Works. On inquiry in the proper quarter, I have

been inlbrmed, that the burning of some refuse Coal, at the Coal-

* Sec tiic Moiuiily Magaiinfi, vul. xxxv. p. 649.

pit
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pit at Brora In Sutherland, in the North of Scotland, which hap-
pened last Summer, of which mention is made in an anonymous
paragraph in p. 314, of your April number, did not happen
through any peculiar property of these Coals, occasioning their

spontaneous combustion, as is there asserted, l)ut happened, not

on the pil-hlll, as any one reading this loose and extraordinary

notice niiglit have supposed, but below, in the works, and is said

by my Correspondent, to have been solely occasioned -bv the neg-
lect of preserving proper air-gates therein, as I will mention below

;

by which neglect, inflammable gas was accumulated, although the

same is evolved 'in very sntall quantities only, in these works, and
the accidental firing of this gas, set the gob or waste Coals and
rubbish on fire, that had been improperly left in loose heaps in

the works ; but which was very soon extinguished, and the

works soon after resumed, instead of the Pit remaining shut up
six or seven months after the event, " partly on account of this

peculiar pro|)erty of Ihe Coal^' i. e. of spontaneous deflagration,

as is there asserted.

In your xxxixth volume, p. oo;, an account is inserted, of the

boreing which preceded the sinking of the present Pits at Brora;

and in vol. xlii. page 53, it is mentioned, that the workings of

Coals at Inver- Brora (or Mouth of the Brora River) commenced
in 1598; it seems rather surprising therefore, to see the con-

trary opivion to there being any Conh north of the Toy, again

revived in your work, and represented as not proved to be im-
founded, until the discovery ahont two or three years ago!.

As this is the most northern Coal-field known in Britain, and
is in the near vicinity of mountains containing Granite, 1 have

thought that the following accoiuit of it may not be unacceptable

to vour Readers. Accounts are preserved in Sir Robert Gordon's

historv, which I saw at Dunrobin, in 1S12, that Coals were first

wrought on the shore S of the mouth of the Brora River, by

Jane Countess of Sutherland, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

in 159S, and where she erected Salt-works*; also tliat in IGli,

* It furnishes 5i curious proof of the pmg7Tssive rise of the Sea, of whiili

I have had siinilar proots on evti v coast of Britain, tliat the remaining
walls of this cid Salt-hoiisc are v'ashed now to a con^ideruhle !ieii:ht hy tiie

ordinary Tides, which mostly flow higher than the tops of (Jie fue-ptutes,

nliicli are still visihlo, on which the snit-pnns stood! and the t(jps of the

C'onl-pit hillocks that were n)aHe at this period, arc most of them since co-

vered hv the sta-heach. On the sliore at Mostyn, in Flintshire in North
Wales, the Pits sunk ahuut the year lG40,in which the fire-damp explosions

liappcnc'd vliich are recorded in the Philosophical Trniisactioiis, No. l;!t),

and where the water-wlicfl aiifl chain pnmpi were used, that were diawn
i;i ]68i.and hsive Keen since cu'^ravod i:; Mr. P.tmant'^" :\<c<Mmt of llolv-

well and Whiford," have now long had their topi> cmercd, hv almobt cveiv

Tide !.

John
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John the 5tli Earl of Sutherland^ the son of the above Countess,

re-opened these Pits.

'In the early parts of the last century the Earls of Sutherland

prosecuted the Inver-Brora Coal-works; and tradition points out

one of the Pits of this period, in Shean Park, in which 15 Men
lost their lives at the came time, by the falling in of the roof of

the Pit.

About the year 1764, the working of the Inver-Brora Coal
was again resumed, by Mr. John IVilliGms, the since well-known
author of " The ftiineral Kingdom," under a lease from the late

Earl of Sutherland, and at the same time, Messrs. Robertson and
Mackenzie of Portsoy, erected new Salt-works there, under a

iea'^e from the Earl, and Mr. Williams contracted to supply them
with Coals, at a stipulated price per ton. The Coal-seam then

in work, was three feet eight inches thick, in two beds of a good
quality of Coal, but having between them, an eight-inch black

pyritic dirt bed ; it appears, however, from the information of

Major Hugh Houston, of Clyne House, who when young, assisted

Mr. Williams, and has preserved many papers and documents to

which he kindly allowed me access, that Mr. W's practicpJ

knowledge of collierying was then very scanty, (aUhough in 20
years afterwards he acquired so much knowledge and reputation

in this art,) so much so, as not to discover the mischief, of

cutting down this pyritic dirt among the Coals, which also the

smallness of his Coal-rooms and mode of workiiig, rendered ex-

ceedingly broken and small : nor did he discover (as will appear

from his Min. King. 2d Edit. vol. ii. p. 32) that this dirt among
the broken Coals, occasioned the !>pantaneou^ firbig, of a large

heap of these small mixed Coals on the Pit hill* at Ini'er-Btora,

or the firing of a Cargo of them at Sea, in a vessel which was
conveying them to Portsoy.

These defects of management, occasioned Mr. Wiiliams's sale

of coals to fall off, except to the Salt Company (whose pans and
grate-bars were rapidly wasted by the use of these foul Coals), and
his affairs to become embarrassed, and being also threatened by

the

* It seems to have been Ais circumstance, of near 50 years standing,

wliich has hren rcviv«;tl, mixed up and c.'>nf()ni)de(] with otJier rerent events

ut Erora Coal Pit, h:df a mile distiint iVom this f^pot, and on a quite dif-

ferent seam of Coal, i)y the writer of ti e paraji^raph in pa^e ^14: who errs

also, in siq^posino; it, to ie peculiar to the Brora Cecil, or ratJier to its accom-
panying <int bed, to fire spoiitaneousiy. Since Mr, Williams mentions an-

other instance i>t Ayr ill Scotland; and at I!<ianor, llipley, Denhy-Hall,
Doaistliorpe, and other Co'Iierics in Derbyshire, a thin dirt bed, swefls an^j

heats on access or the air, and actually fires the loose waste Coals, if mixed"
with them, as I have mentioned in iny lleport on that county, vol. i. p. 348;
wherein I have also mentioned the probability, that the serious evil so well

known in the vicinity of Dudley in Staflbrdshire, of the waste small Coals
in
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the Kirk officers, on account of a natural child which was born

to him (who was still living near Brora in 1812), he gave up his

Coal-Lease and Works, to the Salt-Company, and in the year

1769 removed to East Lothian, where the foundation of his well-

deserved fame as a writer on Coal Works was laid, and his work
'compiled.

Mr. Houston succeeded to the management of Inver-Brora

Coal-works, for the Salt-Company, merely pursuing the system

lie had seen under Mr. Williams, until January 1776, when Mr.
William Beaumont, a coal-viewer from Limekilns in Fifeshire,

being employed to examine and report on these- Coal-works, he

first pointed out the defects of management that have been

mentioned above :—in consequence of which, larger rooms were

adopted in working the coal, and a very careful separation of the

pyritic clirt-bed was made, as Mr. Beaumont had recommended;
and thereupon, the Coals proved free from sulphur in the burn-

ing, or of any other defect, as the very ready sale of several car-

goes of them at Inverness and Aberdeen, when subsequently sent

there by Mr. Houston (as the produce of a nciu seam) fully

proved; and which account of the quality of this seam was

confirmed to me by the Colliers at work at Brora in 18 ! 2, who in

the previous year had opened the Inver-Brora Coal-seam on the

Shore, and raised and burnt this Coal for some time in their houses,

and which, when divested of the middle dirt, proved sweet-burn-

ing, and of good quaHty.

The Salt-Company would now have put down a steam-engine,

and entered on a spirited working of this Coal-seam, of which

a considerable space remains yet unwrought ; but their Lease

being too near expiring, and the Tutors of the present Countess

of Sutherland being una1)lc in her minority to grant a new one

of sufficient length, they soon after relinquished the concern al-

together, and the Colliery at Inver-Brora has since lain un-

wrought.

When the Marquis of Stafford and the Countess of Sutherland

his Lady, entered on their spirited and general system of im-

provements on this fine, but hitherto much-neglected County,

in tiie hollows of the thiik Coal, taking fire after several months, if the

external air be not sooner excluded, is owing to some distinct bed of dirt

between the Coals, that initiht be found and separated, and remove this

evil, that occasions the waste of so many Coals. At I.asalla, Fontaines,

and other places in the Aubin Coal-field in the department of Aveyron in

Franco, the same thinii happens^ see Nicholson's Journal, vol. xxix. p. Zb'2.

On Cefn-mawr Colliery Pit-hill in Ruabon, in Denbiglishire, a large heap

of mixed dirty Coals, intended for lime-burning, took fire, after the rain of

a thunder-storm in hot weather, in 1809; and other instances might be

quoted, but none I think that would show, that ihals themselves, in any in-

stance take fire spontaneously.

Vol.45. No. 206. .7/^7/e 1813. Ff Mr.
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Mr. William Hughes, a coal-viewer from Flintshire, fixed on a

spot, higher up the River, where advantage might be taken of its

fall, to turn wheels for pumping and drawing the Coals, if found ;

and which on boreing there, were found, in a new double seam,

of excellent quality at 79 yards deep, the upper bed being 3| feet,

and the lower I ^ foot thick, separated by 2 feet of black cluneh,

and dipping 1 in 4^ to the SE ; several tons of which Coals

had been raised previous to my examining Brora, and were daily

burned at Dunrobin Castle, while I was there, and gave great

oatisfaction to every one, from their quality in burning; but I was

deprived of the advantage of inspecting the seam myself, by the

Pits then standing full of water, until the water-wheels and

pumps should be finished. Although the vast beds of Gravel

and blocks of stone scattered on this coast, and peat-lakes on

these, rendered the Field very difficult of investigation, yet it

appeared from my survey, pretty clearly, 1 think, that there is

wiother workable seam of Coals, between that so long worked at

Javer-Brora, and this Brora seam, and several thin ones below

this, furnishing altogether a body of Coal, for ages of pretty ex-

tensive workings, or for centuries of supply to this County and

its vicinity.

From the sea-shore at Dunrobin Pier, in front of the Castle,

to Golspie Bridge, and thence to Rhives Farm, there appears

a very singular conglomerate Limestone Rock, having in some
places large masses of compact steatite imbedded in it, and in

others, imbedding grains of quartz, almost exactly like the mor-

tar of a;i old wall ; on revising now my notes on this Rock, and

comparing them with my subsequent observations on the Alber-

^bury conglomerate Limestone (which also contains quartz grains)

1 see so many points of resemblance, bs makes me think it pro-

bable, that both may alike belong to the unconformable yellow

Ijimestone, se€ page 168, of your present volume, and that thesd

very distant Coal-fields of Sutherland and Shropshire, may hei-e-

after prove to !)e of the same strata ? ; and even, that the micaceous

red saiidstor.e, imbedding masses of varied conglomerate, in v/hicii

the pieces of reddish Granite are of all sizes, in Sutherland, may
prove to be over-lieiiig and uvcoiformable to this Coal series, and

answer to the upper Red Marl, in which the Charnwood-Forest

ni\d Malvern-cliase Granites, and perhaps those of Devon and

Cornwall counties also, are imbedded >.

But I must hasten to mention a few other particulars of the

Brora Coal-work, &c. which have been communicated to me by

Letters, since I returned from Sutherland. It does not appear

tiiatMr. Hughes, who has been mentioned, was again consulted,

after the Brora Pits had been sunk, by an Overseer and Men
fioiu Denbighshire, whom he brought there: but the entire

manage-
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1

management of the concern was entrusted to them, until the

Z^ulof 1814, when it being seen, that they were unequal to the

task they were changed for another Overseer and Men, engaged

In the Coal-field of the Forth and Clyde: it was ^^owever soon

found, that these Men managed, with even still
^f

^ ^kiU or pro-

pTty than their predecessors, "the levels had been lost, no

Si'rLds cut, the face of the Coal irregularly -rned forward.,

and the gob thrown against it, and part of it permitted to get on

• Whereupon the Marquis sent down Mr. John German, a Coal-

cverseer or Bailiff, from his Staffordshire Collieries, and a gang,

of Men who had been used to work there under him who are now

settled at Brora, and are successfully F°f^,"J^"g ^^^^^,7o'o'vards
level Gates have been cleared and perfected for about 100 yards

SW and NE, and rail-ways laid in them: air-gates base been

driven about the same distance up the rise, and two new Pits are

now sinkine; the roo/ has proved very sound and good, and the

Coll easiiv^^arts fro4 it : no Faults of the least consequence

have been met with, only a few trifling ones or shps, which de-

ranee the Coal but a few inches.

From this Colliery, a Rail-way has been laid by the side of the

River Brora, to the shipping-place at its mouth, and ere this,

£e shfpment to Portsoy, Inverness, Aberdeen &:c. and to nearer

Dlaces on the Coast, has I believe commenced.
^

Two Salt-pans had been some time erected, for evaporating tae

sea-water, and two others were erecting, in consequence of the

success that promised to attend this manufacture. A btattord-

shire brick and tile-maker had settled at Brora, and was success-

fulv employed: and plenty of clay, found adapted to the making

of lloTe-ware, on trikl by^Mr. Spode, of Stoke in the Stafford-

shire Potteries, being discovered, trials were making, to get some

Scotch Potter to settle at Brora. In addition to the many pleas-

ing instaiKes of important rural Improvements lately introduced

In this distant county, which retaining still all the abuses arising

out of its former feudal state, required new settling, as it were

when the Marcjuis and Lady Stafford and Eaxl Gow^r the.r

Son, commenced the patriotic exertions, which
f^

detailed m

the Appendix to Captain Henderson's Agricultural Report, and

f om the inspection of which Improvements, of almost evervkmd

known in England, I derived so high a satisfaction while m
Sutherland; I have learnt, that a Company had engaged with

Uie Marquis, for erecting a Tan-work on a considerable scale a

Golspie, with an extensive Piggery, and houses for slaughtering

•and airing Pork, and perhaps Beef, for exportation to the ports

01 luvcnics-^, Aberdeen, &c. as one of the mean. 'become ncccs-

V f 2 sary,
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saiy, for vending the surplus of corn and improved live stools,

vJiich this south-eastern coast of the county began to yield, in-

stead of having nothing to spare but a few half-starved cattle,

bred in the mountains in the interior.

I am, sir,

Your obedient servant,

12, Upper Crown Street, Westminster, JoHN FaREY, Sen.
June 13, 1815.

LXXVII. Queries and Observations relativs to the Formation

of the Superficial Part of the Globe. By Robert Bake-
well*, Esq.

Jln the present chapter I propose to offer some remarks and
queries respecting tiie formation of the roeks and strata that

compose the superficial covering of the globe, and to state the

inferences which appear to me deducible from the coiitempla-

tion of existing phaenomena. 1 beg, however, to be distinctly

understood as offering these observations to the consideration of

geologists, without any desire to obtain their assent, further

than may be warranted by the evidence of facts, or by rational

probability. Whatever may be thought of the queries here pro-

posed, they cannot, I trust, prejudice any candid mind against

the preceding parts of the volume. If philosophers, instead of

fabricating hypotheses, had proposed their speculations in the

form of queries, in imitation of Newton (in his Optics, book 3),

they would have rendered a more essential service to science. Thus
relieved from the labour of defending their own systems, they

would have been more free to follow truth wherever the light of

evidence and induction might lead them. Many important dis-

coveries might have been anticipated, which could not be brought

forward as parts of a system, because the connecting links in the

diain of discovery v/ere still wanting. Such was the anticipation

of the inflarnma])lc nature of the diamond, by Newton. When
any science is just advancing beyond its infant state, the mode
of proposing our opinions, in the form of queries, is most de-

frhable ; and- 1 trust ihis will be a sufficient apology for adopting

It in the following pages.

The geologist endeavours to make himself acquainted with

the various beds and strata that form the crust of the globe ; and,

if possible, to discover by what process they were formed, as

well as to trace the changes they have Gubsequently undergone.

* From the concluding chapter of his second edition of the Introduction

lo Geology, iust publislji.d.

The
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The power of man to penetrate the earth is very limited : few

mines have been sunk to so great a depth as five hundred yards;

yet by the fractures and dislocations of the strata we are fre-

quently enabled to measure their thickness as they rise in suc-

cession to the surface over a considerable extent of country.

But the regularity of rise is limited, and the strata are lost as we
proceed farther or incline in an opposite direction, so that the

greatest aggregate thickness that has been any where examined

does not perhaps exceed eight miles. The diameter of the earth

is nearly eight thousand miles, to which the depth of surface

that we are acquainted with bears no greater proportion than

the thickness of a wafer to the diameter of a three-feet artificial

globe.

Were we to bear these facts in mind, the fractures, dislocations,

and overturnings of rocks and strata, and even the up-heaving

of the bed of the ocean, phaenomena which appear so over-

whelmning to the imagination, sink into comparative insignifi-

cance : instead of being astonished at these changes, we should

be more disposed to admire the stability of nature, in preserving

the incrustation of the globe so perfect amidst the conflict of

tumultuous elements. There are a few leading facts in geology,

which we may consider as clearly ascertained by existing phae-

nomena. Among these we may enumerate, 1st, That the pre-

sent continents were once covered by water. 2nd, That the

strata in which organic remains occur, were formed in succession

over each other. 3d, That every regular stratum was once the

uppermost part of the globe. Let us further inquire, whether

there remain any appearances in nature that may indicate in

what manner these strata were formed, or the source from whence
the matter of which they are composed was evolved. The tv/o

great agents in the decomposition and formation of mineral sub-

stances, either artificially or in nature, are water and fire : s.x\y

theory which should exclude the agency of either from the for-

mation of the crust of the globe would be manifestly defective.

The numerous volcanoes scattered over the globe abundantly

prove the existence of fire in the deep recesses of the earth.

During a former state of our planet, this internal fire must have

been move intense than since the records of authentic history.

This is shown by the remains of mighty volcanic craters, which

far exceed any that are active at the present time ; for, the cra-

ters themselves being formed by the eniption of volcanic matter,

their size bears evidence to the magnitude of their former ope-

rations.

It is natural to inquire what part these tremendous agents

have performed in the oeconomy of nature : Are they accidental

appendages, or essential parts of the terrestrial sysitem ? The
F f 3 geologists
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geologists who exclude the agency of fire fi-om the formation of
rocks, seem to forget that the only instances we have of actual

rock formations are volcanic : beds and strata more than thirty

miles in length, and of considerable breadth and thickness, have

been spread over the surface of the globe in our own times: and
according to Mr. Humboldt, the further back we trace these erup-

tions, the greater is the similarity between the currents of lava

and those rocks which are considered by geologists as the most

ancient. The enormous volcanoes whose craters are many
leagues in extent had doubtless an important office to perform in

nature : and can it be unreasonable to believe that the earth it-

self is the great laboratory and storehouse where the materials

that form its surface were prepared, and from whence they were

thrown out upon the surface in an igneous, aqueous, or gaseous

state, either as melted lava, or in aqueous solution, or in me-
chanical admixture with water in the form of mud, or in the

comminuted state of powder or sand ? Inflammable and more
volatile substances may have been emitted in a gaseous state, and
become concrete on the surface.

These primaeval eruptions, judging from the size of the an-

cient craters, may have been sufficient to cover a large portion

of the globe. Nor can it be deemed improbable that still larger

and more ancient craters have been entirely covered bv succeed-

ing eruptions. In proportion as the formation of the surface

advanced, these eruptions might decline, and, when their office

was performed, might finally cease.

It is not necessary to suppose that these subterranean erup-

tions consisted only of lava in a state of fusion. The largest

active volcanoes at present existing, throw out the different earths

intermixed with water in the form of mud. Nor should we li-

mit the eruptions of earthy matter in solution or suspension to

the known volcanic craters: the vast fissures or rents which in-

tersect the different rocks may have served for the passage of

the subterranean matter rising to the surface. Silex or quartz,

either pure or combined with other earths, constitutes two-thirds

of the crust of the globe ; and the veins which intersect the

lowest granitic and schistose rocks are most frequently filled with

this mineral. Whether the elementary parts of silex are easily

soluble in water, or fusible by fire, we have yet to learn ; but we
know there are natural processes by which its solution is effected,

and may not the strata of crystalline sandstone have been formed

from these solutions ? Calcareous or cretaceous matter is also

ejected during aqueous eruptions. (See page 317.) The beds

of limestone may have been formed by similar calcareous erup-

tions ; and the numerous remains of shell-fish in limestone might

;^^ipear to indicate that the calcareous solutions were favourable

lo
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to the growth of animals whose coverings contain so much cal-

careous matter. Nor is it necessary to i'Uppose that the.-e

aqueous eruptions were ahvays sudden, and attended with vio-

lent convulsions ; for, when a passage was once opened, thsv

may have risen slowly and been diffused in a tranquil state, and

by gradual condensation may have enveloped the most delicate

animals or vegetables without injuring their external form.

The long intervals of repose between the great igneous vol-

canic eruptions may have allowed time for the grovv'tii and deca*

of animals whose remains are found in different strata ; whikt
the formation of other strata may have taken place, under cir~

cumstances incompatible with organic existence : and accordingly

we find in the rocks most abounding with organic remains, cer-

tain strata in which they never or rarely occur. The same aoent

which enveloped living animals in mineral matter without in-

juring their external form, appears in some instances to have

immediately arrested the functions of vitality. Petrified fish

have been discovered in solid rocks in the very attitude of seizing

and swallowing their prey. A sudden eruption of a hot fluid

saturated with the different earths (or tlie elements of whicii

these earths are formed) might destroy in a moment the animah
previously existing, and form round them a siliceous or cal-

careous incrustation which would protect their remains from

further destruction.

Ages of tranquillity might elapse in the interval of different

eruptions, and beds of gravel and breccia be formed by the gra-

dual disintegration of the higher parts of the earth. These bed-i

might be afterwards covered by, or intermixt with, the crystalline

beds from subsequent eruptions ; and may we not in this manner
explain the alternation or intermixture of crystalline rocks with

those of mechanical formation ? Dislocations of the strata by

earthquakes and other causes might also take place between the

periods of different formations, in which case the upper bod;?

would rest on the subjacent ones in an unconformable position.

As the strata which cover each other are often composed cf

very different mineral substances, may we not infer that the suc-

cessive ancient eruptions, whether igneous or aqueous, contained

dilYerent elementary parts ? At the present day, the lavas of

succeeding eruptions even from the same crater differ both in

external character and constituent parts. Hence we may ex-

plain the formation of strata of ironstone and i>cds of other me-
tallic ores alternating with earthy strata; and we can have little

difficulty in the admission, as it is now known that the bases of

the earthy strata are also metallic. Two or more mineral sub-
stances may in some instances have been contained in the same
fluid, and separated into different masses or strata by the laws

Ffl
•

of
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of chemical affinity: but it seems exceedingly difficult to admit,

with the Neptuiiiiu geologists, that all the substances which com-
pose rocks and strata were coexistent in the same fluid, and that

this fluid after it had deposited only a sma:ll part of its contents

was capable of supporting animal life.

The succession of aqueous and igneous eruptions would ac-

count for the alternation of volcanic rocks with others of aquatic

formation. The occurrence of obsidian and basalt with clay

and sandstone may be parts of the same series of phaenomena ',

and thus the two opposing systems of Werner and Hutton may
both be true to a certain extent, and agree with existirig facts.

However vast these operations mav appear, they sink into insig-

nificance, compared with the bulk of our planet itself. If a

three-feet globe were to contain within it a fluid capable of ac-

quiring consistence by exposure to the air, and were this fluid

from time to time to exude through minute cracks or punctures,

and form over different parts of the surface successive coats of

varnish whose aggregate thickness was less than that of a wafer,

this would be a greater change with respect to the artificial

globe, than the formation of all the rocks and strata with respect

to the earth. And the numerous dislocations and fractures, by

subsidence or other causes, are no more in comparison to the

magnitude of tlie earth, than the cracks or inequalities of this

superficial varnish would be to a globe of that diameter.

I have already stated my opinion *, that all the secondary

strata are local formations originally deposited in detached lakes,

which have covered part of our present continents when the sea

began to retire ; for the inequalities of the surface must have

been greater before the deposition of the upper strata had filled up

the lower concavities. In proportion to the quantity of matter

tlirovvu from the interior of the earth might be the subsidence

of the surface in other parts ; and as the waters retired further

from our present continents, the size of the lakes which then

covered them would be diminished ; but their number would be

increased, and also the number of local, or independent, forma-

tions of strata. Similar causes still continuing to operate in

different situations, might produce general features of agreement

amidst the diversity of rock formations which were taking place.

Now this is precisely what we observe in comparing the succes-

sion of rocks in distant countries. We have no sufficient rea-

son to believe that those rocks which are called primitive, are in

reality the original coat of the nucleus of our ]danet, nor that

the similar rocks of distant regions are contemporaneous; the

great diversity which prevails both in their order of succession

and composition appears to oppose the theory of universal for-

* Chapter X,
inations^
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mations, there being no two countries in which the order of siic-

cr-.sion is found to agree ; and a recent examination, by Rau-
nicr, of the very district in wliich the Professor of Freyburg laid

down the law of succesfiion for the whole globe, is said to have

shown that Werner's descriptions do not even agree with the

actual order of succession in which the rocks of that district are

arranged.

Granite, porphyry, sienlte, green-stone and basalt pass by
such inseiu.ible gradations into each other, and into rocks known
to be v6lcanic, that the probability of their having a similar

origin can scarcely be denied. And if the internal fires that

have acted successively on the surface of the globe were of vast

extent, as the remaining craters indicate, they may also in nu-
merous instances have melted or softened pre-existing rocks and

strata, and occasioned the bending and contortions of the strata,

and other pheenomena on which the theory of Dr. Hutton was
founded. The defect of that theory consists, I conceive, in ex-

tending the operation of this cause further than existing appear-

ances will support.

Were we to admit that rocks are local formations produced

by successive igneous and aqueous eruptions forced through

craters and fissures of the surface, these, with subsequent eleva-

tions and subsidences of the surface, might be sufficient to ex-

plain all the various phccnomena which the position, contortion,

succession, and alternation of rocks and strata present to our

notice. In some situations granite mountains are covered with

.'a series of schistose rocks, to which succeeds the mountain

limestone, and on this are laid the sandstones of the coal forma-

tion. In other instances these sandstones rest immediately on

granite, without the intervention of schistose rocks. Here then

we may suppose that no eruptions of matter took place between

the formation of the granite and the sandstone ; while in other

situations a succession of formations had produced all the inter-

mediate rocks. In some countries the eruption of matter which

formed granite, after ceasing for ages had again taken place, and

thus sometimes we find granite covering rocks to which it i^

most frequently subjacent. To a like cause may we ascribe the

occasional appearance of beds similar to the lower rocks alter-

nating with or appearing in the upper strata. The siliceous and

calcareous solutions in a state of tranquillity might also envelop

the fragments and sand from pre-existing rocks, and form the

various breccias and aggregated sandstones. Saline and bitu-

minous matter may also have been thrown up in detached lakes,

and subsequentlv consolidated, as in the pitch-lake in the Island

of Trinidad. The local formation of beds of trap alternating

with other rocks has before been alluded to, and the graduation

of
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©f baialt into clay, or sand, will be consistent with this mode of

formation. Many of the solutions containing terrene matter

might be erupted at a boiling temperature, like the siliceous

Kvater thrown out of the hot springs in Iceland, and on cooling

they might deposit their contents, the matter from each eruption

forming a separate layer or stratum *.

In some parts of the earth the quantity of matter thrown out

during one eruption may have been sufficiently great to admit

the crystallization of whole groups of mountains. In other in-

stances it may have been so widely diffused as to form very thin

strata. And here it may be proper to remark, that different

beds and strata are not arranged in nature in the order of their

specific gravity; the lowest are not always the heaviest, neither

are they arranged according to their more perfect crystallization

;

for, though generally the lower rocks are more crystalline than

the upper, we not unfrcquently find some of the upper strata

jnore perfectly crystalline than the subjacent rocks. Now if the

inatter of which the upper and lower rocks are formed had been
oo-existent in the same fluid medium, one or other of the above

•ffects must have taken place ; but if each stratum were formed

hy a separate eruption and deposition, they might vary both iu

specific gravity and degrees of crystallization, without any regard

to the order in which they were depositedf.

In endeavouring to trace the causes of very complicated phae-

nomena, those explanations are to be preferred which apply to

the greatest number of cases, and are consonant with existing or

analogous facts. Now I conceive that the alternation of aqueous

and igneous eruptions offers a more satisfactory explanation of

the formation of rocks than any that 1 am acquainted with. At
the same time it assigns an office to the immense craters and

fi'actures which have once perforated or intersected the globe.

It is an acknowledged maxim, that Nature, or to speak more

* To compare great things with small, there is an analogous formation

taking place every day in the channels which receive the boiling waters from

some of the steam-engines in the county of Durham. This water contains

a large quantity of earthy matter which is deposited every day, except Sun-

day, in regular layers that may be distinctly counted, with a marked line

for the interval of repose on Sunday, between each week's formation:

hence the stone got out of these channels has received from the country

people the name of Sunday stone.

\ By considering each stratum as a local formation, %ve are relieved from

the difficulty of accounting for the disappearance of the vast beds of sand-

stone and chalk, with ail the upper strata, in countries where they are not

found at present. Could we be presented with an accurate delineation of

the elevations and depressions of the earth's surface, sufficient vestiges of

its ancient physical geography might still remain to enable us to trace some
of the great basins, or lakes, in which the sc^jurate formations oJ' tlie upper

Strata took plate,

correctly
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correctly its divine Author, does nothing in vain; and can we
suppose that the interior part of the earth is constructed with
less skill than what we observe in the organization of the sim-
plest animal or vegetable? Or, when we contemplate our planet

pursuing its trackless path through the heavens with unerring

precision, can we believe that its internal motions are not go-
verned by determined laws destined to answer the most important
purposes in Uie oeconomy of nature ?

Though I am inclined to regard the explanation here offered

"Respecting rock formations as consonant with existing facts, and
as reconciling the phaenomena of aqueous and igneous products

alternating with or graduating into each other,—facts that ap-
pear so contradictory to the theories hitherto advanced,—I would,

however, willingly adopt any other explanation that may afford

a more satisfactory solution.—The Roman poet, after conduct-

ing his hero through the subterranean abodes, dismisses him
through the Ivory Gate*: and should my readers infer from
these speculations respecting the subterranean operations of

nature, that I take my leave of them in the same manner, u
will neither cause disappointment nor excite displeasure. Em-
barked with them in a voyage of discovery, I shall gladly hail

the signal for the appearance of solid ground, whoever the for-

tunate discoverer may be.

I«XXVI1I, Accident at Neivbottle Colliery on the Wkar,
By A Correspondent.

To Mr. Tilloch,

5iF,— 1 FEEL myself much obliged to you for giving publicity

in the last number of your Magazine to the account I transmitted

of the dreadful accident which happened at Heaton Colliery, on

the 2d of May: for it is to be hoped that the coal-owners of this

district, when they see these melancholy catastrophes commu-
nicated to the world at large on every recurrence, will at leng-th

be impelled from a sense of shame, if humanity has no weight

with them, to take some effectual step, under the sanction of an
act of parliament, towards providing a permanent and sufficient

fund for the support of the numerous widows and orphans of the

miners whose lives are sacrificed in their employment. From a
motive of compassion, therefore, I now resume my pen to detail

another of these shocking occurrences, which has proved nearly

as destructive of human beings as that at Heaton, though in this

instance fire^ not water, has been the agent of death. Newbottle

Virg. lEn. lib. vi,

colliery
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colliery, the scene of the disaster, is situated on the river Wear.

At present the proprietors are working the Hutton main ; the

deepest and best of five beds of coal within the royalty, its thick-

ness being six feet two inches, and, like most seams subjected to

carbiiretted hydrogen, nearly destitute of water. This mine was

won about four years ago, and is carried on by the means of

three shafts ; one, called the Success Pit, is one hundred and
eight fathoms deep. At five o'clock in the afternoon of the

2d of the month, a cloud of dust and smoke was seen to issue

from the mouth of this shaft, by which the workmen at bank
were convinced that an explosion had taken place below ground,

and in a few minutes one of the trappers, who was not above

six years of age, cried out to be drawn up ; he was quickly fol-

lowed by fourteen men and boys, most of whom were shockingly

scorched, four only having escaped the effect of the inflammable

gas. But a short time %vas allowed to elapse before several in-

trepid pitmen descended into the mine, where they found the

corpses of fifty-seven of their unfortunate fellow workmen
stretched on the floor;—some of whom appeared to be burned

to death, but the greater number to have been suifocated by the

after-damp, or azotic gas left by the combustion of the hydro-

gen with the oxygen gas. Some few still retained signs of life,

but expired on being brouglit into the atmospheric air. From
these circumstances it is evident the blast was partial ; for many
of the men had quitted the boards where they had been at work
apparently unhurt, but met their fate on the waggon-way, being

suffocated before they could reach the shaft. Of the nineteen

horses in the mine, six only were killed ; those in the stables

having survived, for the air-courses were soon restored. It is

asserted that the inflammable air which occasioned the disaster,

issued from an adjoining waste carelessly holled into in the

course of working, but I believe this point has not as yet been
ascertained.

Heaton Colliery is still inundated, and the water pumped from

it has become highly offensive to the neighbourhood from the

putrescence of the animal matter it contains.

Newcastle-upou-Tyne, June 10, 1815. N.

P.S.—When speaking of the depth of the High Main at

Heaton, I should have said " where there was 25 fathoms less

covering on the seam," instead of " 25 fathoms covering on the

seam."

LXXIX. On
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LXXIX. 0?i a Contrivance to help defective Vision. By
Joseph Skinner, Rsq,

To Mr. Tillcch.

Sir,—X ERMIT me to enter into a brief detail of a contrivance

I fell on some years ago to help defective vision. I reached
Malta in the summer of 1S08, and was not long in experiencing

the rapid decay of an organ already impaired, through the effect

of the powerful glare of light reflected there by the white sur-

faces which continually meet the view, the houses and inclosures

being of stone, and the surface of the island in general rockv,

\vith patches of green, chiefly seen from the eminences, inter-

spersed at intervals to cheer the sight. After a lapse of two yegirs

my vision became so obscured, that I could not recognise an in-

diNidual acquaintance at a short distance ; but by looking through
a fine aperture made in a very thin metallic substance, and held

close to the eye, I found the stu-rounding objects so completelv

defined, that I could see them distinctly when looking towards
each extrenuty of the street in which I dwelt. This contrivance,

by the admission of a small portion only of direct rays, withour

the interposition of any oblique rays of light, allows the object

to be seen at any degree of proximity, or of distance proportioned

to its magnitude ; insomuch that when an object, very fine print

for instance, is brought close to the eye, it is powerfully magni-
fied, agreeably to a vvell-kno:wn law of optics j and being di-

stinctly seen at a remote distance, it follows that an indefinite

focus is obtained, always relative to the size of the object viewed.

"Whenever I had recourse to this expedient, I constantly found,

on withdrawing the instrument, that I could distinguish objects

with more precision than before; and, as I conceive, for this

reason, that having been looking for some time through a chas-

tened medium of light, I was better enabled to meet the broad

glare than I should have been if constantly exposed to its action.

In the employment of convex spectacles, or magnifiers, the re-

verse happens: the rays of light being then concentrated, the

siuTounding objects, when they arc withdrawn, become for a

time less distinct than before their apphcation. In this view the

contrivance of metallic spectacles may be considered as a pre-

server of the sight, independently of^he advantages I am about

to detail. Since my return to England, Mr. Thomas Jones,

optician. No. 62, Charing Cross, has with great ingenuity con-

trived a pair of adjusting metallic spectacles, by the u.eans of

which he measures the distance between the pupils, so as tQ

adapt the instrument to any individual^ and bring the tvvo sights

into
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into one. On the principle above explained, of the admission,

through the small aperture, of a portion of direct rays only, the

peculiar quality of a defect of vision ceases to be of any import-

ance, the contrivance being equally adapted to short-sighted

persons having a great convexity of the eye, or to those whose
natural lens has been flattened by time. The cases which hav?

already presented themselve are in full proof of the efficacy of

the metallic spectacles. In three instances of mal-conformation

where concave glasses have not afforded any relief, they have

enabled those on whom the trials were made to distinguish ob-

jects clearly, thus exercising an organ of the use of which they

had been hitherto deprived.

Further trials will, I have no doubt, give a wider scope to their

application. As they are calculated to meet any state of defec-

tive vision, where the two eyes, instead of being alike, are, as-

frequently occurs, of an entirely different conformation, they

may, with their aid, be brought into equal exercise. In strabis-

mus or squint, where the distortion of the pupil, as generally

happens, lies chiefly, if not wholly, on one side, the small aper-

ture may on that side be gradually brought in an oblique line,

towards the centre, until the pupil by habit finds its true station,

by its efforts to gain the light. There will be a less strain on
the optic nerve, which is always affected in the case of these

distortions ; and it will recover its tone in proportion as the

pupil takes its right position. It is needless to observe that the

exercise of vision should be confined to the side on which the

distortion lies, the other eye being covered by an imperforated

metallic plate, so as to shut out its view. Where the distortion

is on both sides, the remedy is obvious.

As a substitute for an eye-glass, a single metallic spectacle

will be found of great utility, wherever the hght is strong enough
to admit of its use. Without-doors it can be constantly em-
ployed with the best effect ; and has the advantage of durability,

not being liable to any accident. It frequently happens tliat an
eye-glass adapted to a particular defect of sight cannot be

found.

The smallness of the field which presents itself in looking

through the metallic spectacles is an inconvenience which will be
remedied by use. They can only be employed where there is a
sufficient light ; but this light being chastened in a considerable

degree, they become preservers wherever a powerful glare is to

be encountered. Where the sight has been much impaired by
time, it may be recommended not to exercise it in a broad light,

unless through this chastened medium. The strain on the optic

nerve will be thus avoided. In southern climes, where there is

an
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an Intensity of light, this contrivance would afford a double ad-
vantage over coloured glasses : objects would be seen of their

true colour j and the excess of light, which operates so power-
fully in impairing vision, effectually corrected.

1 am, Sec,

J. Seinner.

LXXX. On Metallic Sails. By A Corresfondekt.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—riAViNG continually observed that metallic solutions

had an excess of acid; although it appeared contrary to the
opinion of those whose merited reputation in the chemical
world is so firmly fixed, I v/as led to think that this acid was
essential to the salt; and the few experiments I made on the sub-
ject seem to justify my doubts.

Sulphate (or rather the super-sulphate) of iron was the first salt

1 examined. It was submitted to a heat sufficient to drive off a
portion of the acid (as I knew without this process the solutioa

was acid) : water being added, the super-sulphate was in solution,

and some oxide precipitated. I endeavoured to saturate the
excess of acid by an alkaH ; but before it could be neutralized a
part of the oxide precipitated, leaving the super-sulphate in so-

lution. If the acid was not a component part of the salt, it

might be saturated with a base, provided the salt produced wouU
not decompose the metallic solution :—if therefore it was not
essential, the alkali would saturate it, and the whole form a neu-
tral solution; for the dissolved salt is not subject to decomposi-
tion by treating it with an alkali saturated by the corresponding

acid to that which the metal is dissolved in.

In the case of mercury, the salts termed the super-sulphate,

the sulphate, and the sub-sulphate, show acid properties whea
dissolved:—if then the sulphate and the sub-sulphate in the at-

tempt at solution are converted into the super-sulphate, it is na-
tural to infer that they are not perfect salts, but peculiar mix-
tures of the super-sulphate with tJie oxide.—And as the excess

of acid in the super-sulphate is held by so small an affinity, it is

not more entitled to be called an acid salt than those whose
bases possess a superior affinity for their acids, and are not like

this decomposed by water. Why I mention the combinatioris

of mercury with the sulphuric acid is, that in a publication pro-
<!uced in 180.9, it is ob'scrvcd that, by repeatedly washing th«

supci -sulphate with small rjuautilico of cold water, the acid in

carried otlj and ''a truly ncutidl metallic salt lemain', the sul-

phate
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phate of mercury." Now to vyash soluide crystals in small quan-

tities of water for the puipose of freeing them from any ex-

traneous matter, is in the operations of chemistry the most im-

perfect ; for a salt, without entire solution, cannot be subject to

the influence of water on all its parts; and as the washings are

acid from the commencement of the operation till after the yel-

low precij)itate is formed, a neutral salt cannot be produced in

any part of the process, but the whole of the mercurial salt is

carried off in the state of a super-sulphate. If without the aid

of water we cannot discover the existence of acids (which is ob-

vious in those which are crj'stallized), any dry substance being

treated with water, and answering the acid tests, cannot in the

drv state be considered neutral ; as the properties of acids de-

pend so much on their combination with water ; and as when

water is added to tlie above-mentioned salt (the supposed sul-

phate) it is acid, it must in the dry state be an acid salt with an

excess of oxide mixed with it, caused by the evaporation of part

of the acid in the process of drying. I therefore conclude, in

the opinion that metallic salts cannot exist in the neutral state^;

for as in the humid way Vv'e discover acid properties in this class

of salts, and as acids in the dry state do not possess acid proper-

ties, we must allov/ the raetaliic in every state to be super.salts.

Your obedient servant,

London, June 15, 1815. H.

P.S.-—This humble attempt, sir, is founded merely on the

success I had with those salts which I at the time happened to
"

be in possession of.

LXXXI. On Isochronous Time- Keepers. By Mr. Thomas
Reid.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—In your Philosophical Magazine for May last, a gentle-

inan long eminent and respectable as a philosopher in the arts

and sciences ^' has presumed" that the two clocks of mine,

whose rates of going were inserted in your Magazine of last

March, ** might have been in the same circumstances" as those

which he has mentioned. These kind of circumstances are not

new to me J such or similar observations of two clocks going

on. in this M''«y, and whose pendulums aifected each other, were

made long ago by the late ingenious Mr. John Ellicott, and may
liave been made by others besides him, for aught that I know.

But these clocks were not properly fixed, being on such elastic

boards as those which Mr. De Luc, mentions, I should have

tilought
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thought my time very ill applied in attempting to regulate those

astronomical clocks (with which I have been engaged) to that

degree of nicety to wliich of late years I have been accustomed,

had they been on such flimsy fixtures as those in question. The
two clocks, the rate of whose going and keeping so closely to-

gether I gave you, were free of every floor, or of any elastic

board whatever, were strongly attached to a firm wall, and every

part connected with the pendulums uncommonly well bound,

particularly in that of their suspensions, so that any extraneous

weight, or any motion on the floor, could not possibly affect them,

^ nor was it possible that the motion of either pendulum could

have affected that of the other. It is nevertheless wonderful

how the motion of a pendulum may be affected, even where

every part of the fixture of it is such, that Uttle or no doubt can

remain of its not being strongly fixed ; and yet I have made their

rate alter not a little by afterwards forcibly driving home for a

second time the screws of the fixtures, in order to be certain that

all was firm and secure, when I well knew that the first fixing

was much beyond that of any pendulum which had come under

my notice. The consequence which followed the second fixing

here was quite natural, the arc of vibration being a little in-

creased to what it was before. There is no man in the kingdom
who has paid that attention to the firm fixing of a clock pen-

dulum which I have done, and 'none know better the great ad-

vantages of it. The second turret clock which I made about

twenty-eight years ago, had the scapement part of it in diframe
separate from that of the clock, which together with the pendu-

lum (whose ball a sphere about 70 lbs. weight) were firmly at-

tached to the wall of the church, and at a little distance from

the clock itself* : the advantage gained by this was not ob-

tained but at some expense. There is a mistake made in Mr.
De Luc's paper regarding Harris's pendulum clock heing erected

* Tliis clock, after having been brought to mean time, was carefully ob-
served from time to time by means of a sun-dial, which was correctly put
up close by the Observatory at Hawk-hill and by those concerned with the

Observatory, (I not havin;^ then the advantage or use of a transit instru-

ment,) and did not deviate thirty seconds from mean time during the course

of eight months. Not that I think much of surh trials, or the comparing the
going of a clock with a sun-dial, where nice observations are required

; yeC
iillowing the error to be even the double of what the result gave, it caunoc
be called great. Seeing the good going of the clock, the person who had
the chai-ge of winding it up was requested to pay particular attention to it,

and by no means to neglect the winding of it. However, this request was
not strictly complied with, and tlic clock was one day unfortunately forgot,

and allowed to run down. This circumstance, and others which soon af-

terwards supervened, made me in future to bestow less attention to it than
it otherwise merited. The pendulum-rod of this clock was a wooden onr,
156"8 inches in length.

Vol. 45, No. 206. June 181.5. G y in
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in 1814. I think you got it from me, stated to have been p7it

up in the year 1641, as is Mr. Grignion's account of it.

I am, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

Edinburgh, June 20, 1815. Thomas Reid.

LXXXII. On the Electric Column of Mr. De Luc.

To Mr. Tilloch.

Sir,—OiNCE you did me the favour of inserting in your valua-

ble Magazine a description of my contrivance foi- applying clock-

work to Mr. De Luc's electric column, for the purpose of ob-

serving with greater facility and convenience its meteorological

phsenomena, and for attempting to procure by its means a mea-

surement of time*, I have had the high honour and gratifica-

tion of a short correspondence with the very respectable and able

inventor, on the title of that description which I so carelessly

omitted to affix, and which you were so obliging as to supply.

1 sincerely thank you, sir, for having so done, and have no doubt

that

* In your last niiraber, Sir. Sinper asserts thnt a "Mr. Lightfoot first

suggested the emplo\'ment of an inliexible pendulum as a means of con-

verting the reciprocating motion usually produced by the column into a

source of rotary niovcinent; and the rorrcctncss of this idea was soon af-

terwards practically verified by me," (wliom herliuotcs to designate by the

aopcliation of his pupil) " with t!ie assistance of a watch-maker."

'He also observes, that " the rotary motion obtained by this indirect

ir.eans is however rather curious than useful, for it is scwrcely so correct an

indication of the power of the column as the simple pendulum, <S:c." I dr>

nor notice the first remark, for t!ie purpose of claiming either for myself or

forMr.Gorham the watch-maker any merit in so simple a contrivance,

bat to protest against the amhituous construction of the paragraph, by

which, if he does iiot mean it, he appears desirous of having it understood,

that I eit'jer directly or indirecriy derived tiic idea from the suggestion of

Mr. Lightfoof, and thus appesir^ to insinuate phigiarism. Now, even if

I thousht he did mean to make this insinuation, I would not trouble either

Tjon or him with its confutation.

I notice the second remark, only for the purpose of observing that his

instruction would in this case lead those into error who might be mduce'l

to avail themselves of the advantages whicii 1 derive in ubing the clock-

work, since 1 have found, by having for some time past, and under a great

variety of circuii^stnnces, carefully compared it witli all the other moflifi-

cations he describes, tliat it is not scarcely hut perfectly as correct an indi-

cation of the power of the coiunni as any one of those modifications. I

suspect that the ''considerable irregularity'' ol)Scrvalile in tiie motion of a

pith-bal! suspended by a silk thread, is not occasioned wholly by the varia-

tion of the temperature of the stirrounding medium, and the state of mois-

ture, 6cc. but partly hy a tendency to stick to tlio balls against which i-.

strikes, and will uiie day cause it to stop. To uvoid this inconvenience, I first

attached
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that in choosing the term Electrico-galvanic agency, your view

of a subject (containing so many contrary opinions) is founded

upon a far more extensive knowledge of it than I can pretend

to. Mr De Luc remarks that the instrument is not to he called

electrico-gah'anic, but electric cohimu as he has named it, "since

there are no galvanic and only electric effects." The reason of

my concurrence with him in the use of the terms electric column

and eleclric agency is, because I think his ingenious experiments

and forcible deductions, and their subsequent confirmation by

the experiments of Sig. Zamboni and others, go far to prove the

truth of the proposition which Mr. De Luc here advances. At all

events, he has started game which may afford good sport ; and

it no doubt will do, so if it is pursued with the indefatigable ar-

dour which he has so eminently exhibited in his several valuable

yvriti.'igs and successfiil labours.

I remain, sir.

Your much obliged and humble servant,

Hr-mmersinith, June 6; 1815. FraNCIS RoNALDS.

attached a fine platina wire as a girth round my cork-ball, and found that

its indirations then agreed with those of thentJier pendulums and needles;

but have now procured frn.n my good friend Mr. Teid a ball of silk with a

Very fine platina girth, so li^lit that it weighs but little more than the cork.

I presume it has been shown, that the frequency or quantity of the elec-

tricity of the column at different intervals does not always bear a constant

ratio to its intensity; and therefore, that any apparatus where a pendulum

in constant limited o^c'\\h\l\oxi is used, cannot measure both these powers.

Even the fremiency with which the leaves of Mr. Bennett's electrometer

open and strike the sides for a certain number of seconds, does not be-

c<mie a cv/nparative rneasufs of the power of the column at different times,

if this expression is used in a general sense.

I have a small column to "^vhich is attached a large electrometer for

ineasurini^ by the divergence of the leaves its intensity, and to wiiich I

sometimes attach a smaller electrometer for measuring its frequency by the

•.irikinii of the leaves. This apparatus proves tlie fact very clearly; for

sometimes, when the large one indicates a certain intensity, the small one

by beini^ applied to the column will strike its sides much more frequently

iban at7)tliers, although the diver-ience of the large one remains the same,

or has even diminished. Sometimes the intensity and frequency will go on to

increase together in corresponding ratios to a certain maximum, and tlien

alter. At other times the former will stop, and the latter go on to increase.

These phenomena depend, I believe, principally upon the variation in the

hygrometric state of the disks of paper. The influence of moisture to in-

crease the general power ol the column to a certain extent Mr. De Luc

first observed. On columns inclosed in glass tubes it of course cannot act

so powerfully; and moisture, by being deposited on the glass, may, as Mr.

Houldv has "shown, diminish its power by injuring the insulation. But, by

subjecting a column to the action of a moist and a drier atmosphere whilst

its supports wore not so circumstanced, 1 think I have proved that, in the

usual hygrometric state of the air, the state of insulation lias little or no

share in the above phsenomena.

G g 2 LXXXIH. iVo-
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LXXXIII. Notices respecting New Books.

X HiLosoPHiCAL Transactions, Part I. for 1815, has made H9
appearance, and the followhig are its contents:
'

1 . Additional Observations on the optical Properties and Struc-

ture of he.ited Glass and unannealed Glass Drops. By Davidt

Brewster, LL.D. F.R.S. Edin. and F.S.A. Edin. In a Letter

addressed to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B.P.R.8.

—II. Description of a new Instrument for performing mechani-

cally the Involution and Evohition of Numbers. By Peter M.
Roget, M*D. Communicated by William Hyde WoUaston, M.D.
Sec. R.S.—III. Experiments on the Depolarization of Light as

e.xhibited by various Mineral, Animal, and Vegetable Bodies, ^vith

a Reference of the Phaenomena to the general Principles of Po-

larization. By David Brewster, LL.D. F.R.S. Edin. and F.S.A,

Edin. In a Letter addressed to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph

Banks,Bart.K.B.P.R.S.—IV. On an ebbing and flowing Streant

discovered by boring in the Harbour of Bridlington. By John

Storer, M.D. Communicated by the Right Hon. Sir Joseph

Banks, Bart. K.B. P.R.S.—V. On the Effects of simple Pressure

in producing that Species of Crystallization which forms two
oppositely polarized Images, and exhibits the complementary

Colours by polarized Light. By David Brewster, LL.D. F.R.S.

Edin. and F.S.A. Edin. In a Letter addressed to the Right

Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B. P.R.S.—VI. Experiments

made with a View to ascertain the Principle on which the Action

of the Heart depends, and the Relation which subsists between

that Organ and the Nervous System. By A. P. Wilson Philip,

Physician in Worcester. Communicated by Andrew Knight, Esq.

F.R.S.—VII. Experiments to ascertain the Influence of the

Spinal Marrow on the Action of the Heart in Fishes. By Mr.
William Clift. Communicated by Sir Everard Home, Bart,

WP.R.S.—VIII. Some Experiments and Observations on the

Colours used in Painting by the Ancients. By Sir Humphry
Davy, LL.D. F.R.S.—IX. On the Laws which regulate the Po-

larization of Light by Reflexion from transparent Bodies. By
David Brewster, LL.D. F.R.S. Edin. and F.S.A. Edin. In a

Letter addressed to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B,

P.R.S.

Mr. Rol)crtson Buchanan has published a new and extended
edition of his valuable treatise " On the (Economy of Fuel and
Management of Heat, especially as it relates to heating and
drying by means of Steam."

LXXXIV. Pro-
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LXXXIV. Proceedings of Learned Societies*

ROYAL SOCIETY.

June 1. X HE conclusion of Mr. Donovan's paper on the

berries of the mountain ash or roan-tree, the Sorbus aucuparia

of Linnaeus, was read. In the series of ingenious experiments

devised by the author, on apples, pears, crabs, and roanberrles,

he discovered the existence of a new and peculiar acid in the

latter, which he calls sorbic acid. The roanberries, although an
object of vulgar superstition in all the northern countries of

Europe, in which they have been deemed an antidote against

witchcraft, and of a very peculiar taste, have never been sub-

mitted to any chemical analysis, since Scheele discovered in

them and other vegetables the existence of malic and citric

acids. Some experiments have indeed been made on malic acid

by Vauquelin and Proust, but our knowledge of this and many
other vegetable acids is still very imperfect. The researches

and discoveries of Mr. Donovan will doubtless attract the at-

tention of chemists to these substances. In preparing the sorbie

acid Mr. U. pursued the method of Scheele as improved by
Vauquelin ; he expressed the juice of the ripe berries, boiled it

saturated with carbonate of potash, and added acetate of lead,

which was precipitated in the state of a compound salt contain-

ing malat of lead : the latter was again precipitated, and the

sorbic acid obtained pure. The author related a great number
of experiments on roanberries and apples, to ascertain the rela-

tive quantities of acid which they contain : he found that the

sorbus berries yield nearly one-half their weight of juice, con-

sisting of sorbic and malic acids, the former of which was much
.more abundant,—but that apples contain a very small proportion

of sorbic acid, and that plums, pears, &;c. have none. The dif-

ference between the salts formed by these acids is very striking ;

the sorbats of potash, soda or ammonia are crystallized salts, so-

luble in water but not in alcohol ; tlie malats, on the contrarv,

are not crystallizable, are deliquescent, and slightly soluble in al-

cohoL Mr. D. also tried several experiments on other sub-

stances, and found that there is no sorbat of alumina : this fact,

will facilitate the complex analysis of many minerals containimy

alumina, which have hitherto occasioned the appearances of

iiome anomalies which do not exist in nature. The author then

proceeded to offer some original conjectures on the composition

of vegetables in general, and what has been called the bitter

principle in particular : the substance which communicates a
bitter sensation he considers as the matrix or radical of the malic

and sorbic acids, He seemed to think that these acid5 may
Cj g cJ icitier
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liither be chemical products than educts. The artificial ex-

istence of tannin favouis liis conjectures, which he ])roposed,

liowever, with great diffidence, as things yet to be investigated.

A short paper by Sii Everard Home, Bart. V.P.R.S. was read,

detailing some observations on the organs of respiration in lani-

preys and other analogous genera of fishes.-

June 8. A mathematical paper by Mr. Babage was laid be-

fore the Society, On the Calculus of Functions j but its contents

were of a nature not to be read.

Dr. Herschel furnished a long and very elaborate paper on

the satellites of the Georgian planet. The Doctor has ascertained

the existence and general laws of seven different satellites to this

remote body ; but he acknowledges that their exireme distance,

and the numerous difficulties which arise in observing them,

render him very cautious in determining any thing dogmatically

on the subject. The introduction to the paper contained some
interesting observations on telescopes in general, and the means

best adapted to observe.,such distant objects. The structure and
management of telescopes being the author's most familiar de-

partment, his directions are the more valuable. He observes that

no glass under 20 feet is fit for viewing the satellites of the Geor-

gian planet ; that his principal obsen'ations have been made
with one 25 feet; but that his great 40-feet telescope re-

quiring so marry persons to manage it, and being incapable of

acting at all times with suiilcient rapidity, when the light and

atmosphere suit, he has very rarely succeeded in using it when
viewing these satellites. He next speaks of the necessity of

having sufficient light on the reflecting mirrors, which cannot

always be obtained, and many other difficulties v/nich impiede

the progress of our knowledge of these heavenly bodies. Lastly,

he related his observations on the different satellites which he has

already noticed around the planet in question, and stated the

))robal)iUty that some more might still be discovered as our in-

struments improve.
^ A short letter from- Dr. Brewster to the President was read,

stating some further experiments on the multiplying powers of

Iceland spar. These powers he found to depend on the surfaces

of the spar, and he can now imitate them at pleasure.

June 15. A paper on the lamprey and echineis, by Sir E.

Home, was read. The author considered these genera as herma-
phrodites, and forming a link between fishes and vermes. Sir E.

stated the appearances on dissection, and also his observations

on the living animals, which justified him in his conclusions.

A curious paper by A. Carlisle, Esq. was read, on vascular

and cxtravascular parts of organized bodies. He described the

process of the formation of shells, particidarly those of snails and
fishes

:
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fishes^ ihe manner oT puncturing shells to prodace pearls ; and
the mode which snails adopt to repair their broken shells, &c.

J. G. Children, Esq. submitted to the Society a description of

his very large Galvanic battery, each plate ofwhich consisted of32
square feet, and related the effects of a great number of experi-

ments made with it in producing intense heat, in melting metah,
&c. One experiment was on iron. He and Mr. Pepys took a
piece of- soft iron, made a cavity in it to hold some diamond
powder, and then submitted it to the action of the Galvanic bat-

tery ; when the iron was instantly converted into blister steel,

and the diamond entirely disappeared This experiment, the

author concluded, was quite satisfactory to prove that the dia-

mond contains nothing but pure carbon.

The title of a paper by Mr. Lee, On the dispersive Power of
the Atmosphere, and that of several others, were read, in order

that they might be printed in the forthcoming volume of the Phi-

losophical Transactions.—The Society then adjourned till Thurs-
day the 9th of November.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
Professor Rrande in his fifteenth and concluding lecture pre-

sented his audience with a succinct account of the origin and
progress of electro-chemical science, and dwelt particularlv upon
the brilliant and important discoveries and researches of his pre-
decessor. Sir H. Davy.
The application of-electricity to chemistry seems to have ori-

ginated v.ith Beccaria and Canton, and to have been brought
into more general notice by the experiments of Dr. Priestlev, and
the refined and masterly researches of Mr. Cavendish ; but no-
thing very important was achieved in this branch of experimental
philosophy previously to the discovery of the Voltaic pile. In the
earliest experiments with tlis instrument some of its leading
chemical powers were developed, especially its decomposing
energies in regard to water and saline solutions: it was also ob-
served that the electrization of di? tilled water was attended with
the extrication of acid and alkaline matter, a phaenomenon in

explanation of which a variety of crude and unsatisfactory hypo-
theses were indulged in : it was conceived that pure water was
capable of producing acids and alkalies, by uniting with positive

and negative electricity ; that these bodies passed from the bat-
tery through the conducting \*ires into the water; and that there
resulted from the decomposition of the aqueous elements, oxy-
gen and hydrogen. The amusement of hypothesis being thus pre-
ferred to the drudgery of experiment, the advances towards truth

were slow and imperfect, and philosophers seemed rather in-

clined to talk and reason upon the remarkable and new pheno-
mena.
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mena, than to endeavour to remove the veil of mystery iu which

they were enveloped, by the toilsome but sure method of ex-

perimental research,—a task happily reserved for, and ably per-

formed bv. Sir H. Davy. Mr. Brande illustrated these investi-

gations by a series of experiments with the large Voltaic appa-

ratus employed in his former lecture, and, having summed up the

Jeading conclusions, enumerated the discoveries of which they

had been productive. It was proved that the acid and alkaline

matter was derived from the presence of foreign bodies ; that the

elements of water and of the atmosphere had given rise to nitric

acid and ammonia ; and that, every extraneous body being care-

fully excluded, water was resolved by the electrical energy into

oxygen and hydrogen only. Having taken a cursory view of

electro-chemical theory in general, and having reminded his

hearers of the discovery of the nature of alkaline and earthy

bodies,—a discovery resulting entirely from these researches,—the

Professor concluded his lecture with some general observations

concerning the nature of electricity, illustrated by several new

and interesting experiments: he combated the idea of its bemg

a peculiar flui<l, and of its phaenomena resulting from the pre-

sence of any distinct subtance or form of matter : it might be so,

but we must not say it is so, till it be pro\"ed.

LXXXV. InleUiaence and Miscellaneous Articles.
'£)

We are informed that the extensive and valuable collection of

minerals of the Rev. Richard Hennah, late of St. Austell in

Cornwall, and which is now in the possession of his son the

Rev. R. Hennah of Plymouth, consisting of nearly 2000 speci-

mens of the most rare and curious productions of that county,

particularly of tins, is to be disposed of.

NEW STEAM-BOAT.

In addition to the steam-boat now plying between London

and Gravesend, a very fine vessel of this description has recently

commenced sailing between London and Margate. She is named

the Thames, was built at Port Glasgow from the plans furnished

by Mr. Robertson Buchanan, engineer, and is the same vessel

the drawings of which, with n description by Mr. Buchanan,

were given in a preceding number of the Philosophical Magazine.

The Thames previous to her arrival in the river had been navi-

gated from the Clyde to Ireland across the Irish channel, by the

Land's End, and round to Portsmouth and the Downs, a voyage

of 1500 railas, in perfect safety.

METEORO-
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Sivger on electric moving power, 359
Skinner on the plague at Malta, 241;

help for defective vision, 461

Smith's geolog. discoveries, 333
Society of Antiquaries, 220
Soros. What?

^
288

Sounds produced ly gases. On intervals

and beats of, 26
Spr-iTig. ffbbing aad fifiwing, 66, 432

Sfiurzheim's lectufts on Craniology, 44,

50, 132
Stanhope's (Lord) new musical strings,

386
Slecun employedfor evaporation, distil-

lation, &c. 15S
Sleam-L'oats. On, 1 8 ]

, 47 I

Steei i/ri»fs applied to piano-forte, 38o
Storer on an ebbing and flowing spring

,

66,482
Strontian in arragonite, 389
Sugar, an antidote for poison of copper,

• 76
Sulphuret ofcarlon. Optical properties

of, 119
Superfaetation. Instance of, 37S
Sutherland coal-pits, 314, 397, 447
Tannin. On, 74
Tar, Remarks on, 208
Taylor's biographical sketch of £. H.

Delaval, 2?

Teneriffe. Account of, 248

Toad, living, found in limestone, 69
Travers on tite eye, 65
Triple Prussmtes. On, 375
Turfandpeat. Erper. on, 215
Turpentine. Remarks on, 203
Uranolites. A fall of, 23, 2S0
f^a?i Mons. New system of, 67 ; deto-

nating oil of, 76 ; notice from, 396
Vegetation. Phaenomena of, 323

Folcanoes of South America, 231 j of
Albay, 392

ffalker's (E ,) outlines of chemical phi •

losophy, 19,424
fVater, its oxidizing power with char-

coal, '23

fVernerian Society, 22l
TVhilei used by the ancients, 418
IVinck on coal and stone strata, 36'-

Mood. Products of, when distilled, 203

,

2c :»

END OF THE FORTV-FlflH VOLUME.

Prmted l\j Richard and Arthur Taylor, Shoe Lane, LvmUnt.
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